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REPORT 
OF THE 

INDIAN HEMP DRUGS COMMISSION. 

1893-94 . 
• 

CHAPTER 1. 

. INTRODUCTORY. 

I. The Indian Hemp Drugs Commission was appointed under the orders of 
Appointment of the Commission: H is Excellency ·the Governor-General in Council 

its object. contained in the Resolution of the Government of 
India, Finance and Commerce Department, No. 2792-Ex., dated 3rd July 
1893. In a despatch No. 36 '(Revenue), dated 16th March 1893, Her 
Majesty's Secretary of State informed the Government of India that in 
answer to a question- put in the House of Commons he had express
ed his willingness to request the Government of India to appoint a 
Commission . to inquire into· the cultivation of the hemp plant in Bengal, 
the preparation of drugs from it, the trade in those drugs, the effect of their 
consumption upon the social and moral condition of the people, and the desir
ability of prohibiting the growth of the plant and the sale of ganja and allied 
drugs. In requesting the Government of India to appoint a Commission for the 
purposes stated, the Secretary of State desired that such instructions might 
be issued as would ensure that the inquiry shclUld be. thorough and complete, 
Lord Kimberley was of opinion that the inquiry Gould hardly be confined to Ben
gal, but should extend to the whole of India, and that the Comm.ission should 
ascertain to what extent the existence of the hemp plant all over India affects 
the practical difficulty of checking or stopping the consumption of ganja as dis
tinguished from other narcotic drugs prepared from the hemp plant, and whether 
there is ground for the statement that bhang is less injurious than ganja' to con
sumers. 

2. The Commission appointed by the Government of India Resolution of 
3rd July 1893 consisted of a President and six Mem

Constitution of the Commission. 
bers, three of whom were officials and three Native 

non-official gentlemen. Under subsequent orders, a Secretary to the Com mis
.sion was appointed.t 

• By Mr. W. S. Caine on 2nd March 1893. 
t President: 

The Hon'ble \V. MACkWORTH YOUNG, M.A., C.S.I" First Financial Commissioner, PUDjab. 
MlmlJn&: 

I. Mr. H. T. OMMANNEY, Collector, Pa~ch Mahals, Bombay. 
~. Mr. A. H. L. FRASER. M.A., Commissioner, Cbhattisgarh Division. Central Province!. 
!J. Surgeon·Major C. J. H. WARDBN, Profe39or of Cbemistry. Medical College, and Cbemical Examiner to 

G;).vernment, Calcutta; Officiating Medical Storekeeper to Government, Calcutta. 
4. RajaSOSHI SnCRARESWAR ROY, of Tahirpur. Bengal. 
s. KANW AR HARNAIf SINGH, Ahluwalia, C.I.E., Punjab. 
6. LALA NIHAL CHAND, of Mupffarnagar, North·Western Provinces. 

. StCl'dary: 
_Mr. H. ]. McIntosb, Under .. Secretary to the Government of Bengal, Financialaad Mlloicipai Departments. 

I 
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3. In pursuance of the wishes of the Secretary of State, the following m. 
laatructiOllsto the Commission- structions were issued to the Commission :-, 

.. His Excellency the Governor-General in Council desires that the inquiry 

(a) Scope or inquiry, 
should be thorough and searching, but he leaves to 
the Commission full discretion to determine the best 

means of securing that result. Certain instructions are given in the following 
paragraphs i but these are not intended to be exhaustive, and the Commission 
have full authority to take up any branch of inquiry which in their opinion is 
likely to elucidate the subject and to aid the Government of India and the 
Secretary of Stll.te in . deciding on the policy to be adopted in regard to hemp 
drugs. 

II It is desirable that the COInmission should visit and take evidence in all or 
most of the provinces of India: there are political objections to their holding 
sittings in Native States, but any information similar to that required regarding 
British India which can be obtained regarding Native States should be included' 
in the Report. 

" The Commission should ascertain, with as much preCISIOn as possible. 
(b) Cultivation and wildgrowfh the extent to which the hemp plant is cultivated in 

of the hemp plant, manufacture and h' f th . f I d" h' h' • 
nB. of drugs obtained therefrom. eac 0 e provinces 0 n la In w IC It IS grown. 
IJId tbe physical and other effects They should collect full information as to the manner or the use or hemp drugs. 

in which the plant is cultivated for the production of 
drugs and the methods of preparing the manufactured drug from the raw pro
duct, whether of the wild or the domesticated plant. Little is known at present 
as to the extent to which the wild'plant can be used for the preparation of drugs, 
whether in the milder or the more noxious forms. This point has an important 
bearing on the possibility of introd,::cing restrictive measures, and will require 
careful investigation. Full particulars should be obtained regarding a!1 the differ
ent forms of the drug which are commonly used, especially ganja, charas, and 
bhang i and regarding the classes of the people by whom, and the extent to which, 
each is used. The physical and other effects of the use of hemp drugs should 
be thoroughly investigated, each variety of the drug being separately treated, 
so far as that can be conveniently done, In conducting this branch of the inquiry, 
the Commissioners s):lOuld avail themselves freely of the evidence of medical 
experts. They should endeavour to ascertain what proportion of the population 
habitually consumes hemp drugs, and should ·thoroughly examine the testimony 
in support of the commonly received opinion that the use of hemp drugs is a 
frequent cause of lunacy. They should ascertain whether, and in what form, 
the consumption of the drugs is either harmless qr even beneficial as has occa
sionally been maintained. , 

.. Full inFormation should be compiled regarding the administrative 
«)IM.thode 'or adminietration. arrangements in force in each province for controlling 

the growth of the plant, the manuFacture and sale of 
the drugs, and their importation from other provinces or from Native States, 
and for imposing duties on cultivation and sale. It is understood that charas 
is imported into the Punjab on a considerable scale from foreign territory; and 
the question of the importation of hemp drugs generally from foreign territory 
should receive the special attention of the Commission. The various systems 
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employed for taxingthe drug or the cultivation of the plant should be reviewed 
with special reference to the comparative incidence of this taxation in differ
ent parts of India and to the comparative efficacy of the taxation imposed in 
restricting consumption, whether by the mere weight of the tax or by the method 
and stage of imposition. It is known that the rates vary considerably in different 
provinces, but the precise effect of the variations is not fully understood. In 
this connection the Comluissioners should notice any case in which the proxi
mity of a Native State affects the production or consumption of the drug in 
British territory. ." 

"There are two points connected with the· subject-matter of the inquiry 

( P li
· I d· t . I which caJl for special investigation. The first of 

d) 0 tica lSCOQ, ent, SOC1.8. or 
religious. usa~. and other stimu- these is the. danger lest prohibition, or restrictive 
lants or Darcobcs. f . h .. measures 0 a stringent c aracter, may give flse to 
s~rious discontent, and be resented by the people as an unjustifiable interference 
with long-established social customs. In some parts of India the use of hemp 
drugs is, it is believed, common among fakirs and ascetics held in veneration by 
large classes of the population. In Bengal it has been stated that an infusion of 
the leaves of the plant is commonly offered to every guest and member of the 
family on the last day of the Durga Puja: it bas no ill effects, and its use is 
not considered reprehensible in any way. The Governor-General in Council 
desires that the Commissioners will endeavour to ascertain to what extent these 
and similar .~ustoms prevail in Bengal and other parts of India, and how' far the 
use of hemp drugs forms' a part of social, or possibly religious, ceremonial or 
observance, and they should, if possible, take the evidence of witnesses drawn from 
the classes among whom the use of hemp drugs is chiefly prevalent. The 
Commissioners should state their opinion whether the prohibition of the use of 
hemp drugs or any restrictive measures which they may deem practicable would 

. be likely to give rise to political discontent ill any parts of lndia or among any 
classes of the population. It is believed that in some parts of the country bhang 
is, in a special degree, the poor man's narcotic, and the possible unpopularit}L of a 
measure which would derrive the very poorest-of the population of the use of ·a 
narcotic to which they have always been accustomed should not be overlooked. 

" Another point to which the attention of the Commissioners should be 
directed is the probability or possibility that, if the use of hemp drugs is prohi
bited, those who would otherwise continue to use them may be driven to have 
recourse to alcohol, or to other stimulants or narcotics which may be more dele. 
terious. 

H Finally, the Governor-General in Council requests that the Commis-
(.) Recommendationa of the sioners, if they should be of opinion that the pro

Commission. hibition of the consumption of any hemp drug should 
not, or could not, be enforced, will indicate, for the consideration of the Gov~ 

ernment of India, any reforms and improvements which their investigations may 
lead them to recommend in the existing arrangements of each province for 
controlling the cultivation of the hemp plant, and the manufacture, sale, and 
taxation of hemp drugs. In framing their recommendations, regard should, of 
course, be had to the considerations which have been stated in paragraphs 7 and 
8 of this Resolution. Absolute prohibition, or repressive meac;ures of a stringent 
nature, may involve inquisitorial proceedings of an unpopular character, and 
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afford opportunities for the levy of blackmail; and in framing regulations for the 
prohibition or for the restriction of the use of hemp drugs, these considerations 
~hould be borne in mind. 

" If the Commission should be of opinion that the cultivation of the hemp 
plant for the production of drugs, or the consumption of any hemp drug, should 
be absolutely prohibited, it will be their duty to state the regulations which 
should be adopted for this purpose." , 

4. Under the- terms of the Resolution appointing the Commission, they were 
Commission'. method of inquiry. diri!cted to assemble in Calcutta on the I st August 

1893. The first collective meeting of the Com
mission actually took place on the 3rd August 1893. A series of questions was 
drawn up by the Commission for distribution to witnesses. The series 'of ques
tions was prefaced by an explanatory note, in which it was carefully pointed out 
that they were not to be regarded as exhausrtve, but were intended rather to serve 
as an index to the witnesses as to the subjects to which their attention should be 
specially directed. The witnesses were requested not'to withhold any information 
merely because it was not indicated by any of the questions. They were invited 
to give any information which did not appear to fall under any of the questions, 
either by appending it as a separate note to the chapter under which it seemed 
naturally to fall, or by recording it at th~ end of the evidence. At the same time, 
as the questions were necessarily of wide and general application, it was pointed 
out that it was not intended that in every case the witness should aflswer all of 
them, but should confine himself to those questions which dealt with parts of 
the subject with which he was more or less acquainted; and, to enable the Com
mission to estimate the value of the information given, it was requested that the 
witness should indicate the source of his information and the facts or experi
ences on which he based his opinions and statements. 

5. Previous to issuing· their series of questions to Local Governments and 
Invitation to pel'liOOS interested to Administrations for distribution to witnesses, the Com

Jay their views before the Com-
mission. mission had intimated to them that they were anxious 
to receive evide!,lce from well-informed persons and representative associa
tions, whether philanthropic, religious, or social bodies, who desired to see the pre
paration and sale of ganja and other hemp drugs further restricted or entirely 
prohibited, and that it was necessary to give such persons and associations the freest 
opportunity of coming forward and laying their views before the Commission. To 
enable these persons and associations to place themselves in communication with 
the Commission, Local Governments and Administrations were requested to make 
it widely known through the Press, or in such other manner as might be suitable, 
that the Commission would be glad to receive written statements of their views, 
accompanied by an intimation as to ~hether th~ writer, or, in the case of an asso
ciation or public body, a tepresentative, would be willing to appear before the 
Commissiun'for oral examination. The Commission themselves also addressed 
direct a number of associations and persons who were likely to be interested in 
the inquiry, and further communicated to the Press through Local Gover~ments 
and Administrations a letter setting forth the wishes of the .commission in respect 
to such persons, an~ intimating, for the information of the public, their proposed 
movements and the method of their inquiry. - . 
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6. In circulating their questions to Local Governments and Administra
Selectiou or wiIDess .. by Local tions for distribution to suitab,le witnesses, the 

Governmeats. Commission took pains to explain that they attached 
much importance to a due proportion of non-official witnesses being selected, 

. .and requested that in 'he first place copies ofthe questions should be supplied ta 
the persons or associations advocating restriction who might have availed them
selves of the invitation to come forward and lay their views before the Commis
sion. Should such persons or associations have held direct communication 
with the CommissIon, steps were taken by the Commission themselves to supply 
them with copies of the questions. In addition to this class of witnesses, Local 
Governments and Administrations were asked to place copies of the questions 
in the hands of official and non-official persons, European and Native, who either 
had special knowledge of the subject, or special facilities and aptitude for 
.acquiring such knowledge. The classes of persons whose evidence the Commis
sion desired to receive included revenue officers of experience, magisterial offi
cers, police officers, medical officers, officers acquainted with special races of the 
people, zamindars, e~ployers of labour, and the lower grades of officials, profes
sional men, and missionaries of all denominations. Regarding the latter class, 
every effort was put forth by the Commission to obtain missionary opinion on 
the subject of their inquiries, and it is a matter of spme regret to them that their 
efforts have met with but • little success. Not only was it announced through 
Local Governments that the Commission desir~d to receive communications from 
religious bodies of,all denominations, but the Commission themselves also com
municated freely with persons of this class. But the large majority of them 
declined to come forward as witnesses, and many, including Churchmen, Dissent
ers, and· Roman Catholics, communicated letters either to Go~ernment or direct 
to the Commission excusing themselves on the ground of want of knowledge. 
As.an example of the want of knowledge of the subject or lack of interest in the 
inquiry evinced by missionaries, it may be observed that in one instance (in the 
Madras Presidency) the Commission made over 70 copies of their questions to 
two sects of missionaries professing to represent one-fifth of the whole missionary 
enterprise of the Madras Presidency. Yet the total number of missionaTies in 
this Presidency who sent in answers or statements to· the Commission (!.bough 
some of them quoted the opinions of others) was only 15, many of whom do not 
belong to either of the two'sects referred to. Special instructions were issued 
regarding two classes of witnesses. Firstly, in order to secure compliance 
with the orders of the Government of India that· the evidence of medical 
.experts should be freely obtained, it was requested that the questions should 
be distributed to selected medical officers, both European and Native. 
Emphasis was laid upon the importance of ascertaining the views of subordinate 
native medical officers whose duties bring them into contact with the people, 
and it was suggested that replies should either be obtained separately from com
petent officers of this class, orthat they should be embodied in the replies received 
from Civil Surgeons. The evidence of private native medical practitioners of 
repute, especially of those practising after native methods, was also solicited. For, 
the convenience of the medical experts, a separjJ;e compilation of the questions 
dealing only with that part of the subject with which this class of witness would 

. be likely to be acquainted was made, the witnesses being left the option of dealing' 
-either with this abbreviated compilation or with the whole series of general ques-

2 
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tions as they saw fit. Secondly, attention was drawn to those questions which 
deal with the connection, causal or otherwise, of hemp drugs with crime with a 
view to the evidence of selected Magistrates and Police officers being obtained 

. on this subject. 
• 

7. In addition to the evidence of witnesses,' the Commission availed 
Informltion (rom official and themselves freely of all information regarding the 

other sources. subject of their inquiry already existing in official 
reports and documents as . well as in publications pf a non-official character. 
Local Governments and Administrations were invited to furnish complete lists of 
such official reports and publications, printed copies of those of special importance 
being submitted.' In addition to these, the Commissioner of Excise or Abkari of 
each province was asked to present a memorandum setting forth in detail the 
system of administration at present in force in respect to hemp drugs, accompanied' 
by statistics, where available, for the last twenty years in a form drawn, up by 
the Commission. These memoranda and statistics will be found in Vol. III 
A ppendices. Information existing in non.official publications came to the notice
of the Commission from many sources, and was utilized when trustworthy or 
found to be of value • 

• 
8. Shortly after assembling in Calcutta, the Commission were convinced 

Preliminary tour: Objects and that. the period which had elapsed between the 
reasons 01- date of the appointment of the Commission and'. 
the date fixed for their assembling at Calcutta was too short to permit of their 
proceeding at once with the examination of witnesses. Sufficient tim~ had not. 
been allowed to the Commission to become generally acquainted with.the system 
of administration in 'respect to hemp drugs prevailing in each province, or with the' 
objections taken by certain persons or bodies to such systems. More import. 
ant still, Local Governments and Administrations required time to enable them to· 
bring before the Commission a selection of witnesses which would be fairly repre
sentative of the views and interests involved; and the witnesses themselves, whether 
selected by Go~ernment or coming forward of their own motion, required time t() 
consider the conditions of the problem, and to set forth lucidly and in a manner 
which would be satisfactory both to themselves and to the Commission the 
opinions which they might entertain. Accordingly, with these objects in view, 
the Commission before proceeding to the examination of the witnesses made a 
preliminary visit to some provinces. The provinces visited, after Bengal, were the
North· Western Provinces, the Central Provinces, Bombay, Madras, and the Pun· 
jab. Occasion was taken to sfudy the systems in force in these provinces and 
the objections thereto, and, in communication with the Local Governments, to 
see that full effect had be.en given to the wishes of the Commission in the 
matter of selecting representative witnesses. The lists of witnesses prepared by 
Local Governments, so far as they were ready; were examined, and in many 
cases considerable addItions were made. These lists were s~pplemented by 
increasing not only the number of witnesses selected from the different classes, 
but also the numbers of classes themselves. Every effort was made after local 
inquiry and in consultation with Local Governments to secure the representation 
of all classes and shades of opinion. I n view of the ignorance which the Com. 
mission found to prevail generally regarding the use and effects of the drugs, it 
was found necessary to have a larger number of witnesses in every province 
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than was at first anticipated. During this tour this Commission as a 
whole, or in some cases Sub-Committees of the Commission, visited the head
quarters of some of the more important Native States to make arrangements 
for the collection of information in these States as desired by the Government 
of India. Opportunity was also taken ,by the Commission at this period of their 
inquiries to get at facts. and opinions in an informal way i and with this object in 
view many visits were made by the Commission, or by members of the Com
mission (generally unexpectedly and under the guidance of private persons as 
well as of officials), to see cultivation and manufacture of hemp drugs, to ware
houses and to shops where these dnrgs are stored and sold, and to religious 
places and other places of resort where the drugs are consumed in some form or 
other. The results of these inquiries were sometimes recorded in notes, and some
times in the statements of persons who were then added to the list of witnesses. 
Inquiries were also held at many asylums, as will be explained in the following 
paragraph, which deals with the special inquiries made by the Commission in this 
direction. 

9. The Commission were especially enjoined to thoroughly examine the testi-
Lwmtic Asylums, mony in support of the com nonly received opinion 

. that the use of hemp drugs is a frequent cause of 
lunacy, and with this object have made very searching inquiries. In order to 
make this very important branch of their labours as complete and searching as 
possible, the procedure adopted in the different asylums of India in classifying 
and dealing with cases of insanity ascribed to the use of hemp drugs was specially 
examined, and the connection, whether causal or otherwise, between hemp drugs 
and insanity was investigated in minute detail. Every asylum, in British India 
was visited either by the Commission or hy some members of the Commis
sion" and careful inquiries were conducted on the spot in every case of insanity 
attributed to the use of hemp drugs for a given period. The period selected for 
the whole of India was the calendar year 1892, the last year for which statistics 
were available at the commencement of the Commission's lab,ours. Every case 
of insanity ascribed to hemp drugs in the asylums of India during the -year 
1892 has been specially inquired into in the asylum where the patient was 
confined, the papers and records of the case have been thoroughly examined, 
and instructions were issued to have a further local inquiry made by an' ex
perienced Magistrate, in consultation with the Civ,il Surgeon, to ascertain the past • 
personal and family history of the patient and any circumstances likely to throw 
light on the cause of his insanity. The record of this inquiry, where made, has 
been submitted to the Commission through the Superintendent of the asylum 
concerned, who has thus had an opportunity of reconsidering the case with 
fuller information before him on which to base an opinion as to the cause of 
the insanity. Further,the statistics of insanity and the method of preparing 
and compiling these statistics have been subjected to a rigid scrutiny, and 
no opportunity has been lost of obtaining the evidence of. medical experts, 
including Government officers, private practitioners of all classes, and Superin
tendents of Lunatic Asylums and their subordinates, as well as of non·profes
sional persons,' as to the relation between hemp drugs and insanity. The 
Commission have endeavoured to investigate and weigh the popular as well as 
the scientific view of this subject. ' 

• 
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10. In regard to the alleged connection between -hemp drugs and violent 
. Conn.cli';" between hemp drugs crime, the Commission, in addition to sifting the 
and violent crime. written and oral evidence, have examined the judicial 
and other records of cases which have been alluded to by the witnesses as forming 
the basis, or part of the basis, on which their opinions were framed. 

II. As stated above, the Commission were precluded by the orders of the 

Native States. 
Government oLIndia from holding formal'sittings in 
Native States, but nevertheless they have endeavour

ed to obtain full and complete informai'ion from all the most important Native 
States in India. In the case of Native States in political relation with the Gov
ernment of India, the Commission, in some cases in personal commul)icatio.n 
with the Agent to the Governor-General or the Resident, and in other 
cases by letter, arranged for the collection of the required information. In some 
of the larger Agencies and States special officers were appoint~d, through 
the courtesy of the Agent to the Governor-General or the Darbar, to 
collect and compile the available information, and much useful information has 
thereby been placed atthe disposal of the Commission. In the smaller States, 
and in States under the political control of Local Governments, a memo
randum of the system in force, together with statistics so far as avail
able, has generally been furnished by the Political Agent or a responsible 
officer of the State. Beyond giving the States in question such advice and 
assistance as they desired in respect to· the best methods of conducting their 
inquiries, indicating clearly the points on which information was desired and 
supplying lists of questions where required, the Commission did. not interfere 
in any way with the course of these inquiries or select or examine witnesses 
for themseh'es. 

12. One of the most important questions with which the Commission had to 

Th.Army. 
deal was the investigation of the proportion of 
the population which indulges in the use of hemp 

drugs, and of the classes among whom the use is prevalent. The Native Army 
appeared to offer a suitable field for inquiry in regard to this matter, and accord
dingly, with the permission of His. Excellency the Commander-in-Chief, a series 
of questions dealing with this and other questions bearing upon the Commission's 

. investigations was issued to all regiments of the British Native Army. The 
inquiries were made and the anSlyers filled in by the Commanding Officers 
either with or without the assistance of their medical officers. The results obtain
ed will be found in Chapter VIII. 

13. The Commission first assembled at Calcutta on 3rd August 1893, and 
after aureeing upon their ue,neral plan.of operations, 

Sketch of the proceedings of the - -
Commission. and concluding ·their preliminary arrangements, 

. including the distribution of questions to witnesses, started on· the preliminary 
tour described in paragraph 8 above. The provinces visited were the North
Western Provinces, the Central Provinces, Bombay, Madras, and the Punjab_ 
The Commission were in the North-Western Provinces from 22nd August to 1st 
September, and had their head-quarters at Allahabad, where the principal Revenue 
officers of Government were assembled to meet them. During this period· the 
asylums at Patna (Bengal), Lucknow, Bareilly, and Lucknow were visited by 

• 
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variou~ members of the Commission, and one member proceeded to Naini Tal to 
consult with His Honour the Lieutenant·Governor on behalf of the Commission. 

The Central Provinces were visited from 2nd to I Ith September, the Com
mission's head-quarters being at Jubbulpore. The asylums at Jubbulpore and 
Nagpur were inspected, and some of the members met the Chief Commissioner at 
Pachmarhi. Some of the members also proceeded to Indore to, consult the 
Agent to the Governor·General, and the Commission as a body had an 
opportunity of making themselves acquainted with the system of cultivation 
of the hemp plant for ganja which is centralized at Khandwa. From the Central 
Provinces the Commission travelled to Poona, where they remained from 12th 
to 18th September in communication with the Government, and where there 
was an important asylum to inspect. On the way from Poona to Madras the 
Resident of Mysore was visited at Bangalore, and inquirIes were held at the 
Dharwar Asylum. At Madras the Commission were occupied from the 22nd to 
25th September, after which they broke up into two parties-one proceeding to 
consult with His Excellency the Governor at Ootacamund, and the other to 
H yderabad, where important arrangements had to be made for collecting inform
ation from that State. Inquiries were also held at the Madras and Hyderabad 
Asylums. 

The two parties rejoined at Bombay on the 30th September, and then 
proceeded to Simla, where the head·quarters of the Punjab Government were 
located. On the journey one part of the Commission stopped at Baroda and 
Mount Abu to arrange for the collection of information in Baroda and the, Raj
putaoa States, while another party held inquiries at the asylums at Col aba, 
Ahmedabad, and Delhi. At Simla the Commission had their head-quarters from 
7th to 24th October, during which interval two members paid flying visits to 
Lahore, Hyderabad (Sind), and Karachi to inspect the asylums at the two 
former places and to complete the arrangements made in Sind for the proper 
selection of witnesses. 

The second tour, which was mainly devoted to the examination of witnesses, 
lasted from 25th October to 25th April. The various provinces were visited 
in the following order, and witnesses were examined at the centres named on the 
dates mentioned against each :-

Province. Centre. 

Central Provinces ••• Khandwa 

Nagpur 

Raipur 

Juhhulpore 

North.\Vestern Provinces Meerut 
and Oudh. 

Agra 

Lucknow 

Allahabad 

Dates OD which witnesses were examined. , . 

27th October. • 

30th and 31st October and 2nd Nov
ember. 

4th and 6th November. 

9th, loth, I Ith, and 13th November. 

... 16th, 17th, 20th, and 21St November. 

••• 22nd, 23rd, and 25th November. 

27th, 28th, 29th, and 30th November 
and 1st December. 

••• 4th, 5th, and 6th December. 

3 
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Province. Centre. Dates on which witnesses were' examined. 

. 

Bombay ... " . Bombay ... 9th, I Ith, 12th, and 13th December. 

Poona ... 14th, 15th, and 16th December • 

Bombay 18th, 19th, and 20th December. 

Ratnagiri 22nd December. 

Madras ... Calicut 28th and 29th December. 

Trichinopoly 1st January. 

Madura 2nd January. 

Vizagapatam 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th January. 

Madras ... 17th, 18th, 19th, 20th, and 22nd ·Janu-
ary. 

Burma *,' • Mandalay 30th and 31st January. 

Rangoon ... 6tb, I';' 8th, and 9th February. 

Bengal ... Dacca 19th and 20tb February. 

Calcutta 22nd and 23rd February •. 

Cuttack 26th and 27tb February. 

Puri ... 1st March. 

Assam Dhubri ... 9th and loth March. 

Gauhati 12th March. 

Tezpur 14th, 15th, and 16th March. 

Bengal .. , Bhagalpur ... 21st, 22nd, 23rd, and 24th March. 

Berhampur 26th March. 

Calcutta 28th, 29th, 30th, and 31st Marcb, and 
• • 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th April. 

Punjab ... Lahore ... 12th, 13th, 
April • 

14th, 16th, 17th, and 18th 

. 
Besides examining witnesses, the Commission continued to prosecute -their 

inquiries in asylums during this tour, visiting all asylums which had not been seen 
during the preliminary tour. The centres chosen for the examination of witnesses 
were generally selected with a view to the convenience of the majority of the wit
nesses summoned i but other circumstances. such as the presence of a lunatic 
asylum or exceptional growth or use of hemp drugs, had some influence on the 
decision of the Commission in this matter. 
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14. The following statement shows the attendance of the members of the 
inqUiry 

Attendance of Members. 

Name. 

Commission during the period occupied in 
(3rd August 1893 to 25th April 1894):-

PERIOD OP ATTKi'CDANCB WITH THB COMMISSION. 

i-
_______ -. _______ -INumber of meetings 

for examination of 
(a) During the fint tour. (h) During the s~cond tour. ...·itnesses attended. 

President ... 83 days ... 183 days .. . 86 . 
Mr. Ommanney ... Ditto ... Ditto ... 85 

Mr. Fraser ... Ditto ... Ditto .. . 85 

Dr. Warden ... Ditto ... Ditto ... 86 

Raja Soshi Sikhareswar From 3rd August to From 30th October to 44 
Roy. 15th September, ~4 24th January, from 

days. r 4th to 16th Febru· 

Kanwar Haroam Singh... 83 days 

t.ala Nihal Chand ' ••. 3rd August to 
September, 
days. 

ary, from 22nd to 
24th February, and 
from 7th to 25th 
March, 112 days. 

... From 13th November 
to 5th January, 22nd 
. February to 2nd 
April. and from 12th 
to 25th April, 78 
days. 

20th From 30th October to 
,49 18th November and 

from 17th to' 25th 
April, 29 days. 

5 

The attendance of Raja Soshi SiI,{hareswar Roy was broken 'by occasional 
absence caused by ill-health and other reasons. The absence of Kanwar Har
!lam Singh during two short periods was due to ill-health. The prolonged 
absence of Lala Nihal Chand was due to the fact that he suffered from con
tinued ill·health, and was able to be with the Commission only at Calcutta at 
the first i then for some part of their preliminary tour, and at a few meetings for 
the examination of witnesses during the second tour. All the members were 
present at Simla during the preparation of the report. 

15. The witnesses whose evidence has been received by the Commission 
The witness... may be practically divided iilto three classes :-:-

(I) Official witnesses able to give information regarding hemp drugs, 
based on their official and local experie~ce. 

(2) Non.official witnesses of all ranks able to give information regard
ing the drugs generally or in connection with certain classes of the. 
people. 

(3) Other persons or associations having facts or holding opinions which 
they desired to communicate to the Commission. 

The particular selection of individual witnesses of the first and second. classes 
was in the first place left to Local Governments and Administrations acting upOI) 
the principles laid down by the Commission that the evidence should be of as' 
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representative a nature as possible, and that all classes interested should be' ade
quately represented. But, as has already been explained, the action of the Local 
Governments and Administrations was in almost all cases supplemented by the 
Commission, who held themselves free to invite the evidence of persons or asso
ciations whose acquaintance with the subject was brought to . their notice, or 
who seemed on any ground to be able to throw any light on the subject. 

Witnesses of the third class were of course not selected, but were invited in
the most public way, as ha~ been already explained; to corne forward and lay 
their views before the Commission, should they desire to do so. ' 

The fol.1owing table shows the number of witnesses in c:ach province whose 
evidenc~ was rec'eived by the Commission :-

Witllesses ill British Provinces whose evidence was received by the Commission. 

OFFICIAL. 

PRIVATK. 
CIVIL MBDICAL MEDICAL 

OFFICERS. OYFJCBRS. PRACTI. 
TIOKBRS. 

~ . • Province. 
"'-ll ~.,; 
.0 .. -g 
G'" :S 

,; .Ii i~ G 

'1! .. E .. E .. 
~ e ~ c e C eG 

~ :;; 0 :;; .... •• > 
'c ·z 8-

•.. • • "Z~ G 0 G 0 

'" .., 
'" .., ~e ~Z 

0 0 0 .- 0 • til til '" '" .. .. - ---
Bengal ... ... 44 55 21 1'1 12 15 

Assam .. , ... 17 I 6 5 II ... 
N.-W. P. and Oudh ... 44 :ZS 21 25 6 52 

Punjab ... ... 18 13 6 8 2 7 

Central Provinces ... 16 18 6 3 ... I . 
Madras ... ... 42 36 I, 20 I 6 

Bombay ... ... 30 32 13 14 7 4 

Sind ... ... 4 10 3 6 I ... 
Berar ... ... 6 II 9 2 2 .. . 
Ajmere.Merwara ... I I I 1 1 2 

Coorg ... ... ... ... ... ... .. . ... 
Baluchistan ... ... I 2 ' .. ~ 4 ... ... 
Burma ... ... 34 2 9 3 ... .. . 
. - ~-: -- -

Total ... aS7 210 112 87 
I • 

NON·OFFICIAL. 

.Ii 
~ ,; 
i ." 
G !! 
~ ~ e 

.~ ~ 

;;; ,; ." 
." 

G G 
e Ii .. .. .. ,; ,; ~ G e • c ·c .2 e • G .. .2 .. 

.~ ~ ... m e 
e • 0 u C ·s ~ .; 0 0 

E 0 • ~ 
d ct is • N ..: .. - -----
40 22 5 9 6 

6 5 I 3 J 

45 6 I I 17 

u 2 4 6 10 

21 4 3 ..' 12 

13 9 17 2 15 

2 4 I 2 5 

2 I I I 6 

I 2 ... ... 3 

... ... ... ... .. . 
2 ... ... .. . ... 

.., ... ... ' ... .. . 

... ... I . .. 
- --- ---

144 55 34 241 75 

:l 
G 

:S 
0 

--
11 

I 

17 

7 

... 
15 

4 

... 

~ 
E-o -
25 

4 

26 

9 

8 

19 

II 

3 

I 

8 

4 

5-

4 

3" 

8· 

'" I 3 

.. . 

5 

6 

T 

.. . a 

... T 

4 53 

- -
59 1,19 

This list comprises all the persons and a$SOclations in British provinces' 
whose evidence carne before the Commission, whether they were examined orally 
or not, and whether they were specially summoned or invited to give evidence or 
volunteered their evidence. A nominal list of the witnesses in each province-
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prefaces the volumes of evidence appended to the report. The evidence of all 
these witnesses is contained in th: appendices. 

The number of persons or associations who submitted written .statements of 
their views in response to the Commission's invitation was extreri'l~ly limited. Iq. 
most cases their names appeared in the list of witnesses selected. by Local Gov
ernments and Administ~ations, and they submitted detailed answers to the Com· 
mission's questiolls in which their views were fully set forth. In their cases the 
preliminary written statements, which were not intended to be treated as evidence, 
but were meant, as it were, to serve as an introduction to the Commission, have 
not ,been published, and only the written answers to the questions and the oral 
examination (if any) has been published. These will be found incorporated in 
the appendices containing the evidence. In the few cases in which answers 
to the questions were not furnished, the statements themselves have been 
treated as evidence, and have been published with the oral examination when such 

was made. 

16. The Commission have given a liberal interpretation to the term" evidence," 

The evidence: Method 01 treat. and have not required that the persons giving evidence. 
ment 01- should of necessity actually appear before them. T() 
facilitate the collection of information, a series of 70 questions framed by the 
Commission was placed in the hands of the witnesses, or of the majority of them, 
and the written answers to these questions form the bulk of the evidence before the 
Commission. Also, as explained above, written statements,· whether followina' the . ., 
general line of the questions or not, which were from time to time submitted by 
persons or by associations who either did not care to answer the questions in 
detail or had no opportunity of doing so, have been accepted and treated as 

evidence. 

In admitting to the record these answers to questions and written statliP' 
menls, the Commission have npt held it necessary that the writers should coine 
before them. The system followed was to summon; or request the attendance 
Of, only those persons whom, after a perusal of their written papers, the Com
mission thought it c1esirable to examine orally. The papers of those whom 
it was not considered necessary to examine orally were at once admitted to 
the record. In summoning certain witnesses the Commission were generally 
influenced by the fact that their papers contained statements as to fa'cts or 
expressed opinions which would be further elucidated if the witness had an oppo!'
tunity of explaining them verbally before the Commission. It was not con
sidered necessary to summon every witness whose evidence seemed to require to 
be tested or elucidated by oral examination: where several witnesses gave evid· 
ence of precisely the same character, it. was deemed sufficient to select only 
some as representatives to be summoned. It was obviously impossible within 
reasonable time to cross·examine all witnesses. Other witnesses were sum
moned, not because their papers expressed any views which themselves 
required sifting, but because the Commission had reason to believe that these 
witnesses might, either from their position or from any other cause, be able to give 
further information than that contained in their papers. In orally examining the 
witnesses, the Commission did not take them through the whole range of their 
inqumes. The oral examination was almost entirely confined to those points in 
the written paper which required further elucidation, or to the subjects on which 

4-
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the Commission thought the witness could give further information than that con
tained in his paper. In every case, however, the witness was permitted, if he 
chose to do so, to supplement his written pape~ by offering any further evidence 
relevant to the inquiry not already given by him. When a witness was orally exa
mined, his evidence was taken down by a member of the Commission. It was 
not recorded in the form of question and answer, as this would have involved loss 
of time, but in the form of a narrative as nearly as might be in the words used by 
the witness. When the evidence was completed, it was read 'over to him, and 
(after any necessary correction) was admitted by him to be correct. This evid
ence, as thus accepted by the witness in each case, is published immediately 
beneath his written evidence, to which it is supplementary, and in connection with 
which it requires to be considered. 

In almost every province some witnesses were examined orally who had not 
previously submitted written papers. These were either persons who, ~lthough 
they had not answered the questions, appeared to the Commission to be in a 
position to afford information,' and were invited by the Commission when they 
arrived in the province to appear before them, or they were persons who volun
teered to give evidence while the Commission were actually holding their sittings 
in the ,Province. 

In the case of officials who were summoned to appear, but who were unable 
to do so, and of non-official witnesses who were invited to appear, but failed to do 
so, the Commission have not excluded their papers from the record. Their 
written papers are published, but a note is added to the effect that they did not 
appear before the Commission for oral examination although summoned or invited 
to attend, as the case may be. 

In the lists of witnesses prefacing tbe volumes of evidence appended to this 
report distinguishing marks are given to indicate those who were examined orally 
in addition to furnishing written papers, those who gave oral evidence only, and 
tbose who failed to attend although summoned or invited to appear. 



CHAPTER II. 

IMPORTANT POINTS CONNECTED WITH THE NATURAL HISTORY OF 
THE HEMP PLANT (CANNABIS SATIVA). 

17. The subject with which the Commission have to deal is surrounded in 
many of its aspects with a 'mist of uncertainty 
and conjecture. It is the business of the Com

mission to remove these doubts as far as possible, and for. this end it is 
incumbent on them to proceed on \ basis of ascertained fact and established 
opinion as regards each branch of the subject. This principle ,must be applied 
to the natural history of the plant equally with the other matters on which they 
have to report. 

LimitatiOJl of discussion. 

18. In regard to the identification and idiosyncracies of the hemp plant, 

Points for discussion. 
those points only will be noticed which have a direct 
bearing on the control of the narcotic in its various 

forms. These points appear to be-

(a) Whether the plant is indigenous to' the British ,Indian possessions. 

(b) Whether the narcotic.yielding plant is identical with the fibre·yield
ing plant. 

(e) Whether, though systematically identical in the botanical sense, there 
exist in India distinct races yielding fibre and the different forms of 
the narcotic. 

(d) Whether the fibre·yielding plant does as a matter of fact yield the 
narcotic' in any form. 

(e) Whether the narcotic.yielding plant does as a matter of fact yield 
fibre. ' 

Points (d) and (e) are of course subsidiary to, and illustrative of, point (c}., 

19. Point (a) may be of importance in connection with the question of con-

I th h I t ' d' t trolling the wild or spontaneous growth. In his 
I e emp p an m 19enous 0 . 

India? ' .. Report on the cultivation and use of ganja" 
which was issued when the Commission began their inquiries, Dr. Prain 
has discussed this question fully at pages 39 to 44. He is clearly of 
opinion that the hemp plant is not indigenous to India, but that" havi~g 
reached India as a fibre.yielding species, the plant developed the narcotic property 
for which it is now chiefly celebrated there." Dr. Watt in his article on" Hemp or 
Catlnabis sativa" is not quite so decided as the above authority in excluding the 
whole of India from the area of indigenous growth. He writes as follows: "It 
has been found wild to the south of the Caspian Sea, in Siberia, and in the desert of 
Kirghiz. It is also referred to as wild in Central and Southern Russia and to the 
south of the Caucasus. The plant has been known since the sixth .century B.C. in 
China, and is possibly indigenous on the lower mountain tracts. Bossier mentions 
it as almost wild in Persia, and it appears to be quite wild on the Western Himalayas 
and Kashmir, and it is acclimatised on the plains of India generally. Indeed, the 
intimate relation of its various Asiatic names to the Sanskrit bhdnga would seem 
to fix tbe ancestral home of the plant somewhere in Central Asia. On the 
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other hand, the Latin and Greek Cannabis is apparently derived from the Arabic 
kinnab. De Candolle says that 'the species has been found wild beyond a 
doubt to the south of the Caspian Sea, in Siberia, near the Irtysch in the 
deserts of the Kirghiz, beyond lake Baikal, and in Dahuria.' He is doubtful 
of its being a native of Southern and Central Russia, but suspects that its area 
may have extended into China, and is not sure about the plant being indigenous to 
Persia." The only part of India included by Dr. Watt and his authorities in 
the area of indigenous growth is therefore the Western Himalayas and Kashmir, 
and that only in doubtful language. Dr. King, Director, Botanic Survey of India, 
has no hesitation in pronouncing the so-cailled wild growth of India ~o be an escape 
from cultivation; and when it is remembered that Kashmir is on the main line 
of trade between Central Asia: and Hindustan, the wild growth in that country and its 
neighbourhood may fairly be attributed to accidental importation by the hand of 
man from the recognized habitat, if not to escape from cultivation carried on at 
one time or other in the country itself. The evidence of botanists, therefore, may 
be taken to exclude India from the area of indigenous growth, and it will be seen 
that the direct inquiries of the Commission tend to confirm this view. 

20. The specific identity of the fibre-yielding and narcotic-yielding plants, 

, b 'b ! t'd t' "tbth point (b), and the points which follow, are important st ell rep an 1 en lea. WI e 
narcotic plant? as involving the possibility that the restric-
tion of the production of the na~cotic by limiting the culth'ation may 
affect a product and an industry which are above SuspICIOn, On the 
question of identity there is now no difference of scientific opinion. The 
researches of Dr. Watt are thus summarized: "Camzabisllldica has been reduced 
to Canl1abis salim, the Indian plant being viewed as but an Asiatic condition of 
that species ...... The reduction became the more necessary when it was fully under-
stood that, according to climate and. soil, the Indian plant varied in as marked a 

• 
degr"e as it differed from the European ............... With Cal1nabis indica differ-
ing in so marked a degree according to the climate, soil, and mode of cultivation, 
it W:\5 rightly concluded that its separation from the hemp plant· of Europe could 
not be maintained" ; and he compares the hemp plant to the potato, the tobacco, 
and the poppy, all of which" seem to have the power of growing with equal 
luxuriance undl~r almost any climatic condition, changing or modifying some im
p()rtant function as if to adapt themselves to the altered circumstances." Dr_ 
Prain, after personal examination of the plant, has recorded his opinion .in the 
following words: "There are no botanical characters to separate the Indian 
plant 'from Canllabis salim, and they d~ not differ as regards the structure of 
stem, leaves, flowers, or fmit. ................. Hemp, therefore, as a fibre-yielding plant 
in no way differs from hemp as a narcotic-producing one." These are the most 
recent scientific views, and coming from Indian botanists they carry special au
thority. It may be noted that Dr. W. C. Mackenzie, in an article on Hashish in 
the" Chemist and Druggist" of 9th July 1893, mentions certain differences 
between the seeds of Cannahis indica and those of common hemp. In using the 

• name Callnabis indica, and pointing out this difference, is indicated a belief 
that the two plants are distinct varieties. 

21. At pages 38-39 of his report Dr. Prain has described the hemp plant. 

Description of the hemp plant. 
There are only two points on which the' Commission 
from their own observations and inquiries feel 
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justified in correcting that description. Dr. Prain has omitted to notice the' 
fact that the plant varies in the colour of its ·stem. The dark variety may 
be, and probably is, an accidental difference merely. But it will be found that 
the replies to the Commission's questions from Nepal and the memoran'dum from 
the Special Assistant Excise Commissioner in M ysore, Mr. McDonnell (para. II la), 
lay stress on the difference, and attribute to the darker variety stronger narcotic 
properties. The fact is also noticed by witnesses in different parts of India, and 
the Commission have themselves observed the variety of colour in the plants. And, 
secondly, in describing the male plant, Dr. Prain writes that there is no trace 
of even a rudimentary female flower. The Commission found at Khandwa hemp 
plants having the general' appearance of males, but containing a few female 
flowers or seeds. These were quite distinct from the female plants with abnor
mal male flowers, which were also present in the Khandwa cultivation, and which 
are mentioned in Dr. Prain's description. The cultivators of Khand~a appeared 
also to recognize at least one variety of the pure male plant to' which they gave 
a name of its own (Shearia); but it has not been possible to detect any essential 
difference between it and the ordinary male plant, though specimens were for
warded to Dr. King. On this subject reference is invited to the description of 
the cultivation in the Central Provinces and Bombay; 

22. The third point (c) is raised in Dr. Watt's letter (Vol. III Appendices) . 
. r . r th h The function of the Commission is to test by the 

Existence 0 races 0 e emp 
plant yielding thedif£erent products. information they have collected the views therein 
expressed regarding the probable existence of races capable of yielding as a 
speciality the different products-fibre, ganja, charas, and bhang. The ~nly differ
ences recognized in the pl;;.nt by the people are between the wild and the culti-

. vated plant, the male and the female, and the varieties of the male and female 
plant· already referred to., The inherent potertiality of the seed to develop a . 
plant closely resembling the parents must be admitted, but there is no evidence of 
racial speciality or differentiation of the decided sort suggested by the example~, 
quoted by Dr. Watt. 

23. 'The question is capable of being handled more definitely in the forms in 
. which points (d) and (e) are stated. First, it has to 

Does the dbre plant yield narcotics? be seen whether the plant cultivated for fibre 

yields tile narcotic. The evidence on this point is positive and unmistak
able. The female plant cultivated for fibre in Kumaon yields a very considerable 
al)1ount of charas, and its flower heads, after being handled to collect the charas, 
can be, and sometimes are, smoked as ganja. The fact that it is the female plant 
which yields the drug seems to be very strong evidence that the functional pro
cess by which the narcotic is secreted in the fibre plant is the same as that by 
which ganja is produced in the plant cultivated for that product. There is also 
a considerable body of evidence that the wild 'plant not only yields the narcotic 
as held in its leaves, but IS also capable of yieldir:g, and does yield to treatment 
during growth and manipulation on'maturity, the products charas and ganja .. 

24. There is no evidence that the hemp plant is cultivated for fibre anywhere 
except at a considerable elevation on the Hima-

Does the DarcOtiC plant yield fibre? la d d· () S· d yas j an as regar s pomt e, 10 appears 
to be the only place where the plant cultivated for the narcotic yields fibre: 
There the object of the cultivation is bhang, and the extraction of the fibre 

5 
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is described as a process so difficult and laborious that very little of it is prepared. 
It may be noted that selected flower heads from the bhang cultivation of Sind are 
used as ganja (ghundl), though it is of inferior quality.· The production of charas 
is not mentioned; but from the account of the cultivation for ganja in Bombay and 
Gwalior, it would appear that the production of that form of the drug (charas) 
depends on the quantity of resin secreted in the flower head and the economy of 
extracting it rather than on any quality inherent in the resin. 

Dr •. Watt's impression that Caflnahis is cultivated for hemp in the Godavari 
districts seems to arise out of the confusion which has always existed in M:adras 
reports on the subject of the hemp drugs, and from which the subject is not yet 
quite clear in that Presidency. Other fibre plants, such as erotalaria jUllcea and 
Hibiscus canllabinus, whose products go under the name of hemp, have been con· 
founded with the true hemp. It is now definitely stated in paragraph ·7 of the 
letter from the Board 'ofRevenue, Madras, to the Commission, No. 1839, dated 
1st May 1894, on the authority of the Deputy Director, Agricultural Branch of the 
Board of Revenue, that "Cannabis sativa is never grown in this Presidency for 
fibre." Attention may in this connection be drawn to pages 3 to 5 of Dr. Royle's 
work on the" Fibrous Plants of India." He explains the effect of the Indian 
method of cultivating hemp and flax, involving free exposure of the individual plants 
to light, heat, and air, in causing the fibre to become woody and brittle instead of flex
ible and strong. He contrasts the European method of cultivation by thick sowing, 
which, with a temperate climate inducing slow growth, conduces to height and. 
suppleness in the plant and its fibres. He admits that the Indian climate with 
its comparatively short seasons, great alternations of dryness and of moisture. 
and considerable extremes of temperature is not the best suited to the production 
of good flax and hemp. But he suggests that it might be possible by modifica
tions of culture and the selection of suitable sites to grow both these plants 
within the limits of India so as to yield useful. fibre. In the Himalayas only are 
to be found climate and mode of cultivation of the hemp plant resembling those 
of Europe .. 



CHAPTER III. 

THE EXISTENCE, PREVALENCE, AND CHARACTER OF THE SPONTANEOUS 
GROWTH. 

25. The Commissioner of Excise, Bengal, says in his memorandum that 
Bengal. .. the wild plant is found in nearly every district, and 

The wild growth uotfouml over it grows abundantly in several places." The evid· 
the whole province. 

ence enables the facts to be stated mote definitely j 
and it will be seen that over a large part of the province tHe .spontan·eous growth is 
not so common or abundant that it can with any propriety be called wild. , 

26. The Terai region of Bengal appears to resemble that of the North·West· 
The Pata DivisioD DOrth of the ern Provinces in having a luxuriant growth of hemp. 

Gauges. Beginning from the frontier of the North·Western 
Provinces, the evidence leaves no doubt that the spontaneous growth is extremely 

. common and plentiful in that part of the Patna Division which lies north of the 
Ganges. The only witness who raises any doubt on this point is Mr. Williams, 
Collector of Darbhanga; and he describes the growth as much less common than 

'in Assam, though plentiful on the b?rders of Nepal. The evidence generally, 
however, cannot justify any exception being made of the Darbhanga district. 

27. Eastward from Patna lies the Bhagalpur Division, the region from which 

The Bhagalpur Division. 
the bhang supply of Calcutta is brought. A special 
inquiry was made in this tract, North Bhagalpur and· 

Purnea, by Mr. B. C. Basu, Assistant to the Director of Land Records and Agri· 
culture, at the request of the Commission. Mr. 'Basu does not seem to have 
explored the waste lands of the Terai j his inquiries relate solely to the populous 
parts of the country. He says that the growth as a rule" is confined to land 
in the immediate vicinity of raiyats' holdings. Such iand is usually called 
dihisar in Purnea and Bhagalpur, and is naturally the richest in the village." 
He says further on that these lands are used as standing ground for the cattle, 
and that" the washings from them flow over the alleys and ditches in_the 
village; and as there is little or no cultivation at any time of the year, every 
bit of bare ground which is otherwise suited is covered with a luxuriant mass 
of wild hemp as soon as the cold weather has set in." The Commission 
would have been glad to. learn more, about the lands at a distance from 
houses. The Collectors of Purnea and Bhagalpur, while confirming Mr. 
Basu's account, report that the growth springs up notwithstanding that the 
lands may have been flooded for 3 or 4 months in the rains. It is not confined 
to waste lands, but comes up with the crops which are sown after the inundations 
have subsided. It is specially abundant within the influence of the floods of the 
Kosi river. It is clear the~ that the growth about homesteads and cultivation is 
extremely plentiful; and, lookin¥ to the whole evidence, the probability is that 
towards the Terai the wild growth is found in less close association with man, and 
in great quantity in suitable positions and soils. The Collector of Bhagalpur 
reports that in the Banka Sub-division, which lies on the south of the Ganges, the 
growth is not so plentiful, and is found principally ,on homestead lands. 

28. In the Rajshahi Division the Terai is still credited with heavy growth, and 

The Rajshahi Divioiou. 
the northern parts of the Dinajpur and Rangpur dis. 
tricts are specially mentioned; but elsewhere evidence 

as to abundance has a more uncertain sound. Babu Abhilas Chandra M ukharji 
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(63), 2nd Inspector of Excise, says that the wild bhang grows luxuriantly all 
over the division. But this sweeping statement is not generally corroborated_ 
Witnesses do not agree that the growth is abundant, though the fact that there 
is no licensed sale leaves no doubt that it exists in sufficient quantity to supply 
the people's wants. The district of Maida, which adjoins the Rajshahi district 
on the north-east, and is favourably ~ituated as regards proximity to the l:reat 
bhang-producing district of Purnea, does not appear hom the .evidel1ce \0 have 
much spontaneous growth. It seems probable that the exceptionally favourable 
conditions associated witb the Himalaya! and Terai cease at the point where the 
Ganges swings round the Sonthal highlands, and that a straight line drawn from 
Sakri Ghat to a point on the southern fringe of the Garo Hills would mark the 
limit of a less abundant growth. 

29. But there is' evidence that the growth is stiJl common south of this line 

The Dacca and Chittagoag Divi. and east of the Ganges and Bhagirathi, more so 
sions. under the Garo Hills and along the course of the 
Brahmaputra than elsewhere. It is hard to realize an area of wild growth quite so 
large as that mentioned by Babu Abhilas Chandra Mukharji, viz., twenty square 
miles covered with long grass and hemp plants. Mr. Luttman-Johnson, talking 
of this very tract, Durgapur thana, says he saw the plant growing more or less 
thickly over twenty or thirty acres. Babu Abhilas Chandra Mukharji mentions 
many other places in Dacca and Mymensingh where the plant grows abundantly, 
and the Collector of Dacca corroborates his evidence regarding the south-west 
corner of that district. It is evident that in these districts the growth is very 
prevalent. Sarat Chandra Das (47) says that the growth is dense m places 10 

the Chittagong Division, bUl he cannot say that it is abllndant in any district. 

30: In the whole trai:llying between the Brahmaputra and the Bhagirathi 
The central part of Lower Ben. rivers, and bounded on the north by the imaginary line 

gal. from the Ganges to the Garo Hills, the evidence as 
to the abundance of the growth is discrepant. The growth is probably most 
common on the banks of the Ganges and Brahmaputra. 

3 I. In the Patna and Bhagalpur Divisions south of the Ganges, and in the 
South· Western Bengal bounded Burdwan, Orissa, and Chota Kagpur Divisions, the 

by the Ganges and Bhagirathi. spontaneous growth is evidently very scanty. The 
plant is only found where its existence can be accounted for. In this respect 
the area resembles the southern fringe of the North-Western Provinces. 

32• The Tributary States of Chota Nagpur and Orissa are included in t.his 

The Tributary States of Orissa. description. Regarding the Garhjat, Mr. Worsley, 
Commissioner, reported in 1889: "I think it is very 

doubtful if ganja grows wild to any extent in the. Tributary Mahals." And again 
Mr. Hopkins, Officiating Commissioner of Orissa, wrote in April of the same 
year: "Th~ prevailing impression that ganja grows wild in the Tributary 
Mahals appears to me to be \\Tong." It is true. that the Board ·of Re\'enue and 
the Government of Bengal declined to accept this opinion, but it is confirmed by 
the information gathered by the Commission. The Officiating Superintendent, 
Tributary Mahals, says indeed in his report that hemp grows in all parts of the 
Tributary States, but in his oral evidence he says he feels sure that the plant does 
not exist except in the enclosures of houses. . 
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33. Regarding the Chota Nagpur States, the evidence of the Commissioner. 
The Political Stat .. or Chota Mr_ Grimley, does not describe any but a very occa

Nagpur. sional and sparse growth in certain places, and even 
this is not corroborated by any local witness. There will be found on the con
trary distinct statements that the wild plant does not exist. The reports· from 
the Seraikela and Kharsawan States in the Chota Nagpur Agency do not men
tion the existence of the wild growth. 

34· The memorandum of the Kuch Behar State reports that wild hemp grows 

Kuch Behar. 
spontaneously in most part~ of the State., The 
State lies within the belt of Sub-Himalayan growth. 

35' The report from Hill Tippera makes no mention of the wild growth. It 

Hill Tipper&. 
states at the same time that there is .no cultivation 
of the plant. This is incorrect, for there is evidence 

of some cultivation as well as smuggling from the State, and the wild hemp is 
frequently referred to in connection with it. The evidence of smuggling comes 
from Assam as well as Bengal. It is probable that the wild growth is not very 
extensive, and the information is not sufficient to warrant a decided opinion as to 
whether the plant sows itself or merely springs from chance seeds dropped near 
the homesteads. 

36. The hemp plant grows spontaneously and in considerable quantity in all 
Assam. parts of Assam, including the Brahmaputra and 

The wild growth existed before Surma Valleys and the Hill Tracts. One witnes's 
ganja shops were established. states that the wild plant used to grow in Assam 

before the ganja shops were established, and this would, appear to be the fact, 
because the plant is cultivated on the Himalayan slopes overhanging the Brah
maputra Valley; it is found growing without cultivation- in the hill ranges, and in 
the Naga Hills it is looked upon as a jungle product. 

37. The Excise Commissioner, Mr. Driberg, has served in the province for 
thirty years. In his written answers he passes in order 

Tbe wild growth in the valleys. II h h'll . over ate I ranges wIthin and surrounding the 
province, and concludes by saying that they are all ganja"producing tracts. And 
referring more particularly to the plain country, he says: .. The hemp plant grows 
with equal abundance in all the districts of the province, and in the semi-inde
pendent hills beyond the frontier. It is never seen in forests or other lands 
remote from villages, but always near villages or on abandoned village sites .... 
In the interior, remote from tea gardens and the settlements of foreigners, it is 
not found. So in regard to fields, it is found chiefly where there are foreigners." 
On the other hand, Dr. Macnamara (20) states that he has found the plant in As- . 
samese villages far away from places where there are, foreigners j but it would be 
difficult to get a place in Assam very far from the gardens. Mr. McCabe, Deputy 
Commissioner of Kamrup, being questioned about efforts that may have been 
made to control this spontaneous growth, says that no attempt has been made to 
exterminate the plant in the hills or in unoccupied lands, but any officer seeing a 
plant in occupied land is bound to cause it to be uprooted and to prosecute
presumably if there is any appearance of the plant having been cultivated,
and that there is now practically no growth in occupied lands. He is of course 
speaking of his own district. He says further that the quantity ~f growth 

6 
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in waste lands is very smal1 and has a tendency to decrease with the spread 
of occupation, and that active measures of extermination are not necessary. 
In face of other evidence, it is questionable if this can be accepted as a 
correct picture of the state of the spontaneous growth in the plains. It is 
certain that the weedy growth in yards and enclosed ground as wen as in the 
waste places connected with habitations, present or past, is extremely common 
even in Kamrup. Mr. Gait, 'Director of Land Records and Agriculture, after 
appearing before the Commission, has sent notes with reference to Mr. Mc
Cabe's statements, in which he writes that he found the plant growing luxuriantly 
round the Kamalpur rest·house and within a mile of the one at Tambulpur, 
which were two of the four camps he stayed at since he entered the district j and 
he was beginning to think that, if properly looked for, it would be' found in 
almost every village in Kamrup. From the fact that he always found it close 
to basti land, he wj1s inclined to think that, if it was not actual1y planted,.it was 
very actively tolerated. Dr. Mul1ane also says that" in the Kamrup district the 
hemp plant springs up spontaneously in almost every patch of cultivated ground." 
Without accepting Mr. Gait's opinion that the growth is fostered by the villagers, 
the Commission think from the body of tlie evidence that his description of the 
prevalence of the growth in Kamrup is not far from the truth, and that with but 
slight modification it will apply to every plain district of Assam. Regarding 
the S\lrma Val1ey, confirmation of this view is found in the evidence of Mr. 
Luttman-Johnson (Bengal, 6), an officer of long experience in Assam. 

38. Neither is there any reason to doubt that the plant grows without culti
vation in the hill tracts with. in and border. ing on the 

The wild growth in the hills. 
• province. It is cultivated in the Bhutan Hills, and 

cannot but run wild there, as it does in ot~ places .which are thoroughly 
congenial. Mr. Driberg speaks of not only the Himalayas, but all the hill ranges 
within and bordering Assam, as ganja·producing tracts, and it is highly probable 
that the plant has to a greater or less extent run wild in all of them. Mr. 
Luttman·Johnson knows it grows wild in the Naga Hills and Bhutan, but thinks 
it must be from seed accideritally sown. He has seen it wild in the Khasi Hills 
and in the Mymensingh jungles, presumably at the foot of the Garo Hil1s. Mr. 
Godfrey (I) believes it grows wild in the Khasi Hills. Mr. McCabe (5) has 
seen'it wild in the lower ranges of the Naga Hills. It may be doubted if the 
smuggling which is carried on from the hills in aU parts of the province to the 
plains can be of the wild ganja as stated in the Excise Commissioner's memo
randum, for the produce of the wild plant is of very inferior quality, and it can be 
got in the plains. The smuggled plant must have been to some extent culti
vated, but its existence in the hills is a decided corroboration of the evidence 
that the wild plant is found there also. 

39. It is difficult then to avoid the co~c1usion that Assam, including both the 
The spoDtaneous growth must he Brahmaputra and Surma Valleys, with the hill ranges 

regarded .. wild. • • h bid which form part of the province, oug t to e c asse 
with the Himalayas and the Terai as.a region in which the spontaneous growth 
has run wild. i 

40. There is only one Manipur witness, andl he says nothing about the spon

Ma.uipur. 
taneous growth. Mr. Driberg classes the State as a 
ganja·producing tral-t, whence the drug is surrep

titiously hrollght down to the plains. No other witness gives direct evidence 
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about Manipur; but the' prevalence of the spontaneous growth in the hills 
bordering the State on the Assam side, which is taken to be proved, justifies 
the inference that the growth must also be common in the State itself. 

41. The Government 
North-Western Provinces. 

The official account of the wild 
growth. 

-J. Dera Dun. 8. l?i1ibhit. 
2. Saharan pur. g. Gorakhpur. 
3. Muzaffarna- 10. Terai. 

gar. 11. Naini Tal 
4. Bljnor. (Kumaon). 
S. B u.daon. 12. K heri. 
6. Moradabad. 13. Babraich. 
1. Bareilly. 14. Gonda. 

t Farakhabad. Garhwal, and Hardoi. 

of the North-Western 'Provinces caused enquiry to be 
made about the growth of bhang in 'the year 1883. 

The Excise Commissioner then reported as fol
lows: "The hemp plant grows wild, and is made 
into bhang in the fourteen districts marginally· noted. 
The hemp plant is cultivated, and the cultivated 
hemp is made into bhang in the three districts mar
ginallyt noted." 

In the memorandum furnished to the Commission by the present Excise Com
missioner, Mr. Stoker, the districts of Muzaffarnagar and Budaon are omitted 
from the list of districts in which the 'wild growth is found, and Basti and 
Garhwal take their place. It is stated, however, that the produce is consi
derable in M uzaffarnagar, Shahjahanpur, and Meerut. In connection with the 
cultivation in Hardoi and Fatebgarh, the Excise Commissioner remarks: II It is 
supplemented to some extent by self-grown plants produced about we11s or 
nouses and on small waste patches and head lands." Mr. Stoker then refers to 
the accidental growth in other parts of thi: province in these words: "Beyond 
these districts the hemp plant flourishes widely, though it is not produced in suffi
cient quantities to render it of any commercial importance. I would not venture 
to assert that it is always of purely indigenous growth, though its wide diffusion 
leads me to believe that this is the case. It may be seen growing about wells and 
temples, and in such, places it is,' no doubt, the produce of seeds scattered by 
travellers and fakirs who use hemp drugs. It is also found in and about houses 
and in gardens, where it is either introduced in the same way or deliberately sown. 
In all these cases I think the plants, if not the result of cultivation, are knowingly 
permitted to grow, and are subsequently used by the people who live in those places. 
The plant may also be seen spri,nging up in a scattered way in waste places and low 
'lands." It has been shown in the previous chapter that there is no purely indigen
ous gro1l,th of hemp, and that this description cannot be correctly applied either to 
the plant in the area of wild growth or to that in the tracts with which Mr. Sto~er 
is dealing when he uses the expression. But the distinction must not be lost 
sight of between the area in which the plant is so prevalent as to deserve the 
character of wild and the reputation of propagating itself, and that in which it 
is more scantily distributed and springs from seed sown accidenta11y by man. 
The former area comprises the Himalayan regions and the districts lying imme
diately below the mountains. The following observations of Mr. 'Stoker include 
the latter area: "In some districts the amount produced by these forms of 
sporadic growth is considerable, and the constant source of complaint by the drug 
contractors who have the monopoly of the vend. These conditions obtain, broadly 
speaking, to a greater or less extent in all parts of the province lying north and 
-east of the J umna." 

The Excise Commissioner then describes an area of very scanty spon
taneous growth: "In Bundelkhand and most of Mirzapur-in fact, in all the 
country i~ and adjoining the hill system of Central India-the plant is 'much 
more rarely found. But thath can be grown, and with some perfection, in this 
-tract also is shown by the occasional presence of plants and by the existence of 
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considerable cultivation in Gwalior and in some of the Bundelkhand Native 
States which interlace with British territory." Thus ~he belt of hilly country 
along the south of the province is still less favourable to the spontaneous growth 
than the plain north and east of the J umna. 

42. The evidence tendered to the Commission confirms this description gen
The evidence corroborates the official -accouat. erally i but it -may be noted that not a 
I. Bulandshahr. g. Fatehpur. single witness speaks to spontaneous 
2. Mathra. .10. Ha.rnirpur~ h . 
3. Agr>. II. Allahabad. growt m the districts named in the mar-
4. Mainpuri. 12. Jhansi. 
S. Etawa.. 13. Benares. gin, all of which, except Jhansi and 
~: ~~dh~on. :~: C~:~.g·rh. Hamirpur, lie north and east of the 
8 Cawnpor. 16. Rai Barel,'. J Th' b .. _ umna. IS a sence _ of mention does 

not prove that the spontaneous growth does not exist, but it justifies the con
clusion that in the central belt it is certainly not such as to deserve the character 
of wild, and that Mr. Stoker's description gives it as much of that ch~racter as 
it deserves. This central belt is approximately bounded on the north by a line 
drawn through Muzaffarnagar, Moradabad, Bareilly, Shahjahanpur, and Sitapur 
to Bahramghat on the Gogra, and thence following the course of that river. 
Throughout toe country lying beyond this line, including the mountains, the 

. spontaneous growth is abpndant. It is bounded on the south and south-west by 
the Jumna river, beyond which the spontaneous growth is rare. 

43 . .The State of Garhwal Tehricomprises the Himalayan region west from 

Garhwal Tehri. 
British Garhwal, and there is no reason to suppose 
that its circumstances as regards the spontaneous 

growth of the hemp plant differ in any W;J.y from the latter district. The Diwan 
of Tehri gives 2,500 to 4,000 feet as the elevation at which the plant flourishes. 
Other evidence shows that it grows freely beyond these limits. 

44. The- Rampur State stretches south from below the Terai district. The 

Rampur. 
Revenue Member of the Council of Agency writes 
that the spontaneous growth is found in the north 

and north-eastern part of the State. There is nothing to differentiate Rampur 
from the British districts lying east and west of it in respect to this growth. 

45. The hemp plant grows spontaneously throughout the Himalayas, and in 
Punjab. a broad belt along the foot of the mountains. _ The 

Wild growth in the Himalayas h . f d' h' . h 
and Terai. growt IS so ree an vigorous t at It may Wit out 
impropriety be called wild, and it does not appear to differ in extent and charac
ter from that of the similar region in the North-Western Provinces. Its preva
lence seems to be most notorious in the districts of Hoshiarpur, Gurdaspur, and 
Jullundur, because the bhang contractors draw their supplies from these dis
tricts i but witnesses, many of them of high authority, such as the Commis
sioner of Rawalpindi, speak to its existence in greater, or less profusion through
out the submontane districts from Peshawar. to Umballa. Contradiction may 
occasion'tlly be found regarding the density and abundance of the growth, but 

,about its frequent occurrence in this stretch of country there can be no doubt. 
It has been seen that in other provinces it is the habit of the plant, when it finds 
itself established ill a suitable home like the Terai, to grow very densely and in 
pat~hes of considerable size, and the Commission are inclined to accept the 
evidence of those whose statements are in agreement with this knowledge. 
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46. The growth d'eereases in frequency very rapidly as the Himalayas are left 
Thelimitsofthesubmontane belt behind. It appears, however, from the evidence to 

of wild growth. maintain its hold in the Amritsar, Lahore, Kamal, 
and Shahpur districts further south than in others. As regards three of these 
districts, special reasons for this persistence may be suggested. Shahpur is 
watered by the Jhelum, which appears to carry an exceptionally heavy growth 
on the banks of its upper reaches. Amritsar is not only the great market for 
bhang a's well as charas, but it is the head-quarters of the Sikh religion, and the 
former drug is largely consumerl by the followers of that faith. It seems to be a 
regular drink or refreshment with the visitors to the Golden Temple. When 
members of the Commission visited the city, a dense growth of bhang flourished 
over a large area in the outlying parts of the public gardens and countless plants 
in the hedgerows surrounding the city. The seeds discarded from the large 
quantity of bhang that-is daily consumed in the city sufficiently account for this 
growth, and it is probable that the ways leading t!l Amritsar from the country 
round are sown with hemp in the same way. The plant is probably propagated 
in the same manner, but to a less degree, around Lahore, the capital town of 
the province, and the head-quarters of the Administration. East of Umballa and 
Karnal the bhang-bearing belt appears to widen out, and its southern boundary 
would probably pass across the Kamal district. 

47. The Excise Commissioner reports that" the supply of bhang is derived 

Tbe sup osed wild bemp 01 the from the wild hemp plant which grows within the prov
Suleiman ~ange. ince in the submontane tracts under the Himalayas 
and the Suleiman Range." The evidence, it 'has been seen, corroborates the state
ment as regards the Himalayan tract. But it does not do so for the Suleiman 
region. The existence of the wild growth is not mentioned in Kchat or the Derajat 
Division. Witnesses (60) and (19) make statements which need explanation. 
The former says, speaking of the Dera Ghazi Khan district: 1/ In the hill tracts 
of my ilaka the wild hemp grows here and there to a small extent, but no one 
consumes it. Sometimes budmashes, however, administer it from evil motives to 
another person without his knowledge." And again-" The wild hemp is known 
in this country by the name of ( kolli bhang,' and cultivated hemp is called bhang 
only." The statement itself is open to doubt for two reasons: it is unlikely that 
the true hemp, though growing wild, should not be consumed, and the uses to 
which the kohi bhang is alleged to be put point to a much more potent drug. 
The explanation will be found in the answer of Mr. Dames (9), whose experi
ence has been gained especially in the Derajat. He writes: "There is a plant 
known as kohi bhang found along the beds of torrents in the Suleiman Hills, the 
leaves of which are said to possess strongly intoxicating properties. This plant is, 
certainly not a Canllabis, but I am unable to state what its genus is. It looks like 
a solattaceous plant. Its growth is scattered, and it is not found in great abund
ance anywhere." There can be no doubt that this is the plant to which witness (60) 
refers. It is in all probability the same as the akoe of Sind, which is proved to 
be f1yoscyanllls 1IIuticus of the sola1laceous order. The same plant is referred to by 
witness (36) in his oral evidence as kuyi, growing in a yalley 50 miles west 
of Dera Ismail Khan. Witness (19) is not /l. very exact observer, and when 
questioned in detail about his knowledge of the wild plant tral-e!s away to the 
Umballa district. Witness (24), an Excise officer, mentions the looi (i. c., lollt), 
doubtless the same lfyoscyamus, as being imported from Kabul and Kandahar. 

7 
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The same witness gives the name of another hemp plant ,as badal, saying that 
it is known to grow in the Waziri Hills about 50 miles to the west of Dera 
Ismail Khan. He describes its leaf as being a's broad as that of the madar, 
which shews that this also is not the true hemp. 

48. Witness (41) mentions the wild plantas growing scantily on the banks of 
Spontaneous growth in the plain canals and in waste places in the Delhi district, and 

'. country, its occurrence in one tahsil of the Firozpur district is 
stated by another witness. These statements may very well be correct, but they 
do n9t imply a growth which can properly be called wild in the sense in whic~ 
the word is now being used, but only a casual and accidental growth. One or two 
witnesses talk in a general way about spontaneous growth in all districts. 

49. It will be a safe conclusion to say that the wild growth is only to be found 

Area of wild growth dellned_ in the Himalayas and in a belt of country under 
those mountains which is very narrow at Peshawar, 

and gradually widens as it approaches the North-Western Provinces. Self-sown 
hemp plants may be found elsewhere, but there is no tendency for them to run 
wild outside the above tract. 

50. The wild growth occurs in the Himalayan States, and those of which any 
part lies within the Sub-Himalayan bhang-beariQg 

Punjab States. 
'belt. No State shows any peculiarity in the 

capacity for growing wild hemp. The Hill States are numerous, and need not 
be named. Kapurthala and Patiala are the only States in the- plain country 
from which the spontaneous growth is reported, and it will doubtless be found in _ 
those parts of the States which fall within the Punjab tract of wild gro'wth. 
Patiala has a considerable area of territory in the Himalayas, where the wild 
growth will be found to exist. The Bahawalpur witnesses say that occasional 
plants ~re found in graveyards-a not unlikely locality for such growth when there 
is sufficient rainfall-as' there are gep.erally takias in connection with them to 

which fakirs resort. 

51. There are only two witnesses in the Central Provinces who depose to 
Central Provinces. having seen the hemp plant in spontaneous growth. 

Th. wild growth does not .,cst. One is Mr. Lowrie, Deputy Conservator of Forests, 
and he can only name one village. The other witness (52), Malguzar and 
Honorary Magistrate, saw it when ganja was allowed to be cultivated in his 
neighbourhood. Several witnesses mak~ general statements, more or less of 
a hearsay character, that the plant springs up on heaps of village refuse from 
seed accidentally dropped. Mr. Drake-Brockman and many non-official and 
official witnesses, who ought to know, includirig Mr. Robertson, who has charge 
of the Nimar district, where ganja is cultivated and the escape from cultivation 
would be likely to occur, make more or less positive statements that the spon
taneOl:S • growth is not to be found. The growth observed by Mr. Lowrie is the 
same kind of stray growth which is reported by other witnesses without having 
been actually seen. It was not in the jungles, and had probably sprung directly 
from seed thrown out of the houses. It is evident that in the Central Provinces 
the spontaneous growth does not occur, except very occasionally, as a weed in 

. the neighqourhood of villages from seed accidentally dropped in suitable soil, 
and that there is no tendency for this spontaneous growth to reproduce itself. 
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52. There is no 

F euclatory Stat ... 

evidence that the plant grows spontaneously in the Feuda
tory States. The spontaneous growth, however, 
probably exists just as it does in the Province proper. 

53. It seems clear that the spontaneous growth does not prevail in any part of 
Mad"",. the Madras Presidency to such an extent as to have 

No official knowledge of wild led to the idea that the plant is wild. The Government 
growth.· memorandum states that nothing is known about 
the extent of the wild growth; and Mr. Benson, Deputy Director of Agriculture, 
has only seen some references to its existence in the northern district. The 
Commissioner of Salt, Abkari, and Separate Revenue, replying to the direct 
enquiry of the Commissioner of the Orissa Division on this subject in his letter 
No. 529-Mis., dated 11th May 1887, was unable to say whether the hemp 
plant grew wild. This is remarkable because the plant has always been 
cultivated as a regular field crop in variolls part~ of the Presidency j the desultory 
cultivation in (yards is common in certain localities j there are highlands in all 
parts of the Presidency which would apparently be suitable to its. growth without 
cultivation i and the use of the drugs among the jungle people and the coolies of 
coffee and tea gardens is by no means unfrequent. The want of official know
ledge of it is a fairly strong indication that the wild growth does not exist, or 
exists only in inconsiderable quantity. 

54. It is only in .the hill regions, such as the zamindaris of Ganjam and 

Evidence regarding the wild Vizagapatam, the Javadi Hills, the Shevaroys and 
growth. other ranges in the Salem district, the Nilgiris and 
Wynaad, and the Palni Hills, that there is any reason to suspect spontaneous 
growth on at all an extensive scale. And the suspicion is not strong, for it has 
orrly been possible to elicit from one witness a description of the growth which 
agrees in any degree with what has been learnt about it in Northern India. 
This witness is Mr. William Robinson, Missionary, and his evidence must be 
discounted by the admission that "I am singulatly deficient in the power of 
differentiating plants, but the smell of the hemp plant is well known to ~e." 
On the whole it is probable that the growth which this witness saw in the She
varoy Hills was really hemp, but that he has frequently been deceived bX other 
weeds, of which there are several, which bear a certain general resemblance to it. 
As to the abundance' of the growth in the Shevaroys, he is to some extent corrobo
rated by witness (189), who appears to be a practical man, and to speak from 
personal observation. But his observation is not recent and his statement is 
not in a convincing form. Other witnesses talk of the spontaneous growth as 
abundant in the Ganjam Hill Tracts and the South-East Wynaad, and even in 
the Ceded Districts; but there are equally good witnesses on the other 
side. The District Forest Officer of North Malabar, who appears to be 
of a careful and observant habit, says he has seen the spontaneous 
growth in the Travancore and Tinnevelly GMts and in the Wyn'aad, but it was 
always in the neighbourhood of cultivated plants. He says distinctly: "I have 
never seen the plant wild where there was no cultivated plant near." He de
scribes the situation which appears to be suitable to the wild growth, and the 
growth itself as scattered. This is probably the best witness in Madras on 
this subject. Mr. Long (149) says that he has sometimes seen a few plants 
growing together which people told him had sprung up spontaneously j but 
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the most important of such patches of growth appeared to him to have been 
cultivated. 

55. The general conclusion must be that the dense and widespread growth 

The chance growth of the Presi. does not exist in the Madras Presidency, but that 
dency is not wild. throughout the Pre~idency the chance and scattered 
growth on refuse heaps near villages or in other exceptionally favourable situations, 
such as old cattle·folds or coolie lines, may occasionally be found, and more 
commonly in the hill tracts than in the low country. 

56. There is information from Travancore that" in some hilly tracts where 

Trauntore and Cocbin. • the seed was once sown by Kanikars, hillmen, asuc-
cession of plants appears to have been kept up with

out fresh plantation. This, however, is not strictly wild or spontaneous growth." 
The District Forest Officer of North Malabar has also spoken of tne spon
taneous growth in the Travancore Hills. This is all the available information 
on the present subject regarding this State. I t seems certain that such spon
taneous growth as does exist is not extensive; that it is intimately associated with 
cultivation, past or present; and that, though it may possibly succeed in occa
sionally reproducing itself, there;is no marked tendency for the plant to run 
wild. 

57. There is no information about spontaneous growth in the minor Madras 

S d B all ~ P d States. Their conditions are not in any way different on ur. anganap e, 8JJ,... u u-
koltai. • from those of the Presidency generally, and the 
same extent of spontaneous growth may be expected to exist. 

58. The spontaneous growth is found occasionalIy in the districts where the 

Bombay. 

There is no wild growth. 

plant is cultivated, especialIy Ahmednagar. It is said 
by one or two witnesses to occur also in the highlands 
of the Southern Maratha Country. But in no place 

does it appear to be either dense or frequent, being represented only by scattered 
plants on the refuse heaps about villages. Many intelligent witnesses, who have 
evidently bestowed great care on their inquiries, state positively that the spontane
ous or wild growth does not exist, or are silent on the subject. Mr. Dodgson and Mr. 
Cumin~ mention its occurrence in the Dangs, but only as occasional plant~. This 
is a coulltry of forests and hills and scattered hamlets far removed from observation, 
and having a copious rainfall. The same description applies to the whole of the 
Western Ghilts, and the plant might be expected to run riot in these regions if it 
were inclined to do so. The Excise memorandum reports that the spontaneous 
growth does not exist. . 

59. The plant does not grow spontaneously in Aden according to the report 
Aden. of the Political Resident. 

60. The plant does not grow freely from self-sown seed in any part of the 

Kathiawar. Kathiawar' Agency. A few plants may be found 
occasionally in fields or gardens or near irrigated 

crops. They seem to be generally more or less tended where they do exist. 
They are said to occur sometimes in grass preserves, but the evidence is of the 
weakest kind. 
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61. Cutch lies between Sind and Kathiawar. As there is no spontaneous 
growth in either of the latter provinces, it is un· 

C.teb. 
• likely that there should be any in Cutch. The Political 

Agent's report mentions none. 

62. The report of the Chief Minister of Palanpur, the principal State in the 

Palanpur. 
Palanpur Superintendency, states that "wild hemp 
is found to a very insignificant extent in this State." 

There is clearly no extensive growth, that which is referred to being probably 
the few plants that sp~ing from chance seed: This description may be held to 

apply to the whole Agency. 

Mabi Kantha. 
Rewa Kantha. 

63. No spontaneous growth is reported from 
the Mahi Kantha or Rewa Kantha Agency. 

64. The Diwan of Kolhapur reports that "the wild plant is not grown in that 

K Ih d S th 
.. th State." In the smaller States of the Agency there o apur an ou ern .lUara a 

Country. is some cultivation, but no wild growth. There 
may be a rare spontaneous growth from chance seeds, but nothing more. 

65. The only native territory in which the hemp plant is definitely stated to 

Various States. grow wild is the Dangs, and there only a few isolated 
plants. The language used by the Diwan of Cam

bay is ambiguous; but it at all events leaves no doubt that the spontaneous 
growth is quite unimportant if any exists; and the Superintendent of Police says 
that the wild plant is not found in the State. 

66. The spontaneous growth is not reported to occur in the valley of the Indus. 

Th 
SiDdd. 'Id h r th Many witnesses speak of a plant called eko,' or akoe 

e suppose WI emp 0 e 
BaI.ch Hill.. • occurring in the hills on the western frontier of 
Sind as wild bhang. Specimens of the plant have been submitted to Dr. 
King of Calcutta and Mr. Woodrow of Poona, and pronounced by both to be 
Hyoscyamus mul£cus. It is said to be very much more potent than hemp, 
containing the alkaloid hyosyamine, an isomeride 'of" atropine. Under the 
name of kohi bhang, " hill bhang," its intoxicating properties are well known to 
the natives, and it is stated to be smoked like ganja, and sometimes used in the 
same way as dhatura to facilitate robbery; and its use has occasionally be~n 
suspected in the Punjab and Baluchistan, where it is common (Pharmacog. 
Indica, Vol. II, page 631). The statements describing it as wild hemp are made 
in confident language, and often with some circumstance as to the manner in 
which it came .to be accidentally sown in the hills. The words ekoi and akoe 

. are probably short forms of bhang.j.koM, or "bhang of the hills," which is the 
name used by some persons in the Punjab as \\.11 as in Sind. The Commis
sioner in Sind doubted the existence of the wild growth in the Baluchistan 
Hills as reported to him, and himself submitted specimens of ekoi to Mr. \V ood
row with the result stated . 

. 67- It is doubtful if the spontaneous growth occurs anywhere in the province, 
. hid because the rainfall of the Indus Valley is extreme-

No wild growth 111 teD us .. 
Valley. Iy light and the mountains on the western frontier 
are very arid. Even growth on the rubbish heaps near houses is unlikely on 
account of the want of water. It is probable that the almost tota~ absence of rain 
counteracts the favourable conditions which might from the experience of Upper 
India be supposed to exist in the periodical floods and irrigation from the Indus. 

8 
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Khairpur. 
68. The hemp plant does not appear to grow 

spontaneously in the Khairpur State. 
• • 

69· Under the regulations in force in Berar, the village officers are held 

Berar. 
responsible that all ganja of spontaneous growth is 
nprooted, and the cultivation of the plant is only 

allowed after license has been obtained. By these arrangements the spontaneoos 
growth appears to be successfully kept under j for only one witness out of 38 can 
be found to say that it exists, and it may be doubted if he refers to the same 
plant. 

70 • There appears from the memorandum of the Commissioner, Ajmere.·Mer

Ajmere·Merwara. 
wara, to be no spontaneous growth of any importance 
_" Here and there a few plants grow spontaneously." 

The witnesses do not speak of any such growth. Plants that spring up in this 
way are up·rooted or made over to the contractor. There is e\·idently no dense 
growth of a wild character. 

7 I. The Commissioner of Coorg is " doubtful whether wild hemp is actually 

Coorg. found, but hemp springs up in the coffee gardens, 
near coolie lines, and near the huts of the wild tribes, 

and no one own s to its c·ultivation. A coolie in weeding the coffee will try to 
avoid pu11ing up the plant unless his master happens to be looking." 
The evidence of two witnesses des-cribes a growth round about huts whose 
spontaneous charaCter is doubtful, for it seems to be generally tended. A few 
chance plants may spring up of themselves in such places as are indicated above, 
but there is no wild growth of the dense character known in the north of India. 

72. Ii: 0 wild or spontaneous growth is reported from any part of Baluchistan. 

Quetta·Pishin. The witnesses do not know of its existence. 

73· Ganja was made contraband in Lower Burma in 1872'73. In that year 
Bw:-- . large seizures of ganja illicitly brought from' Upper 

Absence of wild growth remark:.. . ( h 
able. Burma were made, and \\,tness 19) states t at 
Upper Burma was the chief source of supply in those days. This being the case, 
with the known tendency of the plant to run wild, the apparent suitability of Upper 
Burma to the growth of the plant, and the fact that the ganja·supply has by no 
means totally ceased notwithstanding the prohibition, it is remarkable that the 
evidence of the existence of the spontaneous growth should be so uncertain as 
to make it doubtful if it is to be found in any of the settled districts except as a 
very occasional weed. 

74· The Deputy Commissioner of Mergui alone mentions any extensive 
growth, and there are internal reasons for distrusting 

Evidence regarding wild growth. d h . 
his statements. He no doubt rna e t e acquamt-

ance of the plant dur;ng his service in Kumaon, but he seems to have left that 
district over fifteen years ago, and his memory may not have served him •. He talks 
unscientifically of the indIgenous wild plant, which shows that he cannot claim 
to have made any study of the plant. The Burmese name he gives to the plant, 

." pi·san-bin," the literal trans'ation of wh~ch is apparently II net·rope plant," 
is not used by any other witness. A rich alluvial loam, a climate hot and damp, 
anI! a low It:vel are not, as far as the information given to the Commission teaches, 
conditions favourable to the spontaneous growth of hemp or to the develop
ment of its fibre. In his second paper he writes that the Siamese use tfie 
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cultivated variety of hemp, which suggests that he is' talking of some plant in 
which the distinction between wild and cultivated forms is more marked than is 
the case with Cannabis. He was unable to procure specimens of the plant in 

. June in reply to tbe request of the Commission reporting that the plant was 
not in growth at that season. Under these circumstances, this evid~nce must be 
regarded as falting far short of proof. The' Commissioner of Pegu (2) had the 
plant pointed out to him growing outside three viltages in Upper Burma among 
the rubbish heaps. He would not have known the plant if it had not been point
ed out to him. The Commissioner of Akyab mentioned the scanty and scattered 
growth in his division of a plant which the Chittagonians call boil ally, and which 
he supposed to be a species of wild hemp. He has kindly sent specimens of 
the plant in answer to a request from the Commission, and they are found to 
belong to two species of Sida, 'Viz., Sida spinosa, L., and Sida carp,'nifolia, 
L.· These plants have no narcotic properties. The Commissioner of the 
Eastern Division, Upper Burma, who has been at some pains' to make 
enquiries, and the Deputy Commissioner of Mandalay can give no informa
tion of the wild growth, though both have apparently come across cultiva
tion of the plant. The Deputy Commissioner of Totmgoo mentions the 
wild growth as existing, though not abundant, in Prome and Shwebo. The 
Inspector-General of p,olice in an expedition north· east of Bhamo found that his 
men were getting some kind of ganja from the Kachins, who gathered it in the 
jungles. A specimen of the ganja from these hills has been examined, and con
·sisted. merely qf leaves and.tops of the plant rolted into balts, and showing no 
signs of cultivation or preparation. A District Superintendent of Police states 
that in Upper Burma the plant is often seen growing near villages, 

75. The evidence cannot be accepted as showing more than a casual growth 

N 
"Id h . ' b led in the neigh bourhood of villages; which cduld easily 

o W1 growt Ul t e sett 
districts, but probably exists in the be accounted for. I t can neither be extensive in any 
northern mountain ranges . 

particular case, nor can the cases be very numerous. 
Except the doubtful report from Mergui, there is no evidence of any tendens:y in 
the growth to reproduce itself and spread. These remarks apply to the settled 
districts only. The plant probably has run wild in the Kachin cpuntry and in 
the mountain ranges adjoining China, Assam, Manipur, Lushai, and Tippera. 

76. The report of Mr. McDonnelt, Special Assistant Excise Commissioner, 

Mysore. 
shows that hemp s'prung from chance seed is often 
found in all the eight districts of the M ysore State; 

but it does not appear to be abundant anywhere or more frequent in one district 
than another. The seed thrown away on dust heaps finds its way with the man
ure into fields and gardens. It is reported both from Mysore and Bangalore 
that when such plants are discovered they are uprooted,.and that prosecutions 

, are instituted if there is evidence of their having been cultivated. One informant 
states that abundant growth is to be found in three districts j but, with this excep
tion, the official account is generalty confirmed, and may be accepted as correct. 

77. Memoranda have been re~eived from the States of the Rajputana Agency 
R.jputaDa. named in the margin. The wild hemp is , 

Kerowli. 
Alwar. 
Dholf.ur. 

~
&iSa mir. 
odhpur. 
un\li. 

Serohi (only table). 

Kot.h. only mentioned as occurring in four of 
jh:tlla.war • 
• ypo... them, 'Viz., jhallawar, jeypore, Kishengarh, 

Ki:shengarh. 
Bik.Dir. and Alwar, and that in very small quantity. 
Tonk. 
Shahp..... The information leaves a decided impres-
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sion that the wild and spontaneous growth of which 'mention is made is due to the 
germination of seed which has fallen by chance in favourable situations. There 
is no indication that the plant is inclined to run wild in this region. 

78. Mr. Gunion has collated the information furnished in the official memo-
Central India. randa fr.om the States of the Central India Agency, 

and these have not been forwarded, with the exception 
of a memorandum of the Minister to His Highness the Maharaja Holkar. Mr. 
Gunion reports that "there appears to be no spontaneous growth of the hemp 
plant in Central India." - The Minister says that "here and there a plant m~y be 
seerl by road or river side or near the huts of fakirs, etc., due to the dropping of 
the hemp seed by consumers." There is no reason, except perhaps the -some
what greater prevalence of cultivation, why the accidental growth should be more 
common in the States of the Central India Agency than in those of Rajputana. 
It may safely be assumed that there is no material difference between the twO' 
Agencies in this respeCt. 

79. The official mem?randum by the Director of Agriculture and Commerce 

Hyderabad. 
of the H yderabad State reports no wild growth_ 
The spontaneous growth, if it does exist, is not 

plentiful, and is only such as may be found allover India springing up directly 
in exceptionally fayourable situations from seed accidentally sown. 

80. The official report on the use of hemp drugs in the Baroda State by 

Baroda. 

Anant Gangadhar Khoti states that "wild ganja is
no~ to be found in this part of the cO\lntry. It is. 
neither cultivated nor does it grow spontaneously in. 

any part of His Highness's Dominions i" and again" in none of the districts of 
this !:)tate.does the hemp plant grow spontaneously." _ There may possibly'be some 
confusion in the mind of the reporter as to the wild ganja plant being specifically 
distinct from that which is usually cultivated; for there is some small extent of 
cultivation in the State. But it may be safely inferred that the hen:p plant has 
nowhere run wild, even if a chance plant may occasionally be found. 

81. Information regarding Kashmir is derived from memoranda by the Gov_ 

Kashmir. ernors of Kashmir and Jammu and Muhammad 
Hayat Khan, Member of the Kashmir State Co'uncil. 

According to the last-named authority, the spontaneous growth in Jammu resem
bles in its charader and the localities it affects the growth in the plains of the 
Punjab. He does not appear, however, to have any very exact idea of the latter 
growth i for he places many localities .on the same footing, in some of which the 
growth is common, and in others scanty or even wanting. This much may be 
gathered, however,with tolerable certainty, that the growth in Jammu is not so· 
abundant as in the more elevated tract of Kashmir. The tract of profuse growth. -
in Kashmir mentioned by Muhammad Hayat Khan is Kashmir proper, extending 
from Baramula to Veri nag and Shopayan. The country lying b~tween Adham
pur and Binhal in the Jammu province, as well as the jagirs of Bhaddarwah 
and Poonch, have also an abundant growth. 

82. The memorandum of the Kashmir Governor mentions two kinds of wild 
Two kinds or wild growth Ia growth which appear to have somewhat distinct 

Kashmir proper. characters. The growth called talia consists of the 

female plant, and is found in the Anantnag district and the Nagam tahsil of the 
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Srinagar district, growing on 'both banks of the Jhelum and of the Arveni and 
Karmu nallas., The, bhang whic h grows on both banks of the Jhelum below th e 
city of Srinagar is known as katlliya bhang, is weak in narcotic, and is used only 
for its fibre and fpr burning. The wild growth is very abundant. It supplies all 
the wants of the people, and there is consequently no cultivation. 

In Jammu the growth is found in the Jammu, Bhimbar, Jasrota, and Udham
pur districts. It is usually dense, and sometimes scattered. Here also there is 
no cultivation. The bhang of Bhimbar is said by some Punjab witnesses to be 
highly esteemed. 

83. The Nepal Darbar's answers to the Commission's questions supply the 

Nepal. following information. The hemp plant grows ~ild 
all over the State, but it is more abundant in the Terai 

than in the hills, and in the hills to the w'est of Katmandu than to the east. Two 
varieties of the plant" are noted-one with light-coloured stems, and the other with. 
dark. Cultivation appears to be less common than in K umaon. This, with the 
alleged decrease 'of the wild growth east of Katmandu, might lead to the 
belief that the hemp plant would become less prevalent in the Himalayan region 
further east in Darjeeling a,nd Bhutan~ But the impression is counteracted by the 
evidence from Darjeeling and Assam. 

84. The result of this survey is to show that the wild growth is prevalen t 
SIUD1DAl'J'. throughout the Himalayas from Kashmir to the 

The area of wild growth. extreme east of Assam. I t probably disappears at 
a higher altitude than 10,000 feet It extends down the southern slopes of 
the mountains, and into the Punjab and Gangetic plains to a limited distance. 
It is found in ali the hill tracts of Assam. and in the two great valleys of 'the 
province. It spreads along the mountain ranges on the frontiers of East Bengal, 
Assam, and Upper Burma from Independent Tippera, through Lushailand, 
Manipur, and the country of the Kachins, to the frontiers of China. The south
ern boundary of the area there indicated runs approximately from Peshawar 
through Gujranwala, Amritsar, Umballa, Kamal, Muzaffarnagar, Moradaoad, 
Bareilly, Shahjahanpur, and Sitapur to the Gogra river at Bahramghat, and then 
follows the course of that river and the Ganges to Sahebganj on the north
east of the Sonthal country. From this point the line is more doubtful, 
but it should probably Cross the drainage of the Ganges and Brahmaputra to 
Netrakona in the Mymensingh district, and then turn south to Comilla, thence 
east to the boundary of the Chin country, and thence take a northerly sweep to 
Mogoung in Upper Burma, and pass on to the Chinese frontier. 

8S. In the region thus demarcated the plant appears to propagate itself, but it 
The manner in which the wild is possible that the growth on the lower slopes of 

growth Is propagated. the Himalayas and in the Terai springs to a 
great extent from seed carried down from the mountains. There is a constant 
supply of this both in the wild growth of the higher Himalayas 'and the culti
vation which is carried on there i and it is possible that the mountain ranges 
south and east of the Brahmaputra perform the same function for the growth in 
the country immediately below them. In the populous parts of the Sub- Hima
layan tract and the valleys of Assam the wild growth is kept up in great measure 
by fresh importation of seed from the ganja and bhang which are consumed by 
the people. This is also true, though in a less degree, of the mountain and hill 

9 
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ranges. I t may very well be doubted if without these aids the plant would long 
survive in the low country under the vicissitudes of the Indian climate and 
seasons. The plant appears to be very hardy when it is once well established 
but it is clear from the distribution of the wild growth in India that the condition; 
of soil and climate under which it can attain full growth are limited. 

86. It will be seen from the de~cription of cultivation in Bengal that the seeds 
.Conditions Cavourable to the will only germinate properly if the nursery is kept' 

Wlld growth. . th hI d d h . f II • . oroug y ryan t e ram a IS not excessIve. 
And throughout the growth the plant prefers a light, permeable, well drained soil. 
Similar evidence is furnished by the facts connected with cultivation in the 
Central Provinces and Bombay and the direct testimony of' witnesses in 
answer to the latter part of the Commission's question 13. The soil need not 
be rich for the mere growth of the plant, for it will be found on a ballast heap as 
well as a dunghill. The essential conditions noted above are present in the 
Himalayas with the additional encouragement of a moderate temperature. If 
the rainfall should sometimes be tropical and excessive, it is carried off rapidly, and 
the seed or seedling has every chance of surviving it. The seed seems to gen:nin
ate at the elevation of Simla in May and June, and it has five or six or seven 
months to grow and ripen its seed before the frost~ come upon it. In the Hima
layan sub montane tra'ct the seed germinates in November or December, i.e., 
after the excessive moisture of the monsoon has sunk away from the surface soil, 
leaving it light and friable. The growth is favoured by the light cold weather 
rains, and does not meet with any very trying conditions unless it wanders very 
far from the shelter of ,the mountains. If it does, it will ,in aU probability be 
burnt up by the fierce dry heat of the months from March to Mayor June. 
Protected by the mountain and forest air, it survives to ripen its seed, or perishes 
with the advent of the monsoon. The plant is not regular as to the time of 
germinating, and it seems to be later in the Assam Valley than in Hindustan. But 
in the same patch of growth plants will be found in all stages from the seedling 
'to the flower, if not the seed bearer. 

87. It is evident that throughout India outside the demarcated region there 
Conditions unsuitable to the wild must be conditions unfavourable to the spontaneous 
~~~ prevailing in other parts DC growth. They may be conditions of permanent 
unsuitability or recurring vicissitudes. Probably both operate to keep the growth 
in check. In a very general way may be indicated heavy soils, short seasons 
with severe alternations of dryness and moisture, extreme drought as in Baluchis
tan, Sind, and Rajputana, excessive and continuous rain as on the Western GhAts, 
and seasons of abnormal drought or abnormal moisture. Where, as in Travancore, 
the plant is alleged to reproduce itself, an unusually wet season may operate as 
a very effectual check to extension of the growth, either eliminating it for the 
time, or thrusting it back into a few well-drained localities. 

88. South of the demarcated boundary of wild growth will be seen on the 
map (Vol. III Appendices) two areas in lighter 

Areas where the .pontaDeous . - . . 
growtb: -y b~ important outaide shad111g. One l!lc1udes the central belt of spontane-
tbe ,e!pOD of wtld growth. • h N h W P' , ous growth 111 t e ort· estern rovmces; the 
other the country between the Ganges and Bhagirathi on the one side and the 
Eastern Hill Tracts on the other stretching down to Calcutta. In these areas the 
spontaneous growth may under favourable conditions of site and season attain 
IiQme ill)portanc~. ' -



CHAPTER JV. 

EXTENT OF CULTIVATION, AND ITS TENDENCY TO INCREASE OR 
DECREASE. 

89. In Bengal the law (section 5 of Bengal Act VII of 1878) forbids the culti-
Bengal., vation without a license from the Collector of plants 

Cultivation confined to a limited f h· h· . . 
"tract. " , rom w IC mtoxlcatmg drugs are produced. Th" 
culti\·ation of the hemp plant is accordingly confined to a compact tract having 
a radius of about sixteen miles, and lying in the three districts of Pinajpur, Raj
shahi, and Bogra. The reasons why this tract was selected are not authorita
tively stated. Cultivation was formerly carried on in the Jessore district also, but 
that was suppressed in 1875. The present ganja tract was probably found to 
be most suitable to the cultivation of the drug, and it was obviously an advantage 
to the excise administration to have the production confined to one area where 
economical and efficient arrangements could be made for supervising it. 

90. There is practically no clandestine cultivation within this tract. The Elj:
. ,There is no unlicensed c~ltiva~iOD cise Commissioner writes that" owing to the area in 
ID the tract, lIDd the tract IS beUlg . 
reduced in areJ!. whic\1 cultivation is permitted being extremely limit-
ed, and to the close supervision there, there is every r~ason to believe that un- • 
licensed cultivation has been all but suppressed." The ganja tract appears to. 
have a tendency to further concentration. The 1st· Assistant Supervisor of 
ganja cultivation states that it is now included within a radius of about fourteen 
miles, having been reduced from a radius of twenty miles since 1866, and he 
gives the following explanation of the change: "The gradual reduction in the 
extent of the tract was due to the fact that by the removal of jungles in the 
villages not far off N,!-ogaon more land became generally available for cultivation, 
and more ganja was produced. Purchasers having ganja near Naogaon do not 
naturally like to go to distant villages for their supplies." The remote villages 
in the north, south, and east of the tract have accordingly given up the cultiva
tion. 

91. The area cultivated in 1892-93 was 3,540 bighas, an area far larger than 

The area cultivated. the crop has occupied for twenty years past. But i!l 
the year 1891 -92 the cultivation was the least in 

the same period, and doubtless the short outturn had to be made up in the fol
lowing season. The cultivation of the two years together is not remarkably 
high. The following explanation by the Excise Commissioner mu~t be read, with 
the statistics of cultivation: "It wiJI be observed that, except in the past year, 
there has been no material increase in the area under ganja cultivation during the 
last twenty years. The column shows the quantity of land in which the crop 
finally matured, excluding such \;md as was cultivated, but in which the plants 
failed altogether i and therefore, although it would appear that cultivation was 
greatly curtailed during the years 187S-76, 1878-79, 1879-80, 1885-86, and 
1891-92, this was not really the case in all the years excepting 1885-86, as the 
plants in large areas under cultivation were destroyed in these years by heavy 
floods, and such lands were not taken into account. The decrease in the area 
-cultivated in 188S-86 was due to the smaller profits of the cultil'ators in the pre
ceding two years. The high price whi!=h ~he drug had realised in J891-!1:l 
-owing to wholesale {ail lire of ~pecfPp in the preyiolls year cause<i by inundation 

• 
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induced a large number of raiyats to take up lands for cultivation during the 
following year. Some raiyatsare regular growers of ganja, and annually set apart 
a portion of their holdings for the purpose i others are' induced to take to ganja 
cultivation by the high profits of one year to abandon it again when prices 
fall." The evidence furnishes no better account of the fluctuations than this. A 
bigha is about one"third of an acre in Bengal. The cultivation of 1892-93, 
therefore, amounted to 1,180 acres, and th~ average of the last fiv~ years from 
,888-89 to ,892"93 is 824 acres. 

92. Leaving the ganja tract, the evidence gives reason to suppose that there 
, Clandestine cultivation: Dot on a is a certain amount of rearing of, scattered plants. 
large scale. This is, of course, carried on secretly, and in the 
places where the wild or spontaneous growth flourishes detection is more difficult. 
The Hon'ble Mr. Lyall thinks that the quantity of bhang that is now exported 
from the Bhagalpur Division shows that there must be cultivation to a consider
able extent in that part of the country. He means that the bhang which is 
exported as wild must often be fostered, and perhaps to some extent sown 
and tended, by the occupants of the lands on which, or in the neighbourhood 'of 
which, it grows. Mr. Westmacott holds similar views because he has never 
found the wild plant in tbe 'jungle at a distance from habitations, but he does not 
indicate the localities to which his remarks apply. On the other hand, the Assist· 
ant to the Director of Land Records and Agriculture, who made special 
enquiries in the region referred to by Mr. Lyall, reports: "I could find no evid· 
ence of the hemp plant being actually cultivated in liny part of Purnea and 
Bhagalpur. Everywhere it, carne up as a weed. In some places, however, 
where the plants did not grow in abundance, and would therefore seem to be an 
object of considerable value to bhang drinkers, I observed signs of its baving 
been looked after with some, degree of care." He then describes the signs 
of the plants having been attended to, and proceeds: "All this made me 

, suspect that the people knew a great deal more about the bhang plant than they 
were willing to avow." This evidence is a partial corroboration of the high 
authorities named above, but it points rather to the surreptitious production of 
ganja in small quantity than' to the cultivation on a large scale of the plant which 
the contractors carry away as bhang. And all the other evidence of the cultiva· 
tion of the wild plant and of unlicensed cultivation generally refers more or 
less distinctly to the rearing of a few plants near houses, or in enclosures, or 10 

the midst of crops, and not to operations of a more extensive kind. 

93. This desultory cultivation, either from ganja seed or 'by rearing plants 
The character of the clandestine which have sprung up of themselves, occurs every· 

cultivation. where, though the evidence does not give the impres
sion t~at it is common anywhere. It'is stated in Mr. Gupta's memorandum that 
there ,,:ere 86 arrests and 7' convictions on this account in the year 1892-93. 
Arrests, were made in 25 districts, "but all the cases were for growing a few plants 
(veryoften a single plant) in the courtyards of houses." Babu Abhilas Chandra 
Mukharji says that II in almost all the districts in which cases of illicit culti. 
vation hilVe been detected, the plants had been grown from the seeds of the 
Rajshahi ganja." But Mr. Basu'sreport and such evidence as :the first part 
of She following extract point rather to the nurture of s~I\·s()wn plants. Babu 
Pran Kumar Das (43) states: II I prosecuted and also tried some cases ,of 
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nounshmg and promoting the growth of hemp plants. There was ample evid
enceof nourishment, such as soil properly prepared, watering, manuring, and 
otherwise taking care of, but in no case was there any evidence of cultivation. 
I, however, suspected that it was cultivated in a few cases. In Gaya I found 
plants grown in a field and being taken care of just as other crops. Generally 
the gan ja smokers grew it in places hidden from the public view. Inside house 
compounds a few only are grown. The largest (sic) I saw was a field in Gaya, 
may be 20 or 25." 

94. The Bhagalpur, Patna, Dacca, and Rajshahi Divisions appear to be those 
. . . I d' in which this i1Iicit rearing is most prevalent, and the 

The diVISions where c an estine . . . 
cultivation appe8!s to be most com- d,stncts of J essore, Cuttack, and Mldnapur are 
mono also mentioned, but by only one witness in each 
case. It wi1l be seen that this distribution agrees pretty closely with the 
prevalence.of the wild ~owth. The· quality of some of the evidence may be 
judged from that of a n,.mindar who wrote that "hemp (?anja) is said to be 
cultivated in certain parts of the Mymensingh district bordering the river Jamuna." 
The Board of Revenue ordered the Collector of Mymensingh to report on this 
allegation, with the result that the babu could not specify the villages in question, 
and that he was clearly, in the Col1ector's opinion, labouring under some mis
apprehension. The witness's statement indicated cultivation of a far more sys
tematic kind than really existed, but it is unlikely that his information was 
entirely mistaken, and there is evidence in corroboration of the desultory kind of 
cultivation in Mymensingh. The evidence as a whole does not justify the belief 
that the wild plant' is systematically' cultivated or fostered to the extent sus
pected by Mr. Lyall even in the Bhagalpur and Monghyr districts, but it does 
show that the se~ret and desultory kind of cultivation is not uncommon In 

the divisions above named; and is rare in other parts of the province. 

95· Cultivation of the hemp plant is prohibited in the State of Kuch Behar, 

Kucb Behar. 
and it is probable that secret cultivation is only 
carried on to the same extent as in the surrounding 

British territory. 

96. It is notorious that a considerable amount of ganja and bhang is produc-
Tributary States of Orissa. ed in the Garhjat. lt is largely consumed in the Bri-

The extent and character of the tish districts of Orissa, being either smuggled in or 
cultivation. . d J A' hI" ., Importe unuer pass. tone bme t e cu tlvatlon 
of the plant was prohibited within three miles of the British frontier, but that 
restriction has been removed, and it is now entirely uncontrol1ed. It is difficult 
to gauge the extent of the practice. In the collection of correspondence 
on this subject, the Commissioner is quoted as reporting that there were 1,000 

consumer!; in the Angul State alone, and that they all grew ganja, selling only 
the surplus above their own wants. Babu Abhilas Chandra Mukharji holds the. 
opinion that the outturn is very considerable, and capable of supplying the wants 
of all Orissa. One witness describes a spontaneous growth appearing in fertile 
places and never abundant j evidently the sort, of growth which commonly 
springs up on rubbish heaps in the neighbourhood of habitations. He states 
that there is no cultivation, but in saying this he' must be referring to regular field 
culture, for he states that people grow the plant for their own wants and sometimes 
sell it, the total production in his State being about twenty maunds a year. The 
District Officer of Angul (34) describes the same sort of cultivation, and says 

IQ 
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that he has never seen more than twenty plants growing together. This account 
is confirmed by the Khas Tahsildar and Deputy Collector in Angul (73) and. 
by Mr. Toynbee (4), who is the only official witness of superior rank who has 
made a tour of any duration in that country. It is pretty clear that there is no 
regular field cultivation in the Garhjat; and that the homestead or garden cultiva
tion is quite uncontrolled and extremely common. 

97. Witnesses (62) and (52) think that the cultivation is increasing, the 
former because the sale of Rajshahi ganja in Orissa 

No d.cided evidence of increase has fallen off, and the latter because the restrictions 
in the cu ltivatioD. 

on cuitivation in 'the Tnbutary States have been ' 
withdrawn. Witness (13) of the Central Provinces, who is Extra Assistant 
Commissioner and Diwan of the Sonpur State, reports that the cultivation in the 
Boad State where it borders on'Sonpur has increased since 1889 "because (I) it 
has not been allowed in the latter State i (2) it can be had cheaper ihan that 
supplied from the Government godowns ; (3) people say that ganja manufactured 
from planls cultivated in the Boad State, which are similar to those cultivated 
before in Son pur, is liked by them better than the flat ganja, which they think is 
more injurious to their health." It may be that the prohibition of cultivation 
in the Central Provinces States has given an impulse to it in the Garhjat even 
beyond the limits indicated by this witnes~. But it cannot be, said that there is 
evidence of a decisive character showing any important extension of cultivation 
of late years. 

98. All the detailed information that can be gathered of cultivation in the 
political States of Chota JIlagpur comes through 

Political States of Chota Nagpnr. Mr. Grimley, Commissioner of the Division. One or 
Cultivation is IJIIder restriction. 

two other witnesses who mention it state only the' 
fact of its occurrence. In 1890 Mr. Grimley made special enquiries in the States 
on the subject, and the summary of replies from Sirguja, Udaipur, Gangpur, and 
Bonai seems to show that in all of them the cultivation is regularly practised, but 
everywhere under some sort of restriction. It would seem that the restrictions 
date back to 1883, and were imposed on account of representations from ,the 
authorities of the Central Provinces that considerable smuggling was being 

. carried on from these States into that territory. It is proposed at present only to 
ascertain as far as possible the extent and character of such cultivation as exists . 

• 99. Regarding the character, it cannot be discovered that there is any 
systematic field cultivation. Mr. Grimley states 

Th. character aod ."tent of the that "there is no regular cultivation. In some of 
cultivation. 

the Tributary States people smoking ganja grow 
the plant at their doors according to their 'requirements for smdking and 
drinking i but this is done only on a small scale." It appears from Mr. 
Grimley's report of 1890 that the produce is of inferior quality, and it may 
be concluded that the produce as well as the cultivation very much resemble 
those of the adjoining Garhjat. Regarding the extent of this cultivation, there 
is no apparent reason why it should be less than in the Garhjat, unless .it be the 
absence of such an outlet as the Garhjat possesses in the bhang-consum
ing population of Puri, and the restrictions which the authorities of Chota 
N-agpur Ilave succeeded in enforcing. Mr. Grimley thinks that the local 
production is now iusignificant, and he mentions as proof of this that the 
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Raja of Gangpur some five or six months ago applied for permission to· 
import ganja. On the other hand, reference may be made to a report of the 
Commissioner of Chota Nagpur in 1889: "The result of the inquiry \vas to 
show that a good deal of ganja was being grown, and was being sold in the 
Gangpur bazars to be brought into Sambalpur for sale," qualified by. the foUow
ing: " I have just passed through the Gangpur State, but have not visited the 
parts immediately borderi1!g on Sambalpur. So far as the State generally is 
concerned, I have not been able to hear anything of a general cultivation of ganja, 
and I think it probable that the plant is grown chiefly on the borders of Sambal
pur." No more definite estimate can be.formed of the extent of the cultivation 
than that it is very considerably less than in the Garhjat States. The Chief of 
Jashpur, the State memoranda from Seraikela and Kharsawan, and other infor
mants from Gangpur and Sirguja state that there is no cultivation at all, and 
it is said that in Sirguja the consumer has to import the drug. This evidence 
would indicate that in a great part of the country the practice of cultivaiion 
must be quite uncommon. . 

100. Several witnesses speak to the cultivation of the plant in Hill Tippera, 

Hill Tipper&. 
but they give little detail. It can be gathered, how
ever, that the cultivation is of the ruder sort, the seed 

of the wild plant being often used. It is probably inferior to that of the Garhjat and 
the casual yard cultivation of the plain country. Otherwise it would have attract
ed the attention of GoYernment, and the witnesses would have had more to ·say 
about it.. Regarding the extent of cultivation, the evidence of a local officer, Babu. 
Govind Chandra Basak (44), is probably the best. He says: "Very little 
ganja, say a few sers, are grown in the Tippera Hills. The quantity is very 
small, Jor the hill authorities now import ganja under a pass from the Sudder 
(Tippera) golas." Still a small amount of smuggling into the plain country, 
both of Bengal and Assam, is said to occur. The State memorandum reports 
that" the cultivation of hemp is not carried on in the State." 

101. There is no 3.uthorized cultivation in the districts of Assam which are 
. . Assam. . under settled administration, and prosecutions are 

Cultivation prohibited and c:lande.. I I' . d' -
tine cultivation unimportant regu ar y mstltute agamst persons m whose ground 
the plant is found growing, if it bears any sign of having been nurtured· 
and tended. The result is, in Mr. Godfrey's words: "This sort of cultivation is 
kept in check by the district officers, so there is no considerable area of it." 
This opinion is to be accepted rather than that of Mr. Gait, which has been quoted 
above, that the growth is very actively tolerated by the villagers. The plant 
sows itself and grows vigorously aU over Assam, and there must, of course, be many 
instances of the desultory sort of cultivation, for the produce of the untended 
growth is very inferior, and the temptation to nurse a few plants is great. But 
there is no winking at the practice, and it cannot be regarded as important. 

102. In t~e Himalayan region on the northern frontier the regular cultivation 
Cultivation in the hill rang~ in prob~bly resembles that which prevails throughout 

and bordering the province. those parts of the same mountains about which 
there is more complete information, and consists of the more or less skilful 
cultivation of small patches in the imlMdiate neighbo~rhood of homesteads ; ~nd 
it doubtless extends to the extreme· north-east of the province,' for there is 
evidence of it as far as the country of the Miris. It will probably be found 
also in the lofty ranges towards the Hukong valley and the north of Burma, 
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the country of the Khamptis and Singphos. In fact, there is information 
of the plant being cultivated with some care for fibre and the drugs in the 
adjoining Kachin Hills. But the evidence regarding the hill tracts within 
the province and on the southern frontiers points to cultivation of a very in
ferior sort, if indeed the plant is tended at all. It is said that the Nagas regard 
the plant as a. jungle product, and that the ganja smuggled from the hills is 
hardly distinguishable from the produce of the wild hemp . 

. [03· In describing the wild growth of the North- Western Provinces, reference 
North-Westera Provinces_ was made to cultivation for the production of bhang 

Ex!>nt of cultivation in the Hima- • h d" f . 
layaa Divisioa. 111 t e lstncts 0 F arakhabad and HardOi. The 
true hemp plant is also. very widely cultivated in the Himalayan Division 
principally for its fibre, but yielding charas, bhang, and seeds as' secondary 
products. The Himalayan cultivation is irregular and scattered, but it has 
been estimated to amount to _ 250 acres in the Almora district, a;ld, more 
accurately measured, at 580 acres in Garhwal. Compared with the spontaneous 
growth of the mountains themselves and of the region lying below them, this 
extent of growth is not very important, for the plant cultivated for fibre seems 
to be little superior in narcotic properties to the spontaneous growth. 

10+. Turning to the plain country, the official returns give the marg!nally 
Extent of regular coltivstioa ia the plaias. noted areas of cultivation in the district of 

Acre.. Acre.. Farakhabad, or Fatehgarh as it is called 
.B70·80 '" '95 I •• R86-87 ... 101 • U S k ' d f h I 
.880.S. ... 165 1.8';788 178 111 mr. to -er s memoran urn, or t east 
.8<,·8. .. •• 64 .88'-89... yo fourteen years. The Joint Mae-istrate and 
.S:;;2-RJ .•• 160 1889-90 .•• 160 ...... 

• 883 84 ... 8. ,.890-9' 72 Excise Officer (N.ro. 29) of the district, who 
1:-8.t·~, 8g I IR91·92... 28r' 
.885-86 ". .89293 ". 336 presumably has access to the local records, 

quotes \'ery different figures, showing a decrease of the area from 69[ bighas in 
[89[-92 to 56[ bighas in 1892-93. There is no apparent reason why the official 
return should not be accepted, and it shows a decided tendency for the cultiva
tion to increase. The reason may probably be correctly traced in the sentence 
of Mr. Stoker's memorandum: "All this plant is converted into bhang, which 
is of a superior quality, technically known as latia (from a vilJage in Fatehgarh 
district), and commanding a much higher price than the wild bhang of the sub
montane tracts." Regarding the cultivation in the Hareoi district, the official 
return only gives one acre in the year [89[ -92. This seems hardly consistent with 
paragraph 9 of :\Ir. Stoker's memorandum, which indicates a considerable export 
from Hardoi i but it is possible that the explanation may be found in the fact that 
the cultivation is not pure, but often mixed with other crops, and that it is. 
therefore' impossible to measure it. The practice of the less systematic sort 
of cultiva:ion may be very prevalent in Hardoi notwithstanding that it is 
not recorded. Several witnesses, however, state' positively that it is decreasing. 

[05. The evidence generally corroborates the official account, but many 

RidS/ill is uot'hemp (Cannabis). 
witnesses have been misled by the word pa/san 
having been used to signify the hemp plant in 

the translation of the _ Commission's questions issued by the North-Western 
Provinces Government. Patsan is the ICfcal name for the Hibisclls can'lflbirlus 
(" Ficld and Garden Crops of the North-Western Provinces and Oudh "-Duthie 
and Fuller). H has not, however, been difficult to detect the answers which 
have been vitiated by this mistake. 
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106. It does not appear that any regular field cultivation exists in the plain 

H --- d Iii t· . th country beyond that which has been above described. 
om~~a en va LOU 10 e 

plaiDs. Such culti,'ation as there is consists of the rearing 
of a few plants near houses, the tending of scattered plants sown accidentally, 
and perhaps the surreptitious sowing in the midst of crops calculated to afford 
concealment by their size and their general similarity to the hemp plant. 
Referring partly to this sort of cultivation in connection with the spontaneous 
growth, Mr. Stoker says that" in some districts the amount produced by these 
forms of sporadic growth is considerable,. and is a constant source of complaint 
by the drug contfactors ;" and the evidence corroborates this view. He thinks, 
broadly speaking, that it prevails to a greater or less extent in all parts of the 
.province lying north and east of the Jumna, and this comprises by far the 
greater part of the province. South of the Jumna, the Collector of Jhansi 
thinks that a good deal is grown in a quiet way for domestic use; and it is not 
unlikely, as there is no absolute prohibition, that all along the southern fringe of 
the province this sort of cultivation may be occasionally found. 

107. The best informants regarding the cultivation of the Himalayan region 
Tbe range of cultivation in Garh- are Mr. Gillan (21), Joint Magistrate of Moradabad, 

.. aI. Mu~lidhar (248), Drug contractor of Moradabad, 
Pandit Ganga Dutt (56), a retired Deputy Collector, and Dharma Nand Joshi, 
Settlement Deputy Collector (49). The two first allege that the cultivation is 
spreading because of the enhanced value of charas; the third also alleges increase, 
but attributes it to the general usefulness of the plant. Dharma Nand Joshi takes 
.the opposite view, and gives as reasons for decrease that the people have become 
more civilized, and are changing their habits as regards the use of hemp for 
clothing; that newly cleared forest land, which is peculiarly suited to the plant. 
is no longer available; and that other crops have been found more profitable. 
The last witness's description of the distribution of the cultivation is interesting. 
It is cultivated very extensively, but more for its fibre and seeds than for charas. 
In the warmer parts to the south the people wear cotton clothes and are not 

. dependent on hemp. In the north also little hemp i"s sown, and that in b!lt .few 
villages, because the people keep. goats and· wear woollen clothes, using the 
hemp only for their chabel or shoes, and making but . little charas, which they do 
not commonly sell, but give to fakirs visiting Badrinath and Kedarnath. In the 
parganas of Chandpur and Devalgarh more largely, and to a less degree in Barah 
Syun, Talla and. Malia Salans, Choundkote, and Badhan, the plant is widely 
cultivated. Roughly speaking, it is grown in about one-third of the Garhwal 
district. In the portion last named every cultivator of the Khasia·or Dom caste 
in every village which is situated at an altitude of between 4,000 and 7,000 feet 
sows a plot equivalent to two or eight perches. . 

108. There is no prohibition in this province against the cultivation of hemp, 
•• . I d b b but nevertheless it is clear that a contrary impression 

Cultivation dlSCourage y t e . . . 
idea that it is illegal: Local pro. IS abroad, as IS the case 10 other provinces which 
c1uction of poj& has decreased. . '1 I' d· h· are Simi ar y situate In t IS respect. Mr. Bruce, of 
Ghazipur (28), thinks that as regards his district the belief" is traceable to the 
fact that in the adjoining districts of Bengal free cultivation is not allowed." 
The mere fact that the sale of the drugs is a Government monopoly might well 

.,give it wider circulation. Seyeral of the witnesses evidently think that the culti
II 
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vat ion is illegal, and there is some evidence that cultivation was formerly carried 
on in some of the Oudh districts until it was suppressed by authority. , Witness 
(13S) says that in the time of the King of Oud h bhang used to be cultivated in 
gardens abunda.ntly. Witness (251) speaks of Mahadc7Ja ganja (in large 
bundles) being formerly made in Sitapur and Nawabganj. Witness (61) says 
that the district authorities having heard of the practice in Loohai"sar, tahsil 
Fatehpur, district Barabanki, forbade it.' Witness (247) mentions Sitapur and 
Lakhimpur and Kheri as districts where ganja was formerly cultivated, and that 
it has now disappeared in the Province of Oudh. According to this witness, 
it was fostered by the Nepalese in the parts of the province which were formerly 
under their domination j and it would seem that the M ahade7Ja ganja got its 
name from a place in Barabanki where the cultivation was formerly carried on. 
This origin for the name is confirmed by the evidence of other witnesses. Mr. 
Stoker is therefore probably mistaken in supposing that this sort of ganja was 
imported from Nepal. The evidence leaves the impression that a system'of prac
tical restriction is going on tending to confine the cultivation .to the districts of 
Farakhabad and Hardoi. -It also seems certain that the local production of ganja 
has of late 'years very considerably decreased. . , 

109. The only Rampur witness states that there is no cultivation of the 

Ramp ... 
hemp plant i{l Rohilkhand, but there can be little 
dou bt that the sporadic cultivation prevails in Rohi!

khand and Rampur to the same exte~t as in the neighbouring British dis-
tricts. 

110. The description which has been given of the general prevalence of Hima-
A layan <;ultivation must be accepted £Or native 'Garhwal 

Garhwallnd Tehri. and Tehri. There is no memorandum from the 

State and no evidence relating exclusively to it. 

III. The Himalayan cultivation of the Punjab does not differ from that of the 
Punjab. North· Western Provinces, but from the fact that there 

HilIIaIaYIID cultivation. 'is none in Kashmir, it would appear to decrease 
in frequency westward. The plint is grown principally for fibre and in small 
scattered patches, so that its area cannot be estimated. Mr. Anderson (10), 
however, ascertained in 1880 that the area in Kulu and Plach was then about , 
200 acres. Witness (71) states that in British Lahoul every zamindar cultivates 
a small patch for the sole purpose of obtaining its fibre, and that charas, which 
he calls bhang, is imported. 

112. In the south·west angle of the province there is a small amount of 

ShanR' cultivation In the south- systematic cultivation for the production of bhang. 
· ..... t part or lbe province. The Excise Commissioner reports that this does not 
exceed 100 acres. The evidence gives figures for some districts. Thus, witness, 
(68) estimates the produce of the Muzaffargarh district at 100 maunds, which 
would require some 10 or 12 acres of crop. Witness (24) states that the area 
in the Jhang district in 1893 was only 20 kanals. In Dera Ghazi Khan 
the area seems to be about 30 acres. FiYe acres are said to be cultivated in 
Shahpur. Several witnesses talk in general terms of cultivation for bhang being 
practised. Some describe the cultivation as consisting of the rearing of a 
few plants in yards and gardens by fakirs and other consumers. Witness (39) 

• 
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states that cultivation is carried on in every district more or less, "but more 
so in Hoshiarpur, Derajat, and other frontier districts." All this cultivation is 
stated to be for the production of bhang. Ganja is not smoked in. the Punjab_ 
The cultivation of the more systematic kind is probably not understated at 100 

acres. The desultory cultivation of a few plants seems to be a wide-spread 
practice i bl!t the total amount of bhang produced by it cannot be important
must, in fact, be trifling compared with what the wild growth yields. 

113. The evidence and other papers do not show that the cultivation is 

Cultivation:not increasing. 
other than stationary. There is no legal prohibition 
to the growth of hemp, but it is probable that it is 

discouraged and restricted by the fact that the sale of the produce is under 
regulation. 

114. There does not appear to be any artificial restriction in any Punjab State 

Punjab States. 
on:the cultivatioq of hemp, not even in Nabha, where 
the use of ganja and charas is said to be prohibited. 

Bahawalpur is, however, the only State of those furnishing information in 
which cultivation for the narcotic is admitted to exist. It is not confined to 
any special locality. Farmers grow small patches .with other crops, generally 
near wells. It yields bhang, only in sufficiept quantity for local consumption, 
and seeds which are used for food as well as for fresh sowing. It is stationary 
in extent. Chamba reports that the drugs are not produced, but it is probable 
that cultivation for fibre and seeds exists in this State as in the rest of the 
Himalayan region. There is no reason to suppose that the cultivation, which 
is habitual at certain elevations in the Himalayas, i.e., from about 4,000 to 8,000 

feet, is not practised by, the Native States. Mr. Coldstream refers to cultivation 
in Bashahr and near Kasauli, and says that in the former tract the plant pro
duces resin. But it certainly appears from Mr. Anderson's report regarding Kulu, 
the evidence of witness ,(71), and the fact that the evidence about the prepar
ation of charas is wanting in certainty and definiteness, that charas is not 
looked upon as a regular bye-produce 01 hemp cultivation to the same extent. 
that it is in Garhwal further east. It would appear that towards Kashmir the wild 
plant becomes more extensively used for the preparation of drugs. 

115. Going back to the year 18711-73, the, Excise Commissioner writes 
Central Provincel. that" in almost every district a few hemp plants were 

Tbe 1"'0gress of restrictioD of. " 
cultivobOD. to be found In the gardens of cultIvators, and It was 
only in Raipur and Bilaspur that a license-fee was imposed on cultivation." 
This general and unsystematic cultivation was an impediment to excise manage
ment and to the control which the Government of India enjoined on the' 
Local Governments as the result of the inquiries made in 1873. By special 
inquiries instituted in 1873-74, it was ascertained "that in every district, 
except perhaps Hoshungabad, Narsinghpur, Mandla, Chhindwara, and Bilas
pur, the amount privately grown for home consumption was insignificant, 
while in Sambalpur it was nil, home-growing having been prohibited by 
executive order of the Deputy Commissioner." From this date the general 
restriction of cultivation was kept steadily in view, and before long a system of 
licensing cultivation was introduced. Penalties for unlicensed cultivation were 
-ordained and enforced in many cases. The districts wher~regular cultivation h:s 
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been chiefly carried on during the last twenty years are N agpur and Nimar, but 
up to the year 1878-79 licenses for cultivation of small areas were granted in 
one year or. other in twelve other districts, of which Wardha and Chhindwara were 
the most important. From this year cultivation was confined to N agpur and Nimar. 
It gradually fell off in the former of these districts, and since 1890-91 it has been 
restricted by law to the Nimar district. The Deputy Commissioner of Nimar now. 
reports that" ganja is grown in sixty or seventy villages in Nimar. The culti
vation is confined to the western half of the Khandwa tahsi1." And he gives. 
the following figures of area for the last three years :-

1890 -91 
1891-92 ... 

1892-93 .. - ... 

Acres. 

... 

. 116. Mr. Robertson's figures for the last twenty years frequently differ from 

The ftgures of cultivatiOll in Ex_ 
cise memorandum to be corrected 
by figures ginn by Deputy Com
missioner, Nimar. 

those of the Excise Commissioner's tables, and he 
explains that they "represent the area actually cul
tivated. not the area for which the licenses were 
granted. The latter is almost always in excess, as 

the cultivator generally asks for a license for more land than he means to plant 
in order to ensure against his being proceeded against for excess cultivation." 
This explanation, applied to Nagpur as well as Nimar, may perhaps account 
in some degree for the abnormally high figures of cultivation shown by the 
Excise Commissioner in 1877-78, 1884-85, and 1885-86 j but it will be seen 
that in 1884-85 the quantity of ganja deposited in the central stores was 
unprecedentedly high also (paragraph 32, Excise Memorandum)_ If the excess 
Nimar cultivation be deducted and the year 1878-79, in which the figures 
agree, be included, it will be 'found that the total area of cultivation has gone 
above 1,000 acres in only four years, 11i8.-

1877-78 

1878-79 
1884-85 
1885-86 ... 

... 
.... 

... 

Acres. 

... 
.•• .1,166 

1,659 

117. Between these years of high figures. will be found, after m~king similar 
. deduction in 1882-83, a period of great depression, 

The normal acreage of cult1Vll- • f 8 88 8 Th E . tian. 11IZ., rom 1879- 0 to 1 2- 3. excise memo-
randum shows that the whole of this period from 1877-78 to 1885-86 was mark
ed by drastic changes in the excise arrangements, and it may be noted that it 
was coincident with extensive cultivation in the neighbouring Bombay district 
of Khandesh. Matters then settled down, and the normal demand under present 
arrangements seems to be met by cultivation closely approaching 950 acres. 
For 1891-92 the Deputy Commissioner's figures of 963 acres is taken in prefer
ence to the Excise Commissioner's 653 acres. Abnormally low figures are 
found in 1887-88 and 1890-91, which are probably to .be accounted for by a 
surfeit pf stock from previous years. 

118. The desultory and illicit cultivation, if carried on at all, is confined to 

lDicit cultivation is rare. gardens and backyards, and is never to be found in 
open fields. The authorities believe that it has been 

practically suppressed.and the Commission have heard so little of its existence' 
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that they must accept that view. The Inspector-General of Police and Prisons 
is the only ~itness who. believes that it is common. Mr. Naylor, District Super
intendent of Police, states that" about six or eight cases are annually reported of 
the ganja or hemp plant being grown in baris;" but he adds: .. I think'the illicit, 
cultivation has now almost ceased." Some few witnesses state that hemp is some
times raised from the seed of the wild plant, and in saying this they must have 
the irregular cultivation in view; but the same witnesses do not clearly depose 
to the existence of such cultivation in the Central Provinces. 

119. The Feudatory States, most of which lie in the extreme east of the 
province, have agreed not to allow cultivation and to 

Feudatory States. import their ganja from the Government godowns at 

Khandwa. It is possible that the yard cultivation which was formerly common 
has not been entirely suppressed in these States, for it is unlikely that the super
vision in such remote and wild tracts can he very strict. But the responsible 
officers of some of them-Khairagarh, Son pur, and Bastar-give assurance that 
thec;:ultivation has been stopped. 

I ~o. The Deputy Director, Agricultural Branch in the Department of Land 
Records and Agriculture, has, at the instance of the 

Madras. 
Distribution of cultivation os Commission, made personal inquiri.es into the culti-

given by the Deputy Director, vat ion and manufacture of ganJ'a in the Presidency, 
Land Records and Agriculture. 

and recorded the results in bulletin No. 29. The 
opening paragraph of the bulletin gives a general view of the distribution of the 
true hemp plant (Cannabis sativa) throughout the province: "Though grown 
here and there in most parts of the Presidency in backyards, it is found as a regu
larly cultivated field' crop in only two localities, 'l)IZ., in the Malayali villages on 
the Javadi Hills in North Arcot, and in one or two vi1\ages in the Bapatla taluk 
of Kistna district. It is also raised to a certain extent in the hilly parts of Vizaga
patam and Ganjam, but there seldom more than a few plants are grown by each 
person." The localities where field cultivation is carried on are no doubt correctly 
indicated in this passage, and they are the principal ones j but the statistics which 
have been furnished to the Commission by the Governm ent of Madras as well as 
the evidence lead to the belief that regular culti vation to a greater or less extent 
is to be found in other districts. And there is reason to think also that the 
bulletin does not give a correct idea of the general prevalen,ce of the practice of 
home cultivation in yards and gardens. This may have been outside the scope 
of Mr. Benson's inquiry. At the close of the pamphlet Mr. Benson writes that 
" in both localities it is stated that of late year~ the area planted with hemp has 
been reduced, the price offered for ganja having fallen with the restriction of the' 
demand owing to tke introduction of the system of licensing retail vendors. A 
few years ago the crop was also grown to some extent in the Pulivendla taluk, 
Cuddapah district, but its growth there has now been abandoned." 

121. The official statistics of cultivation are admittedly inexact, and the 
.Extent or refu:IOor cultivation: .imp~rfection appears to be due to two, causes. The 

F,gureaoldoubtulaccuracy. Actmg Secretary to the Board of Revenue in the 

Department of Separate Revenue reports in his letter No. 1839-Mis" dated 1st 
May 1894, that "accurate figures are' nowhere available, as no accounts are 
maintained respecting the cultivation of the plant." And iurther on in the same 
report he refers to the second cause of error in the foll~wing words: " It is very 

12 
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probable that the Collector here, as elsewhere, has confounded the area' of· the 
narcotic hemp plant (Cannabis sativa) with the fibre hemp !Crotalaria juncea), 
which is a totally distinct plant., The Board has been informed by Mr. 
Benson, Deputy Director, Agricultural Branch of the Board of Revenue 

. ' 
that the Cannabis sativa is never grown in this Presidency for fibre, and that 
the hemp plant grown for fibre must be the erotalaria juncea." Under 
these circumstances it is useless to make a detailed examination of the figures 
of cultivation for past years, and there is little chance of its being possible to 
arrive at any dc6nite conclusion as to whether the area of regular cultivation 
tends to increase or. decrease. The area under regular cultivation in 1893'94 

appears from tlie statistical table and the correspondence arising out of it . to be 
as follows :-

Ganjam 
Godavari 
Kistna 
Kurnaal 
Narth Areat 
Coimbatore 
Nilgiris 
Nellare 
South Canara 

... 

... 

... 

... ... 
Total ... 

Acres. 

0 

1 

201 

5 
77 
50 

2 

1 

7 

345 

Cent .. 

62 
13 

7 
0 

0 

0 

0 

44 
0 

25 

But in Mr. Horne's memorandum South Arcot and Cuddapah are credited 
with 5 and 30 acres respectively, which would raise the total to 380 acres. It 
may, however, be doubted in view of Mr. Benson's statement that cultivation in 
Cuddapah has been abandoned, and of the fact that fibre is mentioned in con· 
nection with the cultivation in South Arcot, whether this cultivation really exists. 
The North Arcot area was 200 acres for 1892'93. and the fall in 1893'94 is said 
to be due to the restriction of the trade in the drugs and to the absence 'of season· 
able rains in the hills. The total area of 350 acres is probably under the mark. 

122. The evidence leaves no doubt that the home cultivation of a few plants is 
Home cultivation common, but carried on in nearly every district in the Presidency, 

probably decreasing. and it is difficult to believe in view of its general 

prevalence that it is altogether non·existent in Madras, Chingleput, and Tanjore 
notwithstanding the direct negative of the Collectors of the last two districts. 
On the other hand, there is reason to think that the regulation of the traffic in the 
drugs, which was introduced in 1889, and has been applied with greater care and 
stringency in recent years, has created the impression in the minds of the people 
that the cultivation is illegal. The occasional action of preventive officers in warn· 
ing growers of casual plants, and perhaps in causing the plant.s to be uprooted in 
some ins,ances, may have enforced this idea. The result on the balance of evid· 
ence seems to have been to reduce this kind of cultivation, and it is quite possi. 
ble that many of the witnesses who depose to the existence of it are speaking 
from memory and experience rather than frem recent observation. The Collector 
of Cuddapah, a district where there is reason to suspect the existence of a small 
amount of fidd cultivation as well as much home growth, argues that the excise 
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restrictIons may have reduced the cultivation which serves the markets, but 
must encourage the home growth, which is not illegal, for-private con
sumption. Several other witnesses infer that· there must be increase of 
cultivation from the spread of the taste for the drugs. One of the most 
definite statements of the last class is that of the District Forest Officer, 
North Malabar, that," owing to the greater demand for ganja from the 
coast, cultivation as described above is slightly increasing year by year." 
Another witness states that in Ganjam the cultivation is increasing in 
the Agency tracts while it is declining in the plains .. Reference may be made 
to another specimen of the arguments to shew increase. After quoting the 
returns of cultivation in the Bapatla taluk, 'which show steady decrease, as the 
only ones available, lhe Acting Sub-Collector at Guntoor writes: "As far as 
Baposia taluk is concerned, the figures given above seem to indicate that the 
area under hemp cultivation is gradually decreasing. But I am inclined to think 
that these figures are not ,eli able." And, after alluding to the introduction of 
excise arrangements and increase of revenue, he proceeds: "This shows that 
there is a possibility of large future developments in the trade in hemp drugs, 
and the hypothesis that the cultivated area is gradually decreasing mustneces
sarily be wrong." Being ignorant of the method of keeping agricultural statistics 
in the Madras Presidency, the Commission are unable to judge how far the Sub
Collector is justified in' mistrusting the figures he quotes. That some ground 
exists is' shown by the admission. of the Secretary to the Board of Revenue quoted 
above. But, taking this for granted, the arguments cannot be accepted, for there 
are other sources of ganja supply besides the Kistna district, and the expansion 
of the revenue does not necessarily imply an increase of production or even of 

consumption. 

, 123, There is not after aU any great body of evidence to show increase of 

The extent of home cultivation. 
cultivation, and the increase indicated is not very 
decided, except perhaps in the case of Angappa 

. Gonuden (189), who says: "Hitherto cultivation of the ganja plant. was 
very rare. But it has now considerably increased, since more people resort 
to its use now than before." This witness is worth quoting, because his 
answers are generally sensible, and he appears to be in the habit of 'culti
vating the plant himself. But it is advisable to guard against an apparent 
tendency to exaggeration. His description of the extent of cultivation in Salem 
may be quoted here with the above reservation as probably typical of several 
localities in the Presidency: "There is little of the ganja plant cultivation 
in my district of Salem. They are all for the production of ganja alone. 
One-fourth of the houses in Salem have on an av~rage half a dozen plahts 
in each backyard. The same number of plants can be found in at least 2 

per cent. of the fields in the villages of Salem, Ather, and Namakul taluks." 
In most districts the'extent of backyard cultivation 'falls short of this descrip
tion. In Cuddapah and Coimbatore the state of things would seem to resemble 
Salem, with the addition that 'there are probably some small patches of field 
cultivation grown for profit. In the hill tracts of Ganjam, Vi~agapatam, and 
Godavari, and to a very much less degree in the Wynaad and the Nilgiris, the 
home cultivation seems to be carried on for the market the produce bein(1 , '" 
used for barter or sale to licensed dealers, There is no' formal restriction 
on cultivation, and the cultivators are allowed to sell the produce to the licensed 
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dealers. The whole of the homestead culti~ation must, therefore, be reo 
garded as entering into the licensed consumption. Looking· to the extent of 
this cultivation throughout the Presidency, !lnd especially in the hill tracts of the 
north and south, it will not be extravagant to say that the total area in which 
the hemp plant is cultivated is perhaps double that of the regular field cultiva
tion. 

124. The only cultivation reported is two acres in Banganapalle. But the 
Madras States. plant is found uncultivated in Travancore, and there 

Soudur, BanganapalIe, Pud..is reason to believe that in this part of India the spon
kottai, Travancore, and Cochin. taneous growth is associated very intimately with 

cultivation. It may therefore be inferred, in spite o( the fact that the drugs 
are imported, that there is some home cultivation in that State. And from the 
survey of the whole Presidency, which showed a general prevalence of home culti· 
vation, it maybe presumed that it is to be foun~ in all the States, more 
commonly in Travancore than elsewhere, owing to the country being more favour
able to the growth on account of a great part of it being hi11land. It appears 
also that in Travancore the Kanekars, a hi11 tribe, are allowed to grow the drug 
for their own consumption. 

125. The districts in which the regular cultivation of hemp is now principally 
Bombay. carried on are Ahmednagar and Satara, and their 

Extent 01 regular cultivation. acreage for the last eight years is as follows :-

1885.86 

1886-87 
1887.88 

1888·89 

1889'90 

1890 -91 

1891-92 

1892-93 

'" 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

. .. 

... ... 
... 

Abmednagar. Satara. 

Acres. Acre,. 

1,030 4II 

789 558 

637 173 
268 17° 

830 368 

605 471 

676 . 317 
382 299 

In the following districts also there is a small extent of regular cultivation:-
Five 

years' average. 

Acres. 

Khandesh ... 30 

Poona ... ... ... 12 

Nasik ... 16 

Sholapur ... ... 46 

Bijapur ... ... 4 
Broach ! 

, ... ... ... 
Surat ... II , 

These figures are taken 1rom! the table submitted by witness 49, Superin
tendent, Office of Survey Commissioner and Director of Land Records and Agri
culture, because it is more complete than the statistics furnished by tire Com
missioner of Abkari, and prohably more correct. In the year 1885.86 Khandesh 
grew as much as 311 acres, but the area has now fallen to 9 and 10 acres in the 
last two years. The district adjoins the Central Provinces district of Nimar, 
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and its hemp cultivation has probably been checked by the excise system of the 
latter province, which underwent' important changes about the year mentioned 
above. 

126. The total cultivation of the Presidency, excluding Sind, for the last eight 
Cultivation decreasing. years is as follows :-

Acres. Acres. 

1885-86 1,844 I 88g-90 ',34
' 

1886-8 7 1,488 ,89°'9
' 

1,201 

1881.88 904 1891-92 1,093 

1888-89 533 1892-93 8"1: 

One or two witnesses hint rather than indicate specifically the existence of 
cultivation in ~he Ahmedabad and Kaira districts of the Guzerat Division and in 
Thana in the Konkan. But there is certainly no regular field cultivation in these 
districts. Except about twelve acres'in Surat and Broach for the production of 
what is called bhang, the whole cultivation is practically confined to the Deccan 
or Central Division. It has been suggested that the excise system of the Central 
Provinces is to account for the fall of the cultivation in Khandesh from the 
high acreage of 1885-86, and it may 'have affected districts at a greater dis
tance from the frontier. But it can hardly be accepted as the explanation of the 
extraordinarily lew figure of 188~-89. The reduction in this year was shared by 
the four contiguous districts in the southern part of the Centr,!l Division and not by 
the districts of Nasik and Khandesh in the northern part, and was probably 
due to an unfavourable season. There is no official explanation of it. In the suc
ceeding year cultivation recovered, but has since shown a steady decrease. Wjt
nesscs state that the irksome conditions imposed by the excise system render the 
cultivation unpopular, though it is not burdened with any direct tax or license. 
This may well be the cause of the decrease. 

127. Regarding homestead cultivation, the Collector of Thana writes: 

Heme cultivatioD is rare. 
"The plant is not cultivated in the Konk:m as a 
field crop, nor even as a market crop in gardens, but 

it occurs in small numbers in many private gardens, and I have seen speci~ens 
that seemed to me to be self-sown, ana aftet:\\'ards taken care of by the garden
ers." This is the only positive evidence of the existence of such cultivation in 
British territory in the Bombay Presidency, though there are to be found hints that 
it is carried on to a very small extent in the Ahmednagar and Dharwar districts 
in the present day, and some definite information that it was formerly practised 
more widely. It seems certain that the extent of it in British territory is now 
absolutely insignificant. 

128. The Bombay Presidency 1:ontains a great number of Native States 
Native stat... whose lands are intermixed witli British territory 

The south of the Presidency.· l' d S' 
In a "ery comp lcate manner. ometlmes they 

are constituted into separate political charges, and some are under the poli
tical supervision of Collectors of British di.tricts. In the Southern Maratha 
Country, Kolhapur with many smaller States forms a political pharge covering a 
very considerable area. The leading State has prohibited the cultivation of hemp, 
but the following minor States allow it with in some cases the restriction of a 

13 
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license and the' regulations as to sale of the produce which exist in Britisn 
territory :-

Sangli 
Miraj (junior) 

Jath 
Jamkhandi 

... 
Acres. 

44 
13 

30 

60 

Total ... 147 
"-

There are also ten acres of regular cultivation in the Aundh State under the 
Satara Agency, which lies in the Deccan Division. There is no information of 
any homestead cultivation in the States in the south of the Presidency, nor of 
field cultivation in any State except those named above. 

129. Turning northwards, there is no evidence of any cultivation till Baroda is 

Passed. This State is under the direct control of 
The north of the Presidency. 

the Goverriment of India, and may be dealt with 
separately. In the Rewa Kantha Agency the plant is not cultivated at all. In 
the Palanpur Superintendency the authorities of Palanpur and Radhanpur re
port that there is no regular cultivation, but the plant springs up spontaneously 
to a very small extent in irrigated lands, and in fields situated on river banks 
and beside water. The information seems to imply that the plants are tended, 
and from Palanpur it is. stated .definitely that the plant is sometimes grown in 
gardens. It may be noted ,that a small import of bhang from .Palanpur into 
the Bombay district is said to oc;cur. The same state of things probably 
prevails in the Mahi Kantha Agency; for though it is reported from Idar, the 
principal State. that there is no cultivation, the Native Assistant to the Political 
Agent states that the plant is not cultivated "to any extent;" clearly implying 
that there is some cultivation. And matters are not very dissimilar in Kathia
war, for the Assistant Political Agents in charge of the Halar and Gohilwad 
Prants write that there is no cultivation for the market, but in some places a 
few" plants are reared in sugarcane fields and ll·:zdas for home consumption and 
gifts to holy men. The report from the State of Cutch describes similar culti
vation. A witness of H yderabad (Sind) states that ganja is imported from 
Panvel and Cutch. This may, and probably' does, mean that it comes through 
Cutch from Panvel, a place near Bombay, where a wholesale business is 
carried on. 

130. There is a certain amount of cultivation in Sind for bhang, principally in 

Sind and Khairpur. 
the Shikarpur district, and some in the K hairpur 
State also. The average areas for quinquennial 

periods during the last twenty years and for the year 1892-93 are given below :-

Acre9. 

fist period 87 

2nd 
" 95 

I 
Karachi ... ~ 3rd .. 140 

I 
l4th " 

81 

1892-93 ... 65 
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Acres. 

rst period '" IS 

2nd 
" 

... . .. 
• 

H yderabad ~. 3rd • 5 " ... ... ... 
14th " 14 

L1892'93 ... 3 
[st period ... ... 164 

2nd 
" ... . 175 

Shil<arpur 3rd 
" 

.. , 143 

4th " 166 

1892 '93 231 

1st period ..• ..... 3 

2nd 
" ... ... Fraction. 

Upper Sind 
3rd Frontier. " " 
4th " ... 

" 
1892'93 

rlst period ... 156 

I 2nd " 151 

Khairpur ... i 3rd 
" '" 168 

I 4th " 84 

L1892'93 38 

There has never been any cultivation in the Thar and Parkardi~trict. The 
total for the first period is 425 acres as compared. with 337 acres for the year 
.1892'93. There has been a remarkable falling off in recent years iii the 
Karachi district and the Khairpur State, and 350 acres may now be taken as 
the normal area of cultivation in Sind. The cultivation of isolated plants near 
houses would appear to be extremely rare. The evidence does not speak of it •. 

Adea. 
131. The hemp plant is not cultivated in Aden . 

at all. 

132.' The cultivation of the hemp plant was not restricted in Berar until 1875, 
and in that year a system of granting licenses, subject Berar. 
to a fee of Rs. 8 irrespective of area, was introduced. 

The system was modified in 1884, when the license fee was raised to Rs. 10 
per acre. The fotal area cultivated since 18n'78 has been-

Acres. Acres. 
18n·,8 ... 85 1885.86 ... 106 
1878'79 ... 94 1886.87 58. 

o 1879.80 241 1887.88 38 
1880.81 139 1888.89 67 
1881·82 143 1889'90 60 
1882.83 84 18go·g1 35 
1883.84 8, 189

"
92 46 

1884.85 80 1892-93 86 
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And it has been confined to three districts in all but the first of these years, the 
figures for the last year being-

r Akola. 

1892-93. -{. Amraoti 

. lBuldana 

... . . .. 

'" 

Acres. 

• 51 

23 

13 

Akola lias al ways had the greatest area under the crop, the second place being 
taken by each of the other districts in different .periods. There appears to be
a tendency for the cultivat~on to increase in the last three years, which is probably 
connected with the fact that in some talukas foreign ganja is being imported, 
showing that the present production is not sufficient for the home market. Illicit 
cultivation hardly exists at all. 

133. The memorandum from ,Ajmere reports an insignificant amount of culti

Ajmere. vation for the production of bhang. In 1886 the total 
area was reported to be 4 biswas. There is no restric

tion on cultivation, but it is only carried on by malis and Hindu ascetics, and 
the Brahmans of Pushkar. The District Superintendent of Police says that the 
produce has fallen to 40 maunds, and the Abkari Inspector also states that the 
cultivation is on the decrease. The extent of it would appear to depend a great 
deal on the character of the season. 

134. In Coorg cultivation is allowed under license, but no one undertakes it 

Coorg. openly. The spontaneous growth that springs up 
near the huts of coolies and wild tribes, the Yeravas 

and Kurubs, is sometimes fostered and tended. From the account of cultivation 
given by witnesses (I) and (2), it would appear that the plant is sometimes 
sown deliberately, and treated with some care. The extent of the whole culti
vation must, however, be very trifling. It is reported that there have been eight 
prosecutions for illicit cultivation in the last two years. 

135. The Political Agent and Deputy Commissioner of Quetta and Pishin 
Baluchistan. reports that the hemp plant is cultivated to a very 

small extent in one or two villages of the Quetta Sub
division, and that the produce, which is sold to the c:ontractor, amounted last year 
to 12 sers. In his evidence the Deputy Commissioner mentions the cultivating 
village Ahmed Khanzai. The small quantity of the drug produced would .seem to 
indicate that it is charas. The Political Agent, Kalat, states that the plant is not 
cultivated on land under the administration of the Political Agent, and that an 
insignificant amount is growl! in the territory of the Khan of Kalat. These 
facts are corroborated by one witness. 

136. It has already been seen from the eyidence of Mr. Lewis (19) that th~ 

Burma. hemp plant was formerly cultivatediin Upper Burma. 
Estent oC cultivation beCore the - . . I . 

prohibition. And It would appear to have been cu tlvated on a 
considerable scale, for it was the sole source of supply to the shops in Lower 
Burma. The information collected by Mr. Bridges, Commissioner, Eastern Divi
sion, though it shows that under Burmese rule the plant was not uncommonly reared. 
in-yards and gardens, does not convey any idea of the extent of the culti
vation in the days before prohibition, when the crop must have been worth grow-
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. jng on the frontier of Lower Burma. The Deputy Commissioner of Mergui states 
that in those days the plant was cultivated in parts of the Tenasserim township, 
and some other localities in that division of the province. The Deputy Commis
sioner of Pegu also writes that before the prohibition the hemp plant is reported 
to have been abundantly cultivated in Bassein district, and in small quantities 
in Pegu. . 

137. It does not appear that the Burmans proper were ever given to the hemp 
'Extent o!cultivation ;;, the s.t. drugs, and it is not therefore surprising that the more 

tied districts at the p •• sent tim.. . I" • 
extensive cu tJvatlOn In Upper Burma should have 

ceased with that of Lower Burma directly the prohibition was passed and the 
~arket in Lower Burma was closed. Some survival of the practice which 
supplied the shops is, however, indicated in the evidence of Mr. Tarleton, District 
Superintendent of Police of Thayetmyo (29), who says that" certain villages 
round Tindau and Thetngailiyin, in the Allanmyo Sub-division are in the habit of 
trading in ganja, which they bring into AllanmyO and Thayetmyo and sell to natives 
of India." Unfortunately this witness was unable to attend in answer to the invita
tion of the Commission, and they are therefore left in doubt as to the precise 
value of the statement. Mr. Bridges states that he has frequently noticed in the 
diaries of excise officers in Upper Burma references to the cultivation of ganja ; 
and again-" In Upper Burma the growth of the plant in a small way by consumers 
for their own use is general, but the consumers are few." Mr. Fowle, Sub-divi
sional Officer, K yauktau, in the Pegu district, reports that the' hemp plant is 
grown in back gardens in the Wuntho township at the base of the spurs of hills 
radiating from the Maingthong peak. Other official witnesses state that a few 
plants are still occasionally cultivated in secret, and that prosecutions are some
times instituted on this account. This testimony comes from Lower as well as 
Upper Burma. But it appears on the whole that the practice is efficiently checked 
in the settled districts. The districts of. Thayetmyo, Meiktila, Kyaukse, and 
Man.dalayare perhaps indicated as those in which it is most prevalent. It is 
of course impossible under the circumstances to form any estimate of the 
extent of this cultivaJ:ion. 

138. The Deputy Commissioner of Mergui mentions the cultivation of the 
plant in Siam beyond the frontier of Burma. 'The 

Cultivation on the frontier and in 
the remot •••• gions o! the FOV- Commissioner, Eastern Division, and the In-
me.. spector-General of Police speak of cultivation in the 
Danu country which lies between Burma and the .Shan States proper, and 
part of which is British territory. A former chief of the Shan State of Nyaungwe 
describes the cultivation in his own country, which is probably typical of the 
practice of the Shans over a much larger area. At this point the Kachin tribes 
appear to be mingled with the Shans, and their habit of growing the hemp on 
a considerable scale for fibre is described by Mr. Bridges and the ex-Sawbwa 
of Nyaungwe. This habit probably adheres to the Kachin race in their own 
country to the north, and there is no apparent reason why it should not be found 
over the continuous mountain traCt which stretches up to the Province of Assam. 
In the Danu and Shan country the cultivation is of the homestead kind; a Jew 
plants only are reared in each case for home consumption. The practice is 
more common among the Danus than the Shans, and the produce would 
appear to be more than sufficient for home consumption, for some quantity 

I~ 
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is smuggled into Burma. In the Upper Chindwin district there is a small 
.amount of secret cultivation. 

139. In the civil and military station of Bangalore the cultivation of the hemp 

Mysore. 
plant is prohibited, and in the last seven years 
there have been two or three prosecutions for 

breach of the regulation. There can be no cultivation except a stray plant here 
and there. The Mysore laws provide that hemp may be cultivated under license. 
Cultivators appear to have made'! two or three Unsuccessful experiments, and ·to 
have abiJ.ndoned the idea of growing the plant as a regular crop. This informa
tion is furnished in the memorandum of the Excise Commissioner. Mr: McDon
nell, the Special Assistant Excise Commissioner, who seems to have made a 
study of the whole subject of the hemp drugs, describes the method by which 
.a superior quality of ganja is produced locally, and he thinks that 'its great 
value in the market as compared with imported ganja must be a strong induce
ment to clandestine cultivation in yards and gardens. He is evidently of opinion 
that this is not at all unfrequent, especially in towns and large villages where 
concealment is more easy. He is corroborated in some degree by other informa
tion. The Excise Assistant Supervisor, Tumkur district, says, however, that the 
hemp plant" is cultivated for the production of ganja, but to a very small extent, 
all over the province. The extent of cultivation has consideraoly decreased since 
the introduction of the rules .............. Jor regulating and restricting the cultiva-
tion, possession, sale, import, and export of ganja i" and this must be clandestine 
cultivation, for it seems certain that no licenses have been taken out. The 
Sub-divisional Officer, Chick Ballapur, says: "The local cultIvation and pre
paration of ganja are at present confined to the Chintamony taluk." On the 
whole, however, it would appear that the cultivation is inconsiderable, and the 
local production quite insignificant. 

140. The official memorandum ofthe Hyderabad State reports that no license 

Hyderabad. 
is required for cultivation, but it is understood that 
the produce must be sold to the farmer of the 

monopoly. Only enough is grown for local wants: the cultivators are few 
because special knowledge and skill are required for the cultivation. No statis
tics are supplied. The Director of Agriculture and Commerce states that 
the land under ganja in the whole dominion may be roughly estimated at 
about 300 or 400 acres. The cultivation is carried on in a small tract imme
diately south of Hyderabad and in the Aurangabad and Nandair districts, which 
lie on the north bordering Khandesh and Berar. By another informant the 
I ndore district lying between N andair and H yderabad is mentioned, and another 
states thal in Mahratwada and the C anarese districts, which latter must lie 
on the south and soulh-west of the dominion, it is grown to about the same extent 
as tobacco. The information gives the impression that only small plots are 
sown by each man. Besides this regular cultivation, a few plants may occasion
ally be reared in yards and gardens, but the produce from unskilful cultivation 
is said to be v~ry inferior. About 350 acres may be taken as a fair figure for 
the whole State. One informant speaks of fluctuation in the extent of cultiva
tion, and attributes a slight increase to the class of fakirs and go~ains 
becoming more numerous. 
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141. The memoranda from the marginally noted States show that, except in 
Rajputana. Dholpur, no attempt is made to regulate the culti-

1hall,war. vation of hemp. In Dholpur permission is required 
ki5hengarh. I . 
Kerowli. to cu tlvate, and it appears that no one asks for it. 
Dholpur. d h h . 
.l,;"lm;r. an t at t ere IS consequently no cultivation. In 
~~~::. all the other States cultivation for the production 

Kotah. 
Jeypore. 
Biknnir. 
Alwar. 
Serohi. 
.'odhpur. 
Shaofura. 

, of bhang only 'is reported. Only five States furnish 
figures from which to judge of lts extent-vis., Jhallawar 30 acres, Jaisalmir 1 I 

acres, J eypore 10,000 maunds, Bikanir 3 big has, and Shahpura 25 bighas. The 
Jeypore figure, if not a clerical mistake or error of calculation, indicates a 
large rural consumption, for the following quantities only are accounted for as 
being exported or s~nt to the capital :-27 maunds exported, '50 maund~ trans
ported, and 300 maunds imported from districts into the city: total 377 maunds. 
The statistical table at the same time shows ,an import of 354 maunds of 
bhang and no exports. In the first four States here named the cultivation 
would appear to he of the more systematic kind. In Shahpura and the rest of 
Rajputana the plant is sown in gardens either in small patches or in favour
able positions, such as the sides of water-channels, or scattered among and 
around other vegetables. The figure given for Shahpura is an estimate of the 
aggregate quantity of this kind of cultivation. It appears that in Serohi a contri
bution is levied in kind from the cultivators and presented to the temples of 
Mahadeo. The average of these contributions for ten years was one maund of 
ganja and forty maunds of bhang. A witness .from Bhartpur states that the 
plant was form~rly cultivated, but is not now, and the official return shows no 
cultivation. Here only and in Bikanir is there any evidence of fluctuation in 
the practice, and in both instances decrease i.s indicated. The plants seems to 
require irrigation everywhere, and over a great part of the Agency water is scarce. 
This must operate as a check. to cultivation. As a broad general description, it 
may be said that the plant is cultivated for the production of bhang all ,over 
Rajputana where irrigation is possible, and that, except in Jhallawar, Jaisalmir, 
and Jeypore, it is never sown ill large patches, but appears as scattered pla"uts in 
vegetable gardens. 

142. The information from the Central Ill'dia Agency is scanty. The return 

Central India. 

Extent of cultivation in Indore. 

from the Indore State shows that from 1873-74 to 
1878-79 the area of cultivation exceeded 300 bighas. 
It then fell suddenly to below 100 bighas, and never 

reached that figure again until 1888.89. The average of that and the following 
four years is 180 bighas (i acre). The cultivation has during this period been 
about stationary. It is confined to the few mahals in the Nemad district 
bordering on the Narbada, and to a small tract north of Indore. The State 
puts no restriction on the cultivation whatever. 

143. Enquiry made by the Commission shows that in the Antri pargana of 

E~-~ r ult' ti . G _,. the Gwalior State the cult ivation amounts to 26S 
""Ql1. 0 C IVa OD lQ Waalor. . 

big has, and that there is cultivation in other parts of 
the State as well, extensive in Ujjain and Sipri., The average rent of land fit for 
the growth of hemp is Rs. S per bigha, and an additional tax of Rs. 6 per bigha is 
ievied on the ,cultivation. There seems to be no other re~triction on the cultiva
tion,' which has a slight tendency to increase. It is stated in a report attached' 
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to the North-Western Provinces memorandum that ganja is grown in three 
tahsils, of the GlValior State-Antd, Sipri, and Kalaras,-and that the areas culti. 
vated last season were respectively lI50 bighas, 253 bighas, and 300 bighas, a 
bigha being one-half of an acre. The total comes to about 400 acres. -

144. In Dewas the cultivation for ganja amounts to 39 bighas and for bhang 

Extent of cu;tivation in Dewu to 9 big has. In Baghelkhand and Bhopawarthe 
aod other States. cultivation is reported to be limited; in the latter 
division it servps for home consumption only. Dr. Caldecott, Agency Surgeon, 
Western Malwa, states that cultivation occurs all over Malwa, t:e., the south
western portion ofthe Central India Agency, for the production of charas; bhang, 
and ganja, and that it is commonly grown along with tobacco. The reference t() 
charas suggests that this wide statement must be accepted with caution, for charas 
is certainly a rare product in these parts. 

145. In the correspondence of the last few years relating to the production of 

N . I' -" . th the hemp drugs and in Dr. Watt's dictionary the o extensIve cu tiv~on Ul 0 er , 
States. cultivation of Indore and Gwalior is more promi-
nently mentioned than that of other States. It may be inferred that in compari
son with the production of these States that of other States in Central 
India and Rajputana is unimportant, though it is possible that ganja may have 
been exported from Central India as the product of Indore and Gwalior when, 
it was really cultivated in some other State. But this does not appear likely. 
It is probable that the production of other States is not much more than enough 
to supply local wants. But in the Central Provinces evidence frOin the Saugor 
district mention is made of smuggling from the Central India States. The 
Excise Commissioner of the CentJal Provinces also writes (in his memorandum) 
that in one village of the Panna State ganja is freely grown, and that it is also 
grown in Rewah_ The cultivation in Rewah is also mentioned by witnesses 
from the North-Western Provinces, the Joint ¥agistrate of Jhans,i (32), and a 
mafidar of Banda (215).' Besides Rewah, the states of Panna, Chattarpur, 
Ajaigarh, and Charkhari are indicated. Mr. Wall, Excise Commissioner of the 
North- \V estern Provinces, stated in his report No. 273-E., dated 22nd Novem
ber 1883, that the Jhansi and Lalitpur districts drew their supply of bhang from 
the Native States of Dattia, Tehri, Gwalior, and Chattarpur. But there is not 
sufficient information to enable any estimate to be formed of the extent of cuI. 
tivation in any but the States for which figures have been given. There is 
neither report nor evidence regarding the important State of Bhopal on this 
point. 

146. The area of regular cultivation ascertained with some certainty is 
AscertaiDed area orr.gular colli_ therefore-Gwalior· -4-00, Indore 115, Dewas 15: 

fttion. total 540 acres. In the other States there may be 
small areas of regular cultivation, but the most of it is probably scattered and 
of the desultory sort,a few plants here and there in fields, gardens, and home 

• enclosures. 

147. The Baroda report states that rr it is said that this plant was sown 

Barada. 
largely in various places. But the restriction placed 
by the British Government on exportation obliged 

the cultivators to give up cultivation. It is now cultiyated in one village,. 
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Bhadran, where bhang is made for home consumption. No narcotic hemp is 
cultivated either for the production of charas or its flowers or seeds." The area 
is about 10 to 12 bighas. It is also found in the compounds of sadhus, fakirs, 
.and other people who consume ganja or bhang. There is no reason· to suppose 
that this latter kind of cultivation is very common. 

148. The Governor of Kashmir and Jammu and the Member of Kash~ir State 

. Kashmir. 
Council report that the plant is not cultivated. It 
appears that the wild growth is abundant enough, and 

develops the narcotic properties in sufficient degree to satisfy the wants of the 
people. 

149. The answers to questions received from the Nepal State through the 
Resident, while alleging that no one cultivates 
'ganja, describe how the wild plant is nurtured and 

treated, sometimes, it would appear, after being transplanted. This treatment 
is said to require special skill (questions 2 and 10), and the inference is that 
the industry is not followed by any large number of persons. The Bengal evid
ence shows that Nepal charas used formerly to be consumed in that prov
ince, but has now given way to that from the Punjab. But it is reported from 
the North.Western Provinces that 25 to 50 maunds are still imported into 
Lucknow. It would seem, therefore, that the industry is not inconsiderable. In 
Royle'S Fihrous Plants of India will be found quoted a report from Mr. 
Hodgson, which shows that in the northern districts of Nepal the plant is 
pretty extensively grown for fibre. 

Nepal, 

1 So. The following table shows the total area of hemp cultivation in India as 
SIllllllla1Y. far as it has been possible to state definite figures :-

Extent eit her ascertained or estimated of cultivation in the various Provinces 
. a,zd SJn/es. 

Province or Sta.te. Area in For what 
RXM~RKS. acres. product. . . . 

Bengal ... ... .. , . 824 Ganja .. , Average, five years . 

North.Western Provlnces-
Farakhabad and Hardoi ... 190 Bhang ... Average, do. 
British Kumaon and Garhwal 830 Fibre .. , Reported. 

Punjab ... ... ... 100 Bhang ... Reported. 
Ce n tral Provinces ... .. , 950 Ganja ... Average, ten years. 
Madras ... ~ ... ... 350 Do. ... Reported. 

Bombay-
British Territory ... ... 1,000 Do. Average, five years. 
Native States ... ... 157 Do. Reported. 

Sind and Khairpur ... .., 345 Bhang ... Average, five years. 
Berar 58 Ganja Average, do. 0 ... ... ... ... . 
Ajmere '" ... ... 5 Bhang ... Esfimated. 
Hyderabad ... ... 350 Ganja ... Estimated. 

Rajutana-
Jhal1awar ... ... 30 Bhang ... Reported. 
Jaisalmir ... .. , 10 Do. Reported. 
Shahpura ... ... ... 25 Do. Reported. 

Central India-
Indore ... ... 112 Ganja .. . Average, five years. 
Gwalior ... ... 400 Do. Reported. 
Dcwas ... ... 25 Do. Reported. 
Baroda ... ... 8 Bhang .. . Reported. 

Total ... j 5,769 
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. The only cultivation of any moment which has been omitted is that of those. 
States in Rajputana and Central India which have not been mentioned in the 
table, add the irregular kind of ·cultivation which is carried on in the Madras 
Presidency, the Garhjat States of Bengal; and the plains of the North·Western 

~ 

Provinces. There is also a considerable area of fibre cultivation in the Native 
States and British territory in the Himalayas which has not been taken into 
account, and probably amoullts to some hundreds of acres. Deducting the 
fibre cultivation, which yields but little ·of the' drugs, from the total area given in 
the table, and making allowance for the narcotic cultivation which has been 
omitted, the total <t'rea of cultivation in India for the drugs can hardly exceed 
6,000 acres. The total Himalayan cultivation for fibre of the Punjab and 
North·Western Provinces in the region extending from the borders of Nepal 
to those of Kashmir may be taken on a liberal estimate at nearly double that 
of Kumaon and British Garhwal, or 1,500 acres. It cannot be said 'that the 
regular cultivation either of the mountains or the plains is shown to be increasing 
or decreasing. In British territory the desultory kind of cultivation has either 
been suppressed, as in Bengal, Assam, the Central Provinces, and Berar, or has 
disappeared, as in Bombay, or is being abandoned as in Madras, the North
Western Provinces, and the Punjab. 



CHAPTERV. 

METHODS OF CULTIVATION AND ~ATTERS CONNECTED THEREWITH. 

'5 J. Before describing the cultivation of the hemp plant, it will be proper 
Deaoitiouoftheuarcoticprod.cts to mention the products which are got from it. It 

of the hemp plant. has been shown that the plant which yields t he true 

hemp fibre' is the same as that which produces the narcotics. The seed is the 
familiar hemp seed which is given to cage birds. , It is also occasionally eaten by 
the natives of India, especially ,i,n the Himalayas, and an useful oil is expressed 
from it. The fibre and seeds only come incidentally within the scope of the pre· 
sent inquiry. The narcotic products of the plant are ganja, charas, and bhang. 
Dr. Prain has described very fully the physiological processes by which the narcotic 
principle is secreted in the various parts of the plant. For the purposes of the 
Commission it is sufficient to state plainly and briefly what the three articles 
are in the simple forms in which they first enter the market. The definitions 
with which the Commission's list of questions is introduced ar~ as follows. 
They are borrowed from Dr. Prain :-

" Ganja consists of the dric·d Howering tops of cultivated female hemp plants which 
have become coated with resin in consequence of having been unable to set seeds freely." 

"Charas is the name applied to the resinous matter which forms the active princi. 
pIe when collected separately. " 

'~Siddhi, bhang, subzi, or patti are different names applied to the dry leaves of 
the hemp plant, 'whether male or female, and whether cultivated or uncultivated." 

These definitions have been generally accepted by the witnesses, but the 
result of the inquiries is to show that they require some explanation. First, with 
regard to ganja. 

'52. Over nearly the whole of India distinction is recognised between the 
Ganja may be got from the wild ganja and the bhang plant. Though the natives may 

.. well aa the cultivated plant. • k h .. I h f I I . mlsta e t e sexes, It IS C ear t at the ema e p ant 'IS 

the one which is called ganja and the male plant bhang. The plants are distin· 
guishable even in the wild state, the loose flowering panicle of the male from the 
comparatively stiff and apparently blossomless spike 6f the female. The hill 
ganja of Assam, and the wild ganja that seems to be occasionally found and 
used throughout Eastern Bengal and the Sub·Himalayan region, and even 
in Kashmir, must be the female flower spike which has often been quite innocent 
of any tending. In examinillg the evidence, therefore, the definition of ganja 
given above must often be read as with the word cultivated omitted. 

'53, Then as regards bhang, the witnesses often use the word to include 
The drug hhaog olten consists of the female flower head as well as the leaves of the 

gonja. 
plant, and the green leaves as well as the dry. The 

male flower head must also enter into it in consequence of the rude method 
of preparing the drug, vis., by drying the plants and beating out the leaves. 
But the male flowers are not more narcotic than the leaves; the point to be 
noted is the inclusion of the female flower head in -bhang, The confusion arises 
from the name of the product bhang being used also for the liquid form' in which 
the hemp drugs are consumed. Ganja'pounded up and made into drink becomes 
bhang. This is th~ way in which Garhjat ganja is used at Puri. In the west and 
south of India the distinction between the products bhang and ganja is frequently 
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lost. Bhang is cultivated in Sind with similar precautions to prevent the fertilization 
of the female plant as in Bengal, and the product is caIled nothing but bha~g, and i~ 
rarely used for anything but concocting drink and swe<:!tmeats, the smoking 
ganja being imported. Bhang is the ancient nam~ of the plant. It is also the 
name of the form of narcotic product which was earliest discovered, for it must 
have taken time to learn the art of isolating the female plant and so producing 
ganja. Bhang is also the name of the most simple style of consumption, viz., by 
pounding and drinking, which must have preceded smoking. NaturalIy, there
fore, bhang is a more comprehensive term than ganja, and often includes it, 
especially where the production of ganja has not become a recognised industry. 
In the Madras Presidency ganja is the more general term, so much, so that 
in some places the word bhang is hardly understood. This is probably due to 
the hemp plant being only known to the people as cultivated for the production 
of ganja. . 

154. Charas may not always be the pure resinous matter. It generally can- , 
Charas is DOt alway. the simple tains'leaf dust and other impurities picked 'up in the 

resin. process of manufacture. But it is hardly ever con. 
founded with ganja or bhang. I ts appearance, that of dark green or brown paste, 
is distinct from that of both the other drugs. In Kashmir and the Punjab only 
is the name ganja sometimes applied to charas, probably because charas is pre-, 
pared from the female, or ganja plant (Governor of Kashmir). There is reason 
to think that in some parts of Rajputana the distinction between chans and 
ganja is not very strictly ohserved, and that the fonner name is occasionally 
given to the latter drug. 

155. In Bengal the hemp plant is grown solely for the production of ganja in 

Beogal. 
the area of regular and licensed cultivation. The 
illicit cultivation which is to be found in insignifi

cant quantity all over the province, and the character of which has been 
described, yields for the, most part bhang and not ganja fit for smoking. Ganja 
of inferior quality is produced in the Tributary States of 'Orissa in considerable 
quantity. In the Tributary States of the Chota Nagpur Division ganja of 
the same quality is produced, but in less quantity. The cultivated product 
of Hill Tippera appears to be ~till lower in the scale as regards quality, and 
very little in quantity. It is proposed nolY to describe the skilled cultivation 
of the Ganja M:fhal, where the agricultural processes for the growth and pre
paration of ganja have undoubtedly been brought to greater perfection than in 
any other part of India, and, as far as information will allow, the more homely prac
tices prevailing outside that tract. Babu Hem C~under Kerr's report contains 
a detailed account of the Rajshahi cultivation; Dr. Prain has given a brief out
line of the mode of culture; and Mr. Price, Collector of the district of Rajshahi. 
has submitted a sketch of the cultivators' business during each month of the 
year. Babu Hem Chunder Kerr's report is the basis of the information furnished 
by most, witnesses. Endeavour will be made to compile a succinct account from 
these materials. 

156. Hemp is an exhausting crop, and requires a light, well·drained soil. It 
Regular cultivation of the Ganja appears that there is but a limited quantity of 

Nahal, PreparatioD of the field. thoroughly suitable ground in the Ganja Mahal, 

and that there is a tendency to abandon the outlying lands and concentrate the 
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cultivatiqn about Naogaon. The ganja plant is reared in a seed bed or nursery 
and planted out into the field. The field is selected between January and 
the middle of March, and must be one which has lain fallow, or has borne nothing 
but light crops, such as pulses or mustard, during the two' previous years. It 
must not be overshadowed by trees.' It is first ploughed to remove weeds 
and stubble as thoroughly as the cultivators' means will allow. In April and 
May the field is liberally dressed with fresh surface earth from surrounding 
lands, the quantity used depending on the quality of the field. The turf and 
weeds on the sides of the field are next dug up in clods and thrown on to the 
field, the holes thus made being filled up with earth from the ditches. The field 
is thus cleaned to its extreme boundaries, and the weeds utilised as dressing 
for the land. In this process a small bank about nine inches high is raised 
round the field. The fresh earth added to the field becomes desiccated in a 
week or so, and then cow-dung manure is added and the 'field well ploughe'd 
again. From this time till September ploughing, followed by harro~ing with the 
bamboo ladder, is carried out from time to time, the ,belief being, as Balm Hem 
Chunder Kerr says, that the oftener the land is ploughed the better is the.crop. 
A channel is made to keep' the field well drained. 

157. The details given by Babu Hem Chunder Kerr regarding the selection 
. . . . of the seed bed have special interest in connection 

The nursery conditions reqmslte. . 
to the germination of seed and with the subject of the spontaneous growth. He 
growth of seedlings. • 

wntes : "A plot of land near the homestead of the 
cultivator is generally made available for a nursery, and the people in order to 
make themselves silre of its dryness always make a point of using those la,nds only 

. in which a tuberous·rooted, grass-like vegetable called 11latha (Cyperus yotundus, 
L.) ,grows. The growth of tIIatJla is, in their opinion; a sure sign of the land 

being quite dry." In another place Babu Hem Chunder Kerr says: "The 
nursery or seed bed consists of a plot of high, light, sandy loam." The ~election 
of this plot is made in May, and as soon as one or two showers have fallen it is 
ploughed. The ploughing is repeated three or four times each month till August. 
The object is complete pulverisation of the soil, and, if necessary, the bamooo 
ladder in addition to the plough is passed over the land for this purpose. Manure 
is not used, and the land must be quite free of shade of <lny hnd. The seeds 
are sown broadcast on a fine day after a ploughing, and the sowing is followed 
by harrowing to cover the seed. The bed is carefully drained. The following 
remarks from .Babu Hem Chunder Kerr's report are quoted to show certain 
idiosyncrasies of the plant for the same reason that the previous verbatim extracts 
were made: " Seeds are not sown on either a rainy or even a cloudy day when rain 
i~ apprehended, as the wet ground rO\3 the·m. Even if it rains three or four days 
after the seeds have been sown, most of the seeds are destroyed, as the earth gets 
hardened into a cake after the rain, and the germs cannot force their way through 
it. In such a case fresh seed has to be sown in another nursery again ............. ' 
Nor is the grass weeded out at any time after the sowing of the seeds. They 
are also never irrigated. The cultivators are of opinion that the growth of grass 
in the seed beds is beneficial to the young plants, inasmuch as it protects the 
latter from the actio II of the wind." 

158. Towards the end of August or beginning of Septemberthe field is again 
dressed with cow· dung, refuse, and house-sweepings. 
About a week or ten days after this comes the day 

16 
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for planting out, The field is ploughed and harrowed, and made int~ ridges 
"well smoothed and beaten down with the hand," and the seedlings are planted 
out. All this is done on the one day for fear that the soil whicb has been so 
thoroughly pulverised should get too dry. 

~59· It is necessary to again quote verbatim froni Babu Hem Chunder Kerr for 

The seedlings prefer high and the same reason as before: "The number of plough. 
dry soil. ings is regulated by the nature of the soil, khear or 
clayey lahds, in which hemp is occasionally grown, requiring more frequent 
ploughing than fields of poti soil or light, sandy loam, which form the majority 
of the ganja beds. The seedlings at the time of transplantation are from four 
to five weeks old and from six to twelve inches high. Tbe smaller ones are 
collected for higher and drier fields, in which they are enabled to throw out their 
roots much quicker and easier, and grow up much faster than in low. fields, the 
soil of which is somewhat heavy owing to the existence in it of a greater 
amount of moisture, which retards the growth of very tender plants ............... . 
If rain falls within three or four days after the transplantation, it proves injurious 
to the young plants, the roots of which, not having taken any hold upon the soil, 
rot and die away." 

160. The operations of the next few weeks are thus described by Dr. 
Treatment of crop between plant· Prain: "A month or so after transplantation, 

ing out and removal of the male.. about the middle of October, the fields are 

carefully weeded j a fortnight later, beginning of November, the ridges are 
hoed down as far as is possible without injuring the roots of the hemp, which are 
then well manured with oil.cake, or a mixture of cake' and cow·dung, and the 
ridges rebuilt over the manure. About the middle of November the plants are 
trimmed by the removal of the lower branches j this helps to give the plant the 
pyramidal shape that ensures the flowering tops being as close together as possi. 
ble, obviates the formation of f;anja close tl) the ground, where it would 
certainly get covered with sand and mud, and finally admits of another course of 
ploughing and harro'l'l-ing with a narrow ladder between the ridges j this course 
immediately follows the trimming, and is itself followed by a second course of 
manuring with powdered cow·dung and oil·cake, after which the ridges are again 
rebuilt." 

161. At about this stage the detection and removal of the male plants is 

The elimination of the males. 
begun. An expert is required for the work,either 
the professional poddar or parak!zdar or the cultivator 

himself if he has acquired the necessary skill in distinguishing the male from the 
female plants. The exact differences by which the plants are distinguished by 
the experts cannot be described with confidence. The operation takes place before 
the flowers are developed; and Babu Hem Chunder Kerr says that the inspection is 
invariably made in the morning so as to have a good light, which shows how fine 
these di[ferences must be. The poddtlr breaks over the plants which he decides 
to be male, the cultivator plucks them out, and fills the blank spaces with plants 
from the parts of the field where they are left in greater number. Then foJ1ows 
the first irrigation, which is regulated so as to moisten the ridges, but leave no 
water standing in the furrows. The poe/dar's visit may be repeated two or three 
limes, and the field may be irrigated from three to six times in the following few 
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weeks. The cultivator himself is always on the look-out to detect and remove 
male plants which may have been overlooked at the regular inspections. Between 
the first and second irrigations the ridges are hoed and the field manured a 
third time. 

,62. Babu HeI:lI Chunder Kerr states that the male plant begins to ~ower in 

. Maturiog oUhe crop and detee- November and the f.emale plant in the begin?ing of 
tioo of ahDorma1 females. January, and Dr. Pram adds that from the tIme the 

hitter flowering begins" the cultivator is ·on the outlook for those abnormal male 
flowers on his female plants which the poddar could not possibly have foretold." 
The ganja begins to ripen about the middle of February, "the state of maturity 
being indicated by a brownish appearance and the falling off of all the larger 
leaves." The Commission visited Naogaon 00 the 16th February, when the 
harvest was in full swing. 

163. There are one or two matters ill which the ways of the Bengal cultivator 
The BengAl cultivator misoames are different from those of the people of other pro v

the sexes. inces. They talk of the ganja-bearing plant as the 
male and the pollen-bearing plant as the female. I n the Central Provinces and 
the west of India the cultivator seems to have learnt more of the principles of fruc
tification in plants, and generally calls them by their true sexes. The existence 

The khasia plant not discovered of the khasia (emasculated) plant, which Babu Hem 
outside Bengal. Chunder Kerr calls hermaphrodite, and Dr. Prain 
describes as 1/ functionally defective,"· " useless but innocent," and" collated, as its 
name implies; with the sex to which it really belongs," has apparently no parallel 
at Khandwa in the Central Pro.vinces. The plant is left standing at harvest, or 
rejected from the heap if it has bf)en gathered by mistake. The Bengal cuI-

The Bengal cultivator does not tivator does not grow a crop specially for seed as is 
grow a seed·crop. done at Khandwa. He uses the grains that fall from 
ltis ganja in the processes of manufacture, which are very nume®us, notwith
standing all the pains that have been_ taken to eradicate the male plants. 

164. The cultivation of hemp in. the Ganja Mahal is a practice that is handed 

Cultivation· not confined to any down from father to son in common with so Ipany 
class. arts and industries in ,this country. Beyond this 
the industry cannot be said to be confined to a class. Musalmans very largely 
preponderate among the cultivators in about the proportion of 7 to 2 according 
to Mr. Price. There is no evidence that the occupation is held in contempt, 
a point which Dr. Prain has discussed at pages 47 and 48 of his report. Babu 
Hem Chunder Kerr entered fully into the details of cost of cultivation and the 
profits of the cultivator. He estimated the former at Rs. 50 to Rs. 60 and the 
latter at Rs. 25 to Rs. 50 per bigha. There is no equally good information of 
more recent date. Ganja ranks as one of the superior crops. 

165. Babu Hem Chunder Kerr notices a fact which appears repeatedly in the 

Rain damag •• the crop when it evidence from all provinces that "when the plants 
is maturing. ~egin to flower in clusters and the resinous matter is 
formed, rain spoils the ganja." The quantity and superiority of Central Asian 
charas is said to be due to the dryness of the climate in that region. This is a 
point of considerable interest as a possible explanation of the inferiority of the 
drug when cultivated in the rainy season. There is no evidence of cultivation 
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in the Darjeeling district for fibre. From the evidence relating to other parts of 
the Himalayas, it is improbable that such cultivation does not exist. 

166. Though there is not any great amount of illicit cultivation, it WIll be 
interesting to note the information furnished by re-

Irregular cultivation. It may . . .. 
yield gan,ja, but probably does Dat ports and eVIdence as to the methods employed 111 It. 
ofteD do so. Mr. Basu, Assistant to the Director of Land Records 

and Agriculture, reports that. he observed signs of the spontaneous growth where 
it was not plentiful being looked after with ,some degree of care. Talking of 
Bhagalpur and Purnea, he says: " As a rule the people of these districts could not 
distinguish between male and female plants, the leaves of both being used as a 
bhang j but one man pointed out to me a plant which was a female, and said 
that this class of plants produced the best drug. It is not uncommon to see a 
few selected plants, mostly females, left on the ground j these acquire a more, 
bushy appearance not unlike that of the ganja-bearing plant. All this made me 
suspect that the people knew a great deal more about the bhang plant than they 
were willing to avow." This would lead to the belief that the secret cultivator not 
unfrequently succeeds in producing smokable ganja. An Excise Deputy Collector 
describes one method by which the plant is not only concealed from view, but 
which may result in effectually secluding the female plant. When the plant is 
a foot high, an inverted earthen pot is placed over it supported by pegs fixed in 
the ground. The confined growth takes the form of a cabbage-flower (sic), and 
would in all probability retain the resin in more than common quantity. A 
Burmese witness has described a si~ilar method as being the regular practice 
in the Shan States. The Registrar of Calcutta (98), enquiring from fakirs and 
religious mendicants, learns that the wild plant is made to produce ganja for 
smoking by lightly rolling the flower spikes' of the growing plants between the 
hands, thereby causing the component parts of the spike to stick together, and 
preventing the access of the pollen. "This treatment, repeated several times, 
converts the spikes into what is commonly called fata, which gives the matted 
appearance to the article." Witness (53) ,states that he has seen ganja plants 
cultivated illicitly from the twigs of which ganja as good in appearance as excise 
ganja can be prepared, but the flavour of it is alleged to'be inferior. Tbere is not 
in the evidence, however, any general confirmation of the supposition that the 
illicit cultivation produces the stronger form of the drug. The matter will be 
further examined in dealing with the preparation of the drugs. 

There are not, however, sufficient grounds for supposing that the homestead 
cultivation or the fostering of the wild plant is carried on on any extensive 
scale. It is not often that either practice produces anything superior to 
bhang, and where there is an unlimited quantilY of good bhang growing 
wild, there can be little inducement to illicit cultivation with its attendant 
risks. No information has been given of occupants ever being paid for allowing 
the bhang growing on their lands to be collected, and that incentive to fostering 
the plant ap~ears to be wanting. It will be seen also that where the wild plant 
docs not prevail, t he licit consumption of ganja is comparatively smaIl, and the 
consumers are therefore few. 

167. The Tributary States of Orissa after the Ganja Mahal contain the most 
extensive and important cultivation in the Province 
of Bengal. This cultivation has never been made 
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.the subject of detailed enquiry and report, and the information now given in 
answer to the Commission's questions is but scanty. It appears to be of the home
stead sort, and limited to a few plants in each plot. The only suggestion offered 
that it is sometimes conducted on a larger scale comes from the Sub-divisional 
Officer of Jajpur in Cuttack (52), who says: "If the lands be small. the seeds are 
sown broadcast j if the lands be large, the seeds are first sown in a nursery plot." 
Mr. Wylly, Government Agent at Keonjhar, states that the plant is grown 
in seed beds in April and May and transplanted, whicll may be regarded as some 
confirmation of the above witness. If this fact is accepted, the evidence shows 
that the plants are raised in three ways-either accidentally sown, sown broadcast, 
or transplanted. At the beginning of the rainy season-tbat is, in J une-J uly
the plants will be about a foot bigb, and standing in greater or less number in 
a plot near the homestead. Tbe plant takes some five or six months to mature froin 
the time it has reached this stage. Mr. Taylor (36), an officer who has served 
in Orissa since 1866, says that the plants are hoed and weeded, and the roots 
loosened and dressed with vegetable mould or well-rotted cowdung. Rai Nand 
Kissore Das, District Officer of Angul, states that the plants are watered when 
necessary. There is no evidence that tbe male plants are extirpated. Witness 
(63) does not speak positively on the point, but, it would appear from the evid
ence of Mr. Wylly that some distinction is made in the treatment of plants 

The female plants are twisted of different sex. "The male plant, II he says, doubt
~ mutilated. less meaning the female, " is emasculated by hav
ing its stem punctured or cut, and pieces of broken tile inserted in these cuts." 
That this process is in vogue is confirmed by Babu Manmohan Chakravarti, wbo 
does l,ot, bowever, make any distinction of sex witb reference to it. The plant is 
subjected to still another operation, which is mentioned by Rai Nand Kissore and 
Babu Manmohan Chakravarti, without any distinction of the sex of the plant, 
except that the female plant is indicated by the language used. The former 
says" nothing more than the twisting of the stem for the production of ganja is 
done j" the latter, " to prevent over-branching of the flower heads, tbey are 
roughly twisted." There is no more information of the treatment of the plant 
till it ripens and is gathered in December-January. This appears ,to be the 
season of growth notwithstanding that Babu K,mti Bhushan Sen makes it 
synchronous with the Rajshahi season. 1t cannot be, correct, as he states tbat 
tbe plant grows spontaneously from the previous year's seed towards the Close 
of tbe rainy season, for this is contrary to the habits of the hemp plant in the 
plains of Northern India, and the fact that the natural conditions at the close 
01 tbe south-west monsoon do not seem to be favourable to the spontaneous 
germination 01 any kind of seed. 

168. 1Ihe summary 01 the results 01 the inquiry made by Mr. Grimley in 189<> 
Political States, Cbota Nagpur. in the States of the Chota Nagpur Division gives 
I.fonnation deriveG from an in· f d '1 f h h d 1 I' , . 

quiry made in IB!;o. a ew etal sot e met 0 0 cu tIvatIon In tbat 
region. Unfortunately no question was directed to ascertaining the season of 
growth, and, the information on this point is not, therefore, decisive. Sirguja 
reports that seeds are sown or plants grow during tbe rainy season. This agrees 
with the 'account from the Garhjat States as was to be expected. The practice 
of transplanting is mentioned from Udaipur. In the answers to tbe question 
whether the male plants are destroyed, the sexes are confounded, but it is clear 
that the general external differences are recognised. Bonai reports that those 
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plants on which flowers grow are destroyed, and those on which the leaves become 
intertwined are preserved. The latter description clearly indicates the clustered 
spike of the female plant. Gangpur reports that the male plants (really female) 
which produce flowers and fruit are not destroyed, which may well imply that the 
others are. It may be inferred generally that the practice is not well established 
or systematically carried out. It is probably in the empirical stage described by 
Dr. Prain (page 1 ~), and directed to the removal of a plant which is useless rather 
than mischievous j for Bonai says: " No one can distinguish which is the male or 
female plant." The answers show also that the male plant is very generally pre-

• served for use as bhang, while the one with intertwined leaves is kept for ganja. 
The ground is ploughed and dressed, but not apparently treated in any special 

Mutilation or the remale plant. 
manner. The splitting of the stem with insertion 
of a 'potsherd and the twisting of the plants· are 

practised j but it would appear from the Udaipur answer that the twisting is 
merely the means of splitting the stem. It is reported from Gangpur tnat cross 
incisions are made in the stem with a knife, and "something like opium or other 
intoxicating thing is put into it, and the interstice is then closed up with earth 
to increase the power of intoxication." It may be concluded that the method 
of cultivation does not differ from that in vogue in the Garhjat States. 

169. No description is furnished of the cultivation in Hill Tippera, but a well 

Hill Tippera. 
informed witness classes it with that of the Garhjat 
States. It is not likely that it is more skilful or 

elaborate. 

170. There is no regular cultivation in Kuch Behar, and the home·stead culriva

• 

Kuch Behar. 
tion, if there is any, cannot be different from that 
of the surrounding British territory. 

There is no regular cultivation in Assam, and the evidence gives no in
formation about the processes employed in the illicit Assam. 
and hill cultivation. Mr. Anderson states that the 

Miris of Lakhimpur hedge in the w;ld growth j Mr. Godfrey that the plant is 
weeded. The cultivators named are, besides the Miris of Lakhimpur, the' 
Nagas of the Sibsagar frontier. Mr. Spicer mentions Kukis, Patnies, and a. 
few coolies, and his evidence relates to the Cachar Valley. The hill tribes of 
the province and its frontiers may be included in the list, and the coolies gene
rally. The drugs produced are bhang and very inferior ganja. The two things 
arc practically the same. 

'172. There are three classes of cultivation in this province-that carried on 
in the Himalayas for fibre and seeds. with charas 

North. Western Provinces. .• 
as a bye-product, the recognised cultivation of bhang 

in Farakhabad and Hardoi, and the desultory homestead cultivation which pre
vails to a greater orless cKtent everywhere in the plain country. 

173. The first is well described by witness (+9) and in the" Field and Garden 
, Crops of the North-Western Provinces and Oudh" 

Cultivation 10 the Himalayas. 
by Duthie and Fuller. Mr. Dharma Nand Joshi is 

Settlement Deputy Collector, Garhwal, and his account is probably based on 
personal inquiry and observation, and may therefore be quoted. The fields 
lIear houses are generally selected for hemp because they are better manured. 
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and the soil must be light. Early in June the field is cleaned of all rubbish 
which is burnt upon it. It is ploughed immediately after a good downfall' of 
rain. In the beginning of July the seed is sown i and this must be done on a 
fine day, for the seed will not grow if sown in the wet. Chaff is then scattered 
over the field to protect the seed from the birds. In eight days the seed germin
ates, and fifteen days afterwards the crop is carefully hoed so that the plants 
are not injured. After ~nother fortnight the field is weeded a second time. 
No' other operation is described till September (Bhado), when the plants have 
grown up, and some have begun to bear seed. These are called "~ujango.'; 
or " kalango" (according to Duthie "gul bhang "), and are the female plants. 
Some do not bear seed, and are called" phulango " (according to Duthie "phul 
bhang "), and they are the male plants. These latter are plucked up and laid 
in the sun for a few days to dry, and are then manufactured into fibre. The fibre 
from the male plant is superior. The female plants have meantime been growing 
up to a height of some ten feet, of which the upper third .is full of leaf and seed. 
In (Kartik) November the female plants are cut down from the root, and 
spread in the sun for twenty-four hours to dry. The charas is then got from the 
plants by rubbing the heads between the han,ds. This description gives the 
female plant a life from germination to harvest of little more than four months. 
Duthie imd Fuller put the sowing in May, and this gives a longer life, more 
nearly approaching the period of growth, about six or seven months, in the ganja 
tract of Bengal. The latter is proJ:>ably the more correct. ' 

174. Duthie and Fuller write that hemp growing is restricted to the lowest 
Class of cultivators: Cultivation classes of cultivators, being considered beneath the 

is not reputable. d" f h h' h S h' h' h . Igmty ate' Ig er castes. 0 muc IS t IS t e 
case that the phrase" May hemp be sown in thy housl!" is one of the commonest 
of abusive imprecations. Mr. Dharma Nand and other witnesses corroborate this 
account. The principal cultivators appear to be the Khasias or Tabhilas, a class 
of people above the Domes and below Rajputs in the social scale, who do not 
wear the sacred thread. If a Brahman or Raj put wishes to cultivate hemp, he 
engages a Khasia or Dome to work for him; but, after the crop is taken off, he 
lias no prejudice aga;'nst making charas or separating the fibres from the stalks. 
Dr. Prain (page 48) has traced the contempt in' which the hemp cultivator is 
held to the original motive of the cultivation, viz., the production of fibre, and 
points out that the cultivators of other fibres, such as sann (Grota/aria), are simi
larly regarded. Mr. Cockburn (34) confirms this explanation, suggesting that 
the offensiveness of the operation of rotting the stalks is the origin of 'the dislike. 
Unfortunately Mr. Dharma Nand from direct knowledge contradicts this, which 
might have been a reasonable solution of the question; for he says that the higher 
classes have no objection to this operation. The origin of the prejudice is prob
ably to be sought in very early social institutions. 

The seeds are, next after the fibre, the important part of the products of 
Himalayan cultivation. They are eaten, and yield oil. The seed of the unculti
vated plant is very inferior in size, and is nGt therefore used for sowing. 

175. There is very little~info,mation about the methods employed in the regular 
~ultivation of bhang in the districts of Farakhabad 

The regular cultivation of bbang. and Hardoi. The crop must be grmvn in fairly large 
plots or fields, for it is capable of being measured, and the Agricultural. Depart
ment apparently keeps a record of the area. The seed would seem to be sown at 
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the same season as wheat and barley, and mixed in patches with these crops. 
It ·is harvested in May after the other crops have been taken off the ground_ 
There is no evidence of the male plant being eradicated. 

176. the homestead or desultory cultivation for the production of ganja seems 
to be carried on for the most part secretly. Mr. 
Bruce of Ghazipur, referring to his own district of 

course, states that the cultivation is not carried on openly, and it is therefore 
difficult to obtain any particulars about it; that the seed is sown broadcast in good 
soil, and the plants afterwards moved to some enclosed place, such as the courtyard 
of a house, and carefully tended; and that the female plants are used for ganja_ 
Regarding the practice of eradicating the male plant, the evidence is not de
cisive, and what there is refers sometimes to the tending of wild growth, and 
sometimes to the more methodical cultivation. Thus Mr. Ferrard, Magistrate 
and Collector of Banda, referring to the spontaneous growth on the Gumti river, 
says that, in spite of close police supervision, " the people continue to keep some 
plants and leaves, and prepare drugs from them. In such cases the male and 
female plants are kept separate." He may be. talking in this place of the drugs 
and not the growing plants, for he says further that he has been told that tI the 
male plants are cut down when young and dried, and its leaves form bhang. 
Ganja is made from the female flower and petals when almost ripe. T he plants 
can grow together until the period of fertilisation." Witness (48) has been 
told that the male plants are extirpated. On the other hand, the drug contractor 
of Moradabad (248) had never heard of the male plant being extirpated. 

Seaet cultivation. 

177. The information regarding bygone cultivation throws some jight on the 

C It
' t' r •• r r knowledge of the people and the practice in respect U Iva Ion lor ganJB m lorme . 

days. of the removal of the male plant. Witness (61) 

states that there was a good deal of cultivation formerly at Loohaisar, tahsil 
Fatehpur, in Barabanki, but it was forbidden. Witness (249), referring to 
the same cultivation, seems to say that it was grown in a tract called Mahadeva, 
and this must have yielded the ganja which other witnesses speak of as Mahadeva. 
Witness (61) gives some details of the methods then employed. The seed 
used to be sown with wheat and other crops, and when the plants had attained 
a little growth, the Kabariyas, and they only, were able to distinguish which were 
ganja and which bhang plants, i.e., female and male respectively. The ganja 
plants were then transplanted to some suitable spot. He mentions also the 
practice of twisting the leaves (sic) to make the plant produce ganja. 

178. It is not worth while discussing the evidence of individual witnesses 

Principal feature. of irregular cw- further. It may be inferred from the whole that the 
tivatiOD. distinction between the male and female plants is 
pretty widely known; that where the spontaneous growth is in small and manage
able quantity, and where plants have been sown in suitable places, or transplant
ed into such places, the female plants often, receive special care and have the 
males removed from among them; and that for the more desultory sort of cultiva
tion it is not very material whether the seed is taken from the cultivated or wild , 
growth, ffom ganja or from bhang. 

179. There is no information of any methods in vogue in the States of Tehri 

Tebri Garbwal and Rampur. 
Garhwal and Rampur different from those of tbe 
province generally. 
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180. There is more or less evidence of cultivation of the hemp plant all over 
Punjab. the Himalayan portion of the province, including the 

Himalayan cultivation. smaller Native States. The cultil'ation is in small 
patches. A report from Kulu in 1880 says: "Alrnost every house has a small 
patch near it, ;l long strip beside a hedge, or a small bed a feI ... square yards long 
(SIC) in area." The only 9ther detailof cultivation furnished is that the season of 
growth is from April and May to October and November. It may be safely. 
assumed that the method of cultivation does not materially differ from that prac
tised in Kumaon, which has been fully described. Whether charas is produced 
to the same extent may be open to doubt, but the information on the point is 
.defective. 

181, Though the extent of cultivation in the Punjab plains is not great, the 
Cultivation in the plains for details of the methods employed in it, which can be 

bhang. gathered from the evidence and papers, may be 
noted. A memorandum by Hari Chand, Assistant to the Commissioner of Excise, 
states that" people grow it in both harvests in the .months of March and 
November. They cut plants for use in February and June." The latter 
named months appear to relate to the period within which the plant is 
gathered if it is sown with the late or rabbi crops. An account of the 
cultivation is furnished in the appendix of Mr. James· Wilson's evidence as 
having been given him by his Exc{se Assistant,Mr. Kirthee Singh. The plant 
js reared for bhang only, never for. ganja, and charas is not extracted except 
rarely for private consumption. The land is usu:tlly close to the village, and of 
the description called "iaill, the same as that described by Duthie and Fuller, 
when speaking of the Himalayan cultivation, which the daily offices of the vil
lagers provide with a plentiful supply of manure. It is ploughed frequently in 
Augu,st and September, the seed is sown broadcast if! the latter month, and the 
field is watered. The watering is repeated three or four times, and the crop is 
hoed now and then and kept clear of weeds., The crop is ready to cut in March 
and April. No distinction is made between male and female plants. The whole 
inut and dried together, and the leaves, flowers, and small twigs are then shaken' 
out and form bhang. The outtum is eight to ten maunds a bigha. A little charas 
is sometimes made by beating the flowering twigs over a piece of cloth laid on 
·the ground. A greyish white powder falls on the cloth which is collected and 

dried. 

182. This account give~ only one season of cultivation, but there are witnesses 

A rew details of the method of to corroborate the Assistant to the Commissioner of 
'cultivation. Excise as to the plants being grown with both the 
early and late crops, and other fragmentary information is furnished as to the pro
cesses employed. Witness (68) mentions the use of goat and sheep dung, and 
the advantage of sowing four or five seeds together when the plant is to be grown 
amongst tobacco or garden crops. This would be cold w,eather cultivation. He 
also mentions the broadc,!-st sowing, and states that the product of the plants 
grown in sai/aba lands is more intoxicating. Witness (26) states distinctly 
that there are two seasons for the cultivation, from Karlik to Chait (October
November to April-May), and Baisakh to Sa71!a11 (May to August) i and he men
tions two curious manures, the" excreta of a serpent" and II decayed swallow
v,·ort."· The cultivation is carried on in small plots, and only by the keepers of 

18 
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lakJas and dharamsalas, especially by Sikhs. Witness (74) states that trans
planting is practised, and that the cultivators are the fakirs and keepers of dharam
sa/a's and consumers generally. Witness (67) gives three seasons for cultivation, 
probably the times of sowing, October-November, February-March, and July
August, and states that the plant is sometimes manured ,after it has grown a foot 
or two high. Witness (19) gives the season of sowing as from October to January 
and the harvest time as March, and states that the crop is cultivated like other 
ehah£-hatri crops on chaM, hatri, or sailaba lands. The crop is cut at night to 
prevent the loss of seed that ~ould otherwise occur. But this witness has not 
seen the cultivation. Witness (36), Civil Surgeon of Jhang, a native gentleman, 
has made direct enquiries in his district_ The male plant is, he says, extirpated 
in February and March. and the rest are gathered in April, the cultit'ators are of 
the ordinary class, but are in the employ of the fakir consumers, for whom they 
grow the drug. Witness (24), Excise Officer, states that the seed. is sown in 
November at the same time as wheat. The field is well drained, cleaned, and 
manured. The bhang seed is soaked in cow's milk and water the night before 
sowing. It is sown broadcast. The crop is watered. In March-April the male 
plant called kera, which is smaller than the female and bears a flowery head, is 
eradicated. The female plants are cut with the wheat in May. The cultivators 
are for the most part fakirs, Hindus and Muhammadans, and the products are bhang 
and ganja. Mr. Dames (9), Deputy Commissioner of Dera Ghazi Khan, states 
that the land is well watered before sowing between the months .of June and 
September. The seed is sown between October and January, and the crop
gathered in March and the beginning of April. Frequent waterings are required, 
and the crop must be gathered in at night, or it looses much' of its value. 
It may be concluded that the crop is generally grown in the rabbi season, 
though occasionally in the monsoon j that it requires high tilth, including a liberal 
supply of manure and irrigation j that transplantation and the extirpation of the 
male plant 'are sometimes practised i that the cultivation is for the most part 
carried on by consumers, of whom a very large proportion are fakirs and religious 
characters. 

183. The evidence from the Punjab States supplies nothing new regarding the 

PllDjab States. cultivation. From Bahawalpur there is corroboration 
of Mr. Dames's statement that in the processes pre-

ceding the 'sowing of the seed the land is watered. 

184. The cultivation of the Khandwa tahsil has been described by the Deputy 
Commissioner of Khandwa and the Excise Commis-

Central Provinces, 
sioner. These papers, with the Commission's notes, 

furnish materials for the following account. 

185. The average rainfall of the tract in which ganja is cultivated is 33 inches. 

The regular cultivatioll, 
The soils which are considered most suitable to the 
~rop are-

• Pandhar, or white soil-land near the village site which is largely mixed ' 
with ashes and sweepings from the village j 

Mand-a light yellow alluvium pe~vious to moisture i 

• Kali-black soil or re~r. 
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The first two are the best; the last is too stiff if the season happens to be very 
wet. The seed is specially cultivated in fields apart from the ganja, and in this 
the practice differs from that of Bengal, where the seeds which fall from the ganja 
in the process of preparation are kept for sowing. The seed of Dhakalgaon, a 
village in Indore territory, is considered the best, and fetches double the price of 
other, seed. I t gives a stouter and more branching plant than the local seed. 
The same fields are used year after year for hemp cultivation, and it is thought 
sufficient to manure heavily once in three years. Here again the practice 
differs essentially from that of Bengal, where the land will only grow hemp 
every three years, and h~avy manuring is required each time it is sown. The 
manure used in Khandwa consists of household refuse, cow-dung, and ashes, 
and is given to the land at the rate of sixteen to twenty cartloads per acre. The 
crop is sown about fifteen days after the first good fall of the south-west monsoon, 
£.e., in June or July- If the fielel is not under any crop, it is ploughed in 
January or February, and in any circumstances it is thoroughly worked up in April 
or May. The latter is the season for manuring if it is the turn of the field to be 
manured, and two ploughings and two applications of the bakhar-an instrument 
which serves the purpose of a harrow-are considered necessary between this time 
and ~he sowing. The seed is sown on' a sunny day by means of a bamboo drill 
(sar/a), which is used in combination with the bakhar. The seed germinates within 
a week, and in twenty days the plants have reached the height of about nine 
inches. The spaces between the furllSws are then cleaned with the bullock hoe 
(kolpa), and between the plants in each row with the gardening hand-implement 

·called khterpi, the plants being thinned out at the same tim€', so that they shall 
stand six or nine inches apart. The weeding process goes on for a month, and 
during it the lower leaves of the plants are removed. There is no transplantation 

at any time. 

186. About six weeks after sowing the examination (parakltat) for eradication 
The detection and removal of male of male plants begins. The first plant to be detected 

plants. and upro~ted is the pure male called naria or Mang
".~. The cultivators recognise a variety of the male plant which they call skeoria, 
and this is treated like the naria. The male plant, either bhangra or sheoria, 
occasionally bears some f~male flowers, and is then called udllaria, with the addi
tion of bhangra or sheoria according as it is supposed to belong to either variety. 
Naria of course means male, and adnaria half-male. It is to be noted that no 
mistake is made about the true sexes of the plant by the cultivators of Khandwa. 
So clearly do they understand the distinction that when asked the reason 
for removing the male plants, a cultivator replied by asking what would hap
pen if a ram were let loose amongst a flock of ewes. The cultivators them
selves undertake this eradication, and no specialist is required. But it is not 
done very perfectly, for when the Commission visited a ganja field 011 the 9th 
September male plants in full blossom were discovered without much difficulty. 
In September or October the field begins to be irrigated. It will be noted 
that the south-west monsoon has now nearly ceased, and that rain is hence
forward harmful, as it washes off or otherwise dissipates the resin which has 
begun to accumulate in the female flower spikes. The crop ripens about the 
middle of November, maturity being indicated by a brownish appearance in the 
flower spikes. 
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187. The Commission inspected some fields in this month, and found that 
The female plant with abnormal those in which the crop was pure ganja contained a 

male blossoms. b f I h· h I I . II d h num er 0 pants w IC t le cu bvators ca e. by t e 
name of moria. These had generally at the ends of the branchlets composing 
the spikes one or two male blossoms. They are said to be deficient, though 
not wanting in resin. They are therefore regarded as inferior, but the Khandwa 
cultivator does not appear to recognise the mischief that they do in the ganja 
crop. He, however, attributes to them a specially noxious character in that 
their seed invariably produces plants of the same kind (moria). They are there
fore ruthlessly eliminated from the seed field, while they are sometimes allowed 
to remain, as was seen, in the ganja field, and are in that case harvested with the 
good ganja (mal). These appear to be the plants referred to by Dr. Prain as 
those which" the poddar 'could not possibly have foretold," and which the 
Bengal cultivator roots out for himself after the poddar's visits have ceased. 
They do not appear to be, as Mr. Drake-Brockman supposes, the kIlasia plant 
of Bengal, but it is possible that the latter is included in them. The khasia 
form of the plant is not recognised by the Khandwa cultivator . 

. 
188. The processes in cultivating the seed plant seem to be the same as those 

The seed crop. 
above described as regards preference of soil; manur
ing, and tilth. It may be mentioned, however, that 

irrigation is not invariably practised for either ganja or seed crops. 'In the case 
of the seed crop, plants bearing flowers of both sexes are as far as possible 
eliminated. The process is rational. The blameless female is the more likely to 
reproduce her own kind. The evidence gives no informatron of peculiar methods 
followed in the homestead cultivation. There is no special class of cultivators. 

189. There is no 

Tributary States. 

information of the methqds of cultivation, if any still 
exists, in the Tributary States. 

190. Mr. Benson's bulletin describes in detail the methods of cultivation in 

Madras. 
the two regions where alone ganja is supposed to be 
regularly cultivated in the Madras Presidency. The 

methods differ, and it is necessary to deal with them separately. 

191. In the ]a\"adi Hills of the North Arcot district the cultivation is carried 
on by the Malayalis. These people" claim to alone 

Regular cultivation ill North 
hoot. posses~ the knowledge necessary for the manufac-
ture of ganja, a practice which has been carried on, ~hey state, in these hills 
from time imm~morial." There being no considerable level areas, though the. 
ground is to a certain extent terraced, the crop is sown in small plots. "The 
soil is free, friable, and open, derived directly from the rocks on which it rests, 
thoroughly well drained, and appears to be fairly fertile." It grows the ordinary 
dry food-grains of the country, and the hemp alternates with them. A heav-y 
dressing of cattle dung is absolutely necessary, and this is given in Mayor 
] une befc-rI the rains begin. When the ground has been sufficiently moistened 
to allow of, ploughing, it is broken up, and the ploughing is repeated three or 
four times until July. The seed is then sown in furrows, opened with the plough 
three feet apart, and covered in with the feet. The seeds germinate in about 
a week, and are allowed to grow for three weeks" when they are thinned out. In 
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the meantime the field is kept clean by ploughing between the rows and weeding. 
When about a foot high .. ..the plants are earthed up by means of the plough. 
When the crop is four months old, the males-called female by these raiyats-are 
eradicated. This process goes on continuously 'as the males betray their 
presence, but is never quite successful, as a certain amount of seed always sets. 
The harvest begins in January and continues up to March, ripeness being indi
cated by leaves and flower heads turning yellow and the former beginning to 
drop. The crop is never cut on a damp or cloudy day. 

192 • The other tract of cultivation is in the Kistna district; ,the only village 
Regular cultivation in the Kistna which has any c.onsiderable area is Daggupad, near 

, district. the borders of Nellore, and about fifteen miles from 
the sea. It is a wide open plain, the soil beinga stiff black loam with a consider-. 
able admixture of kankar. The lands devoted to hemp are sometimes near the 
village, sometimes at a distance, but always reasonably accessible. The crop is 
sometimes cultivated and handled by the raiyat hiI):lself, but more frequently he 
supplies only the cattle labour, and the rest is done by others, chiefly Muhamma
dans, of whom there are many in the village. The crop usually follows millets, dry 
rice, coriander, tobacco, indigo, or chillies, but sometimes hemp is grown in sue
cessh'e years. In the last case heavy manuring is necessary. This is supplied 
by folding £heep upon the field or carryin~ cattle manure to it., The land is 
ploughed about three times between July and October, and finally worked with 
a three-tined grubber (gorra, or seed drill .used without its seed hopper and 
tubes). It is then marked off in two feet squares ,,"ith a marker similar to the 
gan/aka, or scuttle worked without its share. Ai. the .angles of the squares four 
or five plants are dibbled in with a stick, and watered to set them. • 

193. The seed-bed is usually made on the dam of a tank, and is about six feet 

The DUrsery. 
wide by sixty feet long. It is dug up with a crowbar, 
reduced to a fine tilth, and levelled. In August the 

seed is scattered upon it and covered up by hand, and the bed is hand-watered 
as often as necessary for the next two months. When the plants are two feet 
high they are topped off, and in a few days they put out numerous side branches, 
and are then transplanted into the field. This takes' place in October. A month 
after planting the fields are hand-weeded, and about a fortnight later a plough 
is run between the rows, and 'the plants are thereby slightly earthed up. Flower
ing begins two months after planting out, and the. male plants are removed. 
Here, as in Bengal, the male plants are called female. These plants are cut down 
at the root and thrown away, and the process goes on as long as male plants 
are detected. The harvesting begins in February and goes on into March. 
Nothing is said of the employment of professional parnkhdars in either tract. 
And in neither doe.s irrigation appear to be practised beyond the extent above
mentioned in the Kistna cultivation. 

194. The evidence, as far as it relates to the regular cultivation of the tracts 
Irregular and homestead cultiva- deshibed above, does not add anything to this in.-

tion. formation. But details more or less interestincr and 
" some curious are. furnished regarding the stray cultivation. Mr. Morgan, 

Deputy Conservator of Forests, says of the surreptitious culti"ation in forests that 
the seed is scattered in old cattle kraals, and the plants thinned out to enable 
them to branch, the males being extirpated. A CUddapah witness (121) states 
that the plants are moved from a seed-bed and planted out oyer the fields. 

19 
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;i.£ter which they are ~arefully tended, the big leaves being removed, the trunks 
twisted, and the plants themselves manured. Another witness from the same dis
trict (57) mentions watering and the extirpation of the males. And yet another 
(134) alleges that the best sorts of ganja are produced by planting the seed or seed
ling-it is not clear which-in the mouth of a dead dog which has been buried 
in a suitable position, and by splitting the stem -and binding up opium or arsenic 
in the cleft. The practices of splitting the stem and inserting a potsherd and of 
twisting the stems are mentioned by so many witnesses that there can be little 
doubt they are more or less in'vogue. The statement that opium is inserted in 
the stem is also not uncommon; but the rare evidence that arsenic and 
assafcetida are so used must be classed with that relating to the dead dog, to the 
use as manure of fowls' 'and pigeons' dung, of serpents' heads, of debris of 
dead snakes, of Plychotis fructus, and of water made dirty by washing fisb, 
and the getting plants poisoned by cobras. These aids to cultivation are 
some of the~ not generally known and others not easily procurable, and do not 
deserve much attention. The point to be noted is' that even in the desul
tory c!Jltivation of the garden, the homestead, and the field, the practice of 
isolating the female plant is not uncommon, and results in the production of the 
stronger and more valuable form of the narcotic, viz., ganja. The evidence 
seems to show beyond doubt that the. knowledge of this process is very widespread, 
extending over the whole Presidency from the hill tracts of Ganjam to the 
Wynaad. It may also be mentioned as affording facility for cultivation that in 
the climate of the Madras Presidency' the plant requires but little artificial water
ing. When it has once taken root, the rainfall suffices for. it ordinarily. 
The homestead cultivation is not carried on by any special class except in 
so far as religious devotees, Hindu and Muhammadan, very commonly engage 
in it, and it may be said that the cultivators are frequently consumers of the 
drugs. 

195. There is no information about the mode of cultivation in the Madras 

Madras States. 
States, except that from Travancore, regarding the 
stray (and clandestine) cultivation by the Kanikars 

or hillmen, mendicants and Musalmans. It is said that the seed either of 
the imported ganja or of locally grown plants is sown thickly in loose soil. The 
seedlings are in due time planted out six feet apart. "The chada ganja grows 
denser and shorter than the other variety," presumably the male. "It thrives 
best in rich loam or alluvial soil. It requires no special manure, but it is believed 
that the decomposed bodies of snakes, particularly of serpents, is the most 
efficacious manure. Some even go the length of thinking that there is a special 
advantage in dropping the seeds into the mouths of serpents killed and planting 
the thing whole. Excessive rain, it appears, is injurious to ganja. The plant 
flowers in about ten months from date of planting." The hillmen are those who 
engage in this cultivation most, but it does not seem to be common. The pro
cesses already described for the Presidency in the desultory cultivation are 
doubtles~ !,hose employed for similar cultivation in the other States. 

, 196. The cultivation. it has been seen,is almost wholly confined to the Central 
Bombay. Division of the Bombay Presidency, and a few small 

Soli prererred, and .... on or Native States in the Deccan and Southern Maratba 
",winll'. Country. The method of cultivation in this region 
has been described by many witnesses, and it proceeds on one system through-
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, 
-out, There is some discrepancy as to the nature of the soil which is most favour
.able to the crop. The preponderance of evidence is in favour of the lighter 
mixed soils, and not of the richest and heaviest black soil. Mr. Ebden, Collector 
of Ahmednagar, gives the following description of . it: "When 'grown for 'ganja 
the plant requires a rich friable soil, and land near a village site is often 
selected on account of the manure with which native habits supply it. lrri. 
gation peing necessary in case of insufficient rain, bagait lana is preferred. 
When the plant is grown for seed or for the manufacture of bhang only irrigation 
is not essential, and in. ordinary seasons any good jirait land will do." 
It is principally in Satara that the richest lands are said to be preferred, 
but in the ganja-growing tract of that district they are probably not the 
.adhesive clay which is the consistency of the best black soils in tilE; Deccan. 
Rotation is necessary; good crops of hemp cannot be got off the same land in 
successive years. The field is thoroughly worked up for some month or two, 
before the south-west monsoon, and is heavily manured, sometimes by folding
sheep upon it. In Khandesh the seed is sown in the very commencement of 
the rainy season, i.e., early in, June, the munga 1Zakshatra. Further south it 

'is put in later, vis" in the PU1Zar1lasa and Pushya nakshatras, which correspond 
with July-August. The seed generally. preferred is that from Ahmednagar. 

197. The agricultural processes are the same everywhere. The seed is sown 
Bowing and treatment of the with a single drill, the other pipes of the ordinary triple 

-crop. drill being closed if that implement is used. The lines 
.are from one-and-a-half to two feet apart. The seed springs up within a week, and' 
the plants are allowed to grow till they are about One foot' high, the field being kept 
scrupulously clean meanwhile by the catOe hoe and hand weeding. The rows 
are now thinned out where they are too crowded, and the lower branches' are 
remove.d to force up the growth of the tops of the plants. The weeding with 
the cattle hoe earths up the rows in some degree.' In about six weeks from the 
sowing the plants have reached a height of two feet. The parakhai or parakadar 
is then called in. Witness (47), Superintendent, Office'of Survey Commissioner, 
and Director of Land Record and Agriculture, says that the ganja cultivators 
of the Poona district are skilled in distinguishing the male plants. Everywhere 
dse the paraklzai, or examination for male plant, is done by an expert, who is 
'paid at the rate of Rs. 8 to Rs. 10, or even more, a month. The plants are 

, at the same time thinned out where-necessary to allow of lateral growth. The 
witness just quoted also states that the female plants are bruised by giving them 
.a half twist a few inches above the root, to induce this lateral growth. This 
process is not described by any other witness. Mr. Ebden, however, furnishes 
the interesting information that it is part of the parakhtll's business t9 search 
the country round if he finds symptoms of mischief caused by "pernicious 
plants. " He also says that in the seed field the paraklzai is not required. But 
this may be doubted, for Mr. Kennedy (54), Superintendent of Police, has learnt' 
that the female (.sic) plant is eliminated from the seed field, from which it would 
appear that some extermination of plants is pra~tised here also. Probably 
.attention is directed, as in the seed field of Khandwa, to the eradication of the 
bi-sexual plants of aU kinds. 

198. The educated witnesses who have supplied the information before the 
. Commission understand clearly enough the broad dis-

Mal. and female plants ... 4 thOU' • 
<lilrer ... t forms. tinction between the male and female plants and their 
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functiohs, but the cultivators seem to be very hazy on the subject (Mr. Ebden). In 
spit~ of the fact that one or two of the names applied t9 the various undesirable 

. plants which the parakltai casts out show a correct understanding of the 
reason why they are' mischievous, these names without distinction are given 
by two witnesses as names of diseases, and it is probable that the 
plants indicated are popularly regarded as diseased plants. Yet it is difficult to 
believe that there should be so wide a gulf between this ignorance and the 
intelligence found in the Central Provinces among people of the same race and 

"occupation, and not separated from the Bombay cultivators by any great dis
'tance as distances go ·in India. The forms of the plant, noxious from the 

point of view of the ganja grower, which have received special names, are given 
below, with the explanations of the witnesses regarding them in brief. These 
explanations are evidently gathered from informants. and are not based on the 
witnesses' own observations, except in the case of Mr. Ebden. 

Alldya (36), Alldia (30).-Indicated by the" pin-like white flowers" (36) • 
by organic molecules formed in the top of the pla~ts ; affects plants in the begin
ning of their growth, and lasts about a month (30). 

Remark.-Apparently the simple male. 

Bl2allgira (48), Dhalura (s).-Plant 'examined by Mr. Ebden, who says: 
" Latter name identical with that of the common poisonous plant," and pronounc
ed male. 

Relllark.-The simple male. 

Sl2evarya (36), Sheora (Jo), She'lJ.'ara (s).-One of the branches grows 
higher, and bends down with a flower like jawari grain at the end of it (36). White 
flowers grow 0n the flower top (30). Mr. Ebden has not seen specimen. 

Remark.-A form of the male plant known by the same name at Khandwa. 

Haldya (36). Haldia (30}.-Recognised by a yellow shoot at one of the 
knots of the plant (36). Affects the plant by producing a yellow colour in the 
tops, and lasts till the full growth of the plant (30)' 

Re/lll7rk.-The yellow colour may be caused by deposit of pollen. 

J(apshia (J6), Kapsl2a (30).-Recognised by a jawari like grain which gets 
transformed into a white or yellow flower (36). Whitens the plant (30). 

Remark.-Witness (36) describes a male blossom; witness (30) some sort 01 
disease or the deposit of pollen. 

Blmdia (36), Bunda (Jo).-Same description as that of Kapslla (36). The 
seed 'is formed in the flower head. which afterwards produces flower (30). 

Remark.-A bi-sexual form probably. 

Mora (36). (30), J/()rai (s).-Recognised by the yellow flower on the top 
branch, which makes its appearan~e sometimes fifteen days before reaping of the 
crop. and has the effect of destroying the better quality of the ganja (36). Ap
pears late, and causes breach (sic) of the flower spike (30). Female partly gone 
to seed i is not exterminated; is regarded with regret, its meaning being that the 
male has somehow got access and partly spoiled the crop. Examined (5). 
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Remark.-Probably the same e.s'the moria ,of Khandwa, and the fe'male 
with abnormal male blossom of Dr. Prain. . 

Ckarkha (so ).-Makes the flower yellow, and la~ts !o the end (30). 

Re11ltlrk.-Much the same as Kapslla_ 

Aradnar (so), Ardhanar (s).-From the .st~ck to' the top of the plants 
small buds ate formed which give rise to white flowers (30)' Not examined; but 
must be, as its name implies, the bi-sexual plant (5).' 

Relllark.-The same name, adnaria, is used in Khandwa for the ordinary 
male plant with some female blossoms. 

Tik (s).-Examined and pronounced bl-sexual;the ardhanar, which Mr. 
Ebden did not examine, was probably the' same (5). 

Remark.-Sounds like a short. name for the rather Clumsy one which goes 
before. 

Ropda {s).-Mentioned, but not seen by Mr. EbdEm. 

The fact that the plant in its sexual arrangements takes so many forms 
will probably be interesting to scientific readers, and the complete list is there
fore given. And it is supplemented with such. remarks as the information gath~r
ed in the course of the Commission's inquiry see.ms to justify. The Commission 
do not claim to have made any exact study of the subject, .and have not 'even 
had an opportunity of personally examining the plant and its cultivation in the 
Bombay Presidency. As far as the cultivation is concerned, the enumeration of 
these forms of the plant is of interest as illustrating the fact that the extermina
tion of the male requires considerable practical skin, and'that thp existenc-e of 
the moria form, whiCh develops its male blossoms with such delay and caution, 
is a special difficulty in the way of the complete,. ,sedusion of the female, and 
the production of the finest form of the drug. 

, The crop matures in about five months, and is therefore gathered in Novein: 
ber or December in ,different localities according to the date of sowing. In 
Bijapur the culti\'ation is carried on by the ganja farmer, and the parakha; .se~ms. 
to supervise it up to har-vest; and it would appear that elsewhere his services are 
required for a longer period than they are in Bengal, and that he exercises a 
wider control over the cultivation generally. As a rule irrigation is only resorted 
t~ if the rainfall is insufficient or untimely; but the crop 'ill nearly always raised 
under the protection of a well. After the flower spikes are formed on the ganja 
plants rain does damage. The crop does not ripen till a p10nth or 'two, after the 
south-west monsoon has ceased, and during this period irrigation must often be 
required. Witness (27) describes what must be the simple garden cultivation, 
which, if it exists at all at the present day, is quite unimportant in this Presidency. 
The evidence shows a striking unanimity on the point that the heavy rain-

, fall of the belt lying immediately to the east of the crest of the, Western GhAts 
renders that part of the country unsuitable forthe cultivation, of hemp. There 
is a strong body of evidence that rich but light soil and only a moderate amount 
ohain are required. This has an important bearing on the subject of. the spon
taneous growth. 

20 
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199. About the cultivation in Gujarat the information is that loamy or' 

Cultivatioll ia Gujarat. 
sandy soils ,!-re suitable, and that black soil i~ 

not; that the crop takes six or seven months 
to mature; that it can be raised either as a monsoon crop or as a cold-weather 
crop; that the former yields the stronger narcotic; that the males are extirpated; 
and that irrigation is not required. There is no information about the employ
ment of the parak/zai, and it is probable that in this. cultivation for bhang 
the moderate skill possessed by the cultivators themselves answers aJI, purposes_ 
Both in the Deccan and Gujarat the cultivators are of the ordinary class; 
the industry is not confined to'any caste or grade among them. The cultivators 
in Ahmednagar are sometimes Brahmins. 

200. The description' of the cultivation given above applies to the Southern 

. Bombay States. 
Maratha Country Agency and all the States in the 
Southern and Central Divisions where they have any 

cultivation at all. The following agencies have not any regular cultivation: 
Kathiawar, Cutch, Pal an pur, Mahi Kantha, and Rewa Kantha. Such cultivation 
as there is consists in the rearing of a few plants which have, often sprung up by 
accident by water-courses in gardens and in fields, generally irrigated' fields, 
such as those where sugarcane is grown. There is no information as to whether 
the male plants are eradicated, or of any peculiar methods employed in the culti
vation. The cultivators are either consumers, often fakirs and bairagis or if not 

" r 
ordinary husbandmen who nurse a Jew plants to provide themselves with an 
article that will be an acceptable present to such people. The drugs appear' 
to be very rarely sold. 

Ad .... 201. There is no cultivation of any kind in Aden. 

202. There appear to .. be two methods of cultivation in Sind, as stated by 

Sind. 
. witness (s)-one by well irrigation, and the other by 

artificial inundation or flooding. In the latter. case it 
would seem that the preliminary flooding has to suffice for the whole growth of the 
crop. The best descriptions are given by witnesses (2) and (14). 

203. In cultivation by well the area is generally smaller than in 
the other process (2). This would be expected, 

Tbe regular cultivatioD. for the former involves a greater amount of labour' 

in the preparation of the land, systematic sowing in ridges, and periodical water~ 
ing. Mr. Giles' account apparently describes the cultivation under wells, which 
he states to be the more general. High tilth and manurmg are required, goat~r 
dung being the manure preferred. The seed is sown even as late as the beginning 
of January. It is put in by pinches of five or six seeds at a time on ridges. The 
crop is gathered in April and May. The male plants are rooted up and thrown 
away as useless. When the crop is ripening, some of the flower-heads are cut off 
and preserved separately. These are tailed ghundyun, and are said to be. more 
intoxicating th4n the rest of the plants. Small pieces of ghundyun-, :which fall off 
apparentlY in the drying of the rest of the crop, are called dodo or dod;', and are 
preserved with the ghundyun. Witness (14), in describing cultivation by period
ical irrigation and not mere flooding, states that the seed is sown broadcast i. 
that after a preliminary soaking the ground has to be worked up, the seed sown,. 
and the ground again turned over and levelled in one day. Manuring, says this. 
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witness, is generally deferred tm the plants have made some growth for fear 
of a noxious worm which attacks the young plants. When the seedlings have 
appeared two or three inches above ground, weeding begins, and the plants are 
thinned out. WI-.en the plants are a foot high, they are dressed with manure, 
and this may be done more than once during the period of growth. When the 
crop reaches the height of about five feet, the male plants, which are dis
tinguishable by their small pale· green flowers, are weeded out. The reasons 
assigned for this practice are that the female may have more room to grow, 
and that the male plant is held to cause giddiness when used. 

204. This witness says nothing about the separate collection of certaiIi of the 

Maleplant~ 
flower spikes, but witness (26) does: "The big 
gltundis are separated and kept apart to be used as 

ganja." It may be that this account refers to selection made at the time of 
manufacture, and not to such a selection from the still standing crop as Mr. Giles 
seems to indicate. Broadcast sowing appears to be the more common practice, 
except where a few plants are grown for private consumption. In that case the 
sides of 'water-courses appear to be a favourite situation for the plant. The 
evidence does not show that the people understand the effect of removing, the 
males in increasing the secretion of resin in the female flower spikes. It would 
seem that the produce of the female plant is preferred for consumption, and that 
the male is removed because it interferes with the growth of th.e superior plant. It 
is in fact treated as a weed. It cannot, however, be doubted that the practice of 
eradicating it is general. Witness (10) mentions some curious practices intended 
to enhance the narcotic quality of the drugs, the like of which have been described 
elsewhere. Some people, says this witness, make an incision in the stem of the 
bhang plant and put opium into it, sometimes a dead snake is buried under the 
plant" or it is watered with dhatura-water or huka-water_ 

20 5. Hindus appear to be the chief growers of bhang, while the majority of 

Hind bab! do-to ordinary cultivators are Muhammadans. Mr. Giles us pro y prepon __ , 
among the cultivators. writes that" the actual sowing of the seed, -the 
ploughing, weeding, and bird scaring, etc., is always carried out by Bania or 
Hindu cultivators, the Muhammadan' cultivator supplying the bullocks which 
work the well and the zamindar giving the land. The Bania supplies the seed, 
but the manure is given in the same proportion as the produce is divided, i.e., 
one-fifth to the Bania and two-fifths each to the raiyat and the landholder. 
The landholder also gives takavi or advance in cash to the raiyat." This 
seems to describe a partnership of a kind which probably exists in the 
cultivation of other produce in the same country; but there is oth'er evidence to 
show that the Hindus preponderate in growing this particular crop. The habit or 
custom is not, however, sufficiently well marked to be regarded as a special 
feature of the industry. 

206. The cultivation in Khairpur is not likely to differ from that of the rest 
of Sind. There is no detailed information about 

Kbairpur. 
it. 

In Berar, as elsewhere, the pandhri or white land near villages is prefer

Berar. 
red; black soil is too stiff, and has to be made lighter 
with heavy manuring. The crop is grown in the-
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south-west monsoon, sown in June, and gathered in N.ovember. It must be 
protected by a well in case of failure of timely rain. The official report says: 
II If the rains fall favourably, no irrigation is required till about October, when 
the plants are maturing, when apparently they always require to be watered." 
The cultivation ~f Berar does not differ materially from that of Khandwa, when<;e 
the seed seems to be imported. There is one curious practice which the Com
mission have not heard of elsewhere_ The seed which is sown with the drill is a 
mixture of Cannabis. and HibifuS cClnnabinus. When the seedlings are a 
fortnight old, the Hibiscus plants are weeded out. One witness explains this' 
practice as being due to the fact that hemp seed will not germinate by itself. 
The official explanation, which.is probably correct, is that the hemp seed is by 
this means economised, the necessary space bctween the plants being secured at 
the expense of Hibiscus seed_ The male plants (bhangra) are picked out after 
the crop has reached one-and-a-half feet in height. One witness (9) states that 
the malis who carryon the cultivation are able to distinguish the sexes, and one 
other (7) that the services of experts are required. The others are silent on the 
point. Witness (14) mentions the practice of opening the lower part of the stem, 
inserting o.pium, and binding the part up very tightly to increase the narcotic quality 
of the drug. The same witness moves on the date of sowing to the Punarvasu and 
Pusha nakshatras, July-August, which is the sowing time in the Bombay Deccan. 
Witness (II) states that under native rule the plant was cultivated by consumers 
in the yards of houses.· !t was watered, and when it had grown sufficiently to 
allow the sex to be discovered, the ganja smokers uprooted and threw away male 
plants. There is no particular class of cultivators, unless it be that the malis pre
ponderate among them for the reason that their vocation is cultivation by means 
of well irrigation. 

208. In Ajmere there is but a small amount of desultory cultivation by the 

Aim .... 
Brahmins of Pushkar, malis, and sadhus. The plant 
may be occasionally tended with some care when it is 

grown in the garden of a rnali or near the hut of a sadhu j but there is some evid
ence that it is generally allowed to take care of itself_ Mr. 'Vhite King's rep'ort 
of 1886 says: "Even in Pushkar, however, it is grown only in small quantities on 
the edges of fields and along the banks of water-channels," and this seems to be 
the most considerable culti\'ation in the province. This report does not indicate 
any great care in the cultivation. The produce, according to the same report, is 
merely bhang. The evidence does not furnish any details whatever of the method 
of cultivation. 

209. In Coorg the methods of desultory homestead cultivation may be em-
, played by some low class coolies. A witness talks of 

Coorg. 
the seeds being" sown broadcast in rich soil mixed 

with burnt clay, and afterwards transplanted in good rich soil j" but it is not clear 
that this method is in vogue in Coorg. Some Madras witnesses gave information 
of the same kind • 

• 
Baluchistac. 210; There is n~ information from Baluchistan. 

211. Mr. Bridges (3) and the ex-Sawbwa of Nyaungwe State (50) are the 

Burma. 
only witnesses who give any details of the cultivation 
in Burma. The Shans and the Danu people appear 

to rear the plant for the drug in their homestead land; the Kachins, Palaungs, 
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and Lawas to cultivate for fibre in fields. Mr. Bridges is informed that in the former 
cultivation the male plant is exterminated. The ex-Sawbwa does not know 
{)f this practice. But he says that the stem of the plant is split when' about the 
thickness of the finger and a month before maturity, and a piece of wood inserted> 
A light earthen chatty, or more often a basket, is placed over the flower-head, 
and allowed to rest upon it, to prevent the plant growing and make the head grow 
thick. In order to do this, the flower-bearing branches are gathered together and 
thrust into the vessel, which has a mouth of about a foot in diameter. This is 
the regular practice in cultivation for d,ugs. The chatty or basket is kept on the 
plant for about a month. These processes are not unknown in India. The 
splitting of the stem IS frequently mentioned, but the use of the chatty in OIlly 
two provinces. No account of the Kachin cultivation has been furnished. 

212. A peculiar method of cultivation is described by the Special Assistant 

Mysore. 
Excise Commissioner and the Excise Assistant 
Supervisor, Tumkur district: "The seeds are sown 

in a nursery at the beginning of the south-west monsoon. A month after sowing 
the seedlings are transplanted, into pits, each one foot deep, and dug at intervals of 
three feet, and well manured. The young plants are watered daily for a month or 
so. The stem of the plant is twisted just above the ground, and the plant itself 
is bent horizontally to the level of the earth in order to induce the growth of side 
branches and prevent the vertical growth of the plants like a stick. Just after 
the appearance of blossoms on the female plants, male plants are destroyed, 
etc." Such is the latter officer's description. The last sentence is rather faulty, 
for the extermination of the male plant !1fter the female was ready to receive its 
attentions would not be of much use. Mr. McDonnell describes a very similar, 
but even more remarkable, method, to judge by its results in the size of the plant: 
.. When specially cultivated, a circular pit two or three feet in diameter and a foot 
or so'deep is excavated, and well manured with cow-dung and ashes. The plants 
are made to form a circle round the edge of the pit, and the centre is heaped up 
with manure as required. The stems rise five to seven and often twelve feet high, 
each as thick as a man's wrist, and are supported by staves secured 'with 
ligatures from the aloe leaf. In other cases single plants are raised in each pit. 
TI,e stem is 111m the thIckness oj a man's arm, five feet high, and as much. in 
diameter. The stem is taken in both hands, and twisted at the root just above 
the surface of the ground to stunt the growth ........................ The male plant 
is profitless, and is uprooted and thrown away." It is by no means clear to what 
extent these methods are actually practised, and, for the practical purpose of pro
cueing ganja, the important operation of early eliminating the male phnt has 
hardly sufficient prominence in their description. There appears to be a spice 
of imagination about them--an element in which tpe subject of cultivation as 
well as muc~ else connected with the hemp plant is by no means wanting. 

213. A fairly full description of the method of cultivation is given by the 

Hyderabad. 
Director of Agriculture and Commerce of the 
H yderabad State. The greater portion of the 

cultivation appea~s to lie in the north-west corner of the State bordering on the 
Bombay districts of Sholapur, Ahmednagar, Nasik, and Khandesh. The de
scription does not show any important departure from the methods of the British 
districts. It may be noted, however, that" fresh seed every year from some 

21 
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distant village is unavoidably necessary." The names of II male and unhealthy 
kind of plant II which must be weeded out are-

In Tetugu country
Kotmir. 

. Kokapoti (dog's tooth). 
Yongpota. 
Bougra. 

. , 

In Aurungabad
Mathisar • 
Ardnar. 
Morga. 
Bhagira. 

The last three Aurungabad names can probably be identified with the similar 
names used in Satara and Ahmednagar. It is stated that the extirpation of 
these plants is a heavy item in the labour bill. The Director mentions having 
seen ganja plants grown by a fakir in the compound of his hut in WarangaI, 
which is in the eastern part of the territory, about seven to eight feet high, and 
each plant twelve to sixteen feet in circumference, the stem near the root 
eleven inches round. These were a few plants only. The cultiva~ion is not 
confined to any particular class. The witnesses, however, lay stress on the 
fact that it requires spedal knowledge and skill, which are possessed by very 
few. 

214. If there is any regular field cultivation in Rajputana in areas set apart 

Rajputana. 
for the crop exdusively, it is not very important, and 
the papers furnish no information of the methods 

employed in it. Some details are supplied of the desultory garden cultivation. It 
is carried on by those who possess gardens, who are generally inaZis, but may be 
/(umblzars, Kachis, Glianclzis, Sivris, or of any other caste. Bhang is rarely, if 
ever, grown as the principal crop. It is sown in the beds with poppy, tobacco, 
onion, or other vegetables in the month of January or February. Sometimes it is 
sown round these beds, which may contain in place of the crops mentioned above 
coriander, mustard, or rrj'ka grass. It is gathered in June. It does not appear 
to receive any special care. Its growth is to a great extent haphazard, and 
often springs from accidental sowings. The practice of removing the male plant 
is not found in any State, In some places the saline character of the soil and 
the scantiness of water forbid the cultivation. The Commission have been 
informed that experiments to grow the plant in Erinpura failed. 

215. Mr. Gunion's memorandum contains a description of the methods of 
Central India. cultivation for ganja and seed in the Indore and 

Dewas States. The same field is cultivated for 
bhang and seeds in Indore, but in the Dewas State the male plant is removed 
from the bhang field, They do not materially differ from that of the Nimar district 
in the Central Provinces, and it may be doubted if'the elimination of males in the 
Dewas bhang cultivation is a correct description of the selection which is made. 
It may be noted, however, that the Indore' cultivator, unlike the Khand\\'a 
cultivator, does not trust himself to buy the seed or exterminate the male plant. 
Experts are employed for these purposes. In Mr. Gunion's account mention is 
made of "inferior and unhealthy plants" to be exterminated apart from the 
removal of males, and it would appear from this that the cultivator, or it may 
be the Indore reporter, had not such clear ideas of the various sexual forms of the 
plant as the Nimar cuItivatOT was found to possess. In the Indore cultivation 
gaps caused by faulty sowings or failure of seed to germinate are filled up with 
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new seed. The soil on which the plant is grown in Dewas is described as "dry, 
stony, elevated loam." In these States the cultivation is not carried on by any 
particular class, but it would appear that in Rewah the Kachis alone undertake 
the industry. 

The Political Agent of Bhopawar gives the following description of the 
desultory kind of cultivation employed in that part of Central India: "Hemp 
seed is sown in poppy or maize fields. When the plant is abo ... e two·and-a
balf feet high, the main stem is split Dear the root and a piece of tile thrust 
in. This pre..-ents the plant from setting .seed freely and makes the tops fit for 
ganja. When particularly strong ganja is required, each hemp plant is watered 
cnce with half a tola of opium disso!wd in water. The cultivators believe that hy 
transplanting the young plant into the mouth of a dead venomous snake (cobra 
preferred) the ganja becomes unusually strong." The Commission have heard 
of the extirpation of' male plants in the cultivation of the Gwalior State, and 
the same information is furnished by Mr. Gopal Ram in the appendix to the 
North-Western Provinces memorandum. The latter authority also mentions that 
the crop is irrigated, and that .. some cultivators sow wheat in the ganja fields 
in the months of October and November." The cultivation covers the season 
from July to December. 

216. No details are furnished .in the State &port, but the cultivation is of very 

Baroda. 

rat Division of Bombay, 
intermingled. 

small extent, and it may be confidently assumed 
that its methods are the same as those of the Guja

with which the greater part of the Baroda territory is 

21 7. The State report would show that there is no cultivation in Kashmir. 
Dr. Royle's" Fibrous Plants of India" and the refer
ences to. the hemp plant in "Punjab Products" 

bave been consulted without finding any definite statt!ment to contradict this in
formation. In the latter work both the bhang and" fibre" sent from Kashmir and 
Ladakh to the Punjab Exhibition are mentioned, but tiley may very well have 
been the pr'Jduce of the wild growth. Dr. Watt refers in his" Hemp or Canna
bis sati7Jil" to cultilration of the plant in Kashmir, hut without mentioning 
his authority. Dr. Rayle's abstract of information at page 327 states: "AU 
alung the Himalayas, that is, in l\epal, in Kumaon, in Garhwa~ and up to 
the newly acquired hills of the Punjab, at elevations of from 3,000 and 4,000 to 
7,000 fect hemp is culti,-ated by the hillmen." Beyond this point westward his 
information dJes not go. There is a curious statement by the Governor of 
Kashmir that" almost all wild hemp, whch is called talia. in the Punjab, and is 
generally female plants in the above-mentioned tahsils, is used for the preparation 
cf ganja locally known by namegard bhang (chura charas)." The meaning is not 
dear; but the preponderance of the female plants, if it is the fact, indicates 
either some peculia"rity in the environment of the plant in these regions or tend
ing by man. 

218. The answers to the Commission's questions furnished by the Nepal 
Dar-bar would lead to the belief that culti ... ation is very 
uncommon, and only carried on in a desultory way 

~'r. H,:-.dgso')A-Pag!' 3'23 of Dr. 
Royle"" F,br, .. P'.aot; ex bllo.- by ~onsumers of the narcotics. But in Dr. Royle's 

NepaL 

.. Fibrous Plants of India" will be found at page 
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323 a, description by Mr. Hodgson of the cultivation for fibre. He states that 
the ,cultivation is peculiar to the northern districts of Nepal. These districts. 
"popularly called Cachar, are nevertheless the prime seats of culture, and there 
alone is the plant manufactured into rope or cloth, though the edible extracts are 
sometimes prepared m;arer to and around Katmandu," Regular cultivation 
for fibre is therefore confined to the northern districts. The season of sowinrr . " . 
is from March to April. The. season is earlier, but the course of cultivation 
is' much the same as in :Kumaon. Mr. Hodgson states tpat "damp soils, 
comprising black earth, are fittest for this crop." This description does not 
agr~e with other information on the subject. The plants flower and fruit 
in July, and are in their full growth at the beginning of August. While 
yet succulent and in flower they are cut, with the exception of some seed 
plants, which are not to be reaped till October. It is the bark of the young but 
full grown July plants which is soft that is used for making cloth. That of the 
old or October plants is hard and not suitable for, manufacture. Mr. Hodgson 
says nothing in tbe extract made by Dr. Royle, if there is anything to be said, 
of the processes adopted for developing tlie narcotic in the growing plant. The 
fibre cultivator of Kumaon does not apparently' do anything with this special 
object, and yet his female plant yields charas. It is probable that the early 
removal of the males may have the tendency in both places. 

219. The Darbar, answers say nothing about the fibre cultivation, but they con-
Information furnishedb; the Dar. tain some information regarding the scattered cultiva

bar. tio'n for, narcotics. The following morsels may be, 
quoted: "When the plants put forth fine down, the tip of the plants is cut off, 
and the big leaves are plucked off, and the plant is shaken from time to time so that 
the down may fall off. This causes a large number of branches and fine leaves to 
be produced, and the latter, getting twisted and stuck together, are called in 
Nepalese lata." "The plant which produces much seed is no good j that which 
produces little seed is good." " Some persons in the hills plant a few trees which 
are to be had growing wild.", "~y slitting the stem of the plant and inserting a 
piece of opium or clove or bhiroza wood and tying up the part with a string the 
ganja becomes somewhat more intoxicating. This is done by those who know 
about it, and is not the work of any particular class." "The male plant of the 
ganja is solid j the feinale one is hollow. The male plant is more intoxicating 
than the female. When the plant has attained a height of two or two-and-a-half 
feet, it is slightly slit, and ascertained whether it is a male or female." 

From these extracts it may be gathered that the wild seedlings are transport
ed and planted in suitable places, and that every endeavour is then Rlade to en
courage the secretion of the resin in the female (called male) plants. Probably 
the cultivators know the effect of exterminating the male plant, and follow 'the 
practice, though this is not expressly stated. 



CHAPTER VI. 

PREPARATION OF THE RAW DRUGS FROM THE CULTIVATED AND WILD 
PLANT. 

'220. The preparation of the finest sort of ganja is a somewhat laborious pro

. Bengal. 
cess, and requires skill and knowledge. For a fun 
description of the preparation of flat, round, and chur 

ganja in the Ganja Mahal, the reader is referred to Babu Hem Chunder Kerr's 
report. Dr. Prain' has given a shorter account of it., It must be remembered 
that the terms' flat,' , round,' and' chur' are peculiar to the Bengal manufacture 
and excise system. Their exact meanIng is rarely understood outside the prov
nice. The more important details of the processes may be briefly noticed. 

Bright sunny weather is essential to the best manufacture. The crop does 
not all come to maturity at the same time, and' the plants must be manipulated 
within three or four days of maturity, or they become useless. These conditions 
have to be borne in mind in arranging for the manufacture, and it would seem that 
the plants have sometimes to be gathered befor~ they are fulI ripe. The plants 
are cut in batches, as many as can be handled, by the available labour and means' 
in three days. The Khasia plants are left standing, or, if gathered by mistake, 
are rejected in selecting the portions of the plant to be worked up. 

221. The manufacture of flat ganja takes three days, and is carried out on a 
. piece of ground near the field which has been speciaUy 

The manufacture of fiat gonja. levelIed for the purpose, and is caUed the chator or 
khola. The number of plants handled in each three· days' operations is usuaUy 
about fifty or sixty. The first day the plants are cut.in the morning, brought to 
the manufacturing ground, and spread out in the sun till the afternoon. They are 
then cut up one by one into lengths of ~bout one or two feet. Those having 
flower spikes upon them are retainedJ and the rest is thrown away. The portions 
selected are spread out in th& dew for the night. 

The work of the second 'day begins at noon. It consists in alternately press
ing and drying the crop and getting rid of useless leaf and seed. The branches 
are piled by bundles of five or ten, flower spikes inwards and overlapping,- in a 
circular heap about four feet in diameter. The workmen tread this do~n, mov
ing round upon it and supporting one another. Bundles are added from time to 
time till the heap is about two feet high. A mat is then placed over the heap, 
and the men sit or place weights upon it. After half an hour of the pressure the 
pile is unstack~d, the bundles are taken off <ind beaten together over a mat to 
shake nut seeds and leaf. The heap is again built exactly as befQre, the upper 
layers of the previous heap being put at tbe bottom of this, and the processes of 
treading, pressing, unstacking, and beating are repeated. The bundles are now 
laid out side by side on mats and trodden individuaIIy, the workman holding the 
stem ends with one foot while he passes the other foot downwards over the flower. 
The bundles are turned and beaten against the mat during this process. When 
it is complete, they have been redu~ed in size, and consist of four or five twigs each. 
They are then laid in slanting position over a pole on the ground, and left for the 
night. 

The third day's work begins in the early morning. The twigs are separated, 
. and again piled in bundles in the same circular form as before, trodden for a short 

, 22 
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. while, and covered up. Work iseresumedat 10 A.M. The heap is unsta~ked and 
the bundles are carefully handled to remove leaf. They are then laid out in rows 
and trodden. During this process they are turned over, and at intervals the sun 
is allowed to play upon them. They are then handled again and gently beaten, 
and spread out more completely than before. Those that have retained an undue 
quantity of leaf are stood up in the sun. The last process is to press the twigs 
individually with the feet in the way already described. The manufacture is now 
complete. The flower spikes have been pressed into flat masses, and the 
leaf and seeds have been as far as possible removed. In the larger specimens the 
branches stand out from the stem and one another, the whole being quite 
flattened. The twigs are gathered into bundles of two standard sizes-a ce rtain 
quantity, of large twigs in the on~ and of small twigs in the other. This is called 
flat or ,ehapta ganja. 

222. The manufacture of round ganja is not completed till the fourth day after 
the plants are cut. The plants are gathered some

Manufacture 01 rOWld ganja, 
what later in the day and laid out under the open 

sky for the night. The sorting is done the next morning, a great deal more of 
the woody portion being rejected than in the case of flat ganja. The twigs are 
laid out in the sun till noon, when the men return'to the ellator and rolling is 
begun. A horizontal bar is lashed on to uprights about four feet from the ground, 
and mats are placed on the ground on each side of it. Bundles of twigs, either 
tied together by the stem ends or not, according to the skill of the treader, are 
set out on the mats. The men range themselves on each side of the bar, and, 
holding on to it for support, proceed to_roll the bundles with their feet. One foot 
is used to hold the bundle and the other to roll it, working down from the stems 
to the flower heads. This process goes on for about ten minutes, alld during it 
the bundles are taken up and shaken from time to time to get rid of leaf. . The 
bundles are then broken up and the twigs exposed to the sun. A second but 
shorter course of rolling by' foot follows, and then the twigs are hand-pressed, 
four or five together. After this the twigs are opened up and exposed to the 
sun again. Towards evening the twigs are made into bundles of about one. 
hundred, and placed on mats and covered up for the night. 

The next morning the bundles are untied and the twigs again exposed to 
the sun. If they are sufficiently dry by midday, they only require a little hand
ling and rolling to complete the manufacture. If they are not dry enough, the 
first course of rolling has to be repeated, after which the useless leaves fall off 
with a very little manipulation. The twigs are next sorted according to length 
and tied into bundles of three descriptions-short, medium, and long. In this 
process all useless twigs and sticks are eliminated. The bundles are placed in 
rows under a mat which is kept down by a bamboo, and left for the night. The 
manufacture is completed the next day by exposing the bundles to the sun, heads 
upwards, till the afternoon, and then searching them with hands and bits of stick 
for any leaves that may have remained in them. ' These are shaken out, and with 
them pieces of the compressed flower heads, which have been accidentally broken 
off, fall on to the mats. ' 

223· Babu Hem Chunder Kerr writes that when the preparation of the round 
The Bengal manulacture ape. ganja is carried out by the dealer who has bought the 

dally elaborat.. standing crop, much more care is taken to reject stick 
and inferior flower head than. when the cultivator is the manufacturer. 'The round 
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drug is the superior product, and contains much less useless ma'ter than the flat_ 
But it is plain that in both cases the process of manufacture in Be_lgal is technical 
and elaborate, and this is the point which it is desired to bring into strong relief. 
It may be noted that occasionally, when the weather is unfavourable, the drying is 
.effected by fire, with the result that the ganja is discolored' and reduced in market 
value. 

224. Dr. Prain'describes the purposes which are served by the above pro-
The erred of the manufacturing cesses:" The drring process (a) removes the watery 

processes. juices of the plants, and thus not only reduces its 
weight as an excisable article, but removes to a considerable extent the risk of 
mould; (b) causes the comparatively inert small leaves to shrivel, and so makes 
their removal more easy. The kneading process (a) removes more or less com
pletely the comparatively inert ieaves, still further reducing the weight. The article 
.produced, being for its bulk more active in proportion to the absence of leaves, 
the more thoroughly they are removed, the better a sale does it command; (b) 
it presses together the resinous parts on which the active principle is most plenti
fully .deposited, These being rendered somewhat sticky by the presence of the 
resin become more or less agglutinated, and are thus less liable to fall off in transit, 
and so reduce the active power of the ganja." And he discusses these principles 
with some care. The Commission would have been inclined to attribute a great 
part of the importance of the kneading process to its effect in shutting out the 
access of air to the interior of the ganja masses, and so tending to delay theil' 
deterioration. • 

225. It has been seen that a great quantity of stick, leaf, and seed, and not 

D' al f m'ck 1 f d d a little flower head, have been separated from the 
ISpOS 0 • ea J see s. an 

fragments. bundles of prepared ganja. The stick may be used 
as fuel. The leaf is winnowed from the seed and thrown away, though it has been 
.proved by analysis to contain the narcotic principle in l~rger quantity than ordinary 
bhang. But it cannot be ascertained that it is used as bhang. The seeds are 
kept for the next year's culture, and the superfluity may find its way into the 
market. The seeds are not narcotic, and they are sometimes eaten, besides 
being used for the expression of oil and other purposes. The bits of flower bead. 
are, in the case of flat ganja, picked up and pressed into the mass of the flower 
heads again or burnt. The latter will probably depend on the vigilance of the 
Government supervisors. In the case of round ganja, they form the "chur~' or 
«fragments n on which the excise tariff imposes the highest duty, because in that 
state the drug is absolutely free of leaf and stick. 

226. Bhang as recognized by the Excise Department is the dried leaf of the 

PreparatiOl1 of bhang. wild plant. The drug that enters the Bengal golas is 
collected chiefly in the districts of Bhagalpur, Mon

ghyr, and Purnea. But the bhang of Patna, Benares, and Behar is also spoken 
·of as being of high quality. The preparation consists simply in drying the leaves. 
The plants are cut in April, the Chaitra Sankrantibeing considered an auspicious 
as well as a seasonable day, but the gathering goes on up to June and 
July. They 'are laid out in the sun, and one day may be sufficient to dry them 
so as to allow the leaves to be shaken or beaten off. The leaves are collected 
with precautions against the mixture of dust or dirt, packed in bags, and so con
veyed to the local gola, and eventually to the shops. The early flowering stage 
would seem to be that in which the plant yields the best bhang. 
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From the manner of collection ;n.d manufacture, plants of both sexes and 
also some flower heads must enter into the product. It is stated by one 
witness that the seed is as far' as possible separated and rejected. This is 
probably correct. Another states that" wild bhang is collected by the people in 
Bhagalpur, Monghyr, and Purnea districts in two forms-one consisting of dried 
leaves and small stalks, and the other of the flowering shoots; this latter not to 
a great extent." This appears to refer to the collection for home consumption, 
and not that by the licensed dealers for sale. The flowering shoots here referred 
to are probably the female flower heads, in which there is reason to suppose the 
resin is occasionally secrett:;d in more than the usual quantity, even when the plant 
is uncultivated. . 

Bh;mg is gathered from the spontaneous growth for home use wherever that 
growth is found. There is considerable conflict of opinion as to the extent of 
the practice. The Commission are inclined to accept Mr. Gupta's view that" the 
use of untaxed bhang is general," and that, among the rural population at least, the 
consumers collect the drug fo~ themselves whenever the plant is at hand: Looking 
to t he prevalence of the wild growth over a great part of Bengal, and the absence 
of a~y technicality in the preparation of the raw article, any other view would 
require to be supported by strong evidence. The leaf is for the most part simply 
dried j but Mr. Jenkins, Collector of Dacca, reports that he has been told of a 
more costly process, which consists in the leaf being boiled in milk and water 
after being sun·dried, an,d again dried for storage. This is confirmed by a pleader 
of Dinajpur, who professes to know the method of preparation of bhang from the 
wild plant. He says, probably confusing the sexes, that the female plant is general. 
ly used, though the male may be also, and that" after the leaves are dried for 
some time, they are boiled in a mixture of from 10 to 25 per ceilt. of milk and 
90 to 75 per cent. of water. After drying the leaves once again, they are fit for 
use as siddhi or bhang." . It is, however, certain that this practice is uncommon, 
and that simple drying is the method by which bhang .is almost universally 
prepared for keeping. 

227. It has already been suggested that ganja can be got from the wild plant. 
The question is important, and must be examined in 

Preparation of gauja from SPOD-
laDeous growth. some detail at the risk of the discussion appearing 
elementary to many readers. It has been shown that the plant is not wild in the 
exact sense of the word, and for present purposes this fact must be emphasized. 
The plant is not only an old escape from cultivation, but its tendency to revert to 
the uniform characters of a wild species is being constantly checked by contact 
with cultivation. I ts association with man frequently supplies it with the richest 
kinds of food, and with allyegetation this tends to the development of abnormal 
characters. The generative functions may thus be affected to the extent of 
partial or even complete destruction in individual plants or groups of plants, and 
these may be of either sex. It is possible also for the female plant to be 
secluded in a variety of other ways. The experience of cultivation justifies the 
presumption that if the female plant in healthy growth is prevented from freely 
developing its seed, its flower spike will be highly resinous. There appears 
therefore to be a strong probability a priori that the spontaneous growth quite 
untended should often produce a flower head which can be converted into gaoja. 
Evidence is not wanting to corroborate this conclusion, for it speaks of 
wild ganja being collected and smoked i but it is impossible to pranounce posi. 
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tively with regard to any of it that the plants from which the ganja was gather
ed was altogether inn~cent of cultivation or tending: 

228. The quality of this evidence may be judged from the following refer-

E 'd to' t r 'Id ences. It leaves no doubt that many people are able 
VI eace as e:ns enee 0 W1 . 

g"8IIja. to distinguish the plants of different sexes in the 
spontaneous growth, calling them by the names of ganja and bhang, and 
recognize the more narcotic character of the female or ganja plant, sometimeS. 
preserving it for the purpose of smoking. The Assistant to the Director of 
Land Records and Agriculture, when enquiring regarding the spontaneous growth 
in Bhagalpur and Purnea, observed that a few selected plants, mostly females, 
were not uncommonly left in the ground. He reports: "These acquire a nice 
bushy appearance not unlike that of the ganja-bearing plant. All this made me 
suspect that the people knew a great deal more about the bhang plant than they 
were willing to avow. I was told by several persons, among them a European 
gentleman who has long resided in North Bhagalpur, that bhang is often used to 
adulterate ganja." Abhilas Chandra Mukharji says: "Jata bhang (Sivajata 
bhang).-The flower of this kind of bhang is whitish; it grows luxuriantly, and the 
plants are of a larger size than the ordinary wild ganja plants. The flowers 
resemble ganja flowers. The flowers and leaves agglutinate naturally, and look 
like Sivajata (cluster of hair of the god Siva, from which it derives its 
name), Its intoxicating properties are less than the E-ajshahi ganja. The 
flowers are collected and smoked .just like ganja. It grows along with other 
hemp plants rather scantily. It grows near Toke and in some parts of the 
Manikpnj Sub-division of the Dacca district.'" He states again (9-23) that 
bhang is rarely smoked, and that only by the lower and poorer classes; that 
the part of the plant used for smoking is the sz't'-kali (leading flower spike), 
which is dried and preserved. Sosi Bhushan Roy says after remarks which show 
that he has a very. fair idea of what he is talking about: "It may also be 
supposed that hemp in its degenerated and wild condition becomes what we call 
bhang or siddhi.l have myself seen that such bhang plants as have a 
luxuriant growth bring forth leaves, which sometimes get matted together, and, if 
collected before inflorescence, might to some extent serve the purpose of ganja." 
Witness (82) states (answer 23) that the Nepalese prepare a crude sort of 
ganja which they call bhang, and this they always smoke, and (22) gives evid
ence to the same effect. Mr. Maguire (23), Officiating Collector of Khulna, 
writes: "A sort of ganja is prepared from the wild plant wherever grown, but, 

. except when prepared from female hemp, it is very weak." The Collector of 
Bankura (10) reports the possibility of preparing ganja of vers inferior quality 
from the wild plant. Babu Suresh Chunder Bal (69) says: "I think ganja 
can be prepared trom that particular variety of the wild plant which is known to 
the people as the ganja plant." Bhuban Mohun Sanyal of Purnea (225) states: 
"I hear that ganja cannot be prepared from the hemp plant generally growing 
wild in the district. I have, how\!vcr, heard that it can be prepared from a plant 
sometimes seen (though very rarely) growing wild and known as ganja plant." 
These are all good witnesses, though the evidence of some of them is based 
on inquiry and not personal observation. It is unlikely that they. are talking of 
anything but the helT!P plaltt, for it is very well known in India generally, and 
specially in Bengal and Northern India. The descriptions given by witnesses 63 
and 196 pourtray the female hemp plant very clearly. It appears then that a very 

~3 
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inferior but smokable ganja may occasionally be ,obtained from the spontaneous 
growth. The great majority of witnesses nevertheless state that ganja is not 
procured from the wild plants, and undoubtedly what is ordinarily accepted as 
ganja canno.t be so obtained. There is no evidence that it undergoes any process 
after being gathered but simple drying. 

229. The methods followed in the homestead cultivation of Bengal and the 

Prep.rationoCganja Crom illicit Tributary States of Orissa and Chota Nagpur have 
cultivation. been described. Regarding the possibility of prepar
ing ganja from the homestead cultivation of Bengal, the Sub.divisional Officer of 
Jangipur may be quoted. He writes: "I have seen ganja plants detected in 
Bhagalpur and Jangipur. From their twigs ganja as good in appearance as in 
N aogaon (the particular sub-division where ganja is cultivated under Government 
supervision) can be prepared, but it is aIleged that the flavour is not so good as 
those grown in Naogaon." This'c\lItivation is of course illegal in British terri· 
tory, and it is probable that but little ganja is obtained from it. No information 
has been gathered as to any special care being taken in the preparation of it, and 
it is probable that the usual practice is simply to dry it. 

230. In the Tributary States of Chota Nagpur and Orissa ganja is said to be. 
Tributary States of Chota Nag. obtained from the wild as well as the cultivated plants, 

pur and Orissa. but the evidence points generally to the plant beipg 
Preparation of ganja and bbang. 

more or less cultivated in all cases. There is evidence 
also that some care is taken in preparing the drug (ganja), and it is probable that 
the same or very similar practices p~evail in both groups of States. Mr. Grimley's 
inquiry of 1890 gives some information on this subject. Sirguja reports: "The 
first leaves are plucked away, and from the second leaves the ganja and bhang 
are made i" and again-" When the leaves grow intertwined, they are used as 
ganja." Udaipur-H It is exposed to the dew during the night, and afterwards 
the plants are bundled and dried in the sun. After two or three days they become 
fit for use." Gangpur-" When the plants mature they are broken off with all their 
leaves and branches, and are kept wrapped up for some days in the leaves of a 
tree called khair under. straw." Bonai-" When the plants are ready, those that 
are intertwined are cut and dried and preserved, and while stilI soft are wrapped 
round with the bark of the plantain tree." 

The present evidence furnishes no addition to this information from the 
Chota Nagpur States. But the District Officer of Angul in Orissa states that 
"when the tree is ripe and the leaves assume a yellowish colour, th~ plants are 
cut, tied into bundles, or rolled in a mat or gunny bag, and then placed under 
heavy weights for two or three days. Then it is taken out, exposed to dew, 
leaves and seeds are shaken off, and then it is dried and tied into bundles and 
stored. This makes flat ganja." It seems clear that by the use of the word 
" flat" the witness is nol referring to the Rajshahi drug, but to that of the country 
of which he is speaking. Mr. Taylor (36), who has had a long experience of 
Orissa, but admits that his information on the particular point has been recently 
acquired, says that" the hemp heads are cut on the seeds ripening in November_ 
The heads are tied in small bundles and sprinkled with lime water, and then 
alternately buried and exposed to the sun for two or lhree months, when the ganja 
is fit for use." He says in his oral examination: " The plants are buried for a week 
at a time without anything to protect them from contact with the earth.", 
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These processes amount after all to little more than simple d.rying and removal of 
the coarser leaves. It is difficult to understand what purpose is served by the 
process of burying ;wh.ich Mr. Taylor describes, and it may be doubted if the de
scription is accurate. The resulting product is ,far inferior to Rajshahi ganja. This 
has been amply proved by inquiries made in past years, in course of which the 
drugs were compared. The leaf bhang is prepared by simple drying, as in Bengal 
proper i but it will be seen that the weak ganja of the Garhjat is largely consumed 

<is drink. 

23 1• The preparation of the drug~ in Hill Tippera is certainly not more ela

Hill Tippen. 
borate than that just described i but no information 
on the subject has been furnished. 

232. There is no eviaence of . charas being made in Bengal, though the 

Preparation of ~h""" 
resin is available in plenty in the cultivated plant· 
of the Ganja Mahal, and in a less degree in other 

growth. This form of the drug is not appreciated in the province, and the 
absence of demand .no doubt accounts for the art of manufacture not having 
grown up. An infinitesimal amount may be collected from the feet and hands 
of the operators in the ganja manufacture, but it is doubtful if ·this small supply 
is utilized~ . 

233. The preparation of ganja and bhang is carried out by the cultivators and 
Classes engaged In preparation the servants of the bhang contre.c~ors respectively. 

of the drugs. The preponderance of M usalmans in the cultivation 
of ganja in the Ganja Mahal has been noticed. Beyond this it cannot be s~id 
that the preparation of the raw drugs is the business of any special class, unless 
it be that the Hindus from Behar and the North-Western Provinces, being in 
large proportion confirmed bhang drinkers, are those who also most commonly 
collect that drug for horne consumption. 

234. The dried tops of the wild hemp plant ~re used to some extent for smok
ing. But there is nothing to show that the article is 

Assam. . prepared in any other way than by simple drying. 
The extermination of the male plant in connection with the wild growth does 
not seem to be practised either in the valley or on the hills within and ort the 
borders of the province. This is an essential preliminary to the preparation of' 
the superior form of ganja. The dried tops make bhang which 'may be used 
for smoking or drinking. Excise ganja is known among the consumers' as 
1Ilolzini bhang .. The epithet molzini or fascinating is never applied to the wild 
product. There is no evidence that charas is p(epared or even known in the 
province. 

• 
235. Mr. Stoker made special enquiries regarding the local production and 

North.Western Provintes. • preparation of ganja, and, as regards the extent of the 
Preparation of gonja frolll plant practice, the results are given in a concise form in his 

cultivated secretly_ . 
memorandum. The eVidence furnishes but few 

details of interest to add to his account. The cultivation of hemp for the 
production of ganja is not carried' pn openly. "The whole of the ganja. 
offered for public sale is imported. At the same .time it would be incorrect to 
say that ganja is nowhere grown or manufactured. Careful enquiry has elicited 
reports from several districts that a small a.mount of ganja is surreptitiously 
made." These are Mr. Staker's words, and they exactly express the impression 
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left by the evidence which the Commission have collected .. No witness has given 
a detailed description of !he method of preparation. Mr. Stoker received a report 
of the process in vogue in Ghazipur, which he says" closely resembles that employ
ed in Benga1." This is only corroborated by two or three witnesses to the extent 
that the ganja is . put under pressure. Specimens of ganja from Ghazipur and 
Sultan pur were forwarded to the Commission, and Mr. Stoker's opinion is that the 
Ghazipur specimen was superior to~ the ordinary pathar ganja, and not much 
inferior to Ben~al baluclzar (flat). The other was much the same as pathar . 

• 
236. Rega;ding the preparation of ganja from the wild growth, Mr. Stoker has 

Preparation of gaDja from wild ascertained that th!! produce of the female plant is 
growth. smoked in the Kheri and Bara Banki districts, and 
he says that there are indications of similar use in other distriCts. The evidence 
on this point is rather strong, and leads to. the belief that wherever the plant is 
common as a wild growth, the poorer classes of consumers make use of it for 
smoking. The distinction between the male and female plants is w~l1 known, 
as Mr. Stoker states; and some of the witnesses say that the plants aTe 
operated upon by twisting the stems to .prevertt . flowering. The plants so
treated must be the ganja or females, though that is not expressly stated in 
aU cases. But witness (155) may be referred to, who· states that bhang is 
the natural plant j when it is twisted it is caned ganja. A Deputy Collector (46) 
states that ganja cap be prepared from wild femaie hemp plants if all the males 
are uprooted from their neighbourhood, and he is a witness who does not appear 
to be drawing on information he may have picked up regarding other provinces. 
It has been seen in connection with the cultivation that the advantage of 
isolating the females is known to some persons, the knowledge having been 
handed down from a time when ganja was openly cultivated, and 'it is difficult 
to believe that it should be confined to a very small number. The fakirs all over 
the country, who are mentioned as the principal secret cultivators, are certainly 
not ignorant on this point, and would disseminate the knowledge. The report of 
the Deputy Commissioner of Kheri, quoted by Mr. Stoker, that this art is not 
known, appears therefore to be open to doubt, or, if true, to b~ true only of the 
locality reported upon. The subject is probably one on which people are 
inclined to be reticent for the same reasons as' actuated those'of whom the 
Assistant to the Director of Land Records and Agriculture in Bengal made 
his enquiries. The rearing and tending of the hemp plant in the North- \Vestern 
Provinces may not be illegal j but there is plently of evideqce that the people think 
it to be so, and that would be sufficient to make them cautious in giying infonna
tion. There is no eyidence that the ganja gathered from the wild plant is 
prepared by any other prQcess than mere drying. Witness (202), a raiyat of the 
Kheri district, and (48), a Deputy Collector of Lucknow, state that the ganja 
plants are gathered in November and December. This would seem to refer to 
the -higher lands. The season of growth on the low lands appears to be from 
December to June. It may be noted that Mr. Wall, a late Commissioner of 
Excise, docs not believe that ganja is produced by the wild plant, and that many 
othcr witnesses take the same view. The local production of ganja does not 
appear to have ever been so considerable, at least in recent years, as to attract 
the attention of Government in the Excise Department, and there is no reason to 
suppose that it has increased since it was suppressed in Oudh. The subject 
therefore is only of secondary importance. , 
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237. Bhang is prepared by cutting and drying the plants, cultivated or wild, 

PreparatioD of bhang. 
and shaking or beating out the leaves. This is done 
either by the contractors themselves, or by "resid· 

ents of jungly tracts for sale to licensed vendors" (38). The di,stricts where the 
cultivated bhang is produced have been named. The supply of wild bhang is 
drawn from various places in the belt of wild growth below the Himalayas. The 
gathering goes on from March to June. The zamindars on whose lands the plant 
grows appear to make some money by selling it to the contractors (247). Bhang 
is sometimes dried under straw or other covering, when it turns yellow, instead 
of retainin~ the green colour, which it does if dri~d in the sun (21, 248, 203). 
The object of this is not clear. 

238. In these provinces chara~ is prepared to a small extent from the crops 
grown for fibre in the Himalayas, to a less extent 

Preparation afcbaras. from the 'Himalayan wild growth, and to a still 

smaller extent from the wild growth of the plains. A very small amount may 
even be prepared from the plants cultivated in a desultory way. The methods 
of preparing charas from the fibre plants are described by witness (49). The 
suja1zgo or female plants,. having been cut in November, are spread out to 
dry for twenty-four hours. The people then sit round in the heat of the day, 
and pluck off the flower heads, which are now full of seed, discarding the coarser 
leaves. ' Each handful is rubbed between the palms for about ten minutes and 
thrown aside. In course of time a quantity of juice accumulates on the palms,' 
which is scraped off and rolled into balls. These are charas. Sometimes the 
plants are trodden instead of handled. and the feet scraped. A more uncommon 
method, by which a choice kind of charas called chahar 1IZufhi is obtained, is to 
pass the hands up the ripe plants while they are still standing in the field. This 
plan is not approved, the witness says, because it is supposed to damage the fibre. 
Other witnesses (21, 43) mention the practice of running through the crop or 
growth on a dewy morning, and scraping off the resin which adheres to the body. 
Witness (248) states that the resin, having been collected, is kneaded on hot 
stones i but the account of witness (49) that the process of manufacture ordinarily 
ceases with the making of the resin as scraped from the hands into balls is prob· 
ably reliable. -

There is a considerable amount of evidence and opinion that charas is pre· 
pared from wild plants. ,Witness (49) states that in a small area at an elevation of 
8,000 feet called Urgum in Palli Talla Pamkhanda, which appears to be a pargana 
of Garhwal, the wild hemp is of superior quality. It grows near a temple of Siva, 
to which fact the people attribute its superiority. Charas is made from it by the 
common process of rubbing with the hands, and is given to fakirs and pilgrims to 
Kedarnath and Badrinath. Witness (232) speaks 'of the manufacture from the 
wild plants, and states that, the leaves after the rubbing form ganja or bhang, 
which is used for drinking. Witness (43) deposes to the production of charas 
from the wild growth in the Bhabar and Terai. Witness (1°9) has seen it made 
apparently in the Almora country. Witness (38) has seen the 'process on the 
banks of' the Gogra which bounds the N epa! and British territories. And so we 
are brought down to the plains. Mr. Stoker writes that "in Garhwal a sub. 
stance is produced \vhich might be classed with either ganja or charas. After 
the charas has been, extracted from the female flower, the powdered or broken 

24 
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flowers are robced with hemp seed and smoked in a chillum. This seems akin to 
the garda of the Punjab." 

239. The evidence from this province contains information about the manu
Miscellaneous informatioll about facture of charas in Nepal, Yarkand, Peshawar, and 

the preparation of char...·· K d I h· h b d h h·· an alar, w 1C may e note ,t oug It IS not all 
direct evidence. The Bhutias of Nepal scatter ashes on the plants in the even
ing. In the morning they enter and walk through the crop or jungle clothed in 
leather, to which the resin adheres. This is scraped off and makes a strong kind 
of charas. It may be noted that Dr. Gimlette, Residency Surgeon, Katmandu, 
was unable to verify the accounts he had heard of this process, but found that in 
the country 50 miles round the capital the drug was collected by rubbing the 
young flowering tops between the hands i1l situ (Watt). In Yarkand, according 
to witness (62), the dried plants are beaten over a cloth, and the greyish 
powder, which falls upon it, is collected and packed in bags, where it agglutinates 
by some process, of which exposure to. the sun forms part. Witness'(192} has 
" seen charas prepared near Peshawar and Kandahar. People go into the fields 
with leather leggings on, and the charas sticks to them, and is.scraped off." The 
same witness has seen bhang prepared in great quantities at Hardwar, Lahore, 
Kabul,and Kandahar. . 

240. Regarding the Native States in the North-Western Provinces, there is 

W Pr
· Stat nothing to be added to the information collected for North- estero oVJnces es. . 

the province generally. 

241. Though some witnesses make mention of the smoking o(bhang leaves, 
. there is no evidence of the preparation' of the flower 

Punjab. h~ad either of the uncultivated or cultivated plant for 
use as ganja. The smoking of the produce of the plant in any form except charas 
is.evidently extremely rare. According to witness (59), "the word 'ganj;;L' is 
sometimes applied to charas." 

242. Bhang is prepared both from the uncultivated plant and from the small 

Pre~tioD of bhaag. 
quantity o{cultivated plant in the ordinary way, vis., 
by simple drying. Mr. Drummond (13) says that the 

flowering tops are preferred. The zamindars do not generally take any payment 
for the bhang gathered from their lands.· The plant grows from December 
to June-July. The usual time for' gathering appears to be May. No. (73) says 
Mayor June- Lala Kesho Das, Extra Assi,tant Commissioner, reports that in 
June-July "the hemp plant acquires peculiarly noxious qualities, and hence it is 
during that fortnight that bhang intended to be used 'as a drug is cut." The 
bhang of some localities is regarded as superior, such as that of Ambota and 
Gagret, of Bhimbar in Kashmir, and of Gurdaspur. The cultivated plant may 
yield a superior quality of drug, but there is not much evidence of any preference 
for it over t he wild drug. . 

243. There is practically no evidence of charas being prepared below the 

PreparatioD of charas. mountains. The method of preparation followed in 
Kulu and the H ill States is that of rubbing the flower 

heads between the hands and scraping off the resin accumulated on the palms or 
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on the feet if the operation consisted in treading the plants. The solitary piece of 
definite information supplied about preparation in the plains is given by Mr. Kirthi 
Singh (14) : If Sometimes a cultivator may want a little cbaras for private use. 
in which case he beats the flowering twigs over a piece of cloth laid on the ground. 
and then collects the greyish' white powder which falls. This requires only to be 
dried a little in the sun, and it is ready for use." 

244. In the" Punjab Products". the manufacture of this sort of charas called 

Charas in U Punjab Products." 
garda is described. The finest quality is when the 
dust is of a reddish colour. This is called surkha. 

When it is green, it is called bltangra. The most inferior is t hat which adheres 
to the c1~th after shaking, and has to he scraped off or shaken off with more 
violence. This is called kllaki. In each case the dust has to be kneaded with 
a small quantity of water into a cake, and then forms charas. It 1S stated that 
this drug is much in use. The specimens which formed the basis of the article 
were none of them from the plain districts of the Punjab, except possibly one 
from Dera Ghazi Khan. They came from Lahoul, Spiti, Bokhara, Yarkan4. 
Dera Ghazi Khan, and Kashmir. 

• 
245. It will be of interest to quote other descriptions of foreign manufacture. 

P 
. f h • Y kand.' Witness (86) has been in the habit of visiting 

reparation 0 C o.r8S In ar 
. Ladakh for purposes of trade, and has there learnt 

the following details from Ladakh merchants: "In Yarkand bhang is cultivated 
in the month of Baisakh in waste lands and round the fields of other crops for 
the. manufacture of charas. It remains standing for. seVlm months, and is then 
reaped in the month of Katik, when the blossom is ripe, and then stored on the, 
roofs of houses. It remains there for one month and gets dried in the mean· 
time. The zamindars then thrash the plants after separating the larger leaves 
by night within their houses. The smaller petals and flowers then fall on the 
ground and are reduced to powder. It is then sifted thrice: put in bags, and sold 
to the traders. The merchants go on storing it up until the month of Jeth 
comes, when they place it in the sun, and a kind of oleaginous substance oozes' 
out of the powder. It is then kneaded like tobacco and put in bags mage of 
doth. The following three or four kinds of charas are prepared from it-111u
shak, bahara, pai, and kliPpi. They are then closed up in leather." Mr: Dalgleish 
is quoted by Dr. Watt as giving a description of the preparation similar to the above. 
The Deputy Commissioner of Bannu says that honey is mixed in the powder 
of the flowering tops, 4fterwhich the stuff is packed in leather bags and kept for 'a 
year in the sun. . Hari Chand, Assistant to the Commissioner of Excise, report
ed in 1890 of the Yarkand manufacture that" the leaves are ground in Decem
ber. The flower is kept in bags of five sers each till June. The bags are then 
put in the sun, and the flower rubbed with hands and feet till it gives oil. It is 
then put in leather bags and hammered till it becomes one block. The blocks 
are of 54 sers each." There is a cert~in similarity in all these methods, and 
they probably give with fair accuracy the general outline of the important manu
facture of Yarkand. Garda, as described in the" Punjab Products," would appear 
to be the Kashmir preparation. The word seems to mean merely dust in its 
common use. 

Punjab States. 
246. The me'morandum on the province contains 

.all available information regarding the Punjab States. 
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247. The method of preparing Khandwa ganja is described by the Deputy 
Central Provinces. Commissioner of Nimar and the Excise Commission-

Preparatioa of gaaja. er. The harvest begins in the first or second week of 
November. The flower heads, which the cultivators call mal or produce, are 
broken off with about twelve inches of twig, carried in baskets to the threshing
floor, and spread out on it in a layer nine to twelve inches thick. Mr. Robertson 
states that on the first day a heavy roller is passed over them, but this detail is 
not contained in Mr. Drake·Brockman's report. The crop is exposed to the 
dew for the night. The next day the twigs are formed into heaps, and each 
heap is trodden in turn, and when not being trodden is turned over and exposed' 
to the sun to dry. This goes ~n for four or five days, and results in the t\\;gs 
being pressed flat and deprived of a great portion of their leaves and thoroughly 
dried. The produce is then removed to the cultivator's house, where it is built 
into a stack five or six feet high, and has heavy weights placed upon it. In 
about a week it is packed in gunny bags and removed to the storehouse at 
Khandwa. 

248. In outward appearance the Khandwa ganja or patlzar differs from that. 
Khaadwa ganj. iaferior to that of Bengal or baluchar in being green in colour, and 

of BengaL having a much larger quaptity of leaf left in it. It 
does not bear any comparison in the appreciation of ~mokers with balucha,. 
The latter is a very special article, and no ganja wi1l be found to compare with 
it in any province. Bhang is not produced in the Central Provinces. Khandwa
ganja is used instead for drinking purposes by the commoner sort of consumers. 
We\1-to-do people import their bhang from Central India. It is, however, difficult 
to believe that the leaf and fragments resulting from the manufacture of Khandwa 
ganja do not pass into consumption at all. There is some evidence that they do. 
In Bengal the ganja cultivators could afford to throwaway the leaves, for the 
wild bhang was to be got for nothing within a reasonable distance, and made 
better bhang than the cultivated leaf, which was consequently of no value. I n the 
Central Provinces the case is different, and it may be doubted if the people are 
altogether careless of the leaf as a secondary product. There is no evidence of 
charas being prepared in the Central Provinces. The ganja, having passed into
the Khandwa godown, is picked before issue to contractors, and again picked' 
before issue from the tahsils, so that about 45 per cent. only finds its way into· 
the retail shop. . 

Feudatory States, Central Prov· 
lac ... 

249. The Feudatory States prepare no drugs. 

250. In the Madras Presidency, especially towards the south, the name' 
Madru. bhang is applied almost exclusively to the prepared 

BhaDg aot lmoWll .. diatiact drink, which may be made from the pure leaves, but 
110m ganj&. is generally made from the material which is known 
and sold as ganja. Bhang as a distinct form of the raw drug is not known. 
It is even doubtful if the plant itself in the part of the country indicated is' 
called bhang. It would seem that as the region of wild growth is left behind, 

. the name by which the cultivated plant is known, vis., ganja, comes more into' 
general use. I t will not, therefore, be necessary to mention bhang in this' 
chapter except where it comes into the description of ganja preparation. Charas 
is not manufactured at all in the Madras Presidency .. 
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2S I. Mr. Benson has given a description of the preparation of ganja in con
nection with the regular culti vation in the North Arcot 

Preparation of ganja in North d K' d" Th h d d'ff ' 11 Arcot. an lstna lstncts, e met 0 s 1 er matena y. 
" In the Javadi Hills the plants are cut and carried bodily to the village thresh
ing floor. They are there sorted, the flower spikes and upper leaves being 
retained and the sticks thrown away. The selected heads are spread out for three 
to five hours in the heat of the day to dry, and are then loosely rolled. in the 
hand to work out such seed as may have been formed and to break up the leaf 
that remains. This working also causes the spikes to stick to one another to 
some extent. The broken leaf is then winnowed out, collected, and powdered." 
The flower heads are then placed in a thin layer in a basket which has been 
dusted within with leaf powder, and are trodden by one or. two men according to 
the size of the basket. After the operator has passed over the' layer four or 
five times, it is dusted with leaf powder. and a fresh layer of spikes is put 
into the basket on the top of ,the other. and the treading is repeated .. This 
process goes on till the basket is full. The contents are then turned out on to 
flat hard ground, and a stone is placed on the pile with other stones to add 
to the weight. The material is left thus for the night. Next morning each layer 
is taken off separately, broken up, and spread in the sun. Each piece is trodden 
and turned over from time to time. In the evening the pieces are again re-piled 
and weighted for the night, and the next day the process' of expos ute is repeat
ed until the material is thoroughly dry. "Great importance is attached to the 
thoroughness of the treading, the sufficiency of the pressing. and the complete
ness of the drying i the quality of the drug being said to depend on the manner 
in which those processes are carried out. If the latter are not dried sufficient
ly, they appear green and are of inferior quality, good ganja being brown." 
When fully cured, the drug is stored in the raiyats' houses under pressure 
till sold. 

'252. In the Kistna district, if Mr. Benson is correct, the pressing is entirely 
Prepa,ationa of pnja in the neglected. The plants are cut bodily and laid out 

Ki.tna district. ill the field for three days to dry. On the fourth 
day they are tied by bundles of ten and piled head and tail. "The heaps are open
ed and the bundles re-piled next day, the process being repeated over several 
days." If the quantity is small, the drying is d~ne at the raiyat's house, but in 
all cases the crop is finally carried to the house. A month later the spikes are 
rp.moved one by one, and spread out in the open for one night to soften ant be
come pliable. In the morning the spikes are collected and put into large gunny 
bags, being packed closely therein by a man treading them down. The produce 
is then ready for sale. 

253. The process has been descr,ibed shortly by other witnesses. They nearly 
Peculiar method of preparing all mention pressing as a part of it, though the 

bhang. methods may be different. Alternate exposure to 
sun and dew seems also to be generally practised. The drug is usually stored 
by consumers in earthen vessels. One witness (106) from Ganjam, ,after giving 
a careful description of the manufacture of ganja, proceeds to say that tht dried 
leaves which have fallen out in the process are used as bhang or patti. "After 
carefully removing the stalks. the dried leaves are boiled in water for some 
time i and the boiled leaves are carefully squeezed with the hands to purge them 
of all filth and dirt, and then dried in the sun. . The dried leaves are next boiled 
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either in milk or cocoanut water. The quantity of milk or cocoanut water must 
be proportionate to the quantity of leaves boiled, so that the milk or cocoanut 
water might be entirely absorbed by the leaves. They are again kept in the hot 
sun for about three or fouT days. After they are well dried, they are preserved 
in earthen vessels for use." Similar processes were mentioned in the Bengal 
evidence, but they require so much care and time that they can hardly be 
common. 

2j4. The following information seems to point to the preparation of ganja 

Travancore. 
from the spontaneous growth in Travancore. It is said 
that poo ganja, or flowering ganja, is pressed together 

while still green so as to get matted, and when the mass begins to show signs 
of rotting, " it is dried in the shade and passed off in the market as chada ganja." 
Chada-1'heda in Sanskrit-means tangled or braided, and chada ganja is the 
name of the imported article. Poo ganja is the local stuff, ivhich from the de
scription would appear to be little, if at all, cultivated. There is no other inform
ation of interest from the Madras States. 

255. The preparation of ganja in Bombay is described by several witnesses. 

Bombay. Mr. Ebden's (5) description, as coming from the 
district of largest cultivation in the Presidency, and 

being the most complete, may be quoted :-

" (0) Ganja.-Harvesting methods differ somewhat.· In some cases the tops are pulled 
off by hand; in some they are cut. In some the central largest tops are collected and treated 
separately as first sort ganja; the central tops of side branches form second sort, and other 
smaller tops are third sort, and are called chur. The fU.rther process is much tpe same in all 
cases. The tops are heaped according to taste in narrow rows or in large squares about six 
inches thick, the different qualities when separately collected being separately heaped. The 
heaps are then trodden under foot. Some manufacturers tread the fresh tops at once; some 
let them dry first for various periods. After treading, it is turned over by hand and again 
trodden. The process of turning and treading is repeated at intervals of three or four days, 
with local variations of treatment in the intervals. In some places it is heaped in round 
heaps called challis, and weighted at top till midnight, and then opened up and scattered 
and ventilated till dawn, when it is again laid out and trodden; and so on till it is judged 
to be ready, when it is packed in bag's, and as a rule it is sp~edily removed by the whole
sale: purchaser. 

"The treading-floor is sometimes prepared like an ordinary threshing-floor with clay 
and cowdung. I have rately witnessed the operation of treading"and in that case the floor 
was simple Inoorum soil on a .. alia bank, and Ilad 1!ndergone no preparation beyond clean
ing and sweeping. The ganja was spread in squares of fifteen· or twenty feet wide and 
about six inches thick. A line of eight or ten men danced on it to the music of a tom
to;". Tread ing begiln in the outer edge Df the heap, and was continued in a spiral until 
the centre was approached, when the men fell out one by one as the space grew small<'r. 
They followed close on one anolher, dancing sideways in the leader's footsteps. The to",· 
10m appeared to be bighly necessary, and kept them at it . 

.. (0) Charas.-This is locally a bye-product which is not brought into account, but 
appears to be the harvesters' perquisite, who probably part with it to friends who smoke, 
if they don't "'ant it themselves. It is the resinous subst~nce that sticks to the hands or 
collects on the sickle when cutting or plucking the tops. The hands are now and then 
rubbed together, and the charas is collected in the shape of a pill, which is naturally 
half dirt and s\vcat and half charas. A piece about the size of a marble may perhaps be 
the reward of a d~y'B work. 
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" (el Bhang.-This name is given indifferently .to the refuse -of the treading.floor 
wbere ganja is prepared, and to the produce of the seeded plants and of male plants 
wben the crop has been grown for seed. In the latter case the tops are laid on a /loor, 
and the seed is beaten out witb sticks or trodden out by foot. The seeds are separated 
from lhe mass by means of a sieve, and the balance of broken leaves, etc., is called 
bhang." 

The bhang crep in Gujarat is turned inte drug by drying the plants and 
shaking ,Or beating them se as te detach the leaves, flewer, and fruit.. The 
character ,Of the bhang ,Of the Bembay Presidency must be neted. When it cpmes 
from the ganja crep, it censists very largely ,Of pieces of the female flewer head, 
and is in fact, as many witnesses have described it, largely cempesed ,Of what is 
knewn in Bengal as chur. If the custemer asked fer chur, the shepkeeper weuld 
preduce what h~ calls bhang. The preparatien ,Of the drugs is generally carried 
'out by t~e cultivaters themselves, semetimes by centractors. 

250. The States in the Deccan which cultivate ganja prepare the drugs in the 

Bombay States. 
. manner already described. In the Nerthern Agen
cies there is but little cultivatien, and that ,Of scattered 

plants 'only. There is ne evidence that the flewer heads underge any preparatien 
besides simple drying. 

Aden. 25.7- The drugs are net prep'ared in Aden. 

258 .. The cultivatien in certain districts ,Of Sind a~d in Khairpur is said te be 
Sind with Kbairpur. fer the productien ,Of bhang 'only, and ne deubt that 
Preparatiooofbhang. is the principal preduct; but a small ameunt ,Of supe-

rior flewer heads is turned 'out which gees by the name ,Of gllundi ,Or glzU1Zdi 
bh~ng, and is eccasienally used f?r smoking. Mr. Giles (2) states ~hat when 
the crop is ripening, the upper pertiens Qf the plants are cut ,Off and preserved 
separately. These are regarded as the" tit bits." They are dried with their seed 

. and stalk, and de net appear te be subjected te any special process. They are 
called glllWdyulI, and are practically ne deubt ganja. The rest of the crep is 
dried and flegged, and the breken leaves, flewers', and seed ferm bhang. A cer
tain ameunt ,Of this is winnowed fer the seed; but the mass is sold. as it' is te 
the centracter, who seems generally te sift it and clean it ,Of seed befere retail
ing it. 

259. Witness (5) frem the Upper Sind Frentier, while 'stating that ganja and 

MiseellaneouB lnformation. charas are net prepared in the prevince, gives in an 
• appendix seme infermatien regarding the prepara-
tien ,Of these d~gs elsewhere, which may be shertly neted. Ganja is prepared, 
he says, by burying the flewer heads in a pit feur ,Or five feet deep ceated with 
goats' dung. The pit is filled in· fer fifteen ,Or twenty days, after which the 
ganja is taken 'out and seld. The censumer picks ,Off the smekable part, 
crushes it, heats it en a cinder, makes it inte small lumps ,Or cakes, and smekes 
it in a hllka. Charas is cellected by peeple walking te and fre threugh the 
bhang plants with greased leather ceats en, and also by geing clethed 'only in a 
lein cleth with their bedies 'smeared with oil. The latter process is follewed, he 
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says, in the Native States of India. He also men'tions a process resembling 
that noticed in the Punjab, by which the dust made by beating the plant is 
collected on cloth. He states that this process is peculiar to Afghanistan: 
"And the charas imported from there' is well known for its pale green colour, and 
is highly appreciated." 

260 .. It is interesting also to note that two or three witnesses, Mr. Giles being 

Preparation of libre. 
one, report the preparation of fibre from the hemp 
grown in Sind. Mr. Giles says: "Sometimes, but 

very rarely, the thick stalks of the plant are placed inwater to rot, and with great 
labour rope or twine is made from them by individual persons, for special pur
poses; but the plant is never grown for the use of its fibre or of its seed only." 
Witness (14) states that: "The bhang plant stalks are usually buried in soft' 

'wet mud for a few days instead of being soaked in water, as in. the case 'of the 
sihata or the ak." The fibre production seems to be very limited in amount, but 
it is worth special notice because this is the only mention of its occurrence below 
the Himalayas in the evidence collected by the Commission. 

26 [. The official memorandum gives the following description of the pre

Berar, 
paration of ganja in Berar. It is very imperfect, and 
the process probably resembles closely that followed 

in the Deccan or Khandwa: "The small outer branches are stripped off and put 
in towards the centre of the plant, which, is then pressed with the foot (to flatten 
the heads), made up into sheaves, and stacked in a shed under pressure, the 
heaps being opened and the sheaves moved now and then to prevent t,heir getting 
too hot. The leaves fall off when the plants are tied into bundles. They are 
collected and caned bhang. The, bare stalks remain with the heads in them." 
One witness (::\3) mentions the preparation by burying, which has been mentioned 
elsewhere. Witnesses (10) and (9) say that the crop is tro.dden by bullocks, 
which seems very improbablrt. It is Clear that the bhang Iqcally prepared is 
simply the refuse from the manufacture of ganja. 

262. There ,is 

Ajmer •. 

nothing to show that tht! piant in Ajmere is subjected to 
anything more than a process of. drying to produce 
bhang. 

263. From Coorg it is stated that the female plants are ~ut down and 
exposed to the sun for a day. They are then collected 

Coorg. into bundles and exposed to the sun by day and dew 

by night for three days, after which they are wrapped up in coarse cloths or 
kamblis, and so preserved. It is to be remembered that the cultivation consists 
only of the surreptitious rearing of plants on a small scale. 

Balucbistan. 264. There is no information from Baluchistan. 

265. There is no information that the ganja of the Shan country is prepared 
BurmL by any other process than <lrying. A specimen of 

Kachin ganja was forwarded to the Commission, and 
consisted of bundles of flower tops and leaves loosely rolled together. It looked 
like the produce of the wild plant. 
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266. The details of information describing the preparation of ganja in My

My..". •• 
sore are limited to drying in the sun and tying into 
bundles. Mr. McDonnell's memorandum does not 

give a description of the Mysore practice. What he says about the VelJore and 
Co canada samples agrees with what has been learnt from Mr. Benson's bulletin. 

267. The 'Director of Agriculture and Commerce gives a description of the 

Hyderabad. 
preparation of ganja which does not differ from the 
method pursued in the Bombay Deccan. Bhang is. 

the leaf and other litter which 'falls away in the manufacture of ganja. 

268. Such cultivation as exists in Raj putana, both regular and scattered, 

Rajputana. 
seems to be chiefly directed to the production of 
bhang. Jhallawar, however, reports a production of 

165 maunds of ganja, and some of the superior drug appears to be turned out in 
Serohi also. An inferior sort, called makuria ganja, is spoken of in Marwar, but 
appears to be little better than the female flowers of a bhar.g crop of the ordi
nary kind. It is 5tated in the Jaisalmir report that the ganja produced there is 
never prepared by treading, and from other pl~ --~ that ~he drug, whatever it may 
be, undergoes no process but drying. One informant states that charas is sup· 
posed to be prepared chiefly by the Bhils in Jodhpur. No foundation for this. 
statement can be discovered. Fakirs may rub the heads of the plants they have 
grown in their lands and get a little charas occasionally i but even that seems im
probable, as it requires a great deal of flower head to make a reasonable quantity 
of charas. 

269. Mr. Gunion's memorandum furnishes an account of the manufacture of 
'ganja in Indore and Dewas. The processes com
prise the same three principal features as elsewhere, 

wis.,' drying, kneading with the feet, and removal of leaf. They occupy thre~ or 
four days. In Indore the manufactured produce is kept under pressure till sold. 
From the description of the preparation of bhang in these States, it would seem 
that it is 'made from a crop grown for seed or bhang and not from the ganja 
crop. The plants are bodily dried and threshed, and the seeds are separated 
from" the crushed leaves and tender twigs, which are called bhang." It seems 
that" no charas is prepared in Central India except a little in the Bhopawar 
Agency. for the personal use of the cultivators, 'or for presents from them· to 
relicrious mendicants." The method of preparation is thus described by the Politi-

"-

Central India, 

cal Agent of Bhopawar: "Charas is prepared by rubbing ganja (sometimes mixed 
'with bhang) violently for several hours on rough woollen blankets, which after
wards arc scraped with ,a knife. The substance thus scraped off is first class 
charas. An inferior kind is then obtained by washing the blanket with the least 
possible amount of water, and then evaporating the liquid." The report of 
Gopal Ram at the close of the North·Western Provinces memorandum con
tains no information of special interest regarding the preparation of the drugs 
in Gwalior except that relating to charas as a bye-product of ganja cultivation. 

" A certain amount of charas is obtained in this (Gwali.or) State by scraping 
off the resin which adheres to the hands in cutting the ganja plant. In tahsil 
Alltri cultivators do not care much about the charas. In tahsil Kolarus, district 
Narwar, I hear charas is obtained in small quantities by thl! same process as in 
Kumaon and Garhwal." 
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Bhang alone is prepared in the Baroda State. It is of the same kind 

BarodL 
and prepared by the same processes as are found in 
the 9ujarat Division of the Bombay Presidency. 

271. The Governor of Jammu reports that neither ganja nor charas are made 
Kashmir. there, but only bhang. The Governor of Kashmir 

gives an account in which the names of the three 
drugs are confused. He says first: " Almost all wild hemp. which is called talia 
in the Punjab, and is 'generally female plant in the above-mentioned t"h5i\s, is used 
for the preparation of ganja locally known by name gard bhang (chura charas}.", 
And further on-" The leaves of the hemp plant are trodden under foot, and 
.cleaned by sieves to prepare gard bharig, and the process is continued until the 
leaves are reduced to powder and seed separated." 

This describes the preparation of bhang, pure and simple j but apparently 
this article is known by the three names-ganja, gard bhang, or chura charas. 
And" it would appear that this is the stuff which is occasionally smoked. Fakirs 
and a few Muhammadans and Pandits of the Srinagar city and towns smoke 
gard bhang (chura charas) .................. The total number of persons who 
do smoke ganja is, etc". Another informant says: "Charas is prepared In 
the capital citie~ and is termed garda," and he does not know if bhang 
is prepared. The preparation of garda is described, and finishes with the 
reduction of the material to a "resinous powder." The manufacture of gartia 
or charas by the method given in the" Punjab Products" is not describ· 
ed by either of the only threi! informants. It is probable that charas is 
made by a further elaboration from the garda charas spoken of above, which, 
is practically bhang powdered to a state of more than common fineness, 
and that ganja is a name borrowed from India without any correct idea of its 
meaning beyond that it signifies the female plant. It may be noted that the price 
of garda bhang, three pice per tola, given in the Governor of Kashmir's report, 
is very high for simple bhang, and seems to indicate that the article IS more 
like charas. 

272. The manner of preparing ganja in Nepal is somewhat ,peculiar. The 

Nepal. 
Darbar answers report that" when the plant is in the 
lata state, it is cut down and kept in the dew for about 

a week, and after that 'each lata is separately wrapped in a piece of fine plantain 
bark, and, being tightly tied with string, is put by. Some people flatten it 
by pressing it under a piece of tat (gunny). Two or three days after this it 
becomes fit for use." The manufacture of charas is thus described: "The 
ganja plant exudes a thin gummy water. That plant is squeezed between 
the palms of both hands, and the gummy substance lI'hich sticks to the hands is 
scraped into a vessel, and is called charas." Nepal ganja, Mr. Stoker states, 
is introduced i'n sman quantity into the North-Western Provinces. Nepal 
charas is, on the same authority, of superior quality, though the Darbar 
answers say that Yarkand, charas ,is preferred in Nepal. The Deputy Commis· 
sioner of Ddhraich in the report attached to Mr. Stoker's memorandum states 
that the export of charas from Nipalganj is about 50 maunds, and that 
some years ago a very much larger quantity was imported into British 
territory. The latter statement is confirmed by evidence from Bengal, which 
shows that Nepal charas is now almost superseded by the drug which comes 
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through the Punjab. Mr. sJer reports that some of it passes into British 
Kumaon and GarhwaI. 

• 
273. It will be seen from the above detailed description that bhang, whether 

Sumllllll'y. 
produced by the cultivated or wild plant, is prepared 
by simple drying. The processes by which ganja i~ 

prepared consist of pressing, drying, and removal of leaf. The manufacture is 
most perfect in Bengal. In other provinces it is not characterized by the same 
degree of care, and one or other of the three essential features of the manufacture 
is more or less neglected. Ganja collected from the wild plant and from the 
bhang crops of Sind, and probably also that yielded by stray cultivation, is simply 
dried. There are only two methods of preparing charas which appear to be used 
when the drug is produced on any considerable scale, 11115., that by rubbing the 
flower heads with the hands as in Kumaon and Nepal, and that described as being 
practised in Yarkand, which may be called the garda method, and consists in 

'beating the plant over cloth, and manipulating the dust that is thus deposited. The 
collection of the resin adhering to hands and implements in the ~ourse of harvest
ing ganJa is worth remembering, for it is proved in Gwalior and Born bay. The prac
tice of the Malwa Bhils is perhaps established. 'Other method's are unimportant, 
and the common report that charas is collected by men dressed in leather moving 
about in the hemp crops has not been de~nitely located. It is doubtful if this 
device is employed anywhere in India. 

The results of the analyses of various samples of the drugs, which have been' , 
prepared at the request of the Commission, are shown in Vol. III Appendices. 

274. Regarding the question whether hemp drugs deteriorate or not by keeping, 

Deterioratloll of hemp drup. 
the Commission, for reasons which will be explained 
later, are unable to state definitely the precise period 

for which the drugs will retain unimpaired their full narcotic power under ordinary . 
conditions of storage. A large number of witnesses have tendered evidence rela
tive to the question whether hemp drugs deteriorate or not by keeping. The general, 
tenor of the evidence is to the effect that the fresher the drugs, the better. Regard-. 
ing ganja, Mr. K. G. Gupta, Excise Commissioner" Bengal, states that the d'r\lg is 
" much valued during the first year; less so in two years-in fact, is' not sol? 
after the first year if new ganja is available i absolutely un saleable after two years." 
Two years may perhaps be assigned as the limit during wh\ch the drug is popularly. 
believed to retain its narcotic properties without any very materi"l impairment. 
Some witnesses, however, give a longer period. The retention of properties 
without deterioration of course very largely depends on the care exercised ill 

storage. 

Bhang being relatively ·far cheaper than the other hemp drugs, and ow:ng . to 
its being easily procurable for the mere plucking in a lilrge number of districts, is 
probably not stored to the same extent as ganja. Mr. Gupta appears to place the' 
limit for retention of properties between three and four years i andhe makes an 
interesting remark to the effect that the value of bhang as a medicine is enhanced 
by age. Salig Ram, Punjab Witness No. 88, a drug contractor, states that freshly 
cut bhang produces great heat and is very intoxicating, while in the third year its 
intoxicating properties are lessened, and it goes bad. " ' 
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. Regarding the keeping properties of charas, the inFormation must necessa
rily be inexact, as it is an imported article, and it is practically impossible for the .. 
real age of any particular sample to be known. .From its physical properties. 
charas admits of being readily adulterated, and the strikingly marked differences 
in the physiological value of charas resin as determined by Dr. Evans would also 
appear to support this view. From the vari~us modes which appear to be adopt
ed for the preparation of· commercial charas, it must always be a drug of mor~ 
or less uncertain composition, and not undeserving of the appellation-" A foul 
and crude drug; the use of which is properly excluded from civilized medicine," 
which was applied to it by the famous pharmacologists Fliickiger and Hanbury. 
Some witnesses appear to consider that charas is perhaps more stable than ganja. 
Gujar Mal, Punjab Witness No. 93; a drug vendor for twenty years, states that 
charas is very strong during the first year; after that it gradually loses its strength 
until the fourth year, when it becomes quite useless. Some witnesses refer to 
the deterioration being more rapid in the plains than at hill stations. A witnes~ 
refers to charas produced in Bokhara which can be kept for six years in India 
without going bad. 

275. The causes of the deterioration of ganja and bhang are usually ascribed. 

Causes of deterioration. 
to (a) damp and natural decay j (b) ravages of insects,. 
and also popularly (c) to volatilization of the 

narcotic principle. Regarding the two first causes of deterioration, they are 
common to all vegetable substances j but the third cause is not tenable because 

. hemp resin on which the narcotic property of the drug depends is non-volatile. 
There is no doubt, however, that by prolonged exposure to air the aroma of the 
drug is dissipated to a considerable extent, the aroma being due to the presence 
of a volatile oil. The popular view of the value of ganja is based on its physical 
app~arance, and very largely also on its aroma j but it does not necessarily follow 
that because the arbma has been lost, the drug is therefore weaker in narcotic' 
property j but it may be less pleasant to smoke than ganja which has retained 
its bouquet. The mere eflluxion of !imp. without. other disturbing fa~tors, such as 
damp, as a cause of the impairment in the narcotic value of the drug is a point of 
some interest. In medical circles there is a fairly general idea that the e~tract 
of Cannabis indica is an uncertain drug, and this is believed to be due to varia· 
tions in age of the preparations which have been prescribed. This assumption 
mayor may not be correct. Dr. Evans' experiments indicate that the physiological 
values of similar doses of all alcoholic resinous extracts from various ganjas are 
not the same, and, moreover, individual idiosyncrasy on the part of the patients 
as influencing the action of the drug has perhaps not been always recollected. The' 
alIeged diminution in power of the drug by eflluxion of time might be ascribed as 
being really' due to a slow oxidation process, and that this might readily occur, 
in ganja is explicable. But as regards the extract of Camlabis indica, direct oxida
tion would only occur superficially in the stratum exposed to air. But there 
is n«;l evidence of any value to prove that ganja, which has been carefully protect· 
ed from damp, and say five years old, is not as active physiologically as the 
fresh drug. The value of ganja for use has always hitherto been determined 

• solely by its physical appearances. With evidence of mould and the effects of 
continued damp, the physical appearances are sufficient for an opinion to be 
arrived at j but when those signs of deterioration are absent, mere loss of aroma,. 
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as has been already mentioned, is not ,necessarilyevidellce' that the drug 'haS: 
undergone diminution in narcotic power. Further, ther~ is no scientific evidence; 
that any oxidation or other changes ever occur in alcoholic' extracts of hemp by 
which the physiological value of 'the drug could be diminished. While fully ad
mitting the possibility of oxidation altering the physiological activity of the drug, 
there is also the possibility-if the drug does diminish in strength by keeping--: 
of the same change being caused by a mere molecular alteration in the constitution 
of the resin. But against the idea that any change does occur in physiological 
strength by keeping, there is the probability that different samples of the extract 
of Calznabis indica have been used by various observers; there is the individual 
idiosyncrasy factor, and Sigmund's dictum that 'the older the preparation of 
{;a1l1labis indica is, the stronger it is •. 

276. So far as the Commission have been able to ascertain, in two'provinces 
. only, Bengal and the Central Provinces, are there any 

Rules regarding deterioration. 
rules regarding the destruction of ganja aIleged to 

have become unfit for use, In Bengal the rul~ regarding stocks in the Ganja 
Mahal is to the effect that any ganja left unsold on the expiration of two years in 
the houses of the cultivators or in a public gola shaIl be destroyed. Regard
ing stocks in the warehouses of wholesale vendors, the rule is to destroy all ganja 
classified as unfit for use once a year, the request of the goladar to classify any 
ganja as unfit for use being ordinarily accepted (Excise Manual, Section XX, 
clauses 22 and 54). In the Central Provinces rules for the management of the 
Khandwa ganja storehouse, rule II, dealing with deposit of ganja in the store, 

,enjoins 'that, if any ganja deposited in the storehouse be at any time con
demned by the Deputy Commissioner as unfit for use, it shall be liable to be 
destroyed under the orders of the Deputy Commissioner, with the previous 
apprpval of the Commissioner of Excise. There can be no doubt that in the plains 
the preservation of ganja from deterioration by damp is a matter of very con
siderable practical difficulty. The loose manner of packing the drug, which 
leaves a large surface exposed to the action of damp, ~nd the generally ine'ffi
-cient arrangements for storing it, make the difficulty very great. The general 
absence of special precautions for the protection of the drug may well lead to 

, such general deterioration as quite adequately 'to explain the prevailing popular • 
opinion and to justify the rules in force on the subject. 

277. From Dr. Prain's report on the cultivation of ganja, the Commission learn 
Dr. Prain's experiments in pack- that certain experiments are in progress connected 

'Ing. with the packing of ganja in hermetically sealed tins. 
From a communication received from Dr. Prain, the Commission understand 
that certain of the experiments have proved a failure so far as the physical 
appearance of the drug is concerned. The Commission have been informed that 
in the Central Provinces a few years ago similar experiments were instituted with 
equally unsatisfactory results. Ganja contains a very appreciable amount of 
moisture, and it is well known that vegetable substances, such as leaves, etc., unless 
first desiccated before being packed in hermetically sealed vessels, invariably 
undergo marked deteriora(jon. Dr. Prain's suggestion to have the drug com
pressed in the form of cakes commends itself as being simple and a very 
marked improvement on the present method of placing the drug in the market 
-in several forms. I t is recognized that powerfully compressing vegetable drugs 

27 
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in the form of tabloids lessens deterioration by exposing a smaller surface to the 
action of damp and air. The proposed system would also lessen very materially 
. the bulk to be stored and facilitate transport. It would most certainly prevent 
to a great extent volatilization of the essential oil on which 50 much of the popu
l;1r commercial value of the drug depends, and it would also to a great extent 
prevent the illicit drug from passing into the market. 



CHAPTER VII. 

TRADE AND MOVEMENT OF THE HEMP DRUGS. 

278. The area cultivated in the Ganja Mahal in the year 1892-93 was much 

Bengal. 
greater than in anyone of . the preceding 19 years, 
being 3.540 bighas (Excise Commissioner's Merna. 

randum), equivalent to i,I80 acres. But the estimated outturn of the crop was 
comparatively smaIl, being only 7,575 maunds, and not much above the average 
ofthe five years from 1888-89 to 1892-93, 7,317 maunds (Excise Report for-
1892'93, page 36). For the purpose of examining the movements of the pro
duce, therefore, 1892-93 is a fair average year. 

279. Bengal exports ganja by land to Assam, Kuch Behar, Nepal, and the 

£:rpor18 of ganjL 

figures for 1892'93 are-

To Assam 
Kuch Behar 
Nepal 

North-Western Provinces, and by sea to London, 
British Indian ports, and places outside India. The 

Maunds. 
... 681 

'" ... 89 
177 

North-Western Provinces ... . .. ... 563 
London ... .., .. , 128 
British Indian ports ... 275 
Foreign ports , .. ... 89 

Total 2,002 

None of these figures is in a very striking degree abnormal. The exports to 
Assam and Kuch Behar are taken direct from the head-quarters at Naogaon. 
and the rest apparently from the local stores most convenient to the trade. The 
balance left for home consumption is 5.573 maunds, which approximates 
to the annual consumption. One of the most' noticeable points in the information 
relating to exports is the extraordinary shipment of 774 maunds in the year 
1891-92 to other parts than those for which the Commission asked for informa
tion by name in the statemen t. This export WllS ten times the ordinary 
quantity, and no explanation is furnished about it. 

280. The history of the export trade to the .N orth-Western Provinces is' 
Exports of gonja to North. also. remarkable. It is sketched at page 38 of the 

w .. tcm ProviDces. . Excise Report for 1892'93. It is there stated that 
the ganja trade of Rajshahi with the North-Western Provinces dates from 
the very earliest period of the cultivation, and that the export. was very 
large till the year 1860, when the rate of duty was first increased. " The order 
Tequiring payment of duty at Rajshahi may be said to have killed the trade of 
that district with the North·Western Provinces. The exports which in 1854-55 
amounted to 6,036 maunds, and to 4.250 maunds in 1861.62, fell in the following 
year to 1,014 maunds, to 43 maunds in t863-64, and ceased altogether in 1869-
70." The North-Western Provinces traders have since imported a certain 
amount of ganja from the golas of the' Patna Division, and it is probable that 
by this arrangement they save in carriage something more than the differ
ence between the' cost of the drug at' the central and local golas. Their 
average total purchases for the last three years, 71;11., 565 maunds, are, however. 
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very far below the quantity they used to buy in Rajshahi, and it is clear that the 
North· Western Provinces have found other sources of supply to meet their 
wants. 

281. A certain amount of ganja is imported under license from the Tributary 

Imports of ganja. States of Orissa, but the Commissioner of Excise 
reports that the quantity is not large, as little 

advantage has yet been taken of the rules passed in March 1892 to legalize 
the import. For the previous decade the importation had been entirely 
forbidden under orders of the 21 st J une 188~. Smuggling from the States 
is, however, carried on on a considerable, scale. This and ,a small amount of 
illicit import over the Nepal frontier are practically the only sources of the ganja 
supply of the province hesides the produce of the Ganja M ahal and such 
material for smoking as the wild growth and illicit culti\'ation proyide. It may be 
noted that in the year 1878-79 a small amount of ganja was imported from 
Bombay and the Central Provinces. The experiment has not been. repeated. , 

282. The Excise Commissioner reports that bhang is not as a rule imported 

Bhang and charas. 
from any' other province, and' no figures are furnish
ed. But the Excise CommIssioner, North-Western 

Provinces, states that a certain amount does pass from his province into Bengal, 
and there is general corroboration of this statement in the evidence. Charas is 
imported from the Punjab. Formerly, it seems Nepal charas was generally con
sumed, but it never could have been iargely imported, for the total import for 
the year 1880-81 was less than hali a maund. The trade in charas seems now 
to be steadily growing. A duty of Rs. 8 a ser has been levied on the drug 
since 1880, and the import is now III maunds. 

283. The Kuch Behar State imported 89 maunds of ganja in the year 1892~_ 

Kuch Behar. 
93. Though somewhat higherthan that of the three 
preceding years, the figure is not abnormal. It 

exports none of the hemp drugs, and none are licitly produced. 
" 

284. Though the Bengal Government has passed regulations under which the 
drugs can be exported from the Garhjat States, and 

The Tributary States of Orissa. "d bl d d f h though there IS consl era e eman or tern. 
there is practically no licit trade. The illegal traffic is considerable, but its 
volume cannot be estimated. Within the States the consumers appear to grow 
their own drugs, and there is no organised trade. 

285. There is no trade worth mention in the Chota Nagpur States. All the 
States probably import ganja to a certain extent, for 

Political States of Chota NagPIlt. I' . h b J . d' II f . cu tlvatlOn as een more or ess restncte In a 0 

them i but there is definite information to this effect from Seraikela and Kharsa
wan alone. The former State has furnished statistics in the form prescribed by 
the Commission showing an import of Ii maunds of ganja. It is nevertheless 
probable that many consumers grow their own drugs. There are no exports of' 
the drugs except perhaps in the shape of vt:.ry petty smuggling. 

28'6. There is no trade in the drugs in Hill Tippera. An insignificant amount 

Hill Tippo .... 
is imported for consumption, and there is some petty· 
smuggling into British territory towards Bengal and, 
Assam. 
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lI87. Assam ·draws itsganja supply from Rajshahi. The figures of import 

Ass~. 
are given from 1879.80 to 1892'93' The average 
import of the first four years of this period was 6« 

maunds, of the next five years 6n maunds, and of the. last five years 750 maunds. 
The trade therefore is gtowing, and the increase is doubtless connected with the 
development of the tea industry in Assam and the influx of coolies attending it. 
The drug is not exported. There is reason to suppose that the consumption of 
licit ganja, and therefore the import trade, is affected by the smugglihg of inferior 
ganja from the .hill countries and by the existence in the valleys of the wild 
growth in considerable abundance; but it is not possible to form any estimate 
of the extent of this interference with the legitimate business. Charas is not 
consumed. Licenses are not issued for· the import of bhang probably because 
there is no demand for Bengal bhang, the loc.al weed being far more than suffi
cient for the needs of the province. N9r is there any local trade in bhang. 
PraGtically bhang is not recognized as a distinct article from ganja. There is 
very little information about its use. 

288. The province produces for itself a large amount of bhang and a very 

N ortb· Western Provinces. 
small amount of gapja and charas. A considerable 
quantity of bhang is nevertheless imported, and 

practically the whole of the ganja and charas consumed are from outside the 
province. All three drugs also pass out of the ·province, but ganja and charas 
only to a small extent. 

289. Mr. Stoker writes that the three main localities from which ganja is im

Ganja imports. 
ported are Bengal, Khandwa, and Central India, i.e., 
(a) Gwalior, and (b) Bundelkhand Native States. 

The Bengal Excise Report for 1892'93 shows that the export from Bengal to the 
North·Western Provinces in the last three. years has been-

Maunds. Average 
maunds. 

189°'9 1 ... ' ~ . 
6671 

189['93 ... 467 565 

1892 -93 
I 

563) 

It is nearly all brought from the golas in the Patna Division. The imports from 
Khandw", (Excise Memorandum) were-

Maunds. Average 
maunds. 

1890 -91 ... 1'530
} 

1,490 

1'89['92 ... . .. 1,450 

These figures together account for an average import of 2,055 maunds. The total 
imports of the province were-

1890-91 

1891'93 

1892 -93 

... 

... 
... 

'" 

, .. ... 

Maund,. Average 
maunds. 

4,9201 
I 

4'239} 4,774 

5,165 

. or more than double the quantity which is drawn from Bengal and Khandwa. 
28 
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The Bengal drug,. haluchar, is universally admitted to be of superior quality. 
Mr. Stoker wntes: "The appearance would indicate that it contains more 
of the resinous secretion i but, so far as I know, it seems to be preferred on ac
count of its flavour and less unpleasant after effects." It· was exported to the 
North-Western Provinces in 1854-55 to the amount of 6,036 maunds, arid in 1861-
62 of 4,250 maunds, and then the export rapidly decreased to the present average 
on account of the heavy duty imposed by the Bengal Government. These figures 
appear to show that the North-Western Provinces formerly drew its whole supply 
of ganja, or nearly all, from Bengal, and thilt the i.mports of ganja given in the 
statistical return are not in excess of the annual supply which the province requires. 
It is advisable to draw attention to these figures because Mr. Stoker cautions 
the Commission against placing too much reliance on his statistics. 

290. Taking the average import then at 4,774 maunds-Mr. Stoker 
Gwalior the principal source of estimates· it at 4,000 to 4,500 maunds-it must be 

IlUpply of ganja. G:oncluded that 2,7 19 maunds,' or the gr.eater part 
of it, are imported from. Gwalior and the Bundelkhand States. The Bundel
khand States named by Mr. Stoker are Dattia, Sampthar, Chatarpur, and 
Kadaura (Baoni), to which he would add Dholpur in the Bhartpur Agency. 
He is not sure that all the ganja brought from these States is of local 
growth. Some of it, he suspects, comes from Gwalior or Khandwa origin
ally. From other sources it is ascertained that Dholpur does not grow any 
ganja. Regarding the volume of the import for the Bundelkhand States, Mr. 
Stoker writes that it is inconsiderable and irregular. Gwalior must therefore 
be the locality from which nearly the whole of the balance of import 
now under c'onsideration is derived. And in this view it becomes the most 
considerable source of the ganja supply of the province, larger than Khandwa, 
and far larger than Bengal. It is reported that a little ganja still comes from 
Indore. It is to be noted that in certain years the Khandwa imports have been un
commonly large. In 1883-84 they were 2,472 maunds, in 1885-86 4,223 maunds, 
and in 1889-90 3,237 mauncls. These figures, of course, raise the importance 
of Khandwa as compared with Gwalior, but still they do not affect the conclusion 
that the latter provides the greater amount of ganja to the North-Western 
Provinces at the present day. Mr. Stoker thinks Gwalior ganja is gaining ground, 
and that it has been favoured by the construction of the Indian Midland Railway, 

291. As regards quality, Mr. Stoker's information places Gwalior ganja on 
Khandwa .... d Gwalior ganja the sam~ footing as the pat/lar of Khandwa, and it 

infericr to that of Bengal. is known by the same name. Both these drugs are 
far cheaper than .that of Bengal with its high duty, and this appears to be a 
sufficient reason for their having superseded it. In th~ retail trade pathar 
sells at 1 i annas, while bal/lchar sells at 6 annas the tala. There is reason to· 
believe that pa/har is frequently passed off as the better quality of drug, and 
is u.sed also for adulterating it. The form in which the drug is sold in the 
shops, the smokable part being picked off the stems, renders such practices possi
ble. The two articles are readily distinguishable on the branch. Mr. Stoker has 
some inter~sting remarks on attempts which have been made, apparently with 
more or less success, to get the cultivators of Nimar to turn out their drug so 
as to resemble halucllar. The latter is consumed principally in the districts 
of the Gorakhpur and Benares Divisions, but a little of it still finds its way 
further west, where its superior quality secures for it a certain, fhough small~ 
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demand in spite of its much higher price. The name pathar, pathiyara, or 
pathiyala may possibly be derived, Mr. Stoker thinks, from the leafy character 
of tbe inferior drug. 

292. It is mentioned tbat within tbe last ten years ganja bas been imported 

Other sources of ga.oja supply. 
from Holkar's Territory, Berar, Mewar, Nasik, 
Nasirabad, and Khandesh, and perbaps otber places 

in tbe Bombay Presidency; but latterly" tbe proximity of Kbandwa and G~alior, 
and the cheapness of the drug tbere, seem to have given them a monopoly of 
the business in pathar." Tbe smuggling of inferior ganja from over the Nepal 

• frontier is too insignificant to interfere with tbe trade. Tbe registered exports 
are not considerable; some imported ganja goes from Bahraich into Nepal. 

293. Tbe charas used in the North-Western Provinces is almost wholly the 

Import of charas. 
produce of Yarkand and Bokbara obtained tbrougb 
tbe Punjab. Nepal also supplies from!J5 to 50 maunds. 

Tbe total import is given as 2,251 maunds .. Tbis is far in excess of any previous 
record, but Mr. Stoker advises caution against placing too great reliance on 
the~e statistics, and states tbat be ~as only recently established a system of 
registration'wbicb can be expected to give at all accurate results. Tbe figure is 
probably unduly enbanced by the partial registration 9f transports witbin tbe prov
ince. In sucb registration tbe district exports must bave failed to appear, for • 
tbe total export of the year is only given at 45 maunds. In tbe correspondence 
of 1881 the Board of Revenue estimated tbe consum·ption at only 1,000 rnaunds, 
and it cannot he ,supposed tbat it bas doubled since tbat time. Mr. Stoker's 
estimate of tbe imports, viz., 1,100 or 1,200 maunds, may be adopted. Some 
interesting information is furnisbed in a letter of tbe Britisb Joint Commissioner 
of Ladakb wbich appears in tbe correspondence of 1881. Tbat officer states 
that tbe charas wbich comes into India by the Ladakb road is produced in East-' 
em Turkestan, vz'z., Yarkand, Yengi Hissar, Kashgar, Kbotan, etc. Tbis is 
regarded as inferior to the cbaras of Bokbara, which is carried througb Kabul to 
Pesbawar, and through Kandabar (in ordinary times) to Sbikarpur in Sind. The 
charas of Yengi H issar, which is tbe best of tbe kinds produced in Ea~tern 

Turkestan, is frequently sent through Khokand to Bokhara, and thence imported 
. with Bokhara charas, and sold under tbat name. Tbe great bulk of the cbaras 
sent tbrough Ladakh to India is consigned to Amritsar. Amritsar is tbe chief 
depot of charas, and the North-Western Provinces supply would seem to be dra,vn 
from that place. The traders have informed Mr_ Stoker that tbe drug is much 
less pure than it used to be some years ago, and also mucb cheaper. The Shdh
jafwllz' or Sa/jahdlli charas from Nepal is of very superior quality, and comm·ands 
as high a price as Rs. 10 a ser. It seems all to go to Lucknow, where it is retail
ed at Rs. 35 to Rs. 40 per ser. The import has fallen off in late years in conse
quence of Y!lrkand charas having become cbeaper, but its superior quality still 
secures a market for it. 

294-. Charas is manufactured to the extent of about So maunds in the 
mountains of Kumaon and Garhwal from the crops 

Charas produced in the Himalay.... I . d f fib I .. f h cu tlvate or reo t IS or t e most part 
consumed locally, but 5 or 6 maunds pass annually into tbe hands of the con
tractors. It would appear that a small amount is exported to Tibet. Tbis 
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district also receives small imports from Tibet and Nepal. It is said that the 
people prefer Yarkand charas to their own, and Mr. Stoker ~annot understand 
in what, except cheapness, the superiority of the latter can consist, for the home 
produce must be far the purer of the two. Some charas is prepared from 
the wild growth, but it is doubtfulifit enters the market. It may, however, affect the 
trade by satisfying the wants of a certain class of consumers. There is still another 
source of charas in the province, though it is not yet drawn upon except by the 
hillmen who come down to cultivate in the Kumaon Terai and the Bhabar. The 
wild growth of this region is made to yield the drug of which Mr. Stoker had 
succeeded in getting a specimen. The quantity made and used is quite 
insignificant, and does not appear to find its way into the market; but the' 
possibility of preparing the drug from the wild growth of the low country IS 

interesting. 

295. The export of charas is only 45 maunds. It probably Pilsses into 

Export 01 charas. 
Bengal and the' Native States on the sout~ern fron
tier; but there is no definite information. The figure 

may not mean exports from the province, but it is reasonable to expect that 'there 
should be a little trade in the directions indicated. 

296. The imports and exports of bhang are given as 1,644 and 1,263 maunds 
respe,ctively. It may be doubted if these figures 

Import ad export 01 bhang. have any value at all as representing the volume 

of trade over the frontiers of the province. The mass of the bhang trade 
of course circulates within the pro.vince, and consists in providing the 
locally grown drug to local consumers. Regarding the external trade, Mr. Stoker 
writes: "A certain amount is imported from the Punjab, coming. chiefly from 
Jagadhri, Kalsia, and Umballa, and some from Amritsar and Hoshiarpur. Nearly all 
of it goes to a few of our western districts. This is not because of any failure in the 
local supply, which is unlimited and inexhaustible, nor because of any superiority 
of the Punjab article, but apparently on account of the trade connection of 
some of the contractors with the Punjab............. A- little bhang also comes 
from Bhartpur and Jeypore, and perhaps from a few Bundelkhand Native' States; 
but in that direction we give more than.we get. The amount is not considerable, 
and seems to be diminishing. Some of the bhang from Gonda and Bahraich is 
really grown on the Nepal side of the border...... ................ A certain amount 
of bhang finds its way out of the provinces to the neighbouring districts .of 
Bengal, the Punjab, the Central Provinces, and the Bundelkhand States." 
It appears that the contractors often buy the plant from the owners or occupiers 
of land who have collected and stored it. The purchase money would seem 
to include ,a price for the drug itself as wen as 'payment of the expenses 
connected with collecting and storing it. 

297. There is no separate information regarding the trade'arrangements of the 

Rampur. Rampur State. They form part of the general 
trade of the province. The amount of the State's 

imports and exports cannot appreciably affect the course of the latter. 

298. The same remarks apply to the Hill State of Tehri Garhwal, with the 

Tohrl Garb ..... addition of the definite information that none of the 
products of the hemp cultivation carried on in the 

State passes ove!' its frontiers into British territory. 
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299. The comparatively unimportant subject of the bhang trade. maybe 

Punjab. 
disposed of in a' few words. The mass of the \>hang 
consumed is collected within the provinc'e mostly 

from the wild growth. There is a qmsiderable import from over the Kashmir 
frontier which, the Excise Commissioner remarks, may be regarded as local 
production, for the plant is collected at no great distance from the border. There 
is a small import from the direction of Kabul also. It has been seen that a certain 
quantity of bhang passes out into the North-Western Provinces. It is probable 
that the bhang produced from cultivation is mostly consumed at horne, and that 
very little of it, if any, passes on to the market. The amount shown as sold 
by retail vendors approaches 4,000 maunds. 

300. Nearly the whole of the charas supply of India comes through the 
Punjab. The Excise Commissioner estimates that 
in 1892-93 the total import amounted to 5,000' 

maunds; that thiSl was an exceptional year, and that in ordinary years it is 
between 3,?00 and 4,000 maul'lds. When examining the trade of the North-' 
Western Provinces, information was quoted from the J oint Commissioner, Ladakh, 
about the kinds of charas which pass under the names of Bokhara and Yarkand, 
and the routes by which the two articles are imported into India. The Joint 
Commissioner, in this case Captain Ramsay, reported to the Financial Commis
'sioner, Punjab, in August 1888, on the subject of the charas trade. In this report 
he writes: "Charas is produced chiefly in the vicinity of Yarkand. It grows at 
Bokhara and other places in Turkestan, but I' have been informed that the 
Russians have prohibited its cultivation within their dominions, and that supplies 
.of the drug are now obtained almost entirely from Yarkand territory. The 
finest charas does not find its way into Ladakh, but is exported to Bokhara and 
other places." He proceeds to give some interesting details of the trade: .. The 
reported value' of the charas is fictitiolls for this reason that the Yarkandis 
bring their charas to Leh, and there meet Indian traders who take their charas 
1n exchange for piece. goods and other Indian articles. Each party over-values 
his goods, hence the reputld value of both charas and piece-goods, etc., is from 
10 to 20 per cent. in excess of the real value." He then shows that the trade has 
a strong spice of gambling about it: "It will be observed that the fluctuations'in 
the price of 'charas are very great, and this fact hrls led two of my predecessors 
and myself to express opinions hostile to the fostering of this particular branch of 
our Central Asian trade on the ground that all charas dealings partake rather 
'of the nature of a gambling transaction than of legitimate trade. The price 
fixed for charas at Leh is almost entirely speculative. The charas is intended 
for sale in the Punjab, but none but license-holders are permitted to sell charas 
there j the consequence is that when merchants take their cha;as to the Punjab, 
-they are obliged to sell it for such price as the license-holders will pay. The 
·charas cannot be kept in I ndia, as it goes bad after a year, and it cannot be , . 

Import of charas. 

taken back on account of the cost of transport. The down country hcense-
holder is therefore in a position to fix the price of the drug. Nevertheless large 
profits are sometimes made on' charas taken down for sale, and thus the trade 
continues to thrive." These remarks appear to be just, though it may not be 
correct to say that charas goes bad in quite so short a time as one' year. The 
charas having arrived at Leh, and having apparently passed into the hands of 
Indian traders, is taken to the Punjab by two routes, viti Kashmir and viti Kulu. 

29 
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The ganja, gard bhang, or chura charas manufactured in Kashmir is all 
consumed locally; none is exported to ~he Punjab (Kashmir Governor's Memo
randum). The Kashmir authorities take precautions to see that the Yarkand 
charas passes through with bulk unbroken, and they levy duty on any that may 
be sold in Srinagar. The import by this route may be roughly stated at 500 
maunds. Six or seven times as much is imported direct through Kulu te> 
Hoshiarpur, and during the last three years the amount has grown considerably. 
The figures for the last three years are-

Maunds. 

189°-91 ._- ... ,., ' 2,20t 

189 1'92 ... . . ... .. . 3,242 

1892-93 ... ... ... 3,932 

The figures quoted by the Excise Commissioner from. the Provincial Reports; 
of external trade show that the Kabul route is also used for the import of charas, 
but no imports were apparently registered in 1890-91 and 1891-92. In' discussing
the value of these figures, the Excise Commissioner remarks. that no . drug is 
shewn as coming across the western frontier (from Sewestan) or the north· 
western (from Bajaur) except that from Kabul, while there is undoubtedly a cer· 
tain amount of import trade with the Derajat and Hazara. This implies that 
to the west of the Kashmir route there are several roads from Hazara round to 
the Sind frontier by which. charas enters the Punjab. 

The figures of' import and export given in the form prescribed by the Com
mission ~re obviously incorrect; the same'drug must frequently have been regis
tered more than once. The estimated import is 5,000 maunds. The registered 
consumption as shown in the statistical tables is 1,020 and 1,026 maunds for 

1892-93 and 1891"92 respectively. But the figures seem to be merely the· 
differences between the imports and exports, and cannot be. otherwise verified. 
'It would hardly be .ali excessive estimate to put the amount consumed in 
the province at 1,200 maunds. This leaves 3,8~0 maunds for export, of 
which, accoding to Mr. Stoker, the North-Western Provinces would take· 
another 1,200 maunds. The balance, 2,600 maunds. must go in waste, 
and be exported to the rest of India. It must be remembered that the
i~ports of charas in 1892-93 were exceptionally high, being 1,000 or 1,500' 
maunds above the normal. With this allowance the consumption by . India out·· 

, side the two northern provinces seems to come within limits which accord with 
the general information regarding the habits of the people. A not insignificant 
share must be taken by the Native States of the Punjab, where the charas habit 
is as prevalent as among the population of the British portion of the province. 

301. The following morsels of information regarding the Native States under 
the Punjab Government have be~n furnished. The
State of Nabha prohibits the sale of ganja and charas, 

and only allows the sale of bhartg for medicinal purposes. Faridkot imported i", 
the last year 40 maunds of bhang and I ~ maunds of charas. Jhind has imported on 
the averllge oftwo years 105 maunds of bhang and S!I maunds of charas £i·om 
Umballa and Hoshiarpur. Chamba reports that it imports the hemp drug from. 
Hoshiarpur and Amritsar, and that the average consumption of the whole year 
ia about 8 maunds. There is a small import of Yarkand charas through 

Punjab Stat ... 
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Bashahr_ The distributioll of the hemp drugs to the States would seem to be a. 
~ubordinate incident of the Punjab trade. 

302. The Central 

Ceatral Proviaca. 

Provinces grow their own ganja, consume no charas, 
and import a trifling amount of bhang. 

303. Mr. Drake-Brockman gives 16 maunds as the average outturn of an acre 

Quantity of g'IUIja pntducecl. 
of ganja cultivation (Memor:mdum on Cultivation). 
Mr. Robertson puts it at 12 to IS' maunds (Memo. 

randum on Cultivation)_ These estimates must take account of a great deal of 
material that does not find its way on to the books of the Khandwa depOt. For 
paragraph 54 of the Excise Memorandum gives figures which would put the 
outtum at hardly 10 maunds_ The qualltity of ganja brought to store and the 
quantity exported since 1888-89 are given in that paragraph as follows :-

Quantity stored. 
goantit, sold for 
'ezport eyond Difference. 
Central Provinces. 

Mannds. Maunds. Mauncb. 

1888-89 .. , ." 9,45° 5,052 4,398 

1889-90 10,854 7,933 2,921 

,890 -9
' 

7,224 4,108 3,116 

,89
'
-92 6.683 3,9,6 2,769 

1892-93 6,686 4,233 2,453 

-
Total ' ... 40,899 25,242 15,657 

Average 8,179 5,°48 3,'3
' -

Mr. Drake-Brockman writes that only one-fifth of the crop is locally con
sumed, but this statement does not take account of waste. The average recorded 
consumption, including that of the Feudatory States, is shown to be 1,282 maunds. 
The column headed" difference" represents this provincial consumption, together 
with waste in cleaning, principally the drug consumed in the province, but alsl> 
to a less degree that which is exported. ' 

304, Of this export the North-Western Provinces take about 1,500 maunds, 

ExPort or ganja. 
and the destination of the rest is indicated in a 
report of the Excise Commissioner of the 'year 

1887 quoted at paragraph 41 of his memorandum: "The part played by'the 
Khandwa store as an entrepof for the supply of the ganja demand of these 
provinces is quite insignificant when compared with its use as a mart for the con
venience of foreign purchasers. To it throng traders from Bhopal, Indore. 
Gwalior, Rutlam, Dhar, Jodhpur, Udaipur, Rewa, Panna, Baroda, and othel
States of less note, and licensed vendors from the North- Western Provinces 
compete with contractors from Berar for the purchase of the cultivator's stock,"· 
At that time the Commissioner of Excise states that the export was between 
6,000 and 7,000 maunds. In making this calculation, he includes the figure of 
the year J88S-86, which reached the exceptional amount of 13,380 maunds. 

There is reason to suppose that a little business is done in the sale of seed 
, ~ 

from the crops grown at Khandwa for that product. There is information as t() 
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its being used by the' hemp cultivators of Hyderabad, the Berars, Bombay, and 
Indore. There is some smuggling of ganja from the N~tive States on the borders 
of the province, but it doe,s not seem to be considerable enough to materially 
affect the licensed trade. Bhang is imported from Central India to the extent of 
about 10 maunds for the use principally of Marwari traders. It is difficult to 
believe that the leaves of the' hemp cultivated at Khandwa and the fragments 
from ganja manufacture do not pass into use as bhang j but there is no evidence 
that they do. The Excise Commissioner thinks that the high maximum (20 
tolas) for legal possession - of bhang affects the, licensed' import by enabling 
.consumers who travel to bring in the drug for themselves .. " Considerable 
quantities," he says, "are introduced by post also." 

305. The Feudatory States and some zamindaris administer their own excise. 

Feudatory States, ICent"a! Provo These are all under engagement to buy their ganja 
inces. from British wholesale vendors. Their imports are 
steadily growing, and amounted in 1892-93 to 273 maunds (paragraph 96, Excise 
Memorandum). Khairagarh and Sonepur alone have sent reports, and they show 

, that their imports are increasing, and are now over 20 maunds each. None of them 
apparently exports any ganja, though from the position of some of them on the 
frontier, and the presumably superior quality of Khandwa ganja over that of 
ganja yielded by ruder methods of cultivatioil,they might hav.e been expected 
tG do so. But the Native States and Madras zamindaris beyond the frontier all 
more or less grow their own ganja, and. the Dewan 6f the Sonepur State says 
that the locally grown article is preferred. There may, however, be some 
petty export to the Chota Nagpur States, for the British authorities of that divi
sion have succeeded in restricting cultivation in them. 

306. The Excise memorandum and the statistics give no information about 
Madras. . the imports and exports of ganja or the quantity pro

duced in the Presidency. Of the other forms of the 
• 

raw drugs, charas does not appear to be used, and bhang is but rarely recog-
nised as a distinct article from ganja. Of these, therefore, nothing need be said 
in the present connection. 

307. In order to form an idea of the extent of t~e traffic in ganja, it.is necessary 
Probable amount of ganja pro. to hazard an estimate of the outtum of the cultiva

eluced. tion throughout the Presidency. The area has been 
estimated at 350 acres of regular cultivation, to which must be added the cultiva
tion of the homestead and desultory kind. The Bengal Excise Report of 1892-93~ 
page 36, gives the average outturn per bigba as 3! maunds, or something less 
than 10 maunds an acre. In the Central Provinces it appeared to be much the 
same figure. Mr. Benson, when giving evidence orally, said that the people of 
North Arcot and Kistna had both told him that tbe crop came out about 420Ibs., 

. or 5! maunds to the acre, but he had not been able to test the statement. Except 
the fact that a higher out turn is got in the Ganja Mahal and at Khandwa, there 
is no apparent reason why this should be regarded as an unduly low estimate. 
For the reason stated, however, it may be raised to 6 maunds. And it will be 
proper to add one maund for the fragments from the manufacture which go to 
make bhang. The 350, acres of regular cultivation would at this rate, 7 maunds 
per acre, yield 2.450 mannds. The less systematic cultivation, accompanied by 
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probably less skilful manufacture, may perhaps be estimated to yield 2,000 

maunds. The total outturn would thus be 4,450 maunds. 

308. There is definite information of the following exports in J!l92"93:-

Exports of ganja. Maunds. 

To Mysore (average of three years, Mysore statistics) 540 

To Bangalnre (average of seven years, Bangalore Memorandum) 57 
To Coorg (average of two years, Coorg Memorandum and 

Statistics) 21 

By sea (Government report) 58 

leaving a balance of 3,774 ma1Jnds. There is probably some licit importatioll 
into Hyderabad from the Northern Sircars, though it would appear from the 
H yderabad evidence to be small; and .a certain amount of smuggling not only 
into Hyderabad, but also to Orissa, the Central Provinces, and Burma: Mysore 
probably gets some illegal addition to its registered imports. The amount left for 

. consumption in the Presidency and the Native States subordinate to it can hardly 
exceed 3.500 maunds. And it must be remarked that in the case of Madras 
ganja, there is not less waste than in the Khandwa drug as far as the Commission 
can j\ldge. ·The consumers, therefore, do not probably get a larger share of this 
produce for actual use than the consumers of the Central Provinces do of the 
portion of their produce which stays at home. The export to Burma, there is 
reason to believe, is considerable. The Commissi~n were informed in Burma 
that the drug came in considerable quantity from Pondicherry and ports on the 
Madras coast. All this export would appear to be Madras ganja. 

309. Travancore and Pudllkottai appear to import their hemp drug. In Tra

Madras States. 
vancore the cultivation is prohibited, except possibly 
in the wildest of the' hill tracts, and it does not 

appear that there is any regular cultivation in Pudukottai. The consumption of 
the latter State is about 71 maunds, which probably represents the average import. 
It is estimated· that the share of the rent· of the opium and bhang farm' of 
the State creditable to the hemp drug is Rs: 5,000, while the revenue of Pudu
kottai is Rs. 260. 'Phe Government of the latter State seems to undertake 
a more direct and detailed m'anagement of its hemp excise than the former does, 
and probably therefore gets a higher rate of reven ue upon if, The consumption 
or import of Travancore is therefore probably less than would be indicated by a 
calculation based on a comparison of the revenue of the two States. It may be 
estimated at about 100 maunds. The State of Bangimapalle is reported to culti
vate !I'iiI acres, and produce therefrom 320 maunds of ganja valued at Rs. 800. 
The outturn is impossible. Either the State imports a considerable amount of 
ganja, or its cultivation is much more extensive than reported. The revenue of 
the Sondur State from the farm of ganja, opium, and snuff is Rs. 31, and there 
can be no trade in the hemp drug worth mention. 

310. The Collector of Ahmednagar states that the outturn of ganja culti-
Bombay. vation is 41 to 71 maunds per acre· according to 

Probable amount of gonja pro' '1 Of S . 
eluted. SOl and season. two atata Witnesses, one 
puts the outturn at 6i maunds, and the other at 8 maunds. A fair average 

30 
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of these figures is 6! maunds. On the average of the last five years, the culti
vation of th.e Deccan and Southern Maratha Country, including the Native States, 
is about I, 100 acres, . which at the above rate would yield 7, I So maunds of 
ganja. The cultivation in the other parts of ~he Presidency proper is insig
nifiqnt, and yieJds only bhang. The whole of the Presidency, including Cutch,. 
-Kathiawar, and the other Political Agencies, draws its ganja supply from the 
Deccan. Baroda also comes to the same market, and so do Sind and Aden. 

3"' The registered retail sale of the British districts (excluding Sind) is on 
Statistic. or sale unreliable. the five years average 2,120 maunds. This ought to. 
Estimate of consumption. b th f I 'f' • e near e amount 0 actua consumptIon, or Im-

ports of ganja are compared with the passes on arrival of consignments at the 
district head-quarters, the taluka, or the village, and the accounts of the retail 
vendors and their stocks are inspected from time to time by the District and 
Abkati Officers (Excise Memorandum, paragraph 8). The Commissioner of 
Customs, Salt, Opium, and Abkari states also (paragraph 14, Excise Mem~randum) 
that the reports from all districts are unanimous that smuggling of these drugs is. 
to all intents and purposes unknown, and he explains why it should not be worth 
the people's while to engage in illicit practices. But unfortunately it is found on 
examining the district figures thal the provincial total is got simply by adding 
them up, and that in no less than nine districts there is no registered sale 
whatever in the year 1892'93. Large districts like Dharwar and Satara are thus 
imperfectly. represented, and the average is falsified by the fact that in other 
districts the figures for the full quinquennium are not brought into the account. 
The actual average consumption is evidently very m!lch in excess of 2,120 maunds. 
Another large addition must be made to the recorded sale on account of the 
waste which accompanies the handling and distribution of the less highly 
manufactured ganja found outside Bengal. Wit,h these corrections the con
sumption of British districts alone will account for not less than 3,000 maunds of 
the total production. 

312. A few States anc\ some of the Agencies have sent figures of imports and 
consumption which exceed a total of 1,000 maunds. 

Ganja supplied to Native States. f h" d . Only one State 0 Kat lawar IS represente 10 this 
list-J unagadh. The important State of Kolhapur has. no statistics to give. 
Baroda also would appear to import Deccan ganja to the amount of about 409 

maunds. The consumption of all the Native State~ which import Bombay ganja 
cannot be much less than double the amount which has been reported. 

313. In British territory the district contractors, and sometimes the holders 

Transport and import or ganjL 
of smaller farms (Excise Memoramdum, paragraph 
8), import on their own account from the places 

of production. These are all retail vendors.'. There is only one merchant 
in the Kolaba district who engages on the wholesale business, and probably 
the supplies for Sind and other places on the sea boarel pass through his 
bands. The farmer for the Bombay district appears to import for himself. It 
would appear from the Excise memorandum that some ganja is i~ported from 
the Central Provinces. It seems to be brought into Khandesh, but there is nO' 
evidence that it goes beyond that district. Some may possibly go as far as 
Nasik. But both in Khandesh and Nasik the cultivation is almost sufficient ta . . 
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supply the demand of those districts. ' The import from the Central Provinces 
cannot be large. 

314. It will be seen from the following statement that there is a consider

Ezportsby ..... 
able export of ganja by sea. Something less than 
one-half of the whole goes to British Indian ports, 

several of which are probably in the Bombay Presidency. A little more than a , 
quarter finds its way to foreign Indian ports, which would include those of 
Cutch and Kathiawar. There is not, however, any definite information of the 
Indian ports, British and foreign, to which the drug is carried. As much of the 
drug as is imported into the Presidency and its Native States has, of course, been 
included in the above survey of' import and consumption. About 28 per cent. 
goes to, Aden, Arabia, Africa, and Europe. The export to London is very con
siderable. There is no reason to suppose that any of the sea export consists 
of other than Bombay ganja. 

Export of ganja from ports, in tke Bombay Presidency for 1890-91 to 1892-93. 

I 

" f 1i .. .. 
• c 

From wba.l: port. 
0 ~ RltI!AIlKS. Year •. ;;; .!l 'll 

,; 
.!l ~ ,; .. 

• ~ 
0 

1 .c ,,!! C 0 .. 
.~ 

'N '" : ~ • ~ 'c c 

:3 '" :s is 0 
~ :s < ... 

~ ~ 0 ~ ~ 
0 

~ ~ 
0 ... ... ... -- ------------

, 

f Bombay ••• , .. 116 9481 .,6 ... •• S60 l2.d ... 1.7811 The figut'eS are In .. 
18g0-g1 diaD maunda. 

Other Bombay ports ... 1,202 ,6 ... ... ... ... ... ... 1,218 

- ------ --------Comptete information 

1241 3,0051 
for previous years. 

Total ... 1.318 9641 16 ... •• S60 .. . not available. 

- --- --- -------
{ Bombay ••. ... 126j 83' 30 '4 ,8 I,OSS 67 30 2,1821 

1891-93 
Other eombay pNts ... 1,431 1,390 47 ... ... ... ... .. .. . 

- ----- - ----
Total ... 1.5 161 879 30 ... 18 r,oss 67 30 3.61 91 , --- - ----- -- --~-

{ Bombay ... ... '95 6'3 3' .8 .6 700 ... ... 1,624 

'89>-93 
Other Bombay ports ••• 1,345 '47 ... ... 1.49<= ... ... ... .. . 

- --- - - ---- ----
Total ... 1.540 770 32 48 .6 '00 .. , ... 3.116 

- --- ------- -- -
Total of 3 yean ... 4.314 i 3,61 31 78 7' 66 ~.31S 1916 30 9,74o! 

- --- - I---I- ---
Average ... 1,458 8,. 26 24 22 77' 63 .0 3.146 

315. The result of thiS survey of the dlstnbutlOn of the gan]a produced m 
Distrlbutiono£ganjaproduce4 in the Bombay Presidency is as follows :-' 

the Presidency. 

Consumed in British districts 
Consumed in Native States 
Exported by sea .•• 
Unaccounted lor 

... Maands. 

3,000 

2,000 

.;500 
650 

Total ... 7,.50 
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316. Bhang occupies such a position in relation to ganja in the BombAy Presi-
. dency that it is hardly possible to examine the traffic 

Bhang. • • 
In It separately. In the Northern Division the 

cultivation may yield 150 maunds, which would not be more than sufficient to 
. supply the local demand. The bhang produced in Baroda, a very small amount, 

is not exported_ The bhang which generally passes by that name consists of 
the fragments of leaves and· flower head which come away in the manufacture' of 
ganja. If figures had been complete and trustworthy, ganja and bhang might 
have been' put together, and treated as one article of trade. It did not 
appear advisable to deal thus with a total consumption of only 44 maunds in 
the year 1892-93, a figure which a com parison with previous years shows to be 
incorrect. It does not, appear that the sale of bhang as a distinct article from 
ganja exceeds 150 maunds a year in the whole' Presidency, excluding Sind. 
The sale is only registered in the Northern Division and in Khandesh. Mr. 
Almon states that some of the Surat bhang finds its way to BOI;nbay, and 
Mr. Campbell mentions import from Palanpur. 

Charas is only used in Bombay City to the extent of 7 or 8 maunds a 

Charas. 

Amritsar and Hoshiarpur. 

year. Seven sers only were sold in Poorra for the 
first time in 1892-93. The drug is imported from 

318. The information is not complete enough to make it worth while to 

Bombay States. 
examine the individual trade of the Native States_' 
The above general survey of the Presidency supplies 

the broad fact that all the States get their supply of ganja from. the Bombay 
cultivation. The States in the extreme north of the Presidency, especially Palan
pur, grow a little bhang for themselves, and this State may export some of its own 
growth to Bombay j but it cannot be much. Some of the southern States probably 
export part of the produce of the cultivation mentioned in Chapter IV. 

319. In Sind bhang takes the place of first importance among the three 
. hemp drugs. Cultivation for the production of this 

Sind. drug amounts to 262 acres oli the average of the last 
five years. The outtum calculated at something under 12 maunds an acre is 
3,000 maunds. A high rate is adopted because the whole crop, except the actual 
sticks, goes into the product. The Excise Reports of 1891-92 and 1892-93 

show the sources from which the various districts of Sind get their supplies 
of the drugs. All the districts, except the Upper Sind Frontier, wo.uld appear 
to consume locally grown bhang. The retail sale on the average of the last five 
years is 4,539 maunds, so the local production does pot cover the consump
tion. But it is possible that this Jigure includes transport within the province. 
The Upper Sind Frontier district would appear to import the drug from the 
Punjab and Khelat. The statement regarding Khelat may be doubted, for there 
is very little cultivation there according to the information furnished to the Com-
miSSion. 

320. The imports of ganja average 55 maunds, and the tetail sale 22 maunds_ 

Import of ganja. 
It is mostly brought through ~(arachi from Panvel 
in the Kolaba district of the Bombay Presidency, 

where there is a wholesale business carried on in the ganja grown in the Deccan_ 
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Some little may be imported from Cutch, but that also is in all probability the 
.same ganja moving by a different route. The districts of Karachi and the 
Upper Sind Frontier would appear {rom the statistics to consume none of it, and 
Shikarpur very little j but the registration of the sale in KaraclJi is obviously 
<imperfect. It was to be expected that the districts of Upper Sind should in 
~espect to the consumption of ganja resemble the Punjab, where the drug is 
·not smoked_ . 

321. The average import of charas is 70 maunds, and the registered retail 

Import of ch ...... 
sale 24 maunds. Amritsar s~ems to be the source 
of supply. Though the drug is said to be brought 

tram Afghanistan, Yarkand, and Khorassan, there is no information of any 
direct import over the" Sind Frontier on the west. The Karachi figures of 

,retail sale are again wanting, and the drug would appear to be little used in 
Thar and Parkar. But the latter district appears to be more addicted to' 
opium. The Acting Commissioner in Sind (Colonel Crawford) suspects some 
smuggling of charas and ganja from Jaisalmir through Tharand Parkar, and 
.some illicit import of bhang from Khairpur into surrounding districts. Neither 
.traffic appears to be at all extensive. In the last two years there has been a 
trifling export of 10 maunds of ganja by sea from Karachi •. 

322. The Khairpur State grows 84 acres of bhang; which would yield about 

Khailpur. 
1,000 maunds. The registered retail sa,le was three 
and four years ago 1,800 and 1,500 maunds; it is 

·entered at 276 maunds for 1892-93. The figures cannot be correct. The statis
tics give no imports of ganja or charas, or any consumption of these drugs. Nor 
is there any record of export of bhang in the last three years. It is probable 
that some charas is used, but it may well be that ganja is but rarely smoked. 

323. The average area of cultivation in Berar is 60 acres, which by the 
Berll'. KJiandwa standard would yield something over 50C) 

maunds of ganja. The imports, which corne from 
Khandwa and some from Khandesh, are estimated at 800 maunds (Excise 

. Memorandum). These supplies "are apparently sufficient for the requirements.of 
the people who indulge in this drug." No exports are recorded, and it is stated 
that there are none. The cultivation in Kham!esh has become so reduced that 
it is doubtful if any ganja comes from that district now. Charas does not 

.appear to be used, and no sale of bhang distinct from ganja is recorded. 

324. The statistics of Ajmere give no figures of import, export, or retail sale. 
Ajmere. Very little of the hemp drugs is produced locally. 

and that only in the form of bhang. It is therefore 
. safe to say there is no export. The Assistant Commissioner and Collector of 
Excise Revenue reports that ganja and charas are imported usually. from the 
Punjab. This is probably true of charas, but the Punjab produces no ganja, and 
this drug must come from elsewhere, Gwalior being the most convt!nient, and 
therefore the moSt probable, source of supply. 

In Coorg there is practically no local production of the hemp drugs. 

Coorg. The average import of ganja from the figures of 
two years is 74 maunds of 28 Ibs. each, or 21 Indian 

3 1 
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maunds. The average of registered consumption is two-thirds of this amount. 
The drug imported would seem to be grown in the Madras Presidency. Charas 
is not used, nor is bhang regarded as a distinct article from ganja. 

326. The information from Baluchistan does not enable the Commission to

Baluchistan. 
judge of the extent of the trade in the province. The 
farms in two divisions-Bolan and Quetta-Pishin

fetch over Rs. 4,coo each; but it· is not clear that these do not include the right 
to sell other intoxicating drugs besides the hemp products. There is practi
cally no local production of the drugs_ It would appear that the consumption of 
bhang and ganja are about equal, and'that of charas IS twelve times as great 
as either. • 

327. There is no legitimate trade in Burma. The smuggling which is carried 

Burma. 
on on a considerable scalewiII be dealt with more 
appropriatelyin connection with prohibition and excise 

arrangements. A few facts may be noted in this place. It appears from the 
information collected that the contraband article is introduced from ports on the 
Madras coasts, amongst which Pondicherry is prominently mentioned. The 
volume of the smuggling cannot be estimated. The Financial Commissioner 
reports the following detections :-

1890'91• 1891'92• ,89'-93· 
Tala •• Tolas. Tala •. 

Rangoon ... 8,423 9,77 1 13,115 

• lIIoulmein 932 21 3 92 .. , ... 
Akyab ... ... 245 561 1,018 

Bassein ... 0 0 0 

Total ... 9.600 10.55 1 14.225 

-.--

And the Assistant Collector of Customs reports for 1893-94 (I st April 
to 30th November) tolas 30.353. or nearly 10 maunds. This is probably but a 
fraction of the total imports. The smuggling into Upper Burma ftom the Shan 
States and Kachin Hills is probably insignificant in quantity. 

328. The figures of import and retail sale of ganja on the five years' average 

Mysore. 
are respectively 400 and 300 maunds. The drug is 
brought principally from North Arcot. There is 

reason to think that some comes into the northern districts from D harwar in 
the Bombay Presidency and from the Hyderabad State. There are no 
exports. Charas is not used. and bhang is not distinct from ganja. The latter 
remarks apply also to Bangalore. where the average import of ganja is 57 
Indian m'aunds,. This also comes from the Madras districts. There appear 
to be no exports, 

• 
329. The report of the Hyderabad State shows that "charas is almost un-

known in the whole dominion." Bhang is a bye
product of ganja cultivation and manufacture. The-
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cultivation extends to between 300 and 400 acres. The Director of Agri culture 
states that the autturn may be taken to be 5 or 6 maunds per acre. The total 
produce of the State would then be about 2,000 maunds. The memorandum 
states that the local production is sufficient to meet the requirements of the 
people in ordinary seasons. It is only in abnormal years that eXllorts to, or 
imports from, British territory take place .. The average of these for the last five 
years is 75 maunds of import and 10 maunds of export. 

330. The Rajputana States appear to grow most of the bhang they require, 

Rajputana. 
and to import ganja and charas. The trade in charas 
is mostly in the hands of travelling Kabulis, called 

in these parts Vilayatis ; but bhang and ganja. are transported by the local traders 
of all grades, from Marwaris in a large way of business to Tambolis (pan sellers) 
and grocers. The following fa-:ts about the trade in ~ome of the States are re
ported :-

Kotah.-A small quantity of bbang is locally produced. Ganja is imported 
from Jballawar, Gwalior, and Tonk. No charas bas been imported for some 
years. 

Jka/la'llJar.-About 140 maunds of ganja and 26 of bbang are said to be 
produced locally. About 90 maunds of bhang and ganja are imported and 105 
maunds exported annually. The returns do not distinguish between the two 
drugs. There is no information about chara~. 

Jeypore.-It is reported that 10,000 IPaunds of bhang are produced locally. 
It looks as if the figure was a clerical error, for the export from the State is small, 
and the local consumption cannot be very enormous. This amount would 
represent 1,000 acres of cultivation, and the account of the cultivation does 
not justify the belief that there is anything approaching that area. Bhang of a 
superior kind is imported to the amount of 64 maunds ; of ganja 54 maunds and 
of charas 129 maunds are brought in from the Punjab; 27 maunds of bhang 
are exported. 

Kishengarh.-Ganja and bhang are locally produced to a small exte~t, 
but they are both also imported,-the former from Malwa, and the latter from Jey. 
pore. Charas is also imported. Figures are not given. There are no exports. 

Bikanir.-Some 13 maunds of bhang are produced locally, but no ganja or 
charas. The three drugs are all imported from the Punjab, Indore, and Jeypore. 
The bhang, which seems to come through Bhartpur, is called thalia, probably 
the same word as taha, the name of the bhang produced in Farakhabad and 
Hardoi, derived, as Mr. Stoker explains, from a village of the name in the former 
4istrict. Charas is of two kinds, lndori and Yarkandi; the former name would 
indicate manufacture in Indore, of which there is no decided proof. The only 
places in Central India ",here there is information of any manufacture of this drug 
are Gwalior and Bhopawar. The import of charas appears to be about ,6 maunds 
and of ganja 4. It is possible that this ganja is what is known in the State as 
Indori charas; for the two drugs are mixed up in the accounts, and in one place 
it is stated that there is no import of ganja. Of bhang, 126 maunds are 
imported. 
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Kerowli.-The imports are smal1: ganja to the extent of 10 maunds from 
Gwalior, bhang to the extent of 2 maunds fromJeypore, and charas in very small 
quantity from the town of Bhahpur. . A little ganja and bhang, 3 maunds of 
each, are exported. Bhang is locally produced in small quantity. The trade 
appears to be carried ,on at a fair which is held on the Shivratri. 

Alwar.-The smal1 quantity of bhang which is grown locally is almost suffi. 
cient for the wants of the State. It is supplemented by occasional import as 
required. Ganja is neither grown nor imported. There is an annual import of 6i 
maunds of charas. There is no export of any of the drugs. 

Dholpur.-There is no local production. Some 39 maunds of ganJa are 
imported from Antri in Gwalior, half a maund of charas from Agra and 
Patiala, and 34, maunds of bhang from Kanauj, Chapra, Mhow, and Kerowli. 
Exports of 16 maunds ganja, 12 maunds bhang, and one quarter maund charas 
are shown. 

Seroki.-The State imports 32 maunds of ganja, but no bhang or charas. 
There are no exports. It has been stated in a previous chapter that there 
is a certain amount of bhang and ganja produced in the State. The temples of 
Mahadeo draw revenue in kind from the hemp drug traffic, and there is probably 
a large consumption in connection with the holy places on Mount Abu. 

Jaisalmir.-Ganja and bhang are locally produced to the extent of 33 
maunds. There is no export or import. 

Jodhpur.-Besides a smali local production of ganja and bhang, the 
former drug is imported from Indore and the latter from Bhartpur. Charas is 
supplied by contractors in Ajmere. The imports are annually 49 maunds of 
bhang and 173 maunds of ganja and charasj the exports 5 maunds of bhang and 
(Jne of ganja and charas. 

Bundi.-The local production supplies only a smal1 amount of bhang. 
The imports, especially of bhang, are extraordinarily high, and would seem to 
indicate that the State 'is more or less of an entrepot of the trade. Ganja 
goes by two names, Indori and Shahbadi, the latter being probably that imported 
from Ujjain. The figures of average annual import are-bhang 9,385 maunds, 
ganja 100 maunds, and charas 25 maunds. There are no figures of export 
to support the hypothesis that the traffic passes through the State in large 
measure. 

Shalzpura.-Ganja and bhang are reported to be brought from Bhilwara, 
and the fonner drug is called Indori ganja. These names would point to the 
-country 'west of Indore as the place of production. The local production of 
bhang is 125 maullds, and both imports and exports figure at 25 maunds. 

Tod.-The imports and exports are small, and the local production does not 
appear to be considerable. The figures of import are ganja 10 maunds, bhang 
.3 maunds, and charas less than I maund. , 

Bhartpllr.--The State imports about 57 maunds of charas and 350 maunds 
of bhang, and exports about 5 maunds of the former and a trifling amount of the 
latter. 
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331. The information about production and trade in the Central India. 
Centra1lnd;a. . Agency is far from complete. 

bldore.-The cultivation of the Indore State is on the average ~bout 115 

acres, which would hardly yield 1,000 maunds of ganja. Mr. Gunion pu~s the 
figure for ganja and bhang together at 900 maunds. There is an average import 
of 153 maunds of ganja and 7 maunds of bhang, and an export of 377 maunds 
of ganja. The volume of transport within the State is 452 maunds of ganja and 
399 maunds of bhang. 

Dewas.-The yearly output in Dewas is reported to be 156 maunds of 
ganja and 64 maunds of bhang derived from 30 acres of cultiva.tion. 

Gwalior.-The memorandum on cultivation in the Gwalior State gives a 
total area of 400 a'Cres. This might yield as much as 3,500 maunds of ganja and 
bhang together. These drugs are largely exported to the North-Western Prov
'inces and the States of Rajputana and Central India. 

Oilier States.-There is no information a~ to the production in other States 
of the Agency, or the volume of their tra.de i? the hemp drugs. 

Indore, Gwalior, and the Central Provinces appear to be the main 
sources of ganja supply for the whole of Central India and Rajputana and' the 
North-Western Provinces. The evidence and general information tend to show 
·that Indore and Khanawa are being supplanted hy Gwalior, though Khandwa 
still exports largely. As in Rajputana, so in Malwa, charas is for the most part 
imported from the Punjab by Kabuli traders. Rewah is said to get its supply from 
Patna. The Indore statistics show no import of this drug. A small amount is 
said to be made in Gwalior as a hye·product of the ganja harvest, but it must 
be quite inconsiderable .. 

332. The'average area of cultivation in the Baroda State is abolft II bighas 
Barod.. or 6 acres, of which the outtum is 76 maunds 

of bhang. It appears that early in 1892 the 
~ystem of. administration was reformed. Exports have consequently ceased, 
.and the nature of the statistics is now materially' different from what it 
was before' the change. In the first year of the new order of things the 
trade was probably disorganised, and it will therefore be better to refer to the 
figures of 1892-93 alone. These show an import of 214 maunds of ganja and 
31 maunds of bhang. The retail sales of ganja in the same year were 438 
maunds and of bhang 143 maunds. The ganja would appear to have come 
from the Deccan, and the bhang may have been partly supplied by Gujarat; but 
there is no clear information on the point. There is an export of 91 maunds 
of ganja entered against the Baroda Division, but t here is nothing to ihow that 
it went out of the State. Charas is not used in the State. It may be noted 
that the change in the system of administration above referred to consists in the 
establishment of depots in which all imports have to be stored, and from which 
they can only be removed under permit, and apparently a great increase in 
fixed duties. 

333. The whole of the ganja or gard bhang or chura charas which is 
prepared in Kashmir, about 70 ~aunds, is con
sumed locally. A considerable quantity of bhang is 

. ·carried away from Jammu into the Punjab. The quantity is not ascertainable. It 

Kashmir. 

.. 32 ' 
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appears to be gathered near the Punjab frontier. The traffic in charas from Len. 
through Srinagar has been noticed in connection with the Punjab imports. It 
would seem that the goods do not ordinarily change hands or break bulk in 
Kashmir. 

334. The exports from Nepal into the North-We~t Provinces have been' 
. noticed. It is probable that a small amount of Nepal ' 

Nepal. charas still finds its way to Calcutta. There may 
. be a little smuggling of ganja into Bengal, but it cannot be important. On. 
the other hand, the Bengal statistics show that Nepal took in .1892 "93 171' 
maunds of Bengal ganja. 



CHAPTER VIII. 

EXTENT OF USE AND THE MANNER AND FORMS IN WHICH THE HEMP 
DRUGS ARE CONSUMED. 

335. In endeavouring to measure the extent to which the hemp drugs are 
Bengal. used, it will be best to deal with them in their simplest 

Quality o£Statistics. forms of ganja, bhang, and charas. The excise 
administration of the hemp'drugs in Bengal is so systematic that the statistics 
of registered sale to retail vendors may be accepted as correct; and with regard 
to ganja and charas, they will be fqund ,to afford a very good indication of the 
actual consumption. With bhang the case is different, for most of this drug' 
which is consumed outside the' big ,cities escapes excise altogether. And the, 
cities in which it can with any approach to truth be said that un excised bhang, 
is not consumed are very few. ' 

Ganja is the most important of the. three drugs; it contributes nearly the 
whole of the hemp drug revenue, and is consumed in all parts of the province •. 
In the case of Bengal it is possible to form with the help of the statistics a fairly, 
accurate idea of the exteDt to which the use of it prevails in the various divisions. 
and districts. On this subject a statement appears in the Excise, Report for' 
1892'93: "Its consumpiion is largest in Calcutta, and next in Mymensinghand 

. Dacca; it is also considerable in the 24-Parganasi Rangpur, Pabna, Tippera. 
Cuttack, Puri, and the dislricts of Behar" ; and the qualification.i:saddedthatthe 
large apparent consumption in Behar i~ to be ·explained to some extent by 
export to the North-Western Provinces. 

336. If the quantity sold ineach divi~ion and district be_comp~red wit" their-, 
Co ..... mptioll compared· population, it will be found that the divisions rank: as ,fol- . 

... ith popu1&tion Dr ganj.. . lows (the figures of l892-93.are-taken},-,.- " 

Presidency .. , ... 1 maund to 9,000 

Bliagalpur ... 
" J, ~ 10,000 

Dacca .. , 
" . II "r J 2,000 

Orissa ... -, ...... 
" " ' 15,000. ' 

Rajshahi ..... ...... u; " ,17,000 

Patna ... , .. ... .. 
" " . 19,000 

Chittagong . ... ...... ~ " II- 23.0 0Q 

Burdwan, , ... " " 25,000 .. 

Chota· Nagpur,,; ... '" " " 
30,000, . 

and that the districts in which one maund does'DQt suffice,or b~rely suffices, for 
10,000 of the pop~lation are;-

Calcutta ... ... ... ... 1 maund to 1,400 

24-Parganas ... ..... . " " 10,000 

Jalpalguri . .... " ... ... ... ... " " 9,000 

DarjeeliDg, ... ........ .... . . .. " I, .. IOjOOO!.": 

Dacca ... ... ~ ... ...... ,. II' " .' 8,000-
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Mymensingh ... ... 1 maund to 8,000 

Shahabad ... ... 
" .. 9,000 

Monghyr ... ... _. 
" " 

9,000 

Bhagalpur ... 
" " 8,000 

Purnea ... 
" " 

9,000 

Puri ... ... . .. ... " " 10,000 

337. The circumstances of Calcutta are of course altogether abnormal. It 
contains a vast number of coolies and day labourers, 

Consumption ofganja in Calcutta. d k . b d h' 'd . , an wor ers 10 oats an on t e nver-sl e, besides 
a large foreign population, many of whom, such as domestic servants, porters, 
and watchmen attached to Government offices, to houses of business, and to 
private persons, and the followers of wealthy people, are notoriously addicted to 
the hemp drugs in one form or other. There are also present in the city all the 
conditions which tend to luxury and excess. The evidence shows that the use of 
ganja by some of the well-to-do classes is by no means rare, and the probability 
is that with people who have acquired .the. taste and can afford to gratify it 
freely the indulgence is not stinted either to themselves or their friends •. 
Calcutta, therefore, not only contains amongst its population an unusually high 
proportion of consumers, but the consumers also take considerably more than 
the average individual allowance. 

338. The districts where the consumption is highest come far behind the city 
CousumptiOI1 of ganja in the of C~lcutta. The favour in which the drug is held 

districts. in the 24-Parganas is probably due in great measure 
to the neighbourhood of Calcutta j but it is also in evidence that the' inhilbitants 
of low and swampy tracts and the river population are specially addicted to it. 
Similar reasons, Dacca being a large city', may account for the high consump
tion of the districts of Dacca and M ymensingh. The shops in Darjeeling, 
Jalpaiguri, Shahabad, Monghyr, Bhagalpur, and Purnea very probably get a good 
deal of their custom, besides the recorded export, from beyond the frontiers of 
Bengal. Puri is a great resort of religious mendicants and similar people who 
are the most determined consumers of ganja. In other directions it is difficult 
to account for the great difference in the rate of consumption, as shown by 
the retail sales, in districts which adjoin one another, and in which very similar 
physical and economic conditions apparently prevail. Why, for instance, 
should Dinajpur .be abstemious, lying as it does in the midst of districts .which 
all show a full average consumption;> It may be due to the absence of 
large rivers and of riverside population. But this explanation will not apply to 
Noakhali, which shows the smallest sale in the whole province, and is situated 
between Tippera and Chittagong, the former of which the Excise Commis
sioner regards as a district of heavy consumption, and the latter being not very 
exceptional in this respect. The consumption of opium and liquor is also 
very low in N oakhali. 

339. ,The figures of retail sale mark off large continuous tracts, which can be 
Tracts in which different degre.. distinguished from one another by their degrees of 

of uae prevail ofganja. consumption, though it may not be easy to ac_ 
count for the differences between them. Thus th~ consumption is consistently 
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low throughout the four hill districts of the Ch()ta Nagpur Division. the com
paratively high rate of Lohardaga being due in all probability to the - fact 
that Ranchi. the head-quarters of the division. has a considerable population 
of foreigners_ Manbhum in the Chota Nagpur Division, Bankura and Midna
pur in the Burdwan Division, and Balasore in Orissa-form the skirt of the south
western hill tract, and are content with one maund of ganja for every 25,000 
of the population. There is probably a certain amount of smuggling from the 
Hill States into these districts, but it can hardly be 'sufficient to affect their 
character as ganja consumers in the comparison now being made. N orth
east and east of Calcutta lies a huge traGt of low consumption, comprising the
districts of Noakhali. Khulna. Jessore. Nadia •. Backergul1ge, and Faridpur. 
This fact hardly bears out the theory that residence in low·lying country and 
river-side life are very intimately connected with the ganja-: habit. In the 
districts situated immediately west and north-west of Call~Ha': and in the 
Rajshahi Division and in Maida. the consumption is about average. Further_ 
west. in the Patna Division. the consumption falls off. 

340. The province might possibly be divided into two portions so as to indi-

Area of heavier consumption of cate consumption above and below the average. A 
ganja marked olIo straight line drawn from Monghyr on the Gange, 
to Raipura on the Megna in the N oakhali district. and turned north and east 
at the respective ends direct to the frontiers of the province, would mark off 
broadly the portion in which consumption exceeds one maund to '5,000 ~f 
the population. If would include all' the river population _ on the' Ganges and 
Brahmaputra between the two places named. South -and west of this line 
there would be found only Calcutta. the 24-PargaIjils. and Puri with consumption 
exceeding the above figure. 

34" The consumption of the whole province. including Calcutta. is one 

"

d f --- Ii" the maund to 13,000 of the population, and excluding Del ence 0 ......... sump .JD, 1D . - . . 
whole population, Calcutta one maund to 14,000. This maund con. 
sists of the drug as issued from the local golas, while the figures of consumption 
given by witn~sses represent the quantity of the detached pieces of ganja as they 
are manipulated for use. _ Allowing for the waste between the gola and the chillum. 
it will be fair to put the consumption at one .maund to 16,000 o'f the population. 

342. The Excise Commissioner reports that the average retail price of ganja 
is Rs. 20 per ser. Itranges from Rs. 12 in Calcutta. 

Incmidual CODSumptlon of ganja. 
Patna, Cuttack, and Chittagong to abo\'e Rs, 30 

in Mymensingh. or from 21 annas to mpre than 6 annas per tola, the average 
being 4 annas. It appears from the evidence that ,16th of a tola' is the smallest 
quantity that will suffice for one chillum. and that more is required if more than 
two or three smokers ha\'e to partake of it. That quantity apparently affords 
one smoke to two persons, and the refreshment seems to be generally taken 
twice a day. For the most moderate habitual smokers, therefore, -,l.th of a tola 
may be taken as the daily allowance. This represents an expenditure of ! anna 
a day and a yearly allowance of 23 tolas. But Mr. Gupta reports. and he is. 
corroborated by the great bulk of the witnesses, that the average allowance is 
higher than this. lying b.etween t anna and l anna per diem. Accepting this opi
nion. the daily cost to the moderate consumer ~ay be put at 4l pies. and the-

33 
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yearly anowance at 35 tolas. In order to frame an estimate of the total .number 
of consumers who are supplied by the yearly sale of excised ganja, the excess 
allowance of excessive consumers has to be added to this figure. 

343. The following very clear statement on the subject of moderate and 
excessive consumption may be quoted from the evid

Proportion of exc:euIve co... ence of Babu Gobind Chandra Das, Deputy Magis-
8Umeno of g ... j&. 

trate and Collector of MaIda :-

.. I have taken some statistics OD this point. The ganja shop at this tOWD of English-
bazar sells ganja at the rate of Rs. 20 a ser. I enquired 01 B large Dumber of persoos who 
come to purchase ganja at this &hop as to their daily coosumptioo of their drug. Alto-

. -gether 378 persons were examined. Of these, 247 persona stated that they spent a pice 
(! anoa) a day 00 this drug, 106 persons gave z pice C. anoa} as their daily expenditure on 
ganja, whilst only 13,7, I, 3, and I stated thoir daily consumption to be 3 (! annal, 4 
(I anoa). 5 (II anna_), 8 (2 annas), and 10 (zi annas) ·pice respectively. I am sure most of 
these men understated their·consumption to a very considerable extent. But looking to 
the fact that purchasers of ganja are Dot the only persons who consume the drug, and that 
a large number of persons who consume ganja do so at the expense of their richer com
panioDs, I think it is safe to say that tile 'majority of ganja smokers do not spend more thaD 
two pice (t anna) a day upon ganja. The retail price of ganja in this disttict is about Rs. 
lIo, 90 that two pice (i anna) Can Cetch a man on·ly lth tola of ganja. This is not sufficient 
Cor more than three cllillu".s, I tbink it cannot be considered as excessive. On this 
datum it can be said that the majority· of the ganja smokers are moderate consumers. As 
regards occasional consumers, all that can be said is that their number is extremely small. 
10 Cact, it is impossible for a man to consume evell a pretty large quantity unless he is a 
habitual consumer and has kept up the habit by daily use." ' 

This estimate of-daily moderate consumption IS rather higher than has 
been adopted above on consideration of all the available evidence j . but the 
witness's general conclusions appear to be s~und. The extremely small proportion 
of excessive consumers is corroborated by many witnesses who have devoted 
care and thought to the question, though it falls, below . the estimate of the 
bulk of those who have contented themselves with simply putting down their 
opinions in figures without discussion or comment. The witness quoted does not 
make special mention in this place of the religious classes. He states elsewhere 
(answer 20) that the number of a special class of them in his district is about I 

in 100 souls, which is not a small proportion. The addition of the other classes 
of 'religious ascetics and mendicants will give a considerably higher ratio, and 
the district will then have a full average proportion of these people. They have 
probably therefore entered into the enquiries' and calculations of the witness 
which may be accepted as fairly representative of all classes of consumers, 
including that which is notorious for excessive use of the hemp drugs. 

, 

344. The excessive Consumers then must be regarded as bearing but a small 
proportion to the moderate-certainly not more than 

Th. standard or average mod ..... ' 5 per cent, or I to AO And this accords with reason 
ate consumption of Iranj&. '. '" • , 

for the bulk of the consumers of ganja aTe poor and 
cannot afford over-indulgence in a luxury which, in Bengal 'at all events, is not 
cheap. The yearly consumption of a moderate individual has been estimated at 
35 tolas, and distributing the excess amount taken by immoderate users over 
the whole number of consumers, the individual allowance for a year may be· put 
at 40 to las, which is half a ser or one-eightieth of a maund. By this measure 
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the number of consumers of excised.ganja is easily calculated, and is shown in 
the attached statement. 

I .hOllDl UP GAM'" ItlLD Ii 
1M ."C8 DIIT.ICT. NllmbcTof 8" • 

NoOlberef ~Q.uft\cr. at •• tbe rate of 40 .~ 
DI .. lllo .. Dlatrlct. Populatlollo ~ = . penotull p~r ;8--.. tola. per 

1 ". ........ 
B " 

&IlUYm. 113 
So'4. c- ~ ~. S .!!~~ ~ , .:l :-- !t 6. 

--
urdwan ... Burdwan - ... 1,JQ1,8Bo 70 .M 70 19.000 5.600 '4 

BJll1kura ... ... 1,06g.I>6S 22 .. . •• 48,000 1.-760 •• 
Birbhum .M 

:~ I 
797.833 45 - 45 17,000 3.600 '5 

Midna~ur ... 0.63 •• 5.6 7' ... 7' 31.000 5.680 " 
Hoogh Y .... .... 1,076.710 60 ... 60 17,000 4.800 '4 
Howrab ... ... 7~U,2U 3' .. . 3" 22,000 2.560 '4 ---- - - '-----

11 

. Total . .. 7.688.8.8 300 ... 300 75.000 '4.-000 '3 - ------
residency '" 24-Parganas .. , 1,892,033 '74 ... '74 1-0,000 13,920 ., 

Calcutta ... ... 874.450 59' ... 59' 1,400 470360 5'4 
Nac!ia ... ... 1,644.108 39 '" 39 42,000 3.120 '# 

kessore ... .. , 1.888.8'7 50 n •. 50 37,000 4.000 ... 
hulna ... ... ','17,652 4' '" 4' 08,000 3.360 '8 

Murshidabad ... 1,25°,946 58 ... 58 21,000 4.640 '4 --- r-- ----Total ... 8.7.8•016 . 955 955 9,000 76.400 '9 

p 

--- - - ----ajshahi ... Dinajpur ... ... 1,555.835 52 ... 5' 29,000 4,160 ·S 
Rajshahi ... ... 1.3'3.336 71 5 6~ 1'1,000 5,280 '4 
Rangpur ... ... .,065.464 115 ... liS 1,",000 9,200 '4 
!logra • M ... 8'7.494 43 N. 43 19,000 30440 '4 
Pabna ... ... 1,363,392 99 ... 9Q . 13,000 7,920 '6 
Oarjeeling ••• 'M 223,314- 21 ... 31 10,000 1,680 11 
julpaiguri ... ... 681,35' 73 ... 73 9,000 5.840 '9 

--- --- -- ---- -----
Total ... 8,019,187 474 5 469 17,000 37,S'0 '5 -------- -.em .. , Darca ... ... ',420.656 '71 ... 271 8,000 21,680 '9 

Faridpnr ... ... 1,791·32"0 73 '" 73 24,000 5,840 '3 
Rackergunge - •• 153.065 64 ... 64 33.000 5,120 •• 
Mymensingh ... 3047 ••• 86 393 ... 393 8,000 310440 '9 

D 

- - ----
Total ... 9,8440127 Sal ... 801 12,000 64,080 '1 ---- - --------r,--

ittagong ... Chittagong ... ... 1,290,167 6. ... 6. . 20,000 . 40960 '4 
No~kha1i '" .. , 1.009,794 14 ... 14 72,000 1,110 " 
Tippera ... ... 1,78',935 100 .n 100 17.000 8.000 •• 

Ch 

----- - -- -------
Total ... 4008.,8g6 176 ... 176 23.000 140080 '3 

~-- --- - --- -----
atna ... Patna ... .. . 1,160.004 434 279 155 11,000 12.400 - '7 

Gaya .. ' '" .,138.331 9l ... 93 22,000 7,440 '3 
Shahahad .... .,063.337 3'1 113 .08 g,OIIO 16,640 '8 
Muzaflarpur ... 2,111,44,5 108 39 6q 3§.OOO 5.520 ., 
Darbhanga ... ... 2,801,955 129 3' 97 2 ,000 7.760 '3 
Saran ••• - '04670477 '13 134 9 24,000 7.920 . '3 
Champaran ... 1,859.465 178 78 100 18,000 8,000 '4 

p 

--- ---- ---- ------
Total ... IS.8u,oq 1,4g6 675 811 19,000 65,680 '4 

------- -- -B hagalpur .. , Mon~hyr ... ... 2,036,021 241 3' .11 9,000 16,880 '8 
Bhagalpur '" ... 2,032.606 '4' ... 244 8.000 t 19.520 1'0 
Purnea. ... ... 1,<)44.6,,8 228 '9 199 9.000 '15.920 '8 
Maida ... 814.9'9 64 ... 64 12,000 5,120 '6 
Sonthal Parg~na.s ... 1.754,r96 79 '" 79 22,000 6.320 '4 ---- - --- --

Total ... 8.582.490 858 6. 707 10,000 63.760 '7 ----- - -rissa ... Cultack . .. ... 1,937.67' 113 JI~ 17,000 9 040 '5 . .. 
Puri ... ... 944.nq8 92 ... 92 10,000 7.360 '8 
Balasore ... .. 994.6'5 37 ... 37 26,000 '.gOO ·S ---- r-- -Total' ... 3,~n.'-4 '42 . .. '42 16,000 19.360 '5 

o 

-------- ----- -hola Nngpur HAzaribagh ••• ... 1,164._,\21 30 .. So .38~ooo 2.400 '0 
Lohardaga '" 1,137.'\31 So ... 50 22,000 4.000 '4 
Palamau ... 596,770 14 '" 14 42,OflO 1,120 '2 
SinJ.!'hbhum ::: ... S'5 •• 8~ 13 . .. 13 41,000 1,040 ... 
Manbhum ... ... 1.193.328 43 ... 43 27.000 3,440 '3 

c 

-TOlal ... 4,637-238 '50 

~:·I4,;:: I 30,000 12.000 '3 -
GRAND TOT.l.L ... 71,2]1,080 5,452 15,000 :loi6.88~ '5 

... , 
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345· A fair average consumption for the whole province, exclusive of the-
. Native States j is 5,000 maunds, and this suffices for 

Number oC consumers est1mated. 
. .. 4 00,000 smokers at the above allowance. The number 

of smokers in the total population of 7',27',000 is thus something over one
half per cent.. In Calcutta and the 24-Parganas together the smokers number 
more than 2 per cent. of the population. In the heavy consuming districts of 
Dacca, Mymensingh, and Bhagalpur they are about I per cent. In only a few 
othe~ districts in the divisions of Rajshahi, Bhagalpur, Patna, and Orissa do 
they exceed one-half per cent. Smoking is practically confined to adult males. 
Assuming that these are one-quarter of the total population, the smokers do not 
number more than one man in 50 over the whole province. The above calcu
lation of the daily and yearly. allowance does not probably err on the side of ex
cess, and it follows that the estimate of the number of consumers is rather over 
than under the mark. It is to be noted that Babu Hem Chunder Kerr estimated 
the cons~iQn per head at J! sers per annum, or :three times the amount here 
,adopte«1M ~lle average price of ganja, Rs. ~o per ser, the Commission's esti. 
mate of hidE 1 ser is equivalent to it yearly expenditure of Rs. ro, and it is not 
likely that the poor people, who form the great bulk of the consumers, could 
afford more than this amount. 

346. The use of bhang does not admit of a similar survey being made, because 

Extent of un of bbang. 
the wild plant grows in .such quantity over a large 
part of the province, . and passes into consumption 

. freely without the intervention of the Excise·pepartment. Excised bhang is sold in 
eight out of the nine divisions, the exception being Rajshahi i but in three otlier 
divisions-Dacca, Chittagong, and Orissa-the quantity is quite insignificant. 
In the Bhagalpur Division the sale is probably confined to the towns of Mon-

. ghyr, Bhagalpur, and Deoghur in the SonthalParganas, which is a religious 
resort, and, all told, it is very small. There is an appreciable amount sold in 
Hazaribagh and Palamau of the Chota Nagpur Division, which would seem to 
show either that the hemp plant is not cultivated .in the States of that Agency 
to any great extent, or that, if cultivated, it is not easily accessible to the people 
of these districts. From the evidence of direct restriction in the~e States, the 
former of these alternatives appears to be the fact. II) the Burdwan Division also 
there is a certain sale. But Calcutta with the 24-Parganas, Patna, and Gaya are 
the only places where the excised drug finds any considerable market. There is 
a large sale in Shahabad of the Patna Division. The Collector's evidence would 
show that in this district, which contains the im portant city of Arrah, the hemp. 
habit is more than commonly prevalent. But it is probable that, as in the case 
of ganja, there is some export to the N orth- Western Provinces. 

347. The evidence shows that the occ,,"sional use of bhang in the form of 

U fbb ' fth drink is almost universal with Hindus, and that its at 0 aD&, lD parts 0 e proy- '. ~ 

IDee. regular use is uncommon among the inh, bitants of 
Lower Bengal, but very prevalent among the people of Upper India. The habit 
is accor..!ingly found to increase towards the frontier of the North-Westerll 
Provinces. All that the statistics can be helJ to show is that there is no sale for 
the excised drug where the wild growth is. abundant. They are no guide as 
to the comparative prevalence of the habit in various parts of the province. 
Such ded uctiuns as c~n be made in the districts where the ~ild growth is absent 
or rare confirm the evidence that the habit of bhang drinking is uncommon 
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with the Bengalis. Under these circumstances it is not worth whiie, even in 
these districts, to attempt to measure the ··prevalence of the habit with more 
exactness. 

348. But the evidence throws some light on the amount of individual con. 
sumption, !lnd the statistics of Calcutta may prove 

Indi,idual COnswnptiOIl of bbang. • ' 
mteresting. The average total consumption of bhang 

in Calcutta during the last 5 years has been 440 maunds, which is about one 
maund to, 2,000 of the population, or somewhat less than the rate of ganja' 
consumption measure for measure. The retail price of the drug is about Rs. 21 

-Dr ~s. 3 per ser (memo. and witness 123). The daily allowance is very irregular. 
It is stated by Babu Hem Chunder Kerr that moderate use ranges from I tola to 
2 tolas a day, and by others that t tola is the usual allowance, and that even this 
small amount is sometimes made to last for two or three days. The explanation 
of this irregularity is probably to be found in the facts that the drug is cheap~ 
that it is not very potent, and large doses do not therefore produce unpleasant 
consequences j that the preparation of the drink is somewhat troublesome and 
inconvenient j and that the intermittent and occasional use as a cooling draught 
is common. 

A yearly allowance of 21 sers represents a daily use of little over i a tola 
in quantity and t anna in price-figures which appear reasonable and in 
accordance with the evidence. At this rate the yearly sale of Calcutta would 
supply about 7,000 persons. There are many consumers, especially up-country 
people, who take more than the allowance on which this calculation is based. 
Bul, on the other hand, the above mimber must be multiplied by a high figure 
if it is sought to include all who take the drug occasionally. 

349. Charas is an expensive luxury, and its use in Bengal is very limited. 

Extent of use of charas. 
The total consumption in the city of Calcutta and 
the district of Mutshidabad is only II maunHs_ 

The Excise Commissioner reports that the average price of charas is Rs. 40 a 
ser, or double that of ganja. The dose seems to be about the same as that of 
ganja in each smoke. But the drug is used by people of better means. It is 
therefore in 'all probability taken more liberally, and excess is more common. 
The individual cost would therefore come to far more than double the cost of 
ganja. The daily allowance might be put at ! to la, costing 2 annas. The yearly 
consumption would thus be about one ser per head of the consumers, and 'the 
total import of II maunds 26 sers would suffice for 466 persons. It may be 
noted that in Bengal charas is reputed to be weaker than ganja. It is possible 
that this may be true as the result of deterioration of the former in coming from 
the Punjab. . , 

350. The figures relating to ganja consumed iI;l the province for the last 20 

Sales to retail vendors. 
. years, as shown by the sales to retail vendors in the 

various districts, show a large decrease from the 
first period of 5 years. The figures are as follows :-

Average. Maund!. 

1873-78 7,1l1 
1878-83 ... 5,297 
1883,88 ... ... S,249 
1888-93 .. , .. , S,I33 

34 
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The proportions of the various kinds of ganja have varied considerably 
during these periods, but, after having attempted to estimate the effect of these 
variations, the Commission find that the general result is the same as that above· 
shown, viz., that consumption has been stationary during the last '5 years, but 
that the average consumption has been much less than that of the previous 5 years. 
The increase of population, however, during this period must not be lost sight 
of. It amounted to about '7l per cent. between 188, and 1891, and, notwith
standing this, there was no increase in consumption during this period. In 
districts where the consumption has decreased, there are witnesses. who say that 
the enhanced .cost of ganja has reduced, and is reducing, the habit. Evidence is 
not wanting, however, to show that other causes also may have been at work to. 
produce the result. The growing taste for liquor is one of the principal causes 
mentioned. This refers to the superior classes. One deposition alone (Patna 
District Board, 248) states that the low price of country liquor has caused a, 
decrease in the sale of ganja among the inferior classes. This evidence, however, 
is contrary to the view held by the Excise Commis~ioner, who states in his memo
randum (paragraph 65) that liquor, even in Bihar, is much dearer than ganja_ 
Babu Hem Chunder Kerr attributes decrease to the disrepute in which the 
habit is held and the belief that its effects are baneful. An Utopian zamindar, 
a Muhammadan, attributes the decrease to the enlargement of the peoples' 
minds by education, the action of temperance associations, the publication of 
treatises and tracts which condemn the drugs, and the spread of civilization. 
In the statements of witnesses who endeavour to explain 'the increase allege1 
to ha\'e occurred in their own particular districts, the following reasons for such 
increase are given. In exact contradicti~n to the evidence that the growing taste 
for liquor is reducing the consumption of. ganja among the better classes, it is' 
now occasionally st~ted that the great cost of the liquor habit and 'its deleteri- , 
ous effects are making the same classes go back to ganja. Among the lower 
classes the raising of the price of liquor under the central distillery system is also 

• said to be a direct encouragement to ganja. It is even stilted that the example, 
of the bette~ classes is an encouragement to the lower, although the weight of 
evidence tends to show that the former are abandoning ganja. The better wages 
earned by the labouring classes, who are the principal consu:ners of ganja, is, 
sometimes held to account for the increase. Bad seasons and consequent want 
of means have, it is said, brought the cheapest intoxicant into favour. As a speci!!! 
cause is mentioned the recent establishment of a new form of worship of Trinath 
in Eastern Bengal. The existence of the shops is said to be a direct incentive 
to consumption, but the statement of witness (202) that the'officers of Government 
make strenuous efforts to push the sale, presumably for the sake of the revenue,. 
was not sustained under oral examination. Some of the above reasons apply also 
to the increased consumption of bhang, which is far cheaper than ganja. And 
another very good reason is given in respect to this form of the drug, viz., Ihe 
influx of up-country workers into the mills and similar industries of Calcutta and 
its neighbourhood. 

35" The above analysis of the evidence gives some of the reasons alleged' 
ReasoDs for local iocrease or de. by individual witnesses for local increase 'or decrease, 

cre .. e. and indicates the various causes which have ;.ssisted 
or interfered with the general tendency to decrease which is manifested in the' 
provincial statistics as a whole. 
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352. The statistics furnished by the Kuch Behar State show an average retail 

Koch Behar. 
sale of '76 maunds, which by the standard of the 
province should supply 6,000 consumers, or more 

than 1 per cent. of the population. The consumption seems to be· stationary, 
though there is a gradual decrease of retail sale in the last three years. 

353. There are no means whatever of judging of the extent of use In 

Tributary States of Chota Nag. these States. 
pur and Orissa and HiJl Tippera 

~ 

354. In the North· Western Provinces all three drugs-ganja, charas, and 
North.Westem Provinces. bhang-are ~ery largely consumed. Bhang is used 

The use ofthe three forms of the everywhere, and there is no evidence to shqw that 
drug in various parts. . f . 

the use is mure common In one part 0 the provl11ce 
than another, if t~e Kumaon Division be excepted. It would appear that in the 
mountains the drug is only drunk or eaten in the form of majum by a few well·to
do people in the towns at the Holi festival. But the consumption is heavy in 
particular spots, such as Mathra, the home of the Chaubes, who appear to be the 
greatest and most notorious bhang drinkersjn the whole of India, and Benares aild 
other holy places on the Ganges. With regard to ganja and charas, the pr~vince 

may be divided into three parts. In the western portion, consisting of the divisions' 
of Meerut, Rohilkhand, and Kumaon, ganja is hardly used at all. The statistics 
show no imports except at Shahjahanpur, whi.ch is on the extreme east of this 
section of the province. The drug in favour here is charas to the exclusion of 
ganja. In the eastern and southem portion, comprising the divisions of Benares, 
Gorakhpur., Allahabad, and great part of Fyzabad, ganja holds the field, though 
not "to the exclusion of charas, except in the districts bordering on Bundelkhand. 
In the central portion of the province, comprising the Agra and Lucknow Divisions 
and part of the Allahabad and Fyzabad Divisions, both drugs seem to be freely 

consumed. 

355. In dealing with the trade of the province, the figure of imports of ganja 
. d.th given in the statistics was accepted in full view of Me. 

Consumption .compare Wi . , •• • •• 

population of gao)a. Stoker s caution thaI It was not relIable, and hIS esti-
mate that the import was between 4,000 and 4,500 maunds. For the present pu'r
pose the same figure, though in excess of Mr. Stoker's figure, may be taken; fur 
it is necessary to include the local unexcised ganja, which no d.oubt comes into u~e 
in some quantity. In Bengal but s.mall allowance was .made for waste, and since 
figures of sale to retail vendors were supplied, only the waste which took place 
between the local gola and the chillum had to be considered. In dealing with 
the drug in the state in which it is imp<lrted, and with an import the 
greater part of which consists of an article which is less carefully prepared 
and far less valuable than Bengal ganja, a much highp.r allowance for waste must 
be made. Taking all things into considt::ration, it is doubtful if the consumption 
can be fairly fixed at more than 3,500 m2unds. The North- Western Provi, ces 
give no figures of retail sale to aid this calculation. The total population of the 
province is 47,ooo,oco, and one maund of ganja therefore suffices for some 
13,000 persons. If the population of the divisions of Meerut, Rohilkhand, and 
Kumaon, where ganja is not used, be deducted (about 12,000,000), the maund 
of ganja suffices for only 10,000 persons. Judged by the Bengal standard, this 
is a high figure; but the cheapness and comparative weakness of the greatec 
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'part of the drug consumed in the North-Western Provinces tnay well induce a 
liberal use, and this result tnay approximate to the truth. 

356. Mr. Stoker does not accept Babu Hem Chunder Kerr's estimate of 
average consumption per head at the high figure of 

Individual consumption oC ganj ... Ii sers. At 6 annas a tola this means Rs. 45 a year, 
and this is obviously quite beyond the means of the consumers of average means. 
The individual consumption in Bengal has been estimated at half a ser, or Rs. 10 

per annum. . Mr. Stoker, dealing with a drug or mixed drug that costs less than 
haluchar, calculates the individual consumption at one ser, and the whole supply 
of 4,500 maunds as sufficient for 180,000 sinokers. By the Bengal standard 
3,500 maunds would supply 280,000 persons. It seems proper to make allowance 
for the cheapness of the drug and adopt the mean of the above calculations, or 
230,000. This represents something less' than i per cent. of the population. 
In the cities, haluchar sells at 6 annas a tola. It is cheaper in the villages 
probably because it is adulterated with pathar, which is anything from one
twelfth to one-sixth of the price ~r the other. If the, average' annual' allowance 
of something less than one ser be regarded as being composed of i baluchar and 
t pathar, the cost comes to a reasonable figure. 

357. With regard to charas, Mr. Stoker" estimates the individual consump

Extent of use of charas. 
tion at half a ser per annum. For Calcutta it was 
put as high as one ser, because if was regarded as a 

luxury of the comparatively wealthy. But it does not hold that position in the 
North-Western Provinces. The evidence shows that it is used by the poor more 
than by the rich. In many places it is actually cheaper than baluchar.ganja, and 
being stronger less of it is used at a time. It is probable that Mr. Stoker's 
estimate approximates to the truth, and that the ','50 maunds' imported are 
consumed by about 92,000 persons. The use is most common in the Meerut, 
Rohilkhand, and Kumaon Divisions, and decreases towards the east of the 
province; but it is found in all districts, except those bordering on Bundelkhand, 
where the consumption is trifling. The consumers are at the above figure 
about one·fifth per cent. of the population, and this covers an addition for the 
small indigenous production of Kumaon. 

358. Bhang is not used regularly like charas and ganja. There is reason to 

Extent of use of bhang. 
think that a large number of the better class of 
Hindus take it in extremely hot weather, and that it 

is a regular refreshment with a very large proportion of them in the sumtner. 
There are no 'statistics of c,onsumption j the drug can often be had for almost 

• nothing from the abundant wild growth, and is always very cheap. The price of 
bhang seems to range from 4 a';lnas to as much as one rupee a ser in tow'ns, latia 
bhang from Farakhabad being more expensive than commoner kinds, while 
baluchar ganja is Rs. 20 to Rs. 30, charas Rs. 7i to Rs. 25, Nepal ganja going 
as high as Rs. 35 and Rs. 40 a ser, and pathar ganja Rs. 2! to Rs. 5. 

359. In the last twenty years, from 1873 to ,892, the hemp drug revenue of 
. the North-Western Provinces and Oudh has grown 

InCl' ..... and deaease. • • 
from 4 to 7lakhs. The Increase In Oudh has been '93 

per cent., and in the North-Western Provinces 50 per cent. It is from the 
figures of revenue, in the absence of statistics of retail sale, .that deductions have 
to be made as to the rise or fall of. the consum ption of the drugs. 
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360. Mr. Stoker connects these fluctuations in some important instances with 
Connection between Ibe uSe of changes in the administration of the liquor excise. 

liquor and bemp drugs. He shows pretty conclusively that the hemp drug 
'revenue has risen when the price of liquor has been raised, and that it has fallen 
-when. under the establishment of the outstill instead of the central distil1ery 
-system liquor has been made more plentiful and more cheap. It is stated that 
the liquor revenue has in the same period grown from 17 to 32 Jakhs, and that 
the enhanced revenue has been raised on a diminished issue of liquor. If there is 
this intimate relation between liquor and the hemp drugs, it seems to fol1ow that 
the decreased consumption of liquor must have been accompanied by an increas
ed consumption of the hemp drugs. Ana to this a reasonable addition must be 
made on account of an increase of 5 millions in the population in the twenty 
years' period. There is no reason to doubt that increase of consumption assign
.able to these two causes has actual1y occurred, for they are to all intents and 
purposes independent of any check or restriction arising out of the present sys
tem of hemp drug excise. The evidence shows that bhang has not got dearer; 
that the enhanced cost of baluclzar, due to the Bengal duty, has been counteract
ed by the supply of a cheaper article j and that charas has actually been falling 
in price, thanks to improved communications. 

361. Besides indicating the relationship between the liquor and the hemp drug 
Increase of revenue due to im_ habits, the figures of revenue, great though the 

proved administration. expansion has been, do not go far to assist in ascer
taining whether the consumption of the hemp drugs has grown or not. There is 
the probability that the demand has increased, bringing greater profits and con
sequently more keen competition amongst the purchasers of the farms. But Mr. 
Stoker's remarks lead to the belief that the enhancement of the revenue has·been 
·due partly to improved management, resulting in the checking of clandestine 
practices, or, as he describes it, the stopping of " leakage. " To judge by the 
instances given, losses of this sort were very considerable j and this reform, to
gether· with the prevention of smuggling and illicit traffic, would go far to account 
for the increase . 

. 362. Turning to the evidence, there is little definite testimony of increased con
sumption, in which it is clear that the opinion is based 

Direct testimony a.s to increase. . . . . 
on actual observatlon. There are not III thiS provlllce 

as there are in Bengal definite statistics on which to form an opinion as to incre,!-se 
or decrease. The preponderance of testimony is in favour of increasing consump
tion, and the high price of liquor is more frequently al1eged as the cause than 
anything else. Witness (20) makes a very definite statement on this point. 
Allied to the reason connected with liquor is found the closing of chandu and 
madak shops mentioned by some witnesses. Other causes given are the acces
sibility and cheapness of the drugs, the weakening of social and religious re
straints. facilities for travelling leading to the circulation of bad habits, general 
demoralization. and the increase of poverty and the number of sadhus and mendi
<ants. It is stated by some witnesses that under Moghal rule the drugs were pro
hibited and their consumption suppressed by penalties such as whipping and 
mutilation, and that the present liberty has degenerated into license. On the ot~er 
hand, the perversity whic·h drives people to do what is restricted or prohibited is 
.alleged by another as the cause of increase. Another attributes increase to ex
perience of the beneficial effects of use of the drugs. It appears that there is an 

35 
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organized movement among .the Kayasths which forbids the drinking of liquor, 
. and that these people are taking to bhang instead. Some witnesses allege that 
irrigation in rendering the country damp and cold makes the drugs a necessity, 
and one that the use of charas is increasing because the drug rr is generally prepar
ed and sold (as retail dealing) by 'the fair sex in large towns." This last fllatter 
was taken up by the Commission, and will be noticed further on. 

363. But the evidence is not all on the side of increase. Some witnesses think 

Direct evidence or decrease. 
that the consumption is stationary, and some that 
it is decreasing. The principal cause of decrease 

alleged is the change of habit among the higher classes and the better-to-do of 
the lower in the direction of liquor. The high cost of the .drugs has, according 
to one or two witnesses, caused people to abandon them. 

364. There is some evidence that ganja is being supplanted by charas in pubiic 

C tit- b ~ g la d favour. Mr. Wall, late Commissioner of Excise, ompe lOD e" vn;;en an an 
charas. wrote as far back as ,881: rr From the large propor-
tion which charas bears to other drugs in large cities like Allahabad and 
Benares, and from the increase in license fees for sale of charas which is noticed 
by the Bengal Government, it is highly probable that charas is coming into 
favour. It is, in fact, said that within the last few years, owing to increased 
duty levied on balucha,.. ganja in Lower Bengal, the consumption of charas has 
largely increased everywhere." Charas is now even cheaper as compared with 
Bengal ganja than it was then, and there is some evidence that the change is 
still going on. 

365. The Revenue Member of the Rampur Council of Regency (35) states 

Ramp,r. 

Extent or us. or tho drugs. 

that people smoke ganja and charas everywhere in the 
North-Western Provinces and in the State of Rampur. 
Rampur, however, is situated in the Rohilkhand Divi. 

sion, where charas appears to be used almost exclusively. It is probable, therefore, 
that the statement about the use of ganja in Rampur is rather too general. 
This witness also alleges that the use of all three drugs is increasing because 
they are cheap, and they are not forbidden by the Hindu religion. 

366. The use of the drugs in Tehri Garhwal is probably as prevalent as it is in 

Tehri Garhwal. 
Eztent Qr use or tho drugs. 

Kumaon and British Garhwal. There is no special' 
information for the' State, but from the evidence 
of witness (49) it may be assumed that charas is the 

J only form of the drug used; that its use is not extensive, but possibly spread-
.ing through" a growing tendency to take narcotics of all kinds." 

367. In the Punjab the use of ganja disappears, the indications of its existence 

Punjab. 
. Extent or use. 

Charu and. bhang ar.e used, Dot 
ganja. 

being found only in the statements of occasional 
witnesses. It has no place in the excise arrangements . 
Charas and bhang are used to a greater or less ex
tent in all parts of the province. Regarding bhang, 

the Excise Commissioner admits that a certain quantity is consumed with
out passing through the hands of the licensed vendors, but he does not 'think 
that it is very great, because the people !,f the parts in which the plant grows 
wild are not addicted to its use, while the retail price (three or four annas a ser) 
is so small that it is not worth while for a consumer to attempt to obtain a sup
ply elsewhere than from the nearest licensed shop. There is, however, reason to 
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believe that in the south-west corner of the province, where the use of bhangis 
most prevalent and cultivation is carried on to the extent.of about 100 acres, a 
considerable share of the 10cally grown drug escapes excise. Regarding charas 
also, it is probable that the figures of retail sale do not represent the full con
sumption. These considerations do not, however, affect the view of compara
tive consumption of the two drugs over the province which the Excise Com
missioner has presented in his memorandum, except possibly that the consump
tion of bhang in the south-east corner may be larger than is represented. 

368. Taking charas first, it will be seen that its use is most prevalent in the 
, Ludhiana district, and to a somewhat less degree in 

Extent or use of charas. ' 
the Himalayan districts, and in and about the cities of 

Delhi, Umballa, Amr.itsar, Lahore, and Peshawar, and that generally the eastern 
- half of the province has decidedly more inclination to the drug than" the western 

half. The measure by which the two halves of the province are differentiated 
is a consumption of 5 ounces by 100 of population. This measure might be raised 
to 6 ounces on account of defective registration of sale, and expressed in the 
terms used for Bengal in this report as one maund to 2 -I ,500 of the population. 
The rate of consumption in Ludhiana is double of this, or one maund in 10,000, 
and in the greater part of the western half of the province is hardly more than 
one maund to 60,000. 

369' In the North-Western Provinces Mr. Stoker estimated the individual con
sumption of charas at half a ser per annum. In the 

Individual CODSUlllptiOD of charas. 
Punjab a somewhat higher rate might be adopted 

because the drug is cheaper, the price to consumers ranging from Rs. 4 to Rs.IS 
per ser in this province, while in the North-Western Provinces it was Rs. 71 tl) 
Rs. 25. If the number of consumers be taken at 60 instead of 80 to the maund. 
the total number for a total consumption of 1,200 maunds will be 72,000. 

The divisions of Delhi, Jullundur, and Lahore consume five times as much 
as Rawalpindi, Peshawar, and the Derajat, and there must the.refore be 60,000" 
consumers in the foriner to 12,000 in the latter. In this comparison also the prov
ince falls into the same halves as before, for the consumption of the districts of 
Montgomery, Multan, and Jhang in the Lahore Division barely reaches 20 mauncls, 
and does not therefore materially affect the figure~. 

370. The total retail sale of bhang on the average of the'lasffive years is 3,800. 

Estent of use of bhang. 
maunds. This probably falls considerably short of 
the actual consumption owing to the existenc.e of 

the wild growth in many districts, the regular cultivation which is carried on in 
the south·western districts, and the. homestead cultivation which seems to prevail 
al1 over the province to a limited extent. A very appreciable supply must be got 
direct from these three sources without the intervention of th e licensed vendors. 
Maunds 4,200 would represent a supply of one maund to every 5,000 of the po
pulation. The Excise Commissioner finds that the south-eastern districts have 
the heaviest consumption, 100 to 145 oz. to 100 of the population, or about 
one maund to 1,000 persons i the-central districts come next with about one 
maund to 4,000 of the population, and the rest of the province consumes one 
maund to about 8,000, except that the districts of Delhi and Ludhiana almost 
come up to the districts of heaviest consumption. 
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371. Bhang is so cheap, 3 or 4 annas a ser, as to give very wide latitude for 
Estimate of number of bhang individual indulgence. On the other hand, a great 

':ODSumen. share of the consumers, perhaps the majority, are 
above the class of the very poor, and the drug is to a great extent used with ingre. 
dients which are more or less expensive. Occasional use, either regulated by the 
season, or prompted by the weather, or connected with social and .religious observ
ances, is also very common. These things make it extremely difficult to state 
any estimate of the number of consumers, though a figure of total cunsumption 
has been arrived at. It is very doubtful if more than about half of the total 
consumption, or 2,000 maunds, is taken by regular and habitual consumers. For 
such persons, at the price given above, two tolas a day, or ten sers in the year, 
would not be an extravagant allowance. The cost of this would be less than three 
rupees a year, and the ingredients would bring the expenditure up to about Rs. 10_ 

The number of habitual consumers would thus be about 8,000. This estimate of, 
individual consum ption accords with the evidence on the particular point. The 
occasional consumers are many times more numerous. The description which is 
to follow of the" classes of consumers" and of the" social and religious customs" 
connected with the use of the drugs wiII throw more light on the extent of the 
occasional use of bhang. The use as a summer drink seems to be much more 
common in the northern parts of India, which are characterized by intense dry 
heat, than in the southern. The dividing line might be drawn with fair accuracy 
Irom the Runn of Cutch to Darjeeling. 

372. The statistical table in the form prescribed by the Commission gives retail 
Increase and decrease, sales from the year 1875-76 to 1892-93. Butin the 

The evidence ofthe statistics. first five of these years it is obvious that the figures 
include transactions other than retail sale in column 45. From 1881-82 onwards 
there is a steady increase in the figure for charas, interrupted only by a fall in 
the year 1890-91, which, however, -was more than made up by the rise of the 
following year: In the year 1892-93 the figure is 6 maunds less than in 1891-92-
As regards bha~g, the figures of the whole period 1880-81 to 1892-93 do 
not offer any definite suggestion of increase or decrease. Their regularity 
might, however, tend to remove the hesitation which the Commission 
feel in accepting the figures for charas as a reliable index of consumption if it 
were not that bhang is so.cheap that there can be little temptation either to 
smuggling outside the shops or the keeping of incorrect accounts within them. 
The sale of other preparations ,of hemp shows a steady decrease. These prepara
tions must include majum and other sweetmeats into which hemp enters. They 
are not very important, and it is not therefore worth while to speculate whether the 
decrease of sale means a real decrease of consumption or not. It would be neces
sary to proceed on mere conjecture, for the evidence and Government papers 
throw no light on the subject. 

373. Regarding rise or fall in the consumption of bhang also, there is little 

Bhang. 
to be said. Mr. Drummond states that the use 
of this form of the drug is increasing in the south

~astern districts, and that caste movements against alcohol, enhanced cost 
<If spirits,' and growing prosperity among the Jats may account for it. But 
there is little other evidence to indicate increase, and the statistics of the Delhi 
Division do not suggest it. On the contrary, there'is evidence that the better 
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classes are giving up bhang for liquor-a change of habit which has been 
noticed in other provinces. 

374. The steady and considerable increase which the statistics of the con

Evid"l'ce regarding charas, 
sumption of charas shew in the last ten years is not 

'reflected in the evidence in a very decided manner. 
It is true there are some who allege increase as being caused by the development 
of the Central Asian ttade, the faIl in the price of charas, the' increase in the 
number of shops, the increase of population; and the addition to the number 
of poor and idle people. But there -are many who allege decrease; and th~ 
more weighty opinions are all in favour of the view that the use is neither 
increasing nor decreasing. It is true that during the last three years there 
,has been a great development of the trade in charas, but the excess imports 
have for the most part passed over the Punjab into other provinces and territories, 
and only a portion of the increase appears from the figures to have stayed in the 
province. The tJgures in column 45~ of the statement' do not appear to be 
derived from accounts of actual retail sale. They are the exact difference of 
cQlumns 12 and 16, and the explanatory note attached to the ta,ble shows that 
they are got by subtracting the exports from the imports. In saying that "it is 
one of the incidental advantages which we expect to derive from the proposed 
new arrangements that we shaII be able to register the import trade efficiently 
and acquire a proper control over it," 'the Excise Commissioner appears to admit 
that the record of imports into the province is not reliable even yet. 
He considers the statistics of consumption fairly accurate. They were derived 
in 1892-93 from a comparison of the imports and exports in each district in 
order, as he says, to give reliable figures of the quantity retained in each district 
for consumption. But whatever method was employed in 1892-93 seems to have 
been also employed in previous years, for the figures in columil 45 are throughout 
merely the difference between columns 12 and 16. The Commission therefore have 
considerable doubt as to the correctness of the figures as indicating a steady 
increase to consumption for the last 13 years from 480 maunds to 1,020 maunds. 
This apparent increase may be due to improved methods of registration. 

375. The Native States of the Punjab alI lie, with the exception of Bahawal~ 

PUDjabs States; 

Extent of use; 

pur, in the eastern of the two halves into which the 
province' is divided in reference to its habit of con.
suming charas. Leaving B~hawalpur out of con~ 

sideration for the present, there is no reason to suppose that the States, either 
those which are wholly or partly in the Himalayas, or those which are in the plain, 
differ in any material'respect from the British territory with which they are 
'intermingled in regard to this habit. It hardly seems necessary to make any 
exception of the, State of Nabha, where the hemp drugs are said to be prohibited. 
A co'ntinuous area of heavy consumption of charas is thus determined, comprising 
all those parts of the Punjab and North-Western Provinces lying between 
Lahore and Shahjahanpur. As regards bhang also, the description of the habit 
in the province must be held to apply to these States. 

There is no official report from Bahawalpur, but the information which has 
been collected confirms the idea which is suggested by the position of the State, 
with reference to the Punjab and Sind, that it is a bhang-consuming country. 
Ganja is hardly used at all, and charas but little. The use of bhang IS more 
common in the western than the eastern half of the State. 
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376, The figures of consumption of gan]a given in paragraph 52 of 
the Excise Memorandum show since 1887-88 increase in every district except 

CeatrBl ProviDces, 
Hoshangabad and Narsinghpur, The decrease 
in these two districts is sman i the increase in 

The statistics of 1892-93 relied T 
UpOD, several districts is large, here may have been 
some increase in the habit in this period-a point which will be discuss~d later 
on i but the reports and evidence leave no doubt that the bulk of the increase in 
registered sale is due to improved administration and success in suppressing the 
use of the unexcised drug, This being the case, the figures of the last year, 
1892-93, furnish a better basis for a survey of the consumption throughout the 
province than do the figures of any other year or of an average of years, 

The following table contains the material statistics of 1892-93 :-

Number of Number of 
Percentage Maund, consumers at 

~ Districts. Population. of ganja person! per rate of 64 of coo.. 
c maund, ap- sumers to .S , sold. tolu per head 
,~ pros:imilte. population. 
,~ 

per anrlum. 
Q • 

( Nagpitr .. , .. ' 758,000 73 10,000 3,650 's 

~J Bhandara .. , .. ' 743,000 62 12,000 3,100 '4 

Chanda .. , .. , 698,000 23 30,000 1,150 '2 

II Wardha .. , ", 401,000 28 14,000 1,400 '3 

L Balaghat .. , .. , 383,000 II8 3,000 5,900 I'S 
-

Total ,., 2,983,000 304 10,000 15,200 's 
, 

( Jubbulpore ' .. ' 748;000 128 6,000 6,400 '9 
I 

iJ Saugor ... ,,, 592,000 33 18,000 1,650 '3 

Damoh .. ' ... 326 ,000 :!4 10,000 1,700 '5 

!I Seoni , .. .. ' 37',000 79 5,000 3,950 1'1 

L Mandla ... .. ' 339,000 52 7,000 2,600 '8 
• 

, Total .. ' 2,376,000 3 26 7,000 16,300 '1 

r Hoshangabad .. ' 530,000 60 9,000 3,000 '6 

, I 
, 

Betul .. ' .. ' 323,000 23 ,14,000 1,150 '4 

11 Chhindwara .. ' 339,000 35 10,000 1,750 '5 
t;; 

ZI N arsinghpur ,,, 367,000 35 10,000 1,750 'S 

l Nimar ... .. , 253,000 19 13,000 950 '4 -
Total .. ' 1,812,000 172 1[,000 8,600 '5 - ------

H 
Raipur ... ..' 1,256,000 189 7,000 9,450 '8 

'Bilaspur ... .. ' 778,000 108 7,000 5,400 '7 

~ambalpur : .. 796,000 95 8,000 4,750 '6 u -
Total .. , 2,830,000 392 7,000 19,600 '7 

-
GRAND TOTAL ... 10,001,000 1,194 8,000 59,700 '6 
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377. It will be seen from these figures that the area of heaviest consumption 
The use' or PIIj. compiled by is the group of four districts, Balaghat, Seoni, Jub

·districts. bulpore, and Mandla; and ampng these Balaghat uses 
the drug at double the rate of the other three. Next in order come the districts of 
the Chhattisgarh Division. After these the other districts along the northern front-. . 
ler, Oamoh, Saugor, Narsinghpur, and Hoshangabad, with the addition of Chhind-
wara. Then follow the districts on the western and southern frontiers, Nimar, 
Betul, and Wardha, with Nagpur and Bhandara. And far behind comes the 
district of Chanda. The first two of the' above groups consume the drug at a 
higher ratte han one maund to 10,000 of tlie population; the last three at less. 
Saugoris is included in the second group in spite of' its apparently light consump
tion, because the large difference between it and the neighbouring district of Damoh 
in this respect confirms the evidence of illicit import given by reports and witnesses. 
Nagpur is placed in the 'fourth group in spite of its heavy sale compared with 
the other districts of the same group, because the consumption is to som, degree 
foreign to the district, being connected with the troops at Kampti and other people 
who are attracted to the capital of the province. The high rate of consumption 
in Chhindwara, Seoni, Balaghat, and Mandla may probably be associated with 
.their physical characteristics and their very malarious climate, for they cover 
the central highlands of the province-a tract of mountains and dense forest. 

378. The evidence fixes the daily ration of ganja at about one-fourth of a 
Estimate of individual cODSump- . tola. Making allowance for the custom of smoking 

lion ofgRDja. • I . h b bl b 10 company, a ower rate oug t pro a y to e 
adopted. And,on the other hand, the comparative cheapness and inferiority 
of the drug suggests a higher allowance than was thought appropriate for the 
Bengal calculations. The allowance of 64 tolas in the year, costing Rs. 5 to 8, 
-or 50 consumers to the maund, appears to be a just medium. At this rate 
the numher of consumers in the province would be about 60,000. A con
siderable share of the excise ganja is used as bhang under the name of 
desi bhang. It seems to consist of the leaves and bracts, and often perhaps 
of the flowers themselves, picked off the ganja stalks. A reduction has to be 
made on this account if the number of smokers only .is to be ascertained. On 
the other hand, some addition has to be made for the use of smuggled ganja. 
It will perhaps be sufficient to regard 60,000 as the number of smokers of 
ganja, for the estimate does not pretend to exactness. This gives a percentage 
of '6 on the population of 10,000,000. 

379. The evidence on the point of increase or decrease of use is very con. 

Increase of use of ganjL 
tradictory., In . full view of many of the witnesses is 
the fact of the great and sleady increase of the reve

nue and registered consumption in seven or eight districts, and their opinion as to 
the growth or decline of the use are doubtless affected by it. It has been stated 
above that the Commission attribute this increase for the most part to improv
ed administration. Many witnesses hold this view, and none controvert it. 
But there are some who think that the exte,nded use of the drug has materially 
contributed to the enhanced revenue. The Judicial Commissioner, Mr. Neill, 
ha,s discussed the matter rather fully. He believes that the use has increased 
because (I) he is so informed by natives of sound and sober judgment i (2) 
the consumption and revenue have been steadily growing up to date, whereas" if 
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it was only that taxed ganja was substituted for untaxed and' illicitly obtained 
ganja, the great increase would have shown itself in the earlier yeats after culti
vation of the ganja-bearing plant was placed under restriction, imports watched, 
and all illicit !=ultivation severely punished;" (3) the increase has occurred 
notwithstanding that ~he' price of ganja- has been raised to five times what it 
was in 1875-76; (4) as high a still-head duty as possible' has been placed on 
liquor, and ganja: is comparatively a cheap and convenient, because portable, 
stimulant j and (5) the excise arrangements have advertised the drug and made 
it popular, and supplied a superior quality of it. These arguments include 
nearly all that have been urged by other witnesses, except the one that with 
those who seek a stimulant, the hemp drugs have the advantage over liquor 
tbat they are not prohibited by the Hindu religion .• But after all Mr. Neill, 
like the vast majority'of the witnesses all over India, appears not to speak from 
personal observation of the use. The evidence of Colonel Doveton, Conservator 
of For~ts, is important as bearing upon the use of ganja among the jungle 
tribes.- He describes this as more common than formerly. It is to be .regretted 
that more information has not beeri furnished to explain the extraordinary high 
consumption in the Balaghat district, which must have a large population of the 
jungle tribes, and, it may be added, the great increase of the sale in the last five 
years. The construction of the Bengal-Nagpur Railway mUst have had con
siderable effect in the consumption of the districts through which it passes east 
of Balaghat. Special enquiries are being made by the Central Provinces Gov. 
ernment regarding the increased consumption in the districts where it is most 
marked. 

380. There are not wanting witnesses to assert that the use is on the decrease, 
Increase on the balaaceo£ evid. and many believe that there is neither increase nor 

once. decrease. The statistics show that in ten districts 
there is either decrease or no very remarkable increase in the retail sale in the 
last five years. But the Commission, looking to the balance of evidence sup" 
ported by the statistics, cannot resist the conclusion that increased use accounts 
in some measure for the general growth of the revenue and registered con
sumption. They note that in more than one place the increase of revenue is 
attributed in part to the supply of a superior. quality of drug. That: the Khandwa 
drug is superior may be the case, but there is evidence that the local produce 
is preferred in the extreme east of the province, and it is in these regions that 
the greatest increase has occurred. 

581. The supply of Khandwa ganja to the Feudatory States and zamindaris 
Feudatory States. has steadily increased during the last ten years from 

Ezteoto£use. 80 maunds to 273 (paragraph 66 of Excise Memo-
randum). The final figure represents a'consumption by 13,650 smokers by the 
standard used for the calculations of the province. There is no evidence to 
show that the use has increased or decreased. The zamindars and feudatories 
had an ample supply of ganja of local growth before the Excise Department 
undertook to supply them, and it is possible that the old sources of supply of 
local growth are not yet quite closed, though the evidence shows the contrary. 

3813. In the Madras Presidency the only form of the drug which need be consi

Mad ..... 
dered for the present purpose is ganja. Charas is 
only very exceptionally used, and there is no record 

of the amount imported. Bhang is not a distinct article from ganja. The liquid 
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preparations, as well as the sweetmeats and electuaries, are made from ganja. 
P~eparations of the latter class occupy a much more prominent place in the 
evidt;nce of witnesses than they do in other parts of India, and this would sug· 
gest that they are in more common use. 

383. The statistics furnished by the Madras Government give 67,000 sers as 
The statistics of retail oale do the retail sale of ganja for 1892-93. It has been 

Dot show the full consumption of • d h h f I d h 
g&Dja. ascertame t at t ese are sers 0 80 to as, an t e 
registered consumption is therefore 1,675 Indian maunds. In a previous chapter 
it was estimated that the share of the Madras produce which stayed at home 
was 3,500 maunds. A considerable reduction has to be made from this on 
account of waste to arrive at the amount which actually goes into consumption. 
The general tenor. of the Madras evidence must also be noted. The same 
general unfamiliarity on the part of the witnesses with the facts relating to con· 
sumption which has been found more or less all over India exists in Madras also, 
and perhaps to a greater degree. The returns of retail sales obtained from the 
shops cannot represent more than a portion of the consumption of the Presidency, 
for there is ample evidence to show that the drug is freely handed about, and it 
has been admitted in official reports that the co~sum'ption is much larger than 
was supposed. 

384. The figures of retail sale place the districts in the follo\Ving order as 
u •• of poja in differeDt parts of regards their rate of consumption: Madras, Kistna, 

the Presidency. Trichinopoly, Bellary, North Arcot; Tanjore, Mala. 
bar, Vizagapatam, Godavari, South Arcot, Madura, Salem, Cuddapah, South 
Canara, Coimbatore, Nellore, Tinnevelly, Chingleput, Ganjam, AnantapiIr, and 
Kurnool (Nilgiris no figures furnished). The evidence leaves theimpr~ssion that 
the use is most common in the Northern Circars and gradually diminishes to the 
south until the Nilgiris are reached, where, according to some witnesses, the 
percentage of consumers on the population is high. The statistics and the 
evidence, therefore~ do not agree j for, according to the former, Ganjam takes 
a very low place, while some southern districts are high on the list. It appears, 
however, from the evidence that the people of the northern hill tracts prefer 
opium, and consume little of the hemp drugs. The latter are used principally 
in Vizianagram and the seaport towns. The non-consuming population of the 
hill tracts would materially affect the rate of consumption as deduced from the 
,ligures. Kistna may owe its high position to other than strictly retail sales, as it 
is a district of production, and the same may be the case with North Arco't. 
Trichinopoly and Bellary have troops and probably heavy consumption in the 
cities to account for their retail sales being high. The position of Malabar is 
justified by the evidence as to the use in that part of the Presidency. The 
consumption of the City of Madras is probably indicated with fair accuracy by 
the figure of retail sale. It is lower than that of Bombay, which agam IS lower 
than that of Calcutta, the figures being-

Calcutta, one maund to 

Bombay .. " 
Madras 

" OJ 

... 1,400 

2,300 

.... 4-,9°0 

385. Looking to the cheapness and comparative inferiority of Madras 
The number of cooou ..... of ganja, the average yearly allowance of the habitual 

g&Dja. consumer cannot be put at less than one full ser 
<If 80 toJas, and the total number of regular consumers in the Presidency 

37 
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would then come to about 72,000, or '2 per cent. of the population. At
tention has already been drawn to the apparent prevalence of the use of 
sweetmeats and other refined preparations concocted with ganja. The occa
sional use of these forms of the drug must extend to a very large share of the 
population over and above the number of regular consumers: Ther~ are also 
a certain number of drinkers of the liquid preparations. 

386. The preponderance of evidence is decidedly ill favouF of the view that 
the use of the hemp drugs is increasing. The causes 

Increas. and decrease of use of assigned for increase are generally the same 
ganJa. as 

those mentioned in other provinces, the high price 
of liquor taking a prominent place among them. The Collectors, however, are 
generally of opinion that the use is stationary or decreaslng. When decrease 
is alleged, it is ~n most cases attributed to the restrictions brought about by the 
excise arrangements, the raising of the price of the drug, and the limitation of the 
number of places wher7 it can be bought. The statements of witn~sses Nos. 
13 I and 155 may be consulted on this point. It has also been pointed out that 
stray cultivation is being discouraged, though i't has not been formally pro
hibited. Thus there are causes operating to modify the extent of use in both 
directions and the Commission do not think that the evidence enables them to , , 

say which are the more potent, or to judge in <tny, way what the actual con
sumption is. 

387. The Travancore import has been estimated at 100 maunds, which would 

Madras States. 
be sufficie_nt for 4,000 consumers. The use appears 
to be more prevalent in the hilly and malarious tracts. 

Some alleged increase is attributed to the relaxation of religious, sentiment in 
regard to the use of intoxicants 'and communication with foreigners. The infor
mation regarding the other States furnishes no facts of special interest. 

388. Ganja is used in all parts of the Bombay Presidency, a large share of the 

Bombay. 

the Northern Division. 
very small quantity. 

consumption of it being in the form of sweetmeats 
and drink. Bhang is used in the Bombay City and 

Charas is smoked in the City of Bombay only, and that in 

389. The figures of retail sale of ganja are wanting in some districts 
Us. in di1ferent parts of the and irregular in others, so that it may be doubted 

Pr~sidency of ganja, if they can lay claim to accuracy even in the 

districts where they appear to be complete. Such as they are, they make 
the various districts take approximately the following order as regards their c~m
sumption of ganja: Dharwar, Bombay, Kanara, Bijapur, Nasik, Satara, Poona, 
Ahmedabad, Surat, Ahmednagar, Belgaum, Broach, Sholapur, Khandesli. 
Panch Mahals, Kaira, and Ratnagiri. 

390. There are no figures for Thana and Kolaba. The total of the 

Total cODSumption of ganjL 
district figures of retail sale taken out as far as 
practicable by five years' averages, with an allow

ance marlq for Thana and Kolaba, comes to about 3,800 maunds. The total 
consumption has been estimated in a previous chapter at maunds 3,000, and it 
was thought that this was a liberal calculation. Before expressing any opinion 
from these figures as to the incidence of consumption on the populatioIl, it will 
be as well to examine the evidence as to individual consumption. ' 
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391. Mr. Almon, Assistant Collector of Abkari in Bombay, maintains that 
the moderate consumer of 2'anJ"'a spends two annas 

Individual allowance of ganja. ~ 
a day on his indulgence, and consumes one tola 

of the drug. This represents an annual consumption of over four sers and 
"an expenditure of Rs. 45, and only admits of ten consumers being supplied 
"by each maund of the drug. The average sale of 258 maunds, with allowance 
for waste, only suffices therefore for 2,000 or 2,500 consumers. Some wit-

'nesses, but they are few, state that the daily allowance of a moderate consumer 
is above one tola. The majority of witnesses put it at less. The lowest limit is 
reached by the Collector of Ratnagiri, who gives one-sixteenth of a tola as the 
average daily allowance, and reports 8,000 consumers in the district, of which the 
~verage retail sales amount to 74 maunds-r:e., more than 100 consumers per maund. 
The Collector of Ahmednagar has arrived at a mean of the above extremes. He 
caused II a hasty census to be taken throughout the district, JJ with the result that 
the number "of consumers in a population of 888,755 was found to be 6,134, or '69 
per cent. The Ratnagiri inquiries gave a percentage not very much higher than 
the above, but by means of a much lower individual allowance. In Ahmednagar 
the allowance of 6,134 consumers on a total retail sale of 154 maunds comes to 
about 40 consumers to the maund, or o"ne ser per head "per annum, or somewhat 
less than a quarter of a tola per diem. The weight of evidence would fix the 
daily allowance nearer to one-half than one-quarter tola. Mr. Ebden's enumera
tion probably therefore included occasional consumers, and possibly counted the 
same people more than onc~. The price of ganja outside Bombay ranges from 
three annas a pound in Satara to one anna a tola in Khandesh. One ser of 
ganja can never therefore cost more than Rs. 5, and the average price will be 
within the reach of an classes of consumers. 

392. Making allowance for a considerable share' of the drug being used in 
Number of regular consumers the making of drinks, sweetmeats, and other pre

estimated. parations, which are for the most part consumed 
only occasionally, and for waste, the number of regular consumers in British 
territory alone cannot be less '.than 2,500 X" 30, or 75,000, giving a per
{;entage on the population of '46. Besides these, there are the small body of re-

" gular dl;nkers of the hemp drugs and the occasional consumers of other prepara
tions of the drug whose numbers cannot be estimated. The number of regular 
-consumers in the Bombay City can hardly be less than 6,000. 

393. Little reliance can be placed on the figures of retail sale, ancl'in the 
. f'l aI present discussion they have only been utilised to 

FIgures 0 retal s e Dot' gen· . ... .. 
eraUyreliableasindexofconsump· range the dISH'letS m the order of their relative rate 
tion. of consumption, and relied upon in the case of 
Ahmednagar because they were in fair accordance with the Collector's census of 

• consumers and the experience gained in other provinces. The figures of retail 
sale in the Dharwar district are extraordinary. They show steady increase for 
years past, and have now reached a point which by the reasonable standard of 
individual consumption above adopted gives a percentage of over four of 
regular consumers on the population. This is impossible i there is no such con
sumption as this in any rural tract in the whole of India. The witnesses who 
speak with special knowledge of the district do not give anything like this 
percentage, and they do not confirm the evidence of the figures that there has 
been a remarkable increase of consumption in the last fourteen years. The 

• 
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. Collector of Dharwar has endeavoured to ascertain the causes of this in. 
crease, and whether it is connected' with the decline in the consumption 
of liquor and toddy. He reports that. he can trace no connection between 
the tw'o phenomena; that there has been a large increase in the consump
tion of ganja, which is to be attributed to the introduction of the railway bring
ing with it scores of ganja smokers and eaters j that there is no reason to suppose 
that. the people of the district have generally taken to the use of the drug, though 
a number ofindividuals may hav~ contracted the habit from foreigners j and that 
there is no export of the drug. He attaches a statement showing that the retail 
sales of 1892"93 amounted to 1,345 maunds, an increase of more than 200 maunds 
over the figures of 1891-92. It is impossible to suppose that this huge amount 
can have been consumed in the district. It is larger than the whole consumption 
of the Central Provinces with its Feudatory States and zamindaris. The only 
reasonable explanation is that the greater part of it leaves the district, and enters 

. the surrounding foreign territory, Hyderabad, Mysore, and Goa.' The Kanara 
district also may possibly get its supply from the Dharwar shops. The Dharwari 
ganja is not unknown, as the Commission found, in Mysore. This exaggeration 
in the Dharwar figures furnishes one more reason for distrusting those of other 
districts as an index of the local consumption. 

39+ On the point of general increase or decrease in t.he use of ganja, the re-
Increas. and deaease of COD. sponsible official witnesses, excepting the Collector 

lumption, of Bijapur, take the view that there is no perceptible 
change. 0\1 the other hand, there are witnesses of' other classes who observe 
Increase, and attribute it to the same economic and social causes as have been 
noticed in other provinces. But it may be noted that the high price of liquor does 
not take a prominent place among them, and many statements will be found to the 
effect that the hemp drugs are giving way to liquor. It cannot be said that there 
is a preponderance of the eviclence either way or that there is any satisfactory basis 
for forming an opinion. The only causes of increase which can be assumed to 
have operated in the direction of increase are the increase of population and de. 
vel9pment of railways. The socipl causes would seem to teU both ways, education,. 
however, being rather favourable to decrease of the habit than the reverse. The 
fact that the lower orders are addicted to liquor in the Bombay Presidency, and 
that their earnings are comparatively high and enable them to indulge this pre
.dilection, is a factor operating against increase of the hemp habit. Regarding 
bhang and charas, the tendency of the evidence is to show that the former is 
giving way to liq uor j the use.of the latter, practically confined to the City of 
Bombay and insignificant in extent, shows no sign of increase. 

395. The extent of use described in the Presidency may be accepted as 

Bombay Stat ... 
applicable to the Native States under the supervision 
of the Bombay Government. There are no materials 

to enable a more exact estimate to be formed. In the Deccan and Southern 
Maratha Country ganja must be the favourite form of the drug; and in the Gujarat 
States, Kathiawar, and Cutch it is to a great extent superseded by bhang. 

396. 'fh~ .talistics show that about 40 maunds of ganja and 4 of bhang are 
Aden. consumed in Aden, of which the popl/lation is 42 ,734. 

This gives the high rate of ganja consumption of one 
maund to 1,000 of the population. The maximum price at which the contractor 
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is allowed to sell is one anna a tola, and there is no minimum. "The aver. 
age price is probably much the same as that of the shops in the Presidency pro· 
per. If the Bombay rate of 30 consumers to the maund be taken, the consumers 
are about 3 per cent. of the 'population, or one man out of every 8 or 10. Con
siderino- the character of the population, composed to a great extent of Indian 

b " 

sepoys and the followers of native regiments, the high figure is not surpris-
ing. There is reason to think that service abroad induces a more liberal con
sumption of the hemp drugs among native regiments and their followers. 

397. The average production of bhang in Sind and Khairpur is about .4,000 

" Sind and Khairpur. maunds. The statistics give the average retail sale of 
b~~ consumption estimated of the British districts as 4,539 maunds, and this does 

not include the consumption of Karachi, for which district no figures of retail 
sale are given. The population and circumstances of Karachi compltred with 
both those of Hyderabad justify the assumption that at least 500 maunds are 
consumed in the former. The figure of total consumption of the province must be 
raised by this' amount, and by 1,000 according to the statistics for the State of 
Khairpur. But looking tll the population of Khairpur, this consumption appears 
excessive, and the retail sale probably includes locally produced drug sold for 
consumption in other districts of Sind .• So also it is probable that the retail 
sale of the Shikarpur district, where there is a considerable area of cultivation, 
includes the drug which has been exported. This district has not as high a figure 
of population as H yderabad, and yet is credited with double the consumption. 
Hyderabad has but a trifling area of cultivation, and its figures of retail sale are 
probably a fairly accurate index of the consumption. They give one maund to 
820 of the population, or say 800, allowing a few maunds for defective registration. 
This rate applied to tire whole population of Sind with Khairpur, about 
3,000,000, gives a total consumption of 3,750 maunds, which appro~imates to the 
estimate of' production based on the area of cultivation. The statistics on a 
six years' average show that about 650 maunds of bhang are imported, mostly 
into the Shikarpur district. The estimated consumption, 3,750 maunds, therefore, 

" only falls short of the total supply, 4,650 maunds, by 900 maunds, which is not an 
extravagant allowance for waste. 

398. The average price of bhang is about Re. I a ser, and the average daily 
Individual a11owaace. allowance I tola or about 4 sers per annum. A maund 

Number of regular consumers of 
bhang. therefore supplies about 20 regular moderate consum-

. ers. But the majority of the consumers take the drug only occasionally. The use ill 
Sind-certainly in Upper Sind-is very like that of the Punjab and Northern India, 
where the beverage is drunk largely ill the hot season, and to a comparatively small 
extent in the cold. It is probable that not more than one-third of the consump
tion can be credited to regular consumers, and that class would by this calcula
tion number 1,250 X 20 = 25,000. The occasional consumers are very many times 
more numerous, and may not improbably amount to between 5 ·and 10 per cent. 
of the whole population. From t.his estimate the Thar and Parkar district is 
excluded, where the use of the drug is much less common than in the other 
districts of the province, its place being taken by opium. 

399. The retail sale of charas, making an allowance of 5 maunds for Karachi, 
where there are no figures, is about ·43 maunds. The 

Number of consumers of charas. 
import, however, averages 70 maunds. The con. 

sumption may be taken to be 50 maunds •. The average daily allowance appears 

38 
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to be about t tola, or't ser per annum. There would then be about 2,000 charas 
smokers in the province, and these are all regular consumers. The cost at the 
above rate is Rs. 12t per annum, which is reasonable. The district of Shikarpur 
would seem to contain nearly half of the charas smokers. 

400. The consumption of ganja is about the same as that of charas. The 
. former is, however, the cheaper drug j the individual 

Number of con.umers of ganJL •• 
consumption IS probably therefore larger, and the 

smokers less numerous. The use is most prevalent in Karachi and Hyderabad. 
and may be said not to exist in Shikarpur and the Upper Sind Frontier. ' Thar 
and Parkar consumes more ganja than charas, hardly any of the latter. 

4°1. The statistics do not furnish any reliable index of the growth or decline 

Ina."se of cODSwnption. 
the use of either of the drugs. The evidence 
indicates increase, except in the case of ganja, but 

not very decidedly. The Commissioner (Mr. James) bears testimony, by personal 
observation to the increase of the differe,nt classes of ascetics who principally are 
addicted to the drugs. Their number by the census of 1891 was 18,594. He is 
also of opinion that the use has spread among the labouring classes, whose wages 
have gr€latly risen in recent years. The addition to the population during the 
last 20 years, which amounts to over 30 per cent., must 'in the natural course of 
things have caused an increase of the total consumption. 

402. The memorandum of the Hyderabad Assigned Districts throws doubt 
on the figures of retail sale of ganja contained in 
column 44-of the statistical table. They show an 

average comsumption in the last five years of some 800 maunds. They are 
fairly regular, and, but for the discredit tlirown on them by the memorandum, 
seem fit to be accepted as an index of consumption, It is true that the local 
production and import together amount to 1.300 maunds. But the drug in 
this form contains a great deal of useless material, and it is probable that' when 
sold retail 1,300 maunds get reduced to 800". This is not so large a proportion 
of waste as was found in the Central Provinces. The imported drug seems to 
come from Khandwa, and it is not likely that the local ganja is a more finished 
product than that imported. If the consumption of Berar is to be compared 
with that of the neighbouring Central Provinces, where the figures of retail 
sale represented the consumption of the cleaned drug, it certainly cannot be 
taken to be more than 800 maunds j and probably this is a high figure. In Berar 
the price of the drug is one·fourth of what it is in the' Central Provinces. It is 
probable, therefore, that the individual allowance is very much higher. The 
evidence puts it at t tola a day, or approximately 2 sers per annum, which 
would cost Rs. 5. There would thus be 20 consumers to the maund and 16,000 
in the province, giving a percentage of '55 on the total population. The result 
is not far different from that arri ved at in the Central Provinces. As regards the 
result and individual cost, it appears to be reasonable. The evidence regarding 
increase and decrease of use is of the usual contradictory character. The 
statistics throw no light on the point, for they are not correct as regards the retail 
sales, and, as regards the imports, are not in a suitable form for the purpose • 

• The preponderance of evidence is in favour of increase, but the direct observation 

Berar. 

of a witness like (31), who says that the younger men rarely smoke, must go for 
something. If the evidence of the majority be accepted, it is ' nevertheless certain 
that the increase is not very marked. 
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403 •. The reports and evidence from Ajmere-Merwara furnish no statistics to 
enable an estimate to be made of the extent of use of 
the hemp drugs. There was an increase of revenue 

in 1890-91 which was explained in the annual excise report to be due to com
-petition at the auction of monopoly_ There is no evidence of any increase or de-
crease of use. ' 

Ajmere.M ......... 

• 
404. In Coorg the import of ganja amounts to 21 maunds and regi'Stered con-

Coorg_ sumption to 14. The population is 173,055. The 
retail pr-ice is 14 annas to 1 rupee for a ser of 24 tolas, 

-or approximately t anna per tola. Taking the minimum individual allowance at l
tola or i anna per diem, the annual individual consumption comes to 90 tolas,. 
and the cost to something less than Rs. 5. This is a reasonable allowance. The 
·consumers would number about 1,000, or between'S and '6 per cent. of the popu
lation. It is probable that. the consumption tends to increase with the influx of 
coolies into coffee and cardamom estates. 

405. There is no information of the quantity· elf hemp drugs consumed in any 
.,. part of Baluchistan. Bhang and gan]' a appear to come 

Baluchistan. 
from India, and charas and chur ganja from Afghan-

istan ~s well as India. The Deputy Commissioner of ThaI Chotiali reports that 
the Baluchis and Pathans of that district are not addicted to the drugs j but there 
.is information from other quarters that the Baluchis and Pathans generally do 
smoke. The drinking of bhang would appear to be confined to Pathans and 
Indians. It is said that the consumption of the drugs is decreasing as the Indian 
population, which was larger when military operations were going on, is being 
reduced. The average prices seem·to be Re. I for bhang, Rs. 20 for charas, and 
Rs. 78 for ganja per ser. 

406. It has been shown that the hemp drugs, or ganja at least, are smuggled 
into Burma in considerable quantity. But it is 

Burma. 
. impossible to say to what extent the Indians manage 

to supply their wants, or with any accuracy the price they have to pay for the drug. 
There does not seem to bean)1 use by the Burmans or people other than ·the 

. natives of India.. The inquiries made by.the Commission tend to show that the 
quantity introduced into the country is increasing. 

407. It is hardly worth while to examine in detail the statistics and evidence re
lating to the extent to which the hemp drugs are used 

Hyderaba.d. My.ore, Rajputana, in the great Native States and· Agencies. These ter-
Central India. and' Baroda. , 

. ritories are surrounded and intermingled with British 
territories, regarding which the question has been fully discussed, :with the result 
that the statistics were found in most cases to be far from an accurate index of con
sumption, and the evidence did not justify very precise conclusions. More definite 
results, or equally definite, will certainly not be obtained from the information Jup
plied by Native States. The extent of use in each part of these territories may be 
taken to resemble that in the neighbouring British provinces. The use of ganja 
will be found to prevail over the States of the Central India Agency as it does· 
·in the North-Western Provin,ces, Bengal, and the Central Provinces. The 
use of bhang will be more common than that of the other drugs in Marwar and_ 
'the north-western parts of Rajputana, and it will extend southwards towards 
.the Bombay Presidency, and eastwards towards the States of Central India. 
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gradually meeting with more competition from ganja. A moderate use cif charas 
will be found all over the States which are within easy reach of the Punjab and the 
North·Western Provinces. The extent of use of ganj·a in Hyderabad will be fairly 
'well indicated by the estimates of Berar, the Bombay Presidency, and Madras 
as regards the parts of the State contiguous to those provinces, and a similar 
process of examination will give the consumption of M ysore. In these two 
States bhang as a separate form of the raw drug has practically dilfappeared, but 
charas finds a few consumers in Hyderabad. Baroda consumption is the same 
as that of the northern part of Bombay Presidency. 

408. In Kashmir and Nepal the wild plant furnishes the whole, or a very large 

Kashmir and Nepal. 
share, of the consumption-a fact which renders 
useless for present purposes the figure of produc

tion given in the Kashmir evidence, and.of import from Bengal into Nepal which 
can be derived from the Bengal statistics. 

409. The inquiries made in the army have elicited replies from 274 
Army. regiments, batteries of artillery, anP special corps 

Real extent of the use of the 
hemp drugs not ascertained. in the service of the British Government and 
Natil'es States. If commanding officers had found it possible to take an 
accurate and complete census of the consumers of the hemp. drugs among the 
sepoys and other natives ·attached to their corps, the result would have been 

. of the greatest service in determining the extent to which the hemp drugs ar$ 
used among the various races and castes and the population generally. But 
the cases are few in which the inquiry has elicited information 011 the point which 
has the appearance of being complete. It would therefore be misleading to 
compile and tabulate the results in statistical form. Several enquiring officers 
report that their men will not admit the use of the hemp drugs, though it is cer
tain that they are taken to some extent. And in many cases there are special' 
reasons for this reticence in addition to the disrepute attaching to the habit in 

. native society generally. In some regiments the use of the drugs is directly 
prohibited, and in others the commanding officers, though they may not have 
gone this length, regard the consumers with distrust. I t must be the case also 
that in some regiments the consumers are held in greater disrepute among their 
comrades than in others. In many it is apparent that the inquiry was distasteful 
to the men, and in some that the commanding of!icers were not very insistent 
in pressing it. Keeping in view these reasons for distrusting the figures, it will 
not be prudent to do more than indicate a few general features of the hemp 
drug habit as it prevails in the native armies. 

410. There are regiments in all three presidencies and in tRe Native States 
in which the hemp drugs in one form or other are 

Extent of use reported. • f 
shown to be used by 5 per cent. 0 the men and fol-

lowers. Forty-nine out of the 274 corps co~e under this category, and the 
number evidently falls far short of the truth. In some corps the number of 
'consumers is far higher than 5 per cent. In some corps the use, if the reports 
are to be taken literally, does not exist, or is quite infinitesimal, or is practically 
confined to the followers. The consumption in these corps is no doubt trifling 
ill most cases, but it is difficult to accept it as fact as regards any regiment that 
the drugs are not used at all, especially in regiments of Sikhs, who are extremely 
partial to bhang. 
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411. As regards the character of the habit, the smokers are for tne most 
part regular smokers, and the drinkers indulge 

Little evidence of excessive use. 'occasionally, and principally in the hot weather. 
In these respects the habit resembles that of the civil population. It is natural 
that excess should be comparatively uncommon in bodies of men living under 
strict discipline. It has been found that even in the police, where the men have 
more personal liberty, the use of hemp rarely obtrudes itself. 

41 z. The habit of drinking bhang is more prevalent in the corps serving 

Use of the different drugs. 
in the north-western part of India, but it cannot be 
said that smoking is more common in one' part 

than another. Charas is preferred in the comparatively small tract where it 
. is cheap and easily procurable, and ganja is used .elsewhere. Smoki.ng is 
regarded as a protection against cold, and bhang drinking as a relief under 
the distress of very hot weather. The habit, therefore, varies according as 
regiments experience different conditions of climate, and it would seem that on 
service the number of smokers increases. The preparation of the drink, how
ever, takes time, ana requires certain ingredients which on service may not be 
obtainable. It is doubtful, therefore, if bhang drinking increases on service as 
smoking does, but the practice of chewing or eating the' drug in a simpler form 
may very well take its place. 

413. The Sikhs drink bhang and do not smoke; but it is reported of more 

Use among principal castes of than one Sikh regiment that the men do not 
sepoy.. use any of the drugs. In one regiment they have 
given tip bhang for the good rum which the canteen supplies. The Gur
khas also prefer liquor, and rarely use. the hemp drugs. The habit would 
seem to be more prevalent in the Gurkha regiments serving in Assanl than 
elsewhere, but uncommon even there. The Rajputs and Purbhias seem to be 
more giv~n to the drugs than other castes. There is some strictness among the 
Muhammadans in some of the regiments of the north of India in regard to 
both smoking and drinking of hemp; but in Madras they appear to have the 
full proportion of smokers among them. 

414. The very great majority of the replies state that the use of the 

Evidence indicate. d~cr.ase of drugs is decreasing, and among the 38 which take 
use in the army. the opposite view, 13 do not refer to the troops; 
but to the civil population. Some replies also are not very definite. There 
are hardly more than 20 out of the 274 which can be said to be evidence 
on the side of increase. The actual facts on which increase is alleged are not 
often stated, but the commandant of a Bengal Cavalry regiment finds that 25 
years ago not a man in the regiment used the drJlgs, while now some do, espe
cially among the later enlisted men. The causes of increase, when they are stated, 

. which is very rarely,. are the cheapness of the drugs as compared with 
- liquor, the speedy action and convenient form of charas, and the religious objec

tion to the use Df liquor. On the other hand, there is a strong body of evid
ence on the side of decrease. The cause which appears most prominently in 
the replies is the greater demand which service makes in these days on the time 
and intelligence of the sepoy. He cannot spare the time to indulge in the 
drugs, which involves the laborious preparation of bhang as drink, and the 
period of listlessness and incapacity which follows an iII.regulated dose either 

39 
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as drink or smoke. And he is said to be conscious that the habit renders a man 
less fit for the things he has to do and learn. In many regiments the prohibi
tion is· credited with having had a decided effect in' reducing the practice. In 
some it is said that the older men, who have the habit, are retiring, and making 
room for young men, who, entering the more intellectual school of soldiering, do 
not readil y acquire it. This is in direct contrast with the evidence from a Ben
gal Cavalry regiment quoted above, and it is for this reason the quotation was 
made. Both opinions are apparently based on observation, and that 1n favour of 
decrease has a great number of adherents, while the officer who holds the other 
stands almost alone. The point is of general interest as touching on the quality 
of the modern recruit apart from the hemp question. The rise in the price of 
drugs is alleged in some quarters as a cause of decrease; and in others the cheap
ness of liquor. It is probable that liquor is competing with drugs in the army 
as it is doing among the better classes of the civil population. 

415. Ganja issues from t!i.e Ganja Mahal of Bengal in three ,forms-flat, 

Valieties of ganja. 
'round, and chur. Their relative value arises from the 
fact that rOllnd ganja is more free of useless stick and 

leaf than flat ganja, and chur is even more pure than round ganja, The first two 
kinds are reduced to chur or fragments as a necessary preliminary to smoking, 
but it is possible that a small amount of leaf always adheres to the lumps 
of compressed flowers even when they have been detached from the stick. 
Nevertheless in this reduced form the three kinds are practically the same, 
and many persons have no preference in regard to them, The evidence on this 
point is not, however, unanimous, ana in Calcutta, the 24·Parganas, Nadia, and 
the Burdwan and Orissa Divisions round ganja alone is sold, while the flat kind is 
consumed throughout the rest of the province. It is doubtful if this distribution 
is caused by any choice of the consumers, The explanation is probably to be 
found in the convenience and profit of the dealers in respect of the avoidance of 
waste' and economy of carriage. The recent sudden increase in the consumption 
of chur tcnds to confirm this view, for Mr. Gupta explains that it was caused by 
the disCDvery that this kind wa, more lightly taxed in proportion to the amount 
of narcotic matter present in it. As regards their general use, therefore, ,these 
three kinds of ganja do not need to be distinguished, and the names even are 
not current outside Bengal. It may be said that every presi,dency, province, 
and almost every Native State outside Bengal, has a certain amount-it may 
be very small-of home·grown ganja, This drug is of various qualities, from the 
produce of the wild plant in certain parts to that of the skilled and regular 
cultivation. There are local names for the drug, but it is essentially the same 
everywhere, varying in strength and flavour. Bengal ganja holds the first place 
in public favour. In Assam it .is distinguished by the epithet mohint'. Only a 
small quantity of it goes out of Bengal to the North· Western Provinces and the 
peninsula of India, but the fame of it is carried all over th~ country by the reli
gious wanderers, and its name baluclzar is very widely known. 

416. Ganja is used principally for smoking,-almost wholly for that purpose 
• in Bengal, where it is so expensive. The process of 

Manuer oCsmoking ganja, preparing the drug for smoking, the kind of chillum 

or pipe that is used, and the manner of inhaling the smoke are the same all 
over India. A small quantity of ganja, about lei of a tala, is kneaded in the 
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palm of the left hand with the thumb of the right, a few drops of water being 
poured on it from time to time. When it ceases to part with any colour to 
the water, it is ready to be smoked. The chillum is a bowl with a short neck 
issuing straight from the bottom of it, all made of clay j the same that is 
commonly used for smoking tobacco. It is laid with a foundation 9f a small 
quantity of tobacco. On this is placed the washed ganja which has been chopped 
up and another thin layer of tobacco. A live coal is placed on the charged 
pipe, a damp cloth is generally wrapped round the neck of it and folded into the 
l'alm.of the left band, wbile the pipe is grasped by the neck between the thumb 
and first finger. The 'right hand is pressed, fingers upwards, against the cloth 
and neck of the pipe, and tbe draught is made tbrough tbe space between the 
tbumb and first finger bf this hand. A few short breaths are blown and drawn 
to ligbt up tbe pipe, and when this is accomplished one long deep draught is 
taken witb the lungs. The pipe is then handed on to a companion, and so goes 
-the round of the circle. 

417. In Bengal charas is only used by people in good circumstances. It 

Manner of smoking charas. 
is in the Punjab and North-Western Provinces that 
most is to be learnt about the ordinary method of 

.consuming it. It varies in quality and price, and is often very much adulterated. 
It is almost wholly used for smoking. A quantity, not larger than is usually 
put into the. ganja pipe, is buried or kneaded up i~ two or three times the 
-qual~tity of tobacco in the form (gurakhu) in which it is prepared for smo.king 
with the huka. The IlItka is then smoked in the ordinary way, the draught 
being taken into the lungs. Dry tobacco may be used instead of the prepared 
tobacco, and the cllillum iootcad of the Iluka. 

418. Ganja also is sometimessmoked in the huka, and other implements 

Other ways Qf smoking. 
and means of smokipg 'are mentioned. Thus in 
Bombay and the Central Provinces eFicu~es occa

sionally use a pipe made of sugarcane in preference to the chillum. There are 
also certain rude expedients in vogue amongst jungle people for the smoking of 
tobacco, which are no doubt resorted to in connection with the hemp drug, and 
some of which appear in theevidence. The pipe bowl may be constructed in die 
ground, and a reed used to communicate with the mouth. A pipe or cigarette may 
be made with leaves. The leaf cigarette containing a mixture of tobacco and hemp 
leaves is spoken of in the Madras Presidency. A green branch of the Euphorbia 
11criifolia can be readily fashion~d into a pipe, and is commonly used on emergency 
in the Satpura Hills. And in connection with the smoking of charas, there appears 
to be a custom at religious gatherings in Upper India for religious mendicants to 
sling a huge chillum containing a ser or more of the drug to a tree so that all 
comers may partake of it. Bhang, i.c., hemp leaves, or the very inferior kinas of 
ganja or ganja refuse, is only smoked under the compulsion of poverty or want 
of the better article. 

4 19. The above are the simplest forms in which the drugs are smoked. But 
the well-to-do are fond of flavouring the pipe with 

Mixture of spices in smoking. 
spices. The mixture with tobacco has the effect of 

maki~g the pipe burn properly and go further, and of diluting the smoke which 
is inhaled j but other explanations are given of the reason for using tobacco 
with tbe drugs. Spices give fragrance and flavour to the pipe, and possibly, 
-some of them, pungency. Those commonly used are musk, mace, saffron. 
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cloves, cardamom, keori (the male flower of Pandamu8 odoratissifllllS) , rose, 
leaves, attar, nutmeg, ginger, betel-nut,' and betel-leaves. 

420. Powerrul and noxious drugs are occasionally introduced into the pipe> 
, but this practice is confined to excessive consumers, 

Mixture of potent drugs in smoking. d' h . I an among t em to a mere proportion on y, on whom 
hemp alone has ceased to produce the desired effect of exhilaration or 
stupefaction. The seerls of dhatura are by far the commonest ingredient of 
this class. The next place should probably be taken by opium, and then 

• follow arsenic and nux vomica,. aconite, and the root of kanlzer (II'eriulll 
odorum or Tlzevetia ncriifolia, the latter of which is known among the natives 
as yellow kanltcr) , and after these may be mentioned .certain substances to 
which the consumers attribute poisonous or intoxicating properties, or at least 
the virtue of enhancing the potency of the hemp. Such are hemp seeds, the 
root of the cold-weather jawari (sorgl/um of the kind called ril1gni in the Central 
Provinces and slwlll in Bombay), the root of rice, the juice of ·the madar 
(Callofropis gigantea) , :,md the skins and poison of snakes; and, lastly, cantha'. 
rides is sometimes mixed for a special purpose. It is said that the ja'wari root 
is sometimes s'oaked in liquor to increase its potency. In describing these ,ad
mixtures, distinction has not been made between charas and ganja smoking 
because the use of the ingredients is a matter of individual caprice, and they do 
not form part of any recognized preparation of the hemp drugs. 

421_ As with smoking, so in the case of drinking, there is acommon and 
simple form, and also various compounds :more or 

Sbnple preparation for drinking. I I b Th' If' I ess e a orate. e sImp e orm 15 mere y to pound 
the drug very fine with 2. little black pepper, add water accordiilg to the strength 
of the drink desired, and filter the decoction through a cloth. This beverage 
is sometimes made with the bhang composed almost entirely of the leaves of 
the plant, and sometimes, most commonly outside Bengal, the North· Western 
Provinces, and the Punjab, of the ,flower heads or mixture of flower and leaves 
that has come away in the course of the manufacture of ganja. It goes by 
different names in various parts of India. In Bengal it is commonly called 
bhang or siddhi; in the North-Western Provinces bhang, siddhi,' or flzandai; 
in the Punjab, Bombay, and Central Provinces bhang or g/zota; and in Sind 
ghOt.l and pal1ga according to' its strength; In Madras the simplest form 
of preparation seems to be very little used, but when it is, it is probably 
called bhang or subzi. The Madras preparation called ralllras or ramrasam 
seems to correspond to the dldhia of Upper India. The common names may 
be taken to include all forms of. beverage made from the hemp drugs, except 
those which have speci,,1 names of their own. 

422. There is next a class of beverages in which the hemp drug and pepper 
are supplemented by harmless perfumes and spices, 

Spiced preparations Cor drinking. I hi' h d . b' I t le woe ennc e , It may e, WIt 1 sugar and milk 
or curds. ~very bhang drinker who can afford it adds some or other of 
these inr.rFdients. The spices most commonly used are anise, fennel, coriander, 
dill, aj1l'a1l (Plycliotir) , ~ucumber and musk-melon seeds, almonds, rose 
leaves, cloves, saffron, and cardamom_ But many others of the same class 
of innocent ingredients are mentioned, vis_, hemp and poppy seeds, mace, mint, 
cummin, 'endive, parsley; musk, betel-leaves, keori, attar, cinnamon, lotus seeds, 
the seed of hollyhock, the kernels of pistachio and charoli (Bllcllallal/la 
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lalifolia) , asafretida, liquorice, I:ubebs, chillies, and senna leaves. The juices 
of fruits and trees are also employed in the concoction, such as that of the pome
granate, grape, mango, bael, cocoanuts, and date (not todd y). 

423. The above ingredients are used by all moderate consumers according to 
'M'~- f t t d ' their taste and means. There are others which by lXl,.We 0 po ell rugs lor 

drinking. their potency, their uncommonness, or their quaint-
ness are designed to meet the craving of consumers whom the compounds in 
ordinary use fail to satisfy. Here again dhatura takes the first place, and 
eviden~e is not wanting that the seeds of this plant are sometimes kept in 
stock by the grocers who supply the other ingredients, if not by the sellers of the 
drugs. Besides dhatura, opium, arsenic, strychnine, aconite, the oleander root,· 

.and seed of black henbane are mentioned as being introduced into hemp drinks. 
A mixture of two or three of these with the hemp drugs in one or two forms, 
and perhaps one or two other fanciful ingredients, goes by the cant name of 
panellratna (the five jewels), panchrangi, or panjtul. The name is apparently 
applied to this sort of compound, and sometimes even to more innocent ones, 
whether it is to be used for eating, drinking, or smoking. The poison of copper 
is sometimes utilized by making the decoction in a copper vessel, or putting 
copper coins into it while it is being prepared. 

424. There is still another class of ingredients, which are used because they 
Curious ingredients for drinking. are' believed to have a certain efficiency of their 

own, or to be instrumental in enhancing the 
power'of the hemp drug. These are the roots of grass, of rice, and of jawar, 
the manna a!1(~ rotten knots of bamboo, soot, cobwebs, decayed string, the 
juice of the ak (swallow wort), and the root of mothk • . These are, of course, to be 
regarded as curiosities of the subject, though the mention of the jawari root 
is rather frequent. As in the case of smoking, cantharides is very rarely men
tioned as an ingredient. 

425. The hemp drugs are sometimes used to doctor alcoholic drinks. In 

u •• of hemp drugs with alcohol. the Punjab the name lutki is given to a concoction 
of this kind. In Baluchistan there is also said to 

be a drink called mudra, which is compounded of dhatura, bhang, akohol,and 
. opium. The drink is also known in the Punjab. In other quarters the hemp 
drugs are said to be smoked after drinking ,liquor to add to the intoxication. 
The evidence of the association of the hemp drugs with alcohol in these ways is 
fortunately scanty. The practice is probably rare, for it implies a recklessness in 
intemperance which is foreign to the Indian character. 

426. There IS a liquid preparation of ganja in use in the Sholapur district 

Boja. 
of the Bombay Presidency which seems to be 
little known. elsewhere. It is called baja, and its 

preparation is described by Bombay witnesses 25 and 47. The consump
tion is considerable, amounting in the year 1891-92 to 138,100 sers. It 
appears to consist principally of a gruel made from jawari, and to contain a 
comparatively small proportion of hemp and a little nux vomica. After brewing, 
it has to be kept a day, when water is added, and it is drunk. 

427. Bhang drink is kept for sale in Karachi. Witness 5 from Sind says 
Hemp decoctioDS sometim .. kept that the refreshment is prepared and kept in readi-

ready made. ness to be supplied gratuitously for the use of visitors 

40 
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and passers-by in almost an the places of worship. The same practice is indi
cated in the evidence of the manager of the dharamsala near Athari in the 
Punjab. Mr. Drummond describes a social custom of the same kind as prevail. 
Ing among the Hindu Jats in the south-eastern districts of the Punjab. 

428. Ganja and bhang are eaten as well as drunk. Charas, if medicina1 

Simple form of eating hemp. 
uses be excepted, is very rarely consumed in any 
other way but in the form of smoke. The simplest 

form of eating ganja and bhang is to pound them up with such spices as were 
mentioned in the preparation of bhang, and to swallow the paste in the form 
of a bolus. The mass is sometimes compounded with molasses or gur. 
The 'leaves vf the green plants are even chewed on occasion. It does 
not, however, appear to be a regular practice with any people in any part of 
India to consume the drugs in this manner. The ~abitual bhang drinker will 
do it when he has difficulty in preparing his drink. It is done on a journey. 
It would seem to be more common to eat the paste in the cold weather than 
the hot. A mass will sometimes be prepared and kept for use day by day. 
This paste is known in the Punjab, Berar, and Bombay as lakki or fil1lki, and 
it seems to be used by the poor not uncommonly. 

429. There is, however, a very considerable consumption of sweetmeats made 

Hemp sweetmeats. with ganja or bhang, or even 'sometimes charas. 
They are all prepared in very much the same way, 

their various names and properties dependi~g on the proportion of the 
hemp drugs and other ingrec;lients· that they contain. Their basis is sugar 
and milk, and the essence of the hemp drug is extracted by the aid of heat, and 
compounded with them with other drugs and spices or perfumes. The most 
common of them is majum, and the preparation is known by that name from 
one end of India to the other. It is largely used at certain Hindu feasts. It 
is evidently credited with aphrodisiacal qualities. Many people consume it h'abit
ually, either throughout the year or in the cold season, abandoning it in -[he hot 
in favour of the liquid preparations. The nQl1les of other similar preparations are 
'Yakztfi (in general use from the Deccan northwards), purnathi (Madras), gttl
khand (Bombay), shrikhalld (Bombay), Iwh'a (in general use), and many others. 
These preparations are ail considered to be aphrodisiacal, some to such a degree 
that they should perhaps be regarded as medicinal forms rather than articles of 
ordinary consumption. It is stated that in preparing these mixtures copper 
vessels are sometimes used or copper coins immersed in the process, and doubt
less the toxic and tonic drugs mentioned in connection with the preparation of 
drinks sometimes enter into them. 

430. Hemp is sometimes compounded into cakes made of gram flour. It 
·Various ways of usiag hemp for is used as a seasoning in the cooking of various 

consumption. dishes, those composed of meat as well as others. 
More than one witness in more than one province mentions this use at 
parties to make fun of the guests. A witness from the Punjab -describes 
how powdered bhang is sometimes wrapped in dhatura leaves, the whole 
ehc\osed in a covering of clay and baked. It is not clear whether the cooked 
substance is eaten or drunk. It might be either. Witnesses, speaking of the 
northern part of the Bombay Presidency, state that gram and dates are some
times charged with hemp. And in. Calcutta the drug is occasionally used to 
flavour ice-cream. 



CHAPTER IX. 

SOCIAL AND RELIGIOUS CUSTOMS. 

43 J. In the instructions issued to the Commission by the Government of India, 

Scope of this Chapter. 
reference is made to the use of hemp drugs among 
fakirs and ascetics who are held in veneration by 

large classes of the people, and to the custom, which is believed to obtain to a 
large extent in Bengal, of offering an infusion of bhang to every guest and 
member of the family on the last day of the Ourga Puja. The Commission 
were instructed to ascertain to. what extent these and similar customs prevail in 
Bengal and other parts of India, and how far the use of hemp drugs forms a part 
of social, or possibly religious, ceremonial or observance. Questions 32 and 33 
of the Commission's questions were intended to elicit information on these points. 

432. I n Bengal there is a considerable body of evidence dealing with these 

Bengal. 
customs, and more particularly with the custom of 
offering an infusion of bhang on the last day of the 

Durga P~ja. Some few witnesses, it is true, state either that no social or feligi
ous custom with which hemp drugs are connected exists, or that they are unaware 
of any such custom; but the great majority of the witnesses either give an 
account of them more or less full, or allude to them briefly as matters of common 
notoriety. 

433. The custom of offering an infusion of the leaves of the hemp plant to 

Durga Puja. 
every guest and member of the family on the Bijoya 
Dasami, or last day of the Durga Puja, is common 

in Bengal, and may almost be said to be universal. It is alluded to by many of 
the witnesses who refer to its use on this occasion as well as on other days of 
the Durga Puja festival. But, while. there can be no doubt as to the existence 
of the ~ustom, there is conside~able divergence of opinion as to the true nature 
of it. The custom itself is a simple one. On the last day of this great festival 
the male members of the family go forth to consign the image to the ~aters, 
and on their return the whole family with their guests exchange greetings 
and embrace one another. During· this rejoicing a cup containing an infu
sion of the leaves of the hemp plant is handed round, and all are expected 
to partake thereof, or at least to place it to the lips in token of acceptance. 
Sweetmeats containing hemp are also distributed. Opinion is almost equally 
divided as to whether the custom is a mere social observance, or whether it is 
an essential part of the religious ceremonial of the festival. There is difference 
of opinion among the witnesses as to whether there is any injunction in the 
Shastras rendering obligatory the consumption of hemp; but Tantric religious 
works sanction the use, and the custom, whatever be'its origin; may now be 
said from immemorial usage to be regarded by many people as part of their religious 
observances. From the evidence of the witnesses it would appear that there is 
no specific direction in the Shastras of the manner in which the drug should be 
used, but from the references quoted it would appear that the use alluded to is 
that 01 bhang in the form of an infusion. Witnesses who can speak with authority 
on the subject, such as Mahamahopadhya Mahesa Chandra Nyayaratna, C.I.E., 

Principal of the Government Sanskrit College, Calcutta, testify to religious sanction 
for the use of bhang or siddhi, while many witnesses of high social position, well 
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acquainted with the habits of the people, as, for example, Maharaja Sir J otindra 
Mohan Tagore, K.C.S.1., Maharaja Durga Charan Law, Raja Piari Mohan 
Mukharji, C.S.I., Rai Rajkumar $arvadhikari Bahadur, Rai Bahadur Kanai Lall 
Dey, C.1.E., and others, speak to the prevalence of the custom, its intimate asso
ciation with the religious devotions of the people, and the innocent harmlessness 
of the practice. 

434. The custom described above, and which refers solely to bhang as distin
guished from other preparations of the hemp plant, is 

• Other occasions on which bhang the most important occasion on which bhang is used 
IS used. . 

as a part of social or religious ceremonies; but there 
is evidence to show that the drug in this form is used at other festivals. For 
example, at the Holi festival, which is observed more generally in Behar than in 
other parts of the Lower Provinces, bhang is commonly. consumed; and, accord
ing to many witnesses, at such festivals as the Diwali, Chait Sankranti, Pous 
Sankranti, Sripanchami, Sivachaturdasi, Ramnavami, and indeed OQ occasions 
of weddings and many other family festivities. But, so far as the evidence 
shows, the use on those occasions is a matter of social custom observed more 
generally in some parts of the province than in others, and, although no 
doubt there may be some who consider it essential to their devotions, par
taking but little of the nature of general religious observance. In Orissa bhang 
is largely used by the attendants and worshippers at the temple of Jagannath 
at Puri; and there appears also to exist a custom, somewhat similar to that of 
the Durga Puja in Bengal, of offering siddhi or bhang in the form of sweetmeats 
to the god Ganesh, which are then eaten by the worshippers and their friends 
and relatives. This festivai, called the Ganesh Chaturthi, occurs in the month 
of Bhadro (August-September). 

435. It is chiefly in conn~ction with the worship of Siva, the Mahadeo or 
Connection of ganja with the great god of the Hindu trinity, that the hemp plant, 

worship of Siva. d . II • h .. . d an more especla y per aps ganJa, IS assocIate . 
The hemp plant is popularly believed to have been a great favourite of Siva, and 
there is a great deal of evidence before the Commission to show that the drug 
in some form or other is now extensively used in the exercise of ,the religious 
practices connected with this form of worship. Reference to the almost universal 
use of hemp drugs by fakirs, jogis, sanyasis, and ascetics of all classes, and more 
particularly of those devoted to the worship of Siva, will be found in the paragraphs 
of this report dealing with the classes of the people who consume the drugs. 
These religious ascetics, who are regarded with great veneration by the people 
at large, believe that the hemp plant is a special attribute of the god 
Siva, and this belief is largely shared by the people. Hence the origin 
of many fond epithets ascribing to ganja the significance of a divine pro
perty, and the common practice of invoking the deity in terms of adoration before 
placing the chillum or pipe of ganja to the lips. There is evidence to show that 
.on almost all occasions of the worship of this god, the hemp drugs in some form 
or other are used by certain classes of the people. It is established by the 
evidence of Mahamahopadhya Mahesa Chandra N yayaratna and of other 
witnesses that siddhi' is offered to the image of Siva at Benares, Baidynath, 
Tarakeswar, and elsewhere. At the Shivratri festival, an4 on almost all occasions 
on wliich this worship is practised, there is abundant evidence before the 
~ommission which shows not only that ganja is offered to the god and consumed 
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by these classes of the worshippers, but that these customs are so intimately con
nected with their worship that they maybe considered to form in some sense an 
integral part of it. 

436. The special form of worship by the followers of Siva, called the Trinath 

TriDath. 
or Tinnath Me1a, in which the use of ganja is con
sidered to be essential, is mentioned by many wit

nesses, and deserves more than a passing notice. A full account of this religious 
practice given by Babu Abhilas Chandra Mukharji will be found in Vol. III 
Appendices of this Report. The origin of the rite, which it is said sprang up first 
in Eastern Bengal, appears to be of recent date, about the year 1867. It appears 
to be observed at all times and at all seasons by Hindus and Muhammadans 
alike, the latter calling it Tinlakh Pir. When an object of special desire is fulfilled, 
or when a person recovers from illness, or a son is born, or a marriage or other 
ceremony is performed, the god Trinath, representing in one the Hindu trinity, 
is worshipped. Originally one pice worth of ganja, one pice worth of oil, and 
one pice worth of betel-nut was offered to the god. But now ganja-it may 
be in large quantities-is proffered, and during the incantations and the perform
ance of the ritual it is incumbent on ,all present to smoke. This form of worship 
is shown to have spread extensively throughout Eastern Bengal andthe Surma . 
Va\ley of Assam, and, according to one witness, it has penetrated even to Orissa.· 
On the other) hand, there are a few witnesses who say jthat the practice is 
gradually dying out. • 

437. The use of hemp drugs is as a rule in no way connected with orthodox 

Muhammadan •• 
Muhammadan observances, whether social or reli
gious. The Muhammadan religion condemns such 
practices. 

438. In Assam, where the use of hemp drugs is but little practised by' the 
Assam. As~amese proper, there appear to be no indigenous 

, customs connected with the drugs. But the cus-
toms prevailing in Bengal are also found in Assam. There is evidencl! as to 
the use of bhang or siddhi at the Durga Puja, and of ganja by the worshippers 
of Siva. In Sylhet the Trinath form of worship appears to prevail to a con
siderable extent. With reference to this practice, one witness (Prasanno Kumar 
Das) observes that "in the' Surma Valley ganja is offered in the name of Pi. 
(Muhammadan saint) for the benefit of the cattle." . 

439. In the North: Western Provinces, where the celebration of the Durga 
North..Westem Provinces. Puja is not so generally observed as in Bengal, a con-

siderable number of witnesses (some fifty in all) state 
that there are no customs, religious or social, with which these drugs are con
nected. But, on the other "and, there is overwhelming evidence to establish the 
almost universal use by the people of bhang .at the Holi festival, and some evid
ence as to the common use of ganja by certain classes of the followers of Siva 
at their festivals and seasons of worship. Of the witnesses who speak to the 
use of ganja in connection with religious observances, 22 state that itis essential 
and 92 that it is not essential. As to whether the use of bhang should be regarded 
as a purely social custom or as essential to religious observance, the opinion 
of witnesses who speak on the point is about equally divided. It is sufficient 

41 
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to say that the custom is now a general one, and that wh~re the Holi festival is 
observed, there the practice of consuming bhang during its observance is common, 
On other occasions, such as the Diwali festival, marriages, and family festivities, 
there is evidence to show that among certain classes the consumption of bhang 
is common. Allusion is also frequently made to the habit of using bhang, to 
which, for example; the Chaub.es of Mathra and Brindaban are notoriously addicted, 
but how far the habit is connected with the religious observances at the temples 
the evidence does not justify the formation of. an opinion. A custom is mention
ed by a Kumaon witness, Dharma Nand Joshi, who states that a class of people 
called Kouts, who worship 'spirits, .meat, fish, etc., have the bhang plant as one 
of the objects of their worship. 

4'40. In the Punjab there is evidence as to the general use of hemp by some 

Pnnjab. of the followers of Siva, and especially of bhang, at the 
Holi, Dasehra, Diwali, and other festivals, and on the 

occasion of marriages and other family festivities. Among the Sikhs the use of 
bhang as a beverage appears to be common, and to be associated with. their reli
gious practicJ'!s. The witnesses who refer to this use by the Sikhs appear to 
regard it as an essential part of their religious rites having the authority of the 

. Granth or Sikh scripture. Witness Sodhi Iswar Singh, Extra Assistant Com-
missioner, says :- J 

." As far as I know, bbangis pounded by the Sikhs on the Dasehra d~y, and 
it is ordinarily binding upon every Sikh tq drink it as a sacred draught by mixing 
water with it. . 

" Legend-Guru Gobind Singh, the tenth guru, the founder of the Sikh 
religion, was ~n the gaddi of Baba Nanak in the time of Emperor Aurangzeb. 
When the guru was at Anandpur, tahsil Una, Hoshiarpur district, engaged in 
battle with the Hill Rajas of the Simla, Kangra, and the Hoshiarpur di~tricts, the 
Rajas sent an elephant, who was trained in attacking and slaying the forces of tlie 
enemy with a sword in his trunk and in breaking open the gates of forts, to 
attacK and capture the Lohgarh fort near Anandpur. The guru gave one of his 
followers, Bachittar Singh, some bhang and a little of opium to eat, and directed 
him to face the said elephant. This brave man obeyed the word of command 
.of his leader and attacked the elephant, who was intoxicated and had achieved 
victories in several battles before, with the result that the animal was overpowered. 
and the Hill Rajas defeated. The use of bhang, therefore, on the Dasehra day is 
necessary as a sacred draught. It is cu&tomary among the Sikhs generally to 
drink bhang, so that Guru Gobind Singh has himself said' the following poems 
in praise of l:ihang: 'Give me, 0 Saki (butler), a cup oC green colour (bhang), 
as it is required by 'me at the time of battle' (vide·' Suraj Parkash,' ·the 
Sikh religious book). 

" Bhang is also used on the Chandas day, which is a festival of the. god 
Sheoji Mahadeva. The Sikhs consider it binding to use it on the Dasehra day
The quantity then taken is too small to prove injurious." 

As Sikhs are' absolutely prohibited by their religion 1ro~ smoking, the use 
of ganja add charas in this form is 110t practised by them. 

. , 
A ~nique custom of dispensing bhang at a religious charitable institution ~s 

that mentioned by witliess Baba Kirpa· Singh. The institution, as a reliC( 
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-of old Sikh times, is annually permitted to collect without interference. a boat load 
'of bhang, which is afterwards distributed throughout. the year to the sadhus 
.and beggars who are supported by the dharamsala, 

441, Tbe evidence as to social or religious customs in tbe Central Provinces 
Central Provinces. is somewbat discrepant, but on the whole points 

to the existence of customs akin to those existing 
in the North· Western Provinces. The use of bhang at the Holi and Diwali 
festivals and at marriages and such occasions, and of ganja or bhang in 
connection with the worship of Siva, is frequently mentioned by the' wit
nesses. A few local customs are' also mentioned by some witnesses. Re

.garding a custom of the Chamar caste, the Rev. Mr. Jacob says: "At 
Chanda, the Chamars use ganja dust in the preparation of a beverage called 

.. ,gulahpani, which is drunk at a ceremony called dadhi (the first shaving of the 
. beard) , when no liquor is permitted." Among the Gonds, Cowasjee Nusser
wanjee Hattidaru describes the following custom as existing: "In the funeral 
:ceremony amongst the Gonds of tbese provinces, kalli or flat ganja is placed 
~ver the cbest of tbe dead body of tbe Gond, and when tbe funeral party returns 
home, a little of the ganja is burnt in tbe bouse of the dead person, the smoke of 

'which is supposed to reach the spirit of the dead." Another Satpura' witness, 
Hosen Khan, mentions a custom of offering "a little ganja at the Chitarai 
'Debis, or collections of ston~s with rags tied to some tree above. They offer 
'~ither a cock Of a cocoanut or some ganja. It is a custom among travellers. 
These Chitarai Debis are in the open,. and the travellers have a smoke at the same 
time." One witness states that he has heard of the hemp plant being worshipped 

'in the Berars, but this is not c'Drroborated by any of the witnesses from these 
districts. Another has heard that the Gonds in their hill homes are worshippers 
of the plant. 

442. In the Madras Presidency, where the use of hemp drugs is less common 

Madras. 
than in most other provinces, many witnesses assert 
that there are no customs, social or religious, with 

· which they are connected, and the evidence as a whole fails to establish the pre-
· valence of any customs so general as those connected with the Durga Puja and 
.the.worship of Siva in Bengal or the Holi festival in the North-Western Prov
.. inces. But ther~ is evidence as to the existence of. customs of a less general 
Of widespread nature. In Ganjam, the witnesses speak to the common use of 

· bhang on the Mesha Sankra'lti day in 'honour of Siva and Anjanayya, a~d 
.also in the worship of Durga. Several also allude to a custom of offering a con
· faction or· draught containing bhang to the image at the temples of Ha'numan • 
. At the festival of Kama, the Indian cupid, bhang is freely' made and drunk 
: according to several witnesses. The Rajputs or Bondilis are particularly 
· referred to in connection with this custom. On occasions of holidays or gala-
· days, and at the Mohurram, a number of witnesses say it is usual for Muhamma
dans as well as Hindus to take bhang. It is also said that various intoxicants, 
including ganja:are sometimes offered to the gods in worship, and then swallowed 

.' by those offering them. Witness M. Sundaram Iyer, Deputy Tahsil~ar (60), 
· says: "So~e of the lower orders make use of ganja as an offering, like cocoa

nut, plantains, liquor, and such other articles, for certain deities, such as Mathura
veeran, M uniappan, . etc., according to the vow taken by each person. This 
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cannot be' considered as essential, but is only a' practice observed in very rare 
cases. Such practice is not followed by many people, and it is not injurious." 
Othe,rs allude to the offering of ganja to Karuppannam, Kali, Mathuraveeran, 
Muniappan, Karuannaswami, and Aiyaswami, more particularly in the south 
of. the Presidency. Mr. Azizuddin, Sahib Bahadur, Deputy Collector, says: 
" Neither the Musalman nor the Hindu religion requires the use of these drugs 
on religious occasions. On the other hand,' it is prohibited. Nevertheless, in the 
maths of bairagis, such as at Tripati, and of Muhammadan saints, such as at 
Nagore, Conjeveram, Arcot, and other places, the manager of the shrine distri. 
butes ganja to all the fakirs who assemble during the festival. In none of these 
places, religiously speaking, ganja should be distributed, but, according to 
custom among the fakirs, its distribution is essential." The Rev. Mr. Campbell 
says that ganja is used in connection with the funeral ceremonies observed by 
certain classes, but that the use is not essential. Mr. Merriman alludes to a 
custom of offering and consuming bhang at the funeral of bhang consumers. 

443. An interesting note, entitled" The Religion ,of Hemp," by Mr. J. M; 

Bombay. 
Campbell, C.I.E., will be found in Vol. III Appen. 
dices. In the Bombay Presidency the useof hemp in 

connection with the worship of Siva, Mahadev or Shankar appears to be very 
common. It is referred to by many witnesses. The following description of 
this custom as prevailing in part .of Gujarat, Kaira, and probably Ahmedabad 
has been furnished to the Excise Commissioner by Mr. B. E. Modi, Deputy 

I Collector :_ . 
'. "On the Shivratri day (the 1ast day but one of the month of Magh),. 

sacred to the god Mahadev or Shankar, bhang water is freely poured over the 
linga'm. Mahadev is an ascetic, and is fond of bhang, and on this day it is 
considered a religious duty to o.ffer him his favourite drink. From this day to 
the I I th day of Ashad, on which day gods go. to sleep, water is kept constant! y 
dripping upon the IiI/gam of Mahaclev from an earthen pot kept above it." 

• 
Somewhat,. similar accounts varying in detail are given by many. witnesses 

coming from different parts of the province, of whom some also refer to the . '. 

habit which gan)a smokers have of invoking the deity before placing tqe pipe 
to their lips. Others also refer to hemp as required in the worship of Baldeo 
and to its use at the Shimga or Holi festival. The Marwaris and some other 
classes appear to use bhang at marriages and other festivities. Mr. Charles, 
Collector of Belgaun:, says that among Musalmans and Marathas the ganja 
plant 1S offered to dead relatives who used it in their lifetime at the time of the. 
anniversary ceremonies.of their death. There appears to be no special custom of 
worshipping the hemp Rlant itself. R. K. Kothavale, of Satara district, says 
the hemp plant is worshipped by one sect only, namely, by people from Northern 
India and Nepal, while Mr. Lamb, Collector of Alibag, remarks that some of 
the Kunbis who make offerings to the local divinities of their fields at the 
harvest season include a small quantity of ganja in the offerings. 

444. In Sind the customs, both religious and social, appear to be much the 
• Sind. same as in Bombay. In Karachi and some other 

places bhang is generally offered to all comers on 
occasions of marriages, panchayats. and other gatherings i and the custom of 
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freely distributing bhang as a charity to all who care to partake is common both 
at temples and at other places of resort. . 

445. In Berar there is evidence as to the use both of ganja and bhang at 
the Shivratri and .Holi festivals and at so~ial gather
ings. The hemp plant itself is not worshipped, but, 

.according to one witness, when a COl}SUmer dies, the plant is kept near his corpse 

.during the funeral ceremony. 

Berar. 

Ajmere~Merwara. 
446. At the Holi and the Shivratri and at family 

festivities the drugs, especially bhang, are used. 

447. Major Gaisford, Deputy Commissioner, states that among the Hindu 
Balu<hista.a. sect called Bam Bargis the consumption of bhang 

is regarded as essential. 

448. From Native States there is but little information regarding customs, 

Native States. 
. either social or religious, with which these drugs are 

connected. No purely local or indigenous customs 
have been brought to the notice' of the Commission, but there is sufficient infor
mation to show that practices similar to those existing in British provinces at the 
Holi and Shivratri festivals and on occasions of family rejoicings are observed 
by certain classes of the people in many Native States'. . 

449. The custom of worshipping the hemp plant, although not so prevalent 
as that of offering hemp to Siva artd other deities of the 
Hindus, would nevertheless appear from the state" 

ments of the witnesses to exist to some extent in some erovinces of India. The 
reason why this fact is not generally known may perhaps be gathered from such 
statements as that of Pandit Dharma Nand Joshi, who says that such worship is 
performed in secret. There may be another cause .of the denial on the part of the 
large majority of Hindu witnesses of any knowleqge of the existence of a custom 
of worshipping the hemp plant in that the educated Hindu will not admit that he 
worships the material object of his adoration, but the deity as repr.esented by it. 
The custom of worshipping the hemp plant, though not confined to the Himalayan 
.cistricts or the northern portions of India alone, where the use of the products. 
of the hemp plant is more general among the people, is less known as we 
go south. Still even far south; in some of the hilly districts of the Madras Presi
dency and among the rural population, the hemp plant is 'looked upon with some-, 

Worship 01 the hemp plant. 

sort of veneration. Mr. J. H. Merriman (witness No. 28, Madras) says: "I 
know of no "custom of worshipping the hemp plant, but believe it is held in 

• 
a certain sort of veneration by some classes." Mr. J. Sturrock, the Collector of 
Coimbatore (witness No.2, Madras), says: "In some few localities there is a 
tradition of sanctity attached to .the plant, but no regular worship." 
The Chairman of the Conjeveram Municipal Board, Mr. E. Subramana Iyer 
(witness No. '43, Madras), says: "There is no plant to be worshipped here, 
but it is generally used as sacrifices to some of the minor Hindu deities." 
'There is a passage quoted from Rtt{irayamal Dallakalzd and Karmakatzd in 
the report on the use of hemp drugs in the Baroda State, which also shows 
that the worship of the bhang plant is enjoined in the Shastras. It is thus 
,stated: "The god Shiva says to Parvati-' Oh, goddess Parvati, hear the bene
£ls derived from bhang. The worship of. bhang raises one to my position/etc." 
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In Blzabishya Puran it is stated that "on the I 3th moon of Chaitra (March 
and Apr.il) one who wishes to see the number of his sons and grandsons 
increased mus~ worship Kama (Cupid) in the hemp plant, etc .... 

450. In summing up their conclusions on this chapter, the Commission would 

General conclusions. 
first remark that charas, which is a comparatively 
new artiCle of consumption, has not been shown to be 

in any way connected with religious observance. As regards N orlhern india, 
the Commission are of opinion that the use of bhang is more or less common 
everywhere ill connection with the social and religious customs of the people. 
As regards ganja, they find that there are certain classes in all parts, except the 
Punjab, who use the drug in connection with their social and religious observances. 
The Commission are also of opinion in regard to bhang that its use is considered 
essential in .some religious observances by a large section of the community, 
and in regard to ganja that those who consider it essendal are comparatively very 
few. The Commission have little doubt that interference with the use oJ hemp 
in connection with the customs and observances above referred to would be regard
ed by the consumers as an interference with long established usage and as an 
encroachment upon their religious liberty. And this feeling would, especially 
in the case of bhang, undoubtedly be shared to some extent by the people at large. 
Regarding Southern India, the same remarks apply with this .reservation, 'that 
the difference between ganja and bhang as materials for smoking and drink
ing respectively is .much 'less marked there, and the distinction between the two 
forms of the drug is much less clearly recognised, although by the term" bhang" 
is generally meant the drug as used for drinking, and by" ganja .. the drug as 
used for smoking. 



CHAPTER X. 

EFFECTS-GENERAL OBS~RVATIONS. 

451. There has been some difficulty in. obtaining definite information regard
Prevailing ignorance of the ing the effects of hemp drugs. This difficulty has not 

dects. arisen from any unwillingness on the part of witnesses 
to'tell what they know. The Rev. Thomas Evans, (North-Western Provinces 

. witness No. 229) has stated that" native officials (and even barristers and plead
ers) are afraid to give evidence lest they should thereby give offence to the 
Government:' The Commission have bad rio experience of this kind, and a 
perusal of the evidence will show that this alleged hesitation on the part of cer
tain persons to give evidence must have been very exceptional. Witnesses are 
found among all classes, not excluding even drug vendors themselves, who have 
made strong statements against the drugs. 1,'he difficulty has arisen from the 
general ignorance of the subject which has not hitherto attracted special atten
tion. One result of the labours of the Commission has.,been to show how much 
ignorance prevails regarding the consumption of these drugs and their effects. 
This ignorance is not confined to Europeans. It extends to a: large number of 
native witnesses. It is not confined to those who live apart from the common 
people. It extends to many whose duties are believed to bring them into close 
and constant contact with the people. Not a few persons who were asked to 
give evidence declined to do so, and others did so somewhat reluctantly, on 
the ground that they had little or no experience of the consumption of the drugs. 
To quote a non-official witness on this point, the Rev. George Pittendrigh 
(Madras witness No. 160) says: "I have been in India for nine years. I had 
hardly heard the name of ganja. I had heard it occasionally in connection with 
'handymen and coachmen, and so on, but I had (so far as I )mow) seen no'ne of 
its effects. I had heard that they were similar to opium-a narcotic or intoxicant. 
That was all I knew. It was not till after I heard of the Commission that I made 
any special enquiry into the matter. I enquired first of Europeans and respectable 
natives, students and others, graduates and other men of some standing. Noone 
seemed to know anything about it. The ordinary caste native seemed only to 

, know in a general way that it was used by Muhammadans, bairagis, loafers, and 
ruffians. Europeans seemed to know nothing of its use." The above is by no 
means an exceptional statement. Much the same evidence is given by officials 
as wen as non-officials, and by natives as well as Europeans .. It is 
not confined to' one province" but is given all over India.' This state of things is . 
not difficult to explain. As a matter of fact, it is not usual for those who use the 
drugs, especially those who' smoke them, to do so in the presence of' others. 
It is usually.only the dissipated who make a practice of publicly using intoxicants.' 
The moderate consumer is generally known only to those who have occasion to 
join him at his meals or at the times when, he takes his regular dose. In this 
country there is this additional fact to be considered, that custom 'is distinctly 
against smoking in the presence of anyone who is in any sense superior or entitled 
to respect. Thus' it would be only rarely that a man would smoke in the presence 
oE a neighbour who had not specially come to join him. As to, the casual smoker 
4>n the street or elsewhere, the passer-by would probably not know that he was 
consuming hemp drugs i for he smokes the drug as a rule in the same manner as he 
"Would smoke tobacco, and also mixed with tobacco, which to a certain extent 
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conceals the smell. On the whofe, then, it is easily intelligible that respectable per
sons should have a very limited knowledge of the consumption of hem p drugs, and 
especially of the smoking of ganja and charas, except by dissipated or excessive 
consumers. As might have been anticipated from a careful consideration of the 
circumstances, the experience of a large number of witn~sses, even of those who 
have seen something of the use of the drugs, is found to be confined to having 
seen palki-bearers or boatmen smoke in the midst of hard work, or to occasionalIy 
seeing a friend indulge. Some other witnesses have only known the habit as 
practised by such persons as fakirs or by dissipated persons who consume to 
excess. Some have only seen the drug used when they have gone in the way 
of duty, or, in pursuance of this inquiry, to shops or other places where smokers. 
resort. The witnesses are very few who have any extensive and acc·urate 
acquaintance with consumption. Witnesses were specially warned to cO:Jfine 
themselves to what they actually knew, and efforts were made, wherever the 
evidence seemed to require it, to ascertain whether they had done so. 

452. In estimating the value of the evidence as to effects, this gene'rafly very 
Diasof certain witnesses. limited acquaintance with the subject on the part of 

the witnesses has had to be borne constantly in mind. 
It has been necessary to decline to accept strongor dogmatic statements on one side 
or the other without taking pains to ascertain on what basis of fact and actual 
experience they have been founded. This careful inquiry into the actual basis of 
statements made has been found necessary also in consideration of the different 
points of view from which such a question as this may be regarded. Some wit
nesses know only the medicinal use of the drugs, and are prepared to say nothing 
but good of them, being really ignorant of their use as intoxicants. They know 
only the use of the· drugs as remedial agents, carefully prescribed when· necessity 
arises, or used as a domestic remedy in certain minor ailments. This use 
is sometimes confounded with the use of the drugs as stimulants or illto'xica~ts. 
These uses ought to be very carefulIy discriminated. There are also witnesses 
who do know the use of the drugs as intoxicants, but know only the moderate 
use. These have nothing stronger to say of the drugs than would be said of 
alcohol by the man who only had seen a glass of wine taken at his own table or 
at the table of a friend. He knows nothing of the· effects of excess. Others 
again have only experience of excessive consumption. The moderate consumer 
has not attracte.d their attention. The ruin wrought in certain cases by excess 
has alone attracted their notice. They feel towards these drugs as that man feels 
towards alcohol whose experience has been mainly gained among the social wrecks 
of the lowest parts of a great city. In view of alI this, the Commission were careful 
to do what they could to ascertain the basis of the opinions and closely to examine 
the facts laid before them. Striking statements made by some of the most 
careful and intelIigent witnesses as to the change in their views when they' 
beqme aware of the great extent of the moderate consumption of these drugs, the 
effects of which they ·had only seen in cases of deplorable excess, will be referred 
to later on in dealing with insanity and other effects. This ignorance of the 
effec·ts of hemp drugs on the part of some able, intelligent; and benevolent 
men, however it may be explained with· reference to the above considerations, 
must still be regarded as indicating that the injury caused by the drugs is com
paratively triRing. It must have attracted more attention had evil effects been 
at all common in comparison with the extent of consumption. 
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453. Before proceeding to discuss the evidence regarding the effects product;d 

Ganja and charas compared. 
by the drugs, it will be well to notice briefly one or 
two preliminary questions, One of these is the 

different effects of the different forms of hemp drugs. Witnesses were requested 
to compare the effects of ganja and charas, and there is a considerable ,body of 
evidence on this subject. Inasmuch as charas is theoretically the pure resin 
extracted from the hemp plant, and the resin is the active principle in all 
varieties of the drug, it might be expected that this would be everywhere the 
strongest form in which the drug is found. But the evidence is not all to this 
effect. Charas is but little known in Bombay, Madras, Assam, and Burma i 
and ganja is but little known in the Punjab. In these five provinces, 'therefore, 
but few witnesses institute any comparison j and though there are some who 
have seen the effects of these drugs in different parts of India, yet the views of 
the majority of witnesses from these provinces who do institute the com-

'parison must of necessity' have but little weight. In the North, Western 
Provinces, the Central Provinces, 'and Sind, where both drugs are more or less 
known, the great majority (six to one) of those who make any distinction in 
strength between these two forms declare that charas is the stronger. In 
Bengal, on the other hand, a majority (two to one) of those who discriminate 
regard ganja as the stronger. Even in these provinces, however, the evidence 
cannot be accepted with confidence, for it is not usual fo~ ganja and charas to 
be smoked by the same person. The evidence shows clear! y enough that there 
is no essential difference between charas and ganja, but that the former takes 
in the Punjab and in parts of the North-Western Provinces the place among 
illtoxicants which is taken by ganja in other parts of India. The only difference 
in regard to their effects apparent, from the evidence is that some witnesses assert 
one form to be stronger than the other. There are, however, differences of opi
nion among the witnesses as to which is the stronger. The importance of these differ
ences of opinion perhaps lies mainly in the necessity for explaining them. There are 
two general reasons why some of the witnesses might erroneously regard charas as 
weaker than ganja-vis., (a) that the effect of each smoke depends on the amount 
.of the drug used, and difference of experience as to this has admittedly led to 
difference of view regarding the drugs i and (b) that the consumers of charas'in 
Bengal are of the higher Class, and would naturally speak in favour of their own 
drug. There are also two reasons why charas may actually compare less favour
ably with ganja in Bengal than elsewhere-vis., (a) that charas undoubtedly 
deteriorates by keeping, and also appears to be largely adulterated for the market i 
and (b) that the- Bengal ganja, being more highly cultivated and more carefully 
prepared, reaches the market a better article tban the ganja of any other province. 
There is no evidence of any other difference between tbese two forms of hemp 
drugs except one of degree j and this difference of degree does not appear 
to be at all a certainty eyerywhere. The experiments conducted by Dr. Evans 
~nd Mr. Hooper are reported in Vol. III Appendices. They indicate that 
charas from various sources may contain from 44'S to 18'45 per cent. of resin 
soluble in alcohol, while Bengal round ganja affords 21'6 per cent. The 
physiological value of the alcoholic extracts is not, however, the same in all 
samples of charas compared with that obtained from Bengal ganja. In only one 
sample of charas were the effects produced comparable to tbose produced by a 
similar dose of the alcoholic extract of the "standard" ganja. The resin 
extracted from the other samples of $:haras was much weaker, doses varymg 

43 
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from 11iO~OO-o to 5;oh part of the ,body weight being required to produce certain 
physiological effects, while, in three samples of Nepal charas doses equal to .}o-o 

part of the body weight were inactive. These startling figures seem to indicate 
not only natural deterioration', but also extensive adulteration of charas. 

454. The evidence recorded regarding the effect of the three preparations of 
ganja (round, flat, and chur) shows clearly that Flat, round, and char ganja. 

• if their effects differ (which is doubtful), thl! difference 
is not in kind, but only in degree. There is no difference whatever iii kind, and 
the difference in degree is trifling. Round ganja is practically unknown except in 
Bengal. There the great majority of the witnesses say that there is no difference 
e'ven of degree between round and flat ganja. Only forty-one witnesses draw any 
distinction, and these .are pretty equally divided. Some, indeed, think that the 
manner in which the round ganja is rolled retards deterioration i others that the 
close packing of the flat ganja has the same effect. The truth seems to be 
that the preferenc(: for one or other of these two preparations is purely a matter 
of habit and varies in differ,ent districts, and that there is little real 'difference , ' 

between the effects of these preparations. This is borne out by the f;xperiments 
conducted by Dr. Prain (~Iide his report on the cultivation of ganja submitted 
to the Bengal Government in 1893) and by those of Mr. Hooper, the ugh these 
two sets of experiments differ somewhat in result. Dr_ Prain-gave the average 

'percentages of resin extracts from Bengal round and flat ganja for the seasons 1889 

to 1893 as 22'27 and 22'13 respecti\·ely. His specimens had been reduced to 
the state of chur. Mr. Hooper found chur to afford 25'90 per cent. of 
resin extract compared with 23'S, 22'6, and 21'S for small flat, large flat, and 
round ganja respectively. . ' 

In respect to chur the evidence is very, much divided and uncertain 
in tone. So far as it goes, it tends to show that Bengal is the only province 
where chur is regarded as at least as strong as the 'unbroken ganja. The 
explanation of this diversity of opinions is simple. Chur is broken ganja j 
and ganja may be broken either purposely or accidentally. In many parts and 
by many witnesses chur is regarded as the broken or refuse ganja which 
becomes separated in the process of preparation or transport, and which "even 
the poor will not buy. /I A second class of witnesses' know chur as the best 
parts of the ganja heads, separated carefully from the woody matter or stalks, 
and therefore stronger, bulk Jor bulk, than the ordinary article. A third set 
of witnesses point out that before being smoked ganja must be broken j it must 
become chur before being used. These insist, therefore, that there is no 
real difference between chur and other ganja. It may be noted, however, that 
there seems good ground to believe that chur as, packed at present deterio
rates more rapidly than the unbroken ganja, and is therefore less popular in at 
least the more distant markets. 

455. The question as to whether the smoking of hemp is mor~ inj urious than 
drinking or eating the drug is of importance mainly 

Smoking and drinking or eatiag. . 
in connection with the difference between ganja or 

charas ana bhang. The form in which the question was put by the Commission 
raised two comparisons-viz., (a) between the smoking and eating or driaking of 
the same preparation, and (b) between smoking one preparation and eating or 
drinking another. But unfortunately there has been some confusion in the 
answers, some witnesses having manifestly and others presumably overlooked 
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this distinction. At the same time it cannot be said that the evidence is practi. 
cally clear and decided. Many witnesses feel themselves unable to deal with 
the matter. A few decline to discriminate between the effects of smoking and 
those of the other modes of consumption. Well over four hundred witnesses, 
however, institute a clear comparison. Of these there are over a hundred medi· 
cal men trained more or less thoroughly according to European methods, of 
whom four·fifths regard smoking as t~e most injurious form of consumption. 
There are over forty practitioners trained after native methods, of whom 
nearly three-fourths hold the same opinion. There are nearly three hundred 
non·medical witnesses who are similarly divided. These figures show that the 
decided majority of such witnesses as have given an opinion regard smoking 
as the most injurious form of consumption, and this is found to be the case 

. both for aU classes of witnesses and for an provinces. The majority is least in 
Bengal, being precisely two to one in each of the two classes of medical, and 
rather less than that among the non-medical, witnesses who have recognised 
any difference. It has also to be borne in-mind that among the minority there 
are some who clearly state that though ganja smoking may be less deleterious 
than drinking or eating ganja, it is more deleterious than drinking bhang. And 
there are probably others who hold this view, though they have not thought of 
stating i{. 

There are some witnesses whose experience is that drinking bhang is a habit 
which is more likely to go to excess than smoking, because more seductive and 
more sociable. But there are many others whose experience is precisely- the 
reverse. There are one or two witnesses who think 'smoking less harmful than 
drinking hemp, because the latter form of consumption lends itself in their 
opinion more readily to deleterious mixtures. But there is a great deal of 
evidence to a precisely opposite effect. There are also some witnesses who 
emphasise the injurious effects of the excessive use of bhang on the digesti,-e 
system .. But the preponderance of opinion is that excessive smoking of charas 
or ganja has still more injurious effects on the system. 

Common experience then as indicated in the' evidence of ali classes of 
witnesses seems to teach that smoking ganja or charas is more injurious than 
taking bhang. There seems no rea~on to decline to accept this view. The 
following reasons seem to support it: (a) there is much less of the resin in what 
is properly known as bhang than in ganja or charas; (b) the products of the 
destructive distillation of the resin appear to be capable of doing injury, especially 
if used to excess, and to be carried to the lungs and readily absorbed by the 
inhalation which is the invariable method of smoking. At the same time no 
one can read the evidence or observe the facts without realising that the use of 
bhang, at an events if carried beyond moderation, may also be distinctly injurious. 

456. In considering the effects of hemp drugs, it is necessary not to forget the 

AdmIxtures. 
admixtures used more or less frequently with them. 
These are discussed more fuUy in other parts of the 

report, There are certain of them, such as the spices used to render bhang a 
more palatable drink and also perhaps less irritating to the digestive system, 
or the almonds used to emulsify the resinous matter in the bhang, or the 
tobacco used as the most pleasant. vehicle and diluent of charas or ganja 
when smoked, which need not be discussed here. Their effects are unimportant, 
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But there are certain admixtures which are taken with the hemp drugs, at 
least ostensibly, with the express purpose of intensifying their effects. Thus 
opium is sometimes smoked with ganja. This is probably sheer vice, a dissi
pated desire to mix intoxicants. Cantharides and nux vomica are sometimes 
used in bhang. The object of this is apparently to produce aphrodisiac effects_ 
But nux vomica is also perhaps used thus as a tonic. This drug is apparently 
sometimes smoked, when its effect would be nullified. Arsenic is similarly 
used in bhang, probably from a belief in its prophylactic and tonic properties_ 
It is also stated to be smoked with charas or ganja. In this form it would be 
very poisonous, but the evide.nce seems to show that it is smoked ostentatiously 
by jogis and fakirs; and probably it is not really inhaled. It is also sometimes 
stated that aconite is occasionally smoked. All these admixtures, as well as 
others of a more exceptional and extraordinary character, appear to be rarely 
used. More common. than any of them is dhatura. It is generally the seeds, 
but occasionally the leaves, that are used. This drug is used by those debauchees 
or other excessive consumers who either cannot afford sufficient gallja or bhang, 
or who desire a stronger form of intoxication than either can supply. There is 
also some little e~idence of the occasional use by those who supply the drink of 
an infusion of dhatura to strengthen bhang, perhaps sometimes without the, 
knowledge of the conS'lmers. There is a good deal of evidence both generalIy 
of the use of this drug by excessive consumers, and also in particular cases of the 
gradual formation of the dhatura habit when ganja or bhang has failed to satisfy. 
Dhatura is clearly more strongly intoxicant than the hemp drugs, and there can 
be little doubt that the evidence which represents it as decidedly more injurious 
may be accepted as in accordance with fact. There is a strong popular prejudict! . 
against this drug, and it is not used by moderate smokers at all. It does not 
seem likely that it would ever replace hemp drugs any more than it now sup
plements them among moderate consumers, but only among persons who deliber
ately desire intoxication and are indifferent in their choice of intoxicant.' At the 
same time the use of Hyoscyamus muticus (or "Hill bhang of the Western 
frontier "). already referred to, does indicate the possibility of more general resort 
to dhatura if ganja were not available. The active principle of this drug is 
closely allied to that of dhatura in its physiological effects. There are also 
many witnesses who believe that conSURlers of the hemp drugs (especially, but 
not exclusively, excessive consumers) would take to dhatura if they could not 
obtain the drugs to which they <Ire accustomed, and this opinion is entitled to 
considerable weight. . 

457. Dhatura belongs to the same natural order as hyoscyamus and bella

Dbatur&. 
donna. The active principle of dhatura is hyoscya
mine with small quantities of atropine and hyoscine: 

the.a.ctive principle of belladonna is ah'opine with some hyoscyamine. These three 
alkaloids are all closely allied in their physiological action. The action of atropine 
has been fully studied. It is unnecessary, therefore, to say more of the physiological 
action of dhatura. The leaves, and in even higher degree the seeds, form a very 
powerful intoxicant; and the delirium which ensues ftom the use of the drug is 
well known. The effects of dhatura as introduced into the' system through 
the stomach have hitherto chiefly received attention, but the effects of smoking 
have also been observed. There have, however, been hitherto no physiological 
experiments to ascertain the effects produced by the prolonged inhalation of 
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dhatura smoke. The Commission requested Dr. D. D. Cunningham to conduct 
such experiments. His report is contained in Vol. II I A ppendices. The fol
lowing extract is of interest: "The subject of experiment, as in the case of that 
on the' effects of the inhalation of the smoke of ganja, was a fair-sized specimen 
of M acacus rhesus. The treatment was initiated on the 1 st June and continued 
until 11th July, so that the experiment lasted for a period of about six weeks_ 
In its conduct the same inhalation apparatus was employed as in the first 
experiment. At the outset the seeds of dhatura were made use of as the source 
of smoke; but as they appeared to be undesirably potent, leaves were I pre
sently substituted for them, and were persistent! y employed throughout the rest 
of the experiment. 

"The symptoms attending the treatment were not invariably quite uniform in 
character. On some occasions indications of a certain amount of cerebral 
excitement were present for some time; but, as a rule, drowsiness and gradually 
increasing intoxication ma'.lifested themselves from the outset, either alone or 
associated with symptoms of irritation of the respiratory apparatus as indicated' 
by coughing. 

"The animal was killed by means of prolonged administration of chloroform 
on the morning of the 14th July, and a post-mortem examination conducted at 
once with the following results :-

" The lungs were Rot adherent to thoracic walls, but were both deeply con
gested almost everywhere, 'and especially towards their "pices, in which numerous 
tubercular nodules and small cavities were present. Such phen0111ena were, of 
course, very frequent in the lungs of mOQkeys in confinement, but it remains pos
sible that the general pulmonary congestion may have been partially due to irri
tation incident on, the inhalation of tpe smoke. ! he visceral pericardium was 
almost devoid of fat, and was somewhat thickened and opaque, I'speci"lIy over the 
region of the right auricle. The omentum and mesentery were also very free 
from fat. The spleen appeared to be rather amemic, and was somewhat fibroid 
in texture. The liver, pancreas, stomach, large and small intestines, and kidneys 
presented no abnormal appearances. 

"On opening the cranium the dura-mater was found to be somewhat thickened, 
and especially in the neighbourhood of the superior longitudinal sinus very 
conspicuously congested. In this region, too, the membrane in the occipital 
region was fixed to the cranial walls by soft, very vascular adhesions. The pia
ma.ter was thickened and so highly injected throughout that the cerebral sur
face had a generally diffused pink tint. The cerebral substance was everywhere 
abnormally soft and so friable as to render any immediate removal of the mem- • 
branes impossible without the occurrence of much destruction of the nervous· 
tissue. Like the surface, although in minor degree, it was of a pinkish tinge 
owing to abnormal accumulation of blood. Conditions of this kind appeared to
be universally diffused throughout the whole of the cerebral centres, the texture 
of the hemispheres, of the cerebellum, and of the basal ganglia being alike soft, and 
the evidences of abnormal congestion universally distributed. In spite of this, 
however, the spinal cord and its membranes were to all appearance perfectly 
healthy. 

"In so far as a single experiment goes, the results in this case would then 
seem to show that the habitual inhalation of the smoke of dhatura, even wherL 

H 
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only practised for a relatively brief period, is sufficient to establish serious morbid 
changes in t\"le cerebral nervous centres, and that it therein differs from the 
habitual inhalation of the smoke of ganja extending over a much more prolonged 
period. This clearly indicates the necessity of distinguishing between cases in 
which ganja alone is employed from those in which a mixture of ganja and 
dhatura is substituted. for it, as otherwise certain prejudicial effect~ which are 
really due to the use of the latter drug may be erroneously credited to the former 
one." 

458. Turning now to the effects of hemp drugs, it seems expedient to take 

Medicinal use. up first their medicinal use. This is not confined to 
their use as prescribed by physicians, but extends 

'also to their use as popular or domestic remedial agents. Out of, a total 
of 1,193 European and Native witnesses before the Commission, little less 
than two-thirds refer to the use of hemp drugs by the Vedanti and Yunani 
schools of native physicians and native doctors generally, while the' rest afford 
no information on the subject or reply in the negative .• About one-sixth of 
the former refer specially to the use of ganja, one-third to bhang, and the 
remainder state that both forms of the drug are prescribed, several of the wit
nesses in the North-Western Provinces and Punjab particularising charas as a 
remedial agent. If the number of witnesses who speak of this use in each prov
ince may be taken as approximately indicating its extent, then it would appear 
that the medicinal use is well known throughout India., 

459. Before alluding to the use of hemp drugs by nati\'e physicians in the pre-
Ancient literal.,..,. sent day, the Commission consider that it will perhaps 

be of interest to give a brief resume of the ~edicinal 
properties assigned to hemp by some of the ancient writers. Mr. George A. Grier
son, I.c.s., informed the Commission that having searched through all the Sanskrit 
and Hindi books accessible, he found the first mention of bhanga as a medicine in 
the work of Su~ruta, written before the eighth century A.D. BltalIga is recommend
ed with a number of other drugs as an antiphlegmatic. In the same work Mr. 
Grierson points out that 7)1jaya is mentioned as a remedy for catarrh accompanied 
by diarrhcea, and as an ingredient in a prescription for fever arising from an excess of 
bile and phlegm. In these two passages, however, vijaya is probably an equivalent 
of hadtakt', the yellow myrobolan, and does not mean hemp; and Dr_ Hcernle 
informed Mr. Grierson that in the oldest medical works the word 2·tjaya is 
explained by commentators as referring to the yellow myrobolan. The use of 
bhang between the fifth and twelfth century is frequently mentioned in dictionaries, 
and the names used would seem to show that its use as an intoxicant was then' 

• known. In the Rajanighantu of NaT.abari Pandita, A.D. 1300, the effects of hemp 
on man are described as excitant, heating, astringent: it destroys phlegm, expels 
flatulence, induces costiveness, sharpen.s the memory, and excites appetite. ' In 
the Carngadharasamhita a medical wOTk the date of which is nnknown, but which " , 
must have been compiled during the Muhammadan period of Indian history, 
bhang is specially mentioned as an excitant. In the Dhurtasamagama, or 
" Rogues' Congress," A.D. 1500, the following passage OCC'Jrs: "Ganja, which is 
soporific and corrects derangements of the humours, which produces a healthy 
appetite, sharpens the wits, and acts as an aphrodisiac." In the Bhavapraka~a, 
written about A.D. J 600, bhang is described as being" antiphlegmatic, pungent, 
astringent, digestive, easy of digestion, and bile-affecting, and increases infatua-
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tion, intoxication, the power of the voice, and the digestive faculty." In the 
Rajarallabha, a 'materia medica of rather later date, ganja is described as 

.. , Indra's food," is acid, produces infatuation,and destroys leprosy. It" creates 
-energy, -the mental powers, and internal heat, corrects irregularities of the phlegm
atic humour, and is an elixir vitre." 

In the Makhzan.el·Adwiya, hemp seeds are said to be "a compound of 
-opposite qualities, cold and dry in the third degree, £.8., stimulant and sedative, 
imparting at first -a gentle reviving heat; and then a considerable refrigerant 
effect." The qualities of the plant are stimulant and sedative. II The 
.leaves make. a good snuff for deterging the brain; the juice of the leaves applied 
to the head as a wash removes dandruff and vermin; drops of the juice thrown 
into the ear allay pain and. destroy worms and insects; It checks diarrhcea, is 
useful in gonorrhcea, restrains the seminal secretions, and is diuretic. The bark has 
.a similar effect. The powder is recommended as an external application to fresh 
wounds and sores, and for causing granulations; a poultice of the boiled roots 
and leaves for discussing inflammations and cure of erysipelas, and for allaying 
neuralgic pains. The dried leaves, bruised and spread on a castor·oil leaf, cure 
-hydrocele and swelled testes." Rumphius in the Herbarium Amboinense, A.D. 

1695, states that the Muhammadans in his neighblJurhood frequently sought for 
the male plant from his garden to give to persons affiicted with virulent gonorrhcea 
-or with asthma, and the affection which is popularly called" stitches in the side." 
He also adds that the powdered leaves check diarrhcea, are stomachic, cure the 
malady named pitao, and moderate excessive secretion of bile. He mentions the 
use "f hemp smoke as an enema in strangulated hernia, and of the leaves as 
an antid~te in poisoning by orpiment. 

460. The use of hemp drugs by native physicians, as evidenced from replies of 
, witnesses received by the Commission, may be con-

Modern native practice. 
sidered under two main heads-Cal as specifics in the 

- treatment of diseases, and (b) in their general therapeutic applications; while a 
few uses of the drugs which do not fall within these divisions are also occasion
.ally mentioned. It is hardly necessary to premise that the use of hemp drugs 
by hakims, etc., is wholly empirical, the drugs being used apparently haphazard 
for the most diverse diseases. It is interesting" however, to note that while the 
drugs appear now to be frequently used for precisely the same purposes and in the 
same manner as was recommended centuries ago, many uses ~f these drugs by 
native doctors are in accord with their application in modern European therapeu
tics. Cannabis i'ldica must be looked upon as one of the most important drugs of 
indian Materia Medica. 

In connection with the pharmacy of the drug, the preparations of the hemp. 
plant used by native doctors are bhang, ganja, and sometimes charas: the seeds, 
appear to be very rarely used. Bhang is generally prescriDed as a cold infusion' 
prepared from the powdered and well· triturated leaves, or as.a confection or 
" moduks," especially in the treatment of nervous debility: into all these prepara
tions a large number of other ingredients usually enter. The admixture of 
saccharine matter with bhang is popularly supposed to render it more potent 
as an intoxicant. EhanD' is also used as a local application in the form of poultice. " . 
,and sometimes the finely-powdered leaves are used as a snuff. When ganja and 
<:haras are prescribed for inhalation, the drugs are smoked mixed with tobacco; 
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when ganja is used for. local fumigation, the smoke from the unmixed drua is 
. b 

employed. These two drugs appear to be rarely used for internal administration. 
Occasional1y an oil prepared with ganja and other ingredients is used as a 
rubefacient. The expressed oil from the seeds is also used for a similar purpose. 

461. In discussing the diseases treated, we may take first diseases of the ner

Treatment of disease. 
vous system. Witnesses refer to the use of the drugs 
'in the treatment of "brain fever," cramps, convul

sions of children, headache, hysteria, neuralgia, sciatica, and tetanus. In' certain of 
these diseases, e.g., convulsions of children, neuralgia, and tetanus, the use of hemp 
preparations has also been advocated by European practitioners. The late Sir W. 
B. O'Shaughnessy, of Calcutta, appears to have been the first to use hemp resin in 
tetanus. He found that in many cases it effectual1y arrested the progress of the 
disease, but in the hands of others equally good results were not always obtained. 
O'Shaughnessy explains this by the fact that the use of hemp is so universal 
among the lower classes, that it is only in those patients who are not habi
tuated to it that beneficial effects are likely to ensue when the drug is administer
ed medicinal1y, The treatment of tetanus by the inhalation of ganja smoke 
has alsc;> been recommended. In the class of specific infectious diseases, hemp 
drugs are stated to be used in hydrophobia, ague, remittent fever, cholera," to 
relieve burning symptoms in, phthisis,H dysentery, erysipelas, and gonorrhcea. 
O'Shaughnessy more than 50 years ago used hemp resin with more or less 
success in hydrophobia and cholera. In the treatment of dysentery the resin has 
been found of much value by many European doctors, and excellent results 
have been obtained with it. In addition to the medicinal use of the drug for 
the treatment of cholera during epidemics, hemp drugs appear occasionally to be 
used as prophylactics, and for a similar purpose the use of the drugs is recom-· 
mended in malarial areas to counteract the effects of "bad air and water." In 
both cases h(!lIlp drugs probably act as indirect prophylactics, stimulating the 
nervous system and allaying depression, thus serving much the same purpose as 
the popular use of alcoholic beverages by the lower classes in European countries 
during the prevalence of epidemics: But, on the other hand, it must be remembered 
that when ganja is smoked as a prophylactic, it is always mixed with tobacco, and 
yields members of the aromatic series of hydrocarbol)s, the lower members· 
of which are known to possess both antiseptic and antipyretic powers. In the 
treatment of diseases of the respiratory organs, hemp drugs are stated to be used 
in hay-fever, asthma, bronchitis, and coughs, inhalation of ganja smoke being 
the usual mode of exhibiting the drug, Pounded bhang leaves are stated to 
be sometimes used as a snuff in catarrh and" diseases of the nose and head." 
In several diseases of the organs of digestion hemp drugs are prescribed, Batu
lence, diarrhrea, dyspepsia, piles,and prolapsus ani being thechief. Bhang has. also
been prescrihed to check salivation. In diseases of the urinary organs hemp pre
parations are used in diabetes, impotency, stricture, spermatorrhrea, hydrocele, 

, incontinence of· urine, and swellings of the testicles. In orchitis i. warm bhang 
. poultice applied on a warm fig leaf is recommended to be bandaged over the testi
cles, and in hydrocele a similar poultice is spread on a castor· oil leaf. In impo
tency and nervous debility the drug is doubtless used on account of its supposed 
aphrodisiac power. Hemp drugs are also stated to be prescribed in diseases of 
the heart, brain, spleen, in rheumatism, gout, and delirium tremens, and they are 
also used in the treatment of scabies, guinea-worm, and boils. An oil prepared 
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from bhang and other ingredients is prescribed in white Iljprosy,. and bhang smok
ing is stated to be used against the poisons of fish and scorpions_ 

462. In connection with the therapeutics of hemp drugs, one of the common
est uses is for the relief of pain, the drugs being used 

Therapeutics. either as local or' general anodynes. Thus bhang 
poultices are frequently mentioned as soothing local applications to painful 
parts; and poultices are used for inflamed piles and over the seat of pain in liver 
and bowel diseases, and to check inflammation and erysipelas. Fumigation with 
the smoke from burning ganja or bhang is also. used as a local sedative in 
piles. A small fragment of charas is placed in a carious tooth to relieve tooth
ache. And the use of the drugs is also referred to for the relief of protracted 
labour pains, dysmenorrhO'!a, pain in the stomach, cramps, and neuralgia. One 
witness states that hemp drugs are used as a substitute for opium. In cases of 
circumcision the drugs are used as amesthetics, and a witness mentions that native 
doctors on rare occasions substitute ganja for chloroform in operations. The tinc
ture of Cannabis has been used as a local an<esthetic in extracting teeth (British· 
] ouenal of Dental Science). 

463. In asthma and bronchitis inhalation of ganja smoke appears to be very 
Pulmonary sedative. frequently prescribed;' .while, on the other hand, 
Asthma and bronchitis. there is evidence which tends to indicate that both 

affections may be induced by charas or ganja smoking indulged in as a habit. 
The inhalation of ganja smoke may very possibly first act as a pulmonary 
sedative, diminishing the secretion of mucus, and after long continuance 
as an irritant increasing mucus secretion, and giving rise to a. chronic 
bronchitis. In considering the therapeutic action of ganja and charas smoke 
in these affections, it must be remembered that the drugs are as a rule 
smoked admixed with tobacco from a chillum, and the smoke inhaled into the 
lungs in a similar manner as sometimes in cigarette smoking. In ganja smoking, 
however, the inspiratory act is far greater and more prolonged, a larger volume of 
smoke entering the lungs than in cigarette smoking. In smoking ordillary tobacco 
the composition of -the smoke will vary according to the amount of air 
admitted ~uring combustion, oxidation being thus more perfect in cigar thin. 
in pipe smoking. In smoking tobacco from a pipe, pyridine is one of the chief 
aromatic bases produced. In smoking a mixture of ganja or charas and tobac
co, aromatic hydrocarbons must also be formed: pyridine and others from 
the tobacco, and aromatic hydrocarbons also from the hemp drug, though 
at present we are not in a position to indicate the precise nature of the hydrocar
bons afforded by its dry distillation. The base pyridine which is found in pipe 
smoke possesses the power, according to Germain See (Comptes Rend. Ac. 
Science, 1886), of diminishing the reflex activity of the respiratory centre, and may 
thus act as a pulmonary sedative; and, acwrding to Lauder Brunton, the inhala
tion of the vapour of pyridine has been used in asthma with beneficial effect. 
Tobacco smoking has also been recommended in the treatment of asthma. 
Irrespective, therefore, .of the products afforded by the hemp drugs, the tobacco 
smoke may be thus of value in both bronchitis and asthma. But long-continued 
smoking, whether of ganja or of any other substance, doubtless results in the de
position of finely divided carbonaceous matter in the lung tissues, and the presence 
of other irritating substances in the smoke ultimately causes local irritation 9f the 

45 
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bronchial mucous membrane, leading to increased secretion, and resulting in the 
condition which is described as chronic bronchitis in ganja smokers. Whether true 
asthma can be induced by hemp drug smoking, the Commission consider open to 
much doubt. I t appears to them highly probable that the drugs are smoked in the 
first instance for the relief of that disease. On the other hand, it is well known tbat 
frequent asthmatic seizures result in emphysema of tbe lungs and attendant bronchi
tis j and possibly most cases of hemp drug bronchitis are associated with emphyse-

• rna, induced partly by the strain mechanically thrown on the lungs in smoking, and 
partly as a result of the chronic bronchitis. So that in considering the cetiology 
of associated asthma and bronchitis in ganja'smokers, they are inclined to the 
view that in the vast .majority of ca~es the drug is not the cause. In many of the 
statements of witnesses regarding alleged experience there is no satisfactory evid
ence of even the co-existence of these diseases with the habit of using hemp' 
drugs. And when that co-existence is reasonably established, there is often no 
good ground for accepting the relation of cause and effect. The drugs may have 
been used in many cases owing to the popular notion that they alle'viate these 
diseases. At the same time there is some evidence that the drugs may cause 
bronchitis or bronchial catarrh as above described. . There is no satisfactory evid. 
ence that they ever cause asthma~ 

. 464. The diuretic action of bhang is mentioned ill connection with the , 
Dilll'etic actiOll. treatment of gonorrhcea. The diuresis which is popu-

larly supposed to be induced by administration of 
an infusion of bhang is in accord with Dr. Russell's experiments (Bengal witness 
No. 105) which are appended to his paper. In these experiments ·Dr. 
Russell found that the leavt:s both from mature and immature plants, whether 
fresh or dry, and used as a drink or smoked with tobacco, produced diuresis j but 
Dr. Russell does not appear to have noticed diuresis following the smoking of 
ganja. Tbese experiments were made in 1883. Subsequently some supple. 
mentaryexperiments were conducted by Dr. Russell, which are embodied in Dr. 
Prain's Report on the "Cultivatioll and use of ganja." In the precis of 
his experiments, Dr. Russell states: " The only marked effect was diuresis from 
drinking infusions of fresh (not dried) leaves and stemg." In his oral examination 
before the Commission, Dr: Russell repeated that the dried leaves had no 
marked diuretic effect. The diuresis was the most marked effect of the fresh 
leaves. The difference in the action of the fresh and dry leaves is no doubt due, 
as suggested by Dr. Russell, to the escape of a volatile principle, this volatile 
principle being, no doubt, a volatile oil. Many volatile oils are well known to 
possess diuretic properties. It is W the presence of the volatile oil of juniper 
that that well-known domestic diuretic gin owes its properties. The higher the 
temperature at which the leaves are dried, the smaller would be t~e amount of 
retained essential oil j but the practical point is the desirableness of using only 
fresh leaves when the diuretic effect of th~ drug is required. The flowering tops 
are known to contain a volatile oil, and the diuresis which follows the exbibition 
of the extract which is prepared from ganja has been specially noted by Prof. 
C. H. Wood. The volatile oil present in the flowers is probably a mixture of , 
low and high boiling point oils j in preparing the extract the low boiling point oil 
escapes, the peculiar odour of the finished extract being due to the retention 
more or less of the high boiling point fraction. Some witnesses refer to the febri
fuge' properties of hemp drugs j and it is stated that bhang used as a drink cuts 
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short the cold stage in fever. There appears to be but little doubt that when 
bhang is used by natives in f .. ver, the benefit accrues on account of its diuretic 
action, and not because it possesses any real febrifuge properties. I t is not 
known to possess the latter. 

465. The tonic, digestive, stimulant, antispasmodic, astringent, and alterative 

T oDic and other effects. 
effects of the drugs are mentioned by some witnesses. 
It is probably on account of the supposed h::emosta

tic effect ·that powdered charas is used as an application to cuts to check bleed
ing and induce healing, and possibly the use of the drugs in menorrhagia is 
based on similar reasoning. In this connection, however, it is interesting to note 
that Dr. R. L. Dey, a medical officer of the Eastern Bengal State Railway, in 
1866 reported the successful treatment of a number of cases of obstinate 
menorrhagia with tincture of Indian hemp and liquid extract of ergot, although 
he could obtain no benefit from the use of ergot administered with sulphuric and 
gallic acids and other h::emostatics. The use of the drug as an ecbolic is also 
mentioned. According to Stille and Maisch (National Dispensatory), there is 
evidence to show that Cannabis appears capable, directly or indirectly, of causing 
uterine contraction, as in many cases of uterine h::emorrhage, and it is alsl) said 
to cause contraction in the pregnant uterus :-vith as much energy as ergot, but 
with less persistent action. Some witnesses refer to the purgative action; it is 
quite possible that a chillum of ganja may act in the same way 'as the morning 
pipe does with many Europeans. 

466. The use of the drug in cases of impotency is, no doubt, based on its 

Aphrodisiac actiOll. 
supposed aphrodisiac effects. The experiments of 
Prof. Wood indicate that the drug does not possess 

any aphrodisiac power; and Lauder Brunton remarks (" Text-book of Pharmacy, 
Therapeutics, and Pharmacology"): "Cannabis indica has been regarded 
as an aphrodisiac, but the trials of it made in this country seem to show that it 
does not, itself at ieast, have any such action, and merely induces a condition of 
partial delirium in which Easterns may possibly have visions of a sexual nature, and 
indeed they tiy to give a sexual direction to the mental disturbance which the Can
nabis produces by mixing with it musk, ambergris, or cantharides." O'Shaugh
nessy, on the other hand, speaks of the drug acting on the" generative apparatus," 
and in experiments, which he tried on some of his pupils, he states that, "with 
scarcdy any exception, great aphrodisia was experienced" ·from administration of 
the extract. Physiologically the active principle of hemp drugs has, so far as is 
known, no aphrodisiac power whatever; and, as a matter of fact, they are used 
by ascetics in this country with the ostensible object of destroying sexual appe
tite. But taken as a stimulant to assist in the execution of a specific purpose, 
its indirect effect is perfectly intelligible. Like alcohol it gives strength and 
free course to the predominant desires of the animal nature. This effect will be 
considered more fully later. Meanwhile it is enough to say that the alleged 
aphrodisiac action seems to be merely the indirect effect of the drug as a stimulant. 
This effect explains the use of these drugs in the houses of prostitutes, regarding 
which there is a good deal of evidence, just as alcohol in one fonn or another IS 

used in similar houses in Europe. 

The following are some of the minor cases to which ganja is applied. Occa
sionally the drug is burnt as a disinfectant and used in lieu of carbolic acid. It 
is also applied to sores for healing, and ganja ash is used to stop ulceration. By 
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singers the drugs are used to clear the throat; and they are also alleged to 
possess vermicide properties. 

46,. Regarding the nse of hemp drugs in the treatment of cattle-disease, out 

Cattle disease. 
of a total of I, 193 witnesses, one-half give DO infor
mation ; and of the rest rather over one-half speak to 

the use of bhang alone, while the remainder· speak generally of the use of both 
ganja and bhang. A few witnesses speak only of the use of ganja, but that is main
ly where bhang is not available. This use of the drugs is in evidence in all prov
inces, though naturally to .a less extent in Bombay and Madras than elsewh~re, 
and least of all in Burma. Among the diseases for which hemp drugs are 
prescribed in native veterinary practice for cattle, horses, sheep, and occasionally 
elephants may he mentioned colic, bowel-complaints, diarrhcea, sprains, con
stipation, cow'pox, foot-and-mouth· diseases, boof disease, pneumonia, affections 
of the thr~t, colds and coughs, quinsy, and rinderpest. Ganja is used to 
extract worms in foot-sore diseases of cattle and to remove intestillal worms, 
and is also burnt to ·disinfect sheepfolds. A very common use of the drugs is as 
a tonic to produce condition, to make oxen Heet of foot, to relieve fatigue, and 
to give stayitig power. Bhang is sometimes used to increase the flow of milk 
in cows, and also to stupefy them when they refuse to be milked. The drug is 
occasionally given to mares shortly before being covered, and it is also used 
after delivery. Bhang mixed with salt is given to cattle as preventive against 
purging, to which they are generally subject from feeding on the young shoots 
of grass sprouting during the early part of the monsoon. Hemp drugs when 
used for cattle disease are usually administered raw, but always admixed with other 
ingredients, spices, sait, or gllr. Occasionally bhang is first COoked in a metal 
pot, then mixen with gur, when animals eat it readily, or it is forced down the 
throat mixed with salt. 

The use of hemp drugs for the treatment of cattle-diseases appears to be nearly 
equally prevalent throughout Northern India. Mr. Driberg, Excise Commis
sioner, .Assam, in his oral evidence before the Commission said: "I have no 
feeling that the Circular No. 28 of 1882 was necessary. I think it was issued 
on insufficient information. I ·never push it forward. I have neve.r seen the 
'Stuff used for cattle ; rior have I heard of its being used, except when the 
use is thus pleaded in excuse." The Commission, while recognizing the 
necessity of the popular use of the hemp drugs in vete.rinary practice, do not 
find in the evidence any reason for thinking that the practice is more common 
in Assam than elsewhere in the north of India. 

The Commission have said all that it is necessary to say regarding the strictly 
medicinal use of hemp drugs in the aIleviation of human suffering and disease. 
This is to be carefuIly distinguished from the popular use of the drugs by the 
ordinary consumer, which it is now· proposed to discuss. It is true that there are 
points where the two uses can hardly be separated by a hard-and-fast line. The 
medicin~l use seems to merge sometimes into the popular use, where the drugs 
are used, ostensibly at least, for purposes akin to medical. The popular impres
sion of the drugs also must be influenced by their uses in medicine. 

468. It is natural that the people geQcraIly should associate certain beneficial 

I. moderate ose bOl!e6cial ? 
results with the use of hemp drugs, and that this 
recognition should tend to encourage, and should be 

urged ill justification of, their moderate use. At the same time it is necessary to 
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consider the popular use and its effects apart from the medichial use. A drug'may 
be a useful medicine, but a bad thing to allow into the market freely for general 
consumption_ The evidence regaTding the popular use has now to be considered_ 
There are only about 6fty witnesses who assert that no bene6t whatever can be 
derived by consumers from the moderate use of any form of these drugs. The 
vast majority assert that in some one or other of their forms they may produce 
at least temporarily beneficial effects. Many.even of those who regard the use of 
the drugs as on the whole baneful admit sucb temporary benefits. It 'is to be 
note~, however, that, with the very rarest exceptions, the evidence points to the 
use of the drugs by males only_ Women w9uld therefore appear either not to 
require or to be denied the benefits ascribed to the drugs_ 

469. Among the beneficial effects attributed to the drugs is their effect as 
, a food accessory or digestive. This effect is more 

FOodaccessoryordigestive.. ,generally attributed to bhang than to the other two 
'forms. But there are a large nu~ber of witnesses 

'Who attribute it also to the' smoking of ganja. The" cooling and refreshing" 
'cup of bhang 'taken by the well-to-do, especially in the hot weather, to stimulate' 
their energies and to create an appetite' for food is frequently in evidence. There 
would seem to be a very general use of bhang in moderation as a stimulant and 
digestive by the middle classes, .especially in advancing years. Some of the most 

-intelligimt and ~nterprising classes of the community are among those who thus 
use bhang. This use is generally spoken of without any marked condemnation, 
~ndoften even.with approval; for i~ is the practice of the resy~ctable classes. 
~ut after:ill there seems 9,uite equally good ground for. believing that the chil
IIWl of gimja. taken by the laQour-ing man after his food with the object of allay
ing we~riness and assisting digestion'is no more ·harmful; and there are many 
,'witnesses whose evidence is,in this &ense. . The use of bh",ng ,in ~he onec,!-se is 
~ometime& compared to .,the glass of, wine taken at' meals by a moderate 
consumer. of alcohol, and the use of ganja in the other' case to the labour
)ng man's glass of beer or even tp his pipe of. tobacco. It is· possible 
also. that the effects of hemp drugs in this respect may be to a certain 
'extent .c()mparable ~,ith those (l£ tea, In connection with the most recent 
:experiments on .the subject. the action ·of tea is ·thus described, by ·Dr. 
'Edward Smith: ." It increases the .assimilation of food both of the flesh and 'heat 
'forming. kind, and wittiablindan~e of ,food must pro.mote nutrition, whilst in lh • 
. 'absence of sufficient ·foodit increases the waste of·the body." If there is any. 
'thing .in this .comparison, Dr. Smith's remarks regarding tea may throw some 
.light on the statements frequently found in the evidence regarding the necessity 
lor .sufficient ,or nourishing food ~o prevent injury to the constitution from' the 
.'prolonged use of hemp drugs. . 

• 
,470, T'he use of thes~ drugs to give staying-power unqer severe exertion or 

. " exposure or to alleviate fatigue is very largely in evid-
T!, gi ... tayiog-powet. ence." Here it is ganja especially which is credit-

·ed with these beneficial effects. For ganja is far more extensively used. than 
hhang' by the labouring classes.' The latter is mainly used by persons like the 
;Cha.ubes ef Mathra, who are ·very frequently referred to, and professional 
!Wrestlers. Gymnasts. wrestlers and l'I\usidans, palki-bearers and porters, divers 
,.nd postal runners, are examples of thedasses who use' the hemp drugs on occa- ' 
111005 of especially severe t!J(ertioll.l'isbermen alld boatmen, ~jngha,.a <:ultivators 

. 46 
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working in tanks, dhobis and night, watchmen, mendicants and pilgrims, are 
named as among those who use them under severe exposure. Al1 classes of 

.labourers, especially such as blacksmiths, miners, and coolies, are said more or 
less generally to use the drugs as a rule in moderation to al1eviate fatigue. In 
this connection a reference to Dr. Cunningham's experiment described in Vol. 
III Appendices is interesting. 

47 1• There is also a large body of evidence showing that hemp drugs, both 

Febriluge., 
as smoked and as drunk, are used as a febrifuge or 
preventive of the diseases common in ,malarious tracts. 

or arising from the use .of bad water. This is the justification alleged for the, 
habitual use of these drugs in certain localities. Here, of course, the experience 
of the witnesses is more limited; but the evidence is very considerable. Labourers 
in malarious tracts and cultivators of wet and marshy lands, jungle tribes, and 
those who have to work cirreside in iunye tracts,. are among- those who are said' 
to use the drugs for these purposes. It is impossible also to shut the eyes to the 
evidence which often comes up unexpectedly, showing that respectable and intelli
gent people going on duty to such tracts, and sepoys sent on foreign service or 
garrisoning comparatively unhealthy districts, often take to these drugs for these 
purposes. 

472. There are a few other effects of a beneficial character whij:h are referred' 
to by certain witnesses. They are, however, of a 
less important character and less generally contem

plated than those which have been already considered. Thus the drugs are 
said to be used somatimes to prevent insomnia and to relieve anxiety, as the, 
consumer of alcohol sometimes takes a "night cap before going to bed" 
or a glass of wine when he is of heavy heart. The drugs are said to be cheering
in their effects, and to be prized by many on this account. An interesting 
illustration of this may perhaps be found in the popular belief existing in many 
parts that these drugs protect against cholera and other epidemic diseases. 
One very intelligent witness, who has seen much of this use, explains it as due
to the stimulating and inspiriting nature of the drugs. The drugs are said to 
be used to produce concentration of attention not only by fakirs, but also 
by such tradesmen as jewel1ers doing very fine work. They are said to be 
used by the poor and on occasiol! by others to alleviate hunger when suffi
cient food is not obtainable. The alleged occasional use in this way by sepoys, 
who for any reason cannot devote a sufficient amount of their pay to procuring' 
food, is interesting. One witness (Mr. E. J. Ebden, Collector of Ahmednagar) 
thus refers to this: " I am told on good authority that native soldiers who have 
gambled away their pay employ the ganja pipe as a cheap substitute for food 
until in funds again." Want of money from other causes might lead to the same
practice; and the evidence shows that the practice is not confined to sepoys. 
It is especially found among wandering mendicants, and no doubt exists among 
other classes. The practice cannot result in permanent advantage, but the 
temporary relief is not to be overlooked. ' . , 

Other beneficial effects. 

473. There are a few witnesses who stigmatize all such allegations of bene

Contnuy evidence. ficial results as mere excuses made for a vicious 
indulgence. As some opium consumers attribute aU 

manner of good effects to opium, liquor drinkers to alcohol, and tobacco smokers 
to tobacco, so do consumers of hemp attribute these beneficial effects to their-
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favourite drug. It is, no doubt, true that there is a tendency to find excuse for an 
unnecessary indulgence. But the medicinal uses of these drugs lend at least 
some measure of support to the popular belief among consumers that some 
beneficial effects do follow from the moderate use. There are one or two 
witnesses who assert that the use of these drugs, faf from being a protection 
against malaria, makes the consumer more liable to its influence. This may be 
true of the excessive use, which may injure the constitution and predispose to 
noxious influences. There is, however, no sufficient ground f9r believing that it is 
true of the moderate use. Other witnesses assert that the effect in alleviating 
fatigue is merely temporary, and results in the end in greater exhaustion. So 
far as the moderate use is concerned, this view would appear to be mainly theoreti
cal; for, as has been already pointed out, there are very few witnesses who even 
profess to have any experience of evil effects"resulting from moderate consumption. 
There are also a number of witnesses who attribute these good effects to bhang 
only, while some limit them'to the occasional use of the drugs. These statements' 
may perhaps be taken for practical purposes together. The occasional use of 
ganja or charas must be rare compared with the occasional use of bhang; for 
the smoking habit is more difficult to acquire, and there are therefore few who 
can with comfort indulge in it only occasionally. 

The truth seems to be that while, -no doubt, these drugs are more commonly 
consumed.~erely as stimulants than from any clearly defined idea of their bene
ficial results, yet they are popularly believed to have (if moderately used) some 
such beneficial results as have been above described. Moderate consumers 
believe this, and would feel a sense of deprivation if they were unable to obtain 
what they regard as a beneficial stimulant. This !ieprivation would be more 
felt among the poorer classes than. among the wealthier, whose tastes lead them 
to more expensive luxuries. It is the poorer people and the labouring classes 
who as a rule use these drugs for the purposes indicated. They are admittedly 
as a rule moderate consumers. They do not seem to exceed in the use of hemp 
so frequently as in the use of liquor. Those who seem, according to the state
ments of many witnesses, really to derive no benefit but only harm from the use 
of these drugs are those who, leading sedentary or idle lives, ,take the dlJlgs 
from a merely vicious desire of nervous excitement, and have a'strong tendency to 
excess. 

474. The fact that certain beneficial effects result from the moderate use un

I. moderate use harmless r . der cert. :n circumstances is not, however, necessarily 
inconsistent with the view that even the moderate 

use is on the whole injurious. Witnesses were therefore invited to consider 
separately the question if the moderate use of these drugs is on the whole 
harmless. About eight hundred and fifty witnesses (i.e., considerably more 
than two-thirds of the whole) record their opinion. Of these, over sixty 
declare that the moderate use cannot be regarded as harmless simply on 
the ground that it is apt to develop into excess. The remainder (about eight 
hundred) answer the question clearly in the affirmative or negative for each of 
the forms of the drugs with which they are acquainted.' Nearly three hundred 
witnesses deal with char~s, and their opinion is as four to three against that 

Charu. drug. It is in the Punjab, Sind, and the North-
Western Provinces that opinion is strongest in this 

direction. It is in these provinces that charas is best known, and elsewhere 
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the drug is proba?ly weaker from deterioration. So that opinion in these prov
inces is probably entitled to more weight than elsewhere. On the whole then 

- " there is apparently a more unfavourable opinion of charas than of the other forms 
of hemp drugs. • 

475· In regard to ganja, opinion is about seven to five in favour of the moder. 
Gaoja. ate use being harmless. In every province, except 

the North· Western Provinces and Sind, the majority 
take this view. In Sind the drug is known to but few witnesses, and a large pro. 
portion of these few fail to discriminate between the moderate and excessive use. 
In the North-Western Provinces the drug is well known, and the witnesses are 
divided as three td two against the drug-almost, indeed, in the same ratio as in 
regard to charas. Here, however, a careful examination of the papers shows that 
at least one·fifth of these witnesses againstganja have not discriminated between 
the moderate and excessive use. In other provinces the maj~rity believe the 
moderate use of ganja to be harmless. In Bengal, where the drug is best known 
and most carefully cultivated, tbis majority is about tlVO to one. 

476. Bhang is regarded with more general favour than other preparations of 

Bhang. 
hemp. The witnesses who declare·it harmless are 
nearly as three to one as compared with those who 

think otherwise. This majority is found in pretty nearly this ratio in all provinces. 
This may, therefore, be accepted as the prevailing opinion. 

477· There is a large number of witnesses who either do not know enough; 

Silent wilA ... es. or do not feel strongly enough, regarding the effects 
_ to say anything abollt them. There is -also a large 

proportion of the other witnesses who declare the moderate use of the drugs to be 
harmless. Finany, there is manifestly a tendency in many of the witnesses against 
the drug to base their unfavourable opinion on their experience of excessive con
sumption. In view of all this, there can be little doubt that there is a 
very large amount of moderate cor.sumption of all these drugs, the evil 
effects of which are inappreciable, even if this moderate consumption is 
not quite harmless.· There is a good deal of justification ofthe failure of many 
witnesses to discriminate between moderate and excessive consumption. 
That which is moderate and harmless to one man may be too much for 
another. And the moderate habit may undoubtedly develop into excess in some 
cases where excess might not have been looked for. It is so with all intoxicants; 
but moderation and excess ought to be distinguished. And on the whole the 
weight of evidence is to the effect that moderation in the use of hemp dmgs is not 
IIlJunous. 

478. The great majority of the witnesses are of opinion that the habit of can-. 

Formation or the h.biC. 
suming these drugs IS easily formed. As a rule these 
witnesses speak from experience of consumption 

among the upper and middle classes. There is no doubt that there are some 
difficulties in the way of a lad learning lhehabit apart from the deterrent 
opinion (where it exists) of parents or of society. It is necessary to know 
how to prepare the drug, though most of the· methods of preparati.on when 
learned are simple enough. This fact. together with' the force of example, 
explains the very general statement that the habit is acquired in the com-
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pany of smokers. The first effects produced in the novice by the drug, espe
cially if smoked, are also far from pleasant, and must tend to make the 
habit somewhat difficult to acquire. The first effects of bhang need not be un~ 

pleasant if the consumer is careful to begin with very small doses. But it is other
wise with hemp smoking. To produce any effect, the smoke has to be taken into 
the lungs by strong inhalation. The effect of this is often unpleasant and dis
tressing, especially to those who are not accustomed to smoke tobacco in this 
particular way. It is doubtfu}, however, whether these first effects are ever more 
deterrent in character than those which European lads experience on their first 
acquaintance with tobacco, :~nd it cannot be said that they present any real 
difficulty in the way of those who from any· motive desire to consume these 
drugs. Once these initial difficulties are past, the habit is easily formed. As in 
the case of every other intoxicant, consuinption tends to become habitual. 

479. The pretty general belief is that the habit is not easily broken off when 

Strength of habit. 
once formed j but the difficulty is not believed to be 
so great as in the case of ei ther alcohol or opium. 

It is apparently greater than in the case of tobacco. The experience of 
our jails seems clearly to confirm the' general opinion that the opium habit takes 
a much stronger hold than the ganja habit, and that no injurious physical effects 
follow the compulsory cessation of the latter. But even the moderate habitual 
consumer looks for the effect which he associates with the drug, and finds it a 
considerable effort to give up the habit-an effort which demands considerable 
strength of mind in cases where the necessity for abandoning the habit may 
have arisen. In case· of habitual excess the difficulty is greatly. increased. 
The weakness of mind at once displayed and intensified by this excess renders 
it sometimes impossible to give up the habit without restraint. But even in 
cases of excessive consumption, the difficulty appears to be less with ganja than 
with alcohol or opium. 

480. It is a general belief that there is a tendency for the moderate habit to 

Moderation and ~zcess. 
develop into the excessive. This belief is based on 
the general view that such.a tendency must exist 

more or less in the case of all intoxicants, on the fact that as the system becomes 
accu~tomed to the use of a'drug a larger dose appears to be required to produce 
the same effect, and on the undoubted fact that there are some excessive con
sumers who had begun and. continued for some time the use of these drugs .in 
moderation. It is, however, a matter of ordinary exp1:rience that in the case of 
a moderate consumer of alcohol. for example, who is in normal health, the effect 
which he wishes to produce by his moderate use is regularly produced by the 
same dose without any nece~sity for increasing it. And the fact that there is 
comparatively so little of excess in the use of hemp drugs, and that so many con
sumers, especially of bhang among the middle Classes and of ganja among work
ing people, retain their moderate habit and regularly have their accustomed 
dose twice or thrice a day, seems to show that this tendency is certainly not 
stronger in their case. While individual differences in strength of mind must 
always lead to difference in results, and hereditary mental instability is in certain 
cases a factor which must not be overlooked, the fact seems generally to be that 
excess is found (as in the case of alcohol) to be mainly confined to idle and 
dissipated persons, and .to be often due to the force of example and foolish 
emulation in bad company. The man who takes these drugs regularly as a food 

47 
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accessory, or as a stimulant in hard work, does not seem to be prone to 
excess. Apparently also the tendency 'is much less towards that occasional 
excess which in the case of alcohol so frequently becomes habitual. The 
working man, for example, does not seem to have the same temptation to a 
debauch with ganja as with alcohol. 

481. Another question of some interest that has a~isen in connection with 
the hemp drug habit, whether moderate or excessive • 
is the question whether it is hereditary. No evid-

, Hereditary loudency. 

ence ,of the smallest value is forthcoming to show that it is. There are no . , 
doubt, witnesses who state this as their belief i but the basis of that belief is 
merely the un,doubted fact that in many cases the sons of ganja smokers also 
themselves smoke ganja. This fact is sufficiently explained in the first instance 
by the universal tendency .of sons to imitate their fathers. It has also to be 

. borne in mind that it is an acknowledged fact that the neurotic diathesis which 
is hereditary frequently exhibits itself in a tendency to indulge in stimulants. 
The weakness which may have led the father to indulgence in' ganja may be 
inherited by the son, and produce in him the same tendency to use this drug; 
but there is no such evidence as would justify the opinion that the indulgence is 
itself hereditary. 

482. In proceeding ta deal more directly with the effects induced by the 

Ph '1 'caI I' oflh d moderate use of the drugs, the Commission con-
1S10 ogt ac 10.0 e rugs. . . 

sIder it desirable to preface the general analysis 
of information obtained from ordinary witnesses by a resume of the known 
physiological action of the drugs as determined by competent observers. The 
earliest experiments of which we possess any record were instituted on ani
mals by Sir William B. O'Shaughnessy. Ten grains of Nepalese charas were given 
to a middling sized dog i in half an hour the dog was stupid and sleepy, dozing at 
intervals, starting up, wagging his tail as if extremely contented, and ate food greed
ily. On being called to, he staggered to and fro, and his face assumed a look of 
utter and helpless drunkenness. These symptoms lasted two hours and then gra
dually passed away, and in six hours the dog was perfectly well and lively. In another 
experiment twenty grains of alcoholic extract of ganja were given to a very small 
dog, In fifteen minutes he was intoxicated: in half an hour he had great difficuity 
of movement: in an hour he had ~ost all power over the hinder extremities, which 
were rather stiff, but flexible: sensibility did not seem to be impaired, and the' 
circulation was natural. l'Ie readily acknowledged calls by an attempt to rise up. 
In four hours he was quite well. O'Shaughnessy conducted experiments on 
carnivorous as wen as graminivorous animals, and found that the former invariably 
and speedily exhibited the intoxicating influence of the drug, while the latter 
experienced but trivial effects from any dose administered, . As a result of several 
experiments on pupils at the Medical College, Calcutta, O'Shaughnessy ob
serves: II The result of several trials was that in as small doses as t of a grain the . . 
pulse was increased in fulness and frequency; the surface of the body glowed i the 
appetite became extraordinary i vivid ideas crowded the brain i unusual loquacity 
occurred i and, with scarcely any exception, great aphrodisia was experienced.". 
Lauder Bl'Unton .states: "Its chief effeCt is on the brain, and is of a twofold 
nature i it excites a form of delirium and hallucinations, usually followed by deep 
sleep. Small doses give rise to delirium with hallucinations generally of a gay 
~baracter causing much merfiment, accompanied by a great inclination' to mus-
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cular movement. The nature of fhe hallucinations depends greatly on the charac
ter of the individual, and people seem to be able to determine their nature as in 
the case of opium. The dreams produced by Indian hemp in inhabitants of 
Eastern countries are usually of a sexual character, but when taken by more 
civilized people of Western nations they are not sexual, and are often of a disagree. 
able natqre. During this stage of hallucination the person may conduct himself 
rationally, and answer clearly any question put to him. The drug produces in 
some persons a curious loss of sense of space and time. This stage is generally 
followed by deep sleep. The sensory nerves are benumbed, and then:; is frequent 
tingling and partial amesthesia. The pupil is dilated. Respiration may be 
either quickened or slowed. The action on the pulse is very uncertain. Usually 
it is at first quickened, then slowed, sometimes vice versd. The temperature 
rises or sinks according as the drug produces muscular movement or sleep. 
The urine is increased. The processes of digestion are less altered by Cannabis 
indica than by opium, and the after effects of opium (nausea, headache, etc.) are 
not produced." Dr. Russell (Bengal witness No. 105), in his note furnished to Dr. 
Prain, gives the following effects of " doses pushed to produce a decided effect": 
"Mental effects appear in from three to live minutes j exhilaration and excitement 
of a pleasing nature: the subject talkative and merry; laughs and gesticulates j 
plays on imaginary musical instruments and sings; converses with imaginary per
sons; illusions and delusions, usually of' a pleasing nature j objective of these 
very responsive to external impressions and suggestions j rarely quarrelsome or 
combative. Then ensues a condition of repose and quiet contemplation with fixed 
stare and immobile pupil. Then drowsiness and restless. sleep in from two to 
three hours, lasting several hours: on waking, dulness, heavines~,profound depres
sion, and irritability lasting for many hours. Physical effects in stage of exhi
laration-conjunctiva reddened, pupil immobile; venous turgescence of face 
and head; respiration increased in frequency by three or four per minute; tem
perature raised two degrees or more; skin dry; a general condition of febrile 
excitenlent, vascqlar tension, increased pulse, quickened by ten beats or more pet' 
minute, hard, jerky, irregular. At later stage of reaction and drowsiness, skin cold, 
dry, pale; temperature subnormal (970 Fahr.); pulse slow, soft, compressible, very 
irregular; respirations lessened in frequency and shallow; copious diuresis." 
These experiments refer to the drugs bhang and gaf!ja smoked and drunk as an in
fusion (vide the details of certain of Dr. Russell's experiments instituted in 1883 
and appended to his evidence). Dr. Prain in his report on the cultivation and use .. of 
ganja refers to some experiments made on cats with alcoholic extracts of ganja, and, 
Dr. Evans, Officiating Chemical Examiner, Bengal, at the suggestion of the Com
mission, also instituted a series of experiments on cats. Both these observers refer 
to the idiosyncrasy exhibited as to effects in the animals under experiment. 
Dr. Evans remarks" that some cats' under the influence of the drug were prone 
to sleep, and others to the development of the phenomena ascribed to the disturb
ance of ·the sensory·motor apparatus; that the same dose relative to the body 
weight would in some animals induce disturbance of the sensory-motor mechan~ 
ism, and in others a varying degree of narcotism. Apart, however, from indi· 
vidual idiosyncrasy, the quantity of the dose was found to play an important part 
.also in determining the character of the effects produced by the drug. For.in 
certain animals who after certain doses ,had been recognized as prone to develop 
sensory. motor disturbance without marked sleep or narcotism, an increas~cl 
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dose, if sufficiently large, could be relied on to produce sleep deep enough to 
mask or prevent the development ·of sensory-motor disturbance, with the excep
tion of the rocking movements." Dr. Bovill (Bengal witness No. 109) describes 
the effects of smoking ganja il} cigarettes, and Assistant Surgeon J. E. Bocarro 
(Sind witness No. 20) gives notes in which he compares the effects of drinking 
bhan·g and smoking ganja and charas. 

483. The f~llowing interesting account of an experiment on the effects of the 
Dr. Cunningham' •• xp:iment 00 systematic inhalation of the smoke of ganja conduct

ganjaiohalatioo. ed by Dr. D. D. Cunningham at the request of the 

Commission is extracted from his report (Vol. III Appendices). The growth 
of the· habit, the uneasiness arising from privation, the symptoms of the 
intoxication, especially the appearance of optical delusions, the absence of appre
ciable indication of cerebral excitement, and the post-mortem appearances, are' 
most interesting features of the report. So far as one experiment can be 
accepted as establishing anything, and subject also to the more ca,reful histo
logical enquiry to be conducted hereafter, this experiment gives additional evid
ence of the 'absence of morbid changes in the brain and of tissue changes 
generally under the action of hemp drugs even when used in excess. At the same 
time the general features of the experiment as indicated above are on the whole 
comparable with the effects of the hemp drugs on the human consumer asestab
lished in the evidence recorded by the Commission. The remarks of Dr. 
CUllliingham regarding the diminution of appetite accompanied· by local 
accumulations of fat as indicating the dimi nution in activity of the normal pro
cesses of tissue waste under the influence of ganja throw light on the evidence 
of witnesses who ascribe beneficial effects to this drug in cases of severe 
exertion without sufficient or suitable food. Dr. Cunningham writes :~ 

"Nature of the animal employed, Macacus rhesus, weighing 16 lbs .. 

" The first inhalation was administered on the 7th of No\'ember 1893 and' 
the last on the 12th of July 1894. so that the experiment extended over more than 
eight months. During this period one hundred and eighty-one inhalations were 
administered. During the greater part of the 'period the administrations were 
repeated almost daily, save on Sundays, but during March they were repeated 
only on alternate days, and during April and May only at irregular intervals, 
owing to the fact that at that time the animal was suffering from a mild but 
prolonged attack of dysentery. During the earlier part of the course of the 
experiment the animal apparently disliked the treatment, as he violently resisted 
introduction into the inhalation chamber, was restless when the smoke began to 
enter it, and 110t un frequently attempted to prevent its entrance by plugging the 
orifice of the supply-tube. As time went on, however, and the experience lost 
its strangeness, his objections gradually diminished, and were ultimately replaced 
by a positive desire for the treatment. He then readily entered the chamber" 
resisted any attempts to remove him from it before he had had a full dose, was 
restless and uneasy on days on which the treatment was omitted, and, on two 
o<=casions on which he managed to ~ake his escape from his eage, showed an 
evident Le.ire to enter the chamber on his own account. 

"The symptoms attending the process of inhalation were not invariably oj 
precisely uniform character. As a rule they came on quietly and insensibly, and-

• 
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consisted in steadily increasing drowsiness leading on to quiet sleep_ During 
the course of exposure the conjunctiva and eyelids frequently became consider
ably congested j but this may, of course, have been merely dependent on direct 
irritation incident on their contact with the ·smoke. When removed from the 
chamber, ere profound sleep had supervened, the animal was evidently i~toxicated. 
In many cases he w~s incapable of sitting up without supporting himself by 
means of grasping the bars of his cage, and, when less profoundly affected, was 
very unsteady on his legs. On being introduced into his cage, he not unfre
quently, either at once or after a short delay, lay down and slept quietly for some
time. On awaking from such sleep, as well as in those cases where sleep did 
not intervene, he almost invariably showed symptoms which appeared to indicate , 
that he was for some time the subject of optical delusions. He gazed about 
attentively in directions in which nothing' which seemed likely. to excite his 
curiosity was present, and carefully scrutinized the floor of· his cage for objects 
which did not exist. Such symptoms continued to persist for a considerable 
time after all other indications of intoxication had disappeared, continuing to 
manifest themselves in greater or less degree during the entire course of the 
latter portion of any day.on which the treatment had' been administered in the 
morning. 

" On a certain number of occasions, however, the symptoms did not follow 
this normal course. On these the onset of signs of drowsiness was greatly 
delayed, and had hardly begun to show itself ere the animal was suddenly seized 
with violent general convulsions, and immediately thereafter became profoundly 
unconscious. The symptoms on the recovery of consciousness in no way differ
ed from those in cases where the earlier' ones had followed the normal course_ 
No satisfactory explanation of the occurrence of such excepHonal fhenomena 
could be arrived at, and it must remain uncertain whether they are to be regard
ed as the consequence of certain temporary subjective peculiarities on the part 
of the animal or of variations in the quality of the drug. 

" In no instance was there any appreciable indication of the development of 
any cerebral excitement either during. the administration of the drug or after 
intoxication had been fully established. The normal symptoms were those of 
simple' drowsiness and loss of will-power accompanied by optical delusions, those' 
characterising the exceptional cases of temporary abnormal activity of the spinal 
cord and basal ganglia which may very probably have been dependent on dimi
nution in the inhibitory power of the higher cerebral centres. 

"The general health of the animahemained excellent during the entire course 
of the experiment, save for a period during the months of April and May, in which 
it suffered fro~ dysenteric symptoms. The occurrence of these, however, can
not be in any way definitely ascribed to the use of the drug, as they are of frequent 
occurrence among monkeys in confinement apart from any special treatment. 
The only permanent appreciable effect resulting. from the treatment manifested 
itself in the form of a very considerable' diminution in appetite for food, which' 
set in shortly after the initiation of the experiment, and thereafter remained 
persistent throughout its entire course. 

" At the desire of the Hemp Drugs Commission, the ex'periment was brought 
to a close on the day following. my return to Calcutta: on the J 2th of July J 894-
Death was induced by means of prolonged administration of chloroform, and a 

.8 
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post-mortem .examination was conducted immediately it had occurred. The· 
results of this were as follows, in so far as mere casual naked-eye inspection goes; 
for I have. already pointed out the ·detailed histological examination of the can- " 
dition of the' various organs and .tissues is a matter not of a few hours, but of 
man y weeks' work; so. that it has been im possible for me, to carry it out and at 
the same time to meet the wish of the Commission for the immediate submission 
of a report. Specimens cfall the. more important organs have, however, been 
carefully preserved, and will form the subj~ts of detailed histological examination· 
hereafter. 

" Results of IOBt-mortem examination of the animal.-The body weighed 
131bs. 7 oz., indicating a loss in weight of 2lbs. 9 oz. during the eight months of 
treatment. This, or at all events the whole of this, loss is certainly not fairly 
creditable to the treatment, seeing that for a considerable period not long before 
the close of the experiment the animal had been subject to an attack of dysentery, 
which alone would have been sufficient to occasion considerable loss of weight. 

" On laying the body open; the phenomenon which at once attracted atten
tion, as unlike any ordinarily 'present, in those of caged monkeys, was the great· 
amount of fat accumulated in the omentum, the mesentery, and the visceral and· 
parietal pericardium. This was specially noteworthy in connection with the 
markedly diminished ingestion of food which had characterised the subject of the 
experiment during the grea.ter part of its course, and with the, coincident consider
able reduction in body weight which had occurred. The body generally appeared 
to be fairly well nourished, and a considerable amount of subcutaneous fat was. 
present. 

" The lungs were quite exceptionally healthy for a caged monkey, neither 
of them being in the least degree adherent to the thoracic walls j the left· one 
being apparently perfectly healthy, and the right merely showing .a few patches 
of deep congestion towards the base. Under the influence of the osmic acid con
tained in the fixing solution in which specimens of it were immersed, the museu
lar tissue of the heart shewed unequivocal signs of. the presence of a certain 
amount of interstitial fat., Whether,' however, these were due to true fatty de-. 
generation of the muscular. elements proper, or, as is more probably the case, to 
mere fatty accumulation in the connective' tissues, must remain an open question 
until the detailed histological examination of the tissues has been carried out.: 

.. The liver, spleen, and pancreas appeared to be perfectly normal, save that, 
as in the case of the cardiac muscle, a slight excess of interstitial fat made its 
appearance 'under the influence of osmic acid. The kidneys, the stomach, the 
large and small intestines, and the cerebro-spinal nervous centres were all 
apparently perfectly healthy.' 

"The ollly peculiar features in the body then which could in any way be . 
rationally regarded as connected with the, treatment to which the animal had.
been exposed were the excessive accumulation of fat in the tissue of the omentum, 
peritoneum, and pericardium, and the tendency to the establishment of a similar 
accumulation in the cardiac muscle, the liver, the pancreas, and the spleen. 

" But the only persistent symptom attending the treatment during life was 
a considerable diminution il1 appetite for food, so that, in so far as the resultS'O£ . 
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.a single experiment afford'anyground for inference, it would appear that the 
most important-effect of the habitual employment of inhalations' .of the smDke ·of 
ganja is to give rise to' diminution .-in the nOTmal processes of tissue-waste to 
such a degree· that local accumulations; of fat are liable to occur even in spite of 
the coincident and similarly ,.originating .diminutionin the ingestion of food. The· 
-diminution in activity of the normal-processes of tissue waste tends, on the .one 
hand, to give rise to, decreased ingestion ,of-food, and, on the other, to local 
.accumulation of fat in spite of this.. But if the habitual practice of inhalations .of 
the drug really do produce such effects; it is : c1earthat,inplace of being hurtful, 
it may be positively beneficial to people who are-obliged to undergo exertions 
without having .the means of procuring a dietfuliy adapted to make good the 
amount of tissue waste normally- associated with them. As has been already 
pointed out, it is necessary to exercise extreme -caution in coming to any definite 
conclusions from the experiment; first, because it is an isolated one, and, second, 
because the post-mortem examination has not yet been histDlogically completed j 

but the evidence which, it has afforded is, in so far, as it gDes, rather in favour 
<If the use of the drug under certain conditions than adverse to it." 

484. In considering the effects induced by drinking bhang and smoking 
All three forms of the drug COIl. charas or ganja, it must be remembered that the 

aidered together" same active principle is present in all. The effects, 
therefore, induced by any .one of the three drugs must necessarily depend 
upon the content of active priI1ciple, which is smallest in the case of bhang, 
and, theoretically at least, largest in charas, weight for weight. Practically 
it is impossible to compare with anything approaching to accuracy the physiolo
,gical effects of the three drugs, because at present no definite active prin
ciple has been isolated., The alcoholic or other extracts from bhang, ganja, 
and charas are neither chemically similar in composition nor physiologically equiva. 
lent, weight for weight, in the effects they induce i and it is only possible, therefore, 
to apPFoximately compare the physiological effects of ganja, charas, and bhang 
intor se. When, in addition to these -initial difficulties, the disturbing factors, 
racial and individual idiosyncrasy and habit, come into operation, the question of 
the immediate effects of the drug becomes a most 'complex problem to deal with 
scientifically, or indeed even tq generalize on in, the broadest sense of the term. 
And, moreover, though the same active' principle is originally present in all 
three of the drugs, yet when either ganja or charas is smoked, the active principle, 
not being volatile, mustondergo decomposition, new products being evolved. 
Strictly, therefore, there can be no comparisDn between the physiological effect of 
the drug when introduced into the st~mach' as bhang and the products of the 
destructive distillation of ganja or, charas when smoked and inhaled. And a 
writer on hemp drugs aptly remarks: U The action of hemp on man is so various 
that when we read the several descriptions given, differing so widely, we would 
scarcely suppose we were considering the l;ame agent." 

485- Judging from the replies of several witnesses, the immediate effect _ of 
Immediate elf.cta. ' the moderate use of any of the hemp drugs on the 

habitual oonsumer is refreshing and stimulating, and 
alleviates fatigue, giving rise to: pleasurable sensations all over the nervous 
system, so that the consumer is "at peace with everybody"-in a grand waking 
dream. He is able to concentrate his thoughts on one subject : it affords him 
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pleasure, vigour, ready wit, capacity for hard work, and sharpness for busi. 
ness; it has a q uietirrg effect on the nervous system, and removes restlessness. 
and induces forgetfulness of mental troubles j all sorts of grotesque ideas rapidly 
pass through the mind, with a tendency to talk; it brightens the eyes, ind, 
like a good cigar, gives content; the man feels jolly, sings songs, and tells good 
stories; it causes bravery in the brave and cowardice in the timid, and, like 
alcohol, brings out the real character of the man. In young men it may give rise 
to sensual thoughts, and aphrodisiac effects are mentioned. Some witnesses, 
on the contrary, state that the drug is not refreshing, and that the consumer is. 
sometimes sleepy and sometimes talkative; or there is no tendency to talk: the 
conjunctiva become suffused and red,and the moisture dries in the throat and lips. 
the man becomes peevish, stupefied, sees double; and occasionally it may :cause 
vomltmg. Regarding the question of intoxication, witnesses speak of exhilaration 
and slightly dizzy sensation; a little intoxication, but no stupefaction; a feeling of 
" briskness" 'followed by sinking, but no stupefaction j a little heaviness in the eyes,. 
slight narcotic effects, or stupor more or less complete. Others say that,the first 
effect is exciting, then soothing; while some describe the effects as those of 
intoxication of varying degrees, from moderate to. dead drunk. According to 
certain witnesses, the intoxication of hemp drugs differs from the alcoholic in 
that only those unaccustomed to the drug are affected, or that intoxication is not 
much marked in old consumers. Some witnesses :state that the drugs allay 
hunger i others that these effects only result from excessive use; while others deny 
the power of the drug to .allay hunger under all conditions apparently. Similar' 
contradictory statements are made in connection with the alleged power of the
drug to create appetite. On this point,. however, it may.be of interest to note' 
that O'Shaughnessy, as a result of observation, records the fact that hemp 
drugs in small doses possess an extraordinary power of stimulating the digestive 
organs i "the appetite became extraordinary" is the remark he makes in 
describing the symptoms induced in certain of his students by the administration 
of t grain doses of the resin. A Sind witness, No. 16, says: "It sharpens the 
appetite, and in this respect the action of the drug is certain and to be depend
ed on." These are the immediate effects mentioned in the evidence. No doubt 
some of them would only result from an unaccustomed or ex~essive dose. 

486. In connection with the pe~iod during which the effects last, it is very diffi-· 
cult to arrive at any general conclusions, as so much 

Duratioa of thes. effects. 
• depends on individual idiosyncrasy, on habit, dosage,. 

and on the manner in which the drug is exhibited. According to Dr. Russell's 
experiments, the mental effects appear in from three to five minutes, and 
the drowsiness and restless sleep may last several hours in cases in which the drug 
was pushed to produce decided effects. Assistant Surgeon J. E. Bocarro gives 
fifteen minutes as the period at which intoxication commences after ganja smoking ;: 
in the case of ~haras, with the first pull at the chillum. In the case of ganja, the 
effects last from hali 'to one hour or much longei, and in charas from fifteen t() 
twenty minutes. With bhang the symptoms may set in from twenty to thirty 
minutes, or may be much delayed j and, according to Assistant Surgeon Bocarro, 
may last on an average two hours, or, according to a Bombay medical witness 
(No. 91), six to twelve hours. According to Dr. Russell's Assam experiments, the 
effects of two drachms of bhang drunk as goontQ came on slowly and disappeared 
in three hours. With a solution of the resin in alcohol, thirty drops of the tincture 
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are stated to have induced slight excitement within half a minute, lasting for a few 
seconds. In fifteen minutes a feeling something allied to the early stage of intoxi
cation came on. Three grains of extract gave rise to no symptoms for one hour 
(Medical Times and Gazette, 1852). Speaking generally, however, smoking 
produces far quicker effects than the exhibition of the drug by the stomach, as 
in the latter case in India the resin in bhang is associated with a large amount 
of inert insoluble matter, and absorption is thereby delayed j but with pure 
resin, administered in a finely divided state, absorption from the stomach may 
occur with great rapidity. 

487. Various replies are given regarding the after effects induced by "the 

After effects. 
drugs. A very common answer to this question is 
that no ·immediate after effects are induced. Others' 

say that "scarcely" any after effects follow the moderate use. Dr. Crombie 
(Bengal witness No. 104) says: II I have not seen any after effects in these cases, 
and have spent days in company with native boatmen habitually using ganja in 
moderation." Another witness states (Sind No. 20): "With bhang none of 
any importance. Ganja and charas, especially the latter, give rise to a dull 
frontal headache, singing in the ears, weakened mental power, much thirst, 
impair the appetite, constipate the bowels, and concentrate. the urine." Other 
witnesses describe the after effects as laziness and languor, stupor, drowsiness, 
melancholy, weakness, laxity of the body, disinclination to do anything, ~xhaustion, 
depression, pains in the body, headache, giddiness, and gnawing at the stomach, 
nauseous tasie in the stomach, and thirst. O'Shaughnessy gives a succinct 
account of the after effects of b~ang and charas. In the case of bhang, " the in
toxication lasts about three hours, when sleep supervenes j no nausea or sickness 
of stomach succeeds, nor are the bowels at all affected: next day there is slight 
giddiness and vascularity of the eye's, but no other symptoms worth re·cording." In 
the case of ganja, "heaviness, laziness, and agreeable reveries ensue, but the person 
can be easily roused, and is able to discharge routine occupations, such as pulling 
the punkah, waiting at table, etc." The COlllmission consider it very probable that 
in regard to ihe after effects of the moderate use of these drugs, the evil after 
effects described by some witnesses are really due to the excessive use, and that 
witnesses have not always discriminated between the effects of the moderate 
and excessive use of the drugs. 

Replies to. the question whether the want of subsequent gratification _pro
duces any longing or uneasiness are answered by some witnesses in the negative 
as regards moderate consumers j others say that a little longing or even uneasi
ne~s is experienced for want of gratification. There appear to be no valid reasons 
why the want of gratification of even a moderate habit should not cause" uneasi. 
ness" in some cases, and a " sensation of longing" in many: it is certainly' the 
case with the majority of habitual moderate tobacco smokers, in whom the want of 
an accustomed smoke certainly does produ~e "Ionging,"and which may even 
amount to " uneasiness" in "some instances. In no case, however, is the longing 
or uneasiness exp'erienced by users of hemp drugs for want of subsequent gratifi
cation comparable to the cravings of an opium smoker or eater. This matter 
has, however, already been discussed. in dealing with the formation of the habit. 
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488. There are few, if any, classes of the community some members of which 
Classes who us. the drugs as do not use hemp drugs in some form. There are rell' 

stimulants. gious objections to the use of intoxiCants by Muham. 
madans, and these deter such of this class as are orthodox from ipdulging in these 
drugs. Many of the Hindus who are both orthodox and respectable consider it 
contrary to their religion to indulge in these or any other intoxicants, though 
many of the same class also believe that they'may, at least occasionally at feasts. 
take bhang. Orthodox Sikhs do not smoke, and therefore regard ganja and 
charas as prohibited, though they do not see the same religious objection to drink
ing bhang. These are illustrations of classes which generally abstain. Members' 
oven of these dasses are, however, found among the consumers of these drugs. It 
may be said probably with safety that there is no class of the community that does 
not to some extent partake of these drugs. At the same time consumption is in 
the main confined to particular classes. Ganja or charas is· chiefly used by 
(I) "religious" persons, such as fakirs and wandering mendicants, sadhus and 
pandahs, the followers of Trinath, and other sects; (2) the lower classes of both 
Hindus and Muhammadans, such as artizans <l;nd cultivators, fishermen and boat
men, palki·bearers and day labourers, sepoys and night watchmen, wrestlers and 
athletes, C hamars and Domes, and others of the lower orders; (3) domestic 
servants of all kinds, especially those who, as. syces, durwans, or dhobis, have 
especially trying work to do; (4) aborigines of different races, such as Sonthals, 
Gonds, and many more; (5) tradesmen, Kayasths, and others of the lower 
middle classes. These are among the classes specially mentioned by witnesses 
as' smoking hemp drugs. Among the upper classes this habit is generally 
regarded as exceptional and indicating a special tendency to dissipation, but 
not so among these lower .classes. Bhang is also used to some extent by 
these classes, but is more generally used by the more respectable middle and 
upper classes. Among those who are specially mentioned as habitually using 
it are Marwaris, Banias, and jewellers, sharp, intelligent, and successful trades
men. Bhang is also occasionally used more or less generally by practically all 
classes on certain feast days and at times of social rejoicing. Like all intoxicants 
everywhere, the drugs are used in moderation, but more· frequently to excess, by 
licentious and dissipated persons of all classes. Except, however, in the case 
of religious mendicants, the use by all the classes named above is generally 
moderate. Excess is exceptional. 

489. From what has been said above it will be expected that there would be 
Popular ~piniOD regarding this many witnesses whose opinion regarding the use of 

DI.. these drugs as stimulants would not be favourable. 
The very great majority of witnesses in. all provinces declare that this use .of the 
drugs i$ regarded with disapproval by the people generally. This disapproval rests 
on several grounds. It depends partly on the classes using the drugs. Many 
witnesses point out that ganja is the cheapest intoxicant, and that it is principally 
used by the lower classes, while bhang is more used by the upper classes. They 
state that it is on this account that ganja smoking is regarded with much, 
more general disfavour than bhang drinking. As one witness points out, 
the feeling is somewhat akin to that which some Englishmen who do not gen. 
erally disapprove of stimulants have regarding a " vulgar taste for gin." On the 
other hand, the use of ganja by religious persons is not thus generally disapproved. 
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Many witnesses share the view which one witness te~sely expresses thus: 
j. Sanyasis are respected by the people; low caste people are not respected.". 
There is no doub~ that by far the greater part of the community abstain from 
any disapproval, and in fact are even strongly in favour, of the use of these drugs 
by religious persons, although that use is so'often excessive. Mr. Monro (Bengal 
witness No. 206), however, records an instance of his having persuaded 
the people among .whom he was working to dissociate ganja and holiness, 
so that II a sanyasi was laughed out of the town when I convicted him of habi
tually consuming ganja." 

The disapproval of the use of hemp drugs by classes other than these reli
gious classes is, as has been already indicated, based also on a religious objection 
to intoxicants still held by many, both Hindus and Muhammadans. There can be 
no doubt that this orthodox objection influences the public expression of opinion 
by many who have ceased themselves to share this religious sentiment. It is a 
respectable thing to denounce intoxicants; and it sometimes requires an effort for 
a witness to speak favourab'ly or apologetically of intoxicants, especially of those 
which are used by the lower orders. Another ground for this expression of dis
approval by so large a majority of the witnesses is the fact that so many of them 
have seen nothing but the excessive use. It cannot be too carefully remembered 
that the moderate use does not obtrude itself, and that much of the evidence given 
before the Commission deals ill truth only with excess. Thus Vfe find a large num
ber of witnesses illustrating the popular disapproval of the drug by pointing out 
that" ganjeri " or II bhangi " (the names given to the co~sumers of ganja or bhang) 
is a term of great reproach. They point out that it means II one who acts as if he 
had lost all sense ," an unreliable and despicable character. Other witnesses 
explain that these terms correspond to the English word II drunkard," and that the 
moderate use is not, so far as their experience goes, regarded with contempt at all. 
Akin to this is the natural desire expressed by several witnes~es to assist the young 
in resisting the 'temptations of bad compar.ions by establishing in their minds a 
wholesome antipathy to intoxicants of all kinds, excessive indulgence in which is 
followed by disastrous results, especially to the young . 

. 
490. In this connection it is well to notice the references made to .alcohol. 

Hemp drugs and alcohol. ·It is only a minority of the witnesses who compare 
alcohol and hemp drugs. But it is a striking fact that 

of these witnesses a majority of about three to one declare alcohol to be more 
injurious than hemp drugs. In every province the majority of the witnesses who 
make this comparison hold the view above expressed. 'This majority includes 
experienced offic'ers of Government. Thus Colonel Hutchinson, Commissioner of 
'Lahore (Punjab witness NO.4), says: "So far as effects have come to my notice, 
the effects of liquor are infinitely worse than those of drugs." Mr. J. B. Thom-. 
son, Collector of Allahabad (North,Western Provinces witness No.2). gave 
evidence to the following effect: .. I remember no case from which I can deduce 
the theory that the 'use of the drugs is in any way connected with crime; that is, to 
say, from my own personal experience. I cannot say the same regarding alcohol' 
even among natives of this country." Similarly, Mr. Toynbee, Commissioner of 
Bhagalpur (Bengal witness NO.4), says: .. I have nev~r had persons pointed 
out to me as social wrecks from the effects of ganja. As far as I have seen, many 
more cases of evil effects from alcohol than from hemp have come .before me." 
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And Colonel Bowie,. Commissioner in the Central Provinces (witness No.2), 
. says: "I 'can call to mind a great many cases which I Ilave had to deal with as a 
Magistrate and as a Sessions Judge, in which serious hurt and homicide have 
been caused by persons under the influence of alcohol, but not a single case of 
crime of any kind which had been committed under the influence of bhang or 
ganja." Representative officers from other provinces might be quoted, such as 
Mr. Vidal or Mr_ Campbell, C.I.E., in Bombay, or Mr. H. E. M_ James, Commis
sioner in Sind. The Rev. Mr. Laflamme (Madras witness No. 153), who took 
much pains in collecting information, gives evidence in the same sense. It is, 
however, in the northern provinces that there is most experience of these drugs. 
The only officer of standing in Upper India who holds the contrary view is Mr. T_ 
Stoker, Excise Commissioner, North-Western Provinces (witness No_ 6), who 
says: "I put these drugs 'above liquor and opium in their inj.uious tendencies." 
In sa~ing this, he differs, however, both from his predecessor, Mr. R. Wall (witness 
No. 233), who held the office for eleven years, artd from the Hon'ble A. Cadell 
(witness No. I), who is the Member of the Board of Revenue in. charge of 
Excise. 

The opinion that alcohol is more injurious than hemp drugs is also expressed' 
by leading Native gentlemen in these provinces, such as Maharaja Bahadur Sir 
Jotindra Mohan Tagore, K.C.S.I. (Bengal witness No. 163), Munshi Newal 
Kishore (North-Western Provinces witness No.' 231), Babu P. C. Chatterji, 
Judge, Chief Court (p!lnjab witness No. 76), and the Hon'ble Gangadhar 
Madho Chitnavis (Central Provinces witness No. 46). The first of these only 
need be quoted. He says: "The use of the aforesaid indigenous drugs appears 
to me to be preferable to the. use of ardent spirits and wines now rapidly re
placing them to the great injury of the moral and material well-being of our 
people. Prohibition, I fear, would lead many to take to the use of ardent liquors, 
and this, in my humble opinion, would be replacing one evil by another of still 
greater magnitude." These views are held by the great majority of the native 
witnesses who make the comparison between hemp drugs and alcohol j and there 
is really no witness of authority on the other side. 

, 
This is also th( opinion of medical witnesses who make this comparison_ 

It is no doubt an accepted and. established opinion among medical men that the 
evil effects of alcohol are intensified in the tropics. This may explain the very 
strong opinion held regarding alcohol. Perhaps it is unnecessary ·to refer to 
more of these witnesses than to two of more than ordinary experience who take 
a very strong view of the deleterious character of hemp drugs if used to excess, 
but a still stronger view regarding alcohol. Surgeon-lieutenant-Colonel Cr~mbie 
says: "I believe that the habit of using ganjamoderately is absolutely harm
less j but I think even the moderate use of alcohol is' liable to produce tissue 
changes in the long run .. Further, I here refer entirely to the native community; 
and it is my observation that when a native takes to alcohol, it is extremely dif
ficult for him to remain moderate j and in life assurance work, of which I have a 
good deal, I always advise an extra premium in the case of any native who indulges 
in alcohol even in the most moderate way; and utterly refuse to accept a native 
life if there is evidence of the consumption of alcohol to any considerable extent 
which would still be considered moderate in the case of" Europeans. Myexperi
ence leads me to hold the same views of the effects of alcohol on the lower classes. 

• 
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A native who takes to liquor is lost. As regards the excessive lise, I would 
still place ajcohol first. I regard it as' most delete,ious." The only other 
medical man who need be quoted is Dr. H. M. Clark, a well·known Medical 
Missionary in the Punjab (witness No. 46), who says: If As regards charas, I 
think there can be no such thing as moderate use, if we mean such use as wiII 
not leave any permanent bad effect on the system. In whatever quantity it is 
used, it is bound to be deleterious. I should say that in this country alcohol does 
more harm than charas." These views are supported by distinguished native 
medical men like Rai Bahadur Kanny Lan Dey, C.I.E. (Bellgal witness No. 117), 
and others. 

It is not within the province of the Commission to come to' any definite find· 
ing on this evidence as to the comparative effects of alcohol and hemp 
drugs. The effects of alcohol were not' within the scope of the inquiry. As 
has already been stated, it is only a minority of the witnesses who make the corn' 
parison. It was not asked for in the Commission's questions, and has only been 
incidentally made by certain .witnesses. The Commission have not felt called 
on to test the correctness of the views of the witnesses on this point, as this 
could only have been done by a full inquiry into the effects of liquor. 
But it is important to observe the existence of these views. In this con· 
nection it is interesting to notice the existence in certain parts of the 
country of a belief among ignorant persons that II the attack on hemp· drugs 
was due to a desire to foster European liquor" (see the evidence of Mr. 
William Almon, Assistant Conector, Abkari Department in the tOW!l of Bombay, 
witness No. 38) j or, as another witness puts it, "the agitation' is attributed to 
them who are anxious to encourage the spread of alcohol, i.e., the persons who 
import and manufacture liquor" (V. K. Joglekar, Bombay witness No. 110). 
The existence of such misapprehensions can only be explained by the difficulty 
felt in accounting for an agitation against these drugs alone. The Rev. Mr. 
Laflamme (Madras witness No. 153) says: II Many are surprised to hear that the 
Government is concerned about a practice which is confined to so sman a 
portion of the people as is ganjaand bhang, and is not concerned about the 
widespread, rapidly increasing, and much more injurious habit of alcoholic drink, 
from which much greater harm results. I have been six years in the country, 
and engaged in village work during four years. Before entering 'on these in· 
q uiries I did not know the hemp drugs were in use among the people, and had 
only met with them· in the temples." One witness of much experience (Khan 
Bahadur Kadir Dad Khan, C.I.E., Sind witness NO.4) says: fI All c1ahes of 
the people, from the most influential spiritual leader to the. lowest beggar, will 
say that the British Government, while not interfering or prohibiting the use of 
alcohol in their own country, are stopping them here from the'use of less intoxicat· 
ing drugs, whicll they have been using from time immemorial, and which is also 
religiously respected." 

491. Among the ancient physicians the evil effects of the drug are thus 
. I" II ta at h drugs referred to by the author of the Makhzan.el.Adwiya: 

DJOflOU8 e ec emp, .. . . 
(hiltory). I Afterwards the sedatlve effects begm to preslde, the 
spirits sink, the vision darkens and weakens, and madness, melancholy, fearful· 
ness, dropsy, and such like distempers are the sequel, while the seminal 
secretions dry up." Alluding to its popular use, the author dwens on the eventual 
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evil consequences of the indulgence:" Weakness of the digestive organs first 
ensues, followed, by flatulency, indigestion, swellings of the Iin1bs <!nd face, 
change of complexion, diminution of sexual vigour, loss of teeth, heaviness, 
cowardice, depraved and wicked ideas, etc." Iban Beitar. was the first to 
record its tendeney to produce mental derangement, and he even states that it 
occasionally proves fatal. Taki-ed-din-Ahmad, commonly known as Makrizi, who 
wrote a number of treatises upon Egypt in the 14th century, states that in 780 
Hijra very severe ordinances were passed in Egypt against the use of the drug i 
the famous garden in the vaIJey of Dijoncimi was rooted up, and all those con
victed of the use of the drugs were subjected to the extraction of their teeth i 
but in 799 Hijra· the' custom re-established itself with more than original 
vigour. Makrizi states: "As its consequence, general corruption of senti
ments and manners ensued, modesty .disappeared, every base and evil passion 
was openly indulged in, and nobility of external form alone remained to 
these infatuated beings." Rumphius alludes doubtingly to the alleged aphro
disiac powers of the drug~ and states that the kind of mental excitement it pro
duces depends upon the temperament of the consumer. O'Shaughnessy in his 
introduction to certain experiments with hemp drugs remarks: "As to the evil 
sequela:: so unanimously dwelt on by all writers, these did not appear to us so 
numerous, so immediate, or so formidable as many which may be clearly traced 
to over-indulgence in other powerful stimulants or narcotics, viz., alcohol, 
opium, or tobacco." O'Shaughnessy also refers to insanity occasioned by con
tinued hemp inebriation as follows: "Before quitting this subject, it is desirable 
to notice the singular form of insanity which the incautious use of hemp 
preparations often occasions, especially among young men who try it for the first 
time. Several such cases have presented themselves to our notice. They are 
as peculiar' as the' delirium tremens' which succeeds the prolonged abuse of 
spirituous, liquors, but are quite distinct from any other species of madness 
with, which we are acquainted. The state is at once recognized by the strange 
balancing gait of the patient, a constant rubbing of the hands, perpetual giggling, 
and a propensity to caress and chafe the' feet of all bystanders of whatever 
rank. The eyes wear an. expression of cunning and merriment which can 
scarcely be mistaken. In a few cases the patients are violent i in many highly 
aphrodisiac i in all that we have seen voraciously hungry. There is no increased 
heat or frequency of circulation or any appearance of inflammation or conges
tion, and .the skin and general functions are in a natural stale. A blister to 
the naRe of the neck, leeches to the temples, and nauseating doses of tartar 
emetic with saline purgatives have rapidly dispelled the symptoms in all the 
cases we have met with, and have' restored the patients to perfect health." 
This description of what O'Shaughnessy considered hemp drug insanity is of 
considerable interest. It is clear fro!Il his account that the symptoms 
were of short duration, almost typical, and that under treatment recovery 
was rapid. Such cases as those described by O'Shaughnessy are probably 
similar, to the class of cases which haye occasionally come before the Com· 
mission as having occurred while under -observation of the certifying medical 
officer, and which on reaching the asylum were sane. They were probably 
more of the character of intoxication than of insanity, The curious point, how
ever, in , connection with O'Shaughnessy's account of heIT!p drug insanity is the 
absence of all information as to cases of longer duration, such as the class of 
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cases now met with in asylums and attributed to hemp drugs. And this 
omission is all the more striking because O'Shaughnessy had devoted special 
attention to the subject of hemp drugs, and indeed was the first to draw the 
attention of European practitioners to the value of the drug as a remedial agent i 
and it is hardly possible that if in his day any large number of persons insane 
from the alleged use of the drug had been admitted into asylums, he would have 
been iKnorant of the fact and omitted to notice it in his account of the effects 
of the drug. 

492. The action taken in Turkey, Egypt, Greece, and Trinidad in the direction 

Effects in other counlri ... 
of the prohibition of the use of' hemp drugs will be 
noticed later (vide Chapter XIV.) The Commis

sion have not before them material to enable them to judge of the statements' 
regarding the effects of the drugs in these countries which formed the basis of 
the action taken. The note drawn up in 1890 by the Sanitary Board of Greece, 
on which the action in that country was based, contains a statement of the 
effects of the drugs as alleged to have been ascertained (a) by scientific inquiry 
in India and other" warm countries" by experts, among whom O'Shaughnessy 
is specially mentioned, and (b) from statistics of the Indian (and especially the 
Bengal) lunatic asylums. But there is nothing given in original of the views of 
any of the experts named. The views of O'Shaughnessy and the Indian asylum 
statistics are already before the Commission. They have therefore no new 
material in this note. They -are compelled therefore to set it aside, For the 
same reason they find themselves unable to arrive at any opinion in regard to 
the recent controversy between Dr. Ireland and "Pyramid" in the British 
Medical Journal regarding the effects of the drugs in Trinidad and Egypt. 
They pass on, therefore, to the evidence available in this canntry. 

493. In order to ascertain the alleged noxious physical, mental, or moral effects 
, which are popularly believed to be induced by use 

Fail .. re of witness .. to diatinguisb f C .. . . 
excessive from moderate os.. 0 hemp drugs, the ommlsslon conSidered It de-

sirable in framing the questions on these points to 
clearly discriminate between the moderate and excessive 'Use. The replies show, 
however, that in very many instances the witnesses have failed thus to differen
tiate between the two uses of the drug. This may be partly due to the some
what inherent difficulty in discriminating or to carelessness on the part of per
sons who conducted the inquiries. The evidence, moreover, before the Commis· 
sion clearly demonstrates that any departures from the normal in health, if associ· 
ated with the mere mention of the hemp dr~g habit, is in most cases sufficient 
for" cause" and " effect". 

'494. In analyzing the replies given to question No. 45, which deals with the 

Medical witnes .... 
alleg~d noxious effects of the moderate use of the' 
drugs, the Commission have thought it expedient to 

indicate first the view taken by the medical witnesses, and then to consider the tenor 
of the evidence given by all witnesses, including medical. In considering the 
medical evidence, the witnesses have been divided into three classes-(a) superior 
medical officers, including assistant surgeons i (b) hospital assistant class i (c) 
native practitioners who have not been trained in Medical Colleges, and who 
practise according to native methods. In estimating the value which should be 
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. attached to the evidence tendered by each of these classes, the Commission con
sider it necessary to point out that the superior medical officers are by their 
training necessarily in a far better position to judge intelligently of the effects of 
the drugs than the other two classes j but the superior medical officer class com
prises both European doctors and assistant s~rgeons. The former class-in alI 
but exceptional i\lstances-do not see nearly so much of the common or general 
dispensary practice as the assistant surgeons .. Though at head-quarters t~y visit 
the dispensaries as regularly as possible, and see some of the patients and assist in 
prescribing, they are rather the" superintendents of the dispensaries," and occupy 
generally a position more or less of "consultants" to the assistant surgeons, 
w'ho actually conduct dispensary practice, and who diagno se the ordinary diseases 
and prescribe for them. It therefore appears to the Commission not unlikely 
that the views of ·most EUropean medical officers may have been based on less 
direct contact with the people, and may have even been someti mes derivedmore 
or less from the assistant surgeons, their immediate subordinates. The hospital 
assistants as a class are much inferior to assistant surgeons in medical training 
and general intelligence j but they possess one advantage over the assistant 
surgeons_ From their inferior social position they have a more intimate know
ledge perhaps of the habits of the persons who frequent dispensaries, and who 
constitute the class to which hemp-drug consumers belong. The native practi
tioners probably have a still more familiar· knowledge of the habits of the people; 
but the absence of systematic training renders them practically incompetent to form 
a true estimate of "cause" and "effect," and their ideas of the noxious effects 
of the drugs are doubtless largely coloured by the popular and common VIews on 
the subject. 

495. In respect to the evil effects-physical, mental, and moral-· ascribed to 
General view of the whole evill- the habitual use of these drugs, there is one feature 

ouee regarding evil effects. that must strike anyone who re,ads the evidence
that is, the large number of witnesses who do not answer at all the questions (No. 
45 and No. 46) regarding evil effects. Among Europeans over one-half of the 
witnesses and among Natives about one-third abstain from answering. This must 
be due in large measure to the fact that the effects have not obtruded themselves 
on observati~n. This is what is stated over and over again by witnesses of the 
greatest experience. Of those who do answer, about one-half of the Europeans. 
and one-third of the Native witnesses ascribe no evil effects at all to the moderate 
use of ganja and charas. Those witnesses who specially mention bhang do so, 
as a rule, to except it from their statement regarding the evil effects alIeged to 
result from hemp drugs generally. These are not, however, very numerous. It is 
unnecessary to do more than take up the evidence regarding hemp drugs gener
ally. About one-half of the European witnesses and two-thirds of the.Native 
witnesses who answer at an the question regard1ng the alleged evil effects of the 
moderate use do so in the affirmative. But of these about one-half of both 
classes do not discriminate between the moderate and excessive use. They 

. answer generaIly concerning the us'e of the drugs without drawing the line 
between moderation and excess. The number of witnesses who reaIIy give 
evidence to the effect that the moderate use of these drugs causes injury.is 
therefore less than those ~ho distinctly affirm that they do not, and forms but a 
small fraction of the whole body of witnesses. The evidence regarding the evil 
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effects of the excessive use is much' stronger. The humber of witnesses who 
are able to give information is indeed much smaller than might have been 
expected, and certainly indicates that the evil of excessive consumption is not 
widespread. But of those who do speak of the effects of ,excessive consumption, 
the very large majority state that they are evil. There are very few exceptional 
witnesses who allege that the 'excessi,'e use does no harm. ,This is precisely 
what might have been expected. The excessive use of any intoxicant cannpt 
be other than evil, and in the great majority of cases of excess the evil must be 
manifest. 

496. Tht! impressions which the evidence l"aves on the mind are these. the 
The general character of the evil results from the use of the drugs, whether 

" evidence. moderate or excessive, have not hitherto obtruded 
themselves on observation. The only manner in which they have really attract
ed attention is in respect to asylum statistics. Apart from this, the majority of 
witnesses have not seen the effects at all, and know nothing about them. Of the 
minority, a few witnesses only have had their attention drawn to the effects be
fore this inquiry began j the rest knew nothing of them until they began to
search them out on receipt of the questions issued by the Commission. Some 
of these witnesses fail to remember that in going to public places, such as shops or 
shrines where smokers congregate, to ascertain the effects, they have taken 
measures to see not the moderate, but the excessive, use of the drugs. They 
thus fail to discriminate between the moderate ahd excessive use. Their evidence 
is as unfair a representation of the general effects of the drug as would be the 
evidence of men regarding the general effects of alcohol who judged of these 
effects solely from what they saw in public houses in England. Further, a great 
deal of the evidence is based upon a casual observation of very few cases of 
actual consumers. The number of cases seen by a witness is as a rule too few 
to form an adequate basis for definite opinion in'respect to results. Yet there are 
but few witnesses who have seen and admitted this necessity for caution in the 
expression of opinion., Again, these cases are not only few in number, but as a 
rule very inadequately observed. There are very few of them indeed which have 
been known to the witnesses in any way intimately or for any fength of time. 
Occasionally a case is mentioned of a relative or personal acquaintance who has 
been seriously injured by excess. But as a rule the cas~s mentioned have been 
cases of wandering mendicants, devotees at temples or strangers in the street, 
cases observed in a shop visited for the purpose, or in a collection of social wrecks 
brought together for the witnesses' inspection, or (in the case of medical witnesses) 
outdoor patients who have come casually for relief, and whose history is unknown. 
Clearly these are not cases on which satisfactory conclusions can be based. It 
must be impossible to say with anything like certainty what features from among 
the physical, mental, and moral features of the case are due to circumstances and 
causes antecedent to or independent of the hemp drug habit, and what .(if any) 
may be reasonably ascribed, and in what degree, to that habit. 

497. The result of this has been to make much of the evidence vague and 

The Decessit]" ror testing it. 
unsatisfactory. It has been deemed necessary, there
fore, to make an effort to sift and test the evidence_ 

It can hardly be considered necessary to question tbe view that excessIVe con-
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sumption of these drugs indicates and intensifies mental and moral weakness, 
and must also be attended in all but exceptional constitutions with some visible 
physical injury. In regard to the moderate use, on the other hand, it would be 
quite wrong to accept without clear evidence the view that physical, mental, and 
moral injury resulted. In the absence of all physiological evidence of tissue 
changes being produced by these drugs, as they are produced by alcohol, it must 
be presumed, until the contrary appear, that the moderate use does not cause 
injury in any but the most exceptional cases. General experience warrants the 
admission that even the moderate use of such drugs may cause injury in excep
tional cases owing to idiosyncracy or peculiar diathesis. But as a rule, practi
cally without exception, the presumption must be against injury from the moder
ate use. It is necessary then to weigh the evidence carefully so as to ascertain 
both whether there is any ground for believing that the moderate use is attended . 
by evil results at all, and also what the particular results are which under any 
circumstances follow the use of the drugs •. 

. . 
498. Leaving out of account for the present the question of the connection of 

the drugs with insanity, there is no evidence of any 
Limitation of the issue. raised. weight regarding mental and moral, injury from the 

moderate use of the drugs. Vague statements are made by a small minority of 
the witnesses regarding the stupidity or moral weakness of consumers whom they 
have met. But after making allowance for the fact that these observations have 
often been of excessive consumers, and for the lower mental and moral tone 
found generally among the lower orders to which the consumers, or at all events 
the smokers of hemp drugs, almost exclusively belong, there is little left in the 
evidence on which to base any opinion. The statements, too, are of results of an 
indefinite character and difficult to gauge or account for even with careful observa
tion of the whole history of a case which is never possible in the instances adduced. 
Similarly, in regard to physical injury, there are a considerable number of vague 
statements made regarding "impairment of constitution," debility, emaciation, 
and other physical results of an indefinite character. These are largely accounted 
for by the mere fact that it is the poorer classes who ordinarily use these drugs. 
The poor cultivator or day labourer, who works hard and has nothing but 
a bare sufficiency of the necessaries of life, cannot be expected to be sleek. 
Witnesses who have spoken of the use of hemp as making men thin and ill
nourished looking have admitted that their experience is based only on what they 
have seen of the poor, and that among the poor there is no specially marked 
appearance of this kind among the consumers of. hemp. A similar fallacy is 
noticed by several witnesses. They point out that the drugs, which are more 
used in malarious and unhealthy tracts than elsewhere, are credited with the 
evil effects which result from the malarious and unhealthy conditions. As a 
matter of fact, the moderate consumer in such localities cannot, they say, be 
distinguished from the non-consumer. Then, again, a great deal of the vague 
evidence regarding the general injury to the constitution alleged to result from 
the use of hemp drugs is based on what the witnesses know of fakirs and wander
ing mendicants who consume the drugs. It is surprising to find witnesses who 
have had years of experience, whose work has brought them into close contact 
with the ordinary life of the people, testifying that they have never seen the 
drugs used except by religious mendicants, or known any of the effects of the 
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drugs except as shown in these classes. The mendicant, if he is ascetic, is 
naturally of a very spare and even emaciated, appearance. The use by such 
mendicants is better known to the community generally than the use by any 
other class. The mendicant pushes himself to the front wherever he goes, and 
be has no hesitation in asking for precisely the thing he wants at the time. His 
use of hemp is therefore known to all who meet him. The life he leads-a wander
ing, homeless life of exposure and self-imposed privation and unrest-makes him 
~s a rule thin and miserable in appearance. This appearance 01 the man, an un
known stranger, once seen perhaps as he passes through the village on his round 
of India, and never seen again, is often associated in, the mind of the witness 
with the use of hemp and not with the life that really produces it. Allowance 
must also be made for the large proportion of cases of excess which must have 
been found among the comparatively few cases observ,ed by the witnesses. 
The religious mendicant, for example, uses hemp drugs very frequently to 
.excess j and this is the class which has hitherto attracted most the attention 
of the witnesses. As to the cases seen since the Commission's questions 
drew attention to th'e subject, it must be borne in mind that they are 
of necessity chiefly cases' of excess. A Civil Surgeon asks a native practitioner 
to show him cases of the effects of hemp drugs, and the latter selects 
~ broken down consumer from among his patients and produces him. The Civil 
Surgeon forgets that he has never himself in years of experience seen the effects 
of the drugs; he forgets that unless the consumption of hemp is most exceptional, 
,or his friend's practice exceedingly smali, it is only to be expected that there 
should be ,consumers among his patients j and he accepts the case as an iIlustra. 
tion of the ill' effects of the drugs. A Collector asks a subordinate to collect the 
consumers in a town or village, and the subordinate gets together the social 
wre~ks from among the consumers of the drugs. No one would willingly join 
such a party for inspection except dissipated and degraded persons. Yet the Col
lector, without remembering this, and without enquiring how many of these social 
wreck~ are also consumers of alcohol and other intoxicants or are addicted to 
other vices, thinks he has got hold of something tangible to enable him to judge 
of the effects of the drugs. Similarly the missionary, am~ious to assist in this 
inquiry, goes to the drug shop, and sees the habitual excessive consumer at his pipe. 
Perhaps he finds him a lean, miserable man, though indeed some witnesses of 
this class have evidently been agreeably surprised at what they have seen. The 
witness is, however, led as a rule to ascribe anythir.g of misery or evil that he 
sees to the drug about which he is interested without considering that he knows 
nothil'lg of the history or circumstances of the men whom he thus meets for the 
first time. Such mistakes are not confined to European witnesses. Native wit
nesses of all classes have similarly searched out cases of evil results ascribed to 
hemp drugs, have obtained assistance in collecting them, have visited the places 
where consumption to excess is practised, and have often given what they have 
learned in this hasty inquiry as the undoubted and inevitable effects of the use of 
the drugs. The mere fact that they had no information to give without making in
quiry, and that the effects of the drugs had never attracted their attention before in 
4lI1 their lives, should have warned them of the necessity for caution in generalising 
from the limited experience they had thus specially to acquire. The difficulty, if, 
not impossibility, of judging under the circumstances in almost any case whether 
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the conditions observed were due to such general causes as poverty or malaria, '01" 

to such special causes as vicious or dissolute habits or even disease, quite apart from 
hemp drugs, has been too often forgotten. And the evidence is vague and unreliable~ 
On the whole, then, it seems best to devote attention to clear and definite issues. 
and to discuss under physical effects the alleged causation of specific diseases 
like dysentery, bronchitis, and asthma which are frequently mentioned j under 
mental effects, the alleged causation of insanity j and under moral effects, the: , 
alleged connection between hemp drugs and crime. 



CHAPTER XI. 
EFFECTS-PHYSICAL. 

499. In regard to these definite physical results, the only evi'dence to which 
much weight can be attached is the evidence of the 

Medical evideD.ce regarding ely. medical witnesses. From their training and oppor
seDtery, bronchitis, a.nd asthma. 

tunities of observation they are the only witnesses 
qualified to give reliable evidence. It is proposed to examine this medical evid
ence in detail. 

500. In Bengal eight commissioned medical officers were examined on the 

Bengal. 
effects of the moderate use of the drugs. Surgeon
Lieutenant-Colone1 h Russell (witness No. 105), 20 

years in civil employ in Bengal and Assam, a witness whose evidence has frequently 
been quoted by the Commission, stated that the use of the drug does not cause 
bronchitis, dysentery, or asthma, and that scarcely any other noxious effects are 
induced. Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel Russick Lall Dutt (witness No. 107), an 
officer of over 2~ years' experience, stated: "Very moderate smoking of ganja or 
charas or moderate drinking of siddhi in infusion do not produce any appreciable 
effects ............ but these moderate cases are seldom long-lived. There is in th!!m 
a slow and insidious undermining process going on in their digestive, respiratory, 
and nervous systems, which predispose them to acute diseases and cut their lives 
short." . Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel Price (witness No. 108), of 21 years' service, 
who had frequently come across consumers of hemp drugs, was unable to answer 
the question regarding effects. Surgeon-Captain Prain (witness No. 113) stated: 
" I do not believe that the habitual moderate use of any of these drugs produces 
any noxious effects-physical,mental, or moral. I think that perhaps the use 
of bhang does injure the digestion and impair appetite even when used moderate
ly, but I am convinced that it neither causes dysentery, bronchitis, or asthma." 
Surgeon-Major Cobl:i (witness No. 110) stated that the drugs did 1I0t cause 
asthma, bronchitis, or dysentery j and in cross-examination he stated: "I have 
no experience that the excessive use of the drug produces dysen-tery and 
bowel-complaints." Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel Flood Murray (witness No. 
1(2), five years in military service and nineteen years in civil employ, quoted the 
opinion of a pandit whom he consulted regarding the ill effects of the drugs. 
In cross-examination he stated: "The general statement as contained in my 
written answer is a statement made to me by this hakim and others to whom t 
applied for information. My OW" experience in no way corroborates it." "Sur
geon-Lieutenant-Colonel Bovill (witness No. 109), of 21 years'service, stated that 
the habitual moderate use of bhang does not produce any ill effects, and in many 
cases that of ganja is equally harmless. He ac;lded : "I know of no case where it 
has caused bronchitis, dysentery, or asthma, but I have noted hoarseness of the 
voice probably due to some laryngeal irritation among ganja smokers. " Surgeon. 
Lieutenant-Colonel Crombie (witness No. 1°4),0£ over 20 years' service, is not 
aware of any ill effects being produced by the moderate use of the drugs'; but he 
added: "If any were produced, the use would no longer be moderate, but exces. 
sive :" In cross-examination Dr. Crombie stated: "I have had no experience of 
any diseases attributable to ganja. My experience has been chiefly in Eastern 
Bengal, where ganja is largely consumed." 
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Twenty-three assistant surgeons were examined. Assistant Surgeon 
Devendranath Roy (witness No. 123), of over 20 years' service, and who 
has had service in Rajputana, the North-Western Provinces, Behar, and Ben
gal, where hemp drugs are used by a lar-ge portion of the people, is of 
opinion that those who smoke ganja not more than twice or thrice a day do 
not suffer in general health j bhang does not impair the digestion, whereas 
ganja does. "Those of my patients," he remarks, "who admitted having 
been habitual ganja smokers suffered from dysentery or diarrhoea, but they have' 
been exposed to conditions which produce these ailments. Hence I do not draw 
any conclusion as to ganja being a primary cause of those diseases." Assist
ant Surgeon Preonath Bose (witness No. 122), Teacher of Materia Medica and 
Pharmacy in the Dacca Medical School, clearly: has no personal knowledge of 
the effects, as he remarked: "Ev~dence on these points is conflicting. Some of 
the consumers maintain, others deny, that evil' effects are produced." Another 
teacher at the same school (witness No. 121) stated: "Evidence on these points is 
conflicting. The general consensus of opinion is that the habitual moderate use 
of bhang and ganja does not impair the constitution." Assistant Surgeon 
Soorjee Narain Singh, of 28 years' service, now Teacher of Materia Medica, Patna 
Medical School (witness No. 125), stated that" habitual moderate consumers 
of bhang, ganja, or charas do not apparently suffer from any injurious effects." 
Assistant Surgeon Narendra Nath Gupta (witness No. 120) as Deputy Superintend
ent of Vaccination and as a Deputy Sanitary Commissioner and as Civil Medical 
Officer has had considerable opportunities for noting the effects of the drugs. His 
opipion is that the moderate use of ganja and bhang does not produce any noxious 
effects. Durga Dass Lahiri, L.M.S. (witness No. 132), a private medical practitioner, 
said: "I have not seen any evil results mentioned when taken moderately, but it is 
very difficult to keep to moderation." Assistant Surgeon Taraprosanna Roy (wit-

- ness No. 116) is Chemical Examiner to the Government of Bengal. He stated that 
the habitual moderate use of the three drugs is not known to 'produce any noxious 
effects. Assistant Surgeon Bosonto Kumar Sen (witness No. 119) has had service 
in ganja producing districts. He stated that the use of ganja and bhang produces 
noxious effects, and" generally produce dysentery, asthma, and bronchitis." The 
cross·examination of this witness is of interest. "I have seen more than one person, 
about half adozen, in my village ......... suffering from dysentery, bronchitis, and 
asthma who were also ganja smokers. _ Tjzey were all excessive smokers. These 
effects do not follow the moderate, but the excessive, use. It is a mistake to have 
put them under the moderate uSe ......... The fact that they were ganja S!!1t>kers led 
me to believe that these effects were due to ganja ........ I have no recollection of ever 
treating any case of dysentery, bronchitis, or asthma caused by ganja. These cases 
are the basis of my remarks. I do not remember any caseof dysentery, bronchitis, or 
asthma in a ganja smoker which I attributed to any other cause. In other words, 
when I saw ganja smokers suffering from these diseases, I attributed them to ganja. 
This was tu'enty years ago, before I was a medical student." Pyari Sankar Dass 
Gupta, L.M.S. (witness No. 134), is a private medical practitioner, Secretary to the 
Bogra Medical Society of ten members, and a member of a temperance associa
tion founded by the late Keshub Chunder Sen. The witness is pledged against 
t~e use of an intoxicants. This witness submitted three papers to the Commission 
which seem to illustrate the development of tradition into opinion. In one paper 
the witness states: "The smokers of ganja often suffer from hoarseness of voice 
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produced by the continual inhalation of its fumes, giving rise to sore.throat, bron· 
chitis, and carbonaceous, phthisis ........... .It has long been a tradition in our 
country that the ganja·khors always die of dysentery, their intestines gradua11y 
sloughing away." In his second paper the wit(less states: "Ganja smokers gen· 
era11y die of bloody dysentery, asthma and phthisis, and hremoptysis." And in his 

• 
last paper he says: "It produces bloody dysentery and chest diseases, blood· 
spitting, bronchitis, asthma, and phthisis." Kailas Chundra Bose, L.M.S. (witness 
No. 135), is a private medical practitioner in Calcutta with an extensive practice. 
He states that no ill effects are' produced by the moderate use, and that, instead of 
causing bronchitis, dysentery, or asthma, it ·relieves these affections. The witness, 
however, states in his oral examination: " My experience is not to any large extent 
what I have gathered in my practice, but rather what I have learnt from smokers." 
Assistant Surgeon Akbar Khan (witness No. 124) is another Teacher in the Patna 
Medical School. He states the habitual moderate use of any of the drugs does not 
produce noxious effects, but that charas and ganja cause dysentery, bronchitis, and 
asthma if the consumers are not we11 fed. Witnesses Nos. 126 and 138 consider 
that no ill effects are produ<;ed. Assistant Surgeon Upendra Nath Sen (witness 
No. 118) states tbat bronchitis and asthma are common complaints of ganja smok
ers. Madhab Krishna Dass, L.M.S. (witness No. 158), a private practitioner in 
Calcutta, considers that smoking may cause dysentery, bronchitis, or asthma. As
sistant Surgeon Durga Nath Chakravarti (witness No. 150) considers that" ganja 
causes dysentery after a long run." AnnodaPrasanna Ghatak, M.B. (witness No. 
148), a private medical practitioner, considers that digestive complaints are caused 
when good food is not procurable. Rakhal Das Ghosh, L.M.S. '(witness No. 149), 
a private practitioner in Calcutta, had apparently'seen no ill effects caused by the 
drug. The remaining witnesses in this class clearly failed to discriminate between 
the moderate and excessive use, and their evidence has not been ·considered. 

Three hospital assistants were examined. One ~ave no reply regarding, 
. moderate use. The o\her stated: "The habitual moderate use of ganja or charas 

does not produce any noxious effects-physical, ment~l, or moral; but the use of 
ganja impairs the constitution in some way or other ...... ...... and has. a tendency 
towards bronchitis and asthma." Witness No. '145 is a vernacular class hospital 
assistant, but not now in Government employ. According tothis witness, moderate 
use of ganja leads to excessive use. "The habitual moderate consumers, as 
we11 as the excessive consumers, suffer in theirlungs and become insane ........ Jljo 
intoxicant can be taken in moderation except when administered me~icinally." 

Fifteen native practitioners were examined. Bijoya Ratna Sen (witness No. 
151), a kabiraj practising in Calcutta, considers that th~ habitual moderate use of 
ganja or charas, but not siddhi, may in some cases cause bronchitis, dysentery, or 
asthma. Witness No. 152, also of Calcutta, gives the same reply couched in 
the same language. Witness No. 126, of Nattore, in the Rajshahi district, and 
witness No. 153, of Calcutta, both consider the moderate use harmless. Piyari 
Mohan (witness No~ 154), a kabiraj, states: "I know it causes dysentery, and I be
lieve owing to its heating power it can cause bronchitis and asthma," Kedares
war Acharjya (witness No. 137) remarks: " Those ganja smokers who cannot com
mand abundant wholesome food suffer from dysentery, but it is difficult to deter
mine how far it is due to ganja or to improper food. As to asthma, I have not seen 
any typical case originating from ganja smoking. I know that a chronic catarrhal 
condition of the air passages with a certain amount of spasm is the misfortune of 

\ 
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many old ganja smokers. I know a friend who suffered from chronic bronchitis, 
and in whom asthmatic fits were induced hy attempts to smoke ganja." The 
witness refers also to another case in which a habitual ganja smoker had an asth
matic attack "which subsided on breaking off the habit and reappeared on 
resuming it." This witness lays stress on personal idiosyncrasy as modif,ying 
the effects of the drugs, and on the importance of a diet rich in fat. Witness 
No. 155, another kabiraj, states that, while no ill effects are produced, occasionally 
it causes dysentery, bronchitis, and asthma, Witness No. 128, also a kabiraj, 
states that, according to the Aurveda Shastra, smoking these drugs causes bronchi
tis and asthma, and in his opinion" even the moderate use of any of these drugs, 
not according to the rules of Shastra, is injurious in its effects." This witness 
does not appear to have any personal knowledge of ill effects, but to base his 
views on the teachings of. the Shastras. Witness No. 139 states: "Certainly they 
produce noxious effects on the moral and physical constitution j" but as the 
witness is silent,as. to the effects of excessive use, probably he has not discriminated 
between the two uses of the drugs. Witness No. 157, a vaid, considers that even 
the habitual moderate use of these· drugs produces noxious effects. Tbis is the 
pandit who was consulted by Dr. Flood Murray (witness No. 102), and who pro
duced two cases of hemp drug asthma and weakened heart for Dr. Murray's 
inspection. These seem to have been the only cases in any way connected with 
hemp drugs that he had. Witness No. 146 is a zamindar and medical practi
tioner, and does not reply as to effects. Witness No. 147 studied two and a half 
years at the Calcutta Medical College, but took no degree. He stales that no 
noxious effects are produced without giving details. 

501, Thre~ commissioned and three uncovenanted medical officers were 
examined in Assam. Surgeol1-Maj~r Macnamara 
(witness No. 20) has been for thirteen years among 

people who make use of hemp products to a greater or less degree. He is Civil 
Surgeon 1)£ Tezpur, and has had opportunities of observing the effects of the drug 
on tea garden coolies. Regarding the effects caused by the moderate use of the 
drugs, the witness remarked: "I can't define moderation no more than I can in the 
case of alcohol. The limit is reached when any ill effects are apparent when the 
limit is crossed. The constitution is impaired and digestion is injured. Dysentery, 
bronchitis, and .asthma find an easier .victim." On cross-examination, the wit
ness stated: "In regard to the effects of the drugs, I mean what I have seen in 
people taking the drugs just as I know the effects of alcohol. I have never seen a 
man actually taking ganja, although I have tried to get people to do so." Surgeon
Major H. C .. ·Banerji has had 14 years' service, out of which five years have been 
passed as a Civil Surgeon. in Assam. This officer considers that bronchitis, 
asthma, and dysentery are not produced by the moderate use of the drugs. Dr. 
Macleod (witness No. 23) stated that bronchitis, asthma, and dysentery are 
caused, but fails to. answer the question regarding results of excessive use j and 
there is every probability that he failed to discriminate between the moderate an d 
excessive use. Surgeon-Major Mullane (witness No. 19), out of nearly 17 years' 
service, has spent 13 years in the plains districts of the Assam Valley. Regarding 
effects, he remarked: "Among natives there is a widespread belief that the 
mortality among ganja consumers from bowel complaints is heavy." He fails to 
answer the question regarding results of excessive use; and from the nature .of 
his reply quoted it is fair to assume that he has no personal knowledge regarding 
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effects of either the moderate or excessive use of the drugs. Dr. Partridge, 
(witness No. 22) is an officer of 26 years' service, and stated that he has never 
seen the evil effects of the drug except in cases under observation for insanity; 
.,' the effects apart from that have never attracted my attention." 

Three assistant surgeons were e~amined. Witness No. 25 states:" Moderate 
use has not, I believe, much to do with bronchitis, dysentery, or asthma." Witness 
No. 26 considers that" ganja ~moking causes asthma and, bronchitis," but he 
does not appear ,to discriminate between the moderate and excessive use. Wit
Dess No. 30 states that the drug "does not cause dysentery, bronchitis, or 
asthma j rather moderateganja smoking allays hard breathing in asthma." 

, . 
Two hospital assistants were examined. 'Witness No. 27, after stating in his 

paper that in long standing cases the use of the drug is certain to cause bron
chitis, asthma, and dysentery, admitted in his cross-examination: .. It is no use my 
making any statement, because! have no experience of the effects of ganja; 
and in fact know nothing about it." Witness No. 28 considers that the drug 
causes bronchitis, asthma, and dysentery; but he fails to answer the question re~ 
garding results of excessive use, and it is fair to assume that he has not discrimina
ted between the moderate and excessive use. 

Only one native practitioner was examined (witness No. 31), who considered 
that bronchitis, asthma, and dysentery were caused by the moderate ,use j but from 
his written statement it is obvious that he failed to discriminate between the, 
moderate and ex cessive use. 

502. In the North-Western Provinces nineteen commissioned and two uncov-

North.Western ProviDc... enanted medical officers were examined. Surgeon-
Major Tuohy (witness No. 87), of thirteen years' 

service, stated: " I am unable to answer these questions from personal observation. 
The consumers of the drugs have assured me that they calise no illeffect s of any' 
kind when taken in moderation. One man only said that bron«hitis and asthma, 
were caused." Witnesses No. 75 and 89 stated that no ill effects are induced by 
the moderate use. Dr. Harding (witness No. 92) in his paper ascribed bronchitis 
and asthma to the moderate use, but on cross-examination admitted that II the 
moderate use of these drugs does not in my opinioll cause any injury or lead' 
to allY baneful results." Surgeon-Captain Roberts (witness No. 91) premises his 
written statement by remarking that .. until this enquiry I knew absol~tely 
nothing about the hemp plant, its use or abuse, save a few grains of information 
acquired by any student of materia medica in a medical schoo!." Dr. Roberts 
has had Sl years' service in India j for one year he toured through towns and 
villages of the North-Western Provinces and Oudh, and for nearly two years he' 
has acted as a Civil Surgeon, and for the remainder of his service he was in 
charge of native regiments. Dr. Roberts remarked: "So far as the foregoing 
opportunities served to impress my powers of observation, absolutely no question 
of the use, and still less of the abuse, of hemp drugs by the people of India hall 
arisen in my mind prior to this inquiry .......... _ ....... Those who most strongly 
aver the ill effects of hemp'deal (when questioned for definite facts) in general. 
ities, . suggesting a dyscrasia, loss of functional power, impotence, chronic 
rheumatism, pallor, and atrophy, and all these results are precisely what I am led' 
to expect from malarial and splenic cachexia." Surgeon-Major F. C. Chatterji 
(witness No. 85) has had a lifelong experience of India from Peshawar to Burma • 

• 
53 
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He stated that no ill effects from the moderate use are known to him. Surgeon
Lieutenant-Colonel B. O'Brien (witness No. 80), of over 20 years' service, stated 
that no impairment of the constitution is produced; "it gives great relief in dysen
tery." He added: " In both the Agra and Benares Lunatic Asylums it is thought 
by the o!ficials that asthma is more prevalent amongst the insane who indulge in 

. ganja. I could find no evidence to substantiate this idea. During my 20 years' 
attendance at dispensaries in these provinces, I have never met a patient who 
alleged that he was suffering from the effects of the use, moderate or otherwise, 
of hemp drugs." Surgeon-Major Cadge (witness No. 81), ·of over IS years' service, 
stated that the habitual moderate use of bhang 'does not act injuriously in any 
way any more than the habitual moderate use of alcohol. Surgeon-Major W. 
Deane (witness No. 88), of 13 years' service, ten of which have been spent in the 
North-Western Provinces and one in Burma, has no personal observations regard
ing iiI effects to offer. The greater part of his information has been derived from an 
assistar.t surgeon. Surgeon. Lieutenant-Colonel A. J. Wilcocks (witness No. 76), 
of over 20 years' service, has no personal knowledge of ill effects ensuing from 
moderate use. "On the contrary, it is an excellent drug in the treatment of dysen
tery." Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel Moriarty (witness No. 79), of over 20 years' 
service, stated on cross.examination: "I have been led to' understand that it 
was a peculiarity of charas smoking to tend to cause asthma ............ I have 
never personally seen any case of asthma or bronchitis which I could attribute 
to' charas." Witness No. 93 made no attempt to discriminate between the 
moderate and excessive use of the drugs. Brigade.Surgeon-Lieutenant:ColoneI 
W. R. Hooper (witness No. 74), of 33'years' service, of which 30 years have been 

. sPent in civil employ, remarked that no ill effects are induced in a healthy subject 
by the moderate use of the drugs; but, on the contrary, he considers that in some 
cases of asthma and chronic bronchitis smoking ganja or charas may be 
beneficial. ' Cross-examined as to the basis of his remarks, Dr. Hooper stated: 
"My remarks about the absence of ill results from the moderate use of the 
drugs on a healthy subject are based on enquiry made from natives both 
recently and formerly. I have not seen asthma or bronchitis due to 
smoking ganja. I have ,no experience of such· smoking as :;, remedy 
for these diseases." Surgeon-Captain Morwood (witness, No. 90), of 6i 
years' service, who has had no opportunity of obtaining information about 
hemp drugs, stated that ill effects are probably not induced if good food 
be procurable. "May perhaps cause cough." Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel 
G. Hall (wintess No. 78), of over 20 years' service and large jail experience, 
considers that no. ill effects are caused by moderate use. Surgeon-Captain 
Weir (witness No. 84) stated that charas and ganja weaken the constitution; 
bhang does not seem to do so: ganja and charas both cause difficulty in breath
ing ; bhang does not. The witness does not touch upon the effects of excessive use, 
and may be presumed to have made no distinction between moderation and excess. 
Surgeon-Captain C. Mactaggart (witness No. 83) stated that in moderate doses 
it ,does not appea~ to have any effect in producing diseases; the witness 
bases his opinion on what he had learned from prisoners who had been consumers 
of hemp rrugs before coming into jail under his charge. Surgeon-Major E., 
Mair (witness No. 82) has been in the Jail Department for a number of years, 
but has ,had no special opportunities for obtaining information. He stated: II It is 
a common opinion that smoking ganja or charas is a frequent cause of bronchitis 
and asthma." The witness does not deal with the results of the excessive use of 
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the drugs, and may be presumed not to have disctiminated. Surgeon:Lieutenant
Colonel Holmes (witness No. 77) is also a Superintendent of a central jail. He 
-stated: " Those who habitual1y smoke ganja or charas suffer from chest affections: 
•.......•..• said also to cause dysentery, bronchitis, and asthma." The witness does 
not distinguish between moderate and excessive use j and the basis of his informa~ 
tionis " from seeing effects on prisoners and others, and from enquiries made. of 
the various' officials and medical subordinates." Surgeon.Major G. Emerson (wit
ness No. 86) has had sixteen years' service, seven of which have been in civil 
~mploy. He remarked: "I have never seen dysentery caused by it, but there is 
no doubt that bronchitis and asthma are to a great extent due to the use of 
charas and ganja." On cross·examination, the witness said: "My opinion in 
J:egard to moderate use of ganja and charas is that evil effects might be pro-
du~ed in certain cases even by moderate use, but as a rule not ............ I should 
not be prepared to attribute to the moderate use of these drugs any further evil 
effects than to the moderate use of tobacco. I should like to transfer my 
remarks now to answer No. 46, which deals with the excessive use." 

Twenty·four assistant surgeons were examined. Witness No. 109 stated: 
." I have had to treat a few cases of .chronic bronchitis and asthma in which 
·charas smoking was the alleged ·cause. Charas smokers cough very much." . On 
·cross·examination the witnesS said: " I may say that I did not make enquiry as to 
whether the bronchitis or asthma was really due to charas, and as a fact people 
.suffering from these complaints often take to charas for relief." Witness No. [OS 

stated: "Smoking causes bronchitis and asthma, but drinking (bhang) does not, 
and is beneficial in dysentery." On oral examination the witness stated: "The 
smoking of ganja and charas caused asthma and bronchitis within my own observa
tion. I have found these diseases very prevalent among those who smoke the 
drugs to excess. The model'ate use will bring about the same results in time, but 
I have no personal experience of this. It is not a fact that ganja smoking is a 

.domestic remedy against asthma and bronchitis, but dhatura is so used." The 
witness then referred to two cases of asthma .which he attributes to the drug. 
" Both.these cases began with the moderate use, which developed into the excessive 
be/ore the effects I have described came o~. I have no experience of the moder.ate 
use causing such serious results, but I think it probable it could if long continu
ed." Witness No. 96 does /lot mention any diseases as resulting from the moder
ate use. S. P. Roy (witness No. 120) is. an M.B. of the Calcutta Uni~ 

versity and not in Government employ j he is Municipal Analyst, Al1ahabad. His 
evidence is to the following effect; " Cases of chronic bro~chitis and bronchial 
asthma and dysentery are too numerous to be cited. It is a popular notion, and 
i believe well founded in Bengal, that the habitual ganja smokers suffer from 
bronchitis and die ultimately from hloody stools." On cross-examination the 
witness stated: "I have never seen any ganja smokers of long standing who do 
not suffer from bronchitis and bronchial asthma, and in making this statement 
I do not confine it to my professional observation. I have not noticed that 
dysentery is so commonly connected with the hemp drugs. I have heard of 
ganja being smoked for the relief of asthma, and I have tried the extract of Cat'
nabis indica for it without good results." Assistant Surgeon Subhan Ali (witness • 
No. 98) is an M.R.C.S. and L.R.C.P. of London, and stated that. ganja and 
charas cause bronchitis and asthma. Witness No. 103 states: "Ganja and 
.charas very often produce asthma and bronchitis and sometimes dysentery, but one 
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elzillum a day would not do so." Assistant Surgeon Hari Lal (witness No. 104) 
differentiates between the moderate use oJ bhang and ganja and charas. Bhang the
witness considers does not cause dysentery, bronchitis, or asthma j ganja and charas: 
impair the constitution slowly and cause bronchitis and asthma. Isan Chandar. 
Roy, M.S. (witness NO.1 27), is a private practitioner. He stated:" In some per-' 
sons moderate use does not prod uce noxious effects. But in certain persons, espe
c:ially those who are predisposed or' whose particular organs are already weakened, 
may have their digestive organs impaired, dysentery, bronchitis, or asthma being' 
produced." Witness No. 107 considers that, provided good food be obtainable; the· 
moderate use does not cause asthma or'bronchitis.' Witness No. 101 stated that 
dysentery is not caused, but bronchitis and asthma may result from habitual use of 
ganja and charas. Witness No. 99 stated that all these diseases are produced. 
Witness .No .. JOO, on the other hand, made a diametrically opposite statement, 
vis., that nqne of these diseases are produced. Manllhar Pershad Tewari (wit-

. ness No. 130) was formerly in Government service, but is now a private practitioner
for the last eight years. He considers that the use of any of these drugs, except 
bhang, does cause dysentery, bronchitis, and asthma. On oral examination, the
witness stated: " I have,bad four or five, or atmost ten, patients a year who came 
before me in my Frivate practice who were in the habit of using intoxicants. Of 
these, the most, up to eight, are consumers of hemp drugs. The other consumers. 
of hemp drugs referred to were suffering from diarrhrea, dysentery, dyspepsia, 
bronchitis, asthma, and h:emoptysis. r attributed these to the hemp drugs. 
These people were alI habitual c~nsumers, and they themselves said that they 
were consumers, and that they could Rot get enough of the drug, and that made 
them ill, or they were indulging to excess and had not sufficient nourishment, i.e., 
rich food, which is required in the case of a consumer. These are the reasons whJ 
I conclude that these diseases were due to the drugs. In all cases of the above
mentioned diseases, when the consumption of these drugs waS discovered, the 
disease was assigned to these drugs if no other cause-e.g., the prevalence of mala
rial fever-was discoverable. There were no doubt other consumers of ~emp drugs 
who came before me beyond the average of eight a year, but I cannot say how 
many, as no enquiry was made about their habit, as it had nothing to do with their 
disorders." Witness No. 97 considers that while the moderate use of bhang
produces no noxious effects, the use of charas and ganja does in the long run. 
Witness No. 112 stated the drugs do not cause bronchitis, asthma, or dysentery. 
Assistant Surgeon Man Mohan Das (witness No. 94) has been in Govern
ment service for 16 years j he has served in Bengal, Madras, and the North. Western
Provinces. He stated .that the habitual moderate use of bhang causes no 'noxious 
effects. "The moderate use of charas and ganja has some injurious effects ....... . 
But the evil effects of charas and ganja appear to be exaggerated. In fact, they are
all due to excessive doses of the drugs. There are hundreds among Kahars, Malhas, 
and other lower classes, and even among the higher classes, who with a habitual 
moderate dose of charas or ganja keep their health well and live a long life, and it 
does not affect their moral or mental condition. But it is difficult for a ganja or charas 
smoker to keep within moderate limits. In most cases, say about three·fourths 
of the smokers will go to excess, and then all the evil effects will follow." On cross
examination, the witness admitted that his statement regarding three·fourths of the 
moderate consumers going on to I!xcess was an exaggeration, and said: " I should 
m>w say that the proportion of consumers who go to excess is about one-fourth." 
Witness No. 95 considers that habitual moderate consumers who can afford 
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nourishing food seldom suffer from any ill effects. Witness 1'\0. I II stated that the 
habitual use of ganj~. or charas does not cause bronchitis, asthma, or dysentery, 
but cures these diseases.' Witness No. 106 gave no informatiol! of effects induced 
by the excessive use i with regard to the moderate use, he stated tlie effects are 
"not much marked," and that bronchitis and asthma might be caused after long 
use. Nobin Chandra Mitter (witness No. 148) is a retired assistant surgeon. He 
stated that during a period extending over thirty years he has treated thousands 
of persons habitually addicted to the use of the drugs, and has had ample oppor
tunity of observing the effects. He is of opinion that the habitual moderate use. 
provided good rich food be procurable, does not induce any physical effects for 
a long time. The ultimate effects of prolo.nged use of bhang, though moderate. 
weaken the nervous system and occasionally ,gives rise to palpitation of the 
heart. Ganja under the same conditions he has known to have caused bronchitis 
and dysentery. 'Yitness No. 108 ha~ had over 23 years' experience, and has never 
seen any noxious effects induced by the moderate use of any of the drugs. 
Assistant Surgeon .Munna Lall (witness No. 123), who has had twenty years' 
experience, and witnesses Nos. 110 and 102 give similar evidence. 

Eight hospital assistants were examined. JatiJal Khan, witness No. 113, is 
one of the old class of vernacular hospital assistants. He considers that daily 
use of the drugs in moderate quantity induces noxious· effects. On oral examin
ation he stated: "Out of one hundred ganja smokers who come sick to the dispen
sary, I find ·that seventy-five have chronic bronchitis or dysentery andtll'enty
five haye some mental disorder." Witness No. 121 is described as a pensioner, 
native· doctor, and health officer, Aligarh, and gave evidence to the follow
ing effect: "It is not injurious to the constitution otherwise than by causing 
thinness ............... At the time 'of their use the man su,ffers from asthma 
and bronchitis i after leaving their use, he suffers from diarrhcea and dysentery." 
Witness No. 114 considers that no ill effects are induced. Witness No. 118, a re
tired .hospital assistant, considers" that charas and ganja alone produce bronchitis 
and asthma, and bhang does not i none produce dysentery." Witness No. 119, 

another retired hospital assistant, replies to the question in precisely the same 
language and to the same effect. Witness No. 115 states the drugs do not cause 
dysentery, but bronchitis and asthma result from continued use. Witnesses Nos. 
116 and 1 q state that charas and ganja cause bronchitis and asthma i the latter 

, witness states he is not aware whether dysentery is produced or not. 

Fifty·two nati\'e practitioners were examined, of whom 26 failed to discrimi
!late between the moderate and excessi~e use of the drugs. Their replies are not 
further consider~d. Three gave no reply. Witness No. 122, of over IS years' 
experience, conside~s that no ill effects are induced. Witness No. 124 speaks only 
of bhang, aild considers that it does not injure the constitution i he is silent, 
however, as to any alleged physical ill effects. Witness No. 125' is a hakim, 
and considers that ganja and charas produce bronchitis and asthma. Wit
ness No. 126, a private medical practitioner, gives similar evidence. \Vitness 
No. 164, a hakim, stated that bhang causes no injury, but the moderate use of 
ganja and charas causes bronchitis, asthma, and dysentery. Witness No. 165, 

a hakim, remarked: "Injures soul and body,' impairs semen, and impairs 
digestion no doubt." Witness No. 167, a hakim, considers that use causes 
dysentery, bronchitis, and asthma. Witness No. 132, a vaid, considers that ganja 

54 
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and charas produce asthma. Witness No. '134, a private medicai pral:titioner, 
considers the drugs injurious to the bowels and lungs. On cross·examination he 
stated: "There would be no harm to speak,of if Q man continued to be a moder
ate consumer of ganja or charas. But I think it, difficult to keep the habit 
within bounds." .Witness No. 136 'stated: "Unless used as a digestiv.e, causes 
asthma, deafness, and thinness." 'Witness No. 137 stated that ganja and charas 
(among other evils) cause "asthma to those who are weak." Bhang has no 
injurious effects unless taken in great excess. Witness No. 170, a native physi
cian, stated that" habitual consumers do not feel any physical, mental, or moral 
IOJury. They neither feel pain nor ever have cough." Witness No. 171 con- . 
siders that bhang produces no noxious effects, but that ganja and charas cause 
dysentery, bronchitis, or asthma. Witness No. 172 states that ganja or charas 
may cause dysentery and asthma j bhang is less harmful. No reply is given 
to the question dealing with excess which is apparently not distinguished 
from the moderate use. Witness No. 143 considers that charas and ganja 
produce" variou~ diseases." Witness No. 146 does not 'deal with the moder
ate use. Witness No. 147 considers that bhang and charas are both injuri
ous. "Bhang impairs the a'ppetite in the end and charas causes bronchitis 
and asthma." \Vitness No. 173, a hakim of twenty years' experience, replied 
that" ganja often brings on bronchitis and asthma, and charas produces in
flammation of the stomach and liver. None of them, however, has been found to 
cause dysentery." Witness No. 149 considers that bronchitis and asthma are 
produced. Witness No. 151 stated that ganja produces bronchitis and asthma, 
but not dysentery. Witness No. 152 stated that the use of charas and ganja causes . , 

cough and asthma. Witness No. 153 st.ated that ganja and charas give rise to 
a number of diseases, "especially to complaints of the stomach, lungs, brain, liver, 
bowels, etc." Witness No. 174 considers that the use of ganja and charas causes 
bronchitis and asthma. Witness No. 160 stated that, in addition to bronchitis and 
asthma, dysentery is also caused. Witness No. 158 considers bhang to be harm
less, but that charas and ganja cause dysentery, bronchitis, and asthma. Witness 
No. 159, a vaid, stated that" ganja and charas weaken the heart, dry the consti. 
tution, and create lung diseases." 

503. In the Punjab, Surgeon-Major J. A. Cunningham, witness No. 35, of 

Punjab. 
over 12 years' service, stated that charas and ganja 
smoked cause chest affections, but not dysentery. 

Surgeon-Major Dennys, witness No. 34, $tated that" charas smokers, even in 
moderation, are generally emaciated and in poor health, and are depraved crea
tures both mentally and physically. This is not the case with moderate con
sumers of bhang as far as I have been able to gather." The witness does not 
mention any connection between the use of the drugs and chest' affections or 
dysentery. 

• 
Of the assistant surgeon and qualified private practItIOner class eight were 

examined. Witness No. 48 is an L.M.S. and a private practitioner. He stated 
that" charas and ganja always bring on bronchitis and asthma if very large 
quantities ar~ smoked. It brings on dysentery also." A perusal of this evide,nce 
indicates that the witness has mixed up the effects induced by moderate and exces
sive use of the drugs. Assistant Surgeon Jai Singh (witness No., 47) considers 
that the use of the drugs does not seem to cause bronchitis, asthma, or dysentery. 
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but rather cures them. Witness No. 39, 'also an assistant surgeon, stated that the 
use of bhang is probably quite free from noxious effects, but' abuse of charas 
brings on bronchitis and asthma. Assistant. Surgeon Rahim Khan (witness No. 
37) is Superintendent, Medical School, Lahore, and hali had 33 years' residence 
in the Punjab, and has been connected with the out· patient department, Medical 
College Hospital, for that period. He stated: "There are no bad after effects' 
from bhang, but even the moderate use of charas brings on chest affections." 
Cross-examined as to the meaning the witness attached to moderate, he replied: 
"I call ten or twelve chillums, costing one or two annas, in the 24 hours moderate 
use. I know of no more moderate use than that. I know 01 no case of a man using 
'only one or two chillums a day. I would caU a man taking one or two annas' worth 
.a. day a 'charasi '." It is clear that this witness knows nothing of the moderate 
use. Assistant Surgeon Mehr Chand (witness No. 40) stated that the 
moderate use of bhang produces no noxious effects, while charas, if even 
used moderately, brings on brorichitis and asthma, general irritation of the re
spiratory organs, indigestion, and dysentery. On cross-examination the witness 
-said: " As to c!ysen'tery, I saw a case of a man who said he was a charas smoker, 
and took an excessive dose, and it brought on dysentery. I had doubt as to this 
being the cause. But I think charas may injure the digestion and predispose to 
diarrhrea or dysentery. I have not enough of cases to be able to say that the drug 
really produces dysentery. I am not certain. But I have had one or two allegations 
as to this being the cause, and! had no other cause. I ought to say rather' it may 
produce' than 'it does produce dysentery.''' Assistant Surgeon Bhagwan Dass 
(witness No. 36) is Civil Surgeon of ]hang, and has nearly 25i years' service. 
He stated that charas or ganja smoking caused indigestion and diarrhcea and 
~hronic bronchitis. On oral examination the witness stated: "My personal 
experience of the effects of the drugs is based on my dispensary practice alone. 
In my social or domestic life I have no knowledge, of mode'rate or excessive 
consumers...... ...... ...... I have seen five or six cases d chronic bronchitis in 
people addicted to hemp drugs. I cannot say that it was due to hemp drugs 
solely. I have also seen several (say about twenty) cases of indigestion and 
,diarrhrea. But here again I cannot say that they were solely due to hemp drugs, 
but simply that the patients were consumers. These are aU the diseases I 
have seen attributable to hemp drugs. I have never seen a case of dysentery or 
,asthma which I attributed to hemp drugs, though I have seen both in consumers. 
My reason for not attributing these diseases to hemp was that other people also 
suffer from these diseases equally." Witness No. 41 did not ascribe any ill 
effects to bhang, but stated that bronchitis and asthma are often met with in 
consumers of charas. Witness No. 38 does not discriminate between the moder-
ate and excessive use. 

Three hospital assistants were examined. Witness No. 42 considers that 
charas smoking causes asthma. Witness No. 43 considers that noxious effects 
are induced by moderate use of the drugs. Hospital Assistant Karm Elahi 
(witness No. 44), of 25 years' service, considers that moderate use of the drugs to 
some ext~nt produces noxious effects; and added: " I have not seen a single case 
(If dysentery caused by the practice: of course cases of cough and asthnia." 

Seven native practitioners were examined, of whom three failed to discrimi
nate between moderate and excessive use. Witness No. 51 stated that charas 
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causes asthma and bronchitis, but not dysentery_ Witness r\ 0: 52 stated that 
.. charas, of course, causes loss of appetite and bronchitis and asthma." \\'itness 
No. 53 merely stated: "The mischief is done by charas and ganja." Hakim 
Ghulam Nabi, of Lahore (witness No. 54), of twenty years' experiencc, stated: 
" I have not found even a sin,gle person' during the last twenty years who com
plained of these drugs. There are more takias outside the Mochi Gatc, Lahore, 
than in any other parts of the city which are reserved for the consumption of such 
drugs; and as the resorters to these takias generally come to me for treatment, 
and as none of them has during the last twenty years complained to me of having 
suffered from any disease in consequence of using bhang or charas, it shows 
that the moderate use of these drugs is harmless." 

504. In the Central Provinces three commissioned officers, one Honorary Sur-
. !<eon-MaJ' or, and two senior apothecaries were e, xamin-Central Provinces. fJ 

ed. All these officers are of long service and con-
siderable f'xperience. One, an officer of forty years' service, did not discriminate 
between the effects induced by moderate and excessive use of the drugs, and his 
replies to questions dealing with the moderate use are consequently valueless_ 
One witness stated that the moderate use_of ganja and bhang does not ordinarily 
produce any noxious effects, but that ganja sometimes causes chronic catarrh. A 
second witness stated that no evil effects are induced; then added that bronchitis 
and asthma lnay be caused by ganja smoking, but not dysentery. Surgeon-Major 
Quayle (witness No. 37}, who had resided four years in a district where the drug is 
extensively cultivated, and where it is easily procurable in the adjoining Native 
States, alleged that he had no evidence that the moderate use of the drug produces 
any noxious effects-physical, mental, or moral. Surgeon-Lieutenant'Colonel 
McKay (witness No. 36), after twenty years' service in the country, gives no reply 
to the Commission's questions dealing with the effects of moderate or excessive 
use of the drugs. Brigade-Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel Gaffney, after 25 years" 
service as a Civil Surgeon in the Central Provinces, stated: "I do not think the 
moderate use produces any of these ill effects." 

One assistant surgeon was examined in the Central Provinces, a man of 2:: 

years' service, who was <if opinion that, while the' moderate use of bhang would 
noCcause bronchitis, dysentery, or asthma, these remote effects might be induced 
by ganja_ 

One hospital assistant who was examined stated on cross-examination: 
"I have never seen an asthma, bronchitis, or dysentery case arising from ganja. " 
Another pensioned hospital assistant was of opinion that 'the moderate use of, 
ganja, ,charas, and bhang does produce noxious physical, mental, and moral 
effects; ganja causing dysentery, bronchitis, and asthma; bhang making a person. 
unusually fat, affecting the urinary system, and causing bronchocele and hydroceJ~_ 
One 1Jnid was examined, 55 years of age, who had known hundreds of ganja 
smokers, and had never known a case in which it did any harm_ He had himself 
been a steady ganja smoker for thirty years, consuming six to eight cllillullts 
daily. 

505· In Madras twenty commissioned and uncovenanted officers, of whom 

~ladras. clevcn either failed to reply or did not discriminate 
between the effects of moderate and excessive use, were 

examined. Surgeon-Major King (witness No. 85), nineteen years' service, sixteen· 
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of which have been spent in civil employ, stated that in the habitual moderate 
smoker bronohitis is frequent. Cross-examined as to the basis of his observation of 
the general effects induced by the drugs, he stated: If I have known the moderate 
use in c<tses of sepoys and one private servant ....... Besides the above direct ob. 
servations, I have derived general impressions ...•.•• My general impression is based 
upon the fact that persons alleged to have been ganja smokers have presented these 
characteristics, but I have not specially inquired into the truth of the allegation 
that they were ganja smokers. They were pointed out as notorious ganja smokers. 
I did not discriminate in these cases between the moderate and excessive use 
because I was not called upon to do so." Surgeon-Major O'Hara (witness 
No. 93) stated that apparently no ill effects are caused, and that he has no inform
ation regarding specific affections alleged to be induced by the drugs. Sur
geon-Major Sturmer (witness No. 99), of nearly nineteen years' service, said 
regarding eff~cts of moderate use: If In time, I believe, it leads to mental and 
moral degradation." Cross-examined as to the basis of his information, the wit
ness said: " I have never been into the question of ganja. I have never seen, it 
scarcely. My first sentence (the one quoted above) is based on what a ganja 
smoker said. He said: ' It is a bad thing. I should like to leave it off, but 
I cannot.' I have really no experience as to the effects of either moderate or 
excessive use." Surgeon-Major W. F. Thomas (witness No. 96), of fifteen years' 
service, only three of which have been passed in civil employ, stated that users of 
the drugs suffer from dysentery, bronchitis, and asthma. On cross-examination the 
witness said: "I had to treat three cases of ganja poisoning. These men 

, drank liquor and indulged inganja. In all these cases there was congestion of 
the lungs present ......... These are the only three' cases in which the' evil effects 
of the drug have come ditectly under my' notice. The symptoms in all three 
cases were the same, and for that reason I concluded the pulmonary affection to 
be the result of the drug. I have learnt' from enquiry from medical subordinates 
and people in villages that dysentery, bronchitis, and asthma result from the 
drug. I have no personal experience on the point." Surgeon-Lieu tenant-Colonel 
Hyde (witness No. 86) stated that, so far as he knew, no ill effects were caused. 
Surgeon·Major Lancaster (witness Nq. 90), twenty years' service, nineteen of which 
have been passed in civil employ, in his oral examination said: "I have ,bad 
no opportunity of noticing ~he effects of the moderate use of hemp drugs j they 
have not come before me." Surgeon-Major Pemberton (witness No. 98), of fifteen 
years' service, and in civil employ continuously since 1885, stated' that evil effe'cts 
are induced, but asthma is relieved, and bronchitis and dysentery are not caused. 
Surgeon-Major N. Chattarji (witness No. 88), o(nearIy seventeen years' service, 
nearly all in military employ, stated: .. It does not produce any particular disease 
except a peculiar cough, the result of a kind of chronic bronchial catarrh." On 
cross-examination the witness said: "I cannot in the case of any sepoy attribute 
thinness or cough to ganja, fQ!' I cannot be certain. I have no proof ........... . 
What I have said in my written answer about thinness and cough is my 
impression j but I could not assert it about any particular case." Civil Apothecary 
A. Wells (witness No. 105) ~as about nine years' service. He stated that bronchitis, 
asthma, and dysentery are not caused by the drugs, but relieved by them. Dr. K. J. 
Naidu (witness No. 106) stated that no ill effects are caused. Surgeon-Captain 
C. Feamside (witness No. 97) considers that the drugs "impair the constitution, 
causing weakness of ~he limbs and other tissues, and hence the drug has 

SS 
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to be taken to keep up the tone of these tissues. It causes indigestion in many." 
No information is given about any specific affections being induced. Surgeon. 
Major-General DeFabeck (witness No. 83) was Surgeon-General with the 
Government of Madras. He had served in Madras and Burma since 1857. On 
oral examination the witness stated: "My experience is that it is a very rare 
thing to meet with any case in which the hemp drug has caused evil effects on 
the health of the population. Apart from insanity, no evil effects have been 
brought to my notice." . 

Seven apothecaries and private practitioners were examined. Civil Apothecary 
T. M. Cheriyan (witness No. 100); of nine years' service, stated: "It causes bron
chitis and asthma "j and he also referred to other evil effects. On cross-examination 
the witness said regarding effects: "All the statements made here are based 
exclusively on hearsay. I have not seen any 0/ these ill ejects myself ill my 
p1·act' .. e ........... .1 do not know of any case of illness that has come before me 
of any kind being due to hemp drugs." Civil Apothecary J(, Vasudeva Rao 
(witness No. 101), of six years' service, stated, under the question relating to effects, 
that he was once called to see a bairagi who was a habitual smoker of opium 
and ganja, and that he was a ghostly skeleton of bones covered with skin. No 
other physical effects are mentioned_ On oral examination the witness said: 
" I did not treat the bairagi j I only saw him once j and, apart from his 
·own statement that he was an habitual smoker of opium and ganja, I learnt 
nothing whatever of his history. I cannot, therefore, judge whether his condi
tion was due to other causes than the habits he confessed to." Civil Apothecary 
Mohammad Asadulla (witness No.1 04) stated that the drugs caused bronchitis and 
other evil effects. Cross-examined, he said that he had II treated cases of asthma, 
bronchitis, and the like which have resulted from prolonged use of the drugs, but 
he could not recall any such cases." Civil Apothecary G. A. Vellones (witness No. 
102) gave a negative reply regarding causation of specific diseases. Assistant 
Surgeon Saldana (witness No. 107) stated that" consumers say no noxious effects 
are produced so long as sufficient food is supplied." Civil Apothecary N. H_ 
Daniel (",itness No. 103) considered that evil effects were induced, including 
-dysentery and bronchitis; 

Thirteen hospitalassistants were examined. Witness No. 119, a pensioned 
hospital assistant, considers that the habitual moderate use never produces any 
bad effects, or causes dysentery, bronchitis, or asthma. Witnesses Nos. 108 and 
109 also gave a reply in the negative regarding specific diseases. Witness No. I II, 

of 22 years' experience, considers that the habitual consumer generally exceeds 
moderation j no spe'cific diseases are mentioned as being caused by moderate use. 
Witness No, 113 stated that, while bhang does not produce any noxious evil effects, 
smoking ganja does. Witness No. 114 stated: "It produces noxious effects." Wit· 
ness No. liS, of thirteen years' service, on the other hand, stated: "I have not 
observed any noxious effects." 'Vitness No. n6, of fourteen years' service, con
siders that, with the exception of a "kind of hoarse cough in ganja smokers," no 
noxious effects are produced by the use of bhang or ganja. The remaining wit. 
nesses either failed to reply or were not examined on the effects induced by 
~oderate use. 

Six native practitioners were examined. Witnesses Nos. 121 and 123 stated 
that the hahitual moderate use of ganja or bhang"does not produce any noxious 
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·effects. Witness No. 135 stated: "It impairs the constitution by making the man 
lean j increases digestion, and removes dysentery and cough." Witness No. 124 
stated: " The use of these drugs prod uces moral effects, physical and mental, 
-only to those people who are accustomed to it, and not in any way distinctive." 
No. 125 stated: "No doubt. it produces noxious effects. In the long run they were 
subjected to bronchitis, and their eyes became dark gradually." This witness 
fails to an'swer the question dealing with excessive use, and has not apparently 
discriminated between the two uses of the drug. The remaining witnesses failed 
to ·reply. • 

506. Thirteen commissioned medical officers were examined in Bombay, of 

Bombay. 
whom three were examined only regarding asylum pro
cedure in relation to insanity. Of the remaining ten, 

Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel McConaghy (witness No. 69) is an officer of 
nearly 25 years' service, fifteen of which have been pas,ed in the Civil 
Department. He stated that the moderate use of bhang or ganja does 
not impair the constitution in any way. Surgeon-Major Kirtikar (witness 
No. 73) has served over sixteen years, eleven of which have been in civil 
employ. He stated: "I have not seen nor have I heard from any reliable source 
of dysentery, asthma, or bronchitis being traced to the use of hemp in modera
tion. European physicians use -it for the cure .of dysentery." Surgeon-Major 
Boyd (witness No'. 67), of about seventeen years' service, of which three-and

.a-half years have been in military employ, stated: .. Neither have I known any cases 
where it caused dysentery, bronchitis, and asthma." Surgeon-Major Parakh (wit
ness No. 66) does not refer to specific diseases being induced. In his pap~r he 
refers to " homicidal insanity" being due to the moderate use, but in his oral exa
mination he stated that probably he had in miM cases due to excessive use, and 
.his reply should be taken as referring to the excessive use. Surgeon-Lieutenant_ 
Colon,el Bartholomeusz (witness No. 68), of over twenty years' service, stated: ~'I 

,have not seen a sufficient number of cases to enable me to give a definite opinion j " 

.and he does not deal with excessive use. Brigade-Surgegn-Lieutenant-Colonel J. 
Arnott (witness No. 65), of about twenty-five years' service, replies to t.he question 
dealing with effects of moderate use by entering the word" yes" four times without 
explanation j and he does not answer the question which treats of excessive use. 
Brigade-Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel G. A. Maconachie (witness No. 64), of about 
twerity-five years' service, stated that he knows nothing about the subject. Surgeon
ColonelD,Hughes (witness NO.;74), of twenty-seven years' service,of which fourteen 
were in !llilitary employ, is Principal Medical Officer in Bombay, Deesa and Aden 
districts. He stated: "I think the smoking of charas causes asthma and bronchitis, 
l\s I well remember cases of these diseases in the 24th Bombay Infantry which were 
ascribed by the hospital assistant and the men's comrades to charas smoking, and 
-which recovered in hospital quicker than cases due to ordinary causes." On cross
examination the witness said: .. I remember that when the yearly inspection for 
pension took place ...... a number of men, of service only just long enough to earn 
pension, came up suffering from bronchitis and asthma. They were generally weak 
and broken down in appearance, but this may have been caused by voluntary starva
tion...... It was explained to me that they owed this illness to charas smoking. 
I did not certify in any case that the illness of a man who was granted pension' was 

,due to charas. I am bound to state that an applicant's disease was not aggra-
'cvated by vice or intemperance, but 1 took no notice of the uso .of the drug in 
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any' of these cases, because I did not attach sufficient importance to the state. 
ments made to me, and was not sure that they were correct." This evidence, reject
ed at the time, is the only basis of the opinion now expressed. Surgeon.Major
General Turnbull (witness No. 63), of 33 years' service, Surgeon-General with. 
the Government of Bombay, stated: .. l have no personal experience of the 
effects of the hemp drugs on the people." Surgeon-Major D. C. Davidson 
(witness No. 71) stated: "So far a~ I can learn, the moderate use of ganja.in 
smoking does not appear to be either physically, or men~aIly injurious, gene
rally speaking." 

Eleven officers belonging to the assistant surgeon and qualified private prac
titioner class were examined. Witness No. 76 stated: "I think it does not cause 
dysentery, bronchitis, or asthma." Witness No. go stated: "It. does produce 
dry cough eventuating in bronchitis or asthma, but it does not seem to produce 
dysentery, so far as my experience goes." Witness No. 91 gives a negative reply 
tQ ill effects being caused by moderate use. Witness No. 79 statE;d: "I have 
not noticed any other disease to result from occasional or moderate use of ganja 
or bhang in any form." The disease referred to was general atrophy, and death 
from the use of majum. Witness No. 77 stated that no ill effects are produced. 
Witness No. 78 stated that he has had no opportunity for observing effects. 
Witness No. 82 stated that injurious effects are produced. "It is a popular belief 
amongst the ganja smokers that a long-continued habit produces diarrhcea and 
dysentery, unless these evils are counteracted by an abundant supply of wholesome 
food, with especially a liberal allowance of ghee and other oleaginous materials. 
My experience supports the above made statement." Witness No. 80 stated that 
no ill effects are (lroduced. Witness No. 81 stated that the use does not cause, 
bronchitis or dysentery. Witness No. 97 stated: "It causes dyse'ntery and other 
derangements of the bowels;" but the witness fails to discriminate between the 
effects of the moderate and excessive use. Ismail Jan Mahomed, L.M.S •• 

(witness No. g6), stated: "Many cases of chronic diarrhcea and dysentery, as 
well as chronic bronchitis and asthma, are seen in those who use ganja." The 
witness, however, does not answer the question dealing with results of excessive 
use, and does not discriminate between the two uses of the drug. 

Seven witnesses of the hospital assistant class were examined. Witness 
No. 83. of nearly 30 years' standing, stated: "I have not sufficient information to 
answer this question." Witness No. 84 does not discriminate between the moder
ate and excessive use of the drugs. Witness No. 85 stated: " I do not think that 
habitual moderate use of any of these drugs produces any noxious effects. It 
Hospital Assistant Sudashio Waman (No. 86), oftwelve years' service, stated that 
the habitual moderate use of the drug in certain constitutions produces noxious 
effects, causes bronchitis and asthma, but not dysentery. On cross-examination 
the witness stated: "The constitutions affec;ted injuriously by the moderate use 
of hemp drugs are nervous and weak constitutions. In small quantities the drugs 
would do no harm to a healthy person." Witness No. 87 stated that ganja 
causes bronchitis and occasionally asthma. Witness No. 88 stated that no ill 
effects are caused. Hospital Assistant Purs~n Singh (witness No. 89) has had 
nearly 25 years' service in the Medical Department. He stat.,d: If It causes 
chronic bronchitis and asthma, but cures dysentery." 

Eight witnesses of the unqualified native practitioner class were examined. 
Witness No. III is a druggist and chemist. and stated that no ill effects are-
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produced. Witnesses Nos. 98 and 99, vaidyas, gave similar evidence to the last 
witness. Witness No. 100, also a vaidya, stated no ill effects are caused by the 
moderate use of bhang j but he does not express any opinion on the effects caused 
by moderate use of ganja. Witness No. 92 is described as a medic;:!.1 practitioner 
<:If 27 years' experience, and dpes not think that noxious effects are produced. 
Witness No. 93, also a medical practitioner, stated: "They do not cause dysen
tery, bronchitis, or asthma, but, 'on the contrary, do good to these diseases." 
Witness No. 94 does not reply. Witness No. 95, also a medical practitioner, 
stated: "I have not met with any cases in which the habitual moderate use of 
bhang has produced' any noxious effects, ..................... but I believe the 
babitual moderate use of ganja and charas does produce some noxious effect 
physically, mentally, and morally." 

507. Three commissioned officers were examined in Sind. Brigade-Surgeon

Sind. Lieutenant·Colonel J. F. Keith (witness No. 16) has 
had twenty-five years' service, of which 14 have been 

passed in Sind and, S! in civil employ. He stated that a general negative may be 
given to the questions dealing with noxious effects from moderate use. Surgeon· 
Major Corkery (witness No. '7) statecl that the moderate use of these drugs does 
not produce any immediate noxious effects i but if bhang is indulged in for a 
considerable period, it impairs the constitution and produces emaciation. .. At first 
it acts as a digestive, but afterwards impairs it, giving rise to asthma and bron
chitis, but not dysentery." Brigade-Surgeon-Lieutenant.Colonel Bainbridge 
(witness No. IS) has acted as Civil Surgeon for 26 years. He stated: .. I have 
no evidence, but I should say that the habitual moderate use of any of these 
drugs is harmfuL" 

Four officers of the assistant surgeon class and one medical offic~r of 
health were examined. Witness No. I stated tbat no ill effects are produced. 

'Dr. S .. M. Kaka (witness No. 24) is medical officer of health at Karachi, and has 
practised there since 1884. The witness stated: "The hah,itual moderate use 
of ganja and charas acts injuriously upon the constitution physically, mentally, 
and morally." In cross-examination he stated: .. It is difficult to draw a 
definite line between moderate and excessive use. They merge into one another." 
Witness No. 19 stated: " I am of opinion that moderate use of subzi does not 
produce any noxious effects-physical, mental, or moraL" And Surgeon J. E. 
Bocarro (witness No. 20) stated: " I cannot say this of bhang, but charas an~ 
ganja, even in moderate doses, tend to weaken the bodily frame .................... . 
As regards .causing the diseases mentioned, I have not a single case on record 
to warrant such a conclusion so far as bhang is concerned, but several of my 
cases indicate that the continued use of charas and ganja do cause dysentery 
and brc;mchitis. I have no history regarding asthma." Witness No. 21 stated 
that the habitual moderate use of the drugs does not cause dysentery, bronchitis, 
or asthma. 

In Sind two hospital assistants and no private practitioners were examined. 
Witness No. 22 stated no ill effects are caused. Witness No .. 23 stated that the 
use" causes bronchitis and shortness of breath." 

508. Eight commissioned officers were examined in Burma. Surgeon-Major 

BUI1IlJl. Thomas (witness No. 42) stated that no ill effel:ts 
.. were produced by moderate doses. Surgeon-Major 

Dantra (witness No. 40) has had J 7 years' service, nearly the whole in Burma, and 
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stated: " It neither causes dysentery nor asthma, but it produce~ cough." Surgeon
'Major P. W. Dalzell (witness No. 41) stated: "I am not' aware that it causes 
either dysentery, bronchitis, or asthma." Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel M ukerji 
(witness No. 39) has 26 years' service, and stated: " I have seen several habitual 
moderate smokers who did not suffer at all either physically, mentally, or morally_ 
Others have injured their constitutions by use of ganja and charas." Surgeon
Ca ptain Castor (witness No. 44) stated: "Not so far as I know. Causes 
oss of appetite." The remaining witnesses do not reply t~ the question. 

Three assistant surgeons were examined. Witness No. 46 stated: " Habitual 
moderate use has apparently no noxious effect." Assistant Surgeon Moonshi 
(witness No. 45) has 21 years' service, and stated: "I have known habitual 
moderate consumers of these drugs to enjoy robust health." According to the 
witness, the drugs do not cause bronchitis, asthma, or dysentery; "on the contrary, 
asthmatic people often resort to it to allay their sufferings. Immoderate use 
causes gastro-intestinal irritation." The third witness was not examined regarding 
effects of moderate use. ' 

One hospital assistant was examined (witness No. 48), who stated: "The 
moderate use does not cause dysentery and bronchitis." ' No private practitioners 
were examined. 

509. Five commissioned and two uncovenanted officers were examined in the 
smaller provinces, six in Berar, and one in A jmere. 

BtrUt etc. 
• Surgeon-Major Swa,in (witness No. 18) has had '7 

years' service. He stated: " It doe!!, not cause dysentery, diarrhcea, bronchitis, or 
asthma." Surgeon-Major Roe (witness No. 19) stated: "It is said to cause 
bronchitis and asthma, but not dysentery." Dr. O. W. Jones (witness No. 21) 

stated: " The moderate use of ganja or bhang is in no way detrimental to the con
sumers; on the contrary, it is beneficial. I give this as my experience and as the 
experience of men who are in the habit of using ganja in moderation for periods 
varying from 10 to 12 years." Surgeon-Captain Morrison (witne9S No. 22) 

stated: .. Eventually evil effects are caused. Ganja smoking has caused asthma." 
Dr. W. T. Montgomery (witness No. 23) stated that" even the habitual moderate 
use of these drugs affects the physique, mind, and morals of the consumer." 
The witness does not reply to the question dealing with effects of excessive 
use, and has probably really not discriminated between the two uses of the drugs. 
The Ajmere witness does not reply. 

Two officers of the assistant surgeon class were examined. One stated 
(witness No. 30) that the constitution is weakened and debilitated, and that' 
smoking produces cough and asthma in some cases. The other witness does 
not reply. 

Four officers of the hospital assis!am c lass were examined. Witness No. 
27 stated: " Yes i it does to some extent produce noxious effects, the excessive use 
causing bronchitis, asthma, and dysentery." Witness No. 28 stated it produces 
bronchitis. Witness No. 24 stated that first no ill effects are caused, but gra
dually the dose has to be increased, with the result that "dysentery, bronchitis, 
rheum .. tism, loss of memory, epistaxis, softening of brain, etc., set in, and the 
person becomes so sick that he finds his life a burden" .................. Witness 
No. 25 stated: "Chronic bronchitis is caused by ganja smoking. I have not 
seen dysentery or asthma result from ganja or bhang." 
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510. The medical evidence which has thijs been analysed very clearly indi

Summary or the evidence. 
Cates in the opinion of the Commission that when the 
basis of the opinions as to the alleged evil effects of 

"the moderate use of the, drugs is subjected to careful examination, the grounds 
-on which the allegations are' founded prove to be in· the highest degree 
-defective. A large number of medical witnesses of all classes ascribe dysentery, 
bronchitis, and asthma to the moderate use of the drugs. An equally representa
tive number give a diametrically opposite opinion. The most striking feature of 
the medical evidence is perhaps the large number of practitioners of long experience 
who have seen no evidence of any connection between hemp drugs and disease, 
.and when witnesses who speak to these ill effects from the moderate use are 
'cross-exa~ined, it is found that (a) their opinions are based on popular 
ideas on the subject i (b) they have not discriminated between the effects of 
moderate and excessive use of the drugs i (c) they have accepted the diseases 
.as being induced by hemp drugs because the patients confessed to the 
habit; arid (d) the fact has been overlooked that the smoking of hemp drugs 
is recognized as a 'remedial agent in asthma and bronchitis. A few witnesses 
incidentally refer to personal idiosyncrasy as perhaps being a factor in render
ing some consumers of the drugs less tolerant and more liable to be affected by 
them even when used in moderate quantity. This view the Commission are pre
pared to accept; but for the vast majority of consumers, the Commission consider' 
that the evidence shows the moderate use of ganja or charas not to be appreciably 
harmful, while in the case of moderate bhang drinking the evidence shows the habit 
to be quite harmless. As in long-continued and excessive· cigarette smoking' 
considerable brom:hial irritation and chronic catarrhal laryngitis may be inooced, 
so, too, maya similar condition be caused by excessive ganja or charas smoking i 
.and to the <:etiology of bronchial catarrh and asthma in ganja smokers the Commis'
sion have already referred. The direct connection alleged between dysentery and 
the use of hemp drugs the Commission consider to be wholly without any founda
tion. ,In the case of bhang there is nothing in the physiological action of the drug 
which could in any way set up an acute inflammation of the large intestine 
resulting in ulceration. On the contrary, it is well known that hemp resin is a 
valuable remedial agent in dysentery. As regards ganja or charas smoking 
inducing dysentery, even assuming that the products of the destructive distillation 
of the drugs directly reached the intestines, there is evidence that those products. 
when condensed and injected into a cat's stomach, failed to ind,uce any inflammatory 
process. The connection, therefore, between hemp drug smoking and dysentery 
.appears even remoter than in the case of bhang drinking and that disease, and 
cannot be accepted by any stretch of the imagination as even a possible direct 
-cause of dysentery. 

511. Hitherto the Commission have only considered the direct action of hemp 
drugs when used in moderation in inducing certain 

General effects of excessive use. 
marked conditions, but their indirect action when 

taken in excess must also be briefly.considered. First, as regards the indjrect 
action of bhang in inducing bronchitis, Dr. Frain may be quoted. He writes: 
"Here as in so much else associated with hemp some misunderstanding has 
.arisen among Natives and Europeans alike, and it has been supposed that the 
use of hemp causes the bronchitis. As a matter of fact, cases of this 
.. bronchitis' cold weather cough would seem to be rather less common among 
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siddhi tipplers than among other people of the same class. What does happen 
is that digestion is impaired, the daily consumption of such a dose of nan;otic 
overburdens the alimentary and eliminating systems, the man's appetite goes, 
and the food he takes is not properly absorbed. The .symptoms mentioned are 
the signs of this indigestion, and the impaired vitality which renders the system 
unable to throw off an' illness is its results." With lowered vitality due to any 

I cause, it must be obvious that an individual is more liable to be affected by 
vicissitudes of weather and bad sanitary surroundings than a person in normal' 
health j and it may be accepted that excessive consumption of any;ntoxicant does 
tend to lower vitality. Excessive consumers of the drug are therefore probably 
more liable to bowel-affections. As regards the indirect effects of the drug when 
smoked, it is likely that the excessive consumers also commit excesses of other 
kinds, while the excessive smoking also tends to diminish the appetite: the money 
which should be ~pent for the purpose of procuring wholesome and nutritiousfood
v .. hich a large number of witnesses state to be essential if evil effects are to be', 
warded off-is used for obtaining the drugs. I t is not surprising that under such 
conditions the excessive consumer should be more liable to bowel-affections~ 
diarrhcea, or dysentery than a non· consumer. 

A few witnesses have referred to sudden death following a prolonged pull at 
a ganja or charas chillum. In the cases which the Commission have attempted to 
sift, the.cause of death has not been satisfactorily explained. There are, however, 
diseased conditions in which sudden death is not uncommon, and in the cases· 
referred to autopsies do not appear to have been conducted. The Commission 
consider, however, that a very prolonged pull at a chillum might possibly cause 
spasm of the glottis, producing asphyxia, or the products of the destructive 

. distillation of the resin might cause paralysis of the respiratory centre or of the
heart. Alleged cases' of this kind are very few indeed, and they have not been 
carefully examined. They need not detain the Commission further. Leaving 
the physical effects, the Commission now proceed to discuss the mental effects
()f the drugs as shown in'the alleged causation of insanity. 



CHAPTER XII. 

EFFECTS-MENTAL. 

512. The Commission ,have attached considt:rable importance to the 
I.sanity. inquiry regarding the connection between insanity and 

hemp drugs because this is the part of the subject of 
which most has been heard in the past. There has been undoubtedly a popular 
impression that hemp drugs do cause insanity. There are not a few witnesses 
who deny this,"":who say that they have' never seen a consumer of the drugs 
insane, and do not believe that the drugs ever produceillsanity. But the much 
more common impression is that, at all events if used to excess, the hemp drugs 
may, and often do, produce insanity. Some few witnesses, generalising from a 
most limited experience, go so far as to say that insanity is the inevitable result 
of the use of the drugs. There exists undoubted I y a popular impression which has 
come down from many generations that there is some connection between hemp 
drugs and insanity. Besides this popular impression, there has been great pro
minence given to asylum statistics as affording some tangible ground for jndging 
of the effects of hemp drugs., Over and over again the statistics of Indian 
asylums have been referred to in official documents or scientific treatises not only 
in this country, but also in other countries where the use of these drugs has 
demanded attentiOIl. Other alleged effects of the drugs have attracted but little 
attention compared with their alleged connection with insanity. 

513. The popular impression on the subject is capable of very simple explana-
. tion. It is undoubtedly a very difficult matter to decide 

PopuIar impression. 
as to the cause of insanity itl any case. And it cannot 

be expected that the popular view of the canse in any particular case should be 
accepted as accurate. There may be good grourid for tije popular opinion that 
insanity is caused by hemp drugs. That question may be deferred for the present. 
But there can be no doubt that in any particular case this view of causation must 
be accepted with caution. To ascertain the true cause requires a thorough know
ledge of the history of the patient 'and a scientific capacity for judging of that 
history. The unscientific or popular mind rushes al . conclusions, and ll<lturally 
seizes on that fact of the case that lies most on the surface. Any exciting 
cause is more easily apparent. to the casual and unscientific observer than a pre
disposing cause could be. The former is nearer to the effect in point of- time, and 
is naturally more readily associated with it. Similarly, any physical cause is more 
easily apparent to such an observer than a moral cause would be. The former lies 
nearer the surface, and any physical fact that seems a possible cause is naturiJ.lly 
accepted. Again, an intoxicant would naturally be more' readily accepted than 
other physical causes, because some of its effects as seen in ordinary life are very 
similar to the symptoms of insanity. This is, perhaps, specially the case with 
ganja: an excessive dose produces intoxication. Its first effect is the Ii dis
equilibration of the intellect," and the mental symptoms of hemp drug intoxica
tion are very similar to those of insanity. Such physical symptoms as the casual 
observer would note are less marked perhaps in the case of ganja than with alco- , 
hoi, while the mental condition is often that strange mixture of apparent clear
ness with manifest derangement of thought which is found in insanity, but not 
usually in alcoholic intoxication. It is only natural that drugs the intoxication of 
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which is seen to produce such symptoms should be readily accepted by the popu
lar mind as a cause of insanity. 

This popular idea has been greatly strengthened by the ~ttitude taken up by 
Asylum Superintendents. They have known nothing of the effe.cts of the drugs at 
all, though the consumption is so extensive, except that cases of insanity have been 
brought to them attributed with apparent authority to hemp drugs. They have 
generalised from this limited and one-sided experience. They have concluded that 
hemp drugs produce insanity in every (ase, or in the great majority of the cases, of 
consumption. They have had no idea that in the vast majority of cases this result 
does not follow the use. They have accordingly without sufficient inquiry assisted 
by the statistics they have supplied and by the opinions they have expressed 
in stereotyping the popular opinion and giving it authority and permanence. 
All this mass of popular and medical opinion demanded careful examination. 
The Commission have set themselves to take evidence from lay witnesses and 
to sift as far as possible the cases mentioned so as to ascertain the basis of 
the popular view. They have also examined medical men of all cl~sses as to 
cases of the alleged connection between hemp drugs and insanity which have 
come before them in their practice, and have cross-examined them carefully in 
regard to these cases so as to see whether the grounds for the opinion formed in 
each case are adequate. Finally, they. have very carefully considered the· 
asylum statistics, and specially enquired into a large number of asylum cases. 
It has become apparent in the.course of the inquiry that no satisfactory conclu
sion can be based on the indi·vidual cases reported by witnesses. As a rule, it 
is made manifest at once by cross-examination that the history of the patient 
has not formed the subject of careful inquiry; that the opinion is based on most 
inadequate data j and that little or no importance has been attached to the 
question of causation. The Commission have therefore been compelled to fall 
back on the asylums. This course seems clearly expedient on two grounds
firstly, that the asylum statistics and asylum experience have formed the 
principal basis of the opinion which calls for examination j and, secondly, that the 
asylum cases must form the best material for arriving at a conclusion. In its 
general effects the evidence of witnesses should not be ignored j but it is impussi. 
ble to say precisely what weight ought to be attached to it in regard to particular 
facts j and the main basis of any final conclusion must be the material supplied 
by the asylums which the Commission now go on to consider. 

514. The facilities which exist in England for acquiring something like accu· 
Difficulty of gettille accurate rate knowledge of the cause of insanity in any par. 

Information. ticular case may be confidently regarded as much 

greater than those in India. Yet every work on insanity contains comments 
on the difficulty of arriving at the truth and the unsatisfactory nature of 
many of the statements recorded. The mo.st important subject of inquiry in this 
connection is the history of the lunatic's family,· so as to discover what (if any) 
hereditary predisposition to insanity there may exist. Regarding this, Dr. 
Blandford says (It Insanity and its Treatment"): "Statistics on this subject 
are valueless. One author attributes 10 per cent. of cases to this cause j another 
no less than 90. This arises from lack of information on the part of some 
friends and the wilful concealment of others, and also because some statisticians 
·~eek for insanity only, taking no account of other neuroses, such as epilepsy 
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or paralysis. If we make the attempt, we shall soon find how difficult it is to 
get an accurate account of the health of the father or mother and grand. 
father and grandmother of anyone pati(!nt." On the wider subject of caUsa
tion gene~ally, Dr. Hack Tuke (Dictionary of Psychological Medicine; artide 
"Statistics of Insanity") says: "As the Lunacy Commissioners adopt" c1assifica- -
tion of the causes of insanity which is fairly workable, and have collected together 
a large number of returns from English asylums, it is -desirable to give the 
results here for what they are worth. As is well known, the entries made by the 
friends of patients in the statutory statement are extremely' unreliable, and 
constantly confound cause and effect. The Commissioners state that they have 
not relied upon these, but upon statements verified by the medical officers of the 
asylum." 

515. If this be the case in England, how much more is it necessary i.n India to -

Asylum statistics. 
exercise caution in receiving statistics as to the causes 
of insanity, to examine carefully the source from which 

they come, and to rely only on those which have been carefully tested. The Com. 
mission in examining the statistics 'of the lunatic asylums soon found that they could 
not be regarded as trustworthy. They first of all enquired int!? a number of cases 
in the Dullunda Asylum (Calcutta), and ascertained generally the practice in regard 
to recording the cause in the asylum regist~rs, and the character of the inquiry 
on which that record was based: What they learned there led them to distrust 
the asylum statistics. - -They determined to make a careful inquiry into all cases 
attributed to hemp drugs in one year, and to endeavour thus to ascertain how 
far the statistics were reasonably correct, and, if possible, also to arrive at some 
conclusion as to whether hemp drugs have any real connection with insanity. 
They fixed on the year- 1892. They considered it for obvious reasons expedient -
to take the same year all over India i and this was the last year for which 
complete statistics existed whim they began their inquiry. At the same time 
these statistics had been completed and printed before the proposal to have 
any inquiry into the effects of ganja had been made. The Commission decided 
to take up each of these cases of 1892 separately, and to inquire -as fully as 
possible into its history. 

Hitherto any opinion regarding the connection between hemp drugs and 
insanity which has professed to have any solid basis at all, or to be more than 
a vague impression, has been based on the figures contained in the .annual 
Statement No. VII appended to the Asylum Reports. It is necessary to con· 
sider how far these figures supply any reasonable basis for a scientific opinion 
on the question. 

The figures contained in that statement are compiled from the entries as., 
to cause made in the asylum registers. The: great majority of the Superintend. 
ents of Asylums have clearly stated that these entries are based on the de· 
scriptive rolls sent with the lunatics. They have not considered it necessary to 
enquire how far the descriptive rolls are likely to give trustworthy information 
regarding cause, how or by what agency that information is collected, or by 
whom it is supplied. It has been sufficient that it is sent to them officially, and 
that they have no opportunities of testing it. They have therefore accepted 
it. If the papers have been manifestly incomplete, they have been sent back 
to the Magistrate for completion. The practically universal rule has beel\ to 
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;lccep~ ,tl)e. cause ente.red in the descriptive roll, and only to make enquiries in 
t\le.e.sy~um when ~o cause. had been entered. It cannot be said that even this 
pral:~ice 'has ~een carefu11y and accl!rately observed. . The copying of the 
eptries is left to. subordinates who sometimes use their own discretion. Thus . , , ' . 
Dr., McConaghy, Superintendent of the Poona Asylum, says: "The register is 
61led up by the assistant at the time of the lunatic's admission. Accordingto 
my idea of asylum practice, the entries must be in accordance with Form C. If 
the cause is entered as unknown, it must be so shown in the register. No altera
tion would be made without the permission of the Magistrate." Yet of the six 
ca.ses ascribed to hemp drugs in 1892, there was not one in respect to which the. 
entry in the register corresponded with that of the descriptive roll as to cause, 
and there was nothing on record to explain the discrepancy in any case. Simi
larly, Dr.·Macnamara, Superintendent of the Tezpur Asylum, says: "The cause 
is' entered in the general register from the p'olice statement, i.e., from the 
desFiptive roll. We have nothing whatever to do with it. It is entered by the 
Overseer in charge of the Asylum, and ought to correspond with the entry of the 
descriptive ro11." As a matter of fact, eleven of the thirteen cases for 1892 
showed entries regarding cause which' did not correspond with the descriptive 
rolls; and of these II, no less than 10 were made, not by the Overseer, but by 
his subordinate, the jemadar. Besides such errors as· these, there are errors 
arising from carelessness in the mere copying of the register entries from year 
to year. These derive their importance from the fact that they must have been 
discovered had any attention been rea11y given in the asylums to this matter of 
causation., A striking example may be given from among the old cases' in the 
Rangoon Asylum. Moung Min Thay was admitted on 25th June, 187[. There 
has been no improvement in his mental state. There are .no papers in his case 
except an order from the Magistrate to receive the man "supposed to be in. 
~ane." . The original entry in the case book shows cause as "predisposing 
disease of the brain, exciting drinks, and smokes opium;" and it shows the 
d~ration as "probably from birth." It also shows that the man was epileptic. 
There is no mention of ganja. The register for 1885 (the first to show causation) 
shows "al1eged duration" as "congenital," and "alleged cause" as "drink 
and opium smoking." The entry" congenital" is continued until 1892, when 
it is replaced by a "Do." under the" Not given" of a previous case. In 1886 
the "cause JJ similarly undergoes undesigned alteration. The word" drink" is 
replaced by "ganja j" and in 1888 the reference to "opium" is finally dropped. 
The case thus became a ganja case, and has been shown as ·such ever since. 
These al1 may be instances of exceptional carelessness, but as a general rule 
it cannot be said that these entries have been made with care. Superintendents 
have not attached much importance to them. It has been left to subordinates 
to do this work j and that work as a rule has not been carefully supervised. Speak. 
ing generally, ho",ever, Superintendents have desired that the entries in the 
register regarding cause should correspond with those in the descriptive rolls; 
;lnd they qave believed that their subordinates were making the entries on this 
prin«iple. 

Some few Superintendents have professed a different method,. and have 
assumed some responsibility for the entries as to the cause of insanity in their 
registers. There are, however, only three Superintendents who held this office in 
1892 who profess to have been to any appreciable extent independent of the 
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police statements or d~scTiptive rolls. The first of these is Brigade-Surgeon
Lieutenant-Colonel Hooper, who says that his" practice has not been to enter the 
cause at once, but to wait until a diagnosis of the case has been made. Then, if 
the supposed cause, as shown in the Magistrate's statement, is not inconsistent 
with the diagnosis of the insanity, or with the information received from friends 
who may have come, or with statements made by the man himself if he recovers 
sufficiently, that cause is entered in the register_" The part played by diagnosis 
in the determination of cause is, however, somewhat visionary; for Dr. Hooper 
says that there are no symptoms peculiar to hemp drug insanity except perhaps 
more speedy recovery, and that an accurate history is .. absolutely' essential; 
it is the only means by whi~h you can arrive at a diagnosis." As to ~he state
ments of friends, pro Hooper seems to think that friends visit patients in the 
majority of cases. If this is so in Lucknow, his experience' differs from that of 
Superintendents elsewhere. It is possible, however, that he may be mistaken, 
for it appears that enquiries from friends are "not ordinarily" made by him, but_ 
by the Deputy Superintendent. The statements of lunatics also appear, from 
his evidence rarely to affect the entries. There is one point on which Dr. Hooper 
specially in'sists, viz., that any fact established regarding heredity would exclude 
the ganja theory. Turning to the cases for 1892, it is found that there was one 
case in which the lunatic's brother was insane, and another where a direct an
cestor was insane; but no notice was taken of these facts in determining cause, 
and the cases were entered as due to hemp drugs_ It also appears that in 14 
out of the 17 cases shown as due to hemp drugs, this cause is entered in accord
ance either with the entry in the,papers regarding cause, or with that regarding 
the lunatic's habits. Of the remaining three cases, there is in one an alleged 
statement by the lunatic's brother (afterwards denied). In another the lu'natic 
.. recognizes bhang and makes contradictory statements as to its use." In the 
third, there is the statement of the lunatic himself while still insane. 

The second Superintendent who states that he adopts exceptional practice 
is Brigade-Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel Keith of Hyderabad (Sind), who says 
that" the only ground, so far as I can remember, on which I would enter cause 
would be information of friends or the statement of the insane after he had 
recovered his wits." It is striking that of the 13 cases set down to hemp drugs 
in 1892, the cause as entered in the register corresponds in 10 cases with that 
entered in the papers sent with the lunatic. In the other three cases no basis .for 
the entry of cause is given at all. In one case the Superintendent told the 
members of the Commission who visited the asylum that the entry was based on 
a statement made by the father; this the father now denies. In the other two 
cases, no such explanation was given by Dr. Keith to the members of the Com
mission; but that officer now says (probably on the authority of some subordinate) 
that these two lunatics used to ask for the drug in the asylum. No record of any 
such fact was found in the register. The Commission are unable in view of aU 
that has been ascertained of these cases to attach much weight to these 
statements. 

The third exceptional case is that of Surgeo!!-Major Dobie of Madras. 
In his letter of 20th October 1893 (vide Vol. II Appendices) Dr. Dobie said: 
II 1 am responsible for the entry of the cause as ganja in the first 14 cases [of 
1892]. In no case have I entered it as a cause without such evidence as led me 

58 
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,to a reasonable belief that it was so." But in his evide~ce before the Com mis
sion on 2~nd January J 894, this !lfficer stated: "My reasonable belief as to 
cause was based on reading the papers and seeing whether they showed a probable 
cause of insanity, and on enquiry from the lunatic .•••••••..••• I feel very little 
,confidence in the diagnosis .I have made ascribing these cases to hemp drugs." 

516. There is clearly no valid ground in the practice of these three Superintend-
Statistics are based aD the de- ents for modifying the general statement based on the 

'"criptive rolls. frank admission of the great majority of the Superin
tendents that the entries regarding cause in the registers, and therefore the figures 
in annual Statement No. VII, have been based wholly on the descriptive rolls or 
similar papers received with the lunatics. This practice has, no doubt, ·become 
-established owing to the following considerations. As already stated, many Super
lntendents have recognized these papers as practically the only material they had 
for determining cause. They have not had adequate opportllnities for making 
enquiries themselves. They have had a general impression that the informa
tion supplied by Magistrates or police was as good as the Governm'ent required 
for statistical purposes, and they have accepted it accordingly. As a r;le 
they have regarded this. question of cause as one of little or no practical import
.ance. The Government prescribed Statement VII, and pressed to have the 
columns filled up ; and as a rule the orders were carried out in this somewhat 
mechanical way. Surgeon-Major Carruthers, Superintendent at Calicut, per
baps puts this view in the strongest terms when he says: If My position as 
Superintendent of the Lunatic Asylum requires me to take charge of insanes 
when they are sent in, and retain them unti~ they are fit for discharge. I am 
simply keeper and incidentally medical attendant, and not responsible for any 
statements and certificates received with the patient so long a:s they are in 
order. .. The same view is, 'however, as clearly expressed by Brigade-Surgeon
Lieutenant-Colon~l Hooper when he says: If I do not consider that the ques
tion of cause is one which .affects tbe treatment of cases. My inquiries there
fore into cause are of a statistical, not a practical, character .. The result will not 
.affect my treatment of the case." Even to an officer who sees that the know
ledge of the cause may .help him in the treatment of .the case, responsibility for 
the accuracy of tbe returns is a very minor matter. Surgeon-Lieutenant
Colonel Leapingwell (Vizagapatam), for example, says: If The point, of course, 
is chiefly one of personal interest to me in the treatment of the case. An entry 
was made (in the particular case under discussion) on tbe J>apers. I omitted 
to aher the register." It is clear then that the medical officers in charge of 
asylums have not felt that they have been in any way responsible for the accu
racy of the figures contained in annual Statement VII regarding causation of 
insanity i and that these figures derive no value from the fact that the statement 
bears the signature of a medical man; for their value practically depends entirely 
on the c.haracter of the inquiry in which the information contained in the de
scriptive roll was in each case collected. 

517. This inquiry is very unequal in its character. The lunatic, before 
Untruatworlbin ... or d .. criptive being sent to the asylum, is for a time under the 

roll.. observation of the Civil Surgeon. The latter has to 
certify to the man's insanity and to the facts which have led to that conclusion. 
Sometimes the Civil Surgeon fills llP the descriptive roll as weU as the medical 
certificate. But the more general practice is that he confines his attention to 
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the medical certificate, leaving the descriptiver011., which contains all that is 
known 'of the lunatic's history, to be filled up by the Magistrate or the police. 
Where it is the practice for the Civil Surgeon to fill up the descriptive roll, the 

·entry regarding cause is made by him or under his orders. Even in that case, 
however, he is generally compelled to accept the statements of the police. The 
majority of the lunatics sent up are wanderers who have no friends. Friends, 
·even when there are ally, are averse to appear lest they should be called on ,to 
·contribute to the support of the lunatic. The following statements may be 
taken as typical of the usual experience of Civil Surgeons in this respect: .. As 
Civil Surgeon, I got tbe information from {Fiends or from the police. Very 

-often I had cases where no friends came. In such !:ases 1 t,rusted to the police 
or wherever I could get my information" (Surgeon-Major Boyd, Colaba) • 
. " The information I give in Form C is generally very in~omplete, as I have only 
the lunatic. to get it from" (Surgeon-Major Burke,Poona). "The friends very 
rarely attend. As a rule, then, I am left entirely to the statement or form received 
and to the police" (Surgeon-Major Emerson, Bareilly). Thus, even where the 
Civil Surgeon signs the descriptive roll,he ~ases his entries therein as a rule 011 
information supplied by the police. The more general practice is therefore also 
-the more correct, to have the descriptive roll formally filled in by the police and 

'signed by a Police officer or Magistrate, as the police supply the information. 
The inquiry into the history of the case is not an inquiry conducted by a pro
fessional man from the persons likely to know most about the lunatic. The 
information consists often merely of the' guesses of police officers as to the 
history and habits of a friendless and homeless wanderer j and in other cases, 
where a local inquiry is possible, it is generally made by a subordinate police 
officer. 

II I am aware," says the Surgeon-General of the Bombay Presidency, II ,that 
'inquiries in these cases are generally conducted by a subordinate officer o,f 
'police.'" Surgeon-Captain Walsh, of .the C<iLlcutta Asylum,' says: .. The de
scriptive rolls are filled up as a rule by OJ. 'Native Police Inspector on the informa

·tion of a native policeman." Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel . Hovill, of Patna, 
goes further. He says: "The statements in the descriptive rolls regarding 
cause are as a rule not very reliable. I cannot say what grade of police 
records them. But I think the information is often in small villages brought 
by chaukidars." Surgeon-Lieutenant.Colonel Crombie, Superintendent, General 
Hospital, Calcutta, says: II The inquiry is made by the police. Ibave myself 
seen an inquiry going on in which ,</. constable was filling in the pilpers from the 
statements of the lunatic himself, the man being at the time insane. This may 
be exceptional, but I have seen it. III any case.I distrust thi~ descriptive roll." 
'These are some typical statements regarding the agency which, as a rule, colle~ts' " 
the information on which the asylum statistics as to cause <iLre based. SOI)le." 
times, as at head-quarters, the inquiring police officer may be an Inspector.; 
but, as a ,rule, he is very subordinat~. .It)S impossible to share the cheerful 
optimism of Surgeon-Lieutenant·Colonel O'Brien. of Benares, who says tha.t 

.•• when ganja is assigned, the man was probably 2 notorious ganja smoker .• 
The inquiry may be conducted by a cbaprassi, yet he might be right in that." 
It would be absurd to accept without great distrust the statements, especially 

,as to the cause of insanity, compiled by slIch aD agency as has been described_ 
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This distrust of the descriptive roll is intensified when the source of the 
information is considered. If the police think it worth while, or lind it possible 

, and convenient, to make anything of the nature of an inquiry, they find that 
they have to be satisfied with the very poorest material. Sometimes, as shown 
above; it is the statement of the lunatic himself while still insane that is recorded , 
not only as to history and habits, but also even as to the cause of his insanity. 
Often, as in the case of garden coolies in Assam or wandering mendicants aU 
over India, it is the statements of mere casual 'acquaintances who know little of 
the lunatic's habits and nothing of his past history or of that of his family. 
Even when friends are found from whom inquiry can be made, they are generally 
of the most ignorant and unintelligent type. It is from the classes of such a 
type that most of the inmates of our asylums are taken. It is very rare indeed' 
to find one of the higher and more intelIigent classes. The ignorant and unedu
cated persons who ascribe a child's, epilepsy to his having accidently touched 
the painted stone that represents 'the village god while playing under the sacred 
tree, or a fit of insanity to the attack and possession of a Mitt or village ghost" 
who know nothing of causality, except in the most ordinary affairs of home or 
agricultural life, beyond the mere association of coincidence, who believe in no
cause which they do not see except witchcraft, whose powers of observation are
quite unexercised and undeveloped: such persons must form most unpromis
ing material even for the most patient and intelligent enquirers to work on. The 
information gleaned from them by such agency as has been above described 
must be of the most incomplete and unsatisfactory character. It is not surpris
ing that moral causes of insanity, being much less palpable than physical causes, 
should sometimes be overlooked. A much more surprising fact is the ignoring' 
of many physical causes. Dr. Wise, then Superintendent of the Dacca Asylum. 
gave a remarkable illustration of this in his report for 1872: "It is a curious 
circumstance that in Bengal insanity is never traced to blows on the head, 
which in Europe is a not infrequent ca'use. This is the more surprising, as there 
are few races, r believe, who so commonly have marks of blows on their heads, 
as Bengalis. Out of 190 males in the asylum on 1st January last, 57 (or 30 per 
cent.) had more or less extensive scars or cuts or contusions on the head. 
In a considerable proportion the blow must have been so severe as to have' 
caused violent concussion of the brain. Yet in the records of this asylum there
is no instance of insanity attributed to this cause." 

Finally, the distrust of the descriptive roll must be further intensified by 
the consideration of the pressure brought to bear on subordinates to supply 
information as to cause. An illustration of this may be found as early as 1863' 

in the Resolution of the Government of Bengal on the Asylum Reports for 1862. 

A~g a striking illustration of the effect of this pressure is found in 'the Dullunda 
Asylum returns for the following year (1863), in which the cause'in s'everal cases 
dating from the year 1857 and onwards was altered from 1<, unknown" to I< ganja 
smoking." The same pressure is still brought to bear on those responsible for 

• th.e entries of cause. Surgeon-Major-General Turnbull, the head of the Medical 
'D~partment in Bombay, says: "There is a column in Statement VII headea 

• 11 U.nknown":Which is intended for the entry of cases in which the cause has not 
been ascertained with reasonable accuracy. If this column was largely used, 
I Should think it would be a matter of censure on the person on whom the re
sponsibility for inquiry rests." This demand for much information where little 
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information is available, and this insistence on ascribing a cause where reasonable 
presumption as to cause is so rarely possible, have had a powerful influence in 
rendering the statistics untrustworthy. The same tendency is seen at work in 
-other provinces. In Madras the effect of the remark in paragraph 5 of the 
Government Resolution on the Lunatic Asylum Report for 1890 stig'matizing 
the Cali cut Asyl!lm as " the worst" in respect to the average of unknown causes 
.and of the. Surgeon-General's Circular No. 12, dated 28th September 1891 
(issued in consequence), is clearly in evidence. In Bengal, Surgeon-Lieutenant

·Colonel Meadows, of Berhampur, says: "We assign cause too often ourselves: 
it is insisted on jand we are constrained to enter cause before it has been 
properly ascertained." Surgeon-Major Baker, of Rangoon, says: " I think that 
-officers are under the impression th~t it 'looks as if they were not zealous if they 
do not find a cause." Brigade-Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel Gaffney, of Jubbul
pore, says: "I think that there is a tendency to assign causes too readily j" and 
he intimates his concurrence in a strong protest made by Surgeon-Major-Gen

·eral Rice when Civil Surgeon of Jubbulpore in 1880 against this tendency. In 
Assam, Mr. Driberg, Commissioner of Excise, says: "If a man (policeman) does 
not enter cause, I knolV by experience that the District Superintendent of Police' 
.gets a slip telling him to send a more experienced man, or fine this man for 
carelessness." The remmks made in 1886 by Dr. Rice, now_ Surgeon-General 
with the Government of India, in reference to an unfavourable comment in the 
Chief Commissioner's review of the report for 1879, may be quoted: "I think 
it is of doubtful value," he said, "to set down everything told in this way as 
.if it were reasonably true. If these returns are ever to be made use of, it would 
be better to assign only such alleged causes as have some pretensions to being 
.correct, omitting altogether those which are nothing more than mere conjectures. 
Even if a great number go unclassified, it is better so than that doubtful causes 
should be assigned." 

S18. There is one class of cases which seems at first sight to differ from the 

A I 
. 1 Ii I' '1 1 t rest, the cases in which lunatics charged with crime 

syum sa SiCS qUICunruS .. · 
·worthy. have been acquitted on the ground of insanity. 
Surgeon-Major McKay, of Nagpur, says: "In criminal cases the cause is general
ly taken from the judgment of the Court." This statement is apparently too 
-strong. The Commission have had to examine the records and papers in the 
cases of many criminal lunatics. In the majority of cases the Judge is found 
to be content with the evidence of the Ci,il Surgeon as tu the fact of insanity, 

.and to consider it unnecessary to make any inquiry as to cause. In such 
cases the information sent to the as},lum authorities is precisely of. the same 
character as that furnished in non-criminal cases. It is very rare indeed that any 
evidence as to cause appears in the evidence tendered in Court, and still more 
rare for the Judge to discuss the cause. For all practical purposes, the' remarks 
above made regarding the untrustworthy character of the information supplied 
to the Superintendents, and of the asylum statistics as to cause based thereon, 
.apply to all classes of cases. 

519. Although these statistics have been discussed seriously from year to 

Dacca Asylum nO exception .. 
year, they have not been much· used as the basis of 
measures of ganja administration except in the 

<ase of Burma. In this case the Commission found that the measures taken 
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in Burma were ostensibly based on the lunatic asylum returns which were quot
ed by more than one Chief Commissioner, special reference being made to 
the figures for the Dacca Asylum. This special reference to this asylum and 
the fact that it is situated in the most important ganja-consuming tract in. 
India were among the reasons why the Commission summoned Surgeon
Lieutenant-Colonel Crombie (Bengal witness No. 104) as a witness; for 
he had been seven years Superintendent of that asylum. Before the Opium 
Commission also, and in an interesting discussion on opium published as a 
Supplement to the India11 Medical Gazette of July" 1892, Dr. Crombie had 
incidentally spoken strongly of the evil effects of hemp drugs as seen in his 
asylum experience. The Commission hoped therefore that Dr. Crombie might 
be found to have devoted special attention to his asylum work, and to be able to 
speak with exceptional authority. He informed the Commission in his written 
evidence that" nearly thirty per cent. of the inmates of lunatic asylums ill 
Bengal are persons who have been ganja smokers, and in a very large pro
portion of these I believe ganja to be the actual and immediate cause of their 
insanity. But though I am not prepared to say that the moderate u~e of ganja 
is never the cause of insanity, it is most frequently the result of long excessive 
use, and especially of occasional debauches with the drug. It has the same 
relationship to insanity in India that alcohol has in Europe, and may be the 
cau~e of fierce maniacal excitement of short duration (as in delirium tremens) 
or of a chronic cheerful mania which is the characteristic insanity of Indian 
asylums. It has not the same tendency to lead to dementia, the result of tissue 
changes in the brain, as alcohol has. Like alcohol, it will especially lead to in
sanity in persons of deficient self-control who take to the drug as a relief from 
mental trouble. Both forms of ganja insanity, the acute and chronic, are dis
tinguishable by the symptoms. (See separate memorandum.) II 

These views, which are stated in greater detail in a separate memorandum, 
are based entirely Oil his experience as Superintendent of the Dacca Asylum and 
as visitor to other asylums; for Dr. Crombie says: " In my practice outside of 
lunatic asylums my experience is confined to very few cases, only two or three
in the whole course of _ my service, of ganja intoxication brought to hospital." 
The Commission were anxious to ascertain how far these views might be 
regarded as having authority .. They accordingly examined the registers and 

. case books of the Dacca Asylum for all the years during which Dr. Crombie 
had been Superintendent, and perused his reports. They were unable to find 
in these records any ground for thinking that Dr. Crombie's practice differed 
from that of other Asylum Superintendents, or gave him special opportunities of 
knowledge; They took the registers for these years and also the papers for all 
the hemp drug cases of 1887 (Dr. Crombie's last year at Dacca) to Calcutta 
to discuss them with -Dr. Crombie. That discussion is contained in the record 
of his oral evidence. 

First, as to procedure, Dr. Crombie told the Commission that the de
scriptive roll is "by no means trustworthy," but that" subsequent dis<;overies'" 
were made in the asylum by examination of friends or of the lunatic on recovery 
and by vther means, and that the entries in the asylum books would be altered 
accordingly. "This," he said, " was my practice." The Commission had found 
no trace of this practice in the asylum records; and they showed Dr. 
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Crombie the registers and asked him to poir:t out any such alterations. He then 
withdrew his statement, and accepted as accurate the statement of Rames 
Chandra Sib, Overseer of the Dacca Asylum, who has made the entries in the 
registers and compiled Statement No. VII ever since 1880. His' statement is: 
"The cause is entered in the register from the descriptive roll .................... . 
Cause is never entered in the register from enquiry made after the patient's 
admission. I know of no case of this being done. The entry made at the top 
of the page would never be altered. But if any enquiry which I might make 
'showed cause not hitherto known, this fact would be entered in the history of 
the case. I remeinber such cases, and 1 might be able to point them out. 
But that entry in the history of the case would not alter the cause as shown in 
Statement "II of the annual report. That statement is filled up only from the 

. entries made in the descriptive'roll as copied into our register." Dr. Crombie's 
procedure then differed in no respect from the most mechanical and unintelli
gent record of causation in any asylum in India, for it was left entirely as 
clerical work to a subordinate. And the only statistics on which Dr. Crombie 
bases his views regarding insanity rest on the descriptive rolls, of which he 
strongly declares his distrust. 

Secondly, in regard to Dr. Crombie's attention to the special matter of causa
tion of insanity, it appears that "there was no discussion of cause in any 
annual report written by him from Dacca, nor any formal discussion in writing." 
Like other Superintendents, he seems not to have felt that his duty required special 
attention to this subject • 

• 
Thirdly, the Commission discussed with Dr. Crombie the cases of 1887, 

and the results of this discussion of them are recorded in his· oral examina· 
tion. They afford clear proof of the fact that even a careful examination of the 
papers received with the lunatics on their admission would have prevented 
five out of the fourte~n cases being recorded as hemp drug cases (viz., the first, 
fourth, tenth, thirteenth, and probably also the twelfth), and would have led to 
two more being recorded as mixed or doubtful cases (viz., the second and four. 
teenth). The history in the asylum should have prevented the fifth case being 
retained as a ganja case; for the true cause (peripheral irritation) was clearly 
established, and insanity was cured on removal of that cause. It should also 
have led to the rejection of the eighth case, or at least to its being recorded as a 
mixed case, Thus nine out of the fourteen hemp drug cases of 1887 at Dacca. 
are found to have been erroneously entered as such. There remain only five 
true hemp drug cases. Dr. Crombie says: "Taking my whole asylum expe
rience,'1 think that this may probably be accepted as fairly representative of 
the real state of the case," The total admissions in 1887 to the Dacca Asylum 
were 55. Of these Dr. Crombie now accepts only 5 (or 9 per cent.) as due to 
hemp drugs. And he states that this may be accepted as fairly representative of 
the real state of the case, so far as his experience enables him to judge. 

_ Fourthly, as to Dr. Crombie's conclusions. As there were fifty-five admis
sions into the asylum in 1887, the number of cases (five) which may reasonably 
be attributed to ganja turns out to be only nine per cent. As Dr. Crombie says 
that the II chronic cheerful mania" which he describes is only found in a por. 
tion (or, as his separate memorandum shows, in 4 minority) of the admissions, 
and as he admits that it "may be due in part to difference of character" and 
not to the. drug, there does not seem to be.much, if any, ground for associating 
this chairomania with hemp. And in view of the small proportion of true hemp 
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drug cases and the large proportion (nearly 2 to I) of error in the cases accept
ed and recorded as hemp drug cases in Dr. Crombie's time too much 
weight should not be attached to his views regarding the clinical features 
of hemi> drug insanity. The results of a careful analysis and examination of his 
cases corresponds on the whole prettY,accurately with the examination of the 
cases of 1892 for all India made by the Commission. Looking back at his work 
in Dacca from his present point of view, Dr. Crombie seems to have thought 
that he had had some experience of special value, but the impression appears 
on examination to be due to a 'mistake of memory. There is practically nothing 
that differentiates his experience or the, practice of the Dacca Asylum from 
that of other Superintenuents and other asylums in India. 

520. It may well seem extraordinary that statistics based on suc'PI absolutely 

Explanation of the use of these untrustworthy material should have been submitted 
worthless statistics. year after year in the asylum reports. It is extra
ordinary, and cannot certainly be fuliy justified. The follov.:ing considerations 
serve to a certain extent to explain this extraordinary fact. In the' first place, 
as is pointed out by several Superintendents, these officers did not know what 
grade of police or what kind of agency was employed in the inquiry. They 
believed that they were bound to accept, and justified in accepting, without 
question what came to them with an appearance of official authority. , In the 
second place, all the Superintendents, except those in the towns of Madras and 
Bombay, have their asylum work in addition to other medical duties. They 
have found themselves unable to devote that amount of time and care to their 
asylum work which would enable them to speak as e'Xperts or to supply infor
mation of any real value. Some of the best of them have stated to the members 
of the Commission who visited the asylums that they constantly found them
selves subordinating the asylum work to duties which. appeared more pressing 
and more important. In the third place, as already pointed out, they have 
been so pressed to give statistical information that they have often done so 
without considering whether it could be regarded as scientifically or even reason
ably accurate. In the fourth place, most of the Superintendents, though they 
had long practised medicine in this country, had never seen any of the effects 
of hemp drugs except their alleged effects in producing insanity in the cases 
attributed in the papers to the drugs. Several Superintendents speak clearly of 
this ignorance of the effects of the drugs. The remarks of three may be quoted 
as being specially interesting. Surgeon. Lieutenant-Colonel Leapingwel\ (Viza
gapatam) says: II I should myself have put down ganja as the cause of insanity 
in any case where I examined the friends if they merely, said the man used 
ganja' and I could get no other cause, as I did not discriminate between the 
excessive and moderate use. I should go much more carefully into the 
matter now,' since I have in the course of the present iriquiry learned so 
much more about the use of. the drugs," Surgeon-Major Cobb, of Dacca, 
says: It As to the effects of ganja generally,' I should say that until I began to 
study the question with a view to give evidence before the Commission, al
though I had a vague notion that ganja smoking was prevalent among the lower 
classes in Bengal, I had no idea that the practice was as common as I have 
since found it to be." Surgeon.Major Willcocks, 9f Agra, says: "Ordinarily 
it has been the practice to enter hemp drugs as the cause of insanity where it 
has been shown that the patient used these drugs. . I cannot say precisely 
why this is the practice. It has come down as the traditional pra.ctice. As 
a matter of fact, until recently I looked on these drugs as very pOIsonous. As I 
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have already said, my ordinary medical practice did not bring me into contact 
with them at all. I only came into contact with them in the asylum. I had no 
idea that they were used so extensively as I find on enquiry to be the case. ·1 have 
made enquiry in connection with the attention drawn to the matter recently." 

These are some of the explanations which may be offered for the submis
sion by Superintendents of such statistics year by year. Further. though such 
evidence as that of Surgeon.Major-General DeFabeck of Madras shows most 
clearly how little knowledge some heads of the Medical Department have had 
of the untrustworthy character of the statistics, it does' not show this more 
clearly than does the mere fact that year after year these statistics have 
been seriously discussed alike by these officers and by the Governments under 
whom they serve. 

521. The Commission were forced to the conclusion that there was no trust, 
Further inquiries made by the worthy basis for a satisfactory and reasonably 

Commission. accurate opinion on the connection between hemp 
drugs and insanity in the asylum statistics appended to the annual reports. 
They felt that they must -conduct f~r themselves as full and searching an 
inquiry as was possible within the time at their disposal into the history of 
a considerable number of cases. As already stated, they selected as the subject 
of their inquiry all the cases admitted into all t~e asylums in India in 1892 
and ascribed to hemp drugs. They took up each of these cases separately in 
the asylum, and ascertained what information was obtainable in regard to it from 
perus;1 of the original papers and the asylum registers, and also by enquiry from 
the Superintendent and Asylum officials. Having recorded all such informa
tion, they asked the Superintendent of each asylum to conduct further inquiry 
into each case and report finally on it, and they requested Local Governments 
to direct the Magistrates and Civil Surgeons of districts to which the patients 
belong to give the Superintendent all necessary assistance. The Commission 
added:. "In view of the importance of thi.s 'branch of the inquiry, it is sug
gested that, wherever this is possible, a careful local inquiry should be con
ducted by a trustworthy and experienced Magistrate, in consultation with the 
Civil Surgeon, to ascertain the past personal and family history of the patient, 

,and any circumstances likely to throw .light on the cause of his insanity. The 
record of this inquiry should in each cas~ be submitted to the Commission 
through the Superintendent of the asylum in which the patient was treated to 
enable him to submit the report above mentioned." All this information, both 
that collected in the asylums and that collected in these further inquiries, is 
recorded in Vol. II Appendices. Only the final report of,the 'Superintendent is 
printed. unless it is inaccurate or incomplete, or unless there is anything of 
interest in the records which he has not noticed. In these cases notes contain
ing the points omitted or inaccurately stated,' or extracts from the records, 
are appended to his report. Prefixed to these papers is a statement of the 
decision of the Commission on all of the cases, showing very briefly. for 
each why it has been accepted or rejected. ,In a few cases the results ('~ 

the inquiries are unsatisfactory; for if has been impossible occasionally to get 
any further information; and occasionally the inquiry, even though feasible, has 
not been conducted with sufficient care and intelligence. On the whole, how
ever, the result is the collection of a body of information about these selected 
cases far superior to anything heretofore available. 

60 
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The result of the examination of all the cases attributed to hemp drugs in 
, 

1892 may be thus shown :-
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( Dullunda .. , 64 18 5 3 8 10 28'1 12'5 

Patna .. , .. , 38 ,8 2 I 3 5 21'0 ]"8 

BBKGAL , .. Dacca '" .., 43 15 4 I 5 10 34'8 11'6 

Berhampur .. , 38 II 3 I 4 7 28'g 10'5 

Cuttack .. , .. , 3 I .. , .. , .. , I 33"3 0'0 

- -- - ~ 
Total .. , 186 53 14 6 .0 33 28'4 107 - ---

A .... ' .. ' Tezpur .. , .. , 43 13 .. , 3 3 10 3°'2 6'g 

-----
Benares ... .... 47 6 5 .. . 5 I 12'7 10"6 

Non.· { Agra ... . .. - 72 18 5 2 7 II 25'0 9'7 
WBSTERN 
PROVINCES. Bareilly ... ... 76 II 2 4 6 5 14'4 7'9 

-
l !-ucknow ... ... 89 17 3 I 4 13 19'1 4'4 

----- -
Total 

, 
284 5' 15 7 2. 30 18'3 7'7 ... 
------

.. ·f Delhi ... ... 54 10 4 1 5 5 18'5 g'2 

PUIIJAB 
Lahore ... . .. 78 10 6 3 9 3 15'3 11'4 

- ----------
TOIaI ... 13' 2' 10 4 14 8 16'6 10'6 

--- ------
CINTRAL { 

Jubbulpore ... 35 6 ... I 1 5 17'1 2'8 

PROVINCES. Nagpur ... '7 7 2 2 4 3 25'9 14'8 ... - -
TOIaI ... 62 13 2 3 S 8 20'g 8'0 

--' - ---
r Madras ... .. . 216 17 2 4 6 II 7"3 2'7 

MAD .... " .. ·t Vizagapalam' ... 8 1 ... I 1 ... 12'5 u'S 

Calicut ... . .. 21 1 ... ... ..... I 4'7 0'0 

------
TOIaI .. ' 245 19 • 5 7 I • 1'7 2'8 

- ---

r 
Co!aba ... ... 16. 13 5 3 8 5 8'0 4'9 

Poona '" ... 36 6 4 I S 1 16'6 13'S 

Ahmedabad ... 19 9 
" I 3 6 47"3 15'7 

80HBU 11'~ 

I 
Ratnagiri ... .6 5 • I 3 2 Ig' • 7'6 

Dharwar ... 7 I I • I 14" [4'2 ... ... .., 

L Hyderabad (Sind) ... 40 13 3 I 4 9 32:5 10'0 

- - - -
Total .. , 290 47 16 8 24 23 16'2 8'. - ---

Bua ... ... Rangoon ... ... 102 3 2 I 3 ' .. 2'g "9 - - - -
GRAND TOTAL ... 1.344 2 •• 61 37 gS 124 W5 1"3 
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Out of 1,344 admissions to the asylums of British India during 1892, there 
are shown to be only 98 cases (or 7'3 per cent.) in which the use of hemp drugs 
may be reasonably regarded as a factor in causing the insanity. If the" mixed" 
cases in which the hemp drugs have only been accepted as one of several 
possible causes are omitted, the percentage falls to 4'5. It must be 
borne in mind, however, that there were 42 per cent, of the admissions for 1892 

in which the cause of insanity was shown as" unknown," Among these" uri
known" cases there may, no doubt, have been some in which hemp drugs may, 
as in the accepted cases, have played some part in causing insanity. If it had 
been possible to ascertain the history of these" unknown" cases, it might have 
been found that there was in a considerable number of them a history 0'£ rhe use 
of hemp drugs, and perhaps that in some of them these drugs had played some 
part at least in causing the insanity. It might appear at first sight to be more 
correct to take the percentage, not on the total admissions into the asylums, but 
on the" known" cases among these admissions. The total number of " known~' 
cases (i, e" cases in which the cause was supposed to be known) among the 
admissions for 1892 was 775, This would give a percentage of hemp drug ~ases 
at 12'6, But the Commission do not see their way to accept this method of cal
culation as accurate. For they consider that both experience and the whole his
tory of this inquiry have shown thatthere is little difficulty in ascertaining the 
existence of the ganja habit among persons such as are sent to the asylums, and 
also that there is no hesitation in ascribing insanity to that habit. They are 
therefore of opinion that it is safe to presume that in the great majority of the 
" unknown" cases no ganja habit did exist, and that they would be fur.ther from 
the truth in taking the percentage at 12'6 than at 7'3. 

522. On the other hand, it would be far from accurate to say that it has 

Mlxedcases. 
been ascertained tha t the insanity was in all these 98 
cases due solely to hemp drugs. In the first place, 

there ate 37 of them (or nearly 38 per cent,) in which there is a clear history of 
some other cause. The causes which aTe shown thus to have possibly co-oper
ated with heinp drugs in inducing insanity (with the number' of causes for 
each) are as follow :-

Heredity 4 Grief ... 3 

" 
alcohol and vice 2 " 

hard life and liquor I 

" 
and business losses ... I " and opium I . 

Fever I Madak I 

Sun and malaria ••• 3 Acholol ... II 

Syphilis I 
" 

and opium I 

Sexual excess 
" 

and vicious habits 2 

Dhatura 3 " and epilepsy I 

523. Only a few remarks need be made regarding these" mixed" cases. So 
far as the inquiries have established the real facts Heredity, 

. regarding these cases, there are seven into which 
heredity enters as a predi~posing fa ctor, The number of cases' attributed ·to 
heredity throughout India in 1892 was 51, or 3'8 per cent. 'of the admis
sions (1,344), These seven cases may perhaps be added to this number; giving 
a total of 58, or 4'3 per cent. In England the percentage of cases attri
buted to heredity is 19'0 for males and 22'1 for females. These percentages 
are based on statistics for ten years, dealing with 136,478 patients (~'ide 
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. Hack Tuke's ,Dictionary of Psychological Medicine; article "Statistics of In· 
sanity "). The author of this article points. out that" the reluctance of the 
relatives of patients ,to give information on this painful point leaves the propor· 
tion ;undoubtedly far too low." In view of this, it cannot be denied that the 
influence of heredity is .in India practically neglected. The importance of 
giving due weight to this factor becomes the more manifest when it is considered 
that a cause which in a normally healthy brain would produce no effect is suffi. 
cient to overthrow the mental equilibrium of a person with hereditary predis· 
position. 

'524 .. There-are eighteen of these mixed cases in which alcohol has. been ascer· 

AlcohoL 
tained to be a possible factor. In view of the con' 
nection between alcohol and insanity as established 

in Europe, and in view of the clear evidence that brain lesions are directly caused 
by alcohol, there seems certainly not less reason for ascribing these cases to 
alcohol than to hemp drugs. The English statistics show percentages of 19'8 
and 7"2 of cases as due to alcohol for males and females respectively. The 
Commission are of opinion that such high percentages cannot be expected in 
India; for, although the action of alcohol is more injurious in the tropics, the 
people of this country are generally much more abstemious. The percentage of 
cases attr.ibuted to alcohol in each province in 1892 is given below, and for 
purposes of comparison the percentage of the accepted hemp drug cases (in. 
c1uding the" mixed" cases) is also shown:-

Province. 
Percentage of Percentage of 

Total of hemp drug alcobo1 
columas 2 and 3-cas ... case •. 

I • 3 4 

Bengal ... .. , ... " . 10'7 2'1 12'8 

Assam ... '" .. , ... 6'9 6'9 13'6 

North-Western Provinces .. , ... 7"7 3'5 11'3 

Panjah .. , ,., ... ... 10'6 1'5 12'1 

Central Provinces ... ,., ... 8'0 .. , g,o 

Madras ... ... ... .. . 2,g 2,g 5'6 

Bombay . ,. ... ... ... B-2 7'3 15'4 

Burma ... .. , ... .. ' 2'9 11'7 14'6 - ------
Total ... 1'3 4'4 11'7 

The .figures in regard to alcohol cannot be accepted as quite satisfactory, 
because they have not been tested. But the tendency of the, figures as they 
stand is to show that in the provinces where hemp drugs are the less used, 
alcohol' is the more frequently assigned as the cause of insanity, and vice versa. 
It is possible either that the figures to a certain extent reflect the facts, or, 
merely that those who have ~o account for insanity turn most easily to intoxi
cants, and came tbat intoxicant which most readily occurs to them. 
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525. There are three" mixed" cases in which dhatura has been ascertained 
to be a possible cause .of insanity. In view of the 

I>hatura. facts that, dhatura is a more potent intoxicant th'an 
the hemp drugs and produces furious delirium, and that Dr. Cqnningham's 
.experiments appear to indicate clearly that grave cerebral lesions are very early 
produced by dhatura and are not produced by ganja, it would probably be safer 
to accept these cases as due to qhatura and not to hem~ drugs. The Com mis-

,.sion have, however, accepted them as "mixed" cases. It is unnecessary to 
make any special remarks on the "mixed" cases in which causes other than 
heredity, alcohol, and dhatura appear to ,contribute to the insanity. 

526. Even in regard to the remaining 61 cases, it must be borne in mind 
that it is impossible to say that the use of hemp 

Cases due to hemp drugs. d . I . rugs was m a I the sole cause of insanity, or 
'Indeed any part of the cause. The fo'llowing considerations combine to demand 
caution and reserve in pronouncing an opinion on this point. 

Firstly" there are twelve cases in, which it has been found impossible to 
,obtain any further information by local inquiry. In these cases we are thrown back 
, on the original papers and the asylum history. Besides these, there' are ten 
, more cases in which the patients are beggars and foreign labourers about whose 

past history no satisfactory information is obtainable. Thus there remain only 
39 of these 61 cases about which anything like 11 satisfactory inquiry has been 

, ·possible. Further, a great majority of these cases come, from the lower orders 
<)f cultivators and 'Iabourers, from whom information of any value is very difficult 
to obtain as to other than the most. apparent causes.' The fact of the existence 
of the hemp habit is easy enough to ascertain, but that it is the cagse, or one of 
.the causes of the insanity, or that it even preceded the insanity, is much more 
-difficult to establish. 

Secondly, the method of inquiry has not been satisfactory in regard to all 
the cases referred for local inquiry. In regard to the great majority, the instruc
tions issued by the Commission as to: the agency by which this further inquiry 
should be conducted have been carried out. But in some, it will be observed, 

, -even this further inquiry has been left to the police. Then again there are cases. 
such as those of the Hyderabad (Sind) Asylum, in which the Superintendent has 
necessarily been tbe principal agent in the inquiry, and has, perhaps, not unmitur
ally, but certainly unfortunately, evinced a strong tendency to defend the old 
asylum entries regarding cause. The series of questions framed by the Civil 
Surgeon of Delhi for use in the further inquiry also illustrates a tendency to 
assume that the cases were hemp drug cases, and thus to limit the scope of the 
inquiry. 

Thirdly, it mllY be noted that excess in the use of i)emp drugs is very fre
quently only one of severa1.vices in' which a dissipated man indulges. Further 
inquiry has proved this in several cases .. There is strong pPObability' that had 
information been complete, it would have been established in many more cases. It 
i~ imp'ossible in such cases'to say definitely to what form of excess insanity may be 
! .' . 

mainlY-due. Further, it is an accepted and established fact t.hat intemperance of 
.any' kind may s,Ometimes be net the cause.of ins~nity, but an early manifestation 
.of mental instability. Dr. Conolly Norman (Hack Tuke's Dictionary of Psycho-. , ". - 61 
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logical Medicine j article or Mania ") S<1-YS :"The patient also indulges in intoxicants. 
with very undue or unwonted freedom, ana thereby precipitates the cou(se and 
aggravates the symptoms of his disease." One or 'two cases have been rejected 
by the Commission on the ground that the evidence merely showed that the habit 
of use of hemp began at the same time as the mental aberration, or even later. 
There may have been other cases in which this would have been shown had the· 
information been complete. It is ,possible therefore that more complete informa

-tion might haves'hown in some cases, not only that other causes contributed to 
. the insanity, but also that hemp drugshlld nothing whatever to do with 
inducing it. 

These and similar considerations already.indicated demand caution in the 
expression of any judgment as to the causation of insanity in this country. If 
in England opinion, based on inquiries such as are there possible, has. to be 
stated with caution, this is much more necessary here. In many of the cases illt 
which the hemp drug habit has been established, it is impossible to fj!el certain. 
in view of the defective character of the information that the drugs have been 
the sole cause, or perhaps indeed a cause at all, cif the insanity. The Com
mission have, however, felt themselves justified in accepting these 98 cases of the 
year 1892 as reasonably attributable,in . whole or in part, to the use of hemp 
drugs. These are the best cases they have been able within the time at their 
disposal to obtain. Of these 98 cases, 97 were males .and one female, 82 being 
Hindus and J6 Muhammadans. 

527 .. In the asylum returns these.cases were classified according to the fol-
ClassificatiODlUldtyp •• oraccept. lowing" types" :"":Toxic insanity, 39 i mania, 42 i 

ed cases. melancholia, 3 i dementia, 4 i while in ten cases the 
patients had recovered prior to admission, and did not exhibit symptoms of mental 
aberration while in the asylum. The C~mmission think-it well to point out that 
although in these instances symptoms of insanity were never observed by the 
Asylum Superintendents, yet the cases were returned in the annual. reports as· 
cases of toxic insanity, and thus helped to augment the annual returns (Statement 
VI)-a fact which very strikingly exemplifies the purely mechanical manner in 
which these returns have hitherto been compiled. 

528. The oc.cupations, eto., of these 98 cases maybp. tabulated as follows. 

Occupation. 
They have been abstracted from the "descriptive 
rolls" or from information supplied on subse.quent 

inquiries at the instance of the Commission. The Commission cannot, however,. 
vouch for the accuracy of these returns. In one instance an insane of the lower' 
classes, described as a .. zamindar," proved to be a school"boy, the 5011 of a. 
muharir in a munsiff's court. 

Fakir '" ••• S Panda .,. . .. I 

Beggar ... 16 Student ... . .. r 
Cultivator •... - ... '3 Prostitute '0' 1 

Shopkeeper ... 7 Priest . ... I ••• .. . ,I 

Trader ... • ••• ... '12 .constable . .. ~ ... 1 

Labourer ... IS Tahsil jemalhr .... -, 1 
Servant ... ... 6 Sowar . ,. . .. .0 • r 
Sepoy ... . .. 4 Not known . ... U· 
Teacher ... • •• 1 --79 Total 98 - -
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529- l'be following table sbows the relative liability to insanity at different 
"Liability at nriDus ages, IUId ages in tbe bempdrugs cases. This information has 

.ftIapoeo. been compiled solely from the" descriptive rolls," and 
-in very many'instances thea ges entered are doubtless only rough guesses. At 
all times it is difficult to ascertain the true age of a native of the lower classes, 
and in the case of wandering insanes, beggars, ·etc., tbe determination of age 
must necessarily be inexact and a mere approximation :-

Age from 15 to 20 years, 10 cases, I instance of a second attack. 

" 
21 to 25 .. 32 • 

" 3 II one prior attack. 

II 26 to 30 " 
22 II 3 II " 

" 31 to 35 'II II II I " " -II 

II 36 to 40 . " -6 
II· ... II " 

'11 41 to 45 'II 5 II I II II 

, II 46 to 50 .. u 7 II 2 II II 

.. 51 to 55 ... :I " 
I 

" II 

.. 56 to 60 ,,, J II J .. II 

» 75 " 
J II II II 

Age unknown J II . .... II " - • 
Total 98 cases, 13 instances of,relapses. -

530. Tbe data: for ascertaining the duration of insanity are either unreliable 

D"",tiOD of iDsaDitr. 
or not procurable i;\ all cases for the periods during 
which the insanes were at large, and it is only with 

the duration of residence in asyl urns that the Commission can gi.ve any accurate 
details. The duration of the insanity before admission into tbe asylum 'for 
the 53 cases for which information is recorded is shown in the following 
table.:-

Daration of insa.nity Defore admission '510'" 21 t02S 26 to 30 31 to 3S 361040 41 to 45 46 to 50 51 loSS 
to asylum. yearl. years. years. years. years. ycars . YC!lrs. years. 

. 

One month and nnder ... :4 :I 3 ~ .. I '" :2 ; I 

Not exceeding 3 months ••• 3 3 II I I J ... ..-
'Not exceeding 6 months , .. , ... 4 4 I I :I .. , ... 

. 
. Not exceeding u months 

. ... ... 3 3 ... . .. _ . 'J , I 

. Not exceeding 18 months . " ... _. J .... I ... . ' .oo . . .. 
t 

3 years . _. ... ... 2 I I I ... '" .. 
5 years ... ... ... . .. .. . J ... .-. ... ... 

. 
12 years .-. ... .. . ... . .. I .. , . ... ... .. . 

i , 
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Out of the 98 accepted cases, 10 were not insane on admission into asylums, 29 

were not cured, and 9 died during residence. Regarding the cases described 
as tr not cured," it is necessary to explain that the expression is to be taken only 
relatively for the period during which the patients were under observation by the 
Commission, and which as a general rule would be under two years. The 
duration of residence in asylums of the 50 patients discharged during the period 
mentioned may be tabulated as follows:-

Ages of patients. 

-:- -. 
Duration of resid· 21 to 25 26 to 30 31 to 3S 36 to 40 41 to 45 46 '050 5110 55 56 to 60 

o c IS to 20 75 ';0 
eDce in asylum. years. years. years. years. years. years. years. years. , years. years . ~ 0 ... <,a 

I-

Not insane on 1 
admission. 

:I 3 1 ... ... 1 ... . .. 1 I 

One month and ... :I :I ... ... ... ... ... .. . ... .. . 
under. 

Not exceeding 1 4 :I ,I ... ... ... ... ... ." . .. 
3 months. , 

Not exceeding 6 8 :I :I I ... 3 ... ... .. . ... 
6 months. 

Not exceeding ... 5 6 2 .... ... ... .. . 1 ... .. . 
12 months. 

Not exceeding ... ... 1 I ... ... ... . .. .. . .. . . .. 
18 months, 

Not cured ... :z 9 6 4 3 :I :I 1 ... ... . .. 
Died ... ... :I .... 2 3 I I ... . , .. . .. .. . 

These figures would appear to indicate that the largest num ber of discharges, 
38 per cent., occurred after a residence not exceeding six months in .the asylums, 
and of the rejected cases 19 per cent. were discharged after a similar residence, 
After a residence of over six and not exceeding twelve months, 16 per cent. of the 
accepted cases (making a total of 54 per -cent. for the whole year) were discharged, 
a:ld 10 per cent. (a total of 29) of the rejected. Dr. Walsh (Bengal witness No. 
112), in a supplement to his written evidence: remarks: " The average period under 
treatment in the asylum at Dullunda of 55 cases discharged cured during five years 
(1888'92) varied from 3 to 10 months, and, many of these were kept under 
observation for some time after they had been pronounced sane. Of the 108 
.cases admitted, more than half recovered very quickly, and this points to some 
cause easily removable." 

, 
For the purpose of comparison, the duration of residence in asylums of the 

rejected cases of 1892 is givell in the following table. This table contains only 
121 cases, because of the 124 rejected cases, two were not cases of 1892 at all, 
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and one was rejected because it has been entered a second time on the 'state
ment :-
, 

Duration of residence 15 to 20 21 to 2S :16 to 30 31 to JS 36 to 40 41 to 4S 46 to So 51 to 55 Over Age Un. 
in asylum. years. years. years. years. years. years. years. years. 00. knowD. 

,-
Not insane on ... , I ... ... I . .. ... .. . t 

admission. 

One month and I ... ... 1 .. . , ... .. . ... ... 
under. 

Not exceeding 
months. 

3 2 I ... , ... 2 ... ... .. . .. . 
Not exceeding 

months. 
6 3 5 4 2 ... ... ... ... ... .. . 

Not exceeding '12 5 2 3 I I ... ... ... ... . .. 
months. 

Not exceeding 18 ... , . .. I ... , ... . .. ... ... 
months. 

Not cured ... a II '9 '7 8 3 I ... ... 3 

Died ... ... 3 4 2 2 t ... I 2 .. . 
531. The proportion of recoveri~s calculated on the 98 accepted cases. would 

Proportion of recoveries. 
amount to 61'2 per cent., or, deducting from both 
sides the 10 patients ,who were not insane on ad

mission, to 56'8 per cent. Calculated in the same manner, the percentage of 
recoveries of the rejected cases would be 34'7 and 32'4. 

532. Calculated on the accepted cases, the mortality amounted to 9'1 per 

Mortality. 
cent. In no single case, however, was the death due 
directly to the mental condition. The mortality in 

the rejected cases amounted to 12'3 per cent. on the total admissions. There is 
one fact which vitiates the figures in connection with mortality in asylums
that is, the practice which exists at all events in the Tezpur Asylum, Assam" 
of transferring dying patients to the "Moribund Ward" of the Charitable 
Dispensary for medical treatment. 

533. rhe Commission would premise the analysis of the symptoms presented 

Symptomatology. 
by the accepted cases by remarking that the infor
mation available is extremely meagre. As a rule 

the asylum records fail to afford a full clinical history of the condition of the 
patients on first admission, and the subsequent entries in the asylum case 
books are also frequently lacking in useful information. In one asylum .no case 
book appeared to have been kept. up in 1892. The medical certificates on 
which the patients are admitted into the asylums usually contain only sufficient 
evidence of the mental state to support an opinion as to the mere fact of insanity. 
The descriptive rolls ar~ the only source in the vast majority of cases from which 
the mode of incidence and duration of attack, the habits, and the personal and 
family history of the patients can be ascertained. The value to be placed on 
certain entries in the descriptive roll has already been fully discussed. They 
have been shown to be untrustworthy, and there is no reason to suppose that 
other entries are more accurate or reliable. 
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In 17 out of 98 cases only is informa\ion recorded as to the nature of the 
onset of the symptoms; in eight it may be described " sudden;" in six as 
" gradual" or" slow "; and in three as "insidious." As a rule no detailed in
formation is ascertainable regarding the nature of the premonitory sym ptoms . 
or their duration_ "Headache" has been mentioned, but beyond that there are 
no clinical symptoms. Sometimes alteration in habit is alluded to, but more 
frequently attention has first been drawn to the mental condition by some 
insane, violent, or destructive act _ which has led to the individual being sent 
to a medical officer for observation. Regarding the state of the general bodily 
health on admission into asylums, in 35 cases it is described as "good," in 
20 " fair," in 8 "indifferent," in 6 "bad," in 3 "weak" or "very weak, " and 
in the remaining cases no information is recorded. As a rule no records are kept 
of the form or measurements of the head, general physical features are not 
recorded, and thermo metrical observations do not usually appear to be made_ 
The facial expression is as a rule not described, and in three instances 
only is it refetred to as "vacant." The appearance of a" ganja . wart" on 
the palm is mentioned by one Superintendent. The gait is as a rule 
not described. Abnormalities or signs of disease of the sexual organs are not 
usually mentioned. The condition of the circulatory and respiratory systems 
are not as a rule recorded. Under the digestive system it may be mentioned 
that in fifteen cases food was refused, necessitating forcible feeding. No informa
tion as a rule is available regarding the glandular system, state of the skin, or 
character of the urine. Under the muscular system" tre·mor" has been referred 
to and "muscular· twitchings like chorea." But such features as power of 
"grasp" of hands or, reaction to electric stimulus are not mentioned. Under the 
nervous system-sight, hearing, taste, and smell-no systematic observations 
appear to be recorded; in only one asylum was there any record regarding the 
state of the pupils; in one asylum redness of the conjunctiva was mentioned; 
and in one asylum the eyes are described as " red." The conditions of nervous 
sensibility, hyper;esthesia and an;esthesia, do not appear to have received 
attention; and in one asylum only are reflex phenomena mentioned. 

Regarding mental symptoms. In 'fifty-six cases incoherence of language is 
mentioned, in seven uncommunicativeness, in seven silentness, in nine talkative
ness, in twelve muttering, and in twenty-two abusiveness or obscenity of language; 
in four cases the patients were" excited," in three roating, in twenty-four noisy, 
in twelve restless, and in thirty-one sleepless. In seven cases there were symp
toms of " exaltation," in thirteen quarrelsomeness, in twenty-nine destructiveness, 
twenty-five were homicidal, twelve suicidal-frequently the same case exhibited 
both tendencies-and thirty-six violent. In twelve cases there was laughter, in 
two dancing, in one absurd postures, and fourteen were either sad, c.rying, or 
moaning. Forty-six were dirty or filthy in their habits, twenty-one were indecent, 
in twenty-four there were delusions, .and in four cases the patients are described 
as " childish. " 

The alteration III symptoms in the asy,lum was in some cases'very rapid, 
so rapid in some instances as to be almost immediate. In others the progress 
towards sanity was slower j in some there were relapses, with occasional outbursts 
of violence j while others from being violent and abusive became melancholic or 
quiet and silly, or drifted into a condition of dementia. 
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534. ,The cause of death in the nine fatal cases was as follows: One 

Post-mortem examinations. 
general debility, one cholera, two dysentery, one 
leprosy, one heart disease, one diarrhcea, one dropsy 

and old age, and one no canse assigned. In five of these cases no post-mortem 
examination appears to have been made; in the four in which it was conducted, 
the condition of the brain is not specially noted in three, while in one case-death 
from cholera-the following note is made: "Weight 43 oz.; both membranes and 
substance of brain congested, and lateral ventricles contained a very small quantity 
of fluid. Brain substance finn." As to the results of post mortem examinations in 
alleged ganja cases, therefore, the evidence is purely negative as to any even 
coarse brain changes being present. It may be remr.rked, however, that as a rule 
when autopsies have been conducted in asylums, it has been solely with the object 
of ascertaining the cause of death and not for purposes of pathological research •. 
In most cases the brain does not appear to have been examined! and, when it 
has been examined, the information recorded is so me"gre and superficial as to 
!be valueless. 

535. Reviewing the mode of incidence so far as it can be ascertained, the 
type, general symptoms, and duration of cases in 

Diagnosis oChemp drug insanity. 
which the mental balance has been alleged to have 

been overthrown by the use of hemp drugs, the question arises are there any symp
toms pathognomonic of the condition generally known as hemp drug insanity, and 
on what does the evidence rest that the use of these drugs may induce mental aber
ration? The evidence obtained by the Commission appears to indicate that in the 
cases of alleged hemp drug insanity w.hich ,find their way into asylums, there are no 
typical features in the premonitory symptoms and no pathognomonic symptoms 
in the insane condition' on which to base a determination of causation. The 
mode of incidence, the premonitory symptoms, and the symptoms of the insane 
state are practically the same in cases in which these drugs have never been used 
as in iristances in which the mental equipoise has been accepted as being disturbel 
by their employment. The type of hemp drug insanity is mania, though in the 
su~sequent history of a few cases there appears to be divergence from the type. 
The mania may be acute or chronic. The majority of medical witnesses who ha ve 
studied the subject are clearly of opinion that there is nothing typical in the 
symptomatology of hemp drug mania to distinguish it from mania due to other 
causes. But at the same time several express an opinion that the symptoms 'are 
of shorter duration in hemp drug mania than in mania due to other causes. 
Besides this pretty generally accepted view that short duration is a diagnostic 
mark of hemp drug insanity, one or two witnesses are inclined to think that there 
are other characteristic symptoms. Dr. Cobb (Bengal witness No. 110) in his 
<lral evidence states: "There is nothing very typical in the symptoms, but still 
ganja insanity has points of distinction from other kinds of insanity. It is very 
temporary. Confinement of the patient with removal of the exciting cause gen
erally brings about rapid cure. Delirium is a prominent f·''lture. There are otber 
general features which it is difficult to put into words, and "Ych experience alone. 
can teach •.••.•... One recognizes gan)a insanity intuitiVt·!Y. All the symptoms 
I have described may be present in other kinds of insan;1 j, but one judges by the 
<ombination of them." Dr. Crombie (Bengal witness No. 104) in the appendix 
t-o his 'II'1"itten evidence states: "I refer to tbe peculiar cbaracters of this form 
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of toxic insanity biwhich it can be recognized just, or neai-1y as readily, as ,those 
of delirium tremens distinguish alcoholic intoxication. To enable me to do so 
clearly, it is necessary to distinguish between acute ganja intoxication due to a 
single debauch or to continuous excessive use of it in what might be called a bout 
_9f ganja drunkenness, and the effects of its continued immoderate use over 

• a lengthened period of time. Acute ganja intoxication is marked by the extreme 
vehemence of the mania. In its mental, moral, and muscular manifestations, it 
bears no resemblance to alcoholic intoxication whatev.er. The maniac is excited 
in every fibre. His aspect is infuriated, his eye glares and is tens.! and glistening, 
while at the same time the conjunctiva is red and injected. He shouts, vocifer
ates, sings, walks quickly up and down or round his cell, and shakes the door out 
of its fastenings, If at liberty, he is violent and aggressive, and may run amok. In 
other cases the mental disturbance is less marked, but the demeanour is excited,_ 
and he suddenly seizes some weapon, and slays one or more- of the people in his 
neighbourhood without apparent reason. The attack is of short duration, being 
limited to a few days, Then there is perfect recovery, and the patient i~ oblivious 
of things which took place during the period of intoxication .......... ,.The insanity 
produced by the long-continued immoderate use of ganja has also features of its 
own. The patients are hilarious, attitudinise, and are full of the sense of well
being j they are as a rule good-natured and trustworthy, and recover in a large 
proportion of cases under confinement and deprivation of the drug. These cases 
characterize Indian asylums by the large number of happy amusing lunatics 
they contain. They are, however, very subject to relapses even aiter lengthened 
periods of freedom from symptoms." 

The alleged shorter duration of hemp drug cases is to some extent borne
out by the statistics obt3ined by comparing the accepted and rejec:ted cases for 
1892. In the accepted cases (98), after deducting the ten patients who were
not insane on- admission, the percentage of recoveries has amounted to 56'8 per 
cent. of the total admissions, while of the rejected cases only 32'4 per cent. of 
the admissions have recovered. The Commission consider, however, that too 
-much stress shouid not be placed upon rapidity of recovery as a diagnostic sign 
in attempting to differentiate between hemp drug and ordinary mania. It is 
well recognized that as a rule ordinary uncomplicated cases of mania rapidly 
recover. Moreover, bearing in mind that hitherto hemp drug cases have been 
accepted as such as a rule on untrustworthy evidence, and that consequently 
many of the cases on which Superintendents of Asylums have hased an opinion 
as to the .relative rapidity of cure of hemp drug and ordinary mania were not 
actually to)(ic cases, "rapidity of recovery" can only be accepted tentatively 
as a means of discrimination. It is scarcely necessary to observe that this so 
called "diagnostic mark" has not been used in diagnosing hemp drug insanity in 
the asylums, as it has been shown that diftgnosis was made on the admission of 
the-patient and not after his recovery. 

In connection with the alleged greater recoverability of cases of hemp drug 
mania, it may be of interest to quote statistics of cases in an English asylum. 
·In the West Riding Asylum the percentage of recoveries in acute and simple 
mania we~e respectively 65'S and 61 per cent., while 8'4 and 11'9 per cent. 
were relieved and 11'9 and i6 per cent. formed a chronic residue. Taking all 
maniacal forms in the same asylum (including the simple, acute, hysteric, chronic, 
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delusional, recurrent, and puerperal), the recoveries amounted to 53.2 per cent. : 
14 per cent. were relieved, and 20'6 per cent. formed a chronic remainder. Obyi_ 
ously, however, these figures are not strictly comparable with the statistics of 
th~ hemp drugs and rejected ~ases with which the Commission have been deal
ing, because the Indian cases have only been a limited period under observation
under two years-while the West' Riding Asylum statistics refer to periods of 
several years. . 

In consideriqg the" peculiar characters" of hemp drug insanity as alluded 
to by Dr. Crombie, the Commission have to recall attention to the erroneous 
character of the statistics which form the basis of that officer's conclusions, and also 
to point out that generally all the features of the acute form as described by 
Dr. Crombie are comparable with the symptoms of transitory mania and the 
symptoms of the chronic form with those usually found in cases of mania uncon
nected with the use of hemp drugs. Indeed, Otto Von Schwatzer's description of 
transitory mania in the I?ictionary of Psychological Medicine might be read in 
lieu of Dr. Crombie's "peculiar character" of the symptoms. " The principal 
characteristic of transitory mania is the spontaneous and ungovernable intense 
excitement produced by the cerebral. irritation and· the morbidly exaggerated 
motor impulse, which, however, does not consist, as in other <\nd milder forms of 
frenzy, of a, more or less harmless restlessness, but, in a wild paroxysm with 
a hlind desire of destruction. The excitement extends with great intensity 
over the whole of the motor sphere, so that not single muscles, but the whole 
muscular system, is under its inAuence. All the wild motor discharges are with
out any purpose and object .......•.........•..• Every idea is at once expressed 
either by words or by inarticulate cries, screams, and shouts _ •.• •.• ... ... ... lively 
and sparkling eyes, which protrude from the orbits, redness of the conjunctiva, 
threatening or staring look •••.. : •.. , ........... As rapidly and suddenly as the 
attack comes, so suddenly it also disappears. Another abnormality of transitory 
mania is that its duration may be very much protracted, there being cases in which 
the attack lasted several days •••.•.•... '. Recollection generally reaches as far 
as the moment of outbreak, and perhaps includes darkness before the eyes, etc., 
but then completely ceases." The description of some of the symptoms usually 
found in ca'ses of mania, as given by W. Bevan Lewis, is also fairly comparable 
with Dr. Crombie's account of the special features presented by cases of insanity 
produced by the long· continued immoderate use ofganja. .. The excitant swell 
of feeling and the torrent of disconnected ideas may express themselves in contir\U
ous garrulity, in noisy chattering, in threatening and abusive tones, in laughter, 
in singing, or loud shouting with corresponding pantomime and' almost ceaseless 
activity, or the feeling of unusual freedom and energy may find'relief in destruc
tive tendencies, smashing of glass, breaking of furniture, tearing of clothing, or, 
perhaps, in violent aggressiveness." In regard to these lunatics being'" very 
subject to relapses," it may be remarked that this also is recognized as a com
mon feature in ordinary cases of mania, 

536. Summing up the evidence as to the presence of pathognomo~ic symp-
SUDUnary 01 cootlusio .. regard· toms in cases of hemp drug insanity, the Commission 

iDg hemp drug iosaoity. consider that, with the exception perhaps of the 
shorter duration of such cases when compared with cases of ordinary mania, there 
are no symptoms by which the cause of the mental condition can be determined. 

63 
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, 
The determination of cause depends wholly upon history. The Commission 
also consider it not improbable that there are no typical brain lesions peculiar 
to hemp drug insanity, though definite lesions are doubtle~s present in chronic 
cases, as they are in cases due to other causes. 

In answering the question, therefore, on what the evidence rests that hemp 
drugs may induce mental aberration, the Commission would offer the following 
remarks: The evidence may be considered under two heads-(a) popular j (6) 
scientific. The popular idea that the use of hemp drugs may induce insanity 
can be traced back for many centuries, and the present day views on the sub
ject are no doubt the outcome of old popular ideas which have been handed 
down and become concrete. With non-medical witnesses the mere use of the 
drug along with the fact of insanity, as the evidence shows, has as a rule been 
accepted as cause and effect. Of the large number of medical witnesses who 
have given evidence before the Commission, probably' not a single one has ever 
observed the inception of the habit and the use giving rise to mental aberration, 
and been in a position to gauge the value of other contributory causes if present. 
With practically no modern literature on the subject, with no special knowledge 
apart from the popular idea, with a very slight or no clinical experience of insanity 
in England, with the experience derived from perhaps having had half a dozen 
insanes in the course of two years under observation as Civil Surgeons, officers 
have been placed in charge of asylums, and have had to differentiate between cases 
of hemp drug insanity ann ordinary mania. The careful inquiry which has been 
made by the Commission into all the alleged hemp drugs cases admitted in one 
year into asylums in British India demonstrates conclusively that the usual mode 
of differentiating between hemp drug insanity and ordinary mania was in -the 
highest degree uncertain, and therefore fallacio\ls. Even after the inquiry which 
bas been conducted, it cannot be denied that in some of the cases at least the 
connection between hemp drugs and insanity has not been conclusively estab
lished. But taking these accepted cases as a whole. we have a number of 
instances where the hemp drug habit has been so established in relation to the 
insanity that, admitting (as we must admit) that hemp drugs as intoxicants 
cause more or less of cerebral stimulation, it may be aocepted as reasonably 
proved, in the absence of evidence of other cause, that hemp drugs do cause 
insanity. 

The action of hemp resin, the active principle of all forms of the drug, when 
taken internally, has formed the subject of accurate experimental observations, 
and the physiological action of the drug on the human subject and animals is 
fairly well known. When, however. the products of the destructive distillation 
of the resin are inhaled, as in ganja smoking, the precise physiological effects 
induced have not hitherto been, so far as the Commission are aware, as fully 
studied. Dr. Russell's experiments (Bengal witness No. 105) already quoted are, 
the Commission understand, the only ones instituted on man with any pretensions 
to scientific accuracy. On the other hand, Assistant Surgeon Bocarro (Sind wit
neu No. 20) and others refer from careful actual observations to the general 
physiologic.1 effects induced by smoking ganja and charas. With the object 
of elucidating the physiological effects of the products of the destructive distilla
tion of hemp resin, Dr. D. D. Cunningham, F.R,S., Professor of Physiology, 

-Medical College, Calcutta, at the -request of the Commission, kindly undertook a 
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series of experiments on monkeys. A full account of the experiment withrganja 
is given in paragraph 483. Dr. Cunningham reports on naked-eye inspection that 
.. the cerebra-spinal nervous centres were all apparently perfectly healthy." The 
results of the histological examination are not before the Commission, but it is 
hoped that they will be received in time to be included in the appendix. So far 
as the information from all sources before the Commission is concerned, there is 
no evidence of any brain lesions being directly caused by hemp, drugs, as they 
have been found to be caused by alcohol and dhatura j and there is evidence that 
the coarse brain lesions produced by alcohol and dhatura are not produced by 
hemp drugs. ' 

537. The pr~cise physiological effects induced by the inhalation of the 

Cerebral stimulants. 
products of the destructive distillation of hemp resin 
and those arising from the exhibition of the resin by 

the stomach are probably not identical, but in both cases there is ample evidence 
that the use of the drug in either form may first cause cerebral stimulation, and 
then depress the functional activity of the brain. Fran~ois Franck and Pitre's 
experiments (Arch. de Physio!., 1~3)" quoted by Lauder Brunton, indicate 
that in the case of dogs the excit~ of the, brain is increased by the 
administration of Cannabis, a purified form of' hemp resin, so that the tendency 
to epileptic convulsions is greatly increased, and may be induced by. very much' 
slighter stimuli than usua!. Alcohol is a typical cerebral stimulant, and any 
drug which, like alcohol, in,creases the functional activity of the brain, may, 
like alcohol, give rise to what is technically kn?wn as ct an intoxication." The 
effect of alcohol may'result in three principal sets of symptoms, which are 
admirably se tforth by Legrain (Dictionary of Psychological Medicine). 

(a) Taken in large amounts, in a short time it produces acute symptoms, 
which are immediate, but temporary-intoxication or drunken
ness. 

(b)' Alcohol if taken often and in great quantities, or if the drunkenness 
is nearly continuous, or if the individuals are not very strong in 
brain, accumulates in the organism without being at any time 
completely eliminated, and gives rise to acute symptoms oflonger 
duration than mere intoxication-delirium tremens. 

(c) Alcohol regularly or irregularly introduced into the system for a 
long time in doses even short of producing immediate symptoms 
is known to produce general disorders and progressive lesions, 
characterized by weakening of the faculties and premature 
dementia, the ensel1lble of the symptoms constituting chronic 
alcoholism. 

The analogues of these chief effects of alcohol may also be traced in the 
symptoms induced by hemp drugs, in which we have-

(a) The condition of more or less delirium with hallucinations and 
merriment as occurring in a person who has taken what is to him a 
large dose of the drug, the symptoms being only temporary
hemp drug intoxication. 

(0) The condition of wild frenzy, with symptoms of transitory mania 
occurring' in' a person who has systematically indulged largely 
in the drugs-hemp drug delirium. 
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(c) Cases in which the drug has been used for a considerable period, and 
then given rise to mania of shorter or longer duration, or cases in' 
which .the symptoms of hemp drug delirium do not completely 
subside, but pass on into a state of mania usually curable, and 
thus indicating the probable absence of anatomical lesions-, 
hemp drug mallia. 

The evidence, though by no means ~Iear and decisive,.is perhaps sufficient· 
to justify the presumption of an analogy such as is above indicated j and cases 
which have come before the Commission have seemed to divide themselves into 
these three classes. At the same time it must be pointed out that the sharp line 
of demarcation in symptoms which separates alcoholic intoxication from delirium 
tremens does not separate the intoxication and delirium produced by hemp drugs. 
Further, ih regard to what has been said about hemp drug mania, it may be noted 
that it is not improbable, though it has not been established by evidence, that 
prolonged abuse of the drugs may give rise in some cases to definit,e brain lesions 
resulting in a progressive weakening of all the faculties leading to dementia. 

538. Hemp drugs have been classed among the" poisons of the mind," and it 
Legrain's desaiptiou of poisons may be of interest, as throwing a good deal of light on 

ofth. mind. the whole subject and explaining the different modes 
in which" intoxications" may give rise to altered mental states, to allude briefly' 
to the manner in which mental poisons are presumed to act. M. Legrain, in Hack 
Tuke's Dictionary of Psychological Medicine, defines mental poisons as including 
all substances, whatever may be their origin and nature, which are capable of 
exercising a marked action on the intellectual processes, either by disordering: 
them or by suspending them completely for a moment or longer .. He then goes on 
to describe their action at length in a passage which may be summarized as follows. 
Poisons of the mind act primarily to a greater or less extent on the cerebral cells. 
Almost all substances introduced into the organism modify the cerebral processes" 
this being due to the delicacy of the organization of the nervous system, which,. 
like all complicated mechanism, is extremely vulnerable. The brain"as the termi
nus of all sensations, and as the regulator of even 'the most minute cellular 

, functions, has to bear the brunt of attacks, even the slightest, directed against 
the vital equilibrium, and has also to fe·act in or-der to re-establish this equili
brium. In every intoxication, in addition to the cerebral re-action due to the effect 
of the poison itself, there are other re-actions requiring as many reflexes for the 
defence of the body, and closely connected with the impressions which 
the sensorium receives, of modifications of nutrition, or of changes which 
take place in other organs under the influence of the poison. These re

,actions are the symptoms common to every intoxication. ,The cerebral 
re·actions which take place under the more direct influence of the toxic sub
stance are' of two kinds-they may be diffused, general, and undefined, and 
expressed by vague symptoms, indicating a lesion of the brain as a whole j or they 
are well-defined, clear, and localized, indicating that the poison affects one special 
centre 01 the brain to the exclusion of all others.. Special derangements may also 
occur, in addition to those of the brain. In spite of the great dissimilarity of 
the substances which are capable of producing cerebral intoxication, there are 
nevertheless certain clinical features common to all. We might even say that 
there are no intellectual disorders more pathognomonic of one poison than of 
another. The artificial insanity produced by toxic substances is nothing but the' 
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re·action of the cerebrum, which is arrested in its f;lll and regular function, and the 
coming into play of the cellular elements under the influence of an external and 
abnormal excitation which is different from the usual stimulation. As already 
pointed out, this excitation may affect one part of the brain more than another; 
hence the apparent difference in the symptoms, which may also vary in different 
individuals, although they are under the influence of the same poison. The toxic 
substance does not add any new element to those which the normal brain possesses,' 
and herein lies the great difference between the superadded insanity and the insanity 
which the brain produces itself between toxic derangement and psychosis. All or 
nearly all slight intoxications, from whatever cause, are character'ised by certain 
general symptoms-(I) excitation of the organ of thought; (2) intoxication; and 
(3) incoherence of ideas and actions. In organic derangement there is a qualitative 
ideational alteration; in toxic derangement there is only a functional disturbance, 
and a quantitative modification of psychical expression. The special symptoms 
are of infinite variety, and this variation of the special phenomena depends upon' 
two factors-Cal the localization of the toxic effects in a special cell group in the 
brain; and (h) on individual re·action. Nervous and predisposed persons'appear to 
be more easily affected than normal subjects. Certain toxic substances, such as 
alcohol and morphia, etc., do not produce the same effects on all individuals, male or 
female, under all latitudes. A large number of substances produce cerebral effects, 
but rarely in consequence of certain individual dispositions. Among labourers 
who handle carbon disulphide or aniline, some only present mental disorders. 
The individual factor with its idiosyncrasies plays here, as everywhere, a very im· 
portant part. There are other factors, too, which have to be considered, the de· 
gree of education, reason, locality, dosage, and mode of preparation of the drug, all 
of which may modify the symptoms. Thus the hallucinations of the Western 
people under the influence of hashish are not identical with the voluptuous dreams of 
the Orientals-. The simple ;~.tellectual disorders produced by various poisons are of 
two kinds-(I) the condition of excitement, and (2) the condition of depression; 
but these two conditions do not exclude each other. Thus in the case of hemp 
drugs, depression or narcosis usually follows the initial excitement. In addition to 
the intoxication and general disturbance of the mind, mental poisons produce also 
insane conditions or mental disorder. But these conditions are intimately con· 
nected with the general disturbance of the mind. The individual variations are 
here very numerous, the same poison producing different effects in two individuals. 
'ihe insane conditions have been classed into several groups-( I) maniacal or 
incoherent type is the most frequent, the derangement being absolutely general; 
(2) alcoholic type, a maniacal condition of a depressive, painful, and frightful 
form; (3) maniacal type of expansive form, ambitious, mystic, and erotic ideas, 
idea of self·satisfaction and of exaggeration of personality-this form is con. 
sidered as representative of hashish, etc.; (4) melancholic type; (5) mixed 
forms in which depression may alternate with excitement; and (6) vesania:: condi· 
tions, i.e., attacks of insanity, which, although excited by poisons, do not 
derive their special colour or character from the drug, but arise in persons 
strongly predisposed to insanity. Most poisons produce nothing but temporary 
disorders, which disappear without leaving any trace behind : their effect is 
limited to a slight excitement on depression of the faculties, to a short intoxi. 
cation, or to a more or less profound narcosis; afterwards perfect order is reo 
established. Other poisons cause more serious symptoms. The duration of 
symptoms varies accQrding to the individual disposition and the dose absorbed i 
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but, generally speaking, the acute stage, if recovery should follow, does not last 
more than a few days or weeks. In chronic voluntary intoxication the cause of 
the symptoms depends necessarilj on the habits of the patient and the indi
vidual re-action. The chronic period does not generally establish itself from the 
first. There are first the acute phenomena, 'which may reproduce.themselves a 
number of times, without, however, preventing chronicity from establishing itself: 
these acute symptoms are nothing but epiphl!nomena, which appear again and 
ag~in in the course of this period: the two essential kinds of symptoms, how
ever, are the irresistible appetite for the poison, with periodical return of the 
acute and sub-acute symptoms, and the progressive decay of the mental faculties. 
The acute symptoms correspond to the temporary saturation of the body with the 

. poison, while the chronic symptoms are the expression of definite anatomical 
lesions in the brain gradually developed under toxic influence. The prolonged 

. use of mind poisons thus gives rise to progressive weakening of all the facul
ties passing over into dementia. Acute toxic insanity is a secondary insanity: 
it is polymorphous j all forms of insanity may be observed, not only in two differ
ent intoxications, but even in the course of one and the same intoxication. It is 
temporary, nothing but a momentary acute' effervescence terminating with the 
elimination of the poison_ 

539. Before leaving th~ subject of insanity, there is one point to which it seems 

IntozicatioD and insanity. 
desirable briefly .to allude. The impression left on 
the minds of the Commission by the perusal of a 

large number of records in criminal cases and by the examination of some asy. 
lum cases is that there is occasionally seen a tendency to confound intoxication'. 
and insanity in connection with hemp drugs. The result is that in some cases 
men who should hav!! been simply puni~hed for being intoxicated have been sent 
to the asylum, and, though sane when they reached that institution, have been 
detained there. These cases are, however, much rarer than they used to be, if 
one may judge from the old asylUm reports. A more serious result of this con
fusion is that there are cases in which mea who have committed offences, espe. 
cially crimes of violence, under the influence of hemp drugs have been acquitted 
on the ground of insanity, although the circumstances have been such that had 
the intoxicant been alcohol, they would have been convicted. It is undoubtedly 
more difficult in the case of ganja than in the case of alcohol to recognize the 
line drawn for social and legal purposes between intoxication and insanity. But 
the difficulty is not insuperable. The main reason for the confusion that has 
existed is probably the ignorance that has prevailed regarding hemp drugs. 
When they are recognised as a common intoxicant, it is to be hoped that the 
practice of the Courts wilI'be freed from the occasional blemishes above indicated. 
It is not expedient, nor is 'it just, that intoxication from hemp drugs should secure 
immunity from punishment which is not a!lowed to alcohol j and, on the other 
hand, the Commission cannot concur with Dr. Walsh (Bengal witness No. 112) 
when he says: " It is not my opinion from experience that it is either dreadful 
in itself or possibly disastrous to a man's mind to have to herd for years with 
lunatics, though sane." 

\ 



CHAPTER xlII.' 
EFFECTS-MORAL: GENERAL SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS. 

540. Hitherto the effects of hemp drugs have been considered. principally 
. with reference to consumers themselves. In turning 

Social effects. 
now to the discussion of their moral effects, we 

shall practically consider briefly their direct e~ects 01Y society. Are consu
mers offensive to their neighbours, and is there any connection between hemp 
drugs and crime? These are' the questions which it is proposed now to discuss. 
A considerable mass of evidence has been collected on these questions. 

541. As to whether moderate consumers are offensive to their neighbours the 

Are consumers offensive In their evidence can leave little doubt on the mind of any 
neighbours? one who peruses it carefully. About seven hundred 
witnesses have thought it worth while to speak on this point .. It may be safely 
presumed that of the remainder the great majority have no experience of any
tbing offensive in consumers. Of those who have given their opinions, over six 
hundred say that' moderate consumers are not offensive to their neighbours. Of 
the small minority, some object, not unnaturally, to the bad example they think 
their ganja smoking neighbour may be to their sons who are growing up. 
Some merely take offence at the smell of the ganja smoke, and some at the 
" coughing and expectorating." They are evidently not inclined to be tolerant of 
the indulgence which they do not care themselves to practise. On the other 
hand, some of the minority are clearly dealing not with moderate consumption, 
but with the worst type of excess. They speak vaguely of the consumers as 
committing the gravest crimes under the influence of these drugs. Altogether it 
is clear that the moderate consumer is as a rule perfectly inoffensive. There 
appear to be quite adequate grounds for accepting the statement of those who 
assert that as a rule he "cannot be distinguished from the total abstainer." 
Some "witnesses have stated that they had difficulty in finding the moderate con
sumers, though they did find that the habit of moderate consumption is common. 
Indeed, there are not wanting those who say that no consumer of bhang or ganja. 
whether in moderation' or in excess, is ever an offensive neighbour. 'The contrast 
in this respect between the excessive consumer of hemp drugs and the excessive 
consumer of alcohol is frequently emphasized. No doubt the excessive consumer 
of hemp drugs must sometimes be a disagreeable and perhaps even dangerous 
neighbour i but even among excessive consumers such cases seem to be very rare 
indeed. 

542. In discussing the connection of hemp drugs with crime, it is necessary to 
Connection or hemp drugs with discriminate between any effect which they may be 

crime. • supposed to produce on crime in general and the 
unpremeditated crimes of violence to which intoxication may give rise. Thus 
there are those who allege that the habitual use of alcohol, at all events if carried 
to eli cess, degrades the mind and character of the consumer and predisposes 
him to crime in general, or to crimes of a particular character, especially to 
offences against property. Drink is thus set down sometimes as ont of the most 
efficient agencies for increasing the criminal classes. On the other hand, there 
are well known cases in which intoxication from alcohol has led to crimes of an 
occasional and exceptional character,' generally to unpremeditated crimes of 
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violence or other unpremeditated 'offences- against the person. These two classes 
of cases should be carefully disti~guished and treated separately. 

543. The first question then is whether any large proportion of bad characters 

Bad characterl. are habitual consumers of hemp drugs, and whether 
there is any general comiection between such con

s\lmption and crime. About one-half of the witnesses have dealt with this ques
tion. Of these, a majority of two to one hold that no large proportion of bad char
acters are moderate consumers. A majority, but not quite so large, have the 
same opinion regarding excessive consumers. In respect to the second part of 
the question, a majority of eight to one hnld that moderate consumption of 
these drugs has no connection with crime in general or with crimes of any 
particular character. A majority of nearly four to one hold the same view in 
regard to excessive consumption. There is one witness who "makes rather a 
suggestive observation in this connection. He says that consumers" are called 
bad mashes for this reason only, that our children may fear them and avoid their 
company." This undoubtedly suggests an explanation of some part of the 
popular condemnation of the drugs. A very large proportion oJ the natives of 
this country have a strong aversion to the use ,of intoxicants, and may reasonably 
be expected to influence their children against them in precisely this way. This 
may lead some witnesses to take an exaggerated view' of the number of bad 
characters who are consumers. But there need be no hesitation in accepting the 
view that this number is indeed larger in proportion than the number of consumers 
among the general population. Consumers' of hemp drugs are found more 
among tIle lower orders, among the po.or, than among the more wealthy. The 
former are, of course, the classes to which the badmashes or bad characters 
belong. This is the explanation given by many witnesses of the alleged fact that 
proportionately more consumers of hemp drugs, and especially ganja smokers, are 
to be found among bad characters than among the whole population. But the 
general opinion is that hemp drugs have per se no necessary connection with 
crime. It is true that some witnesses assert that habitual consumers sometimes 
spend more than their poverty renders reasonably possible, and are then tempt. 
ed to commit petty thefts. And there are probably many Magistrates of 

• 
experience who have in "bad livelihood cases" heard the police enlarge on the 
amount believed to be spent on hemp drugs and other intoxicants and the appa
rent impossibility of meeting this expenditure honestly. The same is true, how
ever, of any unwise expenditure beyond what one can afford, and of any extra. 
vagance which intensifies poverty. 

544. Another question which arises in reference to the connectio~ between 
hemp drugs and crime is whether these drugs are to 

Do criminals fortify themsel"es any considerable extent taken by criminals to fortify 
.nth th .... 4ru&1l ? . d-

themselves to commit preme Itated crime of any 
kind. About one-half of the witnesses speak on this point. Of these a majority 
of nine to four answer in the negative. The truth seems to be that as hemp 

. drugs help the consumer to endure great fatigue or exposure and stimulate him 
to unwo'lted exertion, criminals, like any other consumers of these drugs, go to 
them for that assistance when they feel that they require it. This is just as any 
man under similar circumstances might go to the intoxicant he was in the 
habit of using. Sometimes, no do'ubt, alsq a criminal may' take his own particular 
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intoxicant to supply Dutch courage. But it seems just as common with him to 
desire to keep his head clear, and therefore to avoid all intoxicants. No man, 
of course, who was not unaccustomed ~o the use of hemp drugs would turn to them 
for any of these purposes. There would be too great a risk of the unaccustomed 
intoxicant disabling rather than nerving the man. Tbere is one class frequently 
mentioned in some parts of the country by whom the drugs are no doubt used, 
vi:;., "Iathials" or professional clubmen, who are employed occasionally as mer
cenaries in riots and assaults. These men, like many wrestlers, use the drug 
habitually, and no doubt indulge in it before going out on their work. 

545. About the same number of witnesses deal with the question whether 
, criminals use hemp drugs to stupefy their victims. 

Do criminals administer them to By a majority of about three to two, they answer this 
their ~ctims ? 

question in Jhe affirmative. The question arises 
whether complete or sufficient stupefaction can be induced by the administration 
of these drugs. There seems to be considerable doubt on this point. It is a 
very genenl opinion tl'at only persons unaccustomed to the drugs could be ren
dered insensible by them, and such persons would not take the drugs. No doubt· 
ganja might be administered in a chillum with the pretence that there was no
thino there but the tobacco with which it was mixed. But this as a rule would 

~ . 
involve too much risk. Ganja would be too readily detected by smell and flavour. 
M:J.ny even of those who belie\'e that hemp drugs could produce sufficient stupe
factiDn· speak aiso to the admixture as a general rule of more· potent drugs, such 
as dhatura. As to ca~es, it is far easier to get many established cases of such stu
pefaction by dhaturaalone than to get one :where hemp drugs were clearly the 
narcotic employed. There are two special instances of this kind of use of hemp 
drugs mentioned by some witnesses, viz., thefts of ornaments from prostitutes 
intoxicated wit h bhang, and thefts of ornaments from children stupefied by 
majum sweetmeats. Thes~, however, do not appear to be common. It is difficult 
to get instances of any such use of these dr).lgs. The evidence in support of the 
view that they are so used is largely hearsay and based on mere rum our: On the 
whole, it is "ery improbable that the drugs are much used in this way j for 
dhatura, a much more potent drug, is more easily available and more easily 
administered. . 

546. There seems, therefore, good reason for believing that the connection be't-
Evidencethat.xcessivecons"mp- ween hemp drugs and ordinary crime is very slight 

tion is Dot ccnnected with unpre~ • d d Th . f d' . ,. . 1 
meditated crimes, especially crimeS m ee • ere remams or IscusslOn tnelr a leged· 
cf violence. connection with unpremeditated crime, especially 
crimes of violence. In this connection it seemed only necessary to consider the 
excessive use of the drugs. This, then, was the question put before the witness
es, whether excessive indulgence in any of these drugs incites to ·unpremeditated 
crime, and whether they knew cases in which it had led to temporary homicidal 
frenzy. This question has been discussed by nearly six hundred witnesses, of 
whom a majority of 'very nearly three to two answer in the negative. They do 
not believe in any such connection. Their experience has not brought before 
them cases in which that connection seemed to exist. Some of them have 
clear recollection of crime being associated by causation with alcohol, but can
not recall any case in which it was similarly associated with hemp drug·s. They 
will not go beyond their experience, and therefore they allswer in the negative. 
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Some of them go further than this. They go so far as to say that these drugs 
not only do not incite to crime, but have the very opposite tendency, They 
are of opinion that the drugs" tend to make men quiet j " that" the immediate 
effect is stupefying j there is none of that tendency to violence which is a 
characteristic of alcoholic intoxication j" and that the result of continued abuse 
of the drugs is to make a man r< timid and unlikely to commit crime." These 
last statements cannot be accepted as generally true. No doubt the drugs 
may sometimes have these sedative effects, though a number of witnesses speak to 
habitual use producing irritability. Anyone who has extensively visit~d ganja 
shops or places where consumers congregate must be struck with the perfect 
quiet which prevails in the great majority, and with. the slothful, easy 
attitude of the consumers. These are not, however, the invariable effects of 
hemp drugs. Undoubtedly the excessive use does in some cases make the 
consumer violent. It is probably safe -to say in view of aJl the evidence that 
the tenden<:y of the drugs often seems to be to develop or bring into play the 
natural disposition of the consumer, to emphasize his characteristic peculiarities, 
or to assist him in obtaining what he sets his mind on. If he aims at ease and 
rest and is let alone, he wiJl be quiet and restful j but if he is naturatly excitable 
and ill-tempered, or if he is disturbed and eros, ed, he may be violent. This 
may be accepted perhaps as generatly true if atlowance be speciatly made for 
the fact that excess in the use of these drugs tends to show and to develop 
inherent weakness of character. At the same time the· fact that so many 
witnesses testify to the peaceable and orderly character of the excessive con
sumers goes far to prove that in this country experience shows that as a rule 
the,e drugs do not tend to crime and violence. 

547. This impression is intensified by the consideration of the statements 

Evidence to the contrary. 
made by some of the witnesses wh~ constitute the 
minority. 1\1r. D. R. Lyall (Ben~al witness No. I), 

who has had thirty-two years' v'aried experience as a Re\·enue Officer and Magis
trate, says: " I have known cases of temporary homicidal frenzy j" but in his oral 
examination he says: "I can gi~ no examples to illustrate my answer." This 
is precisely the position occupied by many of the most experienced witnesses. 
They have a more or less vague impression that hemp drugs and violent crime 
have been occasionally associated, but they cannot recall cases. A few 
testify to having searched the criminal records or police reports for years 
back in vain. As Mr. Westmacott (Bengal witness NO.2) says in his 
written paper: "I do not at this moment remember a case, but I have an im
pression that there are such cases." This is a witness typical of a class. 

There are other witnesses who speak less cautiously of "many cases," but 
cannot give information about any. Thus Mr. Williams (Bengal witcess No. 
18) speaks of "innumerable cases of homicidal frenzy." But his remark "is 
merely based on newspapers j " and he knows only one case which occur.ted at 
Calcutta wMe he was at· Darbhanga, and of which his knowledge is "entirely 
hearsay." Similarly, Mr. W. C. Taylor (Bengal witness No. 36), an uncove
nanted officer of forty-seven years' experience, speaks of'·" numerous cases," 
but can only recall one-surely a doubtful case-in which an attack was made 
on a party, of ' which he was a ·member, by a Sonthal in the Sonthal rebellion of 
1856. Similarly, the Inspector-General of Police in the Central Provinces 
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states that" running amok is always the result of excessive indu~gence" in hemp 
drugs; but under cross·examination he says: "I have never had experience of. 
such a case. r only state what I have heard." These witnesses also are typi
cal of a considerable class, who refer to hearsay, to rum our, and to newspapers 
as the basis of their opinion. 

Many others, like Mr. CQoke, Commissioner of Orissa (Bengal witness No. 
8), base their opinion on what they have heard of the history of criminal lunatics 
in asylums, and really speak only of acts of violence due to mania. One witness 
-exposes this fallacy very simply: "I have never seen any instance of unpreme
ditated crime committed by a consumer, except tha~ mad men sometimes grow 
violent." Such cases are clearly irrelevant to the question immediately under 
discussion. But the,e are a good number of witnesse~ ~who thus confound cases 
of violence occurring in the course of established insanity with unpremeditated 
-crime incited by drugs. Instances are thus given of acts of violence committed 
in the asylum where the lunatic is confined. Some witnesses are even content 
to quote the fact of mania characterized by violence without any - particular 
offence being committed as establishing this alleged connection between hemp 
drugs and violent crime. 

Some witnesses again base their opinion on a purely casual connection 
between the use of the drugs and the commission of crime. Thus Mr. Hugh 
fraser (North·Western Provinces witness No.3) spoke in his written paper of 
many crimes" committed under the influence of ganja." In his oral examination 
he asked that the word" while" should be inserted j and added: " I do not attri
bute the crime to the _ consumption of the drug. I c;£nnot recall the details 
of any of these cases." This is certainly very different from the impression 
which his written answer conveyed. A Bengal witness goes even further in this 
direction. He says: "I know of two cases in which two ganJa smokers com
mitted murders, one for gain, and the other in heat of provocation." 

There is another class of witnesses who do not profess at all to require any 
basis -of fa(t for their opinion. They speculate on the probabilities. They are 
content to reply that hemp drugs" weaken the brain and may lead to crime," or 
"I can imagine their doing so in the same way as excess of alcohol in an indivi
dual of a naturally violent temperament, but not in a peaceful subject." 

548. All this tends greatly to lessen the weight 01 the evidence in support of 

Cases referred to. 
, the affirmative answer to this question, and to streng-

then the impression that it is but rarely that exces
sive indulgence in hemp drugs can be credited with inciting to crime or leading 
to h:omicidal frenzy. All witnesses have been asked whether they know of cases 
of homicidal frenzy. The cases quoted are, however, very few. They have all 
been cacefully considered by the Commission. As already stated, a few witness
-~s have mentioned cases which are admittedly mere outhreaks of established 
insanity. These cases are excluded. Two Punjab cases mentioned by Colonel 
Tucker (witness No. 28) and Mr. C. Brown (witness No. 29), in which Ghazis 
~nil Kukas are stated merely to have fortified themselves by bhang for a fanati
cal attack on their enemies, have also been excluded. Finally, four cases which 
occurred bey<!nd British territory in feudatory states have also been excluded. 
With these exceptions, all the cases mentioned by witnesses answering question 
53 have been abstracted and compiled in a tabular form in Vol. III Appendices. 
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Th~y are divided into two classes-vis., (i) those cases of which the records 
bave not been called for; _ and (ii) those cases. of which the records have been 
examined by the Commission .. In every ca-se in which the records have been 

. examined, a note containing the result of that examination has been appended 
to the evidence of the .witness who referred to the case. The number of the 
witness entered in the statement contained in the appendix will facilitate reference 
to the particular note dealing with the case. 

'549. There are 58 cases belonging to the first class and 23 cases of the second. 
Cases in which the record has This gives a total of 81 cases mentioned for the 

not been called for. k' fi whole of India. Ta mg rst the fifty·eight cases 
constituting class (i), it is interesting to notice that out of such of these cases as 
bave dates assigned, no fewer than eleven are over twenty years old. One Euro
pean witness has to go back to 1856 before he ca:l find in his long experience any 
case of violence attributable to hemp drugs; and two native witnesses recall 
instances over forty years old.' This serves to show that these cases are drawn 
from a long period of years as well as from the whole of India. 'It is also. 
interesting to notice that seventeen of these cases are attributed to sepoys and 
armed police, to whom great temptation to violence presents itself when they are 
suddenly or seriously provoked. Ten other cases are attributed to persons of the 
f~kir or religious mendicant class. The following sentences from Mr. Macona
chie's judgment in the case shown as No. 71 on the list are of interest in this 
connection: "Accused was at the time excited with bhang; and even now at 
his trial he has a daring and violent manner, which shows plainly his disposition. 
He is one of those roaming fakirs who, when tbey get excited. by their favourite 
potatillns of· bhang or charas, are utterly lawless, and are fit to be treated as
enemies of society." 

Deducting these twel)ty-seven cases, there remain only thirty·one of this 
class adduced as evidence of the effect which hemp. drugs, have on the people 
genually in leading to violent and unpremeditated crime. These cases cannot 
be very fully examined, as the Commission have not had the records before them. 
But the statements of the cases by the witnesses themselves show that several 
are merely cases of the rowdyism of intoxication i that there are several where 
the motive for the crime is quite adequate without looking to hemp drugs i and 
that there are not a few that have been put downj to hemp drugs for no other 
reason than that the offender was a consumer. . In one case the witness has held 
it sufficient to say that the man was under the influt:nce of some drug. 

550. The Commission called for the records in twenty·three cases in which the 

C 
. h' h h d records were clearly traceabJe and easily obtainable. ases 111 W lC t e recor s were 

examined. These cases were seJected at haphazard simply on 
this ground. An abstract of what the records contain in each case will be found 
appended to the evidence of the witness quoting. it. The examination of these 
cases tends greatly to weaken the force of the impression, even such as it is, 
created by the perusal of the cases of the first class. They may now be briefly 
discussed in detail. In case No. 59 a police officer informed the Commission 
that a gal' ja smoker suddenly murdered a ve~dor because he would not give him 
more of the drug. The facts were that the man had his knife in his hand as he 
'Was eating fruit; that in an altercation with the vendor the latter first dealt him a 
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blow with a split bamboo i and that the other then turned on him with his knife. The 
principal circumstances of the case and the real provocation ar.e lost sight of by 
the witness. This case cannot be regarded as due to hemp drugs. This witness, 
second case (No. 60), is defective in a somewhat similar manner; inasmuch as he 
fails to point out that the mati sought to murder his wife because .she had given 
evidence against him. This is unfortunately too often found to be an adequate 
explanation of such a crime as this.. Though the man was a ganja smoker, 
there is no proof that he was under the influence of the drug at the time. There 
is no mention of ganja in the record. • 

The next witness is Dr. Crombie, who is a member of the Committee for 
ad\'ising Government about criminal lunatics. He stated that he was unable, how
ever, to give specific cases, but had one case clearly in his mind. This case he 
had also quoted before the Opium Commission as a case of running amok from 
ganja: He stated the case thus: "A Bengali babu, as the result of a single 
deballch, in an attack of ganja mania slew seven of his nearest relatives in bed' 
-durin~he night." A perusal of the records indicates that this statement of the 
.case is wholly inaccurate. There is indeed mention of the man having used both " 
ganja and opium. But there is no mention of a debauch, and there is mention of 
habit. So that the conception of " a single debauch" is quite opposed to tlie • 
history contained iri'the records. The judicial record shows that the man had 
been for years peculiar in his behaviour i that about six years before he had be· 
come quite mad for a time on his wife's death; that on ihe presel\t 'occasion 
.a similar outbreak of madness had occurred on his mother's death; that he " did 
not take ganja during this time ;" that the murders were committed on the night 
of his mother's Shradh, about which there had been" a commotion" during 
the day; and that the motive seemed to be mere insane, despair as to how these 
members of the family could he cared for in the future. The asyTum' papers 
indeed mention" his mother's death as well as addiction to ganja and opium" 
.as the cause of insanity. But the papers afford no clue as to the origin of Dr. 
Crombie's view of the case. 

The next five cases are three mentioned by Mr. Marindin (Collector, Ben'gal) 
and two by Mr. Dalrymplt!Clark (District ,Superintendent of Police, A~sllml. 
These wtnesses did not profess a detailed knowledge of these cases, but merely 
suggested that the records should be consulted as the cases seemed to be such 
as the Commission desired to see. But the records show that no satisfactory 
-connection between hemp drugs and crime was established in any of these cases. 

Dr. Mullane, a Civil Surgeon in Assam, mentions two cases in which he 
thinks the crime was associated with ganja: The first (N o. 67) is a case in which 
a religious mendicant murdered a guest in the middle of the night. Under these 
circumstances it is impossible to say with anything like confidence what really 
.occurred. But the evidence does point to the crime having been committed 
under the influence of ganja. In his second case (No. 68), however, Dr. 
Mullane is incorrect in his facts. The man did wound some people; he appa
rently did not kill anyone. He never took ganja, though he took liquor and' 
opium. The Judge found that he was not under the influence of any intoxicant 
at the time of the offence. 

Mr. Moran, an Assam Tea Planter, gives the next case (No. 69). It is 
instructive to note thal' though the case, occurred on his own estate, and he _~ 
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a witness at the trial, Mr. Moran's memory does not serve him well in regard 
to the facts. His present account of it differs most ~aterially from that given 
at the time. The record is clearly against any connection between the crime 
and ganja, which Mr. Moran did not then mention at all. The only remaining 

. Assam case (No. 70) seems from the papers to have been clearly a Jiquor case, 
and in no way connected with hemp drugs. 

The two Punjab cases seem both to illustrate the connection between hemp 
drugs and crime. The first (No. 7 J) has been already quoted as indicating the' 
character of the fakirs to whom so many of these cases of violent crime are 
attributed. The second (No. 72) is a very interesting case. The records show
ing the efforts which have .been made by the Punjab Government to make the 

. Khosa tribe give up the excessive use of intoxicants well repay perusal. If these· 
tribesmen can be persuaded to see the evil effects which have resulted from this 
excess and to abj ure the drugs they use without turning to others, the Govern
ment will deserve congratulations on the results of a somewhat exceptional line of 
action. 

The next case (No. 73) is given by Colonel Chryst ie, a Deputy Inspector
General of Police. in Madras, and is referred to by several other witnesses. A 
peon having been fined is said in his irritation to have taken a considerable 
amount of ganja, and to have then rushed out with a club. He struck a boy, 
antI then ran along the public road until he met an old man whom he beat to 
death, alleging afterwards that he had killed a black pig. The connection be
tween the crime and ganja was accepted by the courts at the time j but doubt is 
cast on this case by the fact that this man was afterwards found to be subject 
to recurrent insanity, several violent outbreaks of which were manife~tly 

independent of any drug. This is one of the accepted cases for 1892 in the 
Madras Asylum. 

The next three cases (Nos_ 74 to 76) were referred to by Mr. Stokes, a 
Madras Collector, as having been mentioned to him by a Police Inspector as 
ganja cases. But a perusal of the records shows that there is no adequate 
reason for connecting these murders with hemp drugs. The last Madras case 
(No. 77) is a strange one. A father first cruelly burned his child i and, when 
th~ child cried, it occurred to the father as it was a feast day to offer the child 
to the god. He did so, kiIIing the child and lapping up the blood. There was· 
evidence that the man was under the influence of ganja (bhang) which he 
had smoked. The High Court adopted this view and sentenced him to trans-
portation for life. -

The next case (No. 78) is one in which certain Talavias organized a riot in. 
the town of Broach, in the course of which Mr. Prescott, District Superintendent 
of Police, was killed. Mr. Cappel, the Collector, gives a full account of the 
details of this disturbance, and shows that it cannot be reasonably connected 
with hemp drugs. 

The next two cases were mentioned by Mr. Sinclair, Collector of Thana. 
The first (No. 79) is the case of a servant who is alleged to have attempted to 
throttle his master's wife as she was sleeping by her husband at night. He is 
Mid to have been under the influence of ganja, and the records bear out this 

• 
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view. In the second case (No. 80), Mr. Sinclair seems to be doubly mistaken. 
In the first place, the Magistrate acquitted the accused because it was not 
proved that he had committed the acts constituting the alleged offence, and,. 
in the second place, the man's insanity was attributed to other causes than ganja. 

The last case (No. 81) was given by Colonel Humfrey, Inspector-Gen~ral of 
Police, Bombay. Colonel Humfrey was engaged in the arrest of the sepoy in 
this case; yet his recollection of the facts was not quite accurate, and led him 
to make the connection between the crime and bhang closer than it really was, 
He did not, however, actually attribute the crime to the drug. The judgment 
of the High Court is very clear, and shows that the murderous use of his rifle by 
this sepoy was deliberately planned, was due to revengeful feelings against the 
policeman, and was not due tQ the influence of bbang. 

!' 51. Of these twenty-tbree cases tben, tbe records in not less than eighteen 
Results or tbe examination of show tbat the crimes cannot be connected with 

these case.. hemp drugs. There is one case on which doubt 
is thrown by subsequent discoveries. Tbe connection between hemp drugs 
and crime is only establisbed in tbe remaining fo~i-. It is astonisbi.ng to find 
how defective and misleading are tbe recollections which many witnesses retain 
even of cases with which they have had special opportunities of being well 
acquainted. It is instructh-e to see how preconceived notions based on rumour 
and tradition tend to preserve the impression of certain particulars, while the 
impressions of far more important features of the case are completely forgotten. 
In some' cases these preconceived notions seem to prevail to distort the incident 
altogether and to create a picture in the mind of the witness quite different 
from the recorded facts. Some of the witnesses whose memories have thus failed 
them are m~n wbo might have been expected. to be careful and accurate. 
Their failure must tend to increase tbe distrust with which similar evide'1ce. 
which there has been no opportunity of testing, must be received. 

552. Tht: Commission bave now examined all the evidence before them 
Summary or COilclusioD!l regard· regarding the effects attributed to hemp drugs. It will 

lug .If~t.. be well to summa,rize briefly the conclusions to which 
they come. ·It has been clearly established that the .occasional use of bern p 
in moderate doses may be beneficial; but this use may be regarded as medicinal 
in character. It is rather to the popular and common use of tbe drugs that the· 
Commission will nolV confine their attention. It is convenient to consider the 
effects separately as affecting the physical; mental, or moral nature. In regard ta
the physical effects, the Commission have come to the conclusion that the moderate 
use of hemp drugs is practically attended by no evil results at all. There may be 
exceptional caseS in which, owing to idiosyncracies of constitution, the drugs in 
even moderate use may be injurious. There is probably nothing the use of which. 
may not possibly be injurious in cases of exceptional intolerance .. Tbere are also 
many cases where in tracts with a specially malarious climate, or in circumstances 
of hard work and exposure, the people attribute beneficial effects to tbe habitual 
moderate use of these drugs; and there is evidence to show that the popular 
impression may have some basis in fact. Speaking generally, the Commission 
are of opinion that the moderate use of hemp drugs appears' to cause no. 
appreciable physical injury of any kind. The excessive use does cause injury. 
As in the case of other intoxicants, excessive use tends to weaken tbe constitu-' 
tion and to render the consumer more susceptible to. disease. In respect to the 
particular diseases wbich acco.rding to a .considerable number of witnesses 
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should be associated directly with hetrp drugs, it appears to be reasonably estab~ 
lished that the excessive use of these drugs does not cause asthma; that it may 
indirectly cause dysentery by weakening the comtitution as above indicated; 
and that it may cause bronchitis mainly through the action of the inhaled smoke 
on the bronchial tubes. 

In respect to the al\eged mental effects of the drugs, the Commission have 
come to the conclusion that the moderate use of hemp drugs produces no inju
rious effects on the mind. It may indeed be accepted that in the case of special-
ly marked neurotic diathesis, even the moderate use may 'produce mental 
injury. For the slightest mental stimulation or excitement may have that 
effect in such cases. But putting aside the~e quite exceptional cases, the moder
ate use .of these drugs produces no mental injury. It is otherwise with the 
excessive use. Excessive use indicates and intensifies mental instability. It 
tends to weaken the mind. It may even lead to insanity. It has been said by 
Dr. Blanford that" two factors only are necessary for the causati~n of insanity, 
which are complementary, heredity, and stress. Both entp.r into every case: the 
stronger the influence of one factor, the less of the other factor is requisite to 
produce the result. Insanity, therefore, needs for its production a certain insta
bility of nerve tissue and the incidence of a certain disturbance." It appears 
that the excessive use of hemp drugs may, especial\y in cases where there is 
any weakness or hereditary predisposition, induce insanity. It has been shown ' 
that the effect of hemp drugs in this respect has hitherto . been greatly exag
gerated, but that they do sometimes produce insanity seems beyond question. 

In regard to the moral effects of the drug~, the Commission are of 
opinion that their moderate use produces no moral injury whatever. There 
is no adequate ground for believing that it injuriously affects the character of the 
consumer. Excessive consumption, on the other hand, both indicates and inten
sifies moral weakness or depravity. Manifest excess leads directly to loss of self
.respect, an~ thus to moral degradation. In respect to his relations with society, 
however, e\'en the excessive consumer of hemp drugs is ordinarily inoffensive. 
His excesses may indeed bring him to degraded poverty which may lead him to 
dishonest practices; and occasional\y, but apparently very rarely indeed, exces
sive indulgence in hemp drugs may lead to vi,:,lent crime. But for. an practical 
purposes it maybe laid down that there is little or no connection between the use 
of hemp drugs and crime. 

Viewing the subject generally, it may be added that the moderate use of 
these drugs is the rule, and that the excessive use is comparatively exceptional. 
The moderate use practically produces no ill effects. In all bu t the most excep
tional cases, the injury from habitual moderate use is not appreciable. The 
excessive use may certainly be accepted as very injurious, though it must be admit
ted that in many excessive consumers the injury is not clearly marked_ The 
injury done by the excessive use is, however, confined almost exclusively to the 
consumer himself; the effect on society is rarely appreciable. It has been the 
most striking feature in this inquiry to find how little the effects of hemp drugs 
have obtruded themselves on observation. The large number of witnesses of an 
classes who professed never to have seen these effects, the vague statements 
made by many who professed to have observed them, the very few witnesses who 
could so recall a case as to give any definite account of it, and the manner in' 
which a large proportion of these cases broke down on the first attem pt to 
examine them, are facts which combine to show' most clearly how little injury 
society has hitherto sustained from hemp drugs. 



CHAPTER XIV. 

THE POLICY OF HEMP DRUG ADMINISTRATION. 

553. The question of prohibiting the growth of the hemp plant and the sale 
of ganja and allied drugs is one which stands in the 

General principJes regarding sump-
tuary laws and their application to forefront of the present inquiry. It has been 
India. 

remarke<,l by a wetI known historian* that "no laws 
are of any service which are above the working level of public morality, and 
the deeper they are carried down into life, the larger become the opportunities of 
evasion." If these words are true as applied to England under a feudal system, 
they are much more true in the present day as applied to British India. The Gov· 
ernment of this country has not grown out of the forces contained within it, but 
has been superimposed upon them, and the paternal system of government 
which may have been suitable in England during the sixteenth century, and in 
the initial development of some Indian provinces during the period immediately 
following their annexation, becomes purely visionary when public opinion is in 
process of formation and the needs of the people are year by year finding more 
ready expression. Occasionally, no doubt, the Legislature in India has anti
cipated a standard of morality not universally accepted by the' people, as in 
the case of laws relating to infanticide or the burning of Hindu widows j but these 
measures were passed under an overwhelming sense of the necessity of correct
ing popular notions of morality in matters coming well within the sphere 
of Government, and in the assurance that in the course of time they could 
not fail to secure the assent. of all intelligent members of the community. 
In the chapter of Mill's Political Economy which treats of the non-inter
ference principle, a distinction is made between. two kinds of intervention by 
the Government-the one authoritative interference, and the other giving advice 
or promulgating information. And the following remarks are made regarding 
the farmer: " It is evident, even at first sight, that the authoritative form of 
Government intervention has a much more limited. sphere of legitimate action 
than the other. It requires a much stronger necessity to justify it in any ~ase, 
while there are large departments of human life from which it must be unre
servedly and imperiously excluded. Whatever theory we adopt respecting 
the foundation of the social union, and under whatever political institutions we 
live, there is a circle around every individ'ual human being which no Government, 
be it that of one, or of few, or of the many, ought to be permitted to overstep: 
there is a part of the life of every person who bas come to years of discretion 
within which the individuality of that. person ought to reign uncontrolled either 
by any other individual or by the public collectively. That there is, or ought to 
be, some space in human existence thus entrenched around no one who professes 
the smallest regard to human freedom or dignity will call in question: the point 
to be determined is where the limit should be placed j how large a province of 
human life this reserved territory should include. I apprehend that it ought to 
include all that part which concerns only the life, whether inward or outward, of 
the individual, and does not affect the interests of others, or affects them only 
through the moral influence of example: With respect to the domain of the in
ward consciousness, the thoughts and feelings, and as much of external conduct 

• J. A. Froude's History of England't 2nd Edition, Cbapter I, page 51. 
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as is personal only, involving no consequences, none at least of a painful or inju
rious kind, to other people, I hold that it is al10wable in all, and in the more 
thoughtful and cultivated often a duty, to assert and promulgate with all the' 
force they are capable of their opinion of what is good or bad, admirable or 

'contemptible, but not to compel others to conform to that op:nion, whether the 
force used is that of extra legal coercion, or exerts itself py means of fhe law. 
Even in those portions of conduct which do affect the interests of others, the 
onus of making out a case always lies on the defenders of legal prohibitions. 
It is not merely a constructive or presumptive injury to others which wil1 justify 
the interference of law with individual freedom. To be prevented from what one 
is inclined to, or from acting contrary to one's own judgment of what is desirable, 
is not only always irksome, but alway's tends, pro tanto, to starve the develop
ment of some portion of the bodily or mental 'faculties, either sensitive or active; 
and, unless the conscience of the individual goes freely with the legal restraint, it 
partakes, either in a great or in a small degree, of the degradation of slavery. 
Scarcely any degree of utility short of absolute necessity wil1 justify a ,prohibi
tory regulation, unless it can also be made to recommend itself to the general 
conscience; unless persons of ordinary good intentions either believe already, 
or can be induced to believe, that the thing prohibited is a thing which they ought 
not to wish to do." These remarks have been given 'at length, because the Com
mission be'lieve that they contain a clear exposition of the principles which 
should guide them in deciding whether the prohibition of the hemp drugs should 
be authoritatively enforced by Government. 

554. Now, a certain number of persons (among whom may in all probability 
The question ofentirely suppress- be reckoned the mover of the question in the House 

iug &II intoxicants, • of Commons which led to the appointment of the 

Indian Hemp Drugs Commission) deem it to be the duty of the British Govern: 
ment to suppress the trade in all intoxicants in aU the countries under its sway; 
and there are no doubt special circumstances in India which render it less 
impossible than in some other countries to consider even so drastic a policy. These 
~re notably the general sobriety of its races and the feeling, popular as well as 
religious, which prevails against their use among a large section of the commu
nity. Even then no appeal" in support of such a measure can be made to 
the public morality or practice of civilised nations at large, nor, so far as the 
Commission are aware, to any marked success attending the experiment in parti
cular instances. In the exceptional cases in which the experiment has been attend
ed with partial success (as in some of the American' States), the reformation of the 
habit has become an object of desire to the majority of the people, and the 
enactment for promoting such reformation has presented itself less as a re
strictive force than as an auxiliary agency. 

555. But the Commission are not called upon to pronounce on so wide an 
issue. It was not upon the basis of this general 

Not laid berore the Commission, f S f I d' principle that the Secretary 0' tate or n la 
accepted the proposal made in the House of Commons, nor do the instructions 
issued to the Commission by the Government of India cover so wide a field. 
The question of prohibiting the production and sale of the hemp drugs in India 
has to be considered by the Commission apart from the general question, and 
such prohibition must be justified, if at all, on some more special ground than 
the mere fact that they are intoxicants. 
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556. Again, there are a certain number of persons whose evidence before the 
The past history of the case how Commission points to the assumption that the case 

far to berelied UP01l. for prohibition of the hemp drugs has already been 
established in the records of the Government, and that further enquiry ilhplies 
a wilful blindness to what has been abundantly proved by such records. A 
reference to Chapter XI I of this Report will show how untrustworthy these records 
are in regard to the production of insanity by the use of the drugs-an aspect of 
the question which i's of the utmost importance, and has formed the basis 
of nearly all the official opinion heretofore recorded against such use. And, 
after availillg themselves fully of every opportl!nity of consulting the official 
literature on the subject, the Commission have arrived at the conclusion that it 
shows little originality, and that a very limited 'amount of personal observation 
!las been made to do duty as the basis of large conclusions. The want of reli
able data has been compensated by annual reiteration until the stamp of anti
quity has secured for the opinions so expressed a large amount of acquiescence 
among officials who had neither the time nor the opportunity to examine the 
matter for themselves. So. far, therefore, as the effects of the hemp drugs are 
concerned, the Commission have had to approach the subject as almost a tabllla 
rasa, and, while availing themselves of the imperfect data previously collected, have 
endeavoured to avoid accepting any conclusions without, a substantial foundation 
of well ascertained facts. The attitude, however, of !he Government in regard t() 
the question may be briefly described. So far back as 1798 an inquiry was made 
in Bengal regarding the quality of ten intoxicating articles-"opium, madak, ganja, 
subzi, bhang, majum, banker, charas, tobacco, and toddy-" with a view to determin
ing whether it might not be advisable to prohibit altogether the sale of any of them.
The conclusion arrived at, which was srated in a letter of the Board to the Governor-. ' 

General in Council, No. 22, dated 29th May 1798, was to the following effect: "It 
appears that the original productions are as follows: Tobacco, opium, ganja, subzi 
or bhang, banker, and toddy, and that the three remaining articles are for the 
most part- compositions of those here recited, as above mentioned. With 
respect to the drugs specified in the foregoing schedule, they. are not for the 
most part represented as producing any very violent or dangerous effects of 
intoxication except when taken to excess ; and, although the operation of them 
may be more powerful in their compound state, we apprehend it would be difficult 
to sanction the sale of the original productions, and to prohibit with effect the use 
of compositions of which they are susceptible; to which may be added that most of 
these articles, both as original productions and as artificial co'mbinations, appear 
to be useful either in medicine or otherwise; for these reasons' we do not deem 
it necessary to recommend that the sale of any of them be altogether prohibited, 
but shall proceed to state what appear to us the best means of restraining the 
use of them, and improving the revenue by the imposition of such taxes as are 
best adapted to the nature of the case." 

A'complete inquiry was made in 1871 from all provinces as to the effects of 
the several preparations of hemp; and if the result should call for any action in 
the direction of restricting them by enhancement of the duty or of limiting, or even 
prohibiting, the cultivation' of the plant, the advice of the Local Governments was 
invited as to the expediency and practi~ability of such measures. The result is 
contained in 'the Resolution of the GOI'ernment of India, Finance Department, No. 
3773, dated 17th December 1873. The following passage shows the conclusion 
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arrived at;," Upon a consideration qf all the opinions thus collected, it does not 
appear to the Governor-General in Council to be specially proved that hemp 
incites to crime more than other drugs or than spirits. And there is some evid
ence to 'show that on rare occasions this drug, usually so noxious, may be use
fully taken. There can, however, be no doubt that its habitual use does tend to 
produce insanity. The total number of cases of insanity is small in proportion 
to the population, and not large even in proportion to the number of ganja 
smokers i but of the cases of insanity produced by the excessive use of drugs or 
spirits, by far the largest number must be attributed to the abuse of hemp. In 
Lower Bengal the circumstances have admitted of a system under which the 
consumption of ganja has been reduced one.half, while the amount of duty levied 
on it has been doubled. It would be very desirable to control the cultivation and 
'preparation of ganja and bhang elsewhere in the same way. But it is believed 
that this would not be easy i indeed, it would probably be impracticable. More
over, with the exception of the Chief Commissioners of British Burma and the 
Central Provinces, the Local Governments are not in favour of altering existing 
arrangements. His Excellency in ,Council, however, trusts that the various Local 
Governments and Administrations will endeavour, wherever it may be possible, to 
discourage the consumption of ganja and bhang by placing restrictions on their 
cultivation, preparation, and retail, and imposing on their use as high a rate of 
duty as can be levied without inducing i11icit practices. As regards British Burma, 
the Chief Commissioner has already been tnformed that the Governor-General 
in Council concurs with him in thinking that the c\lltivation and consumption of 
ganja should be absolutely prohibited, and it has been prohibited from the 
beginning of the year 1873-74." 

In 1877 the Bengal Government appointed a special officer, Babu Hem 
Chunder Kerr, to make-a full inquiry into the details of the cultivation of ganja, 
the sufficiency or otherwise of the present safeguards, and the reforms which 
it might be advisable to introduce. Sir Ashley Eden's co'nelusions on this 
officer's report in regard to the effects of ganja and policy to be followed were 
as follows; "The Lieutemint-Governor has himself no doubt that the use of 
ganja in any form is injurious to the consumer, and that it is the duty of 
Government to make the tax on this artiele as high as it can possibly bear. 
Unfortunately it is habitually used by large numbers of the lower classes of the 
population, who would, if deprived' of it altogether, apparently find in the leaves 
of the wild hemp plant and in other drugs narcotics and stimulants of equally 
deleterious character. It does not seem possible"therefore, to stop the cultiva
tion altogether. The policy of Government must be to limit its production and 
sale by a high rate of duty without placing the drug entirely beyond the reach 
of those who will insist upon having it." 

The last important utterance on the subject previous to the appoint
ment of the Commission is contained in the letter of the Government of 
India, Finance Department, to Her Maj~sty's Secretary of State, No. 212, 

dated 9th August 1892, in which the following remarks occur; "We are 
inclined to believe that ganja is the most noxious of all intoxicants now 
commnnly used in India. But even if the absolute prohibition of the use of 
the drug could be enforced, the result might be to induce the use of still more 
noxious drugs. India abounds with plants growing wild from which drugs can 
be procured which are more deleterious in their effects than ganja. One such 
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plant is the dhatura (Stramonium), the seeds of which a,re already used to.inten
sify the narcotic effects of bhang, a liquid preparation of hemp leaves; and .we 
apprehend that if the use of ganja were suppressed altogether, dhafura might be 
largely resorted to by the poorer classes as a means of satisfyi~g their craving for 
stimulants. Apart, however, from the objections just mentioned, we believe that 
it would be impossible to enforce in India a prohibition of the use ofganja. That 
drug is produced in Native States, and the difficulties in the way of preventing its 
import from them, if the supply in British India were cut off, would be immense. 
It would not, moreover, be possible to suppress the supply in British India. The 
hemp plant grows readily in India, in many places wild without cultivation of any 
kind, and it would be easy for anyone addicted to the use of ganja to grow a 
plant or two in the enclosure of his own house and in nooks and corners which' 

. would be safe from observation and from the .risk of detection. The question 
in the House of Commons suggests that as the possession and sale of ganja 
has been prohibited for many years in Burma, it is desirable that the san'le pro
hibition should be extended to other provinces of Briti~h India. The analogy of 
Burma does not, however, apply to India. When the prohibition was enforced' 
in-Burma, the drug was very little used by the Native Burmese, its.consumption 
being almost entirely confined to coolies and other immigrants fro~ India; and' 
the cultivation of the plant in Burma, which had never been extensive, had vir
tually ceased, the consumers being dependent on importations for their supplies. 
In India, on the other hand, the practice of ganja smoking has existed 
from time immemorial, and among certain sects of Hindus, ascetics, and religi
ous mendicants hemp intoxication is habitually indulged in; and, as explained 
in the preceding paragraph, it would be impossible to suppress the growth of the 
plant. But, although we consider it impracticable to enforce the absolute prdhi
bition of the use of ganja, we fully recognise it as our duty to restrict its con
sumption as far as practicable, and we have distinctly laid down the policy to be 
pursued in respect of this drug in our Resolution of the 17th December 1873 
already quoted. The annual reports of Excise Administration show that the sub
ject has since been continually before Local Governments, who are making every 
possible endeavour to minimise the evils and discourage the use of the drug 
wherever it is a source of danger to consumers." 

Thus .. restraining the use and improving the revenue by the imposi~ 

tion of suitable· taxation," "discouraging the consumption by placing restric-. 
tions on the cultivation, preparation, and retail, and imposing on their use asc 
high a rate of duty as can be levied without inducing illicit practices," "limit
ing the production and sale by a high rate of duty without placing the drug en
tirely beyond the reach of those who will insist upon having it," "restricting 
consumption as far as practicable, minimising the evils, and discouraging the 
use of the drug wherever it is a source of danger to consumers" have from time 
to time been the watch-words of the Government in the matter of the hemp 
d'rugs, a policy only once definitely abandoned, 'Viz., in the case of Burma, where 
~tal prohibition was introduced in 1873-

557. Allusion must be made to precedents for the prohibition of the hemp drugs 

ProhibiUon In other countries. 
in other countries in order to complete these general 
observations. Excepting British Burma (reference to 

which "il\ be made further on), the Commission only know of four cases of pro-·· 
. ~ 
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hibition, viz., in Turkey,. Egypt, Greece, and Trinidad. For the first three of· 
these, the only information at the disposal of the Commission is contained in the 
communications from Her MajestY's·representatives addressed to the Secretary of 
State for Foreign Affairs in 1892 in consequence of a requisition made on them 
by the Earl of Rosebery at the request of Mr. W. S. Caine, M.P. 

558. The ground of t~e prohibition in Turkey is thus stated in a note 

Turkey._ addressed by the Grand Vizir to the Ministry of 
Commerce, Constantinople, on I st March 1292 (sic): 

" From the reports furnished by the Imperial Medical Council, it appeared that the 
use of hashish in the preparation of medil;ines was extremely rare, and that, being 
a narcotic, its use must of necessity be injurious, and that consequently the sup
pression of the cultivation of hashish could not fail to prove highly advantageous_" 
The effect of the prohibition is thus described in an enclosure to the Ambassa- . 
ilor's reply:" The importation and sale in Turkey of hashish, though contraband, 
is still, I hear, largely carried on, and is used for smoking, in the cOlI)position of 
various sweetmeats, and as an opiate in general." 

559. In Egypt the cultivation, use, and importation of hashish were first for~ 

Egypt. 
. bidden in 1868, but in 1874 it was allowed to be 

imported on payment of duty. In November 18n an 
()rder was received from Constantinopl.! that all hashish brought into Egypt was to 
be seized and destroyed, and finally, in March 1879, the importation and culti- . 

- vation of hashish were prohibited by a Khedivial decree. In March 1884 it was
provided that confiscated hashish should be sold by the CustoinS (for delivery· 
abroad) instead of being destroyed as formerly, and the proceeds of the sale 
ilivided amongst the informers and officers who took part in the seizure. "This
measure was ren.£iered necessary," s~ys Mr. Caillard, the Director-General of 
the Customs, "by the absence of any· fund from which rewards could be 
distributed i wh;le, on the other hand, the profits of smu~gling being very 
great, large sums were paid by the smugglers to insure the silence ot -com· 
plicity of the Customs officers, coastguards-men, and others. A considerable· 
number of persons are employed in the smuggling trade, many of them having
no other means of subsistence. Great ingenuity is displayed by the smugglers, 
in this illicit trade, and no sooner has one trick been -discovered than another is 
invented. The great obstacle, however, to the complete repression of the contra
band trade is the refusal of some of the European Governments to recognize the 
right of the Egyptian Government to search suspected shops or warehouses, and 
to punish the dell nq uents by fine as well as con fiscation ................ '" hi view 
of the impossibility of suppressing the contraband trade in hashish under the 
circumstances described above, I suggested to the Minister of Finance the 
desirability of removing the prohibition against the importation of the drug, 
and I proposed to collect a customs duty of P T. 1;)0 per kilogramme (9s. 3d •. 
per lb.), besides a license-tax on the sale of the hashish. It has been abun
dantly proyed that the vice of hashish smoking cannot be suppressed by legis-. 
lation, whereas by a system of licenses it may be kept u~der control -to some· 
extent." Mr. Caillard estimates that the q~antity of hashish consumed annual
ly in Egypt cannot be less than 50,000 okes (aboutlbs. 140,000) notwithstanding 
the prohibition. He states that the hashish appears to be manufactured chiefly 
in Greece. 
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560. In Greece there is nolaw regulating or specially alluding to the' produc

Greeoe. 
tion,manufacture, or export of hashish. The sale of 
it as merchandise is allowed, but a Police order of 

1891 prohibits its sale and consumption in the small cafes of Athens and the 
Pir<:eus, in some of .which, during the previous ten or fifteen years apparently, 
the habit of using this dr'ug had been gradually introduced, The order was based 
lIpon a report of the Sanitary Board at Athens, in which prominent mention is 
made of the observations made in India by English doctors, and the statistics of 
insanity in Bengal lunatic asylums ascribed to the use of the hemp drugs are put 
forward as justifying repressive measures. The effect of the order passed is not 
mentioned, sufficient time not having elapsed. 

56 [. As regards Trinidad, the Commission are not sure that the hemp drugs 

Trinidad. 
are prohibited. The fact has been stated by the 
Indian Immigral1ts Commission, Natal, 1885-87, • 

.and by Dr, Thomas Ireland, Government Medical Officer, British Guiana, in 

.a' paper published in the Alienist and Neurologist, St. Louis, in October 1893. 
But, on the other hand, Surgeon-Major Comins, lately on special duty in British 

.....and Foreign Colonies and the .. Netherlands, in his Note on Emigration from 
India to Trinidad, 1893.. quotes a statement of the Protector of Immigrants, who 
'says that in ·the year' 1885 an Ordinance was passed requiring the payment 

'.or £100 per acre to obtain a license to grow ganja, which had previously been 
grown in large quantities. This practically put a stop to the growth and con
sumption for· several years, but immig~ants who had left Trinidad two years 
previous to the writing of his report had been growing it in Venezuela, and 
several seizures had been made by the Customs officers from persons' endeavour
ing to introduce it into Trinidad. The Protector adds: .. With a coast .line 
such as ours, adjacent" to that of the Spanish Main, it will be impossible to 
prevent its introduction into this- colony if immigrants who go there continue to 
grow it .. " Dr. Comins himself says: "I do. not know what are the laws in force 
here regarding the sale of opium and ganja." 

562. Thus in the case of other countries, where the use of the drugs has 
Basi. o£prohibitionBlldresullB in been prohibited, the Commission do not find in the 

th ... countries .. : literature available to them many arguments for pro
hibition. In Turkey it rests upon the theory accepted by orthodox Muhammadans 
that hashish" being a narcotic its use must of necessity be injurious," while in 
Egypt the prohibition emanated from Turkey. In bo.th these countries the measure 
has by no means been attended with complete success. In Greece the prohibition 
in the cafes of Athens is based largely upon Indian experience, which the Commis·' 
sion have had cause in great measure to recast. In Trinidad, if there has bee~' 
prohibitioQ, it does not seem of late to have been effectual. It must be added that 
the Commission have no scientific information regarding the strength of the article 
-of commerce called hashish, and it may differ to some extent from. the Indian pro
ducts. From the description of its manufacture given by the Mayor of Orchomenus 
in Mantinea in Arcadia, whence the Egyptian supply is mainly derived, it appears 
to resemble more the charas. of Yarkand than the ganja or bhang of India. 

563. Starting, therefore, from .the position that what is known of the hemp 
r. prohibition in rndia ,aoti!abl... drugs in the past is not sufficient to justify their 

feasible, and ad_Ie? prohibition in India, and that for such a measure 
there must be strong justification based on ascertained facts scientifically and 

• Report, Chapter 11, paragraph g. 
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systematically examined, the first question for the Commission to decide is whe
ther such justification is to be found in the evidence before them, and the second 
whether, if this is so, prohibition is feasible and advisable on other grounds. 
These will now be considered. 

564 The effects of the hemp drugs have been treatecLin Chapters X to XIII 
of the Report j and as the first result of these conclil

Prohibition ofbhl\Dg. 
• sions, the Commission are prepa!ed to state that the, 

suppression of the use of bhang would .be tota\1y unjustifiable. It is established to 
their satisfaction that this use is very ancient, and that it has some religious sanc
tion among a large body of Hindus j thatit enters into their social customs j that 
it is almost without exception harmless in moderation, and perhaps in some cases 
beneficial j that the abuse of it is not so harmful as the abuse of alcohol j that its. 
suppression, involving the extirpation of the wild hemp plant, would in some tracts 
be a matter of great difficulty j that such a measure would be extremely unpopular, 
and would give rise to widespread discontent j and, finally, that, if successfully 
accomplished, it would lead to the us~ of more hurtful stimulants. The Com
mission deein it unnecessary to traverse the evidence further than has been done 
in the preceding chapters of this report in support of these propositions. It is 
almost unanimous in regard to them; The utmost that is necessary in regard to· 
this proquct is that it should be brought under more effective control, and this. 
matter will be dealt with further oli. But absolute prohibition is, in the opInion 
of the Com:nissipn, entirely out of the question. 

565. Though it has been shown that as a rule ganja and charas are used in 
moderation, and that the moderate use 'Ordinarily 

Prohibition of ganja and cbara& 
does not cause appreciable injury, yet it has been 

established that the excessive use of these forms of hemp drugs has been more 
injurious than in the case of bhang., Whether they should be prohibited or 
merely controlled is a question which might be settled merely with reference' 
to their ascertained effects. The Commission consider that the effects are not 
such as to call for prohibition, and on the general principles discussed in the open
ing paragraphs of this chapter, such interference would be unjustifiable. Never
theless, it seems advisable to refer to the other evidence with a view to 
ascertaining the generally prevailing, views on the subject, and considering the 
grounds on which prohibition is advocated. or opposed. 

566. In reviewing the evidence on these points, it will not be necessary to 
draw a distinction between ganja and charas. The 

'The evidence regarding prohibi .. 
tion of ganja and char .... may be effects of these two drugs have been shown to be 
CODSidered together. "1 I h h . . 'b h slml ar, t lOUg caras IS c«!lens part us t e more 
pote~t. They are both ordinarily smoked, though very occasionally "Used for 
eating and drinking usually in the form of admixtures with other condiments. As 
stated by Mr. Lyall (Bengal I): "Ganja and charas are really one, and in 
time, if the question be scientifically followed up, possibly charas will be the 
only form used." The refuse of ganja is.used in some provinces as bhang, but 
this substance more nearly resembles bhang than ganja properly so called. The 
ganja of the different provinces varies in quality. But these distinctions cannot 
here be specially observed j it will be sufficient to bear in mind that the opinions in 
Bengal, the Central Provinces, Madras, Bombay, and the smaller Administrations 
relate to ganja j that those in the Punjab relate to charas j and that those in the 
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North-Western Provinces and Sind relate to ganja,and charas, both of which are 
consumed. 

567. A few remarks, however, recapi tulating the local conditions of- ganja and 

S I I
'd h " charas will not be out of place. Charas is practi-

opp y 0 ganJa an c aras 10 Its . • 
relation to prohibition, cally a foreign artlcle. Small amounts are Imported 
from Nepal and Gwaiior, but th~y' may be left out of the account, The bulk 
comes from Yarkand through the Himalayan passes, or to a much smaller 
degree from other parts of Central Asia through the routes on the frontier 
of Afghanistan., It would not be a very difficult matter to stop these 
1m ports, though the co-operation of the Kashmir Darbar would be neces
sary in regard to Yarkand charas. It may, therefore, be accepted that the 
supply of charas might be cut off without much difficulty, though, as this article 
forms the principal import from Yarkand, the prohibition of charas would paralyse, 
if not extinguish, the trade with this country. In regard to ganja, the problem is 
more complex. Ganja is regularly cultivated in Bengal, the Central Prov
inces, Madras, Bombay, and Berar. In Bengal and the Central Provinces, the 
cultivation of the hemp plant for its production is under complete control. In 
Berar cultivation is only permitted under license. In the other tracts of British, 
territory it is, not directly controlled. Assuming that control is possible in these 
tracts; it does not follow that it would be equally possible to prevent cultivation 
altogether, Moreover, there still remains a considerable' amount of production 
in many of the Native States all over India. To induce these States.o prohibit 
cultivation would be a difficult matter, and, even if this were done, the suppres
sion of illicit cultivation would offer the most serious difficulties. For, though 
ganja of good quality requires some cultivation and tending, the evidence before 
the Commission tends to' establish t~ fact that ganja of an inferior kind can 
JJe manufactured from the spontaneous or casual growth which is found near 
human habitations and amidst cultivation of other crops in many parts of India. 
While, therefore, it cannot be asserted that the task of preventing the manufacture 
of ga'nja is an impossible one, it would certainly at the present time be attended 
with considerable difficulty. 

568. The question addressed to the witnesses regarding the prohibition of 
the hemp drugs (No. 35) was so framed as to elicit 

Opinion. of the witne .. es regard- , h Ii I ' , h f 'b'I' f h 
ing probibition ofgaujalUld charas. 10 t erst pace opmlOns as to t e easl Ilty 0 suc 

a measure. The considerations bearing upon -the 
subject were also set forth in the form of subsidiary questions. The question 
whether the witnesses advocated prohibition was not specifically put, but it 
is not difficult, comparing the answers to the questions above mentioned with 
those relating to other questions,!to decide what the opinion of each 'witness is on 
this question. Those who hold deciped views have no doubt generally stated 
them in some portion of their answers, .and at all events ample opportunity of 
doing so was afforded them. A larger number of the witnesses Jiave contented 
themselves with merely giving an affirmative or negative answer to the 
questions on the subject. It is impossible to attach much importance to 
such answers. The Commission have abstracted them and considered them, 
but they feel bound,to give far more weight to the opinions of witnesses whose 
replies show that they have formulated an opinion on the desirability of prohibi-, 
tion. Some account will now be given of these answers. 

69 
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569. Out of the total of 1,193 witnesses, 575 have expressed a decided 
Opinions regarding prohibition of 

ganJA and charas. 
opihion on the question of prohi bition_ Of the~e 
only 99 advocate it in their answers. The remainder 

The classification of these witnesses is shown in the following are against it. 
table :-

I I SUIIORDI"",.. 
Sll'PIII.\OR SUPElltOR SUBOADINA". l\hDIC". 

0"11. Mute,&. CIYII. Orr'CIlAS AND NON·orrIC1" .... TOTAL. 
O"IGIRI. Orrlcl ••. O"'CIR" MEDICAL 

PROVINC., 
PRACTITIOHER,. 

0 

" " ] .. .. .. • • • .!! .!! 0 ! • .. ~ ~ 11. i :l .. '~ ~ :, ~ ;; 
0 0 .. .. 
~ ~ r--::..- .. 

I~ 
.. < .. < 

1- - ~ 
Bengal ... ... ... '9 .. . 9 r 36 4 8 9 Ii. 14 '44 

AA9am .. , ... .. . 4 , I ... , ... • 4 8 5 . 15 

North·Western Provinces ... '" '3 ... I 6 29 9 '0 .8 06 33 79 

Punjab ... ... 3 '0 .. . • 3 8 • 3 .0 '4 .8 36 

Central Provioces ... . .. 9 I • , .8 • • ... '4 3 S4 

Madras ... ... .. . II I 5 , •• I " 8 .8 II 61 

Bombay and Sind •.. ... '9 ' . • 3 26 4 7 • .6 9 fg 

Serar, Ajmere, Coorg, and 
, 

8 3 • • • 6 ... r ... ... • •• Quetta·Pisbio. 

-- -- ---- -- ---- -- ---- ----
To~ 3 '06 4 .. .6 '38 24 4' S2 '70 99 476 

Per cenC, ... 3 97 '7 83 .0 go 36 64 24 76 , '7 83 . 
-

Thus, not only is there a very large preponderance of opinion against prohi
bition, but the preponderance is specially marked among superior Civil officers. 
The only witnesses indeed of the latter class who favour prohibition are three 
in the Punjab, where charas and not ganja is consumed. 

The most important of these opinions on either side will now be specified, 
The most forcible opinions in favour of prohibition will be quoted at sonie length 
in order that the argument for this view may be thoroughly appreciated. The 
opinions against prohibition are too numerous to be quoted, but the witnesses 
will be mimed under headings setting forth the most prominent views expressed_ 

570. The Bengal witnesses i.n favour' of prohibition of ganja consi~t of a Sub

Bengal opinions in favour or pr-o
hibition of ganja. . 

Deputy Collector, an Assistant Surgeon, two Medical 
Practitioners, an Honorary Magistrate, two zamin

, dars, two pleaders, a delegate from the Indian Relief 
Society, Calcutta, the Secretary to the Band of Hope, Faridpur, the Secre
tary to the, Bogra Medical Society, and two Missionaries. The Commission 
cannot find much to quote from these opinions" but the following are the most 
forcible :-

(238) Delegate, Indian Relief Society, Calcutta, Baou Amrita Krishna 
Alullick, B.A., B.l.: After quoting official and medical opinions relating to the 
injuriousness' of ganja, the Society endeavou~s to show that the cultivators of the 
hemp plant lose largely by their occupation, and maintains that it is the duty of the 
Government to come to their rescue by abolishing it. The Society maintains 
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that the privation to the consumers would not be serious, and that it is difficult to 
suggest any drug more deleterious than ganja to which they could take. The 
Society contends that the alleged religious sanction to the use of the drugs is a 
fallacy, and refers to the opinions of several pandits in support of this view. The 
Society argues that to meet the deficit in the revenue, which would be about 24 
lakhs per annum, the salaries of European officers should be cut down, the duties 
on cotton goods re.imposed, and the income-tax increased with an enhanced 
taxable minimum. Savings would be effected by reduction of establishment and 
hy decreased cost of lunatic asylums. 

(236) Secr.etary, Bana 0/ Hope Temperance Society, Fariapur, Babu· 
Purna Chandra Maitra: "This Society begs to urge upon the Commission 
to consider the justice and propriety of a just, benign, and Christian Government 
to allow cultivation and sale of a drug which has been excluded from some countries, 
and in England doubly protected in the poison list." The witness argues that the 

. -drug" has been unreservedly condemned by eminent doctors as one of the most 
dangerous poisons known, as the most potent cause of lunacy, and as the most 
pernicious and deleterious of all excitants ever in use in any country." He ad
mits that there are a number of jogis, sanyasis, fakirs, and mendicants addicted 
to ganja smoking, but states that ganja smoking forms no part of their religion; 
and there is not a single Hindu or Muhammadan religious book which sanctions 
the use of ganja. "No real disaffection can under the benign rule of the British 
<:iovernment be seriously apprehended, and, even in the event of there being such 
apprehension, the fa~t should not be lost sight of that the Government in this 
case will have the support of the bulk of the population." He alleges that gallja 
produces crime,and that the taxation, amounting to 22 lakhs, is a drain on the 
poverty·stricken and half-famished people of Bengal. He finds it difficult to 
suggest a substitute for ganja, hut liquor may be one, and a peculiar prepara-
tion of strong tobacco' may also serve the purpose. . . 

• 
(1;14) Secretary to Bogra Medica! Society (10 membe,.s), Pyari Sanker 

Dass Gupta, L. M. S.: " The prohibition will give rise to no political danger. 
For the ganja smokers have very little influence over society. The Government 
has faced questions of a greater religious character, as the Suttee or the Age of 
Consent Act, with boldness. This is comparatively a minor question affecting 
only depraved men." 

(2°3) Rev. W. B. Pltillips, Missio1zary.: II What with liquor and opium 
and hemp drugs of various kinds, all licensed by Government, it does seem as if 
the population were terribly exposed to degrading influences. It is not my prov
ince to face the difficult task of rlealing with these evils i and I sincerely sympa
thize with the Government in theheavy duty of solving the grave problems involved. 
But I do feel it my duty to set forth as strongly as possible the assurance that very 
much mischief is being worked in the country by the various intoKicants' so 
freely and largely sold. I hardly care to distinguish between opium, alcohol, and 
ganja. I regard them all as bad. My mind is so impressed with the evil effects 
of excessive use that I do not care to consider the moderate use. I would wish 
Government to begin with ganja, to proceed with little delay against opium, and 
then tackle alcohol. I prefer this as a matter of policy, as ganja is easiest dealt 
with. I am prepared to prohibit all three intoxicants on account of the evil 
which I see done by them." 
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(8/) Kali Das Mukerj,~ Sub-Deputy Collectdr: After advocating prohibi
tion of ganja on the grounds of the evil effects, and stating that there would 
be no danger from the discontent. caused owing' to the small number of the 
consumers, the witness proceeds: " The reasons usually put forward in favour 
of ganja consumption are as follows: (I) that Hindu friars and jogis cannot do 

, withQut it, for it helps them in their religious contemplation, and sustains them 
under severe exertion and exposure j (2)that it is a safeguard against disease 
in malarious tracts j. and (3) that it serves the labouring classes as a refreshing 
stimulant, alleviating fatigue. I do not think that any of these reasons is con
clusive, though plausible. .In fact, none of them stands the test of close examin
ation. If any intoxicating drug is at all necessary for friars and jogis, alcohol, 
opium, or siddhi may serve the purpose. Eight kinds of intoxicating drugs are 
prescribed in the Tantras for Hindu devotees, and it is optional with them to 
take any if they. care to do so at all .•.••••..••• ~... .•• That ganja is a safeguard 
against disease in malarious tracts is not necessarily true.... ...... ......... Even 
as a stimulant .and remover of fatigue, ganja has very little to recommend it to· 
the labouring classes.... ...... ..• ...... A careful observation is sure to establish 
the fact that any ordinary labourer whose only stimulant is tobacco is on the
whole a better workman than his ganja consuming brother." 

571. It is impossible to quote the mass of opinion against prohibition of 
Opinion. against prohibition of ganja, but the following analysis of some of the most 

,auJa in Bengal. important opinions will give an idea of the strength 
of these opinions :-

(1) ProhibitifJII impossible or unnecessary, or could not be enforced with-
out a large preventive establishment. 

(I) Hon'ble D. R. Lyall, C.S.I., Member, Board of Revenue. 

(2) Mr. Westmacott, Commissioner. 

(9) Mr. Price, Col1ector. 

(II) Mr. Skrine, Collector. 

(21) Mr. Jenkins, Co1\ector. 

(17) Mr. Gupta, Commissioner of Excise. 

(46) Ganendra Nath Pal, Deputy CoUector. 

(197) Mr. H. M. Weatherall, Manager, Nawab'. Estates, Tipl'era. 

(R) Prohibitiol' would be strongly resented by religious mendicants, or 
would be regarded as an interference 'WIth rei:gion, or woultl 
ke lIkely to become a political danger. 

(I) Hon'ble D. R. Lyall, C.S.I., Member, Board of Revenue. 

(3) Mr. Westmacott, Commissioner. 

(19) Mr. Manisty, Co1\eetor. 

(18) ~{r. Hare, Co1\ector. 

(16) Mr. Marindin, Col1eetor. 

(32) Mr. Bedford, Deputy Commissioner. 
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(63) Abhilas Chandra Mukharji, Deputy Collector. 

(62) Kanti Bhushan Sen, Deputy Collector of Excise. 

(,63) Maharaja Bahadur Sir Jotendra Mohan Tagore, K.C.S.'. 

(J 74) Radhika Churn Sen, Zamindar. 

('75) Raghonandan Parsad, Zamindar. 

(,85) Jogendra Krishna Rai Chaudhri. 

{za7) Purnendu Narayan Sinha. 

(~o8) Mahendra Chandra Mitra, Chairman, Naihati MuniCipality. 

(92) Mr. Ricketts, f,lan'fger, Nilgiri State. 

(~t7) 'Biprodas Banarii, Pleader. Newspaper.Editor, and Chairman, Baraset Muni
cipality. 

(250) District Board, Monghyr. 

(228) Jadubans Sahai, Vice-Chairman, Arrah Municipality. 

(3) Prolribitiollmig ht le,ad to the use of dllatura or other illtoxicallts 
worse than ganja. 

(ar) Mr. Jenkiu. Collector. 

(46) Ganendra Nath Pal, Deputy Collector. 

(62) Kanti Bhushan Sen, Deputy Collector olExcise. 

(161) Maharaja Girijnath, Roy Bahadur. 

(164) Raja Surja Kanta Acharjya, Babadur. 

(167) Radba Balav Chaudhri, Rai Bahadur. 

(333) Secretary, Rajshahi Association. 

, (217) Biprodas Banarji, Pleader, &c. 

512. The opinions in favour of prohibition of ganja in Assam are those of a 
Assam. Civil Surgeon, the Secretary to the Tezpur Raiyats 

Opinions in favour of prohibition A .. h ShU A 
of ganj.. . SSOclatlOn, t e ecretary to t e· pper ssam 
Association, a merchant, and a pensioned Overseer, Public Works Department, 
and member of a Local Board. There is nothing especially to note in these 
opInIOns. 

573. Against prohibition we have the Commissioner of'the Assam Valley, 

Opinion against. 
the Commissioner of Excise, the Director of Land 
Records and Agriculture, an Officiating Deputy 

Commissioner, a Civil Surgeon, an Extra Assistant Commissioner, a medical 
practitioner, four pleaders, and four planters. 

Mr. Driberg, Commissioner of 'Excise, says: "It would be useless.to .prohi
bit the use of ganja in a province like Assam, surrounded. as it is by independent 
hill people, who would cultivate it in their hills and smuggle it down with little 
risk of detection. Any prohibition will only lead to the increase of illicit con
sumption . and to the secret use of the drug, which would be decidedly bad; of 
course, stop cultivation in Bengal, and the prohibition of the use 'of excise ganja 
could be enforced; but there would be seriotlll discontent, though in this province 

~ " " 

70 
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it might not amount to a political danger, and the prohibition would be followed 
by recourse to opium, and in some cases' to alcohol." The evidence of planters 
tends generally to show that the use of ganja by the garden coolies, who (ex
cept in the western districts of the Assam Valley and those of the Surma 
Valley, all of which border on Bengal) are the principal consumers, produces no 
serious effects. There is nothing in any of the Assam evidence to controvert 
these views. 

57.,\-. The advocates of prohibition of ganja and charas in the North-Western 
North-West ..... Provinces. Provinces are as follows: 6 subordinate civil offi-

Opinion. in favour of prohibltioDof cers, 9 subordinate medical officers and private 
raJA &lid charas. medical practitioners, and 18 non-officials. But 
few of these witnesses give any reasons for their opinions. And the Com. 
mission are not able to quote anyone of them as having any special weight. 
The only opinion which it appears worth while to quote is that of a Collector 
(Mr. Addis (4), who does not, however, ipecifically recommend prohibition. 
He says: II It probably would be feasible to prohibit the use of all these drugs. 
Public opinion is against their use, and the people are very obedient to authority. 
The prohibition would certainly lead to the increased use of opium and alcoho!." 

575. On the other hand, the opinions against prohibition are very strong. 

OplalollS against prohibitiOD. The following is an analysis of some of the most 
important :-

(I) Prohibition impllssible or unnecessary, or could not 
large preve1Itiv"e establishment. 

(I) Hon'ble A. Cadell, Member, Board of Re~enue. 

(6) Mr. Stoker, Commissioner of Excise. 

(12) Mr. Brownrigg, Officiating Deputy Commissioner. 

(20) Mr. Partridge, Officiating Deputy Commissioner. 

(9) l\/r. Jackson, Collector. 

(10) Mr. Tweedy, Collector. 

(17) Mr. Spencer, Officiating Collector. 

be. enforced wit houl a 

(34) Mr. Cockburn, Assistant Sub-Deputy Opium Agent. 

(32) Mr. Robarts, Joint Magistrate. 

(26) Rama Shankar, Assistant Collector. 

(24) Mr. Rogers, Assistant Commissioner. 

(191) Kanwar Kundan Singh, Zamindar. 

(3) Prohibition would be strongly resellied by religious mendicants, or 'tJ.'ould 
/JI regarded as an interference with religion, or would be likely to oecome 
a political danger. 

(u) Mr. Brownrigg, Officiating Deputy Commissioner. 

i9) Mr. Jackson, Collector. 

(\0) Mr. Tweedy, Collector. 

(34) Mr. Cockburn, Assistant Sub-Deputy Opium Agent. 
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(21) Mr. Gillan, Assistant Collector. 

(26) Rama Shankar, Assistant"Coliector. 

(46) Pandit Bishamhar Nath, Deputy Collector. 

(28) Mr. Bruce, Assistant Collector. 

(33) PaRd it Sri Lall, Officiating Joint Magistrate. 

(185) Kewal Ram, Zamindar. 

(Z20) Mr. Finch, Planter. 

(190) Bas Deo Sahai, Zamindar. 

(227) SyadMahammad Nuh, Zamindar. 

(3) Prohibition might lead to use of dhatura or other intoxicants worse 'ha" 
ganja or charas. 

(6) Mr. Stoker, Commissioner of Excise. 

(15) Mr. Ferard, Collector. 

(28) Mr. Bruce, Assistant Collector. 

(51) 1hakur Tukman Singh, Deputy Collector. 

Punjab. 576. The advocates of the prohibition of charas 
Opinions ror prohibition 01 charas. in the Punjab are as follows :-3 superior civil offi. 

cers, 3 subo,rdinate civil officers, 2 subordinate medical officers, and 10 non· 
officials. 

It may be noted that Mr . • Ogilvie, Financial Commissioner in' charge of 
Excise (3), records the following opinion: "I am inclined to hold the opin. 
ion, though I am not quite satisfied on the subject, that the use of charas is so 
deleterious that it might be permissible, both on grounds of morality and utility, 
for its 'use to ,be prohibited or for the price of the drug to he so artificially 
raised as to confine ,its consumption to a very small number indeed. The 
reason why I say that I am not quite satisfied on the point is because I have not 
sufficiently investigated the facts. All that I can,- therefore, say with certainty is 
that my opinion tends to the direction above indicated.... ......... I would ob. 
serve, however, with regard to the. Yarkand trade that the im position 'of a duty so 
high as to be practically prohibitive would very considerably injure that trade, 
because the Yarkand trader in ex;change for the charas takes back the products of 
the Punjab to his own country or to Kashmir. The extinction or serious injury of 
the Yarkand trade would, of course, be,a very regrettable circumstance. Onthe 
~ther hand, from my personal knowledge as Deputy Commis~ioner of the Dera 
Ismail Khan District, I would say no' harm would accrue to general trade on 
the western border from the prohibition of charas." 

Mr. Coldstream, Deputy Commissioner (5), though be does not seem to 
have formed a definite opinion, regarding the moderate use of the drugs, says: 
II The gradual ~toppage of import of ganja and charas might be tried. It is not as 
yet a very widely.spread habit, but it might grow. It would cause great pain 
and discontent if the prohibition were sudden and comprehensive" but this would 
not amount to political danger. A prohibitory measure regarding ganja and 
charas would no doubt be followed at once by a recourse to opium and alcohol. 
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I can quite believe the moderate occasional use of the drugs may .be compara' 
tively harmless, but I am not aware that they are commonly used occasionally 
and in moderation. They may, however, be so used for all I know." 

Mr. Wilson, Deputy Commissioner (r4)jsays that he should like to see 
the experiment made in selected districts of prohibiting trade in charas (and 
bhang) altogether. As regards charas, he thinks the prohibition would be 
feasible, as it is imported, and the discontent would be insignificant. He 
knows of no class, 'such as labourers, who take the drug in moderation as 
an ordinary stimulant. Among fakirs and other excessive consumers, he thinks 
the use produces great evils, and that there is no more harmful .drug which 
they are likely to take to. He does not know ~nything of the use of dhatura 
except its administration as a poison. He thinks sudden prohibition would 
be cruel. He would therefore begin by taxation and gradually raise it, . leaving 
the question of total prohibition to be decided by experience. 

The evidence of Arjan Singh, Extra Assistant Commissioner (r9), is much 
to the same effect, but he ·states that the use of dhatura is general among the 
followers of Siva at the Shivratri in the Dera Ghazi .Khan district. He says 
it is taken in very small quantities, so that its-effeJ)1: is 'a1most imperceptible. , 

G~nera' Millet .(69), formerly ~District Superintendent of Police, would 
like :to ,see ;all intoxicants prohibited which cannot be proved to be actually 
necessary. He thinksgrndualprohibition :of the hemp drugs feasible, and that 
educated, intelligent native public opinion, which to a great extent leads that of 
the lower classes, would support prohibition. Discontent at first among the 
'degr-aded classes would be inevitable, but there would be no political danger, 
though tact and discretion would be needed'and calm·minded European officials 
at the 'helm. He fears that recourse to alcohol would be the result. 

,Sheih RialS Husain, saminda, (67), thinks that" having regard for the 
lII'etfar.e and good of the people which ,the British Goverl)ment .has in view, the 
prohibition of the bempdrugs (including bhang) is imperatively necessary • 
. Loyaland intelligent subjects and ,,'eIl.wishers of the country would welcome 
the prohibition, though the unscrupulous habitual consumers would indeed dislike 
it. But as it would be for the good of the people, it is not hoped that any class 
of persons would resent it. The enforcement of the prohibition should be effected 
ilikeothernew laws and regulations, exceptions being made to some extent in the 
case of the existing old habitual consumers, hecause its sudden stoppage would 
cauee them serious .privation. The discontent resulting would not -amount to a 
political danger.· If it were possible to make charas as expensive as alcohol, that 
would be one wa¥ of dealing with the subject." 

Sardar Su/an Singh, Rai Bahadur, COIi/racto, (59), considers charas as 
certainly most injurious, and thinks its use should most certainly be prohibited. 
It does no.good to anybody. There are not many kahars who take it. Those 
~hodo, go to the bad. He does nO.t know of the use of dhatura as an intoxicant. 
The use of madak and chandu is more injurious than charas, and they also should 
lie _prohibited as weIl as liquor., He would not recommend immediate prohibition, 
but 'Would put on such a tax, increasing it .gradually, as to make it impossible 
for the I11ajority ·of people to b~y them at all. 
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Dr_ H. Af. Clark, Missionary (46), would like to se~ charas prohibited if 
it were possible. He thinks, however, that alcohol does more harm than charas. 
He cannot believe that a moderat\3 use of charas is possible. Fakirs and devotees 
are the chief consumers. 

De'lli Dayal, Editor of the K,listha Mitra,· Lahore, circulation 300 copies (83), 
says: "If charas be calfed poison (fatal, killing, murdering drug), it is not an exag
geration of any kind. I t is a great vice to smoke charas. May God not give this 
even in the lot of a fa:. Only just people as have bad luck get engaged 
in this vice. Government will do their subjects a very great obligation by 
saving them from early death and whirlpool of destruction and ruin. My 
present belief is that there is no such thing as moderation in the use of charas, 
because, when a charsi visits another, he offers him the chillum, and they 

-smoke in company. The smoke is thus repeated frequently." Consumers 
acknowledge that they would have no complaint; and if Government ~ere to 
prohibit the use of charas to-morrow, the bad habit ·would di\! out of itself. 

Ganesh Das, Pleader, and President, Sarin So.bha, Hoshiarpllr (77): Charas 
is eonsumed by shoemakers, musicians, jogis, sanyasis, and suthra fakirs, and 
by some Khatris and Brahmins. The physical effects are very bad', and most 
consumers becoine incapacitated for work and lead a miserable life. The sub
committee of the Sarin Sahha appointed to consider the subject recommend 
prohibition. Enquiry was not malle from medical experts. Consumers would 
not take to other intoxicants, because the intoxication of charas is not like 
that of opium or other intoxicants. The greatest loss would be- that of the 
traders of Hoshiarpur and Amritsar, who take merchandise to Ladakh and 
Yarhnd and bring back charas. 

, . , h'b" r 577· The following is an analysis of some of the 
Oplmons against pro 1 ltion 0 . . . . . . 

char... most Important eVidence agamst prohibitIOn :-

(1) Prolzieilion impossible or unnecessary, or could not be enfo~ced without 
a large preventive establishme1lt. 

(Il Mr. Rivaz, First Financial Commissioner. 

(3l Mr. Thorburn, Commissioner. 

(6) Mr. Ibbetsoll, Deputy Commissioner. 

(8) Mr. Maconachie, Deputy Commissioner. 

(13l Mr. Drummond, Deputy Commissioner. 

(66) Kazi Syad Ahmad, retired Government servant. 

(2) Prolzibj/ioll '1J)ould be strongly resented by religious mendicants, or would 
be regarded as atl intel/ere'lce with religion, or 'Would be lillely to become. 
a political danger. 

(3) Mr. Thorburn, Commissioner. 

(6) Mr. Ibbetson, Deputy Commissioner. 

(10) Mr. A. Anderson, Deputy' Commissioner. 

(8) Mr. Maconachie, Deputy Commissioner. 

(13l Mr. Drummond, Deputy Commissioner. 

(29) Mr. Brown, Officiating Deputy Inspector-General of Police. 

• This paper lJas ,cased to eaist. 
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(39) Thakur Das, Rai Bahadur, Assistant Surgeon. 

(36) Bhagwan Dass, Assistant Surgeon. 

(25) Muhammad Ikramulla Khan, Khan Bahadur, Honorary Extra Assistant Com. 
missioner. 

(27) Muhammad Barka't Ali Khan, Khan Bahadur, retired Extra Assistant Commis
sioner. 

(6 I) Bahram Khan, Honorary Magistrate. 

(93) Gujar Mal, Trader, 

(94) Jawala Bhagat, Trader. 

(3) Prohibition iniglzt lead to use 0/ dlzatura or other intoxicants worse t/zo" 
charas. 

(76) Babu P. C, Chatterji, Judge, Chief Court. 

(10) Mr. A. Anderson, Deputy Commissioner. 

(18) Rai Bahadur Bhagwan Vass, Extra Assistant Commissioner. 

(39) Thakur Das, Rai Bahadur, Assistant Surgeon. 

(27) Muhammad Barkat Ali Khan, Khan Bahadur, retired Extra Assistant Com
missioner. 

(86) Lachman Dass, Merchant. 

578. There are only two witnesses in the Central Provinces who advocate the 
prohibition of ganja .. Honorary Surgeon-Major Harrison (38), on the retired 

.. Ce~tral Province.. .• list, employed in the Kalahandi State, advocates 
OpUllonsm favour o{the prohib,· d I h'b' . "h' h ld . 

tiOD of ganj.. gra ua pro I ItlOn, W IC wou cause discontent, 
but not any serious danger. The prohibition would no doubt be followed by 
recourse to alcohol and other stimulants." The other is a pensioned hospital 
assistant, who also advocates gradual prohibition. 

Opinions against prohihition of 579· The following is an analysis of some of the 
gonja. most important evidence against prohibition :_ 

(r) Prohibition impossible or unnecessary, or, could not be enforced without a 
large preventive establishment. 

(I) Mr. Neill, Judicial Commissioner. 

(4) Mr. Laurie, Officiating Secretary to Chi~f Commissioner. 

(2) Colonel Bowie, Commissioner. 

(9) Mr. Drake·Brockman, Officiating Excise Commissioner. 

(39) Dr. Prentie, Civil Surgeon. 

(66) Rev. Israel Jacob, Missionary. 

(:/) Prohibition would be strong!, resented by religious mendicants, or would be 
regarded as all interference with religion, or would be likely to become a 
political danger. 

(I) Mr. Neill, Judicial Commissioner. 

(4) Mr. Laurie, Officiating Secretary to Chief Commissioner. 

(3) Colonel Bowie, Commissioner. ,. 

C3i Mr. Anderson, Officiating Commissioner; 

(6) Mr. Duff, Deputy Commissioner. 

{37} Mr. Lowrie, Officiating Deputy Conservator of Forests. 
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('7) Batuk Bharthy, Superintendenc, Kalahandi State. 

(66) Rev. Israel Jacob, Missionary. 

(68) ,Rev. Oscar Lohr, Missionary. • 
, 

(22) Vinayak Balkri~hna Khare, Excise Daroga. 

(59} Lan Noorpraj Singh, Zamindar. 

'(47) Mir.lmdad Ali, Honorary Magistrate. ' 

(3J Prohio/tion might lead, to flse of dhatura or olher intoxicants worse t/;an 
ga1lJa. 

(,) Mr. Neill, Judicial Commissioner. 

(g) Mr. Drake.Brockman, Officiating Excise Commissioner. 

(39) Dr. Prentie,Civil Surgeon. 

(64) Rao Sahib Balwantrao Govindrao Bhuskute, ]agirdar. 

S80. The Madras witnesses in favour of prohibition are a Civil Surgeon. 
Madras. a subordinate civil officer, a medical practitioner, 

Opinions in favour of the prohibi. H' d' d'" . 
tion of ganja. " a m u pnest, an SIX mlSSlonanes. 

Dr. Killg (85) says: "The restriction of the sale of ganja under condi
tions similar to those required for poisonous drugs in Great Britain would be an 
unqualified blessing to the country, thus contrasting with the action taken against 
opium, which agitation I believe to be unnecessary and mischievous. I consider 
special measures should be taken to restrain the use of ganja by sepoys, and 
especially to prevent the young sepoy from ac'quiring the habit." In oral examina. 
tion, however, Dr. King stated as follows: .. My opinion -of the effect of the 
moderate use in impairing the moral sense an~ inducing laziness, etc., isa 
general impression and not based on actual observation. My impression is 
based on the fact that persons alleged to have been ganja smokers have pre
sented these characteristics. They were pointed out as 'notorious ganja 
smokers. I did not discriminate in these cases between the moderate and 
excessive use." 

Syad MaT.mud (122) says: "It is an unquestionable fact that ganja, bhang, 
and' charas are poisons, and. this fact is admitted by al\. In my opinion their 
suppression would' be an act of virtut;!deserving of future reward, but it is not' 
advisable to suppress their use at once. Its suppression should be regulated 
under certain rules without any loss to the State. 'To the best of my knowledge 
and researches, alcohol cannot be safely used as a substitute for ganja, charas, 
and bhang." 

Rev. Mr. Laflamme (153), speaking on behalf of the Baptist Missionary 
Conferences of the Presidency, advocates prohibition in these terms: "Owing to 
the scarcity of shops in these parts, practical prohibition exists. Much that is 
consumed is consumed illicitly. The introduction of the license system seems 
to have had no appreciable effect on the. use of the drugs. The ganja is nearly 
all grown by the consumers in their own yards." .. The drugs should all be so 
safeguarded as to prevent or minimize any possible harm resulting from their 
abuse." " The general sense of the people is opposed to the use of the drugs." 
So far as the witness can gather, the members of·the Mission are united in the 
belief that in these parts hemp drugs are far less injurious than opium and alcohol; 
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thus far that the latter are not on·l.y much more extensively used, but much more
baleful in their effects. Two other missionaries, though neutral in opinion, are worth 
quoting. Rev. Mr. Pittendrigh, Missionary (/60), says that he would have ulti. 
mate prohibition in view if possible, but there is not much ground for special inter
ference in anything that he has seen. Another Missionary, the Rev. lIlr. GojJilr 
(145), cann'ot undertake to criticise the present or any system of excise 
administration. His impression is that Government would be' wise to adopt a 
strictly" let-alone" policy, leaving it to the spread of education and enlightenment 
among the people to prevent and lessen all its effects. The province of Gov
ernment should be carefully to watch such effects, and wherever and whenever 
necessary interfere with prohibitive legislation. Such necessity, however, in his, 
opinion would not often occur. 

Opinions against prohibition~ 
581. Among those who are opposed to prohibition, 

the evidence of the following witnesses may be 
<!uoted :-

(r) I'rolzibitw11 im/()ssible or umtecessarY,.or could not be en/arced 'wit/lOut ~ 
large preventive establishment. 

(I) Hon'ble C. S. Crole, Member, Board of Revenue. 

(8). Mr. Willock, Collector. 

(q) Mr. Bradley, Collector. 

(19) Raja K. C. Manevedan, Collector., 

(23) Mr. Campbell, Sub·Collect·". 

(30) Mr. Levy, Acting Deputy ColI~ctor, Salt and Abkari. 

(2) Prohibitilln wOllld. be str01zgly resenied by religious mendicants, or would 
he regarded as an inter/crmce wz't/! religion, o.r wo.uld be likely to. hecom~ 
a political danger, 

(8) Mr. Willock, Collector .• 

(10) Mr. Stokes, Collector. 

(6) . Mr. Sewell, Collector. 

(30) Mr. Levy, Acting Deputy Collector, Salt a!ld Abkari, 

(94) Dr. Walker, Civil Surgeon. 

(95) Dr. Sarkies, Civil Surgeon. 

(38) l3uddhavarapu Narayana Murthi Pantalugaru, Assistant Collector. 

(23) Mr. Campbell. Sub.Collector. 

(121) H. S. A. M. Manju Miyyah Sahib, Medical Practitioner. 

(:;) Prohibition might lead to use of dhatura or other intoxicants worse thalf 
gan/a, 

(23) Ilk Campbell, Sub-Collector. 

582. For the prohibition of ganja or charas in Bombay and Sind, we 
Bombay. have the following advocates: in Bombay two 

Opinions in favour ef prohibition 
of ganj.. mamlatdars, a hospital assistant, and a medical 
practitioner; and in Sind a health officer, two hospital assistants, and a 
banker. There is not much that need be quoted from the evidence of 
these witnesses. It may be noted that the Hon'ble T. D. Mackenzie, Com
nllSSlOner of Abkari, etc. (I), holds that the policy of Government in 
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relation to the hemp drugs should be one of restriction, as far as restriction 
is possible, and that, if absolute prohibition were possible, be thinks it 
would be a good thing. Owing, however, to the fact that the ter~itories of the 
Bombay Presidency interlac,e ~o extensively with foreign territory, and to 
the feeling which would be aroused among th~ consumers and those who 
sympathize with them, it would in his opinion be impossible or undesirable. 
The Secretary to the 'Arya Samaj in Bombay (109) ~tates that while fully 
sympathising with the objects of the Commission, which are apparently understood 
to be the restriction or prohibition of the drugs, the Arya Samaj "is of 
opinion ~hat any Governmental action in the direction of further r~stri~ting 
the preparation and sale of the drug will be productive of very little good. The 
Samaj believes that education of the masses is the only proper and effective 
remedy for correcting such baneful habits, and fears that any compulsion it:! 
this matter is likely to drive the consumers of these comparatively innocuous 
drugs to the use of more injurious intoxicants that are plentifully supplied 
to the people like the various preparations containing alcohol." The Samaj 
prays that the Government will devise measures for the restriction, of the .sale of 
European liquor in India, and leave the hemp drugs to themselves. The only 
thorough advocate of prohibition whose opinion is worth specifying is R,ao Sahib 
Shesho Krisna MadKa~i (41), who considers such prphibition very necessary, aDd 
holds that, although there would be temporary discontent among the consumers, 
such discontent would not amount to a political danger, " the people in this part 
of the country being loyal and of mild nature, and the proportion of the .persons 
using bhang and ganja to the general population being too small to be taken 
into consideration." . 

583. On the other hand, the opinions against prohibition are weighty. The 
Opinions against probibitiOD. following may be specially quoted :-

(I) Prl1hibition impossible or unnecessary, or could not be enforced without a 
large preventive establishment. 

Bombay. 
(.) Hon'ble T, D. Mackenzie, Comniissi~ner 01 Abkari, etc. 

(3) Mr. Vidal, Chiel Secretary to Government. 

('0) Mr. Montealb, Collector. 

('2) Mr. Cumine, Acting Collector. 

(53) Mr. Vincent, C.l.E., Officiating Commissioner of Police. 

(110) Rai Bahadur Vishvanath Keshava Joglekar, Merchant. 

(108) Daji Abaji Khare, H0I10rary Secretary, East Indian Association. . . 
Simi. 

(I) Mr. James, Commissioner in Sind. 

(26) Seth Vishindas Nihalchand, Zamindar and Merchant. 

(.:/) Prohibitzim would be strongly resented by religious mend,cants, or would 
be regarded as an interference with religion, or would be li!eely to 
lJecollle a political danger. 

Bombay. 

(I) Hon'hle T. D. Mackenzie, Commissioner of Abkari, etc. 

(3) Mr. Reid, Commissioner. 
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(IO) Mr. Mouteath, Collector. 

(8) Mr. Lely, Collector. 

(59) Mr. Foard, Superintendent of Police. 

(57) Mr. Austin, District Superintendent of Police. 

(54) Mr. Kennedy, District Superintendent of Police. 

(26) Khan Bahadur Dadabhai Dinshaji, Deputy Collector. 

(38) Mr. Almon, Assistant Collector of Abkari. 

(49) Yashvantrao Nilkanth, Superintende~t,. Office of Survey Commissioner. 

(104) Desaibhai Kalidas, Pleader. 

(46) Balkrishna Narayan Vaidija, State Karbhari. 

(39) Rai Sahib Ganesh Pandurang Thakur, Mamlatdar. 

(uo) Rai Babadur Vishvanath Keshava Joglekar, Merchant. 

(100) Parbhuram Jeewanram, Vaidya. 

(liS) Nanu Mian B. Shekh, Municipal Secretary, Surat. 

Sind. 

(I) Mr. James, Commissioner in Sind. 

(4). Khan Bahadur Kadirdad Khan, Gul Khan, C.I.E., Deputy Collector. 

(5) S. Sadik Ali, Deputy Collector . • 
(26) Seth Vishindas Nihalchand, Zamindar and Merchant. 

(3) Prohibition might lead to usc of dha/ura or other intoxicants worse 
tlmn ganja. 

Bombay. 

(I) Hon'ble T. D. Mackenzie, Commissioner of Abkari, etc. 

(6) Mr. Sinclair, Collector. 

(53) Mr. Vincent, C.I.E., Officiating Commissioner of Police. 

(49) Yasbvantrao Nilkanth, Superintendent, Office of Survey Commissioner. 

(62) Rao Sahib Pranshankar, Inspector of Police. 

(I02) Ramcbandra Krishna Kothavale, Inamdar. 

(Io9) Secretary, Arya Samaj, Bombay. 

584. From the minor administrations in Berar, Ajmere, Coorg, and Quetta. 

Berar, etc. 

the table in paragraph 569. 

Peshin, there are no opinions requiring special 
notice. The statistical detail has been given in 

585. A general review of the evidence relating to the question of prohibition 
• . ani t of ganja and charas brings the Commission to the 

General concluSJoD8 lD reg 0 . . 
tota1 prohibition of gauja, charas, same conclusion as that which they have framed 
and bhang. 'd '. f h'd h upon a consl eratlOn 0 t e eVI ence on teas-
certained effects alone. The weight· of the evidence above abstracted is almost 
entirely against prohibition. Not only is such a measure'unnecessary with refer
ence to the effects, but it is abundantly proved that it is considered unnecessary 
or impossible by those most competent to form an opinion on general grounds of 
experience; tRat it would be strongly resented by religious mendicants, or would be 
regarded as an interference with religion, or would be likely to become a political 
danger i and that it might lead to the use of dhatura or other intoxicants worse than 
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ganja. Apart from all this, there is another consideration which has been urged in 
some quarters with a manifestation of strong feeling, and to which the Com
mission are disposed to attach 'some importance, via., that to repress the hemp 
drugs in India and to leave alcohol alone would be misunderstood by a large 
number of persons who believe, and apparently eot without reason, that more harm 
is done in this country' by the latter than by the former. The conclusion of 
the Commission regarding bhang has been gi ven in paragraph 564 i under all 
the circumstances they now unhesitatingly give their verdict against such a 
violent measure as total prohibition in respect of any of the hemp drugs. 

586. Failing prohibition, the question arises, what should be the policy of the 
Policy In regard to hemp drugs. Government in regard to the hemp drugs? On this 

point some important evidence has been recorded, 
and the Commission deem it to be within the scope of their duty to state in general 
terms their own conclusions. In the first place, then, they are of opinion that in 
view of the harmful effects produced by the exce~sive use, and in exceptional cases 
even by the moderate use, of the drugs, the action of the Government should be 
directed towards restraining the former and avoiding all encouragement to the 
latter. The object should be to prevent the consumers, as far as may be possible, 
from doing harm to themselves and to lessen the inducements to the form'ation of 
the habit which might lead to such harm. In aiming at this object, however, other 
considerations need to be kept in view. There is in the first place the question of 
illicit consumption. If the restriction imposed by' Government is counterbalanced 
by a corresponding increase in smuggling, no advantage is gained, but, on the 
contrary, a moral wrong is done to the community apart from the annoyance 
necessitated by such restrictions. Then, if there is a legitimate use of the drugs, 
restrictions should not be such as to make the exercise of. this use impossible. 
The Commission have formed the opinion that there is a legitimate use of the 
hemp drugs, and that it exists generally among the poorest of the population. 
Again, 1£ the restrictions lead to the use of more deleterious substances, or even 
drive the people from ·a habit the evil of which is known to another of which the 
evil may be greater, they are no longer justifiable. The policy of Government 
must be tempered by all these considerations, and the neglect of anyone of 
them rna y lead to serious error. ' 

587. In this connection an objection to the present system, which, has been 
Objection to raising revenue from raised by some fewo! the witnesses, deserves a bri~f 

hemp drugs. . notice. They have laid down the maxim that the Gov
ernment should not derive revenue from the vices of the people, and starting fr~m 
this theory they condemn the taxation of the hemp drugs. Now, if the habit of 
using the hemp drugs were so disastrous as to call for suppression, and such sup
pression were possible, the conclusion would be just. But this is not the Commis
sion's view, and Jhe policy which the Government has generally adopted of 
restricting the use by taxation is in their opinion the right one. Taxation by itself 
does not imply encouragement, though the methods by which it is raised may, if 
not guarded, tend to encouragement. And this is perhaps the tendency which 
the witnesses above alluded to mean to cnllclse. As regards the taxing 
of intoxicants generally, the Commission cannot do better than quote from 
a stand,t.rd work on political economy by Professor Henry Sidgwick 
(Chapter VIII, paragraph 7): fI Generally speaking, it is desirable to select 
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. for taxation commodities of which the consumption is not likely to be 
restricted to any great extent through the desire to avoid payment of the tax, 
as all such restriction increases the excess of the loss to. the public caused by 
the tax over and above the gain to the Treasury, since the persons who are 
driven to consume commodities 'which they do not like so well suffer a manifest 
loss of utility. But there is one exceptional case very important in our own 
system of taxation in which this principle does not apply, vzit., where the 
commodity taxed is largely consumed in excess of what is salutary. So far as 
such excess is prevented by the tax, the restriction of consumption is positive I y 
beneficial to the community; and though legislative interference with the sole 
object of limiting the consumption of dangerous commodities is emphatically 
condemned by advocates of natural liberty, they have not for the most part pushed 
their antagonism so far as to maintain that the selection of taxes ought 
not to be partly influenced by this consideration." In the opinion of the 
Commission, the general principle may be fearlessly asserted tha~ it is right to 
tax intoxicants j and the higher they are taxed the better, provided the considera
tions mentioned in the last paragraph are not lost sight of. The primary object 
of such taxation should not be the enhancement of the revenue, but the control of 
the habit i and, if this end is kept in view, the revenue which flows i~to the Treasury 
from this source need be viewed with no more suspicion than the fines on 
criminals for breaches of the law: If it is necessary to put briefly in words a 
description of what the policy of the Government should be in regard to 
the hemp drugs, it would be somewhat as follows: • To control their use, and 
especially their harmful use, in such a manner as to avoid a worse evil, and, 
subject to this proviso, to tax them as fullJ; as possible. 

588. In order to bring about such control as will enable Go~ernment to deal 
thoroughly with the question, systematic treatment 

Systematic treatment necessary., 
is necessary. The system approved for one province 

must not be reversed in the next. A standard of administration consistent with 
itself must be put before the Native States, which in many cases are interlaced with 
British territory, or it will be impossible for' them fo co-operate. On this subject 
the evidence of Mr. J. W. Neill, Judicial Commissioner, Central Provinces, 
may be quoted. He says, "I think in the case of a drug so generally consumed 
as ganja, the system of taxation and control'should be, if not uniform for all 
provinces, yet on, somewhat the same lines, and that the tax should fall, if not 
at the same rate, still at such rates that there should be no great temptation to 
smuggle from one part of British India into anotller." 1t is doubtless owing to 
the same feeling that Mr. Cadell, Member of the Board cf Revenue, North
Western Provinces, records his opinion that "the present system of taxation 
(in those provinces) is not worthy of maintenance," and that" other Governments 
should not alter rates of taxation where other provinces are concerned without 
consulting them," This is also no doubt· what underlies the opinion of the 
Madras Board of Revenue given in March 1892 that" restrictions will gradually 
have to be placed on the cultivation, possession, and transport of ganja." In this 
connection the opinions of Mr. Vidal, Chief Secretary to Government, and Mr. 
Reid, Commissioner in Bombay, may be quoted to the effect that there is no reason 
why the hemp drugs should be cheaper in that Presidency than in other provin
ces i and that of Mr. Rivaz, First Financial Commissioner in the Punjab, that 
hemp drugs in that province are insufficeintly taxed, 
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S89. The Commission have considered the question of adopting in respect 
Question of introducing a Gov- of ganja and possibly also of charas 'a system of Gov: 

emment IIblnopoly for hemp drugs I • • ,J. 

discussed. ernment monopoly sImIlar to the opIum excIse system. 
The Bengal Government considered this question b'oth in 1877 and in 1887, and 
declined to entertain the proposal. In this province there are now several advo
cates of the system, 'IItS. :-

(I) Hon'ble D. R. Lyall, C.S.I., Member, Board of Revenue, 

(17) Mr. K. G. Gupta, Excise Commissioner, 

(13) Mr, H. C. Williams, Collector, 

(12) Mr. A. C. Tute, Collector, 

(II) Mr. F. H. B. Skrine, Collector, 

(33) Mr. R. H. Renny, Deputy Commissioner, 

(30) Mr. A. E. Harward, Officiating Collector, 

and seven other official and non-official witnesses. And Mr. ~olan, Commis
sioner,. (7), though he is averse to the idea of a Government monopoly, 
advocates the establishment of a single centre for the whole of India from 
which the supply of ganja should be issued, its production being prohibited 
in all other places i and adds that the' wants of all I ndia could be' supplied 
from Naogaon. It is almost needless to say that if such a proposal were 
entertained, the monopoly of supply must rest with the Government, and 
the Commission are by. no means inclined to think that the arrangement 
would be a good one. The arguments fQr a Government monopoly are that the 
control of supply, quality, and price of the drug would be more complete j that 
Government would secure the profits now enjoy~d by wholesale vendors or other 
middlemen j that consumption would be limited to the minimum demand i and 
that the cultivators of the plant would be in a better position in having to, deal 
direct with Govern~ent. The Commission have given fun consideration to these 
arguments, and have arrived at the conclusion that the objections to the system on 
the whole outweigh its recommendations, while the objects above enumerated can 
be sufficiently attained without its adoption. There is in the first place the sentiment
al objection to Government identifying itsel£ more closely with the traffic-an ob· 
jection to 'which, having regard to the best interests of the people, the Commission 
are not disposed to attach much weight, while, onthe other hand,it is most probable, 
if the measure were adopted, that the motive would be misunderstood and the' policy 
severely criticised by those who are not acquainted with the facts. But the practical 
objections are imore serious. The Government would be undertaking an enormous 
risk in purchasing the whole of the produce and storing and distributing it to the 
different provinces. For ganja or charas is·a perishable commodity to a greater 
degree than opium, and the demand for the whole of India and for most of the 
provinces is very little known. Again, the establishment of such a system would. 
require an amount of attention and detailed administration not only involving 
large expenditure in the appointment 01 a separate department, but also much 
of the time and energies of superior servants of Government which could not be 
spared from the ever increasing demands of the general administration. Further, 
the administration of the excise on hemp drugs is in most provinces in a backward 
state, and the arrangements are by no means ripe for the assumption by Govern. 
ment of operations at present conducted by private enterprise under conditions but 
imperfectly ascertained. And, fina\1y. such a system would involve complete and 
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final arrangements with the Native States, which, even if ultimately practicable, 
would take an indefinite time to elaborate, and would probably be regarded by them 
with disfavour. All, therefore, that the Commission are prepared to say in favour 
of a G.overnment monopoly is that after full consideration they are unable to dis~ 

cover any well founded objection to it on the ground of public morality, and that in 
their opinion the Government need not be deterred fr~m adopting it on this ground 
if the practical objections which have been mentioned above are in regard to 
any part of British India either at the present or at any future time deemed to 
be of less weight than the Commission have attached to them. 

5'90. But w~ile tpposed to this amount of interference, the Commission feel 
Sopervision b:r Government Of strongly that a regulating influence is necessary, and' 

[DdiaDecessar;r. should in future be exercised by' the Gove~nment of 
I ndia over the various -systems of administration of the excise on hemp drugs 
which prevail in the different provinces arid in the Native States. A standard 
of administration and taxation is essential to the proper treatment 'of the whole 
subject. Existing differences are so great that it will take time to bring about 
any measure of uniformity, but the Commission, as will be shown hereafter, have 
found no reason for maintaining the present inequalities, and no serious obstacle 
to the gradua.l harmonizing of the different systems, 



CHAPTER XV. 

EXISTING SYSTEMS DESCRIBED. 

591. The various systems of excise administration obtaining in the different 
Systems of .xcise in the various provinces have been descri bed in the memoranda 

provinces. which are published in Vol. III Appendices. A 
brief notice of these systems will. be reproduced here, and the question how far 
they fulfil the conditions of the policy above noted will then be discussed. 

592. The law' in force 
Bengal. 

Law in force. 

in Bengal is contained chiefly in the Bengal Exci~e 
Act, VII of 1878, and rules passed thereunder. 
The principal provisions are as follows:-

Without a licerise from the Collector, the manufacture of ganja, charas, and 
bhang, and every preparation and admixture of the same, and the cultivation of 
plants from which they are produced, are prohibited (section 5). 

No person is allowed to sell any ofthe above drugs or preparations or admix. 
tures of them without a license from the Collector (section II). 

Fees for licenses for retail sale of the above drugs may be fixed by the 
Board of Revenue, and will be payable accordingly (section 13)' 

No license fees are leviable for the privilege of wholesale vend. The limit 
for retail sale is as follows: Ganja or bhang, or any preparation or admixture of 
the same, one quarter of a ser; charas, or any preparation or admixture 
of the same, 5 tolas weight. No licensed wholesale vendor is allowed to sell 
by retail and no licensed retail vendor is allowed to sell by wholesal~, but 
the same person may hold a license for wholesale and .retail vend. The Board 
may fix: a larger quantity as the limit for retail sale (sections 15 and 60). 

No cultivator of the plants producing ganja or bhang may sell such plants, 
or any ganja or bhang produced therefrom, to anyone other than a person _ duly 
authorized to purchase the same by pass or license from the Collector (sec. 
tion 16). 

No person, not being a licensed manufacturer or vendor 'or a person duly 
authorized tt> supply licensed vendors, may have in his possession a greater quan .. 
tity of ganja, charas, and bhang, or any preparation or admixture of the same, tljan 
that specified above as the limit for retail sale (sectio.n 17). 

. .The penalty attached to the breach of this provision does not apply to 
authorized cultivators (section 62). 

The Board may, with the sanction of the Local Government, declare that the 
possession of any foreign ganja, charas, or bhang, or any preparation or admixture 
of the same, is absolutely prohibited in any specified tract, or that such posses. 
sion shall be limited to specified quantities, unless a license has been granted 
for the possession of a larger quantity of -such article. The Board may fix: the 
fee or duty payable for such license (section 17-A). Under this section the limit 
of legal possession of Garhjat ganja has been fixed at 5 tolas. 

The Board, with the sanction of the Local Government, may irame rules for 
prescribing the conditions under which ganja, charas, or bhang, or any preparation 
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or admixture of the same, manufactured in any part of British India beyond the 
territory to which the Act extends may be imported" and, where no duty has 
previously been paid on such articles, the, conditions under which they may be 
imported and bonded within such limits (section J 9-A). 

The Collector may, with the sanction of the Board, let in farm the duties 
leviable on the abovementioned drugs, or any of them, in any district or division 
of a district (section 20). 

The Board may prescribe rules for the invitation and acceptance of ten
ders for such farms, for the requisition of security for the due fulfilment of the 
engagements entered into by the farmers, and as to the form and conditions of 
the lease. The Board may regulate the form amI conditions of all licenses grant
ed under the Act (section 28). 

The Board may frame rules for the grant of licenses or passes to persons 
purchasing, transporting, or storing ganja, charas, or bhang for the supply of the 
licensed vendors of those drugs, and may place the cultivation, preparation, and 
store of such drugs under such supervision as may be 'deemed necessary to 
lIecure the duty leviable thereon (section 35). 

593. With reference to the above provisions, the Commission observe that 

IIIUlufad:ure not deJiDed. 
there is no definition in the Act of "manufacture," 
and that, apart from the provision relating to pos

session, the collection of bhang from the hemp plant, which hardly comes under 
the designation of "manufacture," does not appear to be prohibited or con
trolled. 

594. The system which has been elaborated under these provisions of the Jaw 
The system in Bengal: Rajshahi will now be briefly described. Though the hemp plant 

poj&. grows spontaneousl y in many districts of Bengal, this 
fact does not seem to affect the ganja administration to any great extent, as ganja, 
except of a very inferior sort; cannot be manufactured from thtl wild plants. Culti
vation of the hemp plant for the production of ganja is only allowed in an area of 
about 64 square toiles in the Rajshahi Division. Every cultivator has to take out 
a license for which no fee is charged. Within the area above mentioned, which, 
for the purposes of ganja administration, is placed under the jurisdiction of the 
Collector of Rajshahi, though it lies in the three districts of Rajshahi, Dinajpur, and 
Bogra, applications for licenses are granted, unless there be any valid objection, and 
remain in force for one working year. The average area of ganja cultivation. is 
'2,220 bighas, equal to 740 acres. ,What follows is in the words 01 the Hon'ble 
D. R. Lyall, C.S.I., Member, Board of Revenue: "The cultivation is inspected 
by supervisors throughout the period of growth, the areas cultivated being com
pared with the licenses. The cultivator cuts his crop not necessarily under the 
supervisor's eye, nor does he require to get permission, but he gives 3 days' notice 
of his intention to cut. The manufacture is done by the raiyat at his own option as 
to time and place. The supervisors move about and supervise the manufacture 
as far as ~hey can. Practically the bulk of the manufacture is not completed under 
the supervisor's eye. When the manufacture is complete, the raiyat carries his 
produce to his own store under the latter part of rule 11 of section xx of 
the Excise Manual, page 155, there being no public godown large enough to 
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receive the whole crop. A license is given to the raiyat describi)1g the quantity 
and kind of ganja he is allowed to store, and authorizing him to keep it until he 
disposes of it to a licensed purchaser. The amount is arrived at by the super
visors by inspection of the crop after manufacture and the number of bundles 
into which it is manufactured. The crop is· made up by the raiyat into 2-ser 
bundles, and by long practice the measurement is wonderfully exact, though it is 
done by guess. The raiyats' store is generally situated close to his manufacturing 
ground. The wholesale dealer comes to the mahal armed with a license from 
the Collector of his o\Xn district giving the amount he is authorized to 
export. He makes his own arrangements with the raiyats, visiting any store he 
likes, and, as far as I know, unaccompanied by a supervisor or any excise officer. 
Having made his bargain, the dealer brings the ganja to the Government gala, 
where it is weighed, and the sale recorded on the back of the raiyat's license as Well 
as in the Government books. No pass is required for the removal of the ganja from 
the raiyats' store to the Government gala. The dealer's con~ignment is sealed at 
the Government gala, and then carried \;>J*the wholesale d'ealer under pass to his 
g~la at the head-quarters or sub-division of the place of import. There it is placed 
under double lock, one being in the possession of the dealer, and the cther in the 
possession ,of the Excise Deputy Collector. The wholesale dealer sells to 
the retail vendor at his own price, and the retail vendor sells to the public 
at his own price, except in one district, where a maximum limit is imposed under 
the terms of the arra.ngement with the monopolist. This district is Cuttack. 
The right of retail vend is sold by auction." 

595. The above procedure differs in one important respect from that pre- ' 
Wbere the .xi~ting practice dil- scribed in the rules issued by the Board, inasmuch 

fen from the rul.... h I I h . f h as t ese ru es can temp ate t e stonng 0 t e 
ganja in a public gala, and then~ is an exceptional provision permitting storage 
in a private gola, when a cultivator can satisfy the .supervisor that he has a 
secure J.>rivate place of his OW!!. He is then allowed to store his ganja there 
subject to periodical inspection by the supervisor or his assistants.' There is 
no public gola for the storage of the crop, hence the exception has become the 
rule. 

5g6.Ganja is not ordinarily imported from any other British province into 

CarbjatganJaan4llUcitpractices. Bengal, but ganja gro.vn in the Orissa Tributary 
Mahals (Garhjat) is imported under passes in small 

quantities into the districts of the Orissa Division. The rules as to storage and levy 
of duty on Rajshahi ganja apply tnulatis tn/liandis to Garhjat ganja. Any vendor 
licensed to retail RajshalJi ganja may seU Garhjat ganja under the same license. 
The Excise Commissioner states that Garhjat ganja is largely smuggled 
into Orissa. This subject will be, again mentioned further on. With this excep
tion, the growth and trade in ganja in Bengal is fairly under control. The 
cases of illicit' cultivation are few. They are all of a petty description, such as 
the growing of a few plants (very often only a single plant) in the courtyards 
of houses more for the purpose of using the leaves as bhang than for manufac
turing ganja. Cases of unlicen~ed sale of ganja, though comparatively numerous, 
generally represent sales of the excised drug by petty dealers who have obtained 
their supplies from licensed vendors, and often occur from the licensed shops 
being too few to supply the local demand. The system in force in the Ganj~ 
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Mahal in the Rajshahi Division gives some opportunity for illicit disposal of 
the ganja, partly owing to the inadequacy of the supervising staff, and partly 
to the storage arrangements above mentioned; but the principal authorities , , 
are of opinion that very little smuggling actually occurs. Mr. Lyall, 
while admitting that the facility afforded for smuggling constitutes the 
weak part of the Bengal system, gives the following reasons for his belief 
t hat it does not exist to any extent: "One at leasf is that I have never come 
across a case of smuggled ganja, though cases of opium smuggling are not 
uncommon. The safeguards against illicit practices are the concentration of 
the area of growth and the' crop estimate made by the supervisors when the 
crop is on the ground. The bulkiness of ganja is an additional safeguard as 
compared with opium. We have never within my. knowledge discovered a 
cultivator disposing of his crop illegally. Of course, if there were collusion 
between the protective establishment and the cultivators, this safeguard would 
be of little use; but, as a fact, I believe the establishment is trustworthy." 

597· 

598-

Charas is not made in Benga~ A very small amount is imp'orted from 
Charas. Upper India under passes, and after paying duty is 

. sold by licensed vendors. 

There is no licensed cultivation of the hemp plant for production of 

Bhang. bhang io..Bengal. Bhang is either imported from 
the North-Western Provinces or collected for the 

market from the spontaneous growth which abounds in Bhagalpur and in dis
tricts north of the' Ganges, especiaJly Monghyr and Purnea. It has been 
observed above that this collection of the leaves hardly comes within the term 
" manufacture," and no license is, therefore, legally necessary for the process. 
But legal possession of bhang, except by licensed persons, is limited to t ser, 
hence all transactions of any importance require a license. On the other hand, 
there is no restriction on the use of the hemp plant in its green state. It is only 
when prepared to be used, stored, or sold as a narcotic or stimulant that it come's 
under Excise rules. Passes are required for the purchase or obtaining of bhang 
for export to another district, or for sale, which must be accompanied by a 
license from the Collector of the district into which the bhang is to be conveyed, 
or in which it is to be stored. The rules for storage are similar to those for 
ganja, and a small duty is levied when the bhang is removed from the warehouse 
to be taken to the shop for retail sale. The extensive growth of the plant in the 
districts above me_ntioned renders control of transactions in bhang very difficult, 
and it is certain that the amount brought to record and dealt with under Excise 
rules does not by any means represent all the bhang consumed in Bengal. "The 
use of untaxed bhang, " says the Excise Commissioner, "is general." In January 
1893 orders were issued by the Excise Commissioner with the object of 
extirpating the spontaneous growth of the plant, and thus bringing bhang under 
more efficient excise control; but the orders were cancelled by the Bengal Govern
ment in the following June on the ground that the attempt was impracticable, 
and likely to have no result except petty oppression. There is therefore practically 
little control over the production and use of bhang in Bengal; and although the 
revenut' from excise bhang has increased considerably, this is mainly owing 
to the fact that the duty 'is very low and not worth evaui.ng on the part of the 
licensed vendors. 
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599. The Act is almost silent on the subject of wholesale' vendors. 

Wholesale .. ODd. 
The agency by which the retail vendors are sup
plied has grown ,up from the exigencies, of the 

case. Every wholesale vendor must rent one of the warehouses provided 
by Government for storing ganja, or must provide one to the satisfaction 
of the' Collector who grants the license. Where warehouses are provided by 
Government, the Commissioner determines the number of private warehouses, if 
any, to be licensed. The number of wholesale dealers in anr place must not 
exceed the number of Government and licensed warehouses. Where the number of 
applicants exceeds the numcer of Government warehouses, the leases of the latter 
are put up to auction. These middlemen reap large profits, and to a large extent 
control the market. They very often combine the functions of retail vendor with 
those of wholesale vendor. Mr. Price, Collector of Rajshahi, says of them that they 
superintend the manufacture of the ganja to suit bheir own tastes, lind practically 
become the owners of the ganja without assuming the responsibilities that devolve 
on them. He says that their absence from the ganja tract would itself cause 
the decline of the cultivation, Out of this state of things another class has 
arisen in the ganja brokers. These men negotiate for the sale of the standing 
or manufactured crop to wholesale vendors. F 9rms of licenses to ganja brokers 
and wholesale vendors have been issued by the Board. 

600. For the retail vena of ganja, c,haras, and bhang separate licenses are 

R-etail vend. issued. There is no restriction as to the price at 
which the .drugs are to be sold to the public. The 

number of shops is fixed by the Collector according to the demand for the drug. 
The licenses are sold by public auction for one year. Notwithstanding occa-. 
sional fluctuations, the number ()£ ganja shops has been reduced in the last 2() 

years from 4,398 to .2,672. The nUllJber of charas shops decreased largely 
down to 1889-90, since when th~re has been an increase, but not nearly to the 
(ormer figure. The number of bhang shops has been more stationary_ 
Consumption on the, premises is not prohibited. There is no restriction as to the 
persons to whom the drugs may' be sold. Local opinion is not ordinarily 

. consulted regarding the establishment of shops, but attention is paid to any 
reasonable objection raised against any particular site. 

601. The revenue from hemp drugs in Bengal is reali.zed in the form of direct 

Tazatioa. duty and license fees for the right of retail vend at 
a fixed shop only. The duties per ser levied on the 

drugs ware!'lOused are as follows :-

Ganja: 
Chur 
Round 

For the province 
generally. 

Rs. A. P. 
9 0 0 

7 80 

For the Orisu 
Division. 

Rs.A. P. 

7 80 
64 0 

Flat, small twigs 7 4 0

0 

} 4 8 <) 

J) large " 6 0 

Charas ... 8 0 0 8 0 0 

Bhang 0 8 0 0 8 0 

The duty i!~ levied before the drugs are removed from the wholesale dealer's 
warehouse. The duty is calculated on the actual weight of the drug issued, 
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except in the case of charas, haH the duty on which is levied at the time of taking 
cut the pass for the importation of the drug. 

The importance of the ganja traffic in Bengal may be gathered from the 
fact that in the year 1892-93 1,510 maunds were exported to other provinces and 
5,451 maunds paid duty, amounting to Rs. 12,80,631. The license fees for retail 
sale of ganja amounted to Rs. 11,05,435 in addition. 'The total revenue f:om 
charas, of which only II maunds 26 sers paid duty, was Rs. 9,097, and from 
bhang, of whi~h 1,033 maunds paid duty, Rs. 53,558. 

602. The law in force in Assam is the same as in Bengal, and the Bengal 
Assam, Excise Manual is followed. 

Law in forc.e. 

603. There is no licensed c'ultivation of hemp for the production of 

Supply of tbe drugs. 
the drugs. Excise ganja is supplied from Bengal 
under pass, and pays duty in the province. 1 he 

vend of charas and bhang is practicalIy forbidden, as no licenses for 
their sale have been taken out. Wild hemp grows spontaneously in 
many parts of the province, and especially in the hill tracts .. The offi. 
ciating Excise Commissioner says '. "There is nothing to show that the 
trade in the wild plant is sufficiently large to compete seriously with excise 
ganja, unless possibly in the K hasi Hills, where the continuous decrease in 
the consumption of the Rajshahi drug can, I think, only be attributed to 
the cheapness of wild hemp and the great facilities for its use. The eltcise 
administration of the district is attended by abnormal difficulties owing to 
the fact that the Khasi Hills are parcelled out into the territories of many 
semi-independent chiefs. The wild plant is used by habitual consumers 
8nly as a pi; aller, and when their supply of the excise ganja runs short." 
This view is not shared by the Excise Commissioner, Mr. Driberg, who says, ' I 
think this so-called wild hemp affects our revenue very considerably. It is used 
by certai'l consumers, and is also mixed by vendors with excise ganja and sold." 
Mr. Driberg states that he does not think there is any such thing as wild ganja. 
As a rule the plant is found in lands occupied by the owner's homestead. From 
this he infers that the growth is very ordinarily surreptitious. He thinks that the 
practice of Deputy CommiS'Sioners in treating this growth as unlicensed cultivation 
differs considerably. A circular issued by the Chief Commis~ionerin October 188::1 

contains a ruling which appears to be the cause of this diversity of practice. 
The concluding portion runs as follows, "You will observe that in rule 2, section 
J 7, of Chapter XV, of the Board's Rules it is said that' no restriction is i:nposed 
on the use of the hemp phnt in its green state for medical or other purposes, 
or on its manipulation for the manufacture of fibre. But any preparation of the 
plant to be used, stored, and sold as a narcotic or stimulant is prohibited except 
under the rules framed by the administration.' This rule mentions the medicinal use 
of the plant only 'in its green state ;' but if, as appears to' be the case, the wild 
hemp is also used for medicine for cattle when dried, the Chief Commissioner 
desires that the rule may be liberally interpreted, and no penalty imposed when 
it is probable that the cultivation or the drying and storing of it was only for this 
purpose. Whether this is so or not is a question of lact." Mr. Driberg, whose 
nperience of Assam is unique, does notbeliel'e that the plant is used to any 
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extent for cattle. He thinks that it is a mere excuse made by those who really 
want to use it. He thinks the circular was unnecessary, and issued on insufficient 
information. The subject is discussed in Chapter X. 

604.' The system of vend is the same as in Bengal. The amount of ganja 

System of vend and taxation. which paid duty in 1892-93 was 6'20 maunds, repre
senting duty to tne sum of Rs. 1,39,545. License 

fees amounted to Rs. ',64,088 . . 
605. The excise on hemp drugs in the North-Western Provinces is adminis-
North·Western Provinces. tered under Act XXII of ,881 and rules thereunder. 

Law in force. The principal provisions of the law are as foll?ws:-. 
The chief revenue authority may from time to time make such rules to re-

strict and regulate the cultivation of hemp and the preparation of intoxicating 
drugs therefrom as it may deem necessary to secure the duty leviable in respect 
()f those drugs (section 11). 

No intoxicating drug may be sold except under and in accordance with the 
terms of a license granted under the provisions of the Act. But any cultivator 
()f the hemp plant may sell any intoxicating drug prepared from his plant to any 
person licensed under the Act to sell the sam~, or to any person authorized to pur
chase the same, by the Collector's order in writing (section 12). 

Subject to the rules made by the chief revenue authority under the power 
conferred by the Act, the Collector may grant licenses for the retail sale of intoxi
cating drugs within his district, or any part thereof, or at any place therein. 
Licenses for the sale of intoxicating drugs wholesale may be granted only 
by such officer as the Local Government from time to time appoints (section 13). 

The Collector may, with the sanction of the chief revenue authority, let 
in farm the fees leviable in any district or part of a district on licenses for the 
.retail sale of intoxicating drugs (section 16). 

. No person may have in his possession any larger quantity of the drugs than 
that specified as the limit of retail sale unless he is permit.ted to manufacture 0(" 

sell the same. This amount is-' 
, 

Ganja or charas, or any preparation or admixture thereof, 5 tolas. 

Bhang, or any preparation or admixture thereof, one quarter of a St;" 

(section 22). 

The chief controlling revenue aut\lOrity may from time to. time make rules 
consistent with the Act as to the fee payable for each license or farm and as to·. 
the form of any license or farming lease (section 55). 

The Act contains no provision relating to, manufacture, import, export, or 
transport. 

606. Under the rules now in force the cultivation of the hemp plant is free 

Supply or the drugs. . 
to ail parties. There is no check therefore on the 
production of hemp drugs, and the possession of the 

drug without limit of amount is permitted to all cultivators, to owners of land in 
. which the plant grows spont~neously, to, licensed vendors, or to persons duly 
authorized to supply licensed vendors. This' permission IS also considered to. 

75, 
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apply to the sale of their bhang by owners of spontaneous produce. Restriction, 
therefore, only operates when the cultivator sells his produce, and there is prac
tically little, if any, check on the supply of the drugs produced in the province. 
The Excise' Commissioner states that ganja of fair or good quality can be 
made, and is made locally. Charas is produced·to some extent in Kumaon j and as 
the hemp plant grows abundantly in all the montane and submontane districts 

. . , 
bhang can be produced to any extent. 

607. The ganja consumed in the province is mainly derived from Bengal, the 

Imports oC the drugs. Central Provinces, Gwalior, Bundelkhand, and, in 
small quantities, from Nepal and Indore, possibly 

also from Rewah, Where the production of this ganja is under excise manage
ment, these imports are of course subject to such management.' The importers 
of ~anja and bhang are said to be all contractors holding licen~es for the sale 
of the drugs .. Charas is brought by Punjabi traders, who sell to the contractors. 
These traders take out no licenses, and the Excise Commissioner sta.tes that the 
legality of the arrangement is questionable.. Some of these traders themselves 
hold district contracts. Nearly the whole of the bhang consumed is grown in the 
province. A certain amount is imported from the Punjab, and goes chiefly to the 
western districts. 

Notwithstanding the silence of the Act regarding import of the drugs, a 
rule has been passed that no ganja, charas, or bhang shall be imported into the 
province except under a pass. No import duty is levied. Transp9rt and export 
are also made subject to a free pass, .. 

608. The Excise Commissioner is of opinion that the amount of smuggling 

Smuggling. 
from outside· the province is quite' inconsiderable, 
and this is confirmed by the Hon'ble A. Cadell, the 

Member of the Board in charge of Excise, and there is no very definite evidence 
to the contrary. 

609. The weak point in the North- Western' Provinces system of supply is 
DeCect in the North.Westeru that the ganja which comes from the different 

ProviDees system of supply.· • d S b . d' d provinces an tates a ovementlOne IS taxe 
before it reaches the frontier at widely different rates, and there is no equalization 
of this taxation after it has reached the province. Bengal ganja pays from Rs. 6 
to Rs. 9 per ser, the Khandwa ganja pays no duty but small fees which may 
amount to Rs. 2 per maund, Gwalior ganja less than Rs. 5 per maund, and 
Bundelkhand ganja possibly as much as Rs. 2 per maund. And these different 
kinds of ganja are freely available under existing regulations to the licensed 
vendor, who has it in his power to play them off on the consumer in such a way 
as will best repay him without damaging his credit. In addition to this, the 
cultivation and manufacture of ganja locally is under no legal control. It is 
unnecessary to say more on this subject, as the Excise authorities have recorded 
their opinion that the present system needs reform, and proposals have been 
made which will be considered further on~ 

61(:),. The right of selling the drugs is farmed to contractors, who are at 

Syotem ofvend. liberty to procure the drugs wherever they like, and 
sen them at any price they choose. No dis

tinction is drawn between the different kinds of drugs an are included in 
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the same license, and are stored by the farmer on his own premises. The 
contracts are usually for an entir~ district i in some cases for tahsils or parganas. 
There is nothing to prevent a contractor having separate contracts for several 
districts. The ordinary period is for one year, but contracts are now often given 
for two or three years, and the longer periods always fetch proportionally higher 
sums. The number and locality of the retail shops is fixed by the Collector subject 
to the orders of the Board, and is revised from time to time. The contractor either 
sub·lets the shops or works them through his servants. As a rule he holds the 
best shops in the large towns in direct management and sub-lets the rest. The con
tracts are sold by auction. The number ,of capitalists engaged in the trade is not 
very large, and nothing is commoner among them than combinations to keep 
down the price. The above account is taken from the Excise Commissioner's 
memorandum, who adds: "It is a defect in the system that it leaves the whole 
of the revenue collected here to be determined by the competition of the auctions. 
The advantages of the system are that a large revenue is very easily and 
cheaply collected, and that smuggling and other evasive illegal acts are minimized. 
The contractot has no reason to commit them himself, and it is his interest to 
detect anyone attempting them. This is no small advantage from an adminis
trative point of view. Retail prices are under the existing system kept at the 
highest possible point." 

Consumption of drugs on the ,premises is Qot prohibited in the shop licenses, 
nor is there any restriction as to the persons to whom the drugs may be sold. 
Local opinion is not ordinarily consulted. Mr. Cadell says: "Hitherto the 
objection to shops has always come from above, viz., from the Board, the Com
missioner, or the Collector." 

611. The statistics of import and export are very defective. The Excise 
imports of 

Statistics. 

, Ganja 

Commissioner estimates the average 
ganja and charas as follows :

... 4,000 to 4,500 maunds. 
Charas •.. 1,100 to 1)200 " 

The license fees realized from the auction of the monopoly of vend amounted 
to Rs. 7,04,788, and this rtpresents the' whole of the taxation levied in the 

province. 

612. The excise 
PUDjab. 

Law in force. 
Supply o[ the drug>, 

administration is based upon Act XXII of 1881 (see 
North-Western Provinces) and rules thereunde~. 
Ganja is practically unknown in the Punjab. 
Charas is imported from Yarkand viti Kashmir and 

Ladak and from Bokhara, and perhaps other Central Asian countries 'IIid Afghan
istan. No charas is produced in the province except to a trifling extent in the 

hills for private consumption. 
Bhang is eolleeted from the wild plant which grows plentifully in the Sub

Himalayan districts. It is also cultivated to a smaIl extent in Multan and in 
the Derajat Division, but the total area of cultivation is probably less than 100 
acres. Cultivation is not controlled, and a cultivator cannot be prosecuted for 
the possession of bhang, though he is only allowed to sell his produce to, a 

~icensed vendor. 
613. The traders who bring charas from Yarkand are not licensed, but they 

have to obtain a pass from the Joint Commissioner 
Import u4 _port. f h DC" r h at Leh or rom t e eputy ommlSSloner 0 t e 
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district where they enter the Punjab, and take it for countersignature to 
the Deputy Commissioner or Collector of every district in the Punjab or the 
North- Western _ Provinces which they may enter with the charas_ The 
consignment ~ay be opened at any head-quarters station or tahsil while Oil 

its way to its destination, and a portion of its contents may be sold to the 
farmer of excise for drugs, the fact being recorded on the pass and the 
package resealed_ When a consignment is conveyed by rail, the provision 
requiring it to be taken to the Deputy Commissioner or Collector of every dis
trict through which it passes is dispensed with. The transport of bhang from 
the districts of growth to those of consumption is regulated by passes, no duty 
or fee of any sort being charged; 

614. Hitherto the excise incomefrom intoxicating drugs in the Punjab has 

Excise system. been derived solely from the monopoly of sale 
wi'thin tahsils or other sub-divisions of districts. 

In some districts the monopoly of opium and other drugs prepared from 
the poppy is farmed separately from that 01. the hemp drugs, while in others 
the same farm includes both. Ordinarily the farm or license is held for the 
year, the fee payable. being determined by auction. The present rules make 
no provision for the issue of wholesale licenses, but the new rules are to 
provide for such licenses_ As a matter of account the fees' paid in each 
district in respect of the combined opium and hemp drug licenses, where 
these are held together, are distributed between the two heads of receipt 
in a proportion which is supposed to represent the actual' value of each 
set of licenses. This proportion varies from dishict to district. As a result of the 
practice described above, the num ber and locality of the shops are fixed before
hand from year to year, and as a matter of fact they are seldom altered. 

The Punjab system of excise administration in regard to hemp- drugs was 
described by the Excise Commissioner in his report for 1892 as" going very 
near to reversing the principle of a maximum of revenue with a minimum of con
sumption." In the report for 1893 the Excise Co'mmissioner says: "Taking 
Rs. 1,70,854 to be approximately the real value of the licenses fOF the sale of hemp 
drugs, it represents the total taxation now levied on a consumption of up
wards of ',000 maunds of charas and of nearly 4,000 maunds of bhang." This is 
" the weakest part of our excise system in the Punjab. It is hoped that we are now 
within measurable distance of arrangements which will give us complete c~ntrol 
over the import trade in charas, and enable us to impose a duty which can be 
gradually raised. Owing to the fact that the plant grows wild in so many dis
tricts, and is to be had for the gathering" while charas comes in by a few well 
recognised routes and can scarcely escape us, it is much more diIJicult to deal 
with the trade in bhang eflkiently. But I am in hopes that the Government 
will agree before very long to the introduction of some measures for the direct 
taxation of bhang too." 

In the form of license for retail vend of the drugs, there is no provision against 
consumption on the premises. There is a provision prohibiting the supply of 
the drugs to any insane person or to children. It may be noted, though the 
matter is of no practical moment in the Punjab, that the limit of retail sale for 
ganja is fixed in this form at t of a ser as for bhang, whereas under the Act 
it must not exceed 5 tolas. It seems to be the practice to consult the wishes. 
.l the people before new shops are opened. 
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• 
615. The question of imposing a duty en ch:uas and bhang, to which 

reference is made above, has been very fully dis
Proposal to tax charas and bhang. 

cussed, and an Act (X of 1893) has been passed in 
which power has been taken to impose on any intoxicating drug brought by land 
from beyond the lilnits of India into any territory to which Act XXII of 188 [ 
extends, or into any specilied part thereof, such duty as the Governor-General in 
Council thinks fit. In pursuance of the pro"isions of this enactment, it has been 
proposed to establish golas to which all charas should be taken on entering 
the province, and which it should be allowed to leave only under a license or pass, 
for which a fee should be levied at the rate of 8 annas a ser. The revision of 
the Excise rules so as to give effect to this proposal is under consideration. 
The taxation of bhang is a more difficult matter owing to the prevalence of the 
growth of the plant, and the consideration of proposals relating thereto made by 
the Excise Commissioner has been postponed until the tax on charas has been 
introduced. The opillion of the Punjab Government 0n \his. question is that" in 
regard to matters of this sort, which involve an interference with ancicrJt and 
firmly rooted habits of large masses of the people, it is desirable to proceed cau
tiol1s1y, doing one thing at a time." 

Central Provinces. 

Law in force. 

616. In the Central Pro"inres Act XXII of 1881 
is in force (see ~orth-\Vcstern Provinces). 

61 7. In this province, however, advantage has been taken of the provisions 
, , of the law to prohibit the cultivation of the hemp plant 

Supply of the drugs. 
exc~pt under licelise, and licenses are now only 

given in the Khandwa tahsil of the Nim:lr district. The' plant does not grow 
wild, and illicit cultivation has for the, most part been suppressed. Charas is 
hardly k~own. If i~ported, it pays a duty of Rs. 10 per maund. !\o bhang 
properly speaking is produced, but the refuse g;,nja is used as bhang. 

The supply of ganja is amply sufficient for the provincial consumption. 
Import of ganja from other provinces or Native States is not permitted. There 
is a certain alllount of illicit import from Hyderabad, Berar, Indore, the 
Bombay Presidency, Gwalior, and th" Tributary States of Orissa, and this con
stitutes the principal difficulty of the 'ganja administration in this province. A 
little bhang is imported from the ~orth- Western Provinces under passes. 

618. The harvesting of the crop in the Khandwa tahsil is supervised bv a 
, special establishment, and the cultivators are bound 

Kbandwa g&nja. 
to bring the whole of their produce to a Government 

storehouse at Khandwa. The drug is purchased at the storehouse by the 
. wholesale "cndors of the prO\'ince, the tcrms of the purchase being arranged 

between the cultivators and the wholesale vendors without interference on 
the part of Government. Wholesale vendors of other parts of British India and 
foreign dealers are also freely permitted to buy. No direct tax is imposed 

'on cultivation; but the folio\\'ing fees are payable at the storehouse :-' 

(I) A storage fee of 6 pies per maund per mensem payable by cultivators 
or purchasers of ganja kept in the storehouse. Culti"ators and 
wholesale vendors of ganja in the Central Provinces are exempted 
from payment of this fee for 30 days. 
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(2) Permit fees at Re. I' per maund payable by all purchasers of ganja, 
. other than Government licensed vendors, on account of all ganja 
for which permission to purchase is granted. 

(3) Registration fees at Re. I per maundpayable by all purchasers of 
ganja, other than Central Provinces licensed vendors, on account 
of all ganja of whic,h the transfer by sale is registered. 

619. The sole monopoly of wholesale vend in the province is granted by 
licenses to wholesale venddrs approved by the Excise 

Wholesale vend. 
Commissioner. The licenses are given either for a 

district or for each tahsil. Tenders are invited annually for the licenses for whole
sale vend, and the tenders must state what fee per ser, in addition to a direct duty 
of Rs. 2 per ser (except in Sambalpur and the south-east part of the Raipur dis
trict, where it is Re. 1 per ser), the applicants are prepared to pay for the privilege. 
The wholesale vendor i~ required to supply the ~etail vendors with ganja at Rs. 3 
per ser (Rs. 2 in Sambalpur and the south-east part of the Raipur di~trict), The 
ganja purchased by the wholesale vendor is conveyed under a transport pass or 
import license to a storehouse belonging to the licensee at the district or tahsil 
head-quarters, one key of which is kept by the Tahsildar, by whom it is issued 
according to the requirements of the wholesale vendor. Duty is only charged Oil 

(:leaned ganja, the refuse being destroyed both at the Government storehouse at 
Khandwa and at the district or tahsi.1 storehouse. 

620. The monopoly' of retail vend is usually auctioned separately for each 

Retail vend. 
shop, except .in large towns, where the shops are 
generally sold to one persoll. The localities of all 

shops are fixed by the Deputy Commissioner subject to the control of the 
Excise Commissioner. All retail vendors are entitted to be supplied with ganja 
by the wholesale vendor at Rs. 3 per ser, and may charge their own retail 
price to consumers. The number of shops is regulated by the demand for the 
drug. In those districts which are speciallY exposed to smuggling from 
foreign States, shops are licensed more ,freely. 

Every wholesale vendor of ganja is given a license for the retail vend of bhang 
free of charge. Licenses for retail vend of bhang are not granted to other persons, . 
and no wholesale vendor may import without a written permit from the Dp.puty 
Commissioner. A duty of Rs. 2 per ser is levied on all foreign bhang sold, and 
the rate of sale to the public must not exceed Rs. 3 per ser. Stocks of bhang 
are kept under control in the same way as ganja. 

Consumption on the premises is prohibited by a clause in the retail licenses. 
There is no restriction as to the persons to whom ganja or bhang may be sold. 
Local opinion as to the opening of shops is not ordinarily taken, but objections, 
if raised, are considered. 

621. The average area of ganja cultivation at Khandwa during the past five 
years has been 785 acres; the a vera!!e outtum 

Statistics. '" " ...... 

• 
about 8,000 maunds, of which about 5,000 have 

been exported and 1,000 consumed in the province, the remainder having 
been destroyed as unfit for. sale. The re'l'enue derived from this source has 
been Rs. 2,18,000, of which Rs. 1,36,500 has been irom license fees, and 
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the rest from fixed duty. There is no revenue from charas, and from bhang only 
about Rs. 1,000. 

622. The Madras Abkari Act (I of 1886) contains. extensive provisions for 
Madras. the control of the cultivation of hemp, and the 

Law in force. manufacture, sale, and possession of hemp drugs. 
But as it has only been brought into force in the Presidency in SO far as it 
relates to the sale of intoxicating drugs, there is no need in describing the 
system at present in force to refer to any of the other provisions. 

The principal provisions in force are as follows :-
• 

No intoxicating drug may be 'Sold without a license from the Collector, 
provided that a cultivator or owner of any plant from which an intoxicating drug 
is produced may sell without a license those portions of th~ plant from which 
the intoxicating drug is manufactured or produced to any person licensed under 
the Act to sell, manufacture, or export intoxicating drugs (section 15). 

The Governor in Council may grant to any person or persons on such con
ditions and for such period as may seem fit the exclusive or other privilege-

, (I) of manufacturing hy wholesale, or 

(2) of selling by retail, or 

(3) of manufacturing or supplying by wholesale and selling by retail, 

any intoxicating drugs within any local area. A license from the Collector 
is necessary for the exercise of such privilege (section 16). It may be noted 
here that there is no definition in the Act of wholesale and retail, and that no 
'such definition exists in any notification under the Act. 

A duty shall, if the Governor in Council so direct, be levied on all in toxicat. 
ing d,rugs sold in any part of the Presidency of such amount as the Governor in 
Council may from time to time prescribe (section 17). 

Such duty may be levied by fees on licenses for manufacture or sale 

(section 18). 

Every license or permit granted under the Act shall be' granted

(a) on payment of such fees, if any, 

(b) for such period, 

(c) subject to such restrictions and on such condition, and 

(d) shall be in such form and contain such particulars, 

as the Governor in Council may direct either generally or In any particular 
instance in this behalf (section 24). 

The Governa'r in Council may from tin:e to time frame rules for the ware
housing of intoxicating drugs, and for the remoyal of the ,same from any ware. 
house in which they .are deposited for deposit in any other warehouse or for 
local consumption or export j and for placing the storage of intoxicating drugs 
under such supervision and control as may be deemed necessary for the purposes 
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of the Act j and generally to carry out the provision of the Act or of any other 
law for the time being in force and relating to abkari revenue (section 29). 

No. rules have been framed under section 29 and no notifications 'issued 
with reference to any of the above quoted provisions of the Act relating to 
intoxicating drugs except such as relate to the delegation of powers and the. 
extension to local areas of those provisions. 

623. The hemp plant does not grow wild in the plains of Madras, and 

Supply of the drugs. even in the hills there does not seem to be much 
spontaneous growth .. But a few plants will be found 

in the en';:losures of houses in several parts of the' province, and there is 
systematic cultivation of the plant for ganja in the Kistna and North Arcot 
districts, and to a smaller extent in some others. Accurate information re
garding the area urrder cultivation is not available, but the amount of regular 

. cultivation accepted by the Commission is 350 acres. From this cultivation ganja 
is produced and bhang is collected, though statistics of bhang sepp.rate from 
those of ganja are not available, and the bhang of this .province is' probably in 
many cases cnly refuse ganja. Charas is not known. 

Ganja is said to be imported in small quantities from the H yderabad, 
Bastar, and Banganapalle States, and exports made to Ceylon, Mysore, Hydera
bad, and Cochin territory. From otber spUTces it has been asce~tained that there 
is a considerable quantity of Madras ganja smuggled to Burma and Mysore, and 
that the administration of this branch of excise in the latter tract is thereby 
rendered difficult. Apar't from smuggling, the exports of ganja from Madras to 
Mysore amounted to 1,829 local maunds (equal to 552 Indian maunds) in 1892 -

93. This alone represents a considerable area of -cultivation j and, judging from 
the consumption within the Presidency, it appears probable that the area of cul
tivation has been under-estimated. 

624. The only system of administration which exists in regard to the hemp 

System of ezcis •• 
drugs consists in the restriction of the sale of 
these drugs to licensed vendors (with the proviso 

contained in section IS), and no limit of retail sale having been fixed, any 
person may purchase any quantity of the drugs from a licensed vendor. 

Up to 1st April 1891 licenses for sale were granted on payment of fixed 
fees, and the amount realised from these fees was in the year 1890-91 Rs. 8,805 
as compared with Rs. 4,890 the previous year. In 189('92 the system' of sell
ing the licenses by auction was introduced, and the amount realised was Rs. 

54,989. In 1892-93 it was Rs. 47,292. 

The number of shops is determined by the Collector, subject to the Board's 
approval, and no increase can be sanctioned without the special orders of the 
Board obtained in each case. No form of license is to be found in the Madras 
Excise Manual. 

There are only 246 retail licenses for the whole Presidency, or one shop 
for 144,7~h of the population. The evidence shows that a good deal of the con
sumption does not pass through the shops, and that in certain tracts the drug 
passes freely from the cultivator to the consumer. 
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6~5. The system of administration is based upon the Bombay Act V of 1878, 
Bombay. ,and rules and notifications thereunder. The prin-

LawiD Core.. cipal provi~ions are as follows.:-

Import of intoxicating drugs into any part of the Presidency is prohibited save 
under pr.rmit and after payment of duty, if any. If the drugs have paid customs 
duty, this provision does not apply (section 9) • 

. Export is prohibited save under the same conditions. This prOVISIOn does 
not apply to drugs imported by sea, the export of which is permitted on payment 
()f any fee or duty, if any, leviable by law cn its transhipment or exportation 
{section 10). ' 

Transport of any quantity o( intoxicating drugs exceeding fa tolas is pro· 
.hibited save under permit (section 12). . 

Man'ufacture is prohibited save under license (section If). 

Sale.is prohibited save under license: provided that no such license is neces. 
sary for the sale by a cultivator or oWller of any plant from which an intoxicating 
drug is produced of those portions of the plant from which the intoxicating drug 
is manufactured or produced to a licensed vendor, manufj!.cturer, or exporter (sec. 
tion 16). 

The maximum quantity which may be sold by retail at one time or to one 
and the same per~on in the aggregate on anyone day within any defined local 
area or place is half an Indian ser or 40 tolas (section 17 an~ notifications there-
under). . 

Whenever a license is granted for the manufacture! or sale of any intoxicating 
drug, arid whenever the import, export, transport, or removal from place to place 
of any intoxicating drug is permitted, such duty shall be levied as the Collector, 
acting under the general or specia,l order of Government, thinks fit (section 27): . 

Under this section notifications have been issued prescribing that the duty 
leviable on account of a license for the joint privileges of ~anufacture and retail 
sale of intoxicating drugs shall be fixed by the Collector, who before gr<lnting any 
such license shall put up the said privileges to auction. 

For a permit for the import or export of any intoxicating drug, or for its trans· 
port between any two places not situated within the same djstrict, duty subject 
to cer~in exemptions is levi!:d at the following rate ;-

R,. 
If th~ ... mount ~oes not exceed 10 Indian maund. ... ,.. .5 
For every additional I Indiall maund. or fraction thereof ... • 

Every license, permit, or pass granted under the Act is gr<int\:d

(a) on payment of such fees, if any, 

(b) for such period, 

(c) . subject to such re;trictions anc! on such conditions, and 

(d) shall be,in.such form and, contain such particulars as Government 
directs (section 30). 

77 
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626. The wild plant is not much found in Bombay. There is cultivation of 

Sources of supply in Bombay. 
hemp for the production of ganja in a few districts. 
principally in Ahmednagar and Satara. Theaver. 

age for five years is 874 acres. The cultivator has to obtain a permit, for which 
no fee is levied, .to enable him to dispose of his produce. The Excise Commis
sioner states that the cultivation is noted and watched by the village officers, 
and he cannot dispose of his. crop without obtaining the necessary permit. 
There is' not much evidence of the cultivation of plants in homesteads and 
enclosures for private use, but Mr. Sinclair, Collector of Thana, alludes t& 
such cultivation as occurring in many private gardens. The amounts of impo~ts 
of ganja from other provinces given in the statistics supplied by the Commis
sioner of Excise show an average for the last ten years of 1,820 ma)lnds, and that 
officer in his memorandum states that the imports are chiefly from .the Centfal 
Provinces. In view of the evidence the figures seem excessive, and a doubt sug
gests itself to the Commission whether imports from district to district have not 
been included. 

Charas is imported in very small quantities from the Punjab. Except ill 
the City of Bombay, it is hardly known. Bhang is produced to a small extent 
in Gujarat and Palanpur. It is imported from Ujjain. The average imports 
for the last ten years amount to 87 maunds, but not much Teliance 'can be placed 
on these figures. Probably wherever the hemp plant is grown for ganja, a certaiIll 
amount of bhang is also produced. 

Bombay is intersected with a large number of Native States, in some of 
which ganja is grown. The iIlicit import of this ganja do~s riot seem to be very 
extensive, but owing to the cheapness of the drug in these States,- and to the 
high maximum of legal possession (40 tolas), it is inevitable that a' cert~iIli 
amount of smuggling should take place, and this is coosidered to be the case by 
several witnesses. 

627. The rules provide that the joint privilege of manufacture .and' retail sale 

System o!vend in Bombay. 
at one or more shops shall be auctioned. The ven
dors are the only importers of the drugs, and there are 

no wholesale dealers acting as middlemen between the cultivators and the farmers: 
of retail vend. The farmers pay import and transport duties as above described_ 
As a rule the farm of the drugs for a whole district is sold to a single' vendor. 
The retail shops are usually fixed by the Collector. The total number of retai5 
licenses has been very constant for some years, the average for the last ten 
years being 373. The number of shops, however, is farger, averaging 647 for 
the last ten years. The form of retail license contains no provision regarding 
consumption on the premises, nor regarding the persons to whom the drugs may be 
supplied. There is no fixed rule regarding" focal option." ~In some districts it 
is attended to carefully. Any representation by.the inhahitants would have full 
consideration, bl,lt representations relating to the location of shops are seldom 
received. 

628. The system of administration in Sind. is· in almost every respect the 

Sin4. 
same as in Bombay, but there IS some difference 
in the conditions. Neither ganja nor charas are 

produced, and the consumption of both is not large, though that of the latter 
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QS nearly, if not quite, equal to that of the former, and is said to be increasing. 
Ganja is imported from Panvel' in Bombay, and charas from the Punjab. 
There is cultivation of hemp for bhang chiefly in Shikarpur and Karachi, 
averaging about 300 acres. The annual consuniption of bhang, is. upwards of. 
4,oO? maunds. There is a little smuggling of bhang from the Khairput State, 
where. it is grown and sold cheaper than in Sind .. 

Ad ... , 
, 629. Aden is supplied with hemp drugs entirely 

from Bombay. 

630' The Abkari rules in Berar appear to rest upon the authority of a letter 

Berar. of the Government of India in the Financial De
partment, No. 3541," date.d loth October 1873., 

Berar is not British territory, and the rules constitute a special local' law issued 
by the Governor·General in Council in. virtue o'f specially acquired jurisdic
tion. Cultivation is prohibited except under license, and Rs. 10 per acre or 
part of an acre is levied on all cultivation .. The area cultivated for .pro
duction of ganjais confined to the Akola" Buldana, ~nd Amraoti districts, 
and amounted in 1892-93 to 85 acres •. The village officials 'are required 'to 
destroy any plants of spontaneous growth,and this growth appears to be kept 
under. Ganja is imported from Khandwa, and sometimes from Khandesh. About 
1,300 maunds are consumed annually. Charas is. not used. No information 
is given regarding bhang apart from: ganja, a.nd the bhang consumed "is' 
probably that produced locally in connection with the ganja. cultivation. The 
monopoly of ve~d has been hitherto 'sold by auction to farmers, together with that 
of opium. This is the only taxation' besides the rate on' cultivation. For the 
future sepa.rate drug shops are to be opened. The maximum amount for ret~il 
sale is 20 tolas for ganja and bhang and 5 tolas for charas. There is no 
limit for legal ;possession. There is nothing in the nature of local option, but 
objections to shops are considered. The average retail price of ganja is from 
Ri;. ~ to 2-8 per ser. 

631. In these three small administrations Act XXII of 1881 is in force. 
AJmere, Coorr, uul Quetta. There is a little cultivation in Ajmere, but none in 

PisbiD. Coorg or Quetta-Pishin. The contract system ·pre
vails, and the monopoly of vend is sold 'by auction or by tender. The amount 
realized is the only source of revenue. Shops are licensed, and the drugs are 
sold at the retailer's prices. 

632 • The following is a summary of the prominent features of the excise' 

Summary 01 systems. 
administration of the hemp drugs in the principal 
provinces (except Burma) :..:... 

Bengat.-' Cultivation and manufacture of ganja controlled; Smuggling rare, 
. except in Orissa. Ganja and charas highly taxed. 

Bhang little controlled. 

Assam.-No cultivation of ganja perrriitted. Illicit cultlvation rare. Some 
smuggling of an inferior kind of ganja from the 
hill tracts. Ganja highly taxed. Charas not used. 
Bhang little controlled. 

North-Western Pro'llinces.-Cultivation and' manufacture not prohibited. 
Some ganja produced in the province. Supply of ganja 
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derived from Bengal, Central Provinces, Gwalior, and 
Bundelkhand. Little smuggling from Native States. 
Cijaras imported mainly from the Punjab. A little 
charas produced in Kumaon and Garhwal, and a 
small quantity imported jrom Nepal. Bengal ganja 
bears the tax imposed in that province. Other 
ganja and ~haras' hardly ta,xed. Bhang not con
trolled. 

PunjalJ,-Ganja. not used. Charas imported from Central Asia no~ 
smuggled, but hardly taxed, there being no direc~ 

duty, of which, how.ever, the imposition is under 
consideration. Bhang not controlled. 

Centr'!l J'ro7lince.\'.~Cultivation and manufactupe of ganja. controlled, 
Smuggling from Native States and adjoining Born, 
bay "territory not wholIy suppressed.' 'Taxation of 
ganja fa,irly high .... of charas light. Lpcal bhang con, 
trolled as ganja. Foreign bhang highly taxed. 

Madras • .,.....Cultiv~tion and manufacture not oontrolled. Ganja produced to a 
considerable extent. Taxation very light, there 
being no direct duty, and licenses being very few. 
Cha~as not used. Bhang little known. few statistics 
available. 

B(Jmbal',-Cultiva~iQn find ma~ufacture not contrOlled, Ganja produced to a 
considerable extent. Amoun~ imported uncertain. 
Taxation light, ·there bein~ nd dir!!~t duty beyo~d 
import duty of 8 annas per maund. Charas hardly 
u;;ed, except in ~ind.. -!3han~little known. . 

li'~rar,~Cultivation jlnd manufacture controlled. Produ~tion of ganja nat 
large, but imports from Khandwa considerable. 
Taxation light, there being no direct duty beyond 4 
tax on cultivation of R~. H> per acre or part of 1\1\ 
,!cre, 



CHAPTER XVI. 

PROVINCIAL SYSTEMS EXAMINED. 

633. In Chapttr XIV the Commission dealt with the general policy which, in 

Scope of this Chapter. 
their opinion, should regulate the excise administra
tion in respect of hemp drugs, and in Chapter XV 

they have described the systems at present existing in British 'India. They will 
now offer some remarks regarding the measures necessary to give effect to that 
policy, and will then proceed to examine the ellisting systems in the light qf these 
remarks, adding their recommendations where change of any kind seems desir
able. 

634. The simplest method of dealing with the subject is to farm the mono-

Farm of monopoly of vend Dot poly of vend, leaving the lessee to make, his own 
sufficient. arrangements for a supply of the drugs and their 
sale to the public. This is th~ system (with some slight differences) which is in 
force in the North-Western Provinces, the Punjab, Madras, Bombay, and the minor 
administrations. It has the advantage of relieving the Government of all responsi
bility or interest in the matter beyond the disposal of the farms. It secures 
a preventive agency of a non-official kind for dealing with illicit sale and smug- ' 
gling; and if propeccare is taken to !lPpoint respectable vendors tei prevent 
combinations for the purpose of keeping down the price of the farms, ~nd 
to license shops only when they are required by the local demand, such a system 
may appear to be successful and sufficient. But there are some 'serious objec
tions to it. In the first place, it has the disadvantage of exercising no control 
over the production and consu~ption. Large profits do not depend upon the 
price helng raised to the pitch necessary to check excess; they'an, as easily real
ised by large sales at low rates. Thus consumption may very probably be un
duly stimulated. Secondly, the Government acquires no accurate information 
regarding the elCtent of the production, the sources of supply, and the increase or 
decrease of the habit of using the drugs. The Commission think it is the duty 
of the Government to acquire this information. Thirdly, the system leaves the 
whoie revenue and consequent check on consumption at the mercy of com
petition, which is a very unsafe regulator_ And, lastly, direct taxation has already 
been resorted to in some cases with good results, whereas in provinces 
where only the license system prevails control is insufficient and taxation
inadequate. 

635. In 'the opinion of the Commission, the combination of a fixed duty with 
, • f d' d ty 'th license fees for the privilege of vend constitutes 

Combinaboll 0 lrect u Wl. 

auction of licens.. the best sys· the best system of taxation for the hemp drugs. 
tem. It is the system which prevails in regard to spiritu
ous liquors produced in India, and is equally applicable to other intoxicants, in 
regard to which a policy of control and restriction is necessary. Unless there 
are special reasons to the contrary, the Commission think that the monopoly of 
vend should be auctioned. The sp~cial advantage of doing this lies in the fact 
that a method is thus secured of adjusting the total incidence of taxation to special 
circumstances, such as the local demand, the expense of carriage, the facilities 
for smuggling, the habits of the people, and the price of other inioxicants. 

78 
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The danger of relying mainly on the auction system as a check on con
sumption is that a combination, or the absence of competition, among the vendors 
might at any time destroy its efficiency. The fixed duty should therefore be 
as high as possible, due regard being paid to the considerations mentioned in 
Chapter XIV, paragraph 586. When this is done, the auction of licenses for vend 
will come in as a valuable adjustment, and, if' properly worked, will indicate 
whether the limit of taxation has been reached. If the proceeds of the auction 
sales of licenses have a decided tendency to increase, this will be an indication 
that the fixed duty will bear an increase. 

636. B~t besides that which results from adequate taxation, another method 

Control of cultivation. 
of restricting consumption is available to the. Gov
ernment in the limitation of the sources of supply. 

And the most effe.ctive way of doing this, at all events in the case of ganja, is to 
prohibit cultivation of the hemp plant, except under license,. and to grant 
licenses for cultivation in such a way as to secure supervision and registration of 
the produce. Unless this is done, it is impossible to have any idea of the extent 
of consumption. The opinions formed from ti~e to time in regard to this 
matter in provinces where cultivation is not controlled are mere guesses doomed 
to be falsified. It is of the greatest importance that this control should be 
exercised. In regard to charas, the only way of limiting the supply is by taxa
tion,and the conditions of the trade are such that the supply can be completely 
regulated by the application of this method. Where the hemp. plant grows 
spontaneously. in abundance, the supply of bhang cannot be regulated, but in 
other places there is no reason why its cultivation should not be placed under the 
same restrictions as that of ganja, and a direct duty, which must be light in 
proportion to the facilities for importing the drug free of charge, .imposed. The 
subject will be referred to again further on. . , ,,'. 

637. Another most effective way of reducing the sources of s~p'ply is by keep

Limitation of shops. 
ing the number of licensed shops to the lowest limit 
compatible with meeting the real demand. The 

-increase of shops or failure to reduce them has often been pointed out as an error 
committed by individual district officers whose aim was too much to raise 
revenue. The impropriety of this and its danger cannot be too strongly insisten 
upon. The matter is one which should be kept constantly in view by the Local 
Governments and by the Government of India. 

638. The Commission do not, however, advocate any attempt to restrict the 

Arti.6cial cbecks Dot desirable. 
supply of the drugs .by an artificial check, such as 
limiting cultivation of ganja or import of charas, 

with reference to an ascertained or computed average demand. It is not for the 
'Government to determine holV much of the drugs should be consumed. Its func
tion is to exert pressure, but not to fix limits; to regulate the conditions, but 
not the actual quantity; and it is far better that, subject to those conditions, the 
lilwS of supply and demand should not be interfered with. 

639' The incidence 

Price. of tbe drugs. 

of taxation in different provinces ought 1I0t Ci'rfcris 

paribus to vary greatly. The following table shows 
the retail prices per s.er prevailing in the different 
provmces:-
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0,,"1.\. I CY4R.U, 

I BHANG. 

Mlnhnllm. MalilmnllL Minimum. Mat.lmum. Minimum. MaJJmum. 

Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

Bengal .• ... 12 0 0 30 0 0 35 0 0 40 0 0 I 0 0 6 0 0 

A~sam ••• ... 15 0 0 40 0 0 . .. . .. ... . .. 
North. Western 2 8 0 

Provinces. 
30 0 0 7 8 0 40 0 0 0 4 0 I 0 0 

Punjab ... .. . ... ... 4 0 0 '5 0 0 0 2 0 0 8 0 

{:entral l'rovinces 5 0 0 10 0 0 ... . .. Not give .. 

lIIadras ... I 4 0 4 2 8 . .. . .. 0 6 8 3 5 4 

Bombay ... 0 6 0 5 0 0 ... .. . 0 8 0 3 0 0 

Sind ... 
. 

6 6 ... 0 10 0 0 15 0 0 30 0 0 I 0 0 I 4 0 

Berar ... 2 0 0 ~ 8 0 ... ... 0 8 0 0 8 0 

Ajmere ... 4 0 0 5 0 0 16 0 0 20 0 3 0 8 0 I 0 0 

{;oorg ... ... o '4 ,0 I 0 0 ... . .. Not given 

Quetta.Pesbin ... j 7 8 oJ 7 8 0 20 0 0 20 0 0 I 0 
0\ 

I 0 0 

The figure given as the maximum for ganja in the Central Provinces is not 
the true maximum. It is "the average retail price in most districts for smal1 
quantities of ganja." The maximum must, therefore, be higher. ,In Jubbulpore, 
.the Commission found that in some shops ganja was selling at Rs; 12, per ser. 
The maximum for the province is not available. A maximum quotation of 4 
annas per tola., equal to Rs. 20 per ser, is given for Ganjam in Madras: this may 
be Rajshahi ganja. Bhang is said to reach a maximum price of Rs. 10 per ser in 
the same district. In Malabar, Vellore ganja is said to reach 4 annas per tola, but 
the maximum price in North Arcot is 4 pies. Wynaad ganja in the same dis
trict is said to reach a maximum price of 2 annas per tola. With these excep
tions, no district shows a higher maximum price than that given in the statement. 

It is evident that if the systematic treatment advocated by the Commission 
is to be 'applied, some means must be taken, especially in regard to ganja, of 
removing the extraordinary inequalities disclosed by this comparison. Up to year 
1892-93, notwithstanding the high price of Rajshahi ganja, the cost of the daily 
average al10wance of liquor to the habitual consumer in Bengal is, according to the 
memorandum, much higher than in the case of ganja. Judged by this test, there is 
room even in Bengal for increased taxation. .A fortiori is this the case' in other 

,provinces except Assam. No doubt the quality of the drug varies in different 
provinces, but there is nothing in the analysis of the different kinds of ganja which 
points to such marked discrepancies in the price. And the general conclusion 
which must be drawn from these figures is that in al1 the provinces" except Bengal 
and Assam, taxation is totally inadequate to the due restriction of consumption. 
The same may be said of charas. As regards bhang, many witnesses are of opinion 
that there is no need to impose the same restrictions upon its consumpt.ion as 
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in the case of ganja and charas, and the difficulty of doing so in the Himalayan 
region is considerable_ But the Commission concur with the majority of the 
witnesses in thinking that the same general principles apply, and that, so far as 
may be possible, this product of the hemp plant should be brought under more 
efficient control and taxation. 

640' A historical sketch of the' ganja administration in Bengal from the year 

Ganja administration in Bengal. 
1790 will be found as an appendix to the Excise 
Commissioner's Memorandum. From the first the 

object of the measures taken was" to check immoderate consumption and at the 
same time to augment the public revenue." Up to the year 1853 hemp drugs 
were taxed by means of a daily tax on their retail sale paid monthly. From 
18~4 to 1847 it was usual to farm out the, excise revenue of entire districts. 
From 1853 the daily tax was abolished, and a duty of Re. 1 per ser was imposed. 
The retail vendor had to pay the full amount on a specified quantity in each 
month whether he took it all or not. In 1860-61 a fixed fee of Rs. 4 per mensem 
was levied for each ganja license, in addition to the duty at the prescribed. rate, on 
all quantities passed to the shop for retail sale, the rule regarding the quantity to 
. be taken by each shop being withdrawn. This was the beginning of the combined 
fixed duty and license fees system which at present exists. In 1876 the system 
of selling licenses by auction was introduced, and this has continued to the present 
time. The following table shows the operation of the action taken by the Bengal 
Government since the time when the auction of license fees was introduced:-

11.1,1 5 1'.1 7 8 ·1,·1"1" " .. 
fh"INUI ON ALL GANJA p" ... 

QUANTIT" or G"IUA. 
10 INTO CONIUIIPTIOM, IX-

~ RATB 0' DuTY. caPT THll IXPORTID TO AI ..... { AND KUCH BIBAR. e • 
E ~ " g .. ~ i M 

" • 2-: e i • ~ 

' . 
,!1 ~ .. -y..,. ~ .z • to t ~ 

RIIlj"UL 
• oS • .. ~ ] ;: ~ 

.. • t 
• Ii ~ ,~ 

.l: ii 
",. ~ • '; • e ~ oi :l;1 • .. Jl j 

!l 
t~~ !~ • = .. ¥ .. .. 

! ou- - 1 !l ~ ~ 
e • il. ~ • " ~." ~~ .~ 0 • .-'" • ~ !J 0 " < '" 0 0; :; .. z " .. -- - --~ -

Md •. Md. Md. R •• R •• R •• Re ...... R., A, P. Rs ...... , as. A. Po 

IlIi6-77 .... 60S ". 6,7.15 7.459 ,.,3 ... 58 4.13.658 11,97.1115 • 0 • 3,128 ISIo309 • 0 0 • 0 • • • • The ratet at Ality. 
lanja passed into ell 

1877-78 .. , 70' 1,5Ch 8,osa 8.197 8,73.891 S,U,16G 13,85.651 4 • , 3,at7 18,60(1 ... ... .. . aumpUun io the Oris 
DIvision WCl'C fixed 

18,3-19 , •• ... SoB 5.115 5.,,6a 8,o",t91 5.41,436 13.45.121 • • • 3,2.44 18,61g • • 0 • 0 0 , 8 • a lower figure from t ,car 18ij~.sJ. 
1879-80 ,-, .OJ "S 4,871 S,Il1 7,61,404 5.,8,66g 11,90,163 • • 5 l,:UQ 18,843 ... - ... 
1880-81 '0' '" .. , 5,338 S,,,",, S,lS,lI1 6,26,551 14.5",674 • , .. 3,411 19,331 . .. ... . .. 
1881·8a ... ". 1,0,38 5,931 6,43 1 9,s8,1SS! 1.55,631 ",IJ,7IU , , • , .... 19.0111 ... ... ... 
188J.83o" "'" 1,043 S,lI3 5.6 ,,6 10,65,174 7,g5,313 18,60.497 8 , , 3,.37. ao,3S fli 5 • 0 5 0 0 , 8 • Column 3 does not I 

elude exports by st 

ISSS-!l4 ... ", '.'" 5,100 S,SSI 11,.,931 8 ..... ,7'76 10.73,713 8 • , , .... .ao,'91 - - ... The figure:!! for III' 
elports, wh.ich arc Oil 

188....sS ... ." 1,370 S,II1 5-,198 11,'5,183 8,61,417 10,87.600 • • • 3,196 110,835 ... ... availablcforlil'oycal . .. ,,0-
l!l~s.&i " .54 1.446 ..... 5.71S 10.85.GSd 8,60.99_ 19,46,617 • • • 3,033 .31,955 ... ... .. . Mds • 
11186-87 '" , .. 1,678 S,JU 6,,64 lJ.as.O~3 8,90.646 20.75,679 • • 6 3.0415 ",862 ... ... .. . 1888-89 '" . .. 
rlS,a ... , .. 1,613 ".67" 6,"50 13.DD,I" O,J5,BD4 11,45,010 8 • , ',949 12,619 • iI 0 6 • 0 , • 0 ,aBo ... S" 

,,',' 1
6
.", 

... 
1888·80 .,. . .. 1,779 ,',(WI,z&g 9,5.3,044 83,180351 • • 7 I,OU 21,818 ... ,.,.... ... - . .. ." 
1880-90 '" 80, 1,6S8 $,.337 6,101 12189,077 0,70,613 31,511.400 • • • .1.819 11,ClGa 7 0 0 • , 0 • S- 0 1801-91 .. ,I,rn 
.8\)O,pl ... ... I,CS~4 5,306 6,0116 '3,'0.085 10,01,1518 13,11.713 • , S "sao 15.794 ... .M 18g.l-9l ... . .. .. ' 
1801'91 ... 43' 1,580 ..... 5,(';78 11,.8,065 ,o,44,S03 .11,$1.3,_ '0 • • .1,578 17.Scs8 , 0 0 6 • 0 5 0 0 

.8Q2003 ... 1,180 I.SIO 4,711 5,4,51 1.2,80,631 '1,05,435 ",86,oOIS 10 1$ • 2,($71 16,61' ... . .. .. . 
• ~-9.t ... ... ... ... .. ... ... .. . ... ... .. . • 0 0 , • 0 • 0 0 

·1v4.gs ... °it: • • ... '" ... . .. .. . .. ... ... ... . .. • 0 0 , • • 0 

• 
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641. This table shows that up to the year 1892-93 on fiye occasions some 

Results obtained, 
increase was made in the rate of fixed duty. The 
revenue steadily increased, until at the end of the 

period it 'was double as much as in 1876-77; notwithstanding this, the number of 
retail licenses after the first period of six years steadily diminished up to the year 
1891-92, though in the following year there was an increase. The result is 
that the number of the population per retail license increased by 38 per cent. in 
the whole period.. The increase in th,e total average taxation per ser of the taxed 
drug increased from Rs. 4-0-2 to Rs. 10-15-1. As regards the area cultivated 
(column 2), it has to be remembered that these figures represent the growth of the 
plant [or consumption in Assam, the North-Western Provinces, and some Native 
States as well as Bengal. The figures in column 4' represent theganja actually 
consumed in Bengal, which has decreased largely since the first two years, and 
since then has been nearly stationary. 

In addition to the above facts, the evidence before the Commis'sion tends to 
show that, except in Orissa, where the Garhjat ganja competes with the Rajshahi 
ganja, smuggling does not prevail in any part of the province; also that ganja 
is still the cheapest form of intoxicant, and that there is no evidence to lead to 
the belief that it is being displaced in Bengal by more noxious stimulants. The 
Bengal Government seems to have kept in view with the most successful (esults 
the principles which have been enunciated in Chapter XIV, paragraph 586, of this 
Report as essential to an efficient excise system, and to have intervened, when 
occasion demanded, to restrict the use of the Rajshahi ganjaby administrative 
control and enhanced taxation. The effect of the enhancements which have been 
made since the year 1892-93 cannot be gauged, but the Commission have no 
hesitation in saying that this part of the excise administration in Bengal is being 
most carefully an~ ably supervised. 

642. The weak points in the Bengal administra-
Weak 'points in Bengal system. 

tion are-

(I) The defective arrangements for storage of the Rajshahi ganja. 
(2) The smuggling into Orissa of the produ,ce of the Tributary Mahals . 

. 643. The Bengal Excise rules provide that the cultivator must send into the 

Storage. 
public gola all the ganja he manufactures, and 
private golas are only permitted in the case ~f 

a cultivator who can satisfy the supervisor that he has a secure private 
place of his own. It has been shown above (paragraph 595) that there is no 
public gola for the storage of the crop, and that all .the produce is stored 
in private golas. The opportunity for smuggling thus afforded has not 
escaped the noti~e of the authorities. In his report on the cultivation of and 
trade in ganja, 18n, Bo.bu Hem Chunder Kerr (paragraph 131) dealt with the 
question, and recommended the absolute prohibition of private storage and the 
establishment of public godowns where the drug might be warehoused in b1lnd. 
He was of opinion that six storehouses 125 feet X 20 feet, three of which should 
be at the sadar station of Naogaon and three at three outposts, would be suffi
cient to warehouse the crop. The Board of Revenue did not support the pro
posal, remarking that it would involve a very radical change in the existing system, 
and would also necessitate a very considerable expenditure on the part of Gov
ernme!!t in the construction of the necessary warehouses. The absence of any 

79 
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evidence as to extensive smuggling was mentioned as obviating the necessity 
for the measure', In 1892 the Board were of opinion that the objections to 
public golas appeared to be insuperable, Mr. Lyall in his evidence says 
that the storage arrangements can be improved, but that under existing circum. 
stances it would be impossible without enormous expenditure to have a public 
gola, Mr. Gupta, Excise Commissioner, says that the" difficulty of having a pub· 
lic warehouse is that the ganja stored in it would consist of numerous parcels, all 
belonging to different individuals, and this' would lead to much confusion. 
Again, the drug has to be frequently aired, turned out, and handled in ord~r to 
keep it in good condition, and it is next to impossible to secure this periodical 
examination when the ganja is stored in public golas situated at a distance 
from the houses of the cultivators." He therefore considers the scheme "im· 
practicab1e," on which Mr. Lyall notes: "Rather, I would say, too costly." Mr. 
Price, Collector of Rajshahi, does not recommend public golas because Govern. 
ment servants would not take care of the ganja as the owners would.' But he does 
not think t.here would be any gre'at difficulty if there were several 'Government 
golas situated in central places, though he does not think the cultivators would 
view the change with favour. He concludes by saying that he sees no great 
objection to the plan; and adds: "You cannot have a perfect system without 
Government golas." Babu Hem Chunder Kerr retains his former opinion in 
favour of the system, :which is also advocated by Ganendra Nath Pal, Sub·divisional 
Officer, Naogaon, and Abhilas Chandra Mukharji, Excise Inspector. The Com· 
mission have formed the opinion that the objections are not insuperable, and 
that the system of Government storehouses should be introduced. The example 
of the Central Provinces system seems to prove its practicability, and they are 
of opinion that it would have the effect of bringing about the spe'edy conclusion 
of bargains between the cultivator and the wholesale dealer, in which case the 
main difficulty would be ·removed. The expense of erecting several godowns 
should not, in their opinion, operate to prevent the measure considering the very 
large revenue at stake and the great desirability of removing the existing tempta· 
tions to illicit dealing. The matter should, however, be left to the discretion of 
the Local Government. 

tion 

644. The smuggling of ganja from the Tributary States of Orissa into British 

Smuggling /u Orissa, 
territory has a long history, and more proper! y 
belongs to the general subject of excise administra· 

in Native States, which will be dealt with further on. 

645. The proposal of the Excise Commissioner to abolish flat and round 
ganja and have only chur is one that deserves notice. 

Reduction of all gaaja to cbur. 
He explains rather more clearly in his evidence 

that what he advocates is not the compulsory production of chur, but the 
adoption of the cbur rate of duty which is the highest for all ganja, which 
would result in the elimination of stick from the produce, and consequent 
reduction of the whole stock to chur. There are obvious advantages in haying 
one rate of duty, but other considerations enter into this subject, such as the 
question as to the form in which the drug can best be packed and transported 

. without deterioration. The experiments which are being conducted, in connec· 
tion with this question are still incomplete. The Commission feel that the 
matter is one for the Local Government to decide. It is mentioned here because 
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it would materially reduce the bulk of the. produce and make the introduc
tion of public golas more easy of accomplishment. The plan is also advocated 
by some subordinate Excise officers and Deputy Collectors. 

646. The present system of ganja administration in the Central Provinces 

G . ad .• til' th C has been in force since 1882-83, previous to which anJ. muus ra on 10 e en-
Iral Provinces. there were several changes, which may be. briefly 
recapitulated. .In 1871-72, the first year during which Act X of 187' was in 
force, the monopoly of vend of drugs (which included madak) was put up to 
auction for each district as a whole, or for smaller areas, and knocked dOlvn to 
the highest bidder. The contractors were free to make their owri arrange
ments for obtaining the drug from cultivators, and cultivation was free. In 
1873-74 the Local Administration had· to consider complaints by the retail .:on
tractors to the effect that the extensive cultivation of ganja for home· con
sumption by private individuals seriously interfered with their profits, and 
prevented them from paying to Government as high a revenue as they other
wise might. Meanwhile the Government of India had issued illstructions to 
all Local Governments to discourage the consumption of ganja and bhang 'as 
far as possible by pla€ing restrictions on their cultivation, preparation, and retail, 
and imposing on their use as high a rate of duty as could be levied without 
inducing illicit practices. Accordingly, in April 1875, rules were introduced pro
hibiting cultivation except under license, for which the levy of an acreage fee was 
authorised, and embodying other provisions for inspection of stocks and licenses 
to cover the possession of the produce u·ntil its purchase by the licensed vendor . 

. The acreage fee was fixed soon afterwards at Re. " and in 1876-77 a special 
penal fee of Rs. 10 per acre on unlicensed cultivatian was introduced. These 
acreage fees were, however, pronounced illegal by the Judicial Commissioner in 
1878, and new rules were framed providing for the storage of all ganja in Govern
ment godowns or in authorised private storehouses and for levy of duty on the 
drug when removed. The duty was fixed at Re. , per ser. Difficulties were 
experienced in working these rules, the cultivators not being able to dispose of their 
produce to the licensed vendors. The wholesale vendors held aloof, feeling 
uncertain of the effect which the en.anced duty might have on consumption, and 
the retail vendors wQuld not purchase direct from the cultivators .. The Local 
Administration accordingly purchased nearly the whole crop, amounting to some 
6,856 maunds, at a cost of nearly Rs. 50,000. The Government of India, how
ever, objected to the creation of a Government monopoly of ganja;· so in 1880-81 
the rnonnpoly of wholesale vend for the province was granted to a single indivi
dual, who agreed to pay a duty of R s. 2 per ser on all ganja sold by him to 
retail vendors, and to supply them with the drug at Rs. 3 per ser. It was con
templated in the agreement that the price might be raised by increments of 
4 annas to Rs. 4 per ser, and the duty by increments of 3 annas to Rs. 2-12 

per ser, within the year 1880-81. At the same time the system of auctioning 
the monopoly of retail vend by circles was done away with, and monthly licenses 
,,'ere issued at fixed rates, varying according to the size of the town or village, 
and without limit as' to the number of licenses existing in one place. This system, 
however, was abandoned in the following year, and the auction system was again 
for the most part introduced. This was the origin of the system of monopoly 
of wholesale which exists to the present time in the Central Provinces. Since 
1882-83, by which time Act XXII of 1881 had become law, the wholesale 
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monopolist has been called upon to pay a certain amount per ~er in ad clition to 
the direct duty of Rs. 2 per ser, the rat~ varying in different districts and being 
generally dctenpined by tender. Such tender is limited by the necessity of sup
plying retail vendors at Rs. 3 per ser to an amount per ser less than Re_ J. 

The object of this ~easure was to fix the difference between the duty on the drug, 
Rs. 2 per ser, and the price at which it was to be sold to retail vendors, Rs_ 3, 

. at a figure considerably in excess of the cost price of the drug, and to put up the 
gross profits thereby secured to the wholesale vendor to· auction in the form of 
tender. It was thought that this would practic~lIy raise the direct duty in the 
districts where the cost price of the drug was least, and so equalize prices through
out the province. Cultivation in British territories has been concentrated, and 
smce 1891 it has only been allowed 10 the Khandwa tahsil of the Nimar dis

trict. 

647. During the changes above described there were great fluctuations in 

Table showing the results of the 
ganja administration from t88.2·83 
to '892"93. 

the area of cultivation, but the rel'cnue steadily 
increased. The amount of consumption is not 
available. From 1882·83 the statistics are more 

complete, and the tabular statement subjoined will show the progress of the 
administration in regard to exports and consumption of ganja, the amount and 
rate of taxation, and the number of shops. Column 2 contains the figures as 
accurately as possible for the area cultivated; the table appended to the Excise 
Commissioner's memorandum gives the areas for which licenses were taken out, 
which were generally in excess of the area actually cultivated. Column 5, show
ing the fixed duty, represents the Rs. 2 per ser duty levied on all ganja issued to 
the retail vendors of the province. Column 6 represents retail license fee!'., and 
the amounts, called wholesale license fees, obtained in accordance with the 
tenders of wholesale vendors :-

• • • I • I • • 
QUAN1"n't' OJ GANU. 

Area Flied 
Year. cnhivated ~fll,1 dl,lt,. licca5e fees. 

10 acrc:s, (retal!' Elported. I. the: 
prowl nee, 

Mds. Md,. R •. R •. 

1882·83 4$2 2,241 600 47.935 61,~76 ... 
68,14 1 .88~-84 8.14 5-55' 757 59,664 ... 

.884. 85 ... 1,lh6 4.790 841 66, 123 94.49' 
I HRs·86 ... 1,6:9 1:J.J&l 1,005 77.508 1,1,3.272 

1f<!<6·87 92

°1 
6.05:1 864 69,47,3 1,40,859 ... 

18A7·~8 ... 5:t4 4,227 BJI 65,~44 1,23,.350 
1688·8<) ... 9'5 5,052 94' 74,19' 1,24,054 

.8H<) C)O ... 954 I 7·93.1 97 1 7.,836 .,25.770 
1890'9_ ... 

4771 
4 loB .,01 9 78.205 1,,32.709 

ISQI'92 ... 9°3 .3,9 16 ',156 88,0'3 1,38,875 

'8<)'-93 ... 984 4,232 I,I!» 91,629 1,61,141 

, 8 

T«Ital 
.otaL 131::.I'on pet' 

sh (Cols. 
.. and 1J. 

Rs. R •. A. P. 

1.09,613 4 9 • 
J,27.805 4 3 6 
1,60,614 4 •• 0 
1.9°,780 4 II II 

2,10.33 3 6 • 4 
1,88.594 5 .0 9 
1,9R . .!44 5 3 '0 
2,00,606 5 • 8 
2,10.9'4 5 2 '0 
2,21,488 4 14 1O 
2,s21n O 5 4 S 

• I , . 
Rate~ of N"mber 

filt',1 of retail 
duty, li<:en"l:'S. 

R •. 

• 5'4 
• B5' 
• 921 

• 956 

• 1,0:26 

• 1,026 

• 1,<...81 
2 .,oi8 
2 1,c.81 
2 1,053 I 
2 1,0-17 

n 

Pop1l1a 
fiou pc 

reta.1 
lkell5e 

11,34 
IO,~5 
10,02 

4 

• 
6 

9,65 9 
o 

00 
9.00 
9.0 
8.5. 3 

66 
6 

8,5 
8,:::~ 
B,95 , 
9,55 2 

648. It will be seen from this statement that the fixed duty cf Rs. 2 per 
Review of Central Province. ser has not been raised since 1882-83. As above 

system. remarked, an increase was contemplated as far back 

as 1880-81. In 1887 the Local Administration declined to raise the duty, the 
principal rcason assigned being that the effect would be to lower the bids for retail 
vend monopolies. The total taxa,tion per ser of consumption has slightly decreased 
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since 1887-88. The local consumption shows a tendency to increase. The 
number of shops per head of population has on the whole incr~ased; and, although 
the revenue has increased, this is due partly to increased consumption, and partly 
to keener competition in the auction sales of licenses. 

• 
The basis of good administration has been laid, but progress has not been 

secured, and to this result it is essential that attention should now be directed. 

6lf9. One important defect of the system is that exported ganja is very 
Gonja exported to either provo lightly taxed. In regard to this subject, the, Excise 

iuees and. Native States should 
pay duty. Commissioner in 1887'remarked: "The part played 
by the Khandwa store as an entrepot for the supply of the ganja demand 
of those provinces (the Central Provinces) is quite insignificant when compared 
with its use as a mart for the convenience of foreign purchasers. To it throng 
traders from Bhopal, Indore, Gwalior, Rutlam, Dhar, Jodhpur, Udaipur, Rewa, 
Panna, Baroda, and other States of less note j and licensed vendors from the 
North-Western Provinces compete with contractors from Berar for the purchase 

'of the cultivators' stock. Between 6,000 and 7.000 maunds of ganja have on 
the average of the last four years been annually exported from Khandwa to 
other provinces and Native States.... Since these words were written. the 
permit and registration fees have been imposed. and -all the exported ganja 
pays something before being removed for export. But besides a small fee for 
storage, Government licensed vendors exporting to the North-Western Provinces 
or other British provinces only pay Re. I per maund by way of -registration fees, 
and foreign pu~chasers .only pay Rs. 2 per maund for permit and registration 
fees. An instance is here afforded of the necessity of the systematic treatment ad
vocated in Chapter XIV, paragraphs 588 and 590. A large amount of ganja which 
leaves the Khandwa store is insufficiently taxed, and it is absolutely necessary that 
arrangements should be made both with British provinces and with Native 
States .. to ensure its being adequately taxed in future. Whether the duty should 
be levied at the place of production or at the place of consumption is a matter 
of detail: the main point is that it should be levied somewhere before it reaches 
the consumers. 

650' The Commission cannot regard the possible falling off in retail license 

O ty h Id b _. d I fees as any reason for refusing to raise the duty on the u sou e 1-.. ge aso on 
ganja consumed in the province. . Khandwa ganja consumed in the province unless such 

a falling off produces other consequences detrimental to the Administration. Caution 
is always necessary in raising the duty lest it should lead to illicit practices, and 
the circumstances of the Central Provinces require special watchfulness in this 
respect. The difficulties in the ;"ay of increasing the duty owing to the much 
lower price of the drug beyond the borders of the province are brought out 
clearly in the Excise Commissioner's memorandum. But making all allowances 
for these difficulties and for the fact that the Khandwa ganja is inferior to 
that produced at Rajshahi, the Commission are of opinion that the rate might 
safely be raised. 

65 I. The question, however, is one which is intimately bound up with the 
The system ofsupplying ganja to whole system of monopoly existing in the Cent'ral Prov

retail veodors at a bedpril:e. inces, 'and this system demands close examination. 

It has arisen, as has been shown, from special circumstances. Its main features are 
80 
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that Government interferes at the point where the ganja passes from the wholesale 
to the retail vendor to fix the price at Rs. 3 per ser, and that the monopoly of 
wholesale vend is given to a small and selected number of persons who tender for 
payment of duty at Rs. 2 per ser plus as much of the margin. between Rs. 3 and 
Rs. 2 as-can be got from them. There can be little doubt that, apart from the 
difficulties above referred to, the system itself may have operated against a rise in 
fixed duty. The interference in the natural operation of the laws. of supply and 
demand· has rendered it more difficult for the Government to gauge for itself the 
necessity for increasing the direct duty. And it may be remarked that, in 
spite of the fact that the direct duty has not been raised, the receipts 
from licensed fees have not very materially increased, and therefore, while Bengal 
has doubled its taxation on the ganja consumed, the Central Provinces taxation has' 
remained stationary. The cause of this may partly be found in the different cir
cumstances of the two provinces. Except in Orissa, the question of smuggling has 
been sct at rest in Bengal. In the Central Provinces the arrangements with the 
Tributary States which were undertaken with this object have only just been 
completed, and it may have been considered advisable to postpone any increase 
in the duty until this should have been done. But even allowing for this, the 
Commission think there is reason for attributing to. the different systems, at all 
events in part, the widely different results obtained. 

t.!.dvantages claimed for the 'Y" 65 2• The advantages claimed for 'the system are-

(a) that it enables the retail vendor to know what he is about, and 
makes him independent 01 eombinations and caprice among the 
wholesale vendors. This would tend t;) induce him to bid more 
for his license: 

(b) that it enables Government to secure part of the wholesale dealer's 
profi ts : 

(c) that it tends to equalize the. price to the consumer all over the 
provInce. 

The first two of these are not in themselves of any great importance. The 
main object is to secure that the drug is adequately taxed i and if, as appears pos
sible, the license fees instead of being raised are kept down by the present system, 
while obstacles are placed in the way of raising the fixed duty, the advantage is 
more than counterbalanced. And as regards the third, it may be observed that 
the check imposed upon the price of the drug by fixing the price to be paid for it 
by the retail dealer may very possibly keep the price to the consumer unduly low 
in some districts, while in others, where the opportunities for smuggling are 
greater, there is no adequate test of its suitability. 

653. The principal disadvantage of the system appears to be that it imposes 
upon the Government the responsibility of taking 

Disadvantages of the system. 
into consider:!.tion several factors the precise value 

of which it is difficult to estimate, and the effects of which are better gauged by the 
unimpeded competition arising from the auction of the privilege of retail sale. And 
it seem, possible that the present system may operate to a certain extent in check. 
ing the cost of production and the profits of the cultivator. If these had free scope, 
they would probably tend to raise the price of the article. Moreover, the profits of 
the wholesale vendor as such are kept down to such a low figure that it is almQ~t 
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certain that he recoups himself in many cases by taking out licenses for the retail 
vend. The system thus encourages a combination of interests which is not generally 
desirable. The subject is unfortunately not .treated in the memorandum, but in 
Jubbulpore the Commission ascertained that out of 71 retail shops, 20 were held by 
the wholesale monopolist. The status of the latter is such as to give him praatical 
command of the situation, and the' inference is almost irresistible that he will make 
use of this power to acquire for himself some of the profits attaching to the 
retail business if dissatisfied with the profits of the wholesale business'. Viewed 
in this light, the limitation of the price may be to a large extent inoperative. 

654., Upon the whole it appears to the Commission that any attempt to regu
. late the price of ganJ'a otherwise than by a co. mbined 
Its abolition recommended. 

system of fixed duty and auction ven~ of monopoly 
of retail sale in tracts differently circumstanced is a mistake. It amounts to 
an interference either too great or too little. A Government monopoly under 
which, through the agency of Government officers, the drug would be offered 
to the public at a maximum price would be a simple arrangement. This has 
been shown not to be the best system for ganja (Chapter XIV, paragraph 589). 

The alternative is to levy a duty which must be regulated according to experi
ence, the maximum being determined by those general considerations 'which have 
been elsewhere explained, and leave the supply unhampered, p,xcept by such 
check as is afforded by the auction of monopoly of retail sale. The latter 
affords the necessary adjustment for disadvantages pertaining to different locali
ties, such as unusual cost of carriage, facilities for smuggling, etc. If on account 
of such disadvantages the rate of duty needs to be reduced, there is nothing to 
prevent the adoption of special rates of duty for particular tracts. 

In recommending an increase of duty, therefore, on Khandwa ganja, the 
Commission are prepared also to recommend that the rule under which ganja 
hi supplied by wholesale to retail vendors at a fixed price should be abolished,' 
and that wholesale vendors should not be required to pay fees for their licenses. 

655. In one respect the Cen tral Provinces system is more efficient than that 
of Bengal, 'Iliz., the storage of the produce. No 

Storage of ganja and increase iD d' ffi I . h d . h . 
Dumber of wholesale veDdors. 1 C\l ty seems to ave occurre III t ese provlllces 

in bringing all the ganja to a central godown at 
Khandwa. This is probably because the establishment of the god own has 
obliged the cultivators to come to early terms with the wholesale dealers or 
their agents. Mr. Robertson, Deputy CommissioFier of Nimar, says: "The 
agents buy up the ganja on their own account as a speculation frequently while 
the crop is standing. The whole outturn thus passes into the hands of about a 
dozen men, who are then able to run up the price at the Khandwa storehouse 
to all except the wholesale vendors, by whom they have been specially retained. 
The existence of the' corner I in no way affects the vend of ganja, .so far as this 
province is concerned. The wholesale vendors have to supply the retait ven
dors at Rs. 3 per ser, so that the latter, and through them the consumers, are 
not affected. But wholesale vendors from other provinces undoubtedly find it 
difficult to make purchases at Khandwa." The Commission think that a 
system which leads to the speedy disposal of the crop by the cultivators to 
the wholesale vendors is desirable, but the monopoly of wholesale vend seems 
to be in this province in too few hands, whereby combination against a rise of 
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duty is facilitated. Subject to the adoption of the measures advocated in 
paragraph 654. the Commission recommend that wholesale licenses should be 
more freely granted without charge as in other parts of India. the selection 
being carefully made by local officers according to requirement. 

656. If the suggestions made in paragraphs 643. 649.650.654. and 655 of this 
Assimilation of the Bengal and chapter are accepted. the systems of Bengal and 

Central Provinces systems. the Central Provinces will be practically assimilated. 
And apart from the fact that the system advocated appears to possess the 
greatest advantages. this result is in itself most desirable. 

657. The statistics for the North-Western Provinces are regarded by the 

North.Western Provinces. Excise Commissioner as very defective so far as 
regards the amount of imports and exports. In the 

absence of any fixed duty. and with a revenue determined solely by the license 
fees. no provincial record of the traffic has been kept up. Mr. Stoker is not con
fident that allowance ha,s been made for transfers from district to di~trict. and he 
thinks there is much risk that the same drugs may have been counted h'lrice. and 
the provincial total thus exaggerated.' Moreover. licenses for the sale of the 
different kin'ds of drugs have not been sold separately. All that can be gathered 
from the statements furnished is that the total amount of the license fees has in
creased· by about 75 per cent. in the last 2,0 years and the number of retail 
licenses by 50 per cent., and that the imports and consumption of ganja seem to
be on the increase. The excise ganja of Bengal is being displaced by the drug 
from the Central Provinces and Native States, which is almost wholly untaxed> 
and this is one of the weak points in the North-Western Provinces administration 
as pointed out in Chapter XV. paragraph 60g. The total revenue from license fees 
is in 1892-93 Rs. 7.04.788. but from this would have to be deducted the amount 
due to licenses for the sale of charas and bhang which cannot be ascertained. 
At a rough guess, it may be put at one-third. leaving Rs. 4,70,000 due to ganja. 
To this must be added the duty on Bengal ganja levied in Bengal (about Rs. 
1,12,600) and the registration fees at Re. I per maund levied on Central Provin
ces ganja at Khandwa. making a total of about Rs. 6.00.000. or Rs. 3-2-3 per 
ser on all imported ganja reckoned on an average of 4,774 maunds. On the whole 
this does not appear to be a very inadequate incidence of taxation. but it must be 
remembered that there is no control of production in the province. and that the 
taxation on the different kinds of ganja imported is very unequal. The number 
of shops is very large, nearly double in proportion to population of that which 
is found in Bengal. There can be no doubt that'in this provinc'e more control 
is necessary, and some measures are urgently required for reducing the taxation 
of the different kinds of ganja which are brought into the province to some kind 
of uniformity. The need of remodelling the system has been fully recognised by
the officers in charge of the excise; and the proposals of the Excise Commissioner, 
which have the support of the Member of t~ Board of Revenue in charge of 
Excise. include the following measures :-

~ I) Prohibition of cultivation except under llcense_ 

(2) Prohibition of manufacture of ganja. 

(3) Establishment of bonded warehouses, with contror of storage and issue • 
of ganja.. 
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It is also proposed to control the import of ganja, and to impose an import 
duty at first of Rs. So to Rs. 80 per maund on ptlthar ganja from the Central 
Provinces and Native States, to be increased by degrees. For this purpose an 
amendment 'in the law will be required. Subject to the remarks which will be 
found further on (paragraph 679), the Commission agree in these proposals. 

658. In Madras and Bombay the general opinion among local officers appears 

Madras and Bomba.Y. 
to prevail that no changes are necsssary, though 
the Commission have reason to believe that these 

Governments recognise the impossibility of continuing .he present state of 
affairs in view of general considerations affecting the whole of India. A 
seizure of 14 maunds 24 sers of Madras ganja imported by sea to Calcutta was 
made in January J 894- When the Madras Collector of Customs was communi
cated with and asked to enquire full particulars and take action if he considered 
it necessary, he replied to the Calcutta authorities asking under what law he was 
desired to interfere. The Madras Act contains full provisions regarding the· 
import and export of drugs; but these provisions have not been extended to'the 
province, In view of the illicit imports into Burma from Madra~, regarding 
which there is ample evidence from the former province, of the complaints from 
Mysore which are mentioned in Chapter XVII, and of the cheapness of the drug, 
there can be no doubt that reforms are urgently required. The system in Bom
bay is somewhat more formulated, but in view of the large amount of ganja 
produced, and the still lower price of 'the drug in the producing districts, there 
is no less need of an improvement in the system of administration. The 
annexed table gives a comparative view of the cultivation and taxafion of ganja 
in these provinces, and in Bengal and the Central Provinces. ·The only comparison 
which can be made is that of total taxation per acre of reported cultiva
tion, because the areas of cultivation and totals of taxation are the only figures 
on which any reliance can be placed in these two presidencies :-

1 , 3 • I 5 L , 
f • • 

-
AV1lllAO.TAXATLON rOR TaN ~."'R •• 

Averaltc Whether A\"erage area UIHlcr cultl\'a-

B, ... d dO'..I g,'k .... 
revenue Average 

, Pro,In.ce. cultlva· Ilan I, per <lere of tdail price REMARI •• lionln 
acres rcalrkfed cultlratloQ. per acr. 

(IO yc:au). Of Qot. Total, fees. 

, --
. 

as. R •. Rs. R., R" A. P. 

Bengal ... .. , 740 Yes 1:3.15,831 Io,85~292 24,61 1 129 3~326 '0 0 0 

f 0 
0 

Central Provinces ... goo Yes 74·549 .,22,266 1,96.815 "9 to 
,. 0 0 

Madras ... , .. 350• No .lm 47.·9:z"t 471 292t '35 I 108 • ISQ,3 '94 pTo-
bably under_ 
estimated. 

t .892'93 only .. 

~: 
601 t 8 year. only. 

Bombay .. , .,152: No Not given Not ginn 1,22,g87~ 107 to - 0 0 

659· The Bengal figure in columns 4, 5 and 6 represents nearly the whole of • 
Compared with. Bengal and the the revenue levied on all the ganja produced on 

Central Provinces. 
the area given in column 2, as the Assam and 

Kuch Behar duties, which are not levied ill Bengal, have been added..' 
8.l 
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The only item which cannot be added is that portion of the North- \V estern 
Provinces license fees which is due to. the sale in those provinces of Bengal 
ganja_ If this is calculated according to the proportionate amount of such 
ganja, it would not materially affect the calculation. If a similar _ calculation 
is made to deterniine the amount of the license fees due to the sale of Khandwa 
ganja in the North-Western Provinces, about Rs. 1,57,000 would have 'to be 
added to columns 5 and 6 of the Central Provinces figures, and the result of 
this will be to ;aise the average revenue per acre of cultivation in column 7 
from Rs. 219 to Rs. 393. Some of the Khandwa ganja also finds its way 
into Bombay and Berar and other tracts, and. pays duty there in the form of 
license fees j so the average per acre of Rs_ 393 is still under the mark, but in any 
case the taxation thus calculated is very much less than. in Bengal. 

On the other hand, the average revenue per acre for Madras and Bombay is 
probably over the mark, as the amounts in column 6 represent the license 

. fees paid for all the hemp drugs and not ganja only j and in the sales effected 
under these licenses is included a certain amount of ganja, at all events in 
Bombay, imported from other provinces. Against this, however, must be set the 
fact that both the presidencies export ganja,--in Madras to the extent of about 
one-seventh of the total produce, and in Bombay to the extent of more tHan one
half. But as the bulk of these exports goes to Native States, or is exported by 
sea, no revenue is realized therefrom, and the figures of column 7 are therefore 
on the whole probably in excess of the true figures. The general conclusion 
is that as compared with Bengal, or even with the Central Provinces, the taxation 
of the ganja produced in Madras and BDmbay is very light. 

660. In the Madras Presidency various proposals have been made from time 
to time for introducing some control into the excise History of the subject in Madras. 
administration in respect of hemp drugs. In 1886 a 

circular was issued to all Collectors by the Commissioner of Salt and Abkari calling 
for information as to the extent and nature of the trade in these drugs. In this 
circular it was suggested that for the present it would probably suffice (a) to 
forbid cultivation except under license, which would be granted free of payment j (b) 
to prohibit manufacture except under license j (c) to.scl\ the monopoly of manu
facture and vend by districts or taluks as might appear best, licenses for manu
facture and retail vend being granted at the Collector's discretion in such number 
as might appear requisite as in the case of the opium farms_ Most of the offi
cers consulted recommended the adoption of these _proposals. The Board of 
Revenue, although they considered that the information collected showed that 
the consumption of intoxicating drugs was very limited, remarked that it was 
clearly the intention of the legislature that cultivation should be licensed, and 
they made the following proposals to Government :- ' 

(a) to prohibit cultivation except under license to be granted free; 

(b) to restrict possession by persons other than licensed wholesale and 
retail vendors j 

(e) to grant free licenses to wholesale dealers; 

(d) to put up to auction licenses for retail sale j and 

(e) to impose a pass duty. 
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In view, however, o'r the indefinite and uncertain information obtained regard
ing the extent of the traffic in the drug and the limited nature of the consump
tion, the Madras Government came to the conclusion that in most parts of the 
Presidency no restriction was called for, but remarked that it was prepared to 
extend the provisions of the Abkari Act relating to intoxicating drugs to limited 
areas on adequate cause being shown. 

Experience, however, showed that the demand for the slrugs was considerably 
larger than was suspected, and that the competition in certain districts for the 
privilege of vend was very keen. Accordingly the licenses for retail vend were 
sold by auction, with the result that the revenue from th~s source rose the ,first 
year from Rs. 8,805 to Rs. 54,989. No further measures for controlling culti
vation or restricting consumption were tak'en. The Board again considered the 
question. of limiting the legal possession of'th,e drug, which had been advo
cated by the majority of the Collectors, but came to the decision that restrictions 
on the cultivation of the plant should precede those on possession, iJ.nd their 
objections to reyising the idea of licensing cultivation appear to have been (a) that 
this would involve the taking out of a license by every person who had a plant 
or two in his garden; and (b) that it would have been necessary to make a laro-e 

, b 

increase in the number of shops in order to meet the legitimate demands of 
consumers. It is not clear why the Board changed .their views regarding pro
hibition of cultivation which they h~d previously recommended. And the num
ber of shops existing in Madras is under the existing arrangement manifestly in
adequate, being one for every 144,781 of the inhabitants. COl,lsidering that the 
consumption of the drugs in Madras is found to be much larger than was sus
pected, and that the propriety of introducing more control into the admin
istration has for several years been recognized, the Commission are of opinion that 
the needed reforms should be no longer delayed. 

661. The system in Bombay, which was introduced in 1880, does not seem 
Treatment of the subject in to have been brought under discussion since that 

Bombay. • time. The Commissioner of Excise states that the 
subj~ct attracted little attention till the Commission was appointed. The Com~ 
missioner of the Northern Division says that t~e system seems to hav~ grown up 
in a haphazard way. The subject has been treated mainly from the' revenue 
point of view, and the control exercised has not been strict. At' the same time the 
area of regular garyja cultivation in Bombay seems to be considerably larger 
than in any other province; and if measures with a view to restriction in con
sumpti(m are necessary anywhere, they certainly appear to' be so in this Presi
dency. 

662. The Commission on a full review of the whole circumstances con-

e I r It
' Ii' .' nected with the ganja ad ministration have framed the 

ontro 0 cu Iva OD ,or ganJa. . ' 
opinion that cultivation of the hemp plant for the 

production of narcotics in Madras and Bombay should be prohibited except under 
license, and that the licensed cultivators should be restricted to a limited area as 
in Bengal and the Central Provinces. They are of opinion that no greater 

, . 
difficulties exist in this respect than have been already overcome in these 
provinces. A few remarks are offered in justification of this view. 
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663. First.-In Madras aHd Bombay, as was formerly the case in Bengal 
- and lheCentral Provinces, the regular cultivation is, 

RestrictiOJl of area of cultivation. I d fi d I" d " a rea y con. ne to. Imlte areas, There IS practi-
cally ~carcely any regular field culti.vation of ganja except ill the Kistna. and 
North Arcot districts of Madras and the Ahmednagar and Satara districts of. 
Bombay; and the prohibition of cultivation in other districts will involve no. serious 
difficulty. And though the ultimate inclusion of all the ganja cultivation in an 
'area more circumscribed t han that of two whole districts is. desirable and pro
bably feasible, still the limitation even thus far would be a considerable step in, 
the right direction. 

664. Secondly.-If it be objected that the prohibition of occasional cultivation, 
ObjectiOJl as regards private cul_ of a few plants in the pri.vate gardens or enclosures; 

tivatioD. of individuals will be difficult to. enfor.ce, to this the. 
Commission would reply-

(l) This difficulty has been overcome in Bengal, Assam, and the Central'. 
Provinces,. in parts of which, as abundantly established by the· 
evidence taken by"the Commission, this sporadic cultivation. was. 
equally prevalent. 

(2) The difficulty is not so great as it seems; for whereas at' first sight 
it seems that it would be necessary in order to enforce the prohi
bition to increase establishments ahd exercise vexatious interfer-. 
ence with the people, such has not been found from experience 
gained in other provinces. to be actually the case. The difficulty 
of concealing the plant and the evidence of illegality; involved in 
the mere existence of a prohibited plant in occupied la,nds, coupled' 
with a legal prohibition, has in fact sufficed almost to extermi
nate such growth in tracts where gan ja is pmduced with a mini
mum of prosecutions and penalties; 

665. Tizirdly.-If it be objected that the wild hemp plant growing in unoccu-. 

Ob'."" d 'Id owth pied lands is so plentiful that, even if the prohibition, Jll;a.uon as regar s w, gr 
ia Madruand Bombay. . against cultivation is successful, ample opportunity· 
wiU still be found to bring a large amount of ganja into the·market from. this. 
source, to this the Commission reply-

(I) That the ganja derived from such spontaneous growth, untended and: 
unimproved, is so inferior as to obviate all likeIihood:of its.com
peting with the cultivated ganja. 

(2) That wild hemp in the strict sense is not found in tracts removed: 
from human habitations, pastor present j and fhe amount of ganja. 
capable of being smoked which can' be procured from such 
growth will not interfere with the success of the proposal. • 

666: Fourl!:ly.-If it be objected that the ganja produced in Native·States. 
Objection as regVda Native adjoining the Madras and Bombay Presidencies, 

States. cannot be kept out of the province, and that this . 
fact alone vitiates the scheme, to this the Commission reply-. 

(I) That even if this ba so, the same may be said'of the provinces where 
cultivation is controlled j and while the arrangements of these 
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provinces are, no doubt, affected by the proximity of Native States, 
they are nevertheless' sufficiently successful for practical pur
poses. 

(2) That there is nothing to prevent the Government from entering into 
negotiations with the States (as has been clone in the case of the 
Central Provinces;, apparently with marked success) for mutaal 
co-operation in the interests of the .excise revenue, and the Com mis
sion( vide Chapter XVII) are prepared to recommend that this 
should be done. 

. 667. It. will be desirable to analyse the evidence on this point in both pres i
Evidellce relating to control of dencies. Several witnesses in Madras speak of the 

cultivation in Madr.... needlessness of controlling cultivation, but on this 
point it cannot be expected that they should. take a sufficiently wide view, as 
the interests at stake are larger than th~se of individual districts. The only wit
nesses who consider the measure' impolisible are-Mr. Sewell, Collector i Mr • 
. Mounsey, Collector i Mr. Willock, Collector (as regards the Agency tracts) i 
and Mr. Taylor, Manager, Jeypore Estate (as regards the Agency tracts) i two 
Deputy Collectors i and a Missionary: 

On the other hand, there is a much larger consensus of opinion that control 
is feasible. The Hon'ble Mr. Craie, Member of the Board of Revenue, in charge 
of Excise, says: "If yo~ were to order the stoppage of cultivation of hemp or 
even rice, it would be done. There would be no difficulty in having the order 
carried out. The people would stop the cultivation: they are quite amenable .. 
It would be stopped without the necessity of espionage and interference, but 
there would always be the risk of false charges." Mr. Merriman, Deputy 
Commissioner of Salt and Abkari, says: "There is a good deal of backyard 
cultivation which is untaxed. It would be de~irable to stop the sporadic culti
vation if feasible. I think we could do this. I think it would be far simpler 
to issue an order stopping cultivation, and that would be far easier than attempt
ing to tax it. I believe this cultivation eQuid be stamped out by the mere 
issue of the order i and, supposing that there were reasonable facilities for 
consumers obtaining the drugs, the d~ssatisfaction would not be great." Mr. 
Benson, Deputy Director of Agripult~re, says that "prohibition of cultivation 
would not harass the people, a,s those affected would be so few i and it would, 
I think, within a short time accomplish its object." Mr. Levy, Acting Deputy 
Commissioner, Salt and Abkari, thinks "the cultivation of the hemp plant, and 
the manufacture and possession of the drugs therefrom, should be brought under 
thorough contro!''' Mr. Bradley, Collector, thinks that, except in the Wynaad, 
prohibition of cultivation would be possible in Malabar, and could" be generally 
carried out without much interference with the people,. but would be hardly 
pos~ible in the jungly parts." He thinks that for ordinary tracts the present 
abkari staff might be sufficient to secure compliance with the order, though he 
does not guarantee this. 

Other advocates for the control of cultivation are-Five Deputy Collectors, 
one of whom, Mr. Azizuddeen Sahib Bati, in North Arcot, says that a prohibitive 

• order would have the effect of stopping cultivation without any great interference; 
two Deputy Conservators of Forests, three Tahsildars or Acting Tahsildars, 

82 
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the Hon'ble' Rai Bahadur Sabapathy Mudeliat, Raja K. C. Manavedan, three 
pleaders, five missionaries, and four others, 'liz's., a municipal chairman, a zamin-
dari manager, a cashier, and a sarishtadar. ' 

, , 

668. In Bombay, though several witnesses say that further cortro! is un

.Bombay. ' 
necessary, three of whom are unde'rthe impression 
that licenses are already required for cultivation, 

there is no opinion adverse to its restriction on other grounds. The following 
officers see no serious objection to restriction of cultivation :-Mr. Vidal, Chief 
Secretary to Government j Mr. Reid, Commissioner r Mr. Campbell, C.l.E. j 

Collector j aI,ld Mr. Ebden, Collector of Ahmednagar. 

Mr. Monteath, Collector, though he thinks there is no need for controlling 
cultivation, is of opinion that the time has come for putting the drugs on the same 
footing as alcohol and opium. Three' Deputy Collectors are in favour of 
control j also two mamlatdars, an inamdar, a forest officer, and a drug farmer. 

From this analysis of the evidence it seems clear that no great difficulty 
need be anticipated in bringing the cultivation of ganja generally under control. 
There are tracts, no doubt, where measures would have to be taken by degrees 
and with caution; but the inclusion of these at the outset in a system of con
trol is not·essential. 

669. The Commission are further of opinion that control and IiIpitation of 

Supervision of the manufacture 
and storage of the crop required 
with a view to imposition of duty. 

cultivation must be accompanied with such super
vision oL the manufacture and storage of the crop 
as is necessary to the imposition of a fixed duty on 

ganja in addition to the fees for licensed vend which are at present levied. In 
regard to both these matters, the experience of Bengal and the Central Prov
inces is available, though the' systems differ at present as to storage. 

670. That there is room for the imposition of a duty on ganja III both 
LeYy of duty ill Madras Olld presidencies can hardly be doubted. In Madras, 

Bombay. though there are several' officers of standing who 
are satisfied with the present arrangement, there is no protest against increasing 
the duty, while a few witnesses are in favour of increasing the price of the drugs. 
Mr. Willock, Collector, says: "I am not opposed to an increase of the price of the 
drug where practicable." Mr. Bradley, Collector, says: " At present I do not think 
hemp drugs are sufficiently taxed with reference to alcohol." Other advocates 
of increased taxation are: a District Surgeon, a District Forest Officer, a Deputy 
Tahsildar, two medical practitioners, a jagirdar, a pleader, a merchant, a news
paper editor, bank cashier, and three missionaries. In' Bombay there is also a 
good deal of evidence as to the needlessness of further interference on taxation; 
but there is at the same time weighty evidente in favour of increased taxa
tion. Mr. Mackenzie says:" 1 think the, taxation of the hemp drugs in 
this Presidency might be raised; but the question would require details and careful 
examination. The ganja of this Presidency is ro~ghly manufactured, though 
the cultivation is careful enough. A direct tax would necessitate the adoption of 
a system 'of distinct wholesale vend. I see n'o objections to that, as the tax 
does not, fall on the cultivator. The variations in the retail price showQ 

" in paragraph 8 of my meinorandum are, no doubt, excessive, and seem to 
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indicate that there is room for taxation to regulate the wholesale rates of 
the drug." Mr. Vidal says: "In view of the higher taxation in o!lller' 
provinces, I see no reason why there should not be a h~her direct tax in 
this province. The disproportion between the taxation of liquor and of hemp 
drugs, and the relative dearness of liquor whic h results from this, also points 
to the propriety of increasing taxation on hemp drugs." Mr. Monteath, Col
lector, says: " I think the present system of excise administration in respect 
of hemp drugs has worked fairly well, but that the time has come for putting 
these drugs on the same footing as alcoholic stimulants and opium. Hitherto 
the consumption of preparations of hemp has not been extensive, and so long 
as it was very small, the farm of the right to sell, as dispensing with the need 
of any preventive establishment, was perhaps more suitable. But it seems that 
not only in this district (Bijapur), but throughout the Presidency, the amounts 
bid for the right to sell have been i~creasing, and it may fairly be inferred 
that the habit of consuming these drugs is spreading. It cannot, indeed, be 
said yet to be prevalent; still the total consumption is, I think, sufficient· to 
make it worth while to impose an excise duty; it is already in this district much 
in excess of the consumption of opium, though insignificant as compared with 
the consumption of alcoholic stimulants, particularly toddy. It is, I believe, 
generally admitted that the system of deriving a revenue by farming the right 
to sell is suitable only in the earliest stage, and that the levy of an excise 
duty is the fairest and most satisfactory method of taxing 'an article produced in 
the country.- Now the levy of an excise duty on preparations of hemp will pre
sent no difficulties in this Presidency. The existing abkari establishments would 
probably suffice for the levy of the duty, or at least would require strengthening 
to but a small extent.. The levy of an excise duty would not, I think, excite any 
opposition. An alteration in the form of duty could not. reasonably be objected 
to." Mr. Ebden, Co\lector, says: "The hemp drugs are very much cheaper than 
liquor now. For a pice a man can get enough ganja to last him for a week if 
he is a moderate consumer. There is, therefore, considerable margin for heavier 
taxatio~ of the drug without driving the people to liquor or other intoxicants. I 
consider there is a considerable margin for taxation, though the drug is con. 
sumed by the very poor. 1 have no sympathy with the excessive consumer, and' 
the moderate consumer would not feel a moderate increase." Mr. Sinclair, Col. 
lector, says: "I consider there is a margin for increasing t'1-xation, having regard 
to the IIrice of other intoxicants, the fact that the drugs are mainly used by the 
poor,and the danger' of smuggling." Mr. Almon, Assistant Collector, Bombay, 
says: "My impression is that the tax, on the drugs is too low. I think that the ,. 
ordinary liquor consumer pays twice as much for what he wants as the ?rdinary 
ganja consumer would, or three times as much as the ordinary bhang drinker. I 
think the rates sho,uld be equalized." Other advocates of increased taxation are 
three Deputy Co\lectors, the Administrator of the Jath State, an Assistant to the 
Commissioner, an inamdar, a mamlatdar, a pleader, and a arug farmer. 

671. In view of these opinions, as well as of the general considerations 
which have been explained above, the Commission 

Recommendations regarding h h'" d . h d I . 
tazation of PIli. in M.dr~ .... d ave no eSltatlon tn a vocattng t e gra ua assl-
Bombay. milation of the Madras and Bombay systems to that 
in force in Bengal. The process of arriving at adequate taxation must necessarily 
be graqual, but a commencement should be made without any further deIlY, • 
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The present is the time for this measure, while consumption of ganja is still 
believed by the authorities to be very limited. It cannot but be the case that the 
enormous differen~e between the taxation of liquor and ganja is an incen
tive to the increase in the drug. habit, and such an inconsistency between the 
arrangements of different provinces and the administration of the excise on dif
ferent kinds of intoxicants cannot, in their opinion, be any longer maintained. 

672. In Berar the foundation has already been laid for the introduction of a 
system of control in respect of ganja similar to that Bera:. 
advocated by the Commission. Cultivation is 

already restricted and an acreage duty imposed on its growth. The Commis
sion are not aware of the conditions under which this has been found possible. 
The law of the province stands on a special footing, as previously explained. 
The Commission believe that there will be no difficulty, and there certainly will 
be some advantage in assimilating the system to that which exists in the Central 
Provinces, and which may ultimately be adopted in Bombay. Ganja is inade
quately taxed, and it is unlikely that the pitch of taxation necessary to restrict 
the consumption can be reached otherwise than by a direct duty, or that a much 
heavier acreage duty will effect the desired object. 

673. Not much need be said of the other minor administrations. Progress 

Q 
L'_ iri Ajmere must depend upon co-operation with the 

Ajmere, Coorg, and uetta.Pesw.u.; 
British system in sUl'l"ounding States. Ultimately 

it is probable that the system can be assimilated to that in force'Jn the rest of 
British India. In Coorg the price of ganja is very low owing to the facility of 
obtaining a supply from the Madra~ Presidency. When the system of the latter 
is revised, care should be taken that similar restrictions in Coorg are not wanting. 
Quctta·Peshin hardly requires special notice. The consumption of ganja must 
be very small, if it exists at all, as the sources of 'supply .are very distant. 
The retail price stated to prevail is higger than anywhere else in India except 
Bengal and Assam. _ 

674. As the onTy province which receives large imports of charas, the Pun-
Taxation of charas. jab is primarily concerned with the administration 

. of this drug. Hitherto there has been no taxation 
of charas in the Punjab beyond the levy of license fees for its vend. It is not 
used in Assam, Madras, Berar, and Coorg, and but little in Bengal, the 
Central Provinces, and Bombay. It is used in the Punjab, the North-Western 
Provinces, Sind, and Quetta-Peshin. Bengal levies a duty of Rs. 8 per ser on 
the small amount imported, and the Central Provinces Rs. 10 per maund. In 
Bengal, Mr. Gupta says that it will be necessary ere long.to raise the duty. The 
import duty in Bomhay is 8 annas per maund. In the other provinces the only 
tax is, as in the Punjab, that which is represented by the license fees for vend. 
Bengal is, therefore, the only province 'where the taxation is adequate. In the 
North-Western Provinces it is proposed to levy a duty of Rs. 80 to Rs. 100 per 
maund on all charas imported. In the Punjab, in pursuance of the provisions of 
Act X of 1893, a duty of Rs. 20 per maund has been proposed. This appears very 
small. The conditions under which the trade in charas from Yarkand is carried 
on operate to some extent against more severe taxation. But if provision is 
made to prevent the tax from being demanded from the actual importers, the 
Commission are of opinion that there is ample room for taxation without the trade 
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being seriously affected. There is a large amount of responsible evidence for 
taxing the drug in the Punjab and the North· Western Provinces, where the 
consumption is far greater than elsewhere, and the Commission think that Rs. 80 
per maund is not too high to begin with. Ultimately, regard being had to the 
consideration above noted, the taxation might be raised considerably. 

675. As the supply of charas is so completely within the control of Gov

Transport or charas and Inter. ernment, it is 'not necessary to say much regarding 
provincial arrangements. its disposal. The establishment of bonded ware-. . 
houses, to which the drug can be taken on arrival, and from which it shall be issued 
only 011 payment of duty by the licensed vendors, has already been decided upon 
in the Punjab. This measure will relieve the importers from having to pay the 
tax in anticipation o! sales, and consignments from these warehouses will be sent 
under pass to the different centres of consumption. The Commission do not 
think it necessary that the whole duty leviable under provincial arrangement 
should be demanded when these consignments are removed. The bonded ware
house system may be again resorted to by Local Governments which desire to 
impose further taxation local!y. But as from time to time the Punjab Govern
ment will, no doubt, find it possible, with reference to political considerations, to 
enhance the duty, it will be desirable that there should from the first be an under
standing as to the relative claims of the importing province and the consuming 
province to the duty realized. A similar question has arisen regarding the Raj· 
shahi ganja exported to other provinces, and the procedure has not been uniform. 
This is one of the cases in which the intervention of the Supreme Governml'nt is 
needed for the settlement of inter·provincial arrangements and of arrangements 
between British provinces and Native Stat~s. It may be necessary to amend 
the Act in order to carry out the above suggestions. For although section 23·A 
of the Act provides for the imposition of duty on the imported' drug without 

, specifying where it should be paid, section 36 (d) lays down that the bringing 
of it into British India without payment of the prescribed duty is an offence. The 
matter'is under the c msideration of the Local Government. I t is essential that , 
arrangements should be made for taxing charas not at the frontier, but at the 
bonded warehouses. 

676. The difficulty of controlling bhang in Bengal, Assam, the North-Western 

Control 01 bhang. 
Provinces, and the Punjab arises from the fact that 
there is large spontaneous growth in the mountainous 

and submontane tracts 01 these provinces. There is undoubtedly a bdt of 
growth which precludes strict control. But in parts of these provinces away 
from the hil1s there is little or no spontaneous growth, and in these parts as well. 
as in the other provinces control is possible. There is a little cultivation in the 
Punjab and the North· Western Provinces, and considerably more in proportion in 
Sind. None of this cultivation is in the Himalayan region, where the wild growth 
exists. With the exception of Bengal and the Central Provinces, the only taxa
tion is that realised by auction vend of the monopoly of sale. In Bengal a duty 
of 8 annas a ser is levied on all bhang brought to the storehouses under Govern· 
"lent supervision, which represents but a small fraction of what is' illicitly con
~umed. Without controlling, the spontaneous growth of the plant, it has been 
found impossible to raise the duty, though the subject was fully considered in 
1889'90. In the Central Provinces a duty of Rs. :I per ser is levied on foreign 
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. bhang, which operates' to prevent the' imports frorn passing a very limited figure. 
The taxat'lon of this bhang is excessive, and' its· sale is affected by the fact that 
only the wholesale dealers are allowed te sell i~ by retaiL 

677- The Commission are in favour of taking such measures> as are possible' 
Recommendationsfo. its control for ~ontrolling and taxing bhang. For the present' 

.... d 1&"aOOD. th'd h . h b 1. f h b . ey conSI ef t at In t e etl 0 groWl a ove re .. 
ferred to nothing more can be done than to auction the monopoly of retail 
vend. In other parts they are of opinion that cultivation should be prohi~· 
bited, except under licenses, and arrangements made for the transfer of the 
whole crop produced from -licensed cultivation to the authorised vendors. In. 
these tracts they are of opinion that some attempt may be made to extir
pate the spontaneous gtowth by rendering the occupiers of land responsible 
that it shall not be found on their lands. Legi.slation may be necessary 
for the purpose. They would like to see Mr. Westmacott's circular which was 
cancelled by the Bengal Government revived, and tltey 'would suggest a 
modification of the Assam circular permitting the use of green or .dry hem? 
for the use of cattle. Now that the habitat of the spontaneous growth has been 
clearly defined, Local Governments will have no difficulty in deciding where, for 
the present at least, the existing system must be allowed to continue. The 
Commi3sion think that it may be impossible to treat the bhang which is pro
duced in ganja-growi'ng tracts in a different manner from ganja. To do so would 
probably be to imperil the ganja administration. 'But if this opinion is found to 
be mistaken, they would be glad to see this bhang more leniently treated than 
ganja. The Commission find that in )he Central Provinces bhang is only per
mitted to be sold by the wholesale vendors, and the duty is the same as in th. 
case of ganja. The reason for this is not apparent. As judged by the staDd
ard of other provinces, the incidence of taxation is high compared to ganja. 

678. As regards the distril ution of the drugs to retail vendors, the Commis
sion think t Itat when adequate arrangements have 

Di.tnDution of the bemp drags to been made for their taxation, not much interference is 
tetail vendors. .'.,. . 

reqUIred. The eVIdence contains vanous suggestions 
on this subject. Some witnesses point to the large profits reaped by whole-' 
sale vendors, and suggest that these middlerren should be abolished, and that 
the functions discharged by them should be assumed by the Government in orc4.~ 
that these profits may be secured for the public revenues. The Commission awe 
not in favour of this proposal. I t is open to some of the objections against a 
Government monopoly which have been previously stated. If the profits reaped. 
by the wholesale vendors are found to be excessive, this fact would point to a 
rise in the duty. If the latter is sufficient, the Government need not concern 
itself with the dealers' profits. Private enterprise is, moreover, better suited for 
the distribution of the taxed drugs than Government agency. The aim of Gov
ernment should be to dissociate itself, as far as possible, consistently with efficient 
control and 'adequate taxation from the supply of the. drugs. This general 
policy may admit of special exceptions. The Bengal Government has made pro_ 
vision for such exceptions, while affirming the general principle, in the following 
rule- :-" Except in districts where minimum prices have been prescribed by the 
Board, no attempt sh~uld be made to regulate the price at which spirits, liquor, 

• Bengal £:lcise Manual, [a.;e lOSt Rule If. 
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or drugs are supplied by the producer or wholesale dealer to the retail 
vendor, or by the retail vendor to the consumer," In the Central Provinces 
the price at which the wholesale vendor is to supply the drugs to the retail vendor 
has been fixed for all distriCts, and the subject has been already considered. 
This is not done elsewhere in British territory, and any deviation from the above
stated principle seems to the Commission to require special justification. The 
privilege of wholesale vend should not be too restricted. This 'will result in great 
variatio!,s of the prices paid by consumers owing to the absence of competition, 
In Assam the" effect of farming the monopoly of a, whole district to a single 
person has been found to result in very high prices even where smuggling 
is known to e~ist," and this should be obviated if possible by freer competi
tion in regard to the supply. If this fails, special arrangements may be required 
for keeping the price at a reasonable figure, 

679. In some provinces import, export, and transport duties are levied j and 
Import, export, and transport this practice is not uncommon in Native States, 

duties. This .practice arises from the want of uniformity 
which exists in the system"s of admini,tration. It is atte",ied with considerable 
difficulties, and serves no useful purpose in itself. If all th~ \~ugs were adequately 
taxed at the sources of supply, subject to such addition~taxation as local 
circumstances demand, the amount of which is best determined by auctioning 
the licenses for vend, there would be no need for such duties at all. As a 
supplementary means of taxation, where these requirements are not fulfilled, 
it may be necessary in special cases to maintain them. This must be the case, 
at all events for SOlT'e time to come, if drugs are imported from Native States 
into British territor~. But, if possible, such imports should be entirely prohibited, 
unless the State concerned has assimilated its system to that in force in British 
territory. Transport duties from one place to another in British territory should 
be entirely abolished as soon as adequate taxation of the drugs at the 'source' 
of supply has been provided Ipr. A system of free passes t~licensed persons 
is all that is neE!ded. Partial measures of this kind tend to obscure the real 
issue, via., how far consumption needs to be checked by a rise in ~uty. 

680. The system of retail vend differs largely in the different provinces. 

Ca) Se ara~~~Ofe~t~eDSe. ror In some places the licenses" for retail vend of the 
dif[e<eotl:ds oldrugs. drugs are held by t~e same persons and under" 
the same contract as licenses for the sale of opium without any attempt 
to discriminate the amount of fees due to "e~ch. More frequently the 
licenses cover the sale of all kinds of hemp drugs, and the relative demand for 
the differen~ kinds is not ascertainable: Where the demand is small there 
may be reasons for maintaining the latter system, but the hemp drug 
licenses should, in the opinion of the Commission, be distinct from all others, 
and in most cases it is desirable that the licenses for the different kinds of hemp 
drugs should also be distinct j for it is not t he desire of Government that a 
demand for any of the drugs should be created .. Shop licenses should only be 
given where the demand exists, and there may be a demand for one kind and not 
for another. . The demand for a bhang Ii cense, for instance, should not be 
responded to by licensing the !iale of ganja or charas in addition, which may 
not be necessary. As a rule the licenses sh0uld be sold separately. As Mr. 
Stoker says; " This would enable us to provide for ~he sale of the more harmless 
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forms of the drugs without the others, and to meet the demand for one form 
without alIowing the sale of t~e other forms of the drug. " 

681. As to the question whether the licenses for different shops should be 

(h) Separate sal. of shops. 
sold separately or collectivel y for any given tract, the 
Commission are not prepared to generalize. The 

latter system affords a bettf'r guarantee for the respectability of the licensee, and 
has the merit of simplicity. But where auction bids are affected by combina
tions, the separate system may be desirable. The matter is one that must be 
left to the discretion of Local Governments and Administrations. 

682. The Commission are averse, as a rule, to the grant of retail licenses to 

f tail Ii 
wholesale vendors, and there is a good deal of evid-

(c) Grant 0 re censes to 
wholesale vendors. ence against the practice. I t is not desirable to 
insist on the wholesale vendors becoming also the retail vendors, and diversity 
of practice tends to produce complications. If both functions reside in the same 
person, he has too extensive a monopoly, and will command the market to an 
undesirable extent. It cannot be too strongly insisted upon that uniformity 
and simplicity of system are essential to providing the means for ascertaining 
whether the drugs are sufficiently taxed j and when some of the shops are held by 
the wholesale vendors, and others by separate retail vendors, it is more difficult. to 
gauge accurately the effect of the system. At the same time the Commission are 
aware that the practice of allowing wholesale vendors to hold retail licenses is 
very general, and they are unable to recommend that it should be authoritatively 
put a stop to. The subject is one which they would commend to the notice 
of Local Governments with reference to the above remarks. 

683 .. A separate license should be granted for each shop. This is ordinarily 

(d) Licensing of shops. the practice, but there are exceptions. N one should 
be permitted. The District Officer should watch the 

auction bids and refuse to renew licenses if they only amount to a nominal figure. 
The principle should be to supply a real demand, not to create one j and if the 
demand only exists to a very limited extent, the danger of stimulating it must 
prevail against the convenience of the very limited number of.consumers .. The 
number of the population per retail license in the different provinces in 1892 '93 
was as follows :-

Souls. 

Bengal 23,560 

Assam 19,975 

North-Western Provinces . " ... 12,012 

Punjab ... " . 12,869 

Central Provinces ... ... 9, 109 

Madras ... ... ... 144,78 1 

Bombay ... .. , 43,528 

Sind ... 4,478 

Berar .. , ... 6,061 

Ajmerc ... ... ... . .. .. . 3°,130 

Coorg ... ... 'M ... a8,842 
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The number of shops in Ma,dras is only 246, and the al\egation of some of., 
the witnesses that there is no need for shops because the consumers of ganja 
can get ganja when they require it from .the cultivators receives confirmation 
from these statistics. In Bombay the number of shops is stated to be nearly double 
the number of retail licenses, and the difference is not explained. The number 
of souls per shop is only 24,681. No doubt density of population is an element in 
the consideration, and thinly populated tracts-will require more shops proportion
ally than where population is dense; but the number of shops in the North. West
ern Provinces, Punjab, Central Provinces, Sind, and Berar seem to req uire atten. 
tion with reference to these remar\<.s. A considerable .reduction of shops has 
been under consideration in the North·Western Provinces which was to come 
into force in 1893-94' 

684. The hemp drug shops in British India are rarely used as smoking re
sorts. They are not unfrequentIy shops where other 

(t) Consamption on the premises. • I d 
art~c es are also sol. If not, they are generally 

small and incapable of affording accommodation for a number of persons. Gania 
smokers who smokein company generally congregate in places of public resort 
or in their own houses. And the evils which result from consumption of liquor 
on the licensed premises in England may be . said to be unknown in connection 
with ganja shops. There are a few witnesses who in answer to the Commission's 
question on the subject say that such shops are undesirable; but these remarks 
are mainly founded on theoretical objections, not on practical experience. In 
the Central Provinces consumption on the. premises has been prohibited since 
1891, but there is no information as to the origin of the prohibition.· It seems 
probable, however, that when the prohibition was issued as regards madak and 
chandu, the clause was made to include the hemp drugs without special inquiry. 
In the City of Bombay there are two classes of shops-those in which consump' 
tion on the premises is permitted, and those in which it is prohibited. With 
reference to the former, Mr. Campbel\, Col\ector, says: "I think it is a good thing 
to have -some shops in Bombay City where the drugs are consumed on the pre
mises. It keeps the consumers under notice. The shops are bound to close at 
a certain hour and the consumers to behave in an orderly manner. This tends 
to regulate the practice and control the habits of consumers. The closing of 
the· chandu and madak shops is said to have really increased the number from 
14 shops to about 150 clubs. The latter are not open to inspection or visit by 
the authorities. As a matter of fact, too, consnmption of ganja within licensed 
shops is really small and shows no serious evil." Places for sale and consump
tion·of ganja are contemplated by the1bld Bengal Acts II of 186t:? and IV of 1866 

relating to Calcutta. The Excise law is generally silent on the subject. The 
Commission have no recommendation to make on the sUbjPct which may be 
left to the discretion of Local Governments. In the course of their inquiries in tne 
North.Western Provinces, it came to the notice of the Commission that in Luck
now shops were kept by females (called Sakins) for the sale of hemp drugs. The 
witness who mentioned the fact described the" Sakins" as" worse than pros
titutes." The practice was brought to the notice of the Local Government, and 
stringent orders prohibiting the grant of licenses to " Sakins " have been issued. 
It has been brought to the notice of the Commission that in Assam, where indul
gence in liquor sometimes is so rife among the coolies that the garden work is 
entirely stopped, some planters have taken the shops themselves, and kept thelB 

84 
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under control to prevent drunkenness. The plan is one which might be tried as 
regards ganja in cases where its use has any tendency to a similar result. In 
the Punjab and in Quetta.Pishin the licenses for retail vend have a prov~sion 
binding the vendor not to sell the drugs to <;hildren or insane persons. The 
sale to children has been noticed by a few witnesses in other provinces, and th~· 
Commission recommend the. adoption of a similar provision in all such licenses 
everywhere. 

685. The provision made in the law or rules of the Excise Department for con-
. suiting local public opinion in regard to the opening of 

Local OptiOD: Law regarding-
shops is very limited.. The Bengal Act contains a 

provision for assigning to any municipality with its consent the functions of the 
Local Government relating to the grant of licenses, and after such assignment no 
conditions or rules may be imposed by the Local Government without the consent 
of the Municipality. It is not clear whether any municipality in Bengal has' been 
invested with these powers. But in every case of licensing shops in a municipality 
the Collector is ordered by rule to notify to the Municipal Commissioners the 
sites selected for shops within municipallimit~ j and should they object to any of 
them, he is instructed carefully to consider their objections, and, if he does not 
agree with them, refer the matter to the Commissioner of Excise for decision, 
pending which he must not allow any shop to be opened on a site objected to. 
In no other province is there any special provision of the law for ascertaining the 
wishes of the people in regard to the opening of shops for the sale of hemp drugs. 

686. The subject of local option was put to the witnesses, who were asked 

EvideDce of revenue authorities whether the wishes of the people are consulted or' 
regarding local option. considered in any way before a shop is opened in 
any locality, what measures are taken for this purpose, and whether local public 
opinion ought to be thus considered. The number of witnesses who have replied. 
in the affirmative to the latter question is considerable-228 in all, of whom 31 
are superior civil officers, 79 subordinate civil officers, and 104 n·on·officials. But 
very few of these witnesses express any opinion as to the method by which local 
opinion should be consulted. The existing practice is not to consult local opinion 
definitely. The opinions of local subordinate officers are received, but seldom 
those of the residents of the locality, though any objections which may be made 
are considered. With this procedure the highest authorities generally are satis
fied. In. Bengal, Mr. Lyall says: "No attempt at a plebiscite or anything of that 
kind is made. The number of shops has been greatly reduced of late years, as 
statistics will shol\"' Further reduction wdbld cause great· discomfort to con
sumers, and I think they have a right to be considered. I am not prepared to 
say whether an appeal to public opinion would result in the closing of many more 
shops." Mr. Westmacott says: "I think it is rubbish consulting local public 
opinion. It generally means consulting a number of babus who are out of all sym
pathy with other classes, and 1ltterly ignorant and careless of their requirements. 
By babus I mean those known'in Bengal as the Madra/ok" comprising pleaders and 
schoolmasters in great part. My remarks do not apply to zamindars, who would. 
not come forward and give an opinion in the matter of local option, but I should 
undoubtedly go to them if anxious to find out what the local public opinion was. 
There would be no 'difficulty in getting public opinion in the villages, for it would 
be ascertained from the pradhallS or principal raiyats j but in towns the division 
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between classes is such that there is no homogeneous public opinie,n, if I may 
use the phrase." Mr. Gupta says local" opinion is not formally consulted, but 
attention is paid to any reasonable objection raised against particular sites, though 
most of the sites being old ones, it. is seldor;n that they are objected to. More
over, shops for the sale of hemp drugs are not considered a nuisance, and are 
often accommodated in the same room w: ere other business is carried on." In 
the North-Western Provinces, Mr. Cadell says: " I have never heard of any objec_ 
tions to drug shops. I have heard such objection regarding spirit sbops. The 
wishes of the community should be consulted. Hitherto the objection to drug 
shops has always come from above, vis., from the Board, the Commissioner, or 
the Collector." Mr. Stoker's evidence is to a: similar effect. In the Punjab, Mr. 
Gordon Walker says: "There is nothing in the nature of 'local option.' In 
practice the shop sites remain as they have been established for a long time, and 
the necessity for a change in the way of adding new shops or closing existing 
ones seldom arises." It may, however, be noted that 'there is special provision 
in the Punjab for inviting the opinion of the residents of a locality regarding the 
opening of a new liquor shop and holding a local. inquiry if necessary. Similarly 
in the' Central Provinces, there is a modified system of local option as regards 
liquor shops, which are more than six times as numerous as ganja shops, but not in 
regard to the latter. Mr. Drake-Brockman says that the administration has all along 
shaped its policy on the assumption that the drug is extremely deleterious, and it 
is a standing order that no more should be licensed than are necessary to meet the 
demands ot consumers, who, if a licit supply were not available, would probably 
supply themselves illicitly. Mr. Laurie says: "In an agricultural province like this, 
the people are not given to formulating their views in speech or writing j and 
'public opinion' can only be arrived at by laborious research." In Madras" it has 
been directed that in cases of alterations in the number or sites of shops in muni
cipalities, a list of the proposed shops wi th their sites should be forwarded to the 
Council in sufficient time to admit of its remarks being received and con
sidere~ j and though in the rural tracts the location of shops is at the discretion of 
Revenue officers, representations from District or Taluk Boards or Taluk Unions 
would invariably be received with attcntiofl." In Bombay, Mr. Mackenzie says: 
II There is n~ fixed rule as to local option. In some districts it is attended to 
carefully i in others the Collector uses his discretion according to the information 
he possesses as to the demand i but in all any representation by the inhabita.nts 
for or against the establishment of a shop would have full consideration. Such 
reP,fesentations, Iiowever, have seldom been made." The same is the case'

o 

in 
Sind. Mr. James, the Commissioner, says: "No concession vi local oIXion in the 
matter of hemp drug shops has been made, nor is it necessary. Where there is 
sufficient demand, the farmer applies for a shop, and retailers are all grocers, and 
the drug forms an addition to their ordinary stock of groceries ...... A farmer does 
not, like a publican at home, stimulate sales by accessories calculated to make his 
shops attractive. He simply depends on the demand. The Collector and District 
Magistrate, atter consulting the local officials, is able to judge whether a shop 
should be opened or not, and local residents other than the consulllers of the dru~ 

<-
take no more interest in the matter than a tailor in an English country town in the 
question whether a particular grocer down the street should have a license to sell 
daret or not. The subordinate officials whom the Collector would consult before 
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deciding ...... no doubt ask the local zamindars or Hindu mukhi their opinion upon 
this as upon most matters affecting the peace and comfort of the village. But 
the matter is too insignificant for any formal rule to be made or to be neces
sary." 

687. It is perhaps doubtful what might be the effect of an attempt to canvass 

Other evideJIce. 
public opinion more completely than is at present 
done. A missionary in Bengal and another in 

Assam think that local public opinion wculd close every ganja shop. But 
Mr. Cockburn, an officer of long standing in the Opium Department, North
Western Provinces,says: II If the wishes of the people were consulted, the number 
of liquor shops would be at once doubled, and ganja and bhang obtained at every 
bania's." Mr. Thorburn, Commissioner in the Punjab, takes the same view. A 
missionary in Madras, who is an advocate of prohibition, says: "I do not 
see the use of consulting local opinion on such a question. Though public 
opinion is decidedly aga,inst the use of hemp drugs, it is doubtful if the 
majority of the people would take the trouble to express any 'opinion on 
the subject, while consumers of the drug would certainly try to show that 
opinion was in favour of opening such shops." One witness in the' Central 
Provinces sees serious objections to referring the question to public 
opinion on the ground that, "whenever public opinion is taken, it has led to 
many difficulties and mal·administration." There are three opinions, two in 
Bengal and one in Madras,. for consulting district and local boards 
as well as municipalities regarding the opening and shutting of shops; and 
one witness in Bengal would ascertain local option through the panchayats 
which exist under the Chaukidari Act; but none of these witnesses seem to have 
mu ch confidence in the plan they propose. 

688. The Commission feel that except in municipalities where the responsibi
lity of regulating the number of the shops might with 

Comm.ission's view of local option. b h' advantage e sha~ed by t e District and 1\1 unicipal 
authorities, therr,is not much need or opportunity for soliciting public opinion 
in regard to thi' matter i but that the leading rural notables, zamindars, or head- . 
men should b'1consulted'by the subordinate officer who repor~s the' case when 
new shops are proposed, and that objections, if presented, should contillue to 
receive the most careful attention. But the district officer must be wholly 
responsible for not allowing shops to exist where there is not a demand for 
them. 

689. The object of limiting the amount of the drug which may be legally 

J4aximuDi of possession. 
possessed by anyone person is to place a check 
upon smuggling and to restrict consumption. The 

imposition of this limit is specially required where the proximity of Native States 
affords facilities for the former; and recommendations for lowering the maximum 
are made by several witnesses in this connection. Consumption is also thereby 
checked, for not only is excess fostered by the possession of a large store, but 
means are afforded for more extensive distribution of the drug. The maximum 
of legal possession is very different in different parts of India. The limit as fixed 
by Act XXlI of 1881, which is in force in the North·Western Provinces, 
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the Punjab, the Central Provinces, Ajmere, Coorg, and Quetta-Pishin, is as 
follows :-

Ganja or charas, or any preparation or admixture thereof 

Bhang, or any preparation or admixture thereof 

... 5 tolas. 

i ser. 

This amount is held to be reasonable by the Excise Commissioner, North
Western· Provinces, and there are. no opinions of any w~ight in favour of its 
.alteration. 

In Bengal the limit fixed by Bengal Act VII of 1878 is as follows:-

lianja or bhang, or any preparation or admixture of the same ... i ser. 

Charas, or any preparation or admixture of the same ... 5 tolas. 

There are several witr.esses who recommend the reduction of the maximum 
"for ganja to 5 tolas j ·and, though the subject has not been noticed by any very 
nigh authority, the majority of these witnesses are men of .special experience in 
..excise matters. As regards ganja imported from the Orissa Tributary Mahals, the 
Bengal Government has authority under the Act to fix a lower maximum,. and it 
-has accordingly fixed 5 tolas. 

In Madras the Act (I of 1886) provides that the Government may fix a 
limit. No such limit has been prescribed, and the Commission are of opinion 
that this should be done. 

In Bombay and Sind the Act (V of 1878) prescribes the limit fixed by the 
Government for retail sale as the limit of possession. This limit has been fixed 
;by notification for the whole Presidency at 40 tolas or half an Indian ser· for all 
intoxicating drugs. There is a considerable amount of evidence in Bombay that 
ihis limit is too high. Mr. Mackenzie says that it might be very considerably 
reduced; and four Collectors, Messrs. Campbell, Monteath, Woodward, and Lely, 
recoinmend the adoption of 5 tolas as the limit for ganja. Eleven other witnesses 

:in this province advocate reduction of the maximum. In Sind there are fewer 
.()pinions on the subject, but there also the reduction of the limit is recommended 
·by three witnesses. 

In Berar no limit of possession is prescribed j the limit for retail sale 
:.is-ganja and bhang, 20 tolas i charas,s tolas. Three witnesses recommend 
reduction of the limit, two of whom are excise officers. 

690' As regards ganja and charas, and any preparation or admixture of the 

The Commission's view. 
same, the Commission are of opinioI;l that there 
should be one limit for the whole of India, and that 

. this limit should be 5 tolas. It is only in Bengal that this measure would require 
an alteration ofthe law, and the opportunity should be taken when the Excise Act. 
·is amended to make the necessary provision. It is understood that the subject 
has already been under discussion, and that this amendment of the law has been 
recommended by the Excise Commissioner. As regards bhang, the limit is 
nowhere less than t ser. . This limit is probably low enough where the hemp plant 
.grows wild, 'III"tI., in the Bengal Presidency. For other provinces, where bhang is 
"lIlerely the refuse of the ganja plant, the question arises whether the limit ought 

. 85 
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'to. be higher than in the case ef ganja. But upen the whele the Cemmissien 
think that the two. products, ganja and bhang, are sufficiently distinct, and that 
no. great ebjectien exists to. aHewing a higher maximum_ They weuld therefere 
recemmend tliat 5 telas fer ganja er charas and 20. telas er t ser fer bhang be 
regarded as the proper maxima fer all provinces, and that as eppertunity effers 
.aU Native States be advised to aocept these limits. There is certainly seme 
advantage, censidering hew British territory is interlaced with Native State 
territery, in having ene standard in this respect fer the whele ef India. 

69'1. In the case ef the excise ef -spirits, the duty is levied en the alcehelic 

TaxatioDoC hemp drugs according to strength. centent ef the liquid as determined by the 
percentage ef preef spirit present, and, in 

view ef the varying ameunt ef resin extractien present in different qualities ef 
bemp drugs' (en which the' narcetic value depends), it might be argued that 
the equitable mede ef levying duty weuld be by the adeptien of a sliding 
scale, the duty varying with the percentage ef resin extractien present. But 
there are at present practical djfficulties against the adeptien ef such a system. 
The physielegical value Df the resin extractien present in, aU samples is' not 
similar j and, thDugh two. specimens may centain ,precisely the same percent. 
age Df resin extractien, it dees nDt fellew that the narcetic pewer Df the drugs 
weuld be equal, and also. that the percentage Df extractien in the drugs may vary 
frem year to. year. The CDmmis'siDn, therefere, 'make no. recemmendatiDn 
regarding the taxatien ef hemp drugs accerding to. their strength. 

692. The' prDvince of Burma stands Dn a different feeting from that 
Burma. Df any ether prDvince, inasmuch as the hemp drugs 

History oC prohibition. are entirely prehibited. This prehibition was put 
into. ferce in the year 1873 and embedied in the Excise Act, 188;. The Chief Com
missioner has power to grant special ;Iicenses for cultivation, sale, and possessien 

, ef the drugs; but the po.wer has net been used. Theprehibition arese eut ef the 
inquiry made by the Government ef India in 1871 .. Sir Ashley Eden, then Chief 
Cemmissioner, recerded the foHDwing remarks regarding ganja in his review ef 
the Excise Report for 1870-71: ' I. The sale ef this article is prehibited at Ram~ 
ree, Sandoway, Tavoy, and Mergui, and the Chief Commissioner considers that 
no further additien . should be made to. the number of places for the sale ef this 
pernicious drug, which is smoked only by the natives ef India. Indeed, he weuld 
be glad to have the opinion Df the Cemmissioners as to the possibility ef with· 
qrawing aH licenses for the sale of ganja througheut the province. Its use is at 
present happily little known to the people Df the country; at the same time there 
is every reasen to. fear that a taste fDr it may be spread ameng them by the peeple 
Df India as in the case ef epium. It certainly seems to the Chief Commissiener 
.that it is very desirable to. at ence sacrifice the small revenue derived from this 
source and step the consumptienabselutely befere the evil cernes upon the 
country. The only sufferers from the cessation of the supply will be a few ef the 
Indian labeurers who co. me to. werk here during the rice seasen. They must 
learn to take the want Df ganja as ene of the discemferts ef a sojourn in a fereign 
land, fer which they are amply compen~atedby the large earnings they ebtain. 
The Chief CDmmissiener ebserves that the percentage ef persens admitted to. 
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the Dacca Lunatic Asylum in Bengal who had lost their intellect from the effects 
of ganja was from-

1860 to 1867 

1858 to 1870 .. , '" 

Per cent. 

'... 45·4 

... 34·7 

It has been said that some ganja has been grown lately in this province. 
The cultivation should be at once checked." A copy of these remarks, together 
with the opinions of local officers, civil and medical, was sent to the Government 
of India in reply to the enquiry. There is very little in the opinions which goes to 
establish the injuriousness of the drugs, and it may therefore be taken that 
Sir Ashley Eden's strong expression of opinion embod.ies the reasons for which 
the Government of India concurred in absolute prohibition which was enforc
ed from the beginning of the' year 1873-74. Apparently Sir Ashley Eden relied 
.largely upon the statistics of the Dacca Lunatic Asylum for his opinion. The 
arguments to be derived from these statistics have been considerably modifi
ed by the Commission's investigations. In 1878 the -Government of India 
addressed the Chief Commissioner of Burma jn the following terms, "In 
1873 the sale and cultivation of ganja in British Burma were prohibited. In 
September 1874 the import of the drug by sea was also prohibited. These 
arrangements received the approval of the Government of India on the under
standing that it would be possible by this means to prevent the use of ganja 
altogether in British Burma. Your present proposals show that it has' not as yet 
been found possible, and tend to throw some .doubt upon the policy of 1873 and 
1874. I am therefore directed to request that yi>U will be good enough· to 
examine the result of the repressive measures alre~dy adopted, and favour the 
Government of India with your opinion as to whether it would be advisable to 
persevere in the attempt to prohibit absolutely the use of ganja in British Burma, 
or whether it would not be preferable to revert to a system of licensed sale of 
the drug upon payment of heavy duties." The Chief Commissioner, however, 
considered that" a return to the license system would be a retrograde step, and. 
that the possession of ganja in British Burma should be altogether prohibited 
by, law. The grounds for this opinion are that ganja is admittedly more 

·baneful than opium; that as yet the drug is unknown to the Buimese, or at any 
rate is not used by them to such an extent as to become a luxury the sudden 
withdrawal of which would be felt; that in the Arakan Hill Tracts the total prO'
hibition of ganja has worked well; and that the people of Burma at present 
addicted to its use are solely, it is beliel'ed, immigrant natives of India" (Excise 
Report for 18n-78). These views were accepted by the Government of India, 
and the provisions relating to Burma in Act XXII of 1881 were the result. From 
that date the subject was not mentioned in the Excise Re~orts for the next 8 
years. In the report for 1890-91 the only notice is that one Burman. was prO'
secuted for cultivation of ganja. In the report for 1891-92, 31 breaches of the 
Excise law in respect of ganja are mentioned, in which 27 convictions, involving 
236 tolas of ganja, were secured. This was in tbe Arakan Division. There 
is a special statement for Upper Burma showing 12 tolas of ganja confiscated 
in Yew and 13 viss and 1 tola in Lower Chindwin. The same statementfor 1892-
93 shows 2,000 tolas of gania as confiscated in yew and 532 (or 352) in Upper 
Chindwin. There is still no mention of the subject in the reports. 
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693. A statement has now been furnished to the Commission ~howing the 

. Smuggling of ganj. in Burm.. seizures of ganja for the past five years and during 
the first eight months of 1893-94. 

These are as follows :-

Tolas. 

1888.89 '" '70754 
1889-90 

. 
626 ... 

1890'9' ... 1,218 

1891-92 2,430 

1892-93 5,856 

1893-94 (8 months) 3°,353 

I n commenting on these figures, the Assistant Collector of . Customs and 
Superintendent, Preventive Service (Mr. Culloden), says:. "That there exists a 
demand for the article, and that high prices are paid for it no one ~an deny ..• '" 
The illicit traffic is kept up with more or less of regularity,:the largest quantities 
coming from the Madras coast. Advantage has also been taken of smuggling 
the drug by post... .•• Punjabis, Pathans, Natives of Upper India, and Madrassi 
sepoys are those addicted to the use of ganja. The attempts at smuggling have 
been more frequent since the introduction of the Punjabi element in the 
Police force...... No case of Burmans making use ofganja has ever been brought 
to my notice." In his oral evidence before the Commission, Mr. Culloden 
stated: "I have been in Burma since 1853, and my experience of ganja has 
dated since then. I have been in the Customs Department ever. since. My juris
diction extends along the river bank from Pegu river to Kemendine on the Irra
waddy... .....• I think that since 1873 the importation of ganja has been going 
on regularly without diminishing. I think that of late years it has increased very 
much. There are many more natives of India. That would explain' increase. 
In regard to seizures, a sudden drop in the number may be due to a change in 
the practices 'of smugglers. Then we would not know how to search for and 
detect consignments until we learned their new ways. This would in turn lead to 
a rise in the number of seizures till their plans were changed. This is the only ex
planation I can give of the great drop in 1889'90 and the increase in 1893 .........•••• 
I hear and believe that there is a great deal of ganja in the country. I have been 
told by informers that the drug costs a rupee a tola." Mr. Lewis, senior Excise 
Officer in the town of Rangoon, who has been 32 years in Burma and 18 years in 
Rangoon, gives similar evidence; but he says that the price of ganja in the bazar 
is now only four annas a tola. He adds: " I am· afraid, I must say, that the 
prohibition is ineffective in Rangoon. The consumers get their ganja all the same. 
and hundreds are getting a living by it .•• ......• I do not believe that ganja could 
be stopped even by an army of officials and constant interference with the people. 
If they could not get it otherwise, they would .send small quantities in letters •. I 
do not know what would happen if ganja were not produced elsewhere; but so long 
as there is ganja available in India, they wilrhave it in Burma. Our preventive, 
measures undoubtedly lead to oppression. False charges are frequent ..••••••..••••••• 
Ganja is not only weight for weight cheaper than opium, but the ganja habit is a 
cheaper habit ............ The Burman consumers, however, were very few. Burmans 
use ganja for their cattle, not for themselves. The few consumers abandoned the 
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habit on the prohibition, . I 'do not think that the Burmans would ever take to 
ganja, During my thirty years' experience I have found that they do lIOt take to it. 
They take it for their cattle only." 

694. These· opinions have been quoted at some length, as the Customs 

Failure of prohibition. 
officers are in the best position for giving an opinion 
regarding the smuggling of ganja. But the majority 

of the witne.sses who have means of knowing about the subject are of the same 
opinion regarding the failure of the prohibition to keep ganja Ollt of the country. 
They also consider that nothing more than has been done can be done to render 
the prohibition effectual. The Commission are of opinion that the prohibition has 
not been effectual, and that strong reasons are required to justify its maintenance. 
In regard to this subject opinions are divided. Thr,ee Commissioners (I, 2 and 3), 
notwithstanding their admission that the prohibition is ineffectual, are in favour of 
maintaining it. Three Deputy Commissioners (12,,14 and 10) hold the same view, 
Their object is to keep t.he drug from the Burmans. Three Deputy Commissioners 
(9, 16 and6) would be willing to see a system introduced which would enable the 
natives of India to get the drug on payment of dutYI provided the Burmans were 
not allowed to have access to it. The Bishop of Rangoon, who was 20 years as a 
Medical Missionary in Madras, and has spent II years in Burma, seems to incline 
to the same opinion. 

695. The Commission have formed the opinion that the Burmese have no 
Conclusions of the Commission natural propensity for the drug •. H ad this been the 

regarding Burma. case, there would have been some evidence of its use 

by them before the prohibition was 'issued. In the report fot 187~-73 it is stated 
that gan ja was" obtainable in any quantity in Upper Burma, although it is not used 
by the Burmans." There is evidence that it was produced to -a considerable extent 
in Upper Burma before British rule, or at least that it was imported thither from 
the States adjoining it. Yet the habit does not seem to have been formed by the 
people. Nor is there any evidence to show that the Burmese in LO"ler Burma ever 
took to the drug either before or since the prohibition, though it is clear that there 
was no great obstacle to their doing so. While holding this opinion, the Commis
sion have no de'sire to advocate the entire removal of the prohibition. They think 
it is unnecessary to interfere with it so far as it concerns the Burmans. They have 
no desire for the drug, and might not take to it in the future any more than they 
have in the past j but there is no objection to keeping it out of their reach. In re. 
gard to the natives of India, the case is different. The present illicit traffic is de
moralising to them and to the Government servants who are powerless to deal with 
it. The strong justification necessary to maintaining the present state of affairs is 
not to be found in the conclusions at which the Commission have arrived in regard 
to the moderate use of the drug. It 'would, in the opinion of the Commissioh, be 
better to license this use of the drug under proper control and taxation than to 
maintain an unworkable prohibition. No change in the law would he required, as 
the Chief Commissioner has the necessary powers under the Excise Act in force. 
The Commission, it is true, do not much believe in the possibility of restricting 
the use of an intoxicant by registration or otherwise to special classes of the 
population. The experience which will be gained in regard to the recent measures 
for regulating the supply of opium in Burma will show whether their VIew IS 
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correct or not. But in the case of ganja there seems little or no risk of the Burmese 
taking to its use in contravention of the law,. inasmuch as they seem to have no 
predisposition to do so. Under these circumstance~ the Commission would recom
mend that where there is a demand for the hemp drugs among natives of India 
in Burma, provision should be made for meeting this demand by a licit supply 
under the same regulations as are in force in other non-producing countries, the 
prohibition of cultivation being maintained as well as that of ~he use by the 
Burmans. 



CHAPTER XVII. 

SYSTEMS OF NATIVE STATES. 

696. The foregoing chapter contains the views of the Commission on the 
Systems in Native States. introduction throughout British India of a ~ystem 

of excise in regard to hemp drugs which will be 
ultimately uniform. But this uniformity of system must necessarily fail of 
its purpose unless the co.operation of the Native: States which are interlaced 
with British territory is at the same time secured. A brief review of the 
systems at present in force in Native States is therefore necessary, together with 
some remarks as to the desirability of securing the adoptiol'l of a similar system 
in those States. The material at the disposal of the Commission in regard to 
the States is somewhat incomplete and fragmentary, but a good deal of inform
ation of a general character has been obtained which will enable the Commissio~ 
to come to some decision on the subject. 

697. The conditions under which the wild hemp is found 'have been detailed 
States in the Himalayan tract in Chapter III. Generally it may be said that the 

where the plant grows wild. wild growth only thrives in the HilPalayan tract. 
The Native States falling within this tract are Kashmir, some of the Punjab 
Hill States, Garhwal Tehri and Rampur in the North-Western Provinces, Nepal, 
Kuch Behar, and the Assam Hill States. In all these States bhang is produced j 

but as tbe control of bhang in similarly situated tracts in British territory has 
been pronounced impracticable, this fact need not interfere with British -excise 
arrangements. Kashmir apparently produces no charas properly so called, and 
all the charas which comes to the Punjab through Kashmir is accounted for under 
the Punjab system of registration. A little charas comes from Garhwal and from 
Nepal, but the amount is not sufficient to disturb British arrangements. The 
cultivation of ganja is prohibited in Kuch Behar, which receives its supplies from 
Rajshabi, the duty being credited to the Sta~e. Ganja to a very small extent is 
said to be imported from Nepal, and there is considerable smuggling of inferior 
ganja from the Assam Hill States which has been noticed in Chapter XV. With 
this last exception, it may be stated g~nerally,that the system or want of system 
in regard to hemp drugs in' all these States is a factor which need not be taken 
into account in the excise system of British India. And as regards the Assam 
Hill States, .it is probable that no further preventive measures can b~ taken at 
present than those already adopted, vis., prevention through the Assam Excise 
establishment when the drug is brought into British territory for sale. There is 
\10 system in force in the Hill States, and for some time to come it is not likely 
that any can be expected. 

698. The extent to which the hemp drugs are produced in the Native States 
In other States the production or in other parts of India, and exported from them to 

ganja is the mostimportaDtfeature. the various British provinces, has been detailed in 
Chapters IV and VII of this Report, so far as can be gathered from the informa
tion received. It is mainly in respect of the production of ganja that the arrange
ments in these States have any perceptible effect on the British excise system. 
The conditi~ns of the principal States or groups of States. in thi~ respect 
will be briefly noticed in the following paragraphs as well as the systems in. 
force. 
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699. The cultivation of hemp for ganja in Hyderabad is said to amo~nt to 

Hyderabad. 
300 or 400 acres. Bhang is the refuse of the ganja 
so produced, There is no restriction of cultivation, 

but the right of selling the drugs is auctioned, and the cultivators are bound 
to dispose of their produce to the licensee. There are 270 'shops for the sale 
of ganja and bhang and 50 for majum. In small districts the contract of sale 
is given with that of certain poisons (arsenic, strychnia, and aconite) and opium. 
For foreign import or export of ganja a duty of Rs. 10 per maund is levied, 
and of hhang Rs. 3'5 per maund. The imports of ganja as given in the 
State memorandum average for five years 79 maunds, and the exports 9 maunds 
only. But there are no reliable statistics. The Dir~ctor of Agriculture puts the 
outturn at 5 to 6 maunds per acre, which would give a result of from I ,5~0 to 
2,400 maunds per annum, Of this, only an average of 300 maunds is traceable 
as having been transmitted by railway. There is no recora of the ganja trans-
mitted by other means. ' 

The Hyderabad State marches with the Madras and Bombay Presidencies, 
Berar, and the Central Provinces, but only for a short distance with the 
last named. There are no complaints of smuggling from Hyderabad into the 
Central Provinces, though smuggling from Berar is mentioned. If ganja 
is systematically treated in Madras, Bombay, and Berar, the arrangements will 
be incomplete unless a similar change is made in the H yderabad State j and as the 
regular cultivation in the latter appears to be confined to certain definite areas, 
control will probably be quite feasible should the Darbar agree to exercise it. For 
the present, however, the existing arrangements under which the produce must 
all be made over to the licensed vendors and a tax le,vied on all imports and 
exports will, if they are observed, be sufficient to check the 'export of ganja 
to British provinces. When by reason of the, perfecting of the system in 
British territory the inducements to smuggle cheap ganja from Hyderabad are 
increased, it will then be advis3.ble to suggest to the State the desirability of 
exerclsmg more complete control' over the cultivation of the plant and its 
produce. 

,or;>. The administration of excise in Mysore in respect of hemp drugs 

Myoore. 
is based upon Act XXII of 1881, which is in force 
in the State, and is ill advance of that of b~th the 

presideneies which adjoin it. Cultivation is forbidden except under license, 
and the produce of all licensed cultivation must be sold to the licensed contractor 
or exported under a pass. But licensed cultivation has been practicaJly abandoned; 
and though it is stated in the memorandum that illicit cuI.tivation and smuggling 
are not carried on to any appreciable extent, there seems some doubt whether this 
view is correct. Mr. McDonnell, the Special Assistant Excise Commissioner, 
states that, "owing to the heavy dues imposed by the State (Rs. 24 per 
Indian maund) and the abnormally 101Y price of ganja across the frontier, there 
are strong inducements to commit a fraud on the M ysore revenue. " Thus, 
although the climate and soil of the State are well adapted for the produc
tion oJ the ganja plant, the regulations introduced by the State authorities 
for controlling its production have had the effect of stopping it altogether owing 
to the want of system in British territory and the facility with which it is 
procurable thence at a much lower rate; and a large amount of the ganja 
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imported pays no duty. In regard to this, Mr. McDonnell says: " Mysore.is heavily 
handicapped by the extensive smuggling of ganja from Her Majesty's territory." . 

The system of licensing sale and levying fees therefor in Mysore may be 
thus briefly described. A contract is given to a single person on condition that-

(I) he pays duty on wholesale \'end to the Darbar at the rate of 6 annas 
per ser for ganja and' 2 annas for majum, etc. j 

(2) he sells at fixed rates to retail vendors, 'Ilia •• ganja 10 annas per ser, 
and majum. etc., 4 annas per ser j 

(3) he sells to retail vendors in quantities not less than 10 sers of ganja 
and 5 sers of majum in Bangalore andMysore, and 5 sers of ganja. 
and 2 sers of majum elsewhere j 

(4) the drugs shall be of good quality. and that registers are kept, etc. j 

(5) he guarantees a fixed sum to the Darbar. 

The ser in Mysore consists of 24 toIas. The amount guaranteed appears tl) 
be fixed by tender. There are 57 wholesale shops licensed free, and 109 retail 
shops which are not ordinarily sold by auction, but licensed free, except in 
Mysore and Bangalore. where Rs. 3 per mensem is paid for each license. Retail 
vendors have to sell· to the p~blic at the rate of 13 annas per ser for ganja and 
6 annas per ser for bhang, and may not sell more than 4 tolas to any person on 
the sam)': day. 'Charas is unknown, and bhang is the refuse of ganja. 

Thus there is a very complete system at work in this State, though some 
of its details may be open to criticism, and the principal difficulties attending its 
administration arise from the want of system in British territory. Ganja is 
freely imported into the State from Madras, and it has been shown (Chapter 
VII) that it is also probably imported from the Dharwar district in Bombay. 
This appears to the Commission to afford a cogent argument for the introduc
lion of control in the Madras and Bombay Presidencies, 

,.-.'" 

701. The, Comm:i'ssion have little information regarding Kalat and Las 

Baluchistan. 

ance. 

Beyla. But there is no export of the drugs from these 
States to British India, so the matter is of no import-

7°2.' Prior to 1892 there was no restriction on the preparation or sale of the 

Baroda. 
hemp drugs in Baroda. A State monopoly of sale 
was then introduced, Cultivation of the plant is 

not prohibited, but it is reported to exist only in one village, and to a very limited 
extent. No exports to British territory are reported. and there is evidence to the 
effect that.since the introduction of the license system smuggling from the State 
into British territory has almost entirely ceased. A large amount of the drugs is 
said to be imported from other provinces or States. A customs duty is levied on 
the imports. but the amount is .not stated. There are 101 shops for sale of ganja. 
etc .• and as many as 157 more have been sanctioned, but not opened. Charas 
is not used. In this State the arrangements are, therefore, fairly complete. If 
·owing to the introduction of a more systematic treatment the price of ganja in 
the Bombay Presidency w:ere to rise considerably, cultivation in the Baroda. 
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State would very probably revive; and as there is now practically no cultivation, 
the present time would be opportune for moving the State to introduce a thorough 
system of control in this respect also. 

703. The information regarding the excise administration of the Native States 

Central India Agency. 
in Central India in respect of hemp drugs is very in
complete. From Gwalior, where there is a con5iderable 

amount of ganja produced, no information has been received except that which 
has been furnished through the North-Western Provinces. Through the courtesy 
of the Agent to the Governor-General, a useful memorandum has been recorded 
by Mr. R. H. Gunion, of Indore, which puts in a compendious form all the inform
ation obtained from the other States in the Agency. The Minister to His 
Highness the Maharaja of Holkar has also given a full account of the adminis
tration of that State. 

There is cultivation of the hemp plant for the production of ganja in Indore, 
Baghelkhand, Dewas, Bhopawar, and Gwalior, and possibly also in Bhopal and 
Western Malwa. There appears to be no restriction of cultivation in the Central 
India Agency, and Mr. Gunion thinks that there is no system of licensing sale 
of the drugs except in Indore and Rewa, though the Commission have ascertained 
from other sources that sale is licensed in Gwalior and Bhopal. Mr. Gunion's 
opinion that there are no restrictions on manufacture or on import and' export of 
the drug. but that duties are levied on it as, on other merchandise, appears to be 
correct. 

704. In Indore the average cultivation, which is said to be on the decrease, 

Indore. 
is reported by the State officials above mentioned to. 
be about 181 bighas or 113 acres, and the average 

imports and exports of ganja 153 maunds and 377 maunds respectively; but in 
1892-93 the imports amounted to 84 maunds and the exports to 1,318 maunds. 
It is therefore clear that the exports exceed the imports. Mr. Stoker says' 
that a little ganja is imported into the North-Western Provinces from Indore. 
Mr. Drake-Brockman'says that ganja is largely grown in the Sanawad pargana 
of Indore, which separates the Kanapur Beria tract from the rest of the 
Nimar district in the Cenfral Provinces, and there is thus a considerable area 
into which the introduction of Indore ganja is practically inevitable. Accordingly 
in 1879 a suggestion was made to the Agent to the Govemor-General that exports
from IndQre territory should be taxed and only permitted under formal pass, and 
a duty of Rs. 7 per 'maund was fixed by the Darbar. This seems to have check
ed smuggling, for the evidence from the Central Provinces is against its prevalence, 
though some still exists. Mr. Gunion's estimate of the amount of ganja and bhang. 
annually produced is 900 maunds. The right to sell by retail is auctioned. There 
were 45 licenses in 1892-93. The income from this source appears to be on the 
increase, and this is the case also as regards the fixed duties since 1886-87. In 
the latter year they amounted to Rs. 461. In 1.892-93 they were Rs. 3, I II. 

It is evident that the Indore State possesses considerable facilities for the 
production of ganja and for its distribution in British territory, and in the in
terests of tbe sys~em of administration proposed for British provinces it is ex· 
tremely desirable that the production of the drug in this State should be brought> 
under contro\. 
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705. All that is known abuut the administration of the hemp drugs in Gwalior 

Gwalior. 
is that the cultivation is reported to be about 400 
acres; that a duty of Rs. 5 per maund is levied on 

all ganja exported to British provinces, a,nd Rs_ 2-8-0 per maund on ganja trans
ported from one place to another in the State; and that the cultivator may only 
sell to a licensed vendor. The Commission also have information that the 
cultivator pays Rs. 12 per acre over and above his fixed rent; but whether this 
payment is made to the State is 110t clear. There is a fixed rate for retail 
sale,4 annas per ser. Mr. Stoker is of opinion that the Gwalior ganja is gaining 
ground in the North-Western Provinces, and is being substituted for the Khand
wa ganja, while bolh together are' ousting the supply of Bengal ganja. The' culti
vation is said to be confined to three tahsils of the State-Antri, Sipri, and Kalaras j 

so the control of cultivation would probably be a simple matter; and if such 
control can be brought about, it would greatly facilitate the North-Western Prov
inces administration. Some charas is produced, but apparently in very small 
quantities; bhang of a superior quality is produced at Ujjain and Sipri. The State 
is bound by special arrangement to prevent export into British territory. (Gwalior 
Salt Agreement, Aitchison, No. XXI, Article 6.) 

706. All that has been ascertained in regard to Bhopal is that there is a 
, licensed COl')tractor for each pargana who sells by 

BhopaL 
retail in his own shop, and authorises others to 

do so as his agents. Mr. Drake-Brockman says that local transit dues are levied, 
but they are not sufficiently high to check transport into the neighbouring dis_ 
tricts of the Central Provinces. Mr. Gunion says that about 100,COO persons 
are said to use one or other of the hemp drugs. The Commission have no inform
ation regarding cultivation in this State. It adjoins the Central Provinces, and 
control of the hemp drugs is very des'irable from this point of view. 

707. The principal State in the Baghelkhand Agency is Rewa. There is 

BagheJkhand Agency. some cultivation for ganja, but no particulars have 
been ascertained. There are contractors for sale 

of the drugs who are said to pay a fixed duty and license fees to the State. The 
greater part of the population are Vaishnavas, and the population in gen!!ral are 
said to be opposed to the use of the drug. A little charas is said to be imported 
from ~atna. The Agency lies between the North-Western Provinces, the Central 
Provinces, and Chota Nagpur, and any want of control in the matter of hemp 
drugs would probably have a serious effect on the excise administration of tho'se 
provmces. 

708. There is no information in the memorandum regarding the administra
tion of the States of the Bundelkhand Agency. But 
Mr. Stoker mentions the Agency as one of the main 

sources for supply of ganja to the North-Western Provinces. In all tbe States 
, , 

Bundelkhand Agency. ' 

he adds, there is some duty on export, but it is variable and unequal. In one 
place it is 2 annas per rupee of the price, which would be about Re. 1 to Rs. \I 

per maund. In another it is said to be Rs. 1-9-0 on each purchase irrespective 
of quality. But these rates require co~firmation. 'Mr. Stoker is not sure that 
all the ganja which comes from tliese States is of local growth, and he suspects 
.some of it comes from'Gwalior or Khandwa originally. The plant is, however, 
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said to be cultivated to some extent, and the produce not to be distinguishable 
from Gwalior ganja. Mr. Stoker notes that this source of supply is capable of 
extension. The capital and a great part of the Chirkari State is situated in the 
middle of the Hamirpur district in the North-Western Provinces. The country 
is wild and mountainous, and prevention of smuggling is impossible. From the 
Panna State there is considerable smuggling into the Damoh district of the 
Central Provinces. It is very desirable in the i.nterests of the excise administra
tion of the North-Western Provinces that the cultivation and production of the 
drug should be controlled in this Agency. 

709. Mr. Gunion says that all over the Bhopawar Agency the hemp plant 

Bhopa .. ar AgellCJ. is cultivated for ganja and bhang, rarely for charas_ 
The production is limited, and, except in the parts 

adjoining British Nimar, only for the. personal use of the cultivators. No other 
information has been obtained. Mr. Robertson, Deputy Commissioner of Nimar, 
says that ganja smuggling from the Native States which border on Nimar, though 
it no doubt exists, has never been a prominent matter in Nirnar. It is tlie 
general opinion, however, that a good deal of petty smugglingexists. 

710. Mr.Gunion mentions a kind of ganja called' gorakhi,' which is said t() 

Western Malwa Agen.,.. be m'ade from the wild plant in the J aora State of 
the Western Malwa Agency. The Commission are 

in possession of a statement made by Surgeon Lieutenant-Colonel Caldecott, 
Agency Surgeon, that there is cultivation for the production of charas, bhang, 
and ganja all over Malwa, but he is unable to say to what extent. The States 
of this Agency (J aora and Rutlam)" do, not adjoin British. territory. ' 

711. In the Jeypore State there is practically no system of 'administration of 

Rajputana Agen.,.. 
Jeypore. 

the hemp drugs. Customs duty is levied on import 
and export at the rate of Rs. 4 per maund fo~ ganja, 
Rs. 20 per maund for charas, and Re. 1 per maund 

for bhang. There is also .an inland custom!, duty of 4 annas per maund on 
bhang. There is no restriction in regard to cultivation, manufacture, sale, 
or possession of the drugs. As noticed in the chapter on cultivation, it is stated 
in the memorandum that 10,000 maunds of bhang are produced, indicating a 
large rural consumption if the figure is correct j for only 27 maunds are said to be 
exported. Ganja and charas are imported, not produced in the State. Jeypore 
does not adjoin British territory, and further control is not at present essential to 
the success of a system of administration in the British provinces. 

Jodhpur. 

Ganja 1 
and 

Charas 
Bhang 

712. Duties are levied in the Jodhpur State as 
follows :-

Import duty per Ezport duty per T~ansit duty per 
maund. maund. maund. 

R •.. A. P. Rs. A. P. Rs. A. P. 

480 480 3 00 

... o 2 0 020 o 2 0 

It is said that a Government duty of Rs. '2 per maund is charged on the im
port of ganja j but this is not further explained. There is no restriction on the cuI-
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tivation of hemp, which is not systematically grown, but in a few villages seeds are 
sown round the fields where crops are raised. The import 'of ganja and charas 
under parwana from the Residency amounted to 1,735 maunds during the ten 
years 1883-84 to 1892-93. The importedganja mostly comes from Indore. The 
ganja produced from the sporadic growth of the plant is called' makuria,' and 
.being of very inferior quality is ~aid not to be .offered for sale. A contract 
for sale of the drugs has been given ,since 1880 in the towns of Jodh
pur and, Pali, which is auctioned to the highest bidder. There are 14 retail 
vendors in Jodhpur, all of whom are under the control of the contractor, who 
,himself has two shops in the town. The retail vendors are ordinary shopkeepers, 
who sell the drugs along with other articles. There are no retail vendors in 
Pali. Elsewhere there is no restriction on the sale of the drugs •. jodhpur does 
not adjoin British territory. 

713. No memorandum has been' furnished from Udaipur. The State does 

Udaipur. 
not adjoin British territQry. There seems to be a 
certain amount of production of ganja and bhang, 

but the use of ganja and charas seems to be very limited. 

714. The excise of the drugs was introduced in 1893. There is no restriction 
on cultivation, but the cultivators may only sell 
their produce to the State contractors. Corltracts 

for wholesale vend are sold by auction at the tahsils, and the contractors obtain 
licenses for their retail vendors, and are permitted to sell by retail themselves. 
The shops for retail vend are not auctioned. The contractor fixes the prices for 
retail sale, subject to a minimum fixed by the State officials. A customs duty on 
imports is levied at the rate of Rs. 20 per maund for ganja and charas and Rs. 5 
per maund for bhang. Under an agreement with the British Government, the 
export of intoxicating drugs from the State into British territory is prohibited. 
'(Bikanir Salt Agreement, Aitchison, No. CXXVIII, Article 5). The observ
ance of, this provision will render any further action in regard to this State· 
in the interests of the British excise administration unnecessary at present. 

715. There is no restriction on cultivation, but bhang only is produced on well 
lands and o,n the borders of fields. Ganja is unknown ,; 

Alwar. 
a little charas and bhang is imported. The mono-

poly of the import and sale of the drugs is granted toa contractor, together with 
that of poppy and opium, for a fixed sum. There is no duty on, import, but an 

. octroi duty of 10 annas per maund is levied ()n bhang. . The contractor is at 
liberty to make his own arrangements regarding sale of the drugs. The num ber of 
retail shops in 1893 was 44. No limit has been fixed forretail sale or possession. 
Alwar adjoins the Delhi Division of the Punjab. 

716• The hemp drugs are sa.id not to be produced in Bhartpur. A customs 

Bbartpur. 
duty on imports is levied at the rate of Rs,. 10' per 
maund on charas and Rs. 5 per maund on bhang. 

There is no further restriction apparently: The drugs are imported. There is 
apparently no cultivation now, though some formerly existed. Bhartpur adjoins 
the Notth-Western Provinces. The conditions existing in this State are not likely 
to affect British excise administration. 

1 ' ' ' 
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. 
717. The monopoly of vend in the Kotah State is auctioned to contractors. 

, Besides the revenue thus realised, a d'uty of Re. 1 per 
Kotah. 

maund is levied on ganja imported into the Sta te, 
and the same on bhang brought into the town of Kotah. A transit duty of 8 
annas per maund is also charged on ganja and bhang. Charas is not imported. 
There is a small local production of ganja and bhang, but no regular cultivation. 
It is stated that there is a " ruling" of I 881 about buying, selling, and possessing 
intoxicating drugs, but it is not enforced. This State does not adjoin British 
territory. 

718. Beyond the levy of a customs duty at the rate of Rs. 20 per cent. of 
value on ail hemp drugs in Tonk and Aligarh, Rs.6 Tonk., 

. per maund in Chabra, and Rs. 8 per maund in Sironj, 
there is no excise administration in respect of the drugs in the Tonk State. A 
proposal to draw up a set of rules is under consideration. Ganja and charas are 
imported, not produced. Bhang is produced in the State and imported from 
Jeypore. The State does not adjoin British territory. 

719. An import duty of 8 annas per maund of 35 sers on ganja and bhang 

Jhallawar. 
and of one anna per maund on charas is levied in the 
Jhallawar State, and it is said that there are local 

Ques of 2 annas per maund on ganja and bhang, while one per cent. is levied 
on aU sales of either drug, weighment dues being also levied when they are. sold 
by 'I\·eight. There is a licensed farmer of the drugs in the cantonment. Beyond 
this, there is no excise system in respect of hemp drugs. The extent of 
cultivation is about 30 acreS, producing about J 55 maunds of ganja and 30 
of bhang. The trade returns do not distinguish between gaRja and bhang: the 
average import of both drugs is said to be 105 maunds, and the export 120 

maunds. Charas is not used. The State does not adjoin British territory. 

720. Import and transit duties ·are levied in the Bundi State at the rate of 

Bondi. 8 annas per maund on all hemp drugs imported into 
or passing through the State territory. Beyond this 

there is no system of admil)istration in respect of hemp drugs. It is stated that 
·the drugs are not manufactured in the State, but that cultivators grow hemp 
on land irrigated by wens as other crops. The drugs are. imported from other 
States. The import of bhang is large, averaging 9,385 maunds i that of ganja 
and charas is small, amou\1ting to 100 and 25 maunds respectively. The total 
lmport duties amount to Rs. 4,440 and transit duties to Rs_ 610. The State 
<loes not adjoin British territory. 

721. In Dholpur import duties are levied on ganja and bhang at Rs. 4-4.0 

Dholpur. 
per maund and on charas at Rs. 1- J -0 per ser. In 
the Sri Mathra Estate the duties are-ganja Rs_ 

4-8-0 , charas Rs. 6, and bhang 6 annas per maund. Export duty is also levied
ganja 9 annas per maund, charas Rs. 3 per maund,. and bhang 3 annas per 
.maund. There is one contractor for the whole State, who appoints his own 
sub-contractors in the parganas. Apparently tht: whole trade, both wholesale and 
retail, is in the hands of this contractor. The cultivation of intoxicating drugs 
is prohibited without permission of the Darbar, and there is no manufacture 
of the drugs in the State. The im ports are by rail and road from British dist-ricts. 
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.cwalior and Patiala, under passes granted by the Collectors or Political Agents 
concerned. The traffic is not large. Dholpur adjoins the North·Western Provo 
inces. 

722. In Banswara no memorandum has been furnished, but the Commission , 
have information from the officials that ganja and Baaswara. 
bhang are produced. The State adjoins the Bombay 

.Presidency. Nothing is known ofthe'system of excise administration. 

723. A statement has been furnished for Serohi which shows that licenses 

Serohi. 
to sell ganja are given for, seven places in the State, 
and a revenue averaging Rs. 386 per annum realised 

for license fees (Rs. 863 for 1892'93) and Rs. 145 for fixed duty. There are 
1ice.n~e holders, but they keep no record. Only ganja is imported, the average 
being 32 maunds per annum. Cultivation is unrestricted and not recorded. 
The Kotwal of Serohi estimates the outturn of ganja produced in the State at 
'S maunds,and bhang at 300 maunds. No exports are shown. It is stated thal 
the whole of the ganja and bhang produced in the country, averaging one maund 
of the former and 40 maunds of the latter, is recovered from the cultivators an,d 
,given in charity and sent to the temples of Mahadeo, and some is used in liquor. 
The State does not adjoin British territory. 

724. Customs duties are levied in the Kerowli State on imports at the rate 

Kerowli. 
of Rs. 2·8'0 per maund on ganja, Rs. 10 on charas, 
and Re. J on bhang. During the Shivratri fair 

tn February the duties are suspended. The right of retail vend at three towns 
js sold by auction, and there are 8 licenses for retail vend. No further cont~o' 
.is exercised. The plant is cultivated for ,'bhang, and ganja is imported. The 
transactions shown are very small, but the license fee averages' Rs. 1,157 per 
annum.' The State does not adjoin British territory. ' 

725. The only system of cqntrol in force in the Kishengarh State consists in 

Kishengarh. the levy of duties (apparently import duties) at the 
rate of Re. 1·8,0 per maund on ganja and charas 

'and 4 annas on bhang. The farming system used to prevail, but has been 
"abandoned. It is now proposed to increase the duties and to license vendors. 

The transactions are small. Kishengarh adjoins Ajmere. 

726. In Jaisalmir 

JaisaInUr. 

there is provision for levying customs duties, but it is 
stated that there has been no import or export of 
hemp drugs for the last ten years, and that the drugs 

are not sold in the State. There is, however, a little cultivation for ganja and 
chang, which is purchased by the consumers from the cultivators. Jaisalmir 
adjoins Sind, and a small amount of ganja and charas is said to be smuggled into 
'Sind through this State. . 

727. 'In this small State import and export duties are charged at rates ~ot 
Shahpura. mentioned. Transit duty at 3 pies per ser is also 

levied on bhang exported to foreign States in addi
tion to the export duty. There is no further control of any kind. In future it is 
proposed to Issue licenses to a limited number of persons at a few selected 

:places. 
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Partabgarh anel La .... 728. No information has been received regard
ing these small States. 

'729. It will be convenient next to notice together that tract which lies en
Hill ~tale •• yiDgbelween Bengal, closed between Bengal, the Central Provinces and 

Central Provinces, and Madras. . •• ' 
Madras, compnsmg the TrIbutary States of the two 

first and the Agency tracts of the last named province. In this manner only is it 
possible to consider systematically and thoroughly the question of bringing the 
excise arrangements in respect of hemp drugs which prevail in this tract intl) 
some conformity with the general principles recommended by the Commission. 
This tract may be divided into four parts, viz., the Chota Nagpur Tributary 
Mahals and the Orissa Tributary Mahals, both under the Bengal Government; the 
Chhattisgarh Tributary States, under the Central Provinces j and the Agency 
Tracts, under the Madras Government. The following table shows the area, 
poplliation, . and revenue of each of these groups :-

. 
No. of - Sta .... Area. Population. ' Revenue. 

Sq. miles. No. Ro. 
Chota Nagpur Tributary Mahals ... 9 J6,027 890,859 1,86,327 

Orissa Tributary Mahals ... ... 17 14,387 1,696,710 11,54,975 

Chhattisgarh States ... ... 10 26,526 1,648,811 7,88,591 

Agency Trac~s, Madras. .. , ... ... 19,167 1,294,244 Not available. 

I . 

730. In the Tributary States under the Central Provinces the cultivation of 
TributarY States of the Central ganja has been stopped at the instance of the Local 

Provinces. Administration, and a supply of ganja is now furnish
ed to these States from. the Government storehouse at Khandwa. The system 
is that the drugs are supplied to the chiefs at cost price (the cost going to the 
wholesale vendor, and the Government realizing- nothing), and that the chiefs 
must adhere to the provincial price of Rs. 3 per ser in their sales to the retail 
vendors. The only exception is in the case of the three Western States Df the 
Raipur district, in which under special arrangement half the duty goes to Govern
ment. Elsewhere the whole of the duty is realized by the chiefs. The present 
state of affairs is thus described by the Political Agent, Chhattisgarh. It should 
be explained that his report refers to all the Chhattisgarh States, including the four 
Western States which are detached from those on ~he Bengal or Madras border: 
"The only States in which the hemp plant has never been cultivated for the 
production of drugs are those of Kawardha and Kalahandi. In the other twelve 
such cultivation was at one time fully indulged in, but in all it has now been 
completely suppressed. The system in force may be· summed up in a word as 
being identical, so far as the local circumstances permit, with that which 
prevails throughout the Central Provinces. The principles observed are prac
ticatty, though not in alI cases formalIy, based on the provisions of Act XXll of 
188. and of the Central Provinces Excise Manual. Bhang ·and charas are un
known in the Feudatory States, except in Nandgaon, where a little bhang is 
consumed." This complete arrangement suffers, however, from the smuggling 
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of ganja into some of the Feudatory States from the States or Agencies in 
Bengal and Madras. The Political Agent says: " The States of Raigarh, Raira 
Khol, and Sonpur all complain bitterly of the smuggling into their territories of 
ganja from the ad joining Bengal States. The reports from the Patna State have 
been somewhat conflicting. There seems no doubt that there has been in formel" 
years considerable ground for a similar complaint here'; but it seems that the 
evil has of late b~en considerably reduced by improyed police' arrangements. Both 
Kalahandi and Bastar complain of smuggling from the Jeypore State in Madras." 

73 1• In the Chota Nagpur Tributary States, Seraikela and Kharsawan, the 
. cultivation of ganja is prohibited. Ganja is im-

Tribl11aly States'of Chota N agpur. • 
ported from Bengal. There IS a contractor in Khar-

sawan who holds at the same time the monopoly of sale gf opium. There are 
four shops in Seraikela the licenses for which are sometimes sold by auction, and 
sometimes granted at fixed rates. In the other States there is no very definite 
system of excise administration in respect of hemp drugs .. There are no shops 
for the sale of the drugs, though one formerly existed in Gangpur and J ashpur, 
which derived their supplies from the Government gola at Ranchi j and Mr. Grim
ley, Commissioner of Chota Nagpur, says that he gave a license some months 
ago to a vendor in the Gangpur State to import ganja, though he cannot 
definitely say that the shop has been opened yet.' Duty on the cultivation of ganja 
grown by the people for their domestic use is levied in Udaipur, Gangpur, and. 
Bonai. In Gangpur it is 4 annas per plant, and in Bonai I anna 6 pies per plant. 
The amount of the Udaipur duty is not mentioned. In 1883 the Commissioner 
of Excise, Central Provinces, complained tliat untaxed ganja from Sirguja, Gang
pur, and Udaipur was imported into Sambalpur and Bilaspur j and the <;:ommis
sioner, Mr. Hewitt, ordered the chiefs not to allow ganja to be grown by anyone 
without their permission, and to keep lists of those who grew ganja and see that 
they did not grow more than they wanted for their own use, and that no one was 
allowed to sell ganja. In regard to this order, Mr. Grimley, Commissioner of 
Chota Nagpur, says: "I am not prepared to say that the Rajas keep the lists 
prescribed j but I thillk the spirit ohhe order is carried out. I think the chiefs 
are very loyal and willing to do what they are told in regard to such matters." 

732. The Tributary States of Orissa have for many years constituted the 
• principal difficulty of the Beng:1! Government in 

Tribulaly States of Orissa. regard to its excise administration of the hemp 

drugs. 

It was first in 1878 that the attention of Government was seriously directed 
to the illicit trade from the Tributary States, and apprehensions for the safety of 
the excise revenue in Orissa were entertained. At this time the existing rules 
permitted. the. import into Orissa of Garhjat ganja and bhang under a system of 
passes and at a fixed duty of one rupee a ser. Four proposals were' laid before 
Government-(t) to entirely prohibit the cultivation of the hemp plant in the 
Tributary States, or (2) to prohibit the cultivation within three miles of British 
territory i (3) to prohibit the importation of the drug into British territory, or (4) 
to raise the duty on imported Garhjat ganja to Rs. 4 a ser, thus equalizing it with 
the duty on Rajshahi ganja. The second and fourth proposals were adopted: 
cultivation within three miles of the boundary 'Yas prohibited, 'and the duty on 
imported ganja was raised to Rs. 4 a ser. 
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These measures proved ineffectual; and, although the consumption of Raj. 
shahi ganja may have increased somewhat in all three districts of Orissa, it was 
believed that smuggling still continued to a. considerable extent. The 
policy of total prohibition 'of cultivation I!aturally suggested itself again, 
and in 1884 was carried out in Mohurbhanj, which happened to be under the direct 
control of the Bengal Government. Rs. 300 a year was given to Mohurbhanj as 
compensation, and Rajshahi gapja was imported into the State under the ordinary 
Excise rules. . 

In June 1882 the importation of Garhjat ganja and bhang into British terri. 
tory was entirely prohibited, but it was not till 1884 that the prohibition was actually 
enforced. Further, from the same year (1882) the policy was adopted of levying 
duty in Orissa on Rajshahi ganja at .rates lower than elsewhere in the province. 
Attempts were also made to entirely suppress cultivation in several of the States 
with the co-operation of the chiefs, a!ld in 1889 the Superintendent of the Tribu· 
tary Mahals reported that prohibition had been enforced in eleven of the States, 
but that the chiefs of four other States objected to the measure. 

In 1889 the Bengal Government finally concluded that the experiment of 
entirely prohibiting cultivation must be abandoned as useless and inefficacious, 
and that the only way to prevent smuggling was to legalise importation under 
suitable. regulations. Doubts were also entertained as to the real nature of Garhjat 
ganja. It was suggested that Garhjat ganja in a particular form was looked upon as 
an absolute necessary of life with certain influential classes in Puri, and that injury 
might be done by encouraging the use of the strong Rajshahi drug in place of 
the milder local article. The Goverilment after some hesitation arrived at the 
distinct conclusion that Garhjat ganja was taken as a drink and not smoked, and 
that it was "on a different footing altogether from the well known deleterious 
drug imported from Rajshahi." It was accordingly proposed to legalise the im
portation 9f Garhjat ganja at a duty of eight annas a ser (the rate prevailing in 
Bengal for bhang), and at the same time the orders prohibiting cultivation, whe-
ther within the three miles limit or not, were withdrawn. • 

• 
In I $90, after further consideration and with fuller information on the subject, 

th'! Bengal Government altered the opinion they had formed that Garh jat ganja 
was merely a form of bhang, and arrived at the contrary conclusion, viz., that 
Garhjat ganja is a true ganja like the Rajshahi article, but inferior, and that it 
is used for smoking exactly as that drug is. The Government of India were 
accordingly requested to sanction a duty of Rs. 2-8-0 a ser on Garhjat ganja, 

which was done. 

In December 1890 the orders prohibiting the possession of Garhjat ganja 
in Orissa were rescinded, and in March 1892 orders regulating its import were 
issued. 

From 1 st April 1893 the duty on Garhjat ganja was raised to Rs. 3-8 a sa
to assimilate it with a rise in the duty on Rajshahi ganja. 

Under existing rules, any licensed wholesale or retail vendor may import 
Garhjat ganja under a pa~s from the Collector, for which a fee of Rs. 2 is charged. 
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The minimum amount which may be imported is one maund at a time. With a 
view to the prevention of smuggling, the maximum of possession of Garhjat ganja 
,bas been reduced from 20 tolas to 5 tolas since May 1892. 

Thus the following systems have been in force:-

(I) Prior to 1878 unrestricted cultivation in the Tributary States and 
legal import into British territory at a duty of one rupee per ser, 
which was considerably below the duty on Rajshahi ganja. 

(2) From 1878 to 1882. suppression of cultivation within a three-mile 
limit and legal importation at Rs. 4 a ser, i.e., at 8 annas higher 
than the duty on Rajshahi flat ganja. 

(3) From 1882 to 1884 absolute prohibition of importation of Garhjat 
ganja, with duty rates on.' Rajshahi ganja in Orissa lower than those 
prevailing in the rest of Bengal. The three-mHe limit of c~ltiva· 
tion was maintained. 

(4) From 1884 to 1889 absolute prohibition of importation of Garhjat 
ganja, with duty rates on Rajshahi ganja in Orissa lower than those 
prevailing ill the rest of Bengal. Continuance of the three-mile 
limit of cultivation and attempted total prohibition of cultivation 
in the Tributary States. 

(5) From 1889 to 1890 absolute prohibition of importation of Garhjat 
ganja, with duty rates on Rajshahi ganja in Orissa lower than 
those prevailing in the rest of Bengal. Unrestricted cultivation 
in the Tributary States whether within or beyond the three·mile 
limit. . 

(6) From 1890 to 1892 legal importation of Garhjat ganja in quantities 
not less than 8 maunds at a time, at a duty of Rs. 2·8-0 per ser, 
which is considerably lower than the duty on Rajshahi ganja. 
Duty rates on Rajsliahi ganja in Orissa lower than those prevail. 
ing in. the rest of Bengal, and unrestricted cultivation in the 
Tributary States. 

(7) The existing system is the same as (6), except that there has been 
a rise of duty and a reduction of the minimum of possession of 
Garhjat ganja with a view to preventing extensive smuggling. 
The minimum amount of Garhjat ganja which may now be imported 
at one time is one maund instead of eight maunds. The rates 
of duty in Orissa from ,1st January 1894 are-

Rs. A. P. 
Rajshahi ganja-

Chur ... ... .., 7 8 0 

Round ... ••• ... . .. 6 4 0 

Flat ... ... 4 8 0 

-Garhjllt ganja ... . .. 3 8 0 
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Meanwhile the smuggling of Garhjat ganja and bhang continues unabated. 
This fact is abundantly proved by the evidence. 

733. There are two points specialiy noticeable in this summary of the pro-

Remarks on the administration ceedings of the Bengal Government in regard to the 
of Orissa Tributary States. hemp drugs of the Tributary States: first, that the 
policy has undergone s.everal changes; and, secondly, that it has been framed 
solely with reference to the Orissa Division. In regard to the first of these, the 
Commission draw attention to the remarks made by Mr. H. G. Cooke, Commis
sioner of Cuttack, who says: " I believe a persistent policy would soon effect all that 
is defired. I believe it would be much better to have a persistent policy than a 
policy of vacillation as in the past, which is perhaps inseparable from a struggle 
against smuggling." The Commission.further think that the matter requires to 
be approached with more consistent regard to the circumstances and requirements 
of the States themselves, and the representations of the Central Provinces 
Administration. And what appears to them to be required is that after full consi
deration of these conditions, as well as the excise administration of the Orissa 
Division, the Bengal Government should induce the chiefs of the Tributary States 
to introduce into their territories such a system of control as will restrict the pro
duction of the drug and remove the complaint of smuggling, whether into Orissa 
or the Central Provinces. That this is not an impossible task may be gathered 
from the past history of results achieved by the Superintendents of the Tributary 
Mahals and from the evidence of. Messrs. Toynbee, Cooke, and Stevenson. 
The Commission do not feel called upon 'to say what the system should be. If 
prohibition of cultivation be thought the_ best course, the Tributary States of the 
Central Provinces furnish an instance of its feasibility. If it is thought best that 
the States should not be deprived of the local supply, the system generally recom
mended by the Commi~sion for British provinces would probably be applicable. 
But it is important that the matter should at length be fully and finally dealt 
with. 

734' The Agency Tracts of Madras are British territory. That there is a cer

Agency Tract. of Madras. 
tain amount of smuggling from these tracts into Orissa 
and the Bastar and Kalahandi States of the Central 

Provinces admits of no doubt. Whether this ganja is raised in the Agency Tracts 
or in the plains portion of the Ganjam, Vizagapatam, Godavari, and Kistna districts 
is perhaps doubtful. There is a considerable production of ganja in all tbese districts, 
and there is no evidence before the Commission that the production in the Agency 
Tracts themselves is large. But the Commission hope that, if control is intro
duced in the Madras Presidency generally, it will be possible to extend such con
trol to the Agency Tracts. It is true that Mr. Witlock, Collector of Vizagapatam, 
says: ,t Any interference in the Agency might be productive of pditical dan
ger" i but he adds: "I am not sure that the extent to which the cultivation is car
ried on there is such as to render any serious discontent likely." And Mr. Taylor. 
for 4 years Manager of the Jeypore Estate, says: "There is no need for re
striction. But neither, so far as I know, would any privation be caused if restric
tion were necessary in the interests of other provinces. There would certainly 
be no privalidn involved in the prohibition of export. And, so far as I know, there-
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would be no privation of a general character involved in the prohibition of the use 
of the drugs in Jeypore Estate above the gbAts which is in my charge. I think 
that the introduction of the Government system of licensing sale would meet 
with no opposition from the people in the estate generally. I would recommend 
the Government system being introduced experimentally by opening a shop in 
Jeypore. I think there would be a great difficulty in interfering with the present 
growth of hemp. It would require an expensive preventive agency." . This 
witness believes that the use of the drug in J eypore is very limited. 

The Commission find it difficult to believe that there will be ,greater 
difficulty in dealing with the control of hemp drugs in the Madras Agency Tracts, 
which are British territory, than in the Tributary States of the Central Provinces, 
where complete control has been secured, or in those of Bengal, where various 
measures have from time to time been introduced, though not with complete suc
cess. And in all these cases they regard control of cultivation as (he object to 
be aimed at, inasmuch as it is the only satisfactory method of controlling the 
production and distribution of the drug. 

735. As ganja is not produced or used in the Punjab, and charas is an 

Punjab N alive States. 
imported article, which will be dealt with before 
it reaches any of the 'Natives States of thatprov

ince, the control of bhang is the only question for consideration in connection 
with the latter; and this is not a difficult one. For bhang is only cultivated in 
Bahawalpur, and its sale is controlled. III any further arrangements made in the 
Punjab for the control of the hemp drugs, the co-operation of the various States 
may be desirable, but at present there is no need to offer any suggestions. The 
sale of the drugs is conducted under licenses granted by the States. In the 
Nabha State it is said that ganja and charas are prohibited. 

736. In the Natives States under the Madr~s Government the system is 

Madras Native States. 
much the same as in the Presidency itself. The 
introduction of control into the latter will render 

similar control in the former desirable. 

737. The principles of administration in many of the Native States under 

Bombay Native States. 
the Bombay Government are similar to those in 
British territory i and the conditions as reaards ., 

growth of the hemp plant and its cultivation are also similar. Sale of the drugs 
appears to be invariably controlled. Here' also any advance in the administra
tion of the hemp drugs in British territory must be accompanied by the 
co·operation of the States. The mode in which this can be done need not 
be detailed. It is understood that the Bombay Excise Act has been adopted by 
many of the States, and it is probable that there will be no difficulty in securing 
a further development of their system if this is undertaken in British territory. 

738. The remarks made in paragraph 735 regarding the Punjab States equally 

Kbairpur ill SiIlcJ. 
apply to the Khairpur State in Sind, where also 
bhang is grown. 
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739. In the foregoing remarks on the excise administration in respect of hemp 

C .., meodat'.n 1ft' drugs which exists in the Native States, the Commis-ommlSSIOD s recom I 
regard t. Native States generally. sion have endeavoured to indicate where further con-
trol is desirable in the interests of the British administration. They are 110t in a 
position to estimate in each case the requirements of the States themselves, or the 
difficulties which may exist in the way of introducing a more effective system of 
control. But they have no reason to think that the system which they have 
recommended for British provinces is not generally applicable to these States, 
and they would suggest for consideration wh~ther, suBject to any special excep
tions for which good reason may be alleged, they should not be invited to co
operate with the British Government in adopting that .system. It is probable 
that in these States, as in most of the British provinces, the subject has not 
received the attention which it deserves, and that they will have no objection 
to uniting with the British Government in an effort to introduce effective control 
into this branch of their administration. 



Conclusions arrived at by the 
.commission. 

CHAPTER XVIII. 

SUMMARY. 

740. The following are the conclusions arrived 
at by the Commission :-

I.-Total prohibition of the cultivation of the hemp plant for narcotics, 
and of the manufacture, sale, or use of the drugs derived from it, is 
neither necessary nor expedient in consideration of their ascer
tained effects, of the prevalence of the habit of using them, of the 
social and religious feeling on the subject, and of the possibility of 
its driving the consumers to have'recourse to other stimulants or 
narcotics which may be more deleterious (Chapter XIV, para
graphs 553 to 585). 

11.-The policy advocated is one of control and restriction, aimed at 
suppressing the excessive use and restraining the moderate use 
within due limits (Chapter XIV, paragraph 586). 

, ' 

Iil.-The means to be adopted for the attainment of these objects are: 

(a) adequate taxation (Chapter XIV, paragraph 587); 

(b) prohibiting cultivation, except under license, and centralizing culti
'vation (Chapter XVI, paragraphs 636 and 677) ; 

(e) limiting the number of shops (Chapter XVI, paragraph 637) ; 

(d) limiting the extent of legal possession (Chapter XVI, paragraphs 
689 and 690). 

IV.-The method adopted should be systematic and as far as possible 
uniform for the whole of British India, aJld it is advisable that 
this method should be suggested for adoption by certain of 
the Native States (Chapter XIV, paragraphs, 588 and 590; Chapter 
XVI, paragraph 639; and Chapter XVII, paragraph 739). 

V.-A Government monopoly of production and sale is not recommended 
- for practical reasons, though there is no theoretical objection 'to it 

(Chapter XIV, paragraph 589). 

VI.-For the purpose of adequately taxing consumption, the combination 
of a direct duty with the auction of the ,privilege of vend is 
ordinarily the best method (Chapter XVI, paragraphs 634 and 635). 

VII. When sufficient provision has been made for restricting consump_ 
tion of the drugs by the means above detailed, there should be as 
little interference as possible on the part of the Government with 
their distribution (Chapter XVI, paragraphs 638, 654, and 678) • 

• VIiI.-Irnport', export, and transport duties are undesirable as obscuring 
the real issue how far consumption needs to be checked by a rise in 
duty. But in regard to imports from Native States which have not 
assimilated their system to that in force in British territory, the 
levy of import duty may be necessary (Chapter XVI. paragraphs 
657 and 679)· 
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741 •. The above mentioned conclusions, embody the general principles and 
SuggestioDS made by the Com- procedure recommended by the Commission. With 

mission. a view to bringing the .systems in different parts 
of Ind,ia into harmony with these conclusions' and generally improving the 
administration, the Commission have made the following suggestions:-

(a) That in Bengal Government warehouses for the storage of ganja 
should be constructed in Rajshahi (Chapter XVI, paragraph 

643)· 

(b) ,That, subject to this addition, the Bengal system of ganja adminis
tration should be generally followed in the Central Provinces, 
Madras, Bombay, Berar, and possibly in Ajmere and Coorg 
(Chapter XVI, paragraphs 656,671,672, and 673). 

(e) That in the Central Provinces all ganja should pay a direct duty, 
whe'ther consumed in the province or exported; that the rule under 
which ganja is supplied by wholesale to retail vendors at a fixed 
price should be abolished j and that the number of wholes<l.le 
licenses should be granted more freely and without charge 
(Chapter XVI, paragraphs 649, 654, and 655). 

(d) That in the North-Western Provinces the cuItivatipo and manu
facture of ganja should be prohibited and the system of bonded 
warehouses introduced for its storage (Chapter XVI, paragraph 

657)· 

(e) That in Madras and Bombay cultivation of the hemp plant 
should be prohibited except und,er license, and that the licens
ed cultivation should, be restricted to limited areas; also that a 
fixed duty should be imposed on ganja, such supervision 
of the manufacture and storage of the crop being maintained as 
is necessary to its imposition (Chapter XVI, paragraphs 662, 
669, and 671): 

(I) That similar measures should be introduced into Berar and'possibly 
Ajmere and Coorg (Chapter XVI, paragraphs 672 and 673), 

(g) That on all charas imported ,into the Punjab a duty of not less than 
, Rs, 80 per maund be levied, the drug being stored in bonded 
warehouses, ,and duty paid when it is taken Ollt by the vendors. 
Inter·provincial arrange'ments regarding the qediting of duty to 
different provinces to be made under the orders of the Supreme 
Government (Chapter XVI, paragraphs 674 and 675). 

(h) That where possible a duty should be levied on bhang. Where 
rduse ganja is used as bhang, the rate may have to be fixed at a 
higher figure with reference to this fact (Chapter XVI, para-
graph 677). ' 

(i) That as a rule separate licenses should be granted for the sale of 
I the different kinds of drugs (Chapter XVI, paragraph 680). 
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(J) That licenses for retail sa~e shotdd not ordinarily be granted to 
wholesale dealers (Chapter XVI, paragraph 682). 

(k) That a separate license should be granted for each shop (Chapter 
XVI, paragraph 683). 

(I) That licenses for retail vend sbould contain a provision prohibiting 
the vendor from selling the drugs to children or insane persons 
(Chapter XVI, paragraph 684). 

(m) That when new shops are proposed, municipal bodies, rural 
notables, zamindars, or headmen, as the case may be, should be 
consulted as to the necessity of opening t/lem and as to their 
location, and that objections, if made, should receive the .most' 
careful attention (Chapter XVI, paragraph 688). -

(n) That th~ limit of legal possession of the hemp drugs should be 
the same for the whole of British India, 7liz.-

Ganja and charas, or any preparation or admixture thereof, 5 tolas. 

Bhang, or any preparation or admixture thereof, one quarter of a ser. 

And that Native States should be invited' to adopt this maximum (Chap' 
ter XVI, paragraph 690). 

742. As regards the province of Burma, that, the sale of ganja to natives 'of 
India should be licensed under proper control and 

Suggestioosregardiog Bunoa. taxation where there is a demand for it among such. 

persons, the prohibition of cultivation in Burma, as well as that of the use by 
the Burmans being maintained (Chapter XVI, paragraph 695). 

.6tll Augllst 1891. 

W. MACKWORTH YOUNG 

H. T. OMMANNEY 

'" President, 

···1 
A. H. L. FRASER ... \ 
C. J. H. WARDEN .. , \ 

Memoer •• 
SOSHl SIKHARESWAR ROY ... 

HARNAM SINGH, AHLUWALIA ••• ' 

NIHAL CHAND ••• 

Raja Soshi Sikhareswar Roy and Lala Nihal Chand sign the report subject 
to a note of dissent. 

W. M. YOUNG. 
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Note of Dissent by Raja Soshi Sikhareswar Roy from opinions 
. ' expressed in the Report. ' 

It will be well, I believe, to mention here, before stating the principal points 
of difference with my colleagues, that I have thought it advisable'to keep out
side the sphere of my consideration the revenue question connected,with the excise 

, administration of the hemp drugs, The reasons for adopting this course are:-

(I) In the instructions to the Commis$ion contained in Government of India 
Resolution No', 2792-Ex., dated 3rd July 1893, there is no mention of 
the revenue question. 

(2) Looking to the past history of the use of intoxicating drugs in this country 
during the period of Hindu and Muhammadan rule, and also to the 
distinct principle laid down by the British Government while taking 
in hand the control of the use of these drugs, I have been led to 
think that I would not be justified in taking the question of revenue 
into my consideration while dealing with the advisability or otherwise 
of prohibiting the use of the drug, 

A short sketch of the past history of the administrative control of intoxicat
ing drugs in India will \lot be uninteresting if given here. 

Manztsll1yiti, or the Institute of Manu, is considered as the highest authority 
on the Hindu law. In ·Chapter VII of Manu are enumerated the different sources 
from which in ancient time the sovereigns of the country used to collect revenue 
from their subjects. No taxes on intoxicants are mentioned therein·. 

Neither in Jagl1ahalka, Brihaspati, Atr! Parasara, or in any other standatd 
work of Smriti is there to be found any thing which could show that the custom of 
imposing taxes on intoxicati[)g a;ticles existed. There is ample proof to show that in 
ancient India the use of intoxicants was not uncom[Ilon. Even in the Vedas not 
only the mention of the worrl sura (spirituous liquor) is found every now and, 
then, but it also appears that the use of soma drink-that is, l~aves of akind of 
plant in the form of an infusion-was very common among the ancient Rishis. 
Whether the soma plant bears any resemblance or relationship to the hemp, as 
has been said by some witnesses (witness No, 69, Central Provinces, and others), 
or as stated in para. 15 of the report on the cultivation of gan ja by Babu Hem 
Chunder Kerr, is a point on which there is great difference of opinion; but 
this much is certain that in ancient India there were other intoxicating drinks than 
wine,- But it was the manufacture and sale of spirituous liquors alone that were 
prohibited by law. " • • The distillers and sellers of spirituous liquors should 
be banished from the realm of a king, as they are secret thieves and harass the 
subject~ by their ill deeds. "-Chapter IX, Siokes 225 and 226 Manusmritz: 

During the Muhammadan rule in India attempts were ma,de from time to 
time to impose duty 011 certain intoxicating beverages, but it is· not clear how far 
the use of intoxicating articles was actually brough t under direc.t c·ontrol of the 
governing power, It is not unknown to those who· have studied Muhammad:>ri 
history carefully that the sources of revenue as well as the collec·tion of. r"venue 
during the Muhammadan rule reached their highest point under the so.ereignty . , ( 

.• II S,.ra:ltJNam is also spoken of besides .roma-pluam-that is, dram.driDki~g as distinsQished from w~no 
drinkmg; a~d In the Sala/u.t,", B'a.~"'(Jfta, a. son of TVa5htri is represented as having three' w<'llth" ?oe of WhlCb 
.as .roma-dndt" another S"'".dn"k,r, and a tbird the con.sumer of other tbiDgs}' p~ 2J. Indl3: Pa:lt and 

. PreseDt, by Mr. Llutt. . 
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of Aurangzeb. In Catrou's Histoire generate de l' empire dtt Mogol, a list is given 
of the different sources of revenue from different provinces which were under the 
sovereignty of Aurangzeb. Nothing IS to be found in this work which shows 

. that there was any duty imposed on the use of intoxicating articles_ On the 
other hand, an interesting account of his aversion to the very idea of imposing 
.taxes on intoxicating drugs. ",~U be found in a Persian book which contains a 
col1ection of his letters written by him to his friends and relations. Aurangzeb's 
grandson proposed: to impose a tax on palm juice, a very mild intoxicatil)g 
beverage which was then in great favour among .certain classes of Hindus 
in Bengal. Aurangzeb's answer in reply to his grandson's proposal was as 
follows :-

If Though the taxation of the palm may lead to the collection of revenue, yet 
it is impossible for me to sanction it. I cannot understand what dishonest mufti 
declared it legal to do so. You must know that such ill advisers are enemies of 
this and the next world. You should thank Almighty who has put you in pos
session of three provinces which are so full in wealth, and which fill our coffers 
with so much revenue, and in which everything is so abundant and cheap. You 
should know as well that the good-will of the subjects is the only wealth for' this 
world and the next." (Letter Np. 90.) 

Later on, during the closing period of Muhammadan rule, some sort of 
taxes were imposed on the trade of spirituous liquors in some parts of the country:, 
and it appears that these were coUected under the head of sayer revenue by the 
zamindars when the country came under the possession of the East India Com
pany from the hands of the Muhammadan rulers. 

In 1789 a cry was raised in some quarters against the conduct of the Bengal 
zamindars, and it was said that, owing to the want of proper control on the part 
of the zamindars, the vice of drunkenness was spreading very fast among the 
lower classes of the people, and it was suggested that the proper remedy of this 
evil would be for. the Government to bring the collection of the duty on spirituous 
liquor under its direct control and management. Accordingly, on the 19th April 
1790, by a general notification the Government decided upon tlie res~mption of 
the sayer on spirituous liquor. This .was followed by the A bkari Regulation of 
the 14th January 1791, the main provisions of which were as follows: .. That a 
tax should be levied on every license granted both to distillers and vendors of 
spirituous liquors i that the rates .of tax on the licenses should be regulated by 
the local situation of the stills and shops, the quantity of consumption, and sell
ing price i·· · that aU private unlicensed stills should be prohibited 
under penalties_" 

On the 16th February 1798 the Board of Revenue suggested that' a duty 
be levied on the sale and. consumption of (I) madak, . (2) ganja, (3) subzi, (4) 
bhang, (5) majum, (6) banker, and (7) charas. On the 22nd March 1798, the 
President (the Governor-General in Council) replied., as follows! "Some of the 
articles enumerated in your letter, we have reasol) to believe, are of so noxious a 
qualitj, and produce a species of intoxication so extremely violent, that they can
not be lI~d without imminent danger to the individual as well as to the public 
who may be .xposed to the effects of the temporary insanity frequently elicited by 
the use of these drugs. We are of opinion that the vend of any drugs of this 
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description should be altogether prohibited, and we desire therefore that, after 
having made an inquiry with a view to ascertain ~ore particularly the nature ane! 
effect of them, you will prepare and submit to us a regulation for this purpose, as 
well as for establishing such duties as may appear to you proper oli tlie sale of 
such other drugs as may be used without the same pernicious effects." 

The Board of Revenue made inquiries under the above order, and arrived' 
at the conclusion that tobacco, opium, ganja, bhang or subzi, banker, and toddy 
are not for the most part represented as producing any very violent and dangerous 
effects of intoxication except when tak'en to excess, and' that they appear to be 

, useful either as medicine or otherwise. For these reasons the Board 01 Revenue 
thought it advisable to recommend that the sale of any of these articles should not 
be altogether prohibited, but that in order to restrict their use a tax should be 
imposed on them. 

Accordingly unlicensed sale of ganja and other intoxicating drugs was prohi
bited, and adaily rate of duty on the sale of ganja and other intoxicating drugs 
according to their strength and quantities was imposed on them by Regulation 
VI of 1800. In 1853 the system of daily tax on intoxicating drugs was abolish
ed, and in its place a duty at Re. 1 per ser on ga~ja and charas was imposed. 
In 1860 a fixed fee of Rs. 4 per maund was prescribed for each ganja license in 
addition to the above fixed duty. In 1876 the present system of annually selling 
by auction the retail licenses ~as introduced, On the 29th April 1875 the 
Government of India addressed a letter to the Government of Bengal, in which it 
observed that "nothing should be done to place temptation in the way of the 
people that can possibly be avoided." It was also stated: "His Honour the 
Lieutenant·Governor may rest assured of receiving the support of the Govern
ment of India in any measure that he may adopt for limiting the consumption of 
ganja; and indeed if the use of the drug could be altogether suppressed without 
the fear of leading to its contraband use, such a course would be justified by its 
deleterious effects." 

In 1871 Sir Richard Temple, while he was Financia;l Member of the Govern· ' 
menl of India, drew the attention of the Government to a note, dated 15th July 
1870, by Mr. Chapman, 'the Financial Secretary, in which he made an observation 
to the effeCt" that every lunatic asylum report was full of instances of insanity 
and crime due to the use of ganja." The result was that Local Governments 
were directed by the Government of India to make a thorough investigation in 
regard to the effects of the use or a,buse of the several preparations of hemp. 
Mr. Hume, then (Secretary to the Government of India, in his letter No. 339, 
dated loth October 1871, wrote to all Local Governments and Administrations as 
follows: "It has frequently been alleged that the abuse of ganja prolftlces insanity 
and other dangerous effects. The information available in support of these alle
gations is avowedly imperfect, and it does not appear that the attention of the 
officers in charge of lunatic asylums has been systeinatically directed to ascer
tain the extent to which the use of the drug produces insanity. But as it is 
desirable to n1nke a complete and careful inquiry into the matter, the Governor
General in Council requests that, with the permission of His Honour the 

9~ 
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Lieutenant-Governor, you will be so good as to cause such investigations as are 
feasible to' be carried out in regard to the effects of the use or abuse;; of the 
several preparations of hemp. The inquiry should not be simply medical, but 
should include the alleged influence of ganja and bhang in exciting to violent 
crime." 

The result of this investigation was embodied in a Resolution by the Govern
ment of India, dated 17th December 1873, and it was decided by the Government 
that th~ cultivation and consumption of ganja should be absolutely prohibited in 
British Burma, and that restrictions should bei'mposed, on the cultivation, posses
sion, and sale of ganja in the Central Provinces, the Chief Commissioner of which 
suggested the adoption of such a course on the ground that" the consumption 
of drugs has of late years materially increased in the Central Provinces, and fears 
hav'e been expressed by district officers that since the introduction of the public 
central distillery system, and the consequent rise in the price of spirits, many 
people who formerly drank spirits have. taken to drugs as a 5ubst.itute." The 
Local Governments of other provinces and presidencies were not in favour of alter
ing existing arrangements, so the Government of India did not press them for the 
adoption of any restrictive measllres of a stringent character, although in 
the concluding portion of the Resolution the wish of the Government to dis
courage the use of ganja was expressed in a general way in the following words: 
«His Excellency in Council, however, truits that the various Local Govern
ments and Administrations will endeavour, wherever it may be pos~ible, to dis
courage the consumption of ganja and bhang by placing restrictions on their 
cultivation, preparation, and retail, and imposing on their use as high a rate of 
<luty as can be levied without inducing illicit practices." 

In July 1891, Mr. Mark St'ewart, M.P., in the House of Commons, drew the 
attention of the Secretary of State for India to a statement which appeared in 
some Indian paper regarding the injurious effect of ganja, and requested him to 
call the attention of tbe Government of India to the desirability of extend
ing the same prohibition as adopted for Burma to the other provinces of 
British India. The Right Honourable the Secretary of State for India accordingly, 
in his despatch dated 6th August 1892, req~ested from the Government of India 
an expression of its views on the effects of this drug, and asked if the Govern
ment of India' would propose to take any further steps for restricting the con
sumption. The Government of India in reply wrote a letter to the Secretary of 
State on the 9th August 1892, in paragraph 3 of which it admitted the injurious 
.effects of the drug in the following words: II We are inclined to believe that ganja 
is the most noxious of all intoxicants now commonly used in India. But, even if the 
absolute prohibition of the use of the drug could be enforced, the result might be 
to induce the"use of still more noxious .drugs. India abounds with plants" grow
ing wild, from which drugs can be procured which are more deleterious in their 
effects than ganja............. But although we consider it impracticable to enforce 
the absolute prohibition of the use of ganja, we fully recognise it as our duty to 
restrict its consumption as far as practicable, and we have distinctly laid down 
the p"licy to be pursued in respect of this drug in our Resolution of the lith 
December 1873 already quoted." 
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It will be seen Crom the above sketch that the use of intoxicating drugs was. not 
uncommon in ancient India, but the restrictive measures adopted in those times 
differed from those now existing, inasmuch as the attempt then made to restrict the 
use of spirituous liquors was not by imposition of taxes as is done now, but by 
disallowing the sale and manufacture under some severe penalty. In the latter 
portion oC the Muhammadan rule, however, some sort of duty was imposed on 
vend of spirituous liquors, but it did very little to check their spread. The history 
of the control of the use of the intoxicating drugs during (he last century under 
the British rule will show most clearly that although the Government is trying 
its best to check their spread by adopting various restrictive measures from time 
to time, yet the result is not always satisfactory to the Government itself. It 
will also show that the Government is fully aware of the injurious effects caused 
by the use of these drugs, and that it is ready to prohibit their sale, manuCacture, 
and importation if only it is fully convinced of the practicability of the measure. 
With this view, and to estimate aright the exact measure of the injury done to 
the people at iarge by the use of these deleterious drugs, Government .caused 
inquiries to be instituted from time to time. But, failing to come to any satisfac
tory conclusion, the Government has been pleased to appoint the present Com
mission to institute further inquiries concerning the subject. 

To obtain exact knowledge of the subject of their inquiry, the Commission 
<directed their attention to the following five principal methods for eliciting 
information ,-

By examining witnesses from various provinces. 

By examination of cases attributed to hemp drugs in lunatic asylums. 

By causing scientific investigation to be made in regar~ to physiological 
action of hemp drugs, etc. . 

By reading official records and current literature bearing on the subject. 

By personal observation of the habits and condition of the consumers of 
these drugs in various parts of India. 

With regard to (I), all the members of the Commission as a body had 
.()pportunity of judging for themselves the value of the evidence taken beCore 
them. The inquiry (2) was conducted by a Sub·Committee consisting of two 
members of the Commission, while (3) scientific investigation was conducted not 
by any member of the Commission nor in their presence, but by a medical 
man at the request of. the Commission. 

As regards evidence of witnesses, it will be well to mention here the diffi
-culties and disadvantages which the members have had to work under for the 
iollowing reasons :-

The subject of ~quiry was not of such a nature as to induce men of 
educated classes or well-to-do people of native society to take any 
special interest in it, so I think it can be safely said that the bulk of 
our witnesses had very little practical knowledge or personal observ
atiop of their own regarding the sllbject-matter of our inquiry, and 
this fact is borne out in many instances by their own statements. 
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(2) The tim'e available for answering the long series of questions framed 
by the Commission was in the majority of cases not sufficient for the 
witnesses to make a thorough study of the subject in all its bearings. 

(3) For the reasons abovementioned, most of the witnesses have had to 
depend mainly on hearsay statements of other people-a fact which 
in many instances was admitted in their answers. 

(4) The Commission tried to get information from the people woo have 
special knowledge of the subject, but those people, having no know
ledge of English, answered the questions from a translation sent to 
them which was not always very accurate, as will be seen from para
graph 105 of the report. The evidence thus obtained also got dis
torted in some cases by re·translation. This fact was elicited in 
some cases when they were orally examined, and :of course the mis. 
takes of the translation were at once corrected. But for those who 
were not orally examined it is difficult to say how far their papers 
are still open to correction, as they have not had any, opportunity 
of reading their answers in print, 

(5) The three drugs-ganja, charas, and bhang-having been grouped to
gether in one and. the same question, the witnesses in many cases. 
made a confusion in their answers,-a fact which was brought to light 
at the time when some of them 'were orally examined. 

(6) The evidence in all cases was not noted down in the exact words of 
the witnesses while orally examined, the substance of their statements 
having been recorded in the writer's own language. The fact also 
that the portion of the answers was not put side by side with the 
corresponding questions put to the witnesses goes to diminish the 
value of such evidence to some extent. 

(7) In some cases the witnesses were prejudiced in answering the Com· 
mission's questions on account of their holding a wrong notion of 
the object of the Commission's present inquiry. This fact came to 
my knowledge from casual remarks of some of the "witnesses as well 
as of other people in different places where opportunities were 
placed before them to express their free opinion. A remark which 
was made by one of the high officials of the Indore State at one of 
the sittings of the Commission there also shows that in many praces 
people misunderstood the motive of the present inquiry, 

(8) The other disadvantages under which the members had to work need not 
be mentioned here in detail, as they may be seen from the pro
ceedings book of the Commission. 

Although there are thus some disadvantages and difficulties above indicat
ed, yet the evidence of so large a number of witnesses examined by the Commis
sion cannot fail to throw some light which will assist in coming to a genera I con
clusion. 

It would not be difficult to quote from the. evidence before us any amount 
of opinion either in favour of ganja to show that its use is not injurious, or 
against the use of ganja to prove that it is highly. deleterious and most barmful; 
so,. witllODt attempting to quote individual opinions,. I will be contcnt with 
showing in a general way their views on the subject matter of our inquiry. 
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The following is an analysis of the opinion of witnesses on the question of 
injurious effects of the hemp drugs :-

GANjA. CHARAS. 

ProTiaa. DELETERIOUS. DBLBTBRIOUS. 

Not Not 
deleterious. deleterioul. 

Ezcessi'l'e. Moderate. Excessi .. e. Moderate. 

Bengal '" 10 7 83 13 63 50 9 

Assam .. , 14 21 2 10 17 . :I 

North.Western 38' . 64 6 4:1 66 3 
Provinces and 
Oudh. 

. 
Central Provinces 33 28 3 17 13 :I 

Bombay .- 51 34 :a 32 23 If 

Madras ... 34 57 17 34 53 17 

Punjab ... ... ... .. . .. , .. . . .. 
Sind ... ... ... ... ... ... .. . 

A careful examination of the statements of witnesses will show that an over. 
whelming majority of the superior medical officers are of opinion that the hemp 
drugs are very deleterious in their effects (some even go so far as to say that 
they are so even when used moderately), and that their excessive use brings on 
insanity and other diseases. The large number of executive officers, while
generally agreeing in the view that the use of these drugs is not so injurious in 
their effect as above described, have proposed at the same time. that the duty at 
present levied on them should be raised. The consensus of opinion among most 
of the witnesses belonging to the orthodox 'Hindoo class is that the use of bhang 
;s connected with the social and religious customs of the people, but it would be
well to point out her~ that a very few of them consider such customs as abso. 
lutelyessential. The opinion of some of the Muhammadan and European witnesses 
is that the use is essential. The enlightened portion of the native community who 
were invited to give evidence generally share' in the view that these drugs 
are injurious, and that their use may be prohibited. The reason for this diver
sity of opinion is not far to seek. On the one hand, the patriots and philan. 
thropists in their excessive zeal for the welfare of the lJeople are generally 
apt to magnify the existing evils which corrode society, however small they 
may appear to the naked eye; while, 011 the .other hand, another class, with a 
view to serve the interests of the State, generally make the evils appear very 
much smaller, like things seen through the wrong end of the binocular glass, 
forgetting thatthe intere,st of the Government could be best sen'ed by serving 
the interest of the people. 

About the examination of cases admitted to the lunatic asylums where the 
cause of insanity was attributed to hemp drugs, it may be said that the Commis
sion's inquiry extended over a period of one year, namely, 1892, and the conclu. 
sion arrived at, however correct it may be for that year, cannot perhaps be 
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accepted as general. What leads me to form this opinion is that the nature of the 
evidence on which the Sub-Committee based its decision is in some instances of a 
very contradictory and unreliable nature. In this connection my suggestion would 
be that the statistics of such cases for the next succeeding three years may be 
taken, and the local officers be impressed with the necessity of taking down correct 
notes of the nature of insanity, its causes, &c., after thorough examination. 

I think! need hardly say anything more on the physiological action of 
bemp drugs than by quoting the following from Dr. Cunningham's report, which 
proves that the investigation is not yet complete:-

If THe results of this were as follows, in so far as mere casual naked.eye in
spection goes; for I have already pointed out the detailed histological examina
tion of the condition'of the various organs and tissues is a matter not of a felY 
hours, but of many weeks' work; so that it has been impossible for me to carry 
it out and at the same time to meet the wish of the Commission for the imme
diate submission of a report. Specimens of all the more important organs have, 
however, been carefully preserved, and will form the subjects of detailed histo
logical examination hereafter." 

The principal recommendation of the Commission is that, in order to restrict 
the use of these drugs, a high rate of duty should be imposed on them. Considering 
the peculiar condition of this country and its population; I do not think the 
doctrine of restricting the use of intoxicants by introducing a gradual increased 
rate of duty on their trade could be accepted as a very sound- one. The past 
history of the excise administration of the country will show clearly that such 
measures, although adopted from time to time, were not of much avail. To prove 
this it would be necessary ~ither to point to facts and fignres in official reports or to 
quote public opinions. If it is possible to find accurate figures of area under culti
vation or actual quantities of production of the intoxicating drugs for a series of 
years, .the actual increase or decrease of the use of the drugs could be inferred 
from an examination and comparison of those figures. The following extract 
from a letter of the Government of Bengal to the Board of Revenue will show, 
that the Government itself has very little confidence on the statistical tables 
prepared in the Excise Department :-

.. The Lieutenant-Governor pas had an opportunity of visiting Nowgong and 
of personally inspecting the Ganja Department at the place j and from inquiries 
made by him on the spot, it appears to him that the widest opportunities for 
fraud and smuggling exist, though no proof has ever been adduced of detected 
smuggling of ganja on an extensive scale. The cultivated area is never measured_ 
The result therefore at the end is entirely speculative and uncertain." 

The Acting Secretary to the Madras Board of Revenue in the Depart
ment of Separate Revenue in his letter No. 1 839-Mis., dated 1 st May 1894, 
says: II Accurate figures are nowhere available, as no accounts are maintained 
respecting the cultivation of the plant." Such is the case with every province. 
Nowhere accurate figures regarding the cultivation or production of ganja are 
available. ,However, if we are to depend on the reports of the Excise Depart
ment, it will be seen from an examination of these statistical tables that, not
withstanding a continuous raising of duties on ganja, its cultivation and trade a~ 
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markedly on the increase. The rates of fixed duty have been raised in Bengal 
from time to time. For the sake of convenience I will divide the twenty years from 
1874 to 1893 into as many periods as the rates of duty on the drugs were increased 

,and give an average of areas under cultivation, etc., for each period. In this 
manner their effect on the spread of cultiviltion and trade of the drug will be seen 
enost clearly. In five years from 1872 to 1878 the rate of duty on" best "'quality of 
ganja was Rs. 4, the area under cultivation 1,978 bighas, sale 7,800 maunds, import 
830 maunds, and revenue Rs. 11,67,829. In the next four years from 1879 to 188~ 
the rate of duty on round ganja increased a little, the area under cultivation was 
1,982 bighas, sale 5,657 maunds, import 879 maunds, and revenue Rs. 14,51,088. In 

,the next five years from 1883 to 1887, rate of duty Rs. 5, area under c~ltivation 
2,010 bighas, sale '5,861 maunds, import 1,416maunds, and revenue Rs. '9,68,822. 
In the next three years ending 1890, rate of duty Rs. 7, area under cultivation 
2,207 bighas, sale 6,354 maunds, import 1,7'3 maunds, and revenue Rs. 22,74,354. 
In the next three years from 1890 to 1893, rate of duty Rs. 8, area. under culti-

ovation 2,509 bighas, sale 5,741 maunds, import 1,571 maunds, and revenue Rs. 
23,30,106. It will be seen from the last year's report that the area under cultiva
tion was no less than 3,540 bighas in 1892'93. 

I think it would be well to see what the statements of the witnesses prove 
regarding the spread of the use·of hemp drugs. No. I Bengal witness, Mr. D. R. 
Lyall, Member of the Board of Revenue, in charge of Excise in Bengal, says in reply 
to Question No. 25: "The consumption of ganja varies little." Mr. E. Westmacott 
(Witness No.2), late Commissioner of Excise in Bengal, says: "I doubt there being 
either increase or decrease. If smuggling were completely stopped, figures of con· 

'sumption'would undoubtedly go up." Mr. William Colebrook Taylor (36), Special 
Deputy Collector, Orissa, says: "The use of ganja is said to be on the increase. 
Cannot give reasons except that the existence of so many ganja shops must have 
a tendency to attract consumers and increase the consumption." Mr. A. C. 
Tute, Collector of Dinajpur, witness No. lli, says: ,I The use of ganja is on the" 
increase. The reason for increase in consumption here is that the people of this 
district show a liking to ganja in preference to drink." Witness No. 166, Ray 
Radhagobind Roy Sahib, Zamindar of the same district, says: "The use of 
ganja is on the increase." Witness No. 92, Mr. W. R. Rickets, Manager of Nilgiri 
State, Orissa, says: "I should say the use of bhang and ganja is decidedly on the 
increase." Witness No. 80, Babu Hem ChunderKerr, the Deputy Collector of 
Alipur, and the well·known author of the valuable report on ganja, says: " With 
increase of duty smuggling becomes more rife (vide my Report, page 153). The 
first .improvement that I would suggest will be the reduction of the duty levied 
on ganja, which has been raised rather too high." 

In the North·Western Provinces the increase in the use of hemp drugs is not 
less marked than in Bengal. Mr. Stoke~, the Excise Commissioner of North. 
Western Provinces, in paragraph 42 of his memorandum says: ." In the twenty 
years since 1873 the receipts have grown from Rs. 4,07,822 to Rs. 7,06,788, or 

,over 73 per cent. In Oudh the increase has been over 193 per cent., and in the 
North·Western Provinces it has been So per cent.'~ For this increase he has 
.assigned three causes, one of which is "an increased use of hemp drugs." 

In Punjab the Financial Commissioner's letter, dated 6th October ,891, con
"tains the following: "So far as statistics are available, the rev.enue derived from 
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the Punjab from the hemp drugs has remained practically stationary for' several 
yea;rs. - • • The probabilities are an in favour of increased consumption." 

A careful examination of Excise reports and statements of witnesses in 
other provinces win show that the use of hemp drugs is spreading in the same 
way everywhere, and, wherever it will be foend otherwise, the cause may be easily 
traced to the spread of the use of spirituous liquors. The question of the spread 
of the use of hemp drugs is so much intermixed with that of opium and spirituous' 
liquors that it is not at all convenient for anybody to deal with the one kind 
of intoxicating article alone, keeping the others outside the sphere of considera. 
tion. The principle of restricting and controlling the spread of intoxicating articles by 
imposing high rates of dut1 has been applied to all, tmt notwithstanding this the
use of every kind of intoxicant is on the increase. Attempt has been made 
from time to time to explain away this increase of intemperance as well as the 
revenue derived from the use of intoxicating articles in India by officials of the
highest position and experience by bringing forth the argument that it is the result 
of the improvement in the condition of the people. Sir J. Strachey in page 30 of 
his admirable work, " Finances and Public Works of India," says: "This increase' 
of 50 per cent. in the last twelve years is not to be attributrd to the increast: of 
intemperance, but to improvement in the condition of the people, and, still more, 
to better administration." 

Sir Richard Temple in his .. India in 1880" says: ,. The sight of this may 
give to some observers the impression that under British rule drinking prevails 
more than under Native rule. Wider observation will; however, prove that 
the Indians, if judged by the standard of advanced nations, are sober and temper
ate in the main, and that; despite any defects which may still lurk in the excise
system, the British taxes do operate as some check upon insobriety." 

Probably nowhere this line of reasoning was more clearly and effectively put 
before the public than in a Parliamentary Report on " Intemperance" prepared, 
by a Select Committee of the House of Lords. It is stated in that paper: 
"This increase of expenditure cannot by itself be taken as a proof that 
drunkenness has increased in the same ratio. I t is probable that a large portion 
represents the moderate consumption by the temperate. With increasing incomes 
the spending power of all classes has grown, and a higher scale of comfort has 
been gradually introduced. Just as the consumption of meat has increased, so 
,has that of intoxicating liquors j but in neither of these cases does the increased 
general consumption necessarily, imply a proportionate excess on the part 
of individuals. Further, it has been shown that the use of tea, 'sugar, wine, and 
tobacco has increased far more rapidly than the use of spirits or beer." 

Whatever may be the cause of the increase, in this country at least it is 
believed by many the use of the intoxicating drugs is spreading very fast. An 
experienced officer of, the executive line in Bengal, Mr. Dutt, Deputy Magistrate, 
in page 276 of his book rr India: Past and Present" says: rr The vice of drunkenness 
ha~ been most alarmingly increasing in the country since the introduction of British 
rule in it. Of course the raising of the excise duties would necessitate the raising of 
the import duties on foreign liquor, as otherwise the result would be to displace Native 
liquor for European j and it is here that the shoe really pinches, for the Europeans 
in I~dia, and possibly the higher classes of the Natives also, are apt to object 
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strenuously to any check being placed on th~ admission of European liquors into 
the country." 

These few lines will show how keenly some of the educated natives of the 
country feel for the spread of the use of spirituous liquors and other intoxicating 
drugs among the people, and how necessary it is to find out some effective means 
which might arrest their further progress. The simple course of raising the 
rate of duty from time to time to check their spread has not proved of much 
avail up to this time. On the other hand, I believe the Fates of duty on some 
ofthe intoxicating articles have already reached their highest point, and, instead 
of checking the spread of their use, do harm to society by _ fostering 

- smuggling and crimes. In my humble opinion, adoption of an opposite course 
-in the shape of gr;ldual reduction of duties on some of the intoxicating articles, 
with a judicious arrangement for supplying the consumers of the drugs with the 
least injurious kind of intoxicants, inay in a great extent help to fulfil the wish 
which the Government has at heart. 

Sometimes judicious reduction of the duty on articles of consumption, such 
as drinks or beverages, has proved far more beneficial than the adoption of restric
tive measure in the shape of imposing increased duty. To prove this, instances 
abound in the history of England as well as of other European countries. As an 
instal)ce, I may mention here the case of tea. In the last century, when the u'se 
of tea spread in an astonishing way all over England, and when the traders in tea 
used to mix ,,~th it II great quantities of sloe leaves, liquorice leaves, leaves of 
other trees, shrubs, or plants, clay, logwood, and other ingredients," which were 
detrimental to the health of the people, Government with the help of legislation 
attempted several times to repress the s9pllisticating of tea, as these operations 
of the false tea-makers were termed. But such measures always proved quite in
effectual. A \'ery stringent Act was passei:l in 1777 to repress this practice, but 
it also did very little good. At last, in 1784, a wise measure was adopted by Pitt, 
and a considerable reduction in the duty on the tea cheapened its price and 
repressed smuggling. 

It would not be improper to .see here how far the quite different line of method 
which the Government adopted to arrest the progress of hemp drugs in Burma 
has proved successful. 

The following extracts will show that the prohibition of the sale and manufac
ture of ganja in Burma has proved of some be~efit to the country:- , 

Mr. Bayne, Secretary to the Chief Commissioner, in his letter dated 2nd 
November 1893, says: "No one in Burma desires any change in the Excise law 
as far as intoxicating drugs are concerned." The Commissioner of theTenasserim 
Division, in his letter dated 30th January 1894, addressed to the Financial Com
missioner, says: "The effect of the prohibitory system has undoubtedly been to 
render it somewhat difficult and dangerous for anyone to possess the drug, and 
this must have very largely tended to keep it out of the hands _ of Burmans. In 
my opinion, if this system had not been adopted, the result would have been disas
trous. Burmans would very certainly have taken to use ganja, for which they 
have no desire, and, from their national character, those who took to it woul<i have 
used it to excess, as is the case with-opium, which taken in moderate doses does no 
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harm. Were the consumption and even possession of ganja not prohibited, the 
effects would be terrible." In his memorandum dated 1st June 1893, Mr. Culloden, 
Superintendent of Preventive Service, says: "Ganja has always been considered 
a prohibited drug in Burma. The prohibition of its importation has so far 
been successful that the drug has been kept out of the local market to a con
siderable extent; this is proved by the fact that, whenever traced to anyone 
possessing it, only a very small quantity of the drug has been found on them." 
The Deputy Commissioner, Akyab, in paragraph 3 of his letter dated 1st 
December 1893, says: "The systetn of prohibition has on the whole been 
successfu1." The Deputy Commissioner of Toungoo, in his letter dated 12th January 
1894, says: "In my opinion the system of prohibiting ganja in Burma has 
been to a very large extent, though not entirely, successfu1."· The Commis
sioner of the Southern Division, in his letter dated 16th January 1894, says: " As far 
as my experience goes, the system of prohibition of ganja has worked well. This 
is based on my experience in different places." Major Eyre (Witness No. 12) in 
his evidence says: "The total prohibition now in force is absolutely necessary. 
Were the use of the drug to be sanctioned, the spread of the habit would be great 
and the results lamentable." Mr. Courneuve (Witness No. 14) says: "The 
absolute prohibition of the production and consumption of ganja has had' the 
best results, and cannot be improved upon." 

Consideration of all these leads me to come to a conclusion which is not 
quite in agreemenf with that of my colleagues. I believe that the injurious effects 
of the hemp drugs are greater and their use more harmful than one would 
naturally suppose to be the case- after reading the concluding portion of 
Chapter XlII of our Report, although I think I should say that the facts elicited by 
our inquiry do not go to support the extreme opinion held by some well-in
tentioned people that these drugs in al\ their forms and in every case are highly 
pernicious in their effects. We have seen in almost all parts of India people con
nected with temples and 11latizs, who are quite healthy, strong, and stout, who 
excessively indulge in bhang. Instances were not rare in which habitual 
ganja smokers were seen to be quite healthy and strong. It is among 
the very poor and the mendicant classes that shocking instances of human 
wrecks caused by over.indulgence in hemp drugs can be found. The 
general opinion that I have been able to form is that ganja and charas are no 
doubt injurious in their action on the constitution of certain people, especially 
those who are weak and underfed, even when they are taken in comparatively 
moderate doses, and only for a short time. When they are consumed in excess 
and continuously for a long time, their effects are undoubtedly most ruinous. 
It should be remembered that it is the men of the poorest class generally, who 
cannot afford to pay for the luxury of spirituous drinks, who take to the use of 
ganja. It is also a fact that men who are naturally weak, and who suffer from 
some sort of bodily or mental indisposition or discomfort, to obtain temporary 
relief generally indulge in ganja, at first in medicinal doses, and then gradually tum 
to be excessive consumers of the drug. This accounts for the fact why so large 
a number of the consumers of the drugs are often found to be in a most deplor
ahle condition. On the whole, therefore, I am inclined to believe that the pro
hibition of the use of ganja and charas would be a source. of benefit to the 
people. 
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The following chief difficulties are genera\1y alleged m the way of total 
prohibition :-

(I) Probability of the consumers taking to the use of more deleterious 
drugs. 

(2) Wild growth of hemp plant. 

(3) Religious consideration. 

It is said"that the prohibition of the use of ganja imd charas might lead the 
"consumers to take to more deleterious and worse substitutes, such as dhatura, 
arsenic, etc. It should be noted that out of 1,193 witnesses, probably not more than 
twenty of the non·officials have shared this view. No doubt some of the con
sumers of ganja and charas wil1 take to the use of spirituous liquor and some 
may go to opium, but at the same time it is reasonable to believe that a large 
number of them will not go to either. The reason is that fakirs and bairagis, 
who are the largest consumers of the hemp drugs, cannot on religious grounds 
resort to spirituous drink. It is stated by "many witnesses that opium is. 
distasteful to the consumers of ganja. Even supposing some of them go to 
toddy, pachai, weak country spirits, or even moderate doses of opium, the proofs 
are wanting to show that these forms of intoxicants are worse in their effects 
than ganja and charas smoking. Besides, if one of the forms of the hemp 
drugs- bhang,-which is considered least injurious, is left untouched by the pro· 
hibitory measure of the Government, consumers of ganja or charas will get in it 
.a substitute, though weak i~ intoxicating strength. So I do not think there is 
much ground for the lear entertained by some that the stronger poisons, such as 
dhatura, arsenic, etc., might be substituted fo~ any of these drugs. 

It will be seen from the map showing the spontaneous growth of the hemp 
plant appended to the Report that such growth is only confined to the Himalayas, 
and" portions of the plains adjoining it. In Southern India occasional 
growth of the plants may be found here and there, but not even to the same 
~xtent as they can be found in Burma. If notwithstanding this the system 
of prohibition was thought feasible in Burma, there seems hardly to be any reason 
for not extending the same at least to Southern India. 

In Chapter II (on Natural History of the Hemp Plant) of the Report it is 
stated: 

"The evidence of botanists, therefore, may be taken to exclude India from 
the area of indigenous growth, and it will be seen that" the direct enquiries of the 
Commission tend to confirm this view." 

"In the memorandum of the Bengal Excise Commissioner, paragraph 6, it is 
stated: "The wild hemp plant is found in nearly every district, and it grows abun
dar;ltly in several places. No ganja or charas is made from the wild plant, as the 
narcotic element which is essential to the production of either drug is entirely absent 
~r"very"imperfectlydeveloped in the uncultivated plant." The Excise Commis·. 
sioner of the Central Provinces, in paragraph 57 of his memorandum, says: 
,f It is believed that the hemp plant does not grow wild in any part of those 
provinces." 
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The Excise Commissioner of Assam in his evidence in reply to. our ques
tion NO.7 says: "I think there is no such thing as wild ganja. It does not grow 
of itself like other weeds. " Statements of this nature abound in excise memo
randa and other records. 

F,!1rther, in paragraph 665 of Chapter XVI of the Report it is stated: "That 
the ganja derived from such spontaneous growth, untended and unimproved, is so 
inferior as to obviate all likelihood of its competing with the cultivated ganja." 

The fact, therefore, that the plants are found only in certain parts of the 
country and not all over it shows that the objection on this score is not very 
tenable, and that there is hardly any likelihood of the flowering tops produced by 
the uncared for hemp plants being ever substituted for cultivated ganja. As 
regards charas, it being .imported from foreign country, the spontaneous growt~ 
of hemp plant does not affect the question of its ·prohibition. . 

In Chapter IX of the Report it has been proved that charas has no con
nection whatever with any religious observances of any sect of people in India. 
I t would also appear that the use of ganja in this connection is not so wide-· 
spread as that of bhang. A careful examination of the statel!lents of witnesses 
will show that the use is confined to a very small circle of people, and even 
that use cannot be considered as essential, as it is not sanctioned by any reli
gious authority. 

A very few witnesses, and these mainly from Bengal, mention that the 
smoking of ganja is connected with religious customs of the people. The 
majority of these refer to a mode of worship called Trinath Mela, which is in 
vogue in the Eastern part of Bengal and in some portion of Assam adjoining East 
Bengal. I t would not be out of place here to state in brief the· origin of this 
form of worship, and how far the use of ganja is really connected WIth it, and 
the connection of Trinath itself with the Hindu Trinity. 

Major Moore in his" Hindu Pantheon," says: "In mythology Bra/una is 
the creator, Vishnu the preserver, and Siva the destroyer; in metaphysics the 
first is malter, the second spirit, and the third time; and in natural philosophy, 
earth, water, and fire respectively." Perhaps it was with the object of bringing 
about a sort of reconciliation as it were among the different sects of Hindus who 
worship their god in these three difierent principles that one Babu Annada Chandra, 
a Varendro Brahmin of Dacca. District, probably following the examples of Ram 
Sing of the Punjab or Ghasi Das of the Central Provinces, first started this new 
mode of worship in 1869 somewhere near his native· village, this deity being 
termed tI Trinath," or three in one. To popularize this mode of worship among 
the rural population, he himself composed a few stanzas of song in colloquial 
Bengali, which are sung instead of the usual citation of Sanskrit Muntras, while the 
worshippers of Trinath join together in performing the Pu;a. In these songs there 
is to be found only the mention of the word siddhi, i.e., bhang and not ganja. 
The originator of this mode of worship, himself being addicted to the use of 
gan jar it was natural that his followers would follow his example and offer ganja 
to their rod while worshipping him. That the use of ganja is not essential in this 
mode of worship can be ascertained from the fact that the ladies of the family are 
allowed to join with the male members in the worship, and it is known to ever)-
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body that women in Bengal as well as in other parts of the country, with the 
exception of those who publicly lead a disreputable life, never indulge in ganja 
or charas smoking. 

Bengal witness No. 63, Babu Abhilas Chandra Mukharji, in his detailed 
note on Trinafhs Puja, Writes: "Ganja can be consumed by all in the name of 
a. god, and the practice cannot be looked down upon, because it is done under 
certain forms and religious ceremonies." He concludes his paper saying:' "The 
worship is on the decline. It is almost dying out among the educated bIIadrolokes; 
but among the masses it still exists." So from these it appears that ganja or 
bhang is offered to Trillath, but its consumption is not essentially a part o~ the 
religious ceremonies to be observed in connection' with 'this mode of worship. 

It is to be greatly regretted that the class of men, such as lalldits, mo/zunts, 
gossaills, gurus, and priests, on whose statements reliance could be placed 
in matters connected with Hindu religion, and whose opinions could be accepted 
as authoritative, are almost totally wanting in the lists of gentlemen who have 
been asked to answer our questions. Out of ~64 witnesses in the North·Western 
Provinces, only one mo/zullt is to be found, and that witness (No: 242, North
Western Provinces, Mohunt Kishoram Rai) says in answer to our inquiry if the 
use of ganja is considered essential in religious observances of Hindus: "There 
is no religious injunction to take the drugs. The rule has been invented by the 
consumers. The drugs are taken in connection with the worship of Mahadeo 
with the idea of becoming naked like the god, and regardless of earthly things." 

Witness No. 239, Lala Balmukand, Governor, Arya Samaj, says: If No 
customs, social or religious, sanction the use of ganja and charas. Bhang is 
regarded as the favourite drink of Siva (deity), and is used on the 'occasions of, 
the festivals over which he presides" e.g., Shivratri, the anniversary of Siva's 
marriage i but the use of the drugs is, not regarded as essential. It is generally 
temperate: It is not likely to lead to the formation of the habit, nor IS otherwise 
injurious." 

Witness No. 240, Priest Kashi Prosad Panda, of Mirzapur, says: " There is 
no religious view to support the use' of these:" 

In the Madras Presidency, out of 193 there are only 3 witnesses who either belong 
to the priest class or are connected with the management of Hindu temples. Wit-

ness No. 191, Samdasu Bavaji, priestofthe Mutt of Sri Jagannadha Swamy, says: 
.. The use of ganja is not considered as an essential to social or religious customs as 
some say." No. 192, Baldev Das, priest of Hanuman Mutt, says: If Some think it 
necessary for religious thoughts. Those who consume it for religious purposes 
use it moderately." Then, in answer to our question No. 34, he says: If It would 
be well to stop it, though it would be somewhat difficult to the habitual con
sumers." Witness No. 127, Raja of Ramnad, the head of Rameswar' temple, 
one of the four great temples of India, says: "1 am not aware of any custom, 
social or ,religious, with which the consumption of the drug is associated." 

In the Bombay Presidency the only witness, Sewak Lall Sarsondas (No. 109), 
who is connected with a religious institution called "Arya Samaj," says: "The 
Arya Samaj fully sympat~ises with th~ objects of the Commission referred to, a$ 
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the principles and tenets of the Samaj enjoin on its members total abstinence 
from all kinds of intoxicating drugs." • 

In the Punjab two religious associations only have favoured us with their 
"pinions. The "Sanatan Dharma Sava, " of orthodox Hindus, says: "The 
beverage of bhang is sacred to the Siva, and in certain forms of worship is con
sidered indispensable by certain classes of the votaries of Siva." "Arya 
Samaj," of Dera Ismail Khan, sent us copies of their resolutions, which are as· . 
follows: " That, in the opinion of this Samaj, the system in force in the Punjab re
garding the preparati(Jn and sale of ganja and other hemp drugs is most defective, 
inasmuch as, it affords facility for their consumption which deteriorates mental" 
capacities and the health of the consumers i" (2)" that this Samaj is of opinion 
that the sale of the hemp drugs should be restricted to the medical profession 
for medical purposes, and the preparation be so restricted as to meet the said 
wants only." 

In Bengal, Assam, Sind, and the Central Provinces there are none among the' 
lI'itnesses who belong to the Hindu priest or mohunt class. 

The total number of witnesses who simply state that the use of ganja is 
connected with the religious customs of the people are in Bengal 96, Assam 
9, North-Western Provinces and Oudh 74, Punjab 27, Central Provinces 28, 
Madras 36, Bombay 38, Sind 12, and Burma 2. Those who consider the 
observance of these customs essential are' 55 in Bengal, 10 in 'Assam, 23 in 
North-Western Provinces and Oudh, 9 in Pmijab, II in the Central Provinces - , 
13 in Madras, 6 in Bombay, 2 in Sind, and I in Burma; while the number of 
witnesses who state that there are no such customs prevaleqt are 55 in Bengal, 
8 in Assam, 114 in the North-Western Provinces and Oudh, 25 in the Punjab, 
24 in the Central Provirices, 78 in Madras, 30 in Bombay, IS in Sind, and 
8 in Burma. 

It has been alleged that the use of ganja among religious mendicants 
who are constantly exposed to sun and rain has beneficial effects. The objects 
with which it is used by these classes of people are mainly twofold-( I) to pro
duce int?xication, and (2) to generate heat. Apart from its intoxicating effects, 
if the generation of the heat in the system be one of the objects which the 
consumers have in view, I think it would not be altogether out of place to men
tion here that the abolition of the drug is not likely to cause them any hardship, 
as in that case its place can be supplied by an innocent root called Durba (Cyno
dOll dactyloll), which is very common, and which grows throughout India. This 
root, if smoked in a chillum, has the wonderful effect of generating heat in the 
system, while at the same time "the unpleasantness caused by the intoxicating 
power of the latter can be avoided. 

Charas is very deleterious, and the use of this form of the drug is highly m 
disrepute. I t has no connection whatever with n;ligious and social customs of 
the people i and, as it is imported from foreign country, it is quite feasible to 
prohibit its importation. I therefore recommend the prohibition of its manufac
ture, importation, and sale. With a view to save the persons connected with 
the manufacture and trade of charas from suffering any pecuniary loss, and tbe 
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habitual consumers 01 charas Irom the inconvenience 01 sudden deprivation 0 I 
the use of the drug, it would be advisable to give sufficient notice and allow a 
time before the adoption 01 prohibitory measures. 

Although I am lully convinced 01 the injurious effects 01 g~nja and the bene
fit which will be derived by its total prohibition, 1 think I would not be justified 
in advocating a sudden prohibition, having regard to thedissatislaction which it 
may likely cause to a class 01 people known as sanyasis, bairagis, and fakirs,; 
whose facilities for giving trouble are very great owing to their peculiar position 
and habits of life. I do not think, however, that this dissatisfaction 01 certain 
dasses of people on account of the prohibitory measure in itself is likely to 
cause any serious annoyance to Government, but this, when added to other 
similar cau;es of dis,satisfaction, might bring about discontent. It is scarcely 
necessary to point out the nature of the influence which these sanyasis· 
and fakirs stilI exercise over a vast. number of people who have not received 
English education. 

There are other grounds besides the one mentioned above which lead me to 
recommend a gradual prohibition. If, instead of adopting a sudden prohibitory 
measure, the Government adopt a gr~dual one, it will get time to institute further. 
inquiries, should it be considered advisable, with a view to ascertain the exact 
physiological action of ganja. If it be' found possible to refine the drugt and 
make it less injurious by diminishing its narcotic effect, the question would 
then arise whether, like opium, it would not be advisable to make a G"vernment 
monopoly of the drug. If, however, on moral er other grounds this cou~se does 
not commend itself to Government, it would be a question for further considera
tion whether the cuftivation and manufacture of ganja might not be concentrated 
at one place u,nder direct Government supervision. In the latter case the 
disadvantages' of the monopoly system may be avoided, while at the same 
time the advantage, namely, the control of the strength of the drug, might 
be obtained, and the smuggling of the drug may be minimised. At pre
sent we have not sufficient means to ascertain how far the injury caused to 
the consumers of the drug is due to the pure drug itseif, and how far to the other 
pois~nous substances that are occasionally mi){ed with it. This difficulty would 
be removed if the entire cultivation and manufacture of the drug are brought 
under Government supervision. Another great advantage to be derived by the 
adoption of this course is, il after furth~r consideration and investigation, as sug
gested above, the Government decides lor total prohibition, that nothing would 
be more easy than to gi\'e effect to such a measure. I would therefore recommend 
that, as a preliminary step towards prohibition, the cultivation 01 ganja may be 
concentrated in one place, and its man.ufacture and sale be brought under direct 
Government supervision . 

• 11 Groups or these wanderers are frequently to be seen all over the country,lodgingunder large trees, the shady 
'boughs of whicb serve as a canopy. under which they eat, drink, a~d sleep contentedly, a small raised hollow 
made of dried clay holding the fire which boils their culinary ingredients. At night they lie down for the most 
part on the bare ground or aD little mat.'1, With nothing softer than the roots of trees for their pillows. In this 
way they stroll, not only over all India, but even over parts of Central Asia, and some are known to have rambled 
011 so far a~ Astrakhan and St. Petersburgh. They do DOt mind their privations whit" the liberty of their 
life they enjoy, and with some those distant journeys are not altogether aimless, as they carry many valuable: 
things in their girdles in whicb they traffic. Begging is, of course, unavoidable to such a life, but the san1asis 
,"chew it as much as they can. Among them are to be fouod some very clever men."-Page 90, India: Past and 
rresent, by Dutt. 

-t 01 If. instead of seekin~ to stop its entry into the country, we were to direct our attent-ion to its refiJl4'ment 
aud puritication, a vast amount of good would eDsue.-(TM Br,ti,,, JI,di,aI1ou"ltd, dtJt,d S,-pl, .. b,r aJr;l, 189J.) 
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I would further suggest for the consideration of the Government the 

following ,-

Although in the oplnion of sci~ntific men ganja 'does not lose its narcotic 
value in lapse of rime, yet,the popular belief among consumers throughout India is 
that the drug loses its strength in time. I, however, believe it is quite possible 
that by exposure to air for a long time the ganja may lose its narcotic strength by 
a slow oxidation process. I would therefore suggest tha~ ganja may not be 
allowed to be sold till after the .expiry of one year from the date the crop IS 

harvested, thus enabling the people to use it in this less injurious form: 

It has come to our knowledge that some 'parts of the country grow stronger 
ganja than others: The physiological investigation concerning the various kinds 
of ganja grewn in this country cannot be said to be complete. I would therefore 
suggest that, if it be actually' found after due investigatio.n .that the drugs have 
different narcotic values in different parts of India, the cultivation and manufacture 
of the stronger form should be discouraged and its sale altogether prohipited, the 
weaker ganja only being allowed to find its way to the market. 

It has been elicited in our inquiry that in som~ parts of the country women 
sell these drugs. The vend of these drugs, especially through women, lends an 
additional inducement to the buyers to indulge in these drugs. It would be well 
if measures are 'adopted to put a stop to these practices. . 

In paragraph 648, Chapter XVI, of the Report it has been recommended that 
the licensees of retail vend should not sell the3e drugs to children and insane 
persons. It would be better in case of children to fix an age limit, say 16, and to 
further restrict the' sale to persons who, being under the influence of ganja ~r 
some other intoxicant, have no self-control at the time. It should further be 
stipulated in the license that no vendor shall adulterate his drugs with dhatura 
seed and other poisonous stuff. A heavy penalty should be imposed for infringe
ment of the above rules besides forfeiture of the license. 

The practice of consuming the drug in the shops should be discontinued, as 
in some cases it gives great facilities to consumers who on account of the.Joint 
family systel'n, out of respect to their elders, cannot dare to take it in family 
dwellings houses. The practice of smoking in the shops also leads to the exces
sive use of the drug. 

In England, although heavy duties are levied on all kinds of intoxicating 
articles, including tobacco, and the arrangements ofelicise administration and 
control of the use of intoxicating drugs are more complete than in any other 
country, still the legislature of that countV' very wisely kept aloof from touching 
the preparation and use of the weakest kind of drink-beer-for home con
sumption. No duties are levied there on private brewers occupying small houses 
not exceeding £8 annual value, and who are brewing' only for domestic usee. 
Though this; arrangement causes loss of Go.vernment revenue to a large extent, 
yet, on the other hand, it, supplying the pepple \\lith a less injurious kind of bever
age, keeps them to some extent from the attraction of strong spirituous drink. 
In the same manner the Government of this country can help the cause of tem
perance by losing a little of its hold on a glass of sap from a palm tree belong-

- 1 

• 49 and SO VicL.. Chapter 18, lec;tioD 30 
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ing to a poor cultivator or a handful of leaves from a bhang plant growing spon
taneously adjoining his homestead. It is greatly to be regretted that my col
leagues should have thought it advisable to recommend the imposition of increased 
duty on bhang and the adoption of a system which would 'not only practically 
deprive the poor rural population of some parts of the country of the use of bhang 
leaves as a cooling bevera,ge durin~ the hot mont os of the year and as a domes
tic medicine for men and.cattle, but would also drive them to some extent to the 
ganja shop to satisfy their Graving for stimulant, as has been already the case in the 
Central Provinces. In for.mer, times bhang leaves were procurable in almost all 
the districts of the Central Provinces, but now, probably owing to the good adminis
tration of the Excise Department of those provinces, it is a rare thing there, 
and more than one witness in the Central Provinces states that the people 
use ganja in the form of a drink because they cannot, get bhang. The matter 
bas comp. to this pass not only in the Central Provinces, but also in many parts of 
Southern India. Many experienced native gentlemen as well as Government 
officials are of opinion that it would be well to leave bhang alone.. Bengal 
witness No. 25, Mr. N. K. Bose, the District Magistrate and Collector of 
Noakhali, says:-

" The taxation in case of bhang seems quite unnecessary." 

Quotations to the above effect could be given from the statements of the 
witnesses, but I do not think they are needed. 

It has been shown already that bhang is probably the least injurious of all 
the intoxicants commonly used in this country. It is to a grCi'at extent connected 
with the social and religious customs of the people. Its use as a cooling drink 
in the hot months is very common in the central and north-west parts of India. 
As a domestic medicine for men and cattle, it is much in use among the rural 
popula,tion. The bhang plant growing wild can be found in almost all parts of 
Northern India. ,In my opinion it would not be a very easy task to bring the sale 
and manufacture of bhang under full control of the Excise Department of the 
Government without much annoyance to the people. I for these reasons 
recommend that bhang may be left ~Ione for the prese,nt. 

18th August 1894. saSHI SIKHARESWAR ROY. 



Note of Dissent by Lala Nihal Chand. 

I joined the Commission in Calcutta on the 3rd August 1893, and after 
remaining for about a month in Bengal went with the other members to the 
North-Western Provinces, Central Provinces and Bombay Presid~ncy. 

On the 20th S"ptember while at Poona I fell ill and was forced to seek relief 
at home. This deprived me of a visit to the Madras Presidency. I rejoined the 
Commission on the 30th October 1893 in the Central Provinces at Nagpore, whee 
witnesses were orally examined, but on the 18th November was again obliged to 
faIl back and remained at home till the 17th April, when I joined at Lahore in 
the Punjab. and remained with' the Commission till the last sitting of the 6th 
A\1gust 1894. Thus I was with the Commission for 181 days out of 369 days 
that the Commission lasted. 

The gap in my attendance would have proved more or less serious had it 
not been for tbe fulness with which all the affairs that transpired in my absence 
were recorded. The written.answers of each witness and his statement at the 
oral examination, if there was any, as well as all the Provincial reports, memo
randa and statistics, were printed and supplied to each member from time to 
time, and a careful study of them ga.ve me a. pretty complete knowledge of the 
whole subject. 

12. On the 26th April 1894 the majority of the members expressed them
selves that they were inclined to the view that the total prohibition of the hemp 
drugs was inexpedient, and on the 12th May this view was finally confirmed by 
them. Raja Soshi Sikhareshwar Roy was not present on these occasions, and 
I reserved my final opinion, as the notes on facts and figures which the members 
had to prepare in pursuance of the President's note dated the 25th April 1894 
were not at that time ready 'and discussed by the Commission,' and J thought it 
premature to express any conclusive opinion without duly weighing the arguments 
which each member had to advance both in favour and against these drugs. 

3. It i~ with the deepest regret that I find myself compelled to diss~nt 
from my worthy colleagues j but thoroughly convinced of the justice of the views 

. that I have been led to entertain, by a careful study of the literature on the sub

. ject, as well as by discussions with other members, J feel it a duty to lay them 
before my august Government for its due consideration. I must also note here 
'by way of an apology for the incompleteness with which the points touched in 
the present note have been dealt, the great disadvantage under which J labour 
in having to express myself in a foreign language, a command over which I 
cannot profess to have, nor can I pretend to have the experience and skill 
required in drawing up an official report. I cannot therefore do more than give 
Ii bare statement of the facts and to support them with the statistics that have 
been collected by the Commission and which J believe flllly bear them out. 

I also wish to state that I concur with the other members for the most part 
as far as bhang is concerned, excepting its taxation, and I take exception fo 
their views chiefly in connection with ganja and charas. I think that in consider
ing the different products of the hemp, it would have been better if a broad dIS
tinction were kept up all through j and in summarising the results in some places, 
it would perhaps have been better not to dispose them off with the general 
terms like the hemp drugs. • 
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4. The points where I materially differ from my, colleagues are

(I) Taxation of bhang. 

(2) Production of ganja from wild plant. 
I 

(3) .Dose and number of consumers. 

(4) Proportion of excessive to moderate con~rs. 

(5) Extent of use. 

(6) Public opinion, social and religious, about their use. 

(7) Social and religious customs bearing on these drugs. 

(8) Effects-

(a) Physical. 

(6) Mental. 

(e) Moral. 

(9) Hemp drugs compared with alcohol. 

(10) Evidence from Native States and army: 

( I I) Prohibition-

(a) Precedents of other countries. 

(6) Desirability and feasibility of prohibition. 

(e) Political danger. 

(d) Danger of using more deleterious drugs. 

(12) Some of the conclusions arrived at by the Commission

(a) Policy of control and restriction. 

(b) Method of taxation. 

(e) Introduction of Bengal system into other provinces. 

. 

(d) Abolition of the fixed price at which wholesale vendors in the 
Ce\ltral Provinces are bound to sell ganja to the retail vent 
dors and grant of wholesale licenses more freely and 
without charge in the Central Provinces. • 

(e) Gradual taxation of charas. 

U) Proposal for opening new shops. 

(g) Sale of ganja in Burma. 

Tuatioll o£bhaag. 5. As stated in paragraph 564 of the Report, It IS proved by a large 
majcrity of witl1es~es that bhang is less injurious than any other intoxicant 
used in this country, and does not seem to be so deleterious as to justify -the 
Government to take an action with the view of prol;ibitin~or restricting its use. 
Bhang is produced from hemp plant, wild and cultivated, which spontaneously 
grows in Northern India all along the Himalaya hills, o~ the sides of the Eastern 
and Western Gha.ts and in some other parts of the country. Therefore it is 
practically impossible to control its growth and consumption. 

It is used as a cooling beverage by the people at large, mixed with some 
ingredients which modify its evil effects if any, and its use is associated by 
certain seCts of people with their religious and social observances. M.Jre. 
over,'it is used as a domestic medicine for men and cattle by the rural popu· 
lation. Taking all these points into consideration I am led to recommend that 
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bhang should be left alone and made free from al\ taxations. A few quotations 
are given in justification of these remarks: 

(I) The North-Western Provinces Excise Report for 1883, paragraph 86: 
(The Honorable) "Mr. Cadell dwells on the necessity for dissocialing the inju
rious ganja and charas from the less hurtful bhang. The former drugs appear to 
occupy, with reference to the latter, a position somewhat similar to that of 
<:bandu to opium, and it. appears desirable that the more injurious drug should 
be rendered less accessible than the more innocent one." 

, (2) North-Western Provinces witness No. I, the Honorable A. ,Cadell, 
)Member, Board of Revenue, ora! :-" As I said ten years ago, bhang is practically 
'harmless." 

(3) Bengal witness No. 25, N. K. Bose, Magistrate and Collector of 
Noakhali :-" The taxation on bhang seems quite un~ecessary." 

(4) Punjab witness No. 77, Lalla Ganesh Dass, President of the Sarin 
Sabha, Hoshiarpur :-" Bhang is less injurious and is often religiously used at Guru,
dwaras, and is also used by zamindars in the treatment of cattle. As it grows 
'Wild, the subordinate Government officials will have many chances of harassing 
the subjects if prohibition is enforced and therefore bhang should not be prohibit
ed." 

(5) The Honorable D. R. Lyall,Member,Board of Revenue, Calcutta:~ 
·11 I never heard of bhang being blamed for insanity." 

(6) Bengal witness No. 88, Mr. F. H. Tucker, District Superintendent of" 
Police, Dinajpur :-" Bhang ought to be allowed fre~ly." 

(7) Bengal witness No. 89, Mr. R. L. Ward, District Superintendent of 
Police, Rajshahi :-" I would not tax bhang." 

(8) Punjab witness NO.4, Lieutenant-Colonel ]. B. Hutchinson, Officiat
'ing Commissioner, Rawalpindi :-" I ought to add that to make bhang more 
expensive or to prohibit it has this additional danger, that people might take 
to other things that are worse, and so far as I know there is no need for the 
'restriction of bhang." 

(9) North-Western Provinces witness No.8, Mr. H. Fraser, Collector of 
Biinour, oral;-" I think it is quite unnecessary to check. the use of bhang. I 
'have never known it do any harm." 

(10) North-Western Provinces, Mr.T. Stoker, Excise Commissioner, says 
in his memorandum, paragraph 44 :-" If it be admitted that so long as human 
nature remains unc hanged some form of stimulant s will be used, it folIows that 
,any measures to restrict drugs will be only half successful unless they are accom
'Panied by measures which will render less harmful stimulants more acce'ssible." , 

(II) Central Provinces witness No. 14, Rughanath Rao, 'Extra-Assistant 
-Commissioner, Damoh, oral :-"Good bhang I have already said should be made 
more available. It would reduce the use of tanja as bhang, and also the use of 
spirituous liquor among the higher classes. Ordinary ganja used as bhang is 
more injurious than good bhang. The higher classes would' also smoke ganja 
1ess. They would also take liquor less. All this would, in -my opinion, be a: 
change for the better." '. ' 

6. Paragraphs 1128 and 236 of the Report contain,-'" ,It appears then that a ProcI.~ ... orraoja 
'Very inferior but smokable ganjamay occasionany be obtained .from the fro", wild plut. 

97 
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• 
spontaneous growth. The great majority of witnesses nevertheless' state that 
ganja is not procured from the wild plants i and undoubtedly what is ordinarily 
acc~pted as ganja cannot be so obtained." II Mr. Wall, a late Commissioner 
of Excise (North-Western Provinces and Oudh), does not believe that ganja is 
produced by wild plants i and that many other witnesses take the same view." 

The above extracts fairly establish that ganja cannot be produced from the 
wild plant. The follo.wing quot~tio~s further ~uppor~ tbe. same view and conclu
sively prove that no kmd of ganJa either supenor or mfenor can be made from itp 

(1) Benl~al.-The Excise Commissioner, in his memorandum, paragraph 6, 
says :-" No ganja or charas is made from the wild plants as the narcotic element, 
which is very essential to the preparation of either drug, is entirely absent or 
very imperfectly developed in the uncultivated plants." 

(2) Dr. Prain, in his report on the cultivation o,f ganja, chapter VI, page 11, 
says :-" Ganja is obtained from cultivated plants only, and of the female sex exclu
sively, the males being not only not used, but not permitted to grow in the vicinity 
of the crops in order that the formation of seeds may be as far as possible pre
vented." 

(3) Memorandum by Brigade-Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel J. King, M. B." 
Director of Botanical Survey of India, dated 28th October 1893 :-" The plant 
familiarly known as Ind,ian hemp (Cannabis sativa, L.) is really wild in no part 
of British India. But in all parts of India, and also in Upper Burma, plants. 
of it may be found growing withoutcultiva tion near villages and gardens, 
where hemp is at present, or has in former times been, cultivated. J n botanical 
phraseology, hemp is found in India, not as an indigenous plant, but as 'an 
escape from cultivation." 

(4) Bengal witness No. 17, K. G. Gupta, Excise Commissioner, says; 
II No ganja is made from the wild hemp plant." 

(5) Bengal witness No. 80, Babu Hem Chunder Kerr, retired Deputy 
CoJlector, and the officer deputed to make special enquiries about ganja in 1877" 
says: II The wild plants 'do not yield ganja." 

(6) Bengal witness No.6, A. L. Johnson, Commissioner, Dacca: oral:
" The wild plant is not used for ganja, but 'the leaf is used for bhang," and that 
"I know no case of ganja prepared from the wild plant without cultivation." 

(7) Bengal witness NO.3, W. H. Grimley, Commissioner of Chota Nag
pur :-" The plant in its wild state does not produce ganja. Bhang can be pre
pared from the wild plant, wherever grown, bout I am doubtful about ganja, ana 
that ganja consists of the resinous coated flowering-tops of the cultivated unfer
tilised female plant. The plant in its wild state does not produce ganja." 

(8) Assam ~itness No.2, J. J. S. Driberg, Commissioner of Excise, 
Shillong, oral :-" I think there is no such. thing as wild ganja. It does not grow 
of itself like other weeds." 

(9) Assam witness NO.9, G. A. Gait, Director of Land Records and Agri. 
culture :-" I have never found the spontaneous growth of hemp in the jungle, 
only in places formerly cultivated or still under cultivation. !he jungle grass 
appears to choke it even when it grows.'; 

(10) Assam witness No. 13, Ishan Chander Patranavis, Extra-Assistant 
Commissioner of Sylhet :-uJ-Iemp plants are not cultivated in this district. In 
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"~--~--~-------------------------------
some places a species of plants ,grows spontaneous1y, which is called bhang, and 
which 'never produces ganja." 

(II)' North-Western Prov'inees, and Oudh witness No.8, tJugh Fraser, 
Magistrate and Collector, Bijnour :-" Bhang can be prepared from the he~p 
plant wherever grown and by any person; ganja and charas cannot." 

(12) North-Western Provinces and Oudh witness No. 63, Birg Nath Sahai, 
Excise Naib-Tahsildar, Gorakhpur :-" Ganja and charas cannot be made from 
the wild plant." 

(13) North, Western Provinces and Oudh witness No. 254, Lala Sheopershad 
Rai Bahadur, oral :_If Ganja and charas cannot be made from the wild plants. 
The sample shown to me is ganja, and has been grown from ganja seed. It could 
not have been got from the wild plants." 

(14) Punjab witn~ss No. 63, Sirdar Bahadur Bhllgwan Singh, :zamindar, 
Amballa District :_If Ganja is not, raised from the wild hemp seed, for it is another 

, class of product." 

(IS) Bengal witness No. 64. Gobindra Chundra Das, Deputy Magistrate and 
Deputy Collector of Maida :_If There is one point to which I wish to lay particular 
stress in this connection. ' The cultivation of ganja has been confined to the 
Rajshahi tracts for nearly half a century; previous to tha't even there is no evidence 
to show that ganja used to be ever grown on a large scale in any ,other part of 
Bengal. It follows therefore that the cultivators of Bengal, even if they had ever 
cultivated ganja,' have long forgotten the method of its cultivation. and would be 
unable to cultivate it now even if they be willing to qo so. Further, it, has been 
by no means established that the climate and soil of other parts of Bengal would' 
be at all suitable to the growth of the ganja-bearing plant. An experiment to 
cultivate the ganja at Sibpur under the scientific supervision' of the Director of 
La~d Records has by no means proved a success. ...... II It is also known that the 
presence of a single male plant is sufficient to destroy the whole crop of a neld. 
Ganja experts would be necessary to root out the male plants before one can 
hope to successfully raise the crop of ganja." 

7. The consumption of ganja and charas, per head has been fixed in the Dose. 

Report for the different provinces at the following rates :-

Province. Ganja. Charas. 

Bengal (paragraphs 342 and 349) i seer per annum... f tola per day. 
. 

North-Western Provinces (paragraphs 356 I seer 
and 357)' 

Punjab (paragraph 369) Not used 

do. l seer per annum. ' 

I seer do. 

Central Provinces (paragraph 378) 

Madras (paragraph 385) 

Il, se~r per annum... Not stated. 

I seer do. do. 

Bombay (paragraph 391) I seer do. do. 

The consumption seems to be fixed rather arbitrarily. One reading the Re
port cannot help thinking that the figures have been ~_xt!d. so as t~.b.:.ing the 
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quan\ities within the pu~chasing power of the people, a proposition which ought 
to have formed the ultimate object of the Commission to establish. 

(a) Pa.ragraph 349 o/the report.-" The drug (charas) is used by people 
of better means. It lS therefore in all probability taken more liber-
ally and excess is more common." • 

(b) Paragraph 356.~" If the average annual allowance of something less 
than one seer be regarded as being composed of t baluchar and 
tths pathar, the cost comes to a reasonable figure." 

(c) Paragraph 369.-" In the Punjab a somewhat higher rate ought to be 
adopted because the drug is cheaper, the price to consumers rang
ing from Rs. 9 to 15 per seer in this province, while in the North. 
Western Provinces it was Rs. 7i to Rs. 25." 

(d) Paragraph 378.-" On the other hand, the comparative cheapness 
and inferiority of the drug suggests a higher allowance than was 
thought appropriate for the Bengal calculations." 

(e) Paragraph 385.-" Looking to the cheapness and comparative inferi
ority of Madras ganja, the average yearly allowance of the habitual 
consumer cannot be put at less than one full seer of 80 tolas." 

8. Confining to Bengal, the yearly allowance of a moderate consumer is 
taken at 3S tolas or less than lo of a tola a day j while Babu Hemchandra Ker, 
Bengal witness. No. 80, a retired Excise Deputy Collector, who was especially 
deputed by the Government of Bengal to enquire into the use of ganja in 1877, 

estimates the dose for a moderate consumer at I dram or about lrd of a tola, and 
for an excessive consumer at I ounce a day, i.e., It and Ilil6" seers respectively 
as yearly allowance. 

The quantity stated by several other well-informed witnesses is as follows :-
. 

No. Dai1y dose of Daily do,~ ot-
Province. of Name and rank. a moderate ao ",xceSSlve REMARKI. 

witDf'SI. COnSumer. consumer. 

-

Bengal ... 160 Raja Piari Mohan Muker-
j ee, Zamindar ._. 1 tola I tola. 

9 J. C. Price, Collector ... i II 2 tolas. 
162 Raja Mohima Ranjan. Roy 

CllOwdhry ... 1 " 
I tola. 

23 1 Rajkumar Sarbadhikari, 
Secretary, British Indian 
Association ... .. i " 

2 tolas. 
66 Nohin Chandra Ker, Excise 

Deputy Collector ... i II I tola. 
II F. H. B. Skrine, Col-

lector ... .. , i " J .. 
10 F. H. Barrow, Collector ... i " i " 69 Suresh Chandra Pal, Excise 

Deputy Collector ... i " t " 249 District Board Sub-Com-
mittee, M ymensingh ... i " 

5 tolas. 
31 Colonel Garbett, Deputy 

i Commissioner ... 
" 

... 
32 C. A. S. Bedford, Deputy 

Commissioner ... . i " I tola . 
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The average daily allowance for a moderate consumer cannot therefore be 
put at less than lth of a tola and one tola for an excessive one. In the report the 
individual dose for charas, which is stronger than ganja, is fixed at t tola a'day. 

9. In paragraph 344 of the Report, the proportion of excessive to moderate PropoItiODOr.,.. 

consumers of the hemp drugs is taken at 5 per cent. for all the Provinces, appa- ~=::':',::r~..': 
rently without assigning any reasons. I find that this view is not supported by 
well-informed witnesses, a few of whom are quoted below. The proportion of 
excessive consumers to moderate consumers should not, I think, be taken at less 
than 15 per cent.-

Province. , 

Bengal ... 

North-Western Prov
inces. 

Punjab •.• 

Central Provinces ... 

Numb~r of 
witne, •. Name and rank. 

'134 Secretary, Bogra Medical Society 

69 

249 

32 

W. R. Rickets, Manager, Nilgiri 
State. 

Suresh Chandra Pal, Special Ex
cise Def"ty Col1ector. , 

District Board Sub-Committee, 
Mymensingh. ' 

C, A. S. Bedford, Deputy Com
missioner. 

10 F. H. Barrow, Collector 

35 Khan Bahadur Sayad Ali Hasan, 
Revenue Member, Rampur 
State. 

Lala Nihal Chand, Zamindar aud 
Honorary Magistrate of Saha-
ranpur. , 

Drug Contractor '" , .. 

Raja Lachman Singh, Retired 
First Class Deputy Collector. 

Pandit Ragobar Dyal, Deputy 
Collector. 

Proportion of 
excessive to moderate 

consumer,. 

20 per cent. 

10 

10 

20 

20 

25 

10 

15 

15 

20 

20 

do. 

do. 

do. 

do. 

do. 

do. 

do_ 

do. 

do. 

do. 

199 Thakur Lakhan Singh, Zamindar, 15 do. 

222 Manager, Court of Wards 

202 

88 

21 

1,5 

'7 

Kanwar Mandhata Shah, Zamindar 

Drug Contractor 

Extra Assistant Commissioner .,. 

Inspeetor-General of Prisons ,._ 

Ragunath Rao. Extra Assistant 
Commissioner. 

Rao Sahib Balwantrao Go\"ind
rao, Jagirdar. 

Abkari Contractor ... 

The Hon'bleGangadharrao Madhav 
ChitDavi., Member of the Vice
regal Council. 

Syad Mohamed Hasan, Extra 
Assistant Commissioner and 
Dewan, Khairagarb State. 

Superintendent, Kalahundi Estate 

10 

15 

15 

17 

25 
20 

10 

10 

20 

do. 

do. 

do. 

do. 

do. 

do. 

do. 

-do. 

do. 

do. 

do. 
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Cost and Dumber 10. Combining the doses of moderale and excessive consumers with their 
B'...:umers inp!'oportion, l arrive at 132 tolasinstead of 40 tolas given in the Report as the 

average quantity consumed per head per annum,and the cost per head of con
sumer wiIlbe Rs. 33 instead of Rs. lO arrived at by the Commission, while the 
number of consumers for Bengal 'wiII be reduced from 4,00,000 to 1,14,000 for 
the quantity given in the Report. 

Eztentorus.. II. Bengal.-The excise system of Bengal is held to be the best and. most 
complete of those extant in India. The ganja in that Province is subjected to 
two-fold taxation-{I) fixed duty on weight, (2) license-fee levied on shops by 
auction. Its cultivation is confined within a circuit of 16 miles, but the area 
of ganja itself is not restricted; the cultivators on obtaining a pass, which is 
granted free, being allowed to grow it on as large an area as they choose, provid
ed they have taken the trouble to enter it in their application. The fixed duty 
during the last 15 years, 1878-79 to 1892-93, has been raised on four occasions, 
the increase on the average amounting to Rs. 2-4 per seer' (from Rs. 3-13 
to Rs. 6-1), and the license-fee has been more than doubled, without. apparently 
any decrease in the known taxable quantity of the Province, a fact proving clearly 
that the gradual increment i"n the fi:ted duty that is made from time to time is 
not calculated to check its use . 

. On the other hand, the rise in ,the area of its cultivation-which was 482 
in 1878-79 and 1,180 acres in 1892-93 j the i'ncrease in the money realized by 
auction of licensed shops-which rose from Rs. 5,41,436 in 1878-79 to 
Rs. I 1,05,435 in 1892-93; a fall 'in the incidence of recorded outturn per bigha 
of cultivation-which fell from 9i maunds in 1853-60 to 4t maunds in 1872.84 
and 2 maunds in 1892-93 j all these clearly prove that a great deal of illicit use is 
going on. In support of my statements I subjoin two tables: (I) 'showing ganja 
production and taKation in Bengal during 15 years 1878-79 to 1892-93 divided 
up into three periods corresponding more or \e.ss with the !>eriods of rise in fixed 
duties, and (2) showing average outtum per bigha. 

TABLE (I). 

RAT. or F1X.0 DUTY. PRODUCTION. TAXATION. 

PUIOD, 
[hoor. Round. Flat Sold within 

tho 
Elport~d. 'Total Filed duty. LiccD!C·lee. TotaL 

Proylnce. 

-----

Rs. a. Rs.a Rs. a. Mds. Mds. Md •. R •• Rs. Rs. , 
.8;8-79 to .88,-8 •• 4 0 40 3 8 5,315 880 6"95 8,S8,OI5 6,13.0 73 14,51,088. 

4 year,. 

.88.,93 to 1886-87, So 50 4 8 5,158 1,336 '6.494 11,.8.012 8,50,810 19,68,8 •• 
5 years • 

• 887-8B to 1888-89 ... 68 64 4 8 '1 

.889-go to 18go-9' ... 7 0 64 4 8 }+~ 1.642 6,866 13.00,545 10,01,685 2;),O2,23() 

• 891'92 to 1892-93 " . 7 0 b4 .~ 0 -
/ I 

I 
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TABLE (2). 

Area Ilnder Outturn per 
PaRIOD. cullivatilln Outtarn. REMARKS. 

10 bighal. bigha. 

!lids. Mds. sr. cb. 

1853'54 to 1859-60, for 7 1 
years ... ... 2,280 21,637 9 19 7 '1 I Taken from the Re-

.860·61 to 1871-12, for 12 port of the !Opirit 
years .. , ... 1.566 11,443 7 12 3 J Com III is s ion of 

Bengal appointed 
1872-73 to 1883-84, for I2 in 1883, para-

years ... ... 1,986 8,435 4 9 13 graphs 92-94. 

1884-85 ... ... 2,01 4 7,168 3 22 0 1 

188s·86 ... ... 1,361 7, 164 5 10 0 I 
1886-87 ... ... 2,191 7,942 3 24 0 

1887-88 ... ... 1,780 8,224 424 ° Taken from the me-
.. 888-89 ... ... 2,433 8.192 3 14 0 }- morandum of the 

I Excise Commis-
• 889-90 ... ... 2,408 7,790 3 9 0 sioner of Bengal • 

,119"'-91 .. , ... 2,669 7.720 2 35 0 

1 1891-93 ... ... 1,315 70258 5 20 ° -
1892'93 .. , ... 3.540 6,962 I 38 ," J 

The Commission in paragraph 350 of their Report have stated that the 
II consumption (of gania) has been stationary during the last 15 years." This 
opinion is evidently based on the amounts of recorded sale!; of gania without 
apparently any consideration of its area. My idea about the illicit use of this 
drug in Bengal which the present fixed high duty and its unchecked growth 
have done so much to encourage, is borne out by the following quotations: 

(I) The Commissioner of Excise, Bengal, in para"oraph I 7 of his memorandum, 
admits that" the present system of storage is admittedly defective, and it cannot 
be denied that some gania is smuggled or otherwise illicitly disposed of." 

(z)Lord Ulick Browne, the Commissioner of Rajshahi, as quoted by the Spirit 
Commission of Bengal, says that-" Probably a closer watch and closer enq uiries in 
the matter of the total area cultivated and the outtum prevail now than was the case 
30,20, and IS years ago; and it may be that there are some errors in the outtums 
for the earlier years. But, allowing for this; the difference in the present average 
outtum per bigha, and the gradual reduction as Ihe duty was raised, which you 
bring to notice, is startling j and the conclusion is almost irresist ible that smug
gling has increased with the duty, and that the increase in watchfulness has had 
little effect in preventing it." 

(3) The same Spirit Commission, in their Report, paragraph 93, remarked that 
.. The Commission are tnerefore unable to record any finding on the question 
discussed in this chapter, but they feel bound to state plainly that in their opinion 
the figures raise a suspicion of .extensive smuggling of the drug and of, its illicit 
sale J?y vendors under cover of licenses." 
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(4) This strong and emphatic expression of opinion made by so strong a body 
roused a suspicion in the mind of the Government and gave occasion to a full 
enquiry to be made on the subject, which was concluded, by a letter from the 
Government of Bengal to the Board of Revenue, dated 23rd March 1887. 
That enquiry confirmed the opinion of the' Commission, and I wiIJ do well in 
'quoting His Honor's own words. Paragraph II of the above letter runs thus :
"The Lieutenant·Governor has had an opportunity of visiting I'\owgong and 
of personally inspecting the Ganja Department at that place i and fmm enquiries 
made by him on the spot it appears to him that the widest opportunities for fraud 
and smuggling exist, though no proof has ever been adduced of detected smug
gl ing of ganja on an extensive scale. The cultivated area is never measured. 
The result therefore at the end is entirely speculativ!\ and uncertain." 

(5) Mr. E. V. Westmacott, late, Commissioner of Excise, Bengal, witness 
No.2, oral :-" There is undoubtedly some smuggling, and the statistics do not 
therefore show the full consumption of ganja. 

(6) William Colebrooke Taylor, Special Deputy Collector, orissa, witness 
No. 36, Bengal :-" The use of ganja is said to be on the increase i can't give 
reasons except that the existence of so many ganja shops must have a tendency 
to attract consumers and increase the consumption." 

(7) Hem Chunder Kerr, Government Pensioner, witness No. 80 (question 
No. 59) :-" With increase of duty, smuggling becomes more rife (vide my report, 
paragraph 133). The first improvement that I would suggest will be the reduction 
.of the duty levied on ganja, which has been raised rather too high." 

(8) Mr. G. Toynbee, Commissioner,' witness NO.4 :-'1 The Excise officers 
were constantly complaining of the smuggling, but I could not say the extent to 
which it was carried on. The complaints were never ceasing." 

12. Extellt of use.-Assam.-Assam follows suit with Bengal; the following 
are its figures for the similar peri'od:-

R-';Ta 0' rrxaD DUTY. TAXATIOIf. 

Impo'l"fed to Sold,IQ 
Period, ,h. ,h, 

Choar. ~OUDd. Plat.,. Province. Pro"ioCt.. FlIed doty, Liceale-fee. TotaJ. 

R,. A, RI. A. R •• A. Md •• Md •• R •• Rs. R •• . 
,878.79 to 1881·82, 

.. years ... 4 0 4 0 3 8 655 579 81,975 S6,}30 1,68.105 

,882,83 to 1886.8" 
S years ... S 0 5 0 4 8 611 60, 1,11,785 1,19,(00 2,31,385 

188,.88 to 1888·89 ." 6 8 6 4 4 8 1 
, 

I 
1889'90 to 1$g""91 ... 7 0 6 4 4 8 ~ 734 673 1,35,82'3 1.28,466 .,6",289 

-I 
,$g1'9' to 189"93 ... 7 0 6 4 S 0 J 

I 
13· Extent of use.-Norlh-Wesfern Pro'IJinces and Oudh.-In paragraph 

359 of the Report it is admitted that in the last 20 years, from 1873 to 
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1892, the revenue from hemp drugs has grown from 4 to 7 lakhs, and that the 
consumption 0f ganja and charas is proportionately on the increase. The state
ments of a few witnesses of this Province seem worth quoting. 

(I) Mr. T_ Stoker, Excise Commissioner, witness No.6, North-Western 
Provinces, says in his oral statement :-" My idea that the consumption of charas 
is increasing is based on observation rather than st~tistics. I have explained how 
difficult it is to get accurate figures.. The consumption is generally believed 
to be increasing in the eastern districts. I believe that to be undoubted." 

(2) Witness No. 229, North·Western Provinces, Richard Burn,· Excise 
Officer- :-" The use of these drugs is said t~ be increasing because, under the 
Moghul rule, it was forbidden under such heavy penalties as whipping or mutila
tion, while now it is allowed, and the use is spreading." 

(3) Witness No.8, North-Western Provinces, Mr. H. rraser, Collector, 
Bijnaur :-" The use of charas is, I believe, largely increasing, as shown by the 
following figures of im port :-

1890 -9 1 

1891-93 

1392-93 

n. 

.. , 
Maund. 79 

" 
100 

" 
J I I II 

(4) Witness No. 182, North-Western Provinces, Raja Lachman Singh :-" It 
seems on the increase"': . 

(I) Because the facility of obtaining them is greater. 

Caste·bonds and reverence for religious commands have been much 
destroyed by the development of customs and freedom of Europe." 

14. Extmt 0/ use'-P'mjab.--In paragraph 372 of the Report the increase 
of consumption of charas is admitted :-" From 1881-82 onwards there is a stead y 
increase in the figures for charas, interrupted only by a fall in the year ,890-91, 
which, however,. was more'than made up by the rise of the following year." 

15. Extent of use.-Ccl1trat Provi'1ces.-In paragrapi'! 376 of.the Report the 
increase of the consumption of ganja in these Provinces is also admitted :-" The 
figures of consumption of ganja given in paragraph 5,2 of the Excise memoran
dum show, since 1887-88, increase in every district except Hoshangabad and 

. N arsinghpore. The decrease in these two districts is small: the incrcase in several 
districts is large." In paragraph 379 of the Report the statement of Mr. Neill, 
Judicial Commissioner, is worth reading. As one of the reasons of mcrease 
he says :-" The excise arrangements have advertised the drug and made it 

popular and supplied a superior quality of it." 

(I) Paragraph 3 of the memorandum of the Excise Commissioner runs 
thus :-" In 18j2-73 in almost every district a few plants were to be found in the 

garden of cultivators. " 

• Nou.-This w,itness is not reported. , 
99 
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Paragraph 4: "In 1873-74 the amount privately grown for home con
sumptio,n was insignificant." 

This shows that the production and consumption of ganja in these Prov
inces up to 1874 was very much limited. In April 1875 the cultivation of ganja 
was for the first time confined to Khandwa, in Nimar district j and its result has 
been not only that consumption of ganja has been stimulated and increased within 
the Province, but also that large quantities of ganja are exported to other 
provlllces. 

(2) The following statement. contains quinquennial averages for the last 15 
years: 

Quantity s.old TAXATION." 

PIRIOO. ' . Export and consumed in in 

I 
maunds. the ProvinCes. Fi:led Licensed 

,I 
Total 

duty. duty, revenue. 

Md,. Md., R •• Rs. R., 

1878-,879 to 1882-1883 2,056 726 48,207 46,348 94.556 

1883-1884 to 1887-1888 6,800 860 67,602 1,08,022 1,75,625 

1888-1889 to 1892-18!13 5,048 1,<156 81,495 1,36,5°9 2,13,004 

(3) In paragraph 34 of his report for 1884-85 the Excise Commissioner 
states :-" While in most districts of the province the number of ganja shops remain
ed stationary, the consumption of taxed ganja increased, in spite of an increase 
of prices, which in some districts followed the enhancement of the license·fees for 
retail vend. The probable explanation is that the improved quality of the issues 
of the drug attracted anew the consumers who had been driven to seek their 
supplies elsewhere by the poorness of the stuff sold by Government licensees in 
188:-83·" 

(4) Paragraph 41; Excise Report for 1887-88, by Mr. H. V. Drake-BrOtkman: 
II The part played by the Khandwa store as entrepot for the supply of the 
ganja demand of those provinces is quite insignificant when compared with its use 
as a mart for the convenience of foreign purchasers. To it throng traders from 
Bhopal, Indore, &c., States; and licen,sed vendors from the North-Western Prov
inces compete with contractors from Berar for the purchase of the cultivator's 
stock. Between 6,000 and 7,000 maunds are annually exported to other provinces." 

16. Extent of use.-Bomoay and Madras Presidencies.-The consumption 
of charas in these parts is as yet unknown and that of ganja only small, but it 
seems to be increasing on, as V. Guravaya Sastri Guru, Member, Taluka Board, , 
witness No. 166, Madras,'says: "The use is increasing. The recognition of the 
Government ofthe sale of these drugs in open markets is in my opinion the sole 
cause of the increase." It Ipust also be noted that in Madras the excise system 
'Was ;ntroduced only in 1890-91, and ganja of a superiur quality like that manu
factured in Bengal and the Central Provinces is still unknown. 
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17. Of the witnesses who expressed any opinion about the extent of con
sumption of hemp drugs, 357 stated that their -use is increasing, while 148 st"ated 
that it is decreasing. The following is an analysis of them: 

NO DECREASE. 

DECREASE. 

~ PROVINCE. 

I STUDY. INcREASB. 

Tot:1l. 
Offi . 1 Non-· Total. 

cIa s. officials. I''';~.:;:;. T_ ~." . .:;;;.. T_ 

-B-e-ng-a-l---•• -, ~--8- 28 26 35 1--6-1-:_-_-_-g~9.1--3-3-1--29-1-~~-6-2~ 

Assam 

North-Western 
Provinces. 

... 

II 

3 II 

17 37 68 

14 16 3 I 4 

105 133 6 4 10 

-----------------------.-1--

Punjab ·6 7 13 12 43 6 I 7 

------[-------1---1--- ------1--1---

Central Provinces ... I 13 37 9 II 20 

-------- --I~--I--_I---I--- ------1---

Madras 19 6 25 31 95 15 

------------1--1--1--1---1---1----. 

Bombay 8 26 II 12 23 49 6 10 

-----1--'--[--'-- -------- --}--I-----

Sind ... 2 3 5 6 6 17 ... . .. 
------I---I---I-~ --1--.-/·-- --------

Berar ... 3 I :4 4 4 8 3 5 

~-----I---I-- -----1---1----------1---

Ajmere ... . .. ... ... ... .. . ... I ... I 

Coorg ••• • •• 1 I ... ... ... I ... .. . 
,------1--1--1---1---1---1---1---1------

TOTAL ... '9 54 133 148 209 357 490 

" 



187J-74 

1874-75 

1875·]6 

.876-11 
18i7-7' 

Veu. 

Total of 5 years 

Average ••• 

18js..79 

1 88l-83 

Total 01 j yea.r. 

Average ... 

•Sil-S4 

•8304 pSS 

,885-86 

188~-81 

_S87_88 

.... 

T atal of 5 year. 

Average .•• 

1888-89 

1889-90 

18,.0-0 1 

JS9J-9l' 

e._gal. 

'0096,6" I 
10.75.584 

11.37.149 

U.IS.18~ 

Assam; 

1.09.257 

N"'rth· 
WeslPrn 

ProvinCAS aod 
Oudh. 

Stal(1llelll 0./ Revenue ./t'o •• Jlemp Drugs. 

Punjab. 

'.46,2J2 

'.3R,2JZ 

c"ntnl 
Provinces. 

50,701 

57.08J 

55.053 

60,626 

MadraJ. 

.... 

Bumbay. 

54.5th 

55.643 

52,071 

52,981 

Sind. 

76,681 

]6,6J.4 

78.195 

86.366 

••. 14.°4,.'72 '..54,716 3.,0,903 1.48,471 69,163... 50.126 19.320 

... --5-9~I-s,81.358 1---20::'~'-5~"~'~7-1'---1'~,'~0~'~7~99:"'I---'-'-9~'~'7-.'~,~I--- --.-,-<16-,-,8-8- -'--3-,-97-,-'0-.-

... --'-'-'8~1---'-'I-;:;~1_4'O'.~'O_'~3~I' ___ '~'4~'~'_'_'9=-1---5-"-5-4.- ---,-•• -- ---5-3-,'-S-'- ----'-9-.• -.-,-
- --=.:......-I----I--~---'---

••. IJ,6~,33:1 1,52.588 4,33.425 1,3S,5U 83.144... 49.234 73.905 

1"S.13S 4,09.068 89.931 ,., 50 ,060 

'.18.074 4,16,298 1.31,514 92,8so ... 15.304 

11,53,673 1,86,780 4,5~,448 r,37,s6j 91,236... 59.314 84,336 

1899.~30 1.97.1174 4,97.,87 1,39.48, .,11,095... 8'.362 87.888 
--'---------------- ---I----...:.:.-I,--~-I 

1R,33.428 8.70.251 22,12,026 6.M.7Il 4.74.262 ••• 2,81.758 3.8(,.634 

--~'S~.·66··:,~6~8-5+---.~,'~4~.-0,:-o-I---4-.4-;,;.:;- ---,-.3;';; ---9;';;-;- --------51.551 ---77.336 

---.-0-,',,'-'-'-31:"'i-~-'-'-3-9-,8-'-'- ~3'3561 1,44.6-10 1,2i/.l07 ---:::--~ --~ 
'°,25,922 2.46.788 5.47,279 1.46,608 1,62,340... 1,04.314 1,03,857 

1.02,679 

2,12,691 

98.379 

5,18,279 ---- ----------------- ------- ---------------
23.65.811 

Q3,oR,433 2,50,875 1,31,3S2 

6,92•21 4 

1,f'J,081 

',54,885 

1.55,687 

1,57,297 

2,00.168 

1,37,S4" 

1,36,4°5 

Berars. Aimetf!
Merwara. 

3.501 

3.0 .. 3 

3.33° 

3.1575 

3,485 

4,816 

5,931 

5.431 

Coorg. 

,; 
• 
.~ 

" 
~ 

65' 

658 

658 

698 

698 

27,502 3,364 
-·~-I-~:"":"I 

5.500 

5,3,5 

".935 

6,335 

6.740 

672 

Baluchistan. Total. 

~'---

---

34,10,63 1 

1~7-JJ ••• ... ''''.~().705 3,03,633 7.04,7f1R 1,?C,SS4 2.54,Q11 41.292 1.40.,SQ3 1,65.310 1,270 7gB 4,115 

... _~!;~ota~.:.;.I,~"_;.I~SAI~e~a~,.;._..:. .. ~~ --;;;-S~I IJ.fi~I~~ ---;S~ ---;0~---'-.15.016 -~---7-'0-';:;;;;- --3-0,-6-'5- .--3-.890 r----~ --;;;:;,s;;-
, ~~,. .',-,,- '-.n.M, '0 . ...- -Z,uy"Oy I' I,:;;, ;~-t I~'!!a''''' __ ~08.~._ .\10-.. __ .___ 801 ~.j",,,,_~.,;v._. _,~~131 778.l !,531 40.2;:;:;:-
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19. Public opinion, social and religious customs and class of consumers have Public opiui..,' . 

an intimate connection with one another. They have been discussed in the 
. Report at different places, but I will treat all of them together. 

- , 

Paragraph 489 of the Report deillS with the question of public opllllon 
(social and religious) which was put to the witnesses in question No. 33. 

I do not agree in the conclusions drawn in the above paragraph-

(1) Because it was very, essential' to discriminate between the use of 
bhang and that of charas or ganja. 

(2) Because the expression "disapproval" used therein is quite inade
quate to convey appropriately the ideas expressed by the wi,tness
es against the use of the drugs. 

On careful examination of the evidence I fipd that public opInion is very 
strongly against the use of ganja and charas, that almost all the witnesses con
demn their use in unqualified terms, and that the very words ganjakhor and charas
knor are words of great reproach, like tipplers or drunkards in English, as 
admitted in paragraph 489 of the Report, but that the use of bhang is not so much 
in disrepute. The point under discussion is an important one, and req uires more 
attention than has been given in the Report. 

20, The Mahomedan religion strongly prohibits the use of liquor and other 
intoxicants, as already admitted in the Report, para. '437. 

21. The Sikh religion also prohibits the smoking of ganja and charas and, 
even tobacco, as admitted in para. 440 of the Report. 

• 22. As to the Hindu religloQ, 1 find that in ancient times of the sacred scrip
tures ganja and charas smoking was unknown. Neither any of the Smrities nor 
any of the ancient treatises on Ayurveda, i.e,,. Hindu Medical Science, has a 
mention of it. It is admitted in para. 19 of the Report that the hemp plant 
is not indigenous to India. Bengal witness No. 52, M, Chakravarti, Sub
Divisional Officer, says in answer No. 25 that "with the later Mahomedan 
rule, tobacco-smoking and analogically ganja-smoking came into vogue." 
Bombay witness No. 91, Dr. Garde, Representative, Sarvajanik Sabha, Poona, 
says in answer No. 40, (5) that "the date of introduction of these narcotics-in 
India cannot, in my opinion, go back beyond the 13th century A.D . .Even to this 
day these narcotics have not made their way to any great extent in Southern 
India, where charas is hardly known by name, bhang scarcely even drunk, and 
ganja only smoked by a very insignificant portion of the population." 

(a) It has been shown in para. 65 of this note that ganja and charas are 
not less deleterious in their effects, if not more, than liquor. I am 
therefore justified, I think, in coming to the conclusion that the 
prohibition against liquor enjoined in the Hindu 'Shastras should 
also be held to apply to the use of these hel11P drugs with equal 
force, if not more. In Vishnu Smoti Chapter XLI, sloka 3, I 
find that eating nutmegs or other plants similar to intoxicating 

100 
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drinks in their effects UpOI) the system is one of the crimes caus
ing defilement. 

'(b) The Institutes of Manu, called Manu Smriti, is the universally 
recognized authority on the Hindu religion, and the following 
instructions about the use of liquor are therefore quoted from it:-

(e) In Chapter XI of the above all the sins and crimes that can be com
mitted by a man are divided into v'!rious classes according to their 
nature, and distinguished by-different names. The worst of all the 
sins are enumerated as five in number and are called Panch11laha
pataR, the drinking of alcohol is one of them.-(See SloRa 55, 
Chapter XI.} 

(d) There are numer<?us slokas in Manu Smriti in which the use of liquors 
and other intoxicants is prohibited, but it will suffice to quote 
the following verses from Chapter V II : 

Sloka 45.-" Let him carefully shun the ten vices, springing from love of 
pleasure, and the eight proceeding from wrath, which (all) end in misery." 

Sloka 47.-" Hunting, gambling, sleeping by day, censoriousness, (excess 
with) women, intoxication, (an inordinate love for) dancing, singing, and music, 
and useless travel are the tenfold set (of vices) springing from love of plea
sure." 

Sloka 48.-" Tale-bearing, violence, treachery, eilVY, slandering, (unjust)' 
~eizure of property, reviling, and ,assault are the eightfold set (of vices) produced 
by wrath." . -

Sloka 50'-" Intoxication, dice, women, and hunting, these four (which have 
been enumerated) il) succession, he must know to be the most pernicious in the 
set that springs from love of pleasure." ' 

Sloka 51.-" Doing bodily injury, reviling, and the seizure of property, 
these three he must know to be the most pernicious in the set produced by 
wrath." 

Sloka 52.-" A self-controlled (king) should know that in this set of seven, 
which prevails everywhere, each earlier named vice is more abominable (than 
those named later)." 

The eighteen vices enumerated above have been com pared with one another, 
and it has been ruled that intoxication is the most pernicious of all the vices. 
Under these injunctions the use of charas and ganja should be taken as strictly 
prohibited. • 

23. An analysis of the evidence received by the Commission with regard to 
the use of the hemp drugs is given in the following statement, which shows at a 
glance the public opinion as it prevails throughout the country at present. 

• N OTI.-The original Sanskrit sloka!l; above referred to with their translation will be found in Smriti 
Praka~h, a book whkh I have compiled and which contains R large collection of Hindu religious precepts 
frgm all the Smritis in San::krit,wieh their tranlilation in Hindi and Urdu. 
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GANJA AND CHARAS. 

DtsRBPun. NOT DISREPUTE. 

Pro,iace. 3 -;i 
~ 'u 

:; IS -;i IS 
0 3 0 ] u .; 'u ;, 

IS 0 0 IS 0 0 
0 
~ 

... 0 z ... 
.. ----- --

. 
Bengal ... ... ... .. . 81 69 156 2 S 5 

Assam ... ... ... .. . 7 14 21 2 '" 2 

North.Western Provinces ... ... ... 46 81 127 3 5 8 

Punjab ... ... ... .. . 31 25 56 .. . ... ... . 
Central Provinces ... ... ... ... 21 38 59 I I 2 

Madras ... ... ... .. , 73 56 129 I $ 6 

Bombay ... .. . ... ... . 32 27 59 . .. ... .. . 
.sind ... ... ... ... .. . 9 6 IS ... 3 3 

Berars ... ... ... ... ... 6 7 13 .. . .. , ... 
Ajmere ... '" ... .. , ... . .. . ... ... .. . ... . .. 
Coorg ... ... ... . .. .. , ... 2 :3 ... ... ... 
Beluchistan ... ... ... .. , I ... I ... '" ... 

--- - - -
Total ." ... 313 1325 

I 
638 9 17 26 

NOTB.-Witae950S who expressed no Opin!OD on this question have not baen included in this table. 

24. The use of the hemp drugs is so much in .disrepute that even the culti· 
vating classes do not like to grow it, which will be seen from paragraph 174 of the 
Repo~t, which runs thus :-

" Duthie and Fuller write that hemp·growing is restricted to the lowest 
classes of cultivators, being considered. beneath the dignity of the higher castes. 
So mu~h is this the case that the phrase' may hemp be sown in thy house' is one 
of the commonest of ahusive imprecations. Mr. D harmanand and other witnesses 
corroborate this account." 

::15. The sale of liquor and hemp drugs has always been considered very 
objectionable and disreputable in India. There is no evidence to show that hemp 
drugs 1I\'en~ ever sold by any class of persons before the introduction of the excise 
system. The sale of liquor was, however, practised by a certain class of people 
called" kalwars," who were considered so much impure that no high class persons 
would even touch them and no Brahman would receive a gift from them. 

26. The use of ganja and charas is so much in disrepute that out of about 
1,600 witnesses before this Commission not more than half a dozen were found to 
be consu mers of these drugs, while there were a good many of the witnesses 
who used opium and admitted the habit without any hesitation before the Royal 

O~ium Commission. 
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27. The class of con,sumers are also very low. As stated in paragraph 488 
of the Report, "there are religious objections to the use of intoxicants by Mahom
medans," and that" many of the Hindus who are both orthodox and respectable 
consider it contrary to their religion to indulge in these or any other intoxicants,' 
that" orthodox Sikhs do not smoke and therefore regard ganja and charas as 
prohibited." It is mentioned there that ganja and charas are chiefly used by-

(I) Fakirs and wandering mendicants,Sadhus, and Pandahs, &c. 

(2) Lower classes of both Hindus and Mahommedans, such as artizans, 
cultivators, fishermen, palki-bearers, day labourers, chamars, &c . 

. (3) Domestic servants of all kinds, as syces, dhobis, &c. 

(4) . Aborigines of different races, as Santhals, &c . 

. (5) Tradesmen, &c., of the lower middle classes_ 

. It is further stated that" these are among the classes specially mentioned 
by witnesses '1-5 smoking hemp drugs. Among the upper classes this habit is. 
generally regarded as exceptional and indicating a special tendency to dissipation, 
but not so among these lower classes." Bhang is also occasionally used more 
or less generally and practically by all classes on certain feast days at times of 
social rejoicing." 

28. In this country the females do not smoke garija or charas at all. 
In paragraph 468 of the report the fact is thus mentioned: " It is to.be noted, 
however, that with the very rarest exceptions the evidence points to the use 
of the drugs by males only. Women would therefore appear either not to require 
or to be denied the benefits ascribed to the drugs." . 

29. In all parts of India the use of hemp drugs is much in disrepute, and 
there are hundreds of national songs in every dialect condemning their use. I. 
give the following songs which have been ~entioned by some of the witnesses;-

Name 01 
province. 

Bengal ... 

North-West
ern Prov
iDee!, 

\Vitness 
No. Original in Roman characters. Translation in English. 

108 "Ganja kMle Mper n~m bhule "He who smokes ganja forgets 
jai." even his own father's name." 

"Siddhi kMle ',budhi barey, 
ganja kMle lukhi chare." 

29 "Charas piye, gur gy~n ghate, 
blj jale w' ke andar k'; khan
sat, kh~nsat pet phate,.munh ho 

, jai jais.1 bandar k.1." 

"The man wbo drinks bhang 
thrives, he who takes ganja goes 
to the bad (is deserted by the 
goddess Lnkhi)". 

"If one smokes charas, one's 
learning is diminished, the seed 
is burnt up within, coughing goes 
on. till one's belly bursts, and 
one's face grows red like that of a 
monkey." 



Name of 
province. 

Punjab 

Madras 

Sind 

... 
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Witness 
No. 

Original in Roman characters. 

, 

Translation in English. 

70 "Wuh to charasi hai us ka kya "He is a charas smoker, you can't 
thik." depend on him." 

8 

"Huq9.e to luqqe piwain afyun 
jangh khain ; 

Bhang piyen so baore ut posti 
jain." 

"Boasters smoke hukkas and wild 
peopl~ eat opium ; 

Those who smoke bhang are mad, 
and those addicted to the use of 
poppyheads die childless." 

"Ut posti jain charas ke piwan "Childless die who use poppy 
hare." heads, as also charas smokers j 

Ghul ghul kar marjain maha papi "Sinners of this type die after a 
ha\yare." protracted illness." 

"Kahen Girdhar Kab Rai unhon 
men ek na acbha; 

Karke madhra pan bat men loten 
bachha." 

" Charas pila gur gy~n ghala aur 
bij ghala waka ander ka ; sukh 
su"h lakar ho jawa, munh howa 
jaise bander ka." 

"Khang karun, khurak karun, 
ankhian kolon aund karun, aje
bhi na mare, to main ki karun," 

"Gird bar Kabra, the poet, says no 
one is good all)ong them; 

(Those mentioned above) they use 
liquor and I ike children lie down 
in the way." 

"A charas smoker loses religious 
wisdom imparted by the guru 
as well as vitality. He is gradu 
ally reduced to a mere skeleton. 
and his face resembles that of 
a monkey," 

"I give (you) cough. I give 
(you) itch. I make (you) blind' 
in your eyes. If (still) you do 
not die, what can I do (more)." 

29 "Bhang jab charti hai, kya kya 
maza diklati hai ? 

"When the effects of bhang rise 
(to the bead), what feelings dll 

157 

Khat ko zor se pakarto ki kidhar 
jati hai." 

"Ganja piwe mukh zard hai, 

Bihi kahe namard hai, 

B-hai kahe kuch dard hai. 

Ashak nashae me garq hai." 

It Gan ja aur suka pine se hurmat 
gayi, 

Ui sharm gayi chhut, 

Anaj bechke lae ganja, 

they produce? . 

(The man who has drunk bhang) 
holds on tight to his bed (and 
wonders) where it is going.H 

. 

"Whoever smokes ganja, his face 
grows pale. . 

His wife will complain, he is im
potent, 

His brother will say he is afflicted 
with pain, 

But the smoker will turn to hi. 
chillum again." 

"He gave angi (coat) who smoked 
hhangi, 

And became a manga (monkey)." 

"Through smokin g gan ia and 
tobacco character is lost and 
modesty destroyed. Does not 
the heart of that man break who 
sells corn to buy gania? 

101 
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Name of ... \Vitness Ori6"inal in Roman ch~ractcrs. Translation in English. 
province. No. 

Gayi haiye ki phut? My heart was broken indeed. I 
did it without thought, and all 

Gayi haiye ki phut, 
who act without thought will 
have to repent." 

Kina yeh bina bichare, -

Bina bichare saukare, 

So pachhe pachtae." 

Sind ... 20 Charas nahi, kahir hai. " I t is not charas, but a curse. 

Kaleja to jal gaya. [t burns the chest and heart to 
its worse. 

Anki me lahir hai. [t brings on dimness of the eyes. 

Khang karull, khansi karun, To. phlegm and cough it must give 
rIse . . 

Ankhon se andha karun, To blind the eyes it never fails .. 

Paon se langra karun, Or cripple limbs that once were 
hale. 

Ne marre to me kya karnn." In what but death ends its sac! 
tale ?" 

Religious and 30. Paragraph 450 of the Report contains the general conclusions on this 
10641 customs. 

subject. [t is stated therein that .; char\ls, which is a comparatively new article. 
of consumption, has neit been shown to be in any way connected with religious 
observance" j rr that as regards Northern lndia the Commission are of opinion 
that the use of bhang is more or less common everywhere in connection wi~h 
the social and religi6us customs of the people," and that rr as regards ganja 
they found that there are certain classes in all parts except the Punjab who use 
the drug in connection with the social and religious observances." 

In the above statements I take exception to what has been said about ganja, 
which has no connection whatever with any social or religious customs. 

31. It has been shown in paras. 19-29 of this note that the use of ganja and 
charas is much in disrepute j in para. 27 that the use is confined to low class people, 
and in para. 28 that females do not use them'. Moreover, there is no sect, caste 

. or class of people, high, middle, or low; in which their consumption is sanctioned 
by religion or society. If their use had any \:onnection with any religious 
or social customs, all the members of a class, whether high or low, would have 
used them. The absence of their use among any class as a body clearly shows 
that they have no such connection. 

:~. It is admitted in paragraph 451 ofthe Report that, "as a matter of fact, 
it is not usu;tl for those who use the drugs, specially those who smoke them, 
to do so in the presence of others. It is usually only the dissipated who make a 
pr::ctice of publicly using intoxicants". A few of tl:c many witnesses are also 
quoted. 
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North-Western Provinces witness No. 49, Pandit Dharmanand Joshi, Settlement 
Deputy Collecter: "Charas smokers will take care not to smoke in' presence of their 
superiors or thDse whom they venerate." _ 

Bombay witne,. No. J04 Desaibhai Kalidas, Government Ple2der: "Consequently when. 
anyone belonging to these three classes (Brahmans, Ch~tris, and Vaishya. of Gujrat) 
smokes or other,~ise uses ganja, he has to do it in secret, and is ashamed of it in 
public." 

Madras witness No. '73, Secretary, Gooty People's Association: "In these parts the 
consumers are held as contemptible, and a ganja smoker himself would not proclaim his 
habit, and feels it a disgrace to be known as a ganja smo!;er, but this remark is not appli
cable to fakirs and lowest classes of people." These dn gs therefore can have no connec
tior with any social or religious. custom because all ceremonies are observed jointly by all 
the members of a family. 

33· In para. 436 of the report a mention of 'Trinath mel a IS made. This 
mela of Trinath can in no way be called a religious one-

First, because its origin is of a very recent date, about the year, 867 j 

Secondly, because, as admitted in the last sentence of the above para
graph, this form of worship is dying out j and 

Thirdly, because it is observed by Hindu and Muhammadan consumers of 
the drug alike, which would never have been the case had it been 
a religious wors~ip of any of them. There is evidence to ~how that 
this mela is chiefly a creation of garja-smokers. Witness No. 63, 
Abhilas Chunder Mukerjee, referred to in the above paragraph of 
the Report, as regards this form of l'Iorship, says in answer to ques
tion 33 that "educated people and people of the higher and 
middle classes in this country treat the ganja smokers with feel
ings of disrespect and call them" ganja-khor," " bhangi," " ganjari," 
&c. 

34- [do not agree to· the expressions contained in paragraph 435. It 
is a well-known fact that at the time of worship, Vlater is poured on the image 
of Siva, the water being mixed with milk, sugar, and other ingredients. Some
times those persons who are fond of taki!lg bhang mix it with the water, but 
ganja is never so used. When the consumers of ganja cannot use it in presence 
of their elders, it can never be said or even imagined that it is consumed by the 
worshipp~rs in temples, wherp. as a matter of fact all kinds of smoking, even 
tobacco, are not allowed and are considered extremely objectionable. 

:IS. In paras. 443' and 449 the statements of Reverend Campbell, Mr. 
Merriman (Madras witnesses), and Messrs. Campbell, Modie, Charles, Kotha
woli, and Lamb (Bombay witnesses), have been quoted. In my opinion it is not 
safe, nor is it desirable to rely upon the evidence of European gentlemen only 
when questions connected with the Hindu or Muhammadan religious and social 
customs are under consideration. Bengal witness No. " the Hon'ble D. R. Lyall, 
says" but on this point natives will give better evidence," and in answer to ques
tion No. 33, " Here again native evidence will be best." 

36. I therefore hold that, as the public opinion (social or religious) is quite 
against the use of ganja and charas, as has already been shown, and as they have 
no connection with the social and religious customs of the people, none but a 
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few of the habitual consumers will feel any hardship by their prohibition, and that 
class top for a time only. On the contrary, even the family members of the con
sumers will consider the prohibition of the drugs as a blessing to them. There 
wil! be no public discontent nor any iuterference with the religious and social 
customs of the people, if ganja and charas are prohibited, as the Hon'ble Gan
gadharrao Madhav Chitnavis, Member of the Viceregal Legislative Council, wit
ness No. 46, Central Provinces, says: " It would not be considered as an inter
ference wit~ religion to prohibit either ganja or bhang." 

,37. A few of the many witnesses are quoted in statement I appended to 
this note in justification of the above views j but the following expressions made 
by Mr: James Wilson, Deputy Commissioner, Shahpur, Punjab, witness No. 14,' 
deserve special attention:-

"I recently had all the intelligent and respectable Hindus of the' district 
assembled in connection with the ascertainment of their tribal customs., I I asked 
those who wished to have opium restricted to stand up, and no one, stood up. 
I then asked those who wished the present system of dealing with opium conti
nued, and they all stood up with acclamation. I then put the same questions 
regarding' charas and bhang, and nearly the whole assembly stood up for 
prohibition j for continuance of the present state of things only one or two 
stood up. These said that fakirs would suffer, and the others said that would 
not matter: they would soon get over it. Some of the assembly, even of 
those who declared for prohibition, were themselves moderate consumers of 
bhang. They had clearly hhang as well as charas before their minds. Several 
of the persons were dealers in opium,anp very few, if any, dealers in the hemp 
drugs. There were about 100 present at this meeting, mostly shop-keepers from 
an parts of the district and representative of the best feeling' of their class. 

" A number of the more respectable object to charas because their young 
men get tempted by the fakirs to use it and ultimately join that body. Some of 
the excessive smokers of charas have themselves expressed regret to me that 
they ever took to the habit, much in the way that excessive consumers of 
liquor will do. These men were fakirs j but a fakir in Shahpur is nqt only a 
religious devotee, but often an idle good-for-nothing, who assumes a religious 
character." . 

38. Physical.-The medicinal use of the hemp drugs, as noted in para
graphs 458-67, has been somewhat exaggerated, but so far I agree, that. they are 
sometimes used medicinally. Such use is, however, confined more to bhang than 
to ganja or charas, and it was very necessary to make a distinction between them 
in the Report. As I am not going to advocate for the prohibition of hemp drugs 
as far as their medicinal use is concerned, I would not discuss this point further, 
but content myself with quoting the following sentence from paragraph 469 of the 
Report:- . 

" A drug may be a useful medicine but a bad thi'ng to allow into the market freely for 
general consumption." 

39· As to paragraphs 468 to 473 of the Report, the beneficial effects, if any, 
can be attributed to bhang only, and very rarely to ganja and charas. As to 
their being food-accessory or digestive, my opinion i$ that a man who has 
become habituated to the use of the hemp drugs cannot derive any such benefit 
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from their use even if it is presumed that they ,have any such beneficial quality. 
There is sufficient evidence on record which shows that the use of these drugs 
improves digestion for a short time only, and that afterwards it destroys the po\rer 
altogether. The experiments of Dr. Cunningham, mentioned in paragraph 483 of 
the Report, shows "that the only persistent symptom attending the treatment 
during life was a considerable diminution in appetite for food, and. so on." It is 
according to the general principles of medical science that, however good or 
powerful a medicine may be, it loses its effects when used for a long time, and 
when the medicine is tolerated in the constitution. 

40. It is stated in the Report, paragraph 471, that" hemp drugs both as 
smoked and as drunk are used. as a febrifuge or preventive of the diseases 
common in malarious tracts or arising from the use of bad water." But this is 
not the case, and they are very se!dom . used for such purposes, as will be seen 
from· paragraph 339 of the Report, which runs thus :-" North-east and east of 
Calcutta lies a huge tract of low consumption, comprising the districts of 
Noakhali, Khulna, Jessore, Nadia, Backergunj, and Faridpur. This fact har ly 
bears out the theory that residence in low-lying country and river-side life are 
very intimately connected with the ganja habit." 

41. As to their use giving staying power, I must say that there seem~ to be 
no good foundation for such a belief. Mr. Stoker, Commissioner of Excise, 
witness No.6, North·Western Provinces, says in his oral statement that-

t< As a Distri~t Offi.cer and Settlement Officer I got into intimate contact with the 
classes. I believe that these drugs are comparatively little used among the agricultural 
classes as compared with the town population and that excess is still rarer." 

Mr. F. G. Sly, Settlement Officer, witness No. 10, Central Provinces, says:

"The good cultivating caste say tbat they never use ganja or bhang as a stimulant 
to hard work, but that during the season of hard work they increase the quantity of their 
food and more particularly of ghee and milk." 

Bhimbhai Kirparam. Deputy Collector, Bombay, witness No. 24, says :-

.. In Guzrat Kumbies and Kalis are the principal agricultural classes. They eat 
opium. Therefore very few cultivators in Gu·zrat ,take ganja." 

Deshaibhai Kalidas, Government Pleader, Bombay, witness No. 104, 

says:-

"Among the agricultural classes also ganja.smoking is found to a small degree only. 
On this side, even among the Sudras, ganja-smoking is so unfavourably looked upon that 
ODe from that class also would consider it low breeding to use it in public." 

No one can deny that the poor cultivators of this country have to undergo more, 
severe exertions, exposure. and fatigue than the common labourers and beggars. 
It naturally follows, then, that if these drugs .possessed any such quality, the 
cultivators would have surely used them. Besides this the number of consumers 
is so limited as one in about every 500 of the population, and the overwhelming 

. majority of labourers in India and Burma can do very well without them, as Mr. 
F. G. Sly, Settlement Officer of the Central Provinces, witness 10, says :-

"The information collected, however, tends to show that the use of hemp drugs as a 
stimulant to hard work is very limited indeed even amongst aborigines." 

See 'also 
this point. 

Trinidad Commission's remarks in paragraph 46 of this note on 
• 

102 
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It is also to be 'taken into consideration that if a man c~n undergo harder 
exertions under the influence of ganja than his might would allow, his health 
is surely to break down soon~r or later, and that it is rather a kind of inhumanity 
on 'the part of his employers to extort more work from him than his natural health 
and strength can permit_ 

42. As to paragraph 493 of the Report, the question of moderate and excessive 
use is a 'very important one. In the questions framed by the Commission much 
stress ,,'as laid on this point and separate questions were framed to make a dis
tinction between them, as will be found on reference to the following ques
tions :-

Moderate use. ExceS5ive use. 

45,47,49,5[· 

But as no definition of the words moderate and excessive was made in the in
structions attached to the question papers, many of the witnesses were much puz
zled and not un frequently misled. This difficulty has been accepted in the Report 
in paragraph 477 thus: "There is a good deal of justification of the failure of 
many witnesses to discriminate between moderate and excessive consumption_ 
That which is moderate and harmless to one man may be'too much to another." 
Some of the witnesses are quoted here in support of this. Surgeon-Lieute
nant-Colonel M . .D. Moriarty, M.D., witness NO.-79, NQrth-Western 
-Provinces, says in his reply to questions 45 and 46 that "it is not easy to 
define moderate and excessive," and' further on he has very truly said 
that" the greater the use, the greater the effect." Mr. E. V. Westmacott, late 
Commissioner of Excise, Bengal, witness No.2, says, "I do not know how a 
moderate smoker is to be distinguished from an exc.essive smoker." Mr. H., M. 
Weatherall, Manager, Nawab's State, witness No. 197, !3engal, says," It is very 
difficult to draw the lines where the harm begins." Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel 
A. Crombie, Bengal, witness No .• 104, says, "I should cease to call smoking 
moderate when it began to affect the man's demeanor. This would be my 
definition of moderate smoking." Dr. J. W._ Macnamara, M,D., Assam, 
witness No. 20, says in his oral examination that, "A~ to these intoxicants, 
I do not think the police would be in a positicn to discriminate bet"'een the 
moderate or excessive lise. I do not think I could do it myself." Atul Chundra 
Roy, Assistant Surgeon, Assam, w,itness Nd. 25, says, "It is very difficult to 
draw a line of demarcatiQn between moderate and immoderate use. As far as 
my experience goes habitual consumers scarcely keep within such a bound as 
not to be more or less sufferers in the long run." Mr. G. Godfrey, Commissioner, 
Assam, witness No. I, says, "The excessive use of gan ja has, most perni
cious c~ects, and it must be remembered that what is a moderate quantity for 
one person may be an altogether excessive quantity for another." Mr. S. 
S. Thorburn. Commissioner, Punjab, witness No . .:;, says, "The difficulty 
is to know what constitutes moderate use. \Vhat is moderate for some would 
kill others." Surgeon-Major G. W. P. Dennys, Punjab, witness No. 3.1-. says, "I 
do not know where to draw the line between ~oderate and immoderate. It really 
depends on how often and how rapidly a man inhales the smoke from his chilum." 
Dr. S. L. Dobie, Madras, witness No. 8+, says, "In the case of alcohol I sh()uld 
of CO'lrse discriminate between the moderate and excessive use. In the case 
of ganja I c()uld not. It is much easier for a European to judcre of alcoholis~ than 
of ganja." '" • 
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• 
The fact is that smaIJ doses of these drugs may not woduce noxious effects 

for some time, but such effects are sure to follow sooner or later, smaller or greater, 
according to the constitution, habits of life, and circumstances of the consumer. 
There is in them a slow and insidious undermining process going on in their 
digestive, respiratory, and nervous systems which predispose them to acute 
diseases and cut their lives short. Brigade-Surgeon-Lieutenant.Colonel W. R. 
Hooper, witness No. 74, North-Western Provinces, says, "The physical and men
tal breakdown being gradual but certain in proportion to the rate and amount 
of indulgence and the constitution 'of the individual." Therefore the evil effects 
of the drugs should be taken into consideration witho.ut regard to the quantity 
consumed. 

43. Again an overwhelming majority' of evidence show that in the case 
of the use of hemp drugs there is a great tendency for the moderate habit 
to develope into the excessiye. Question No. 31 was put to the witnesses on 
this point. The above conclusion is accepted in paragraphs 480 and 477 of the 
Report, which run thus: "It is a general belief that there is a tendency for the· 
moderate habit to develop into the excessive," and that, "the moderate habit 
may undoubtedly develop into excess in some cases where excess might not have 

. been looked for." In such a case it is quite immaterial to make a distinction 
betwp.en the effects of a moderate dose and that of al) excessive one. 

44- It has been alluded to in the Report in several places that the evil results 
from the use of hemp drugs have not hitherto obtruded themselves on observa
tion, and that therefore some witnesses have abstained themselves from answering 
the questions 45 and 46 about the evil effects. But I find that a large 
majority of witnesses expressed their opinions about the effects of the use of these 
drugs, as will be seen from the following two statements, one of which is an 
analysis of the evidence of the medical witnesses and the other of the non-medical 
~itnesses. An abstract of the two statements stands thus :-

DELETERIOUS. NOT DELETERIOUS. 
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It shows that out of 1,140 witnesses, 847 or 74'2 per cent. declare the ex
cessive use to be deleterious against only 2, and that 623 or 54'6 per cent. 
declare even the moderate use to be deleterious against 243 or 21'3 per c~nt. 

An analysis of evidence on effects from native states and army will be seen 
i~ pp,ragraphs 66 and 67 of this note. 
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45. It is desirable to describe h~re briefly the views and opinions of the 
Go"ernment of India on the effects of hemp drugs, which have been ~xpres;ed 
from time to time. 

(I) In 1873 the Government of India' after making a fun and complete 
enquiry resolved, in paragraph IS of resolution No. 3773, dated 17th December 
1873, that "there can, however, be no doubt that its habitual use does tend to pro
duce ins~nity." The·Government was so much convinced of its evil effects that 
th~y absolutely prohibited the use of ganja in the province of Burma from 1873-74 
and desired all other local Governments tq discourage the consumption of ganja 
and bhang by placing restriction on the cultivation, preparation; and sale. 

(2) In 1875 on the 29th April the Government of India addre~sed the Gov
en;tment of Bengal and observed that" nothing should be done to place temptations 
intbe way of the people that can possibly be avoided," and that" His. Honor 
the Lieutenant-Governor may rest'assured of receiving the support of the Govern
ment of India in any measure that he may adopt for' limiting the consumption of 
ganja and indeed if the useof the drug could be altogether suppres'sed without the 
fear of leading; to its contraband use, such a course would be justified by its dele
terious effects .... 

(.3) In 1877 the Government of Bengal passed a resolution which contains 
the following conclusions: "the Lieutenant-Governor has himself no doubt that 
the use of ganja in any form i~ injurious to the consumer." 

(4) In 1879 Mr. A. O. Hume, Member of the Board of Revenue, North
\Vestern Provinces, in his review on the Excise Report of 1879, remarked in para
graph 108 thus: "these drugs are believed to be exceedingly deleterious; the 
smoking of ganja constaptly produces (the Junior Member has had many such 
cases before him) insanity. The most of our criminals habitually nerve themselves 
for crim(} by their use; their use amongst the people as a. mass is asserted to 
haye been entirely developed by our system, '. " 

(5) In 1892 the Government of India in their letter No. 212, dated 9th August 
1892, addressed to Her Majesty's Secretary of State, wrote that" we are in
clined to believe that ganja is the most noxious of all intoxicants now commonly 
used in India," and that "'Ye fully recognize it as our duty to restrict its con
sumption as far as practicable." 

(6) There are hundreds of opinions expressed by the eminent officers of the 
Government who pronounced the use of ganja to be extremely deleterious_ All' 
the official literature on the subject between 1871. and 1891 is full of useful infor
mation 'in support of the above conclusion. 

46. It seem~ alsO desirable to know the opinions which have been formed 
in other countries than India about the effects of these drugs, and therefore I 
giv~ the following quotations-

(I) Report of the Indian Immigrants Commission of 1885-87, chapter 
II, paragraph 6: " In his report for 1882 the Protector called attention to the in
creilsing habit of smoking it (Cannabis) 'amongst the immigrants; he averred 
that it was the cause of much sickness, suggesting that the plant should be 
destroyed and its use prohibited. Employers have been familiar, for many years, 
with the evils consequent upon its use by their Indian servants; they, the liledi
cal officers of circles, and the Protector of immigrants have seen many Indians 
with their strength and ma~hood wrecked by t he pernicious drug. The opinions 
01 ~hose medical officers are on record. They are unanimous in thinking that the , 
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smoking of hemp is injurious to the constitution of Indians, and the .majority 
testify to the widespread habit of smoking it. To its use they attribute unsteadi
ness in the performance of work, incapacity for exertion, undermining of nervous 
power, heart.disease, asthma, retention of urine, night blindness and amaurosis, 
incoherent speech, mental imbecility, hallucinations, suicides, de"th. Even in the 
milder cases an indiyidual under the influence of hemp is listless, his eyes are 
glassy, suffused, and have a vacant stare, he has no disposition to exert himself, 
his pulse is soft and weak, he complains of languor and debility. Frequently, 
men intoxicated by its fumes, become dangerous and are arrested by the police. 
Homicides are committed by men rendered furious by. its toxic properties. . We 
ourselves, when visiting an estate in the U mzinto circle whereon Indians were 
employed, came upon an Indian, an absentee from work, sitting outside a hut. 
with his dakkha (which is a synonymous term for ganja-vide part I of the above 
report), pipeon the ground by his side. He muttered to himself, then yelled. 
spoke rapidly and incoherently, lapsed into silence, then yelled again, and it was 
impossible to make him understand anything. He was manifestly in a state of 
dementia induced by dakkha-smoking: he was decidedly dangerous, and the 
manager was uncertain how to deal with him j finally, the man was left to do as 
b~ pleased, the Indians on the estate being afraid to interfere with him, and the 
manager knowing that the law provided no punisliment for his misconduct." 
Paragraph 7, "We are sat;sfied, from the documentary and oral evidence before 
us, (a) that the smoking of hemp, whether b'y itself or.in the mixture to which we 
have· referred, is detrimental to the health of Indian immigrants in this solony', (b) 
that the immoderate us~of it is highly injurious, (e) that the habit of smoking it 
in. excess is. widespread, in the Pietermaritiburg circle one-fifth probably of 
the Indian population smoking it in excess, (d) that such immoderate use leads 
to crime of the most serious nature, (e) that it renders the Indian immigrants 
untit and unable to perform, with satisfaction to the employer, that work for which 
he was specially brought to this colony." 

(2) Report of the Sanitary Board of Greece appended to the Circular 
No. 22, dated 27th March 1890, of the Kingdom of Greece (see Abkari, April 
1893, page 79)-

" Careful scientific observation in warm countries (iii Africa, Persia, India, 
and Turkey) in which the intoxicating qualities of the Indian hemp, and of the 
haschisch which is manufactured from it in various forms, have long been known, 
and its use widely prevalent, has long ago proved the disastrous effects produDed 
by the use of haschisch. - From the observations made in India by English doctors, 
(O'Birest, Raleigh, O'Shaugnessy, Esdade) [sir], the experiments of Leautano, 
the observations of Mongieri, the numerous experiments of M. Morean (of Tours), 
and his observations during his journey in the East, the experimental researches 
of Von Schroff and Froumiiller, and observations. of other inquirers, the following 
safe conclusions are drawn ;-

.. (a) That haschisch disturbs the functions of the systems· of digestion 
and circulation i 

If (b) That it injures the sense and motive powers i 

.. (e) That it disturbs the cerebral functions; 

• NOrB.-Hemp is caUed buchisch i.o Arabic, assbown'iD paragraph 80 01 tbis DQte. 
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" (d) That the action of haschish manifests itself differently in different 
• persons; 

" The action on the circulation of the blood sometimes causes syncope, and 
the disturbance of the cerebral functions produces mania. The disturbances of 
the nervous system caused in the animal economy by the use of haschish are 
peculiar. The phantoms seen by, a'1d the tendencies manifested in those who are 
intoxicated with haschisch, generally indicate the usual habits of thought and 
moral character of the intoxicated persons, or the thoughts ~and passions by 
which the man was possessed on the day that he became intoxicated, or at the 
moment in which the symptoms of poisoning began to make themselves manifest. 
Persons g;ven to the use of haschisch, who. become maniacs, are apt to commit 
all sorts of acts of violence and murders. 

" Such be:ng the action of haschiiich, it is easy to understand why, among 
rogues and convicts, quarre~s, violente, and murders are of common occurrence, 
and how dangerous is the use of haschisch by th;s particular class of pt;ople. 

" Sometimes the intoxication of haschisch impels the person 
ence to suicide, or the commission of acts forbidden by morality. 

under its influ~ 
, 

" All authors are unanimous, basing their opinion on numerous observations 
among Eastern peoples, that the long use of haschisch weakens· the body and 
causes atrophy, dulls the mind, and creates hypochondria, idiocy, and mania. 
Those who. indulge in haschisch have a fixed look, without expression, and 
an idiotic appearance. According to statistical information obtained from lunatic 
asylums of Cairo and Bengal, the majority of the maniacs and idiots became 
such from abuse of haschisch. . 

"It is therefore ind:sputable that the use of haschisch has a disastrous 
IIffect, gradually undermining the health of body and spirit, and becoming a 
.ource of evil to society." 

(3) Note on imm:gration from India to Trinidad, 1893, page 43, paragraph 
28: "Under the il~fllience of Indian hemp Malayas run 'amock' and kill every 
one they meet. There is ample evidence that persons strongly under the influ
ence of hemp have, if their passions are aroused, an irresistible inclination 
to kill, regardless of all consequences. When I was on active service during 
the Afghan campaign, 1878-SI, many furious charges were made on our troops by 
bodies of 'Ghazis' who, under the influence of overwhelming excitement, rushed 
madly to the attack and continued to fight against any odds, until they were all . 
killed. These men, I h«ve no doubt, were temporarily mad from hemp." 

4 7· AI ental elfe:ts-Insanily.-In all the 24 asylums of India 1,344 lunatics 
were admitted in ,892, of which 212 were attributed to ganja, 553 to other causes, 
and for the remaining 569 the cause was "unknown." A fresh enquiry was 
directed by the Commission about the cases ascribed to ganja, while the re;t were 
left alone. This procedure appears to me objectionable. . 

48. Under section 4 of Act XXXIV it will be found that the Magistrates 
and Civil Surgeons have been made responsible for making enquiries about 
lunatics. Unuer section 3 of' the same Act the visitors, consisting of at 
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least one medical officer, are required every month to H see and examine (a~ far as 
circumstances will permit) every lunatic therein (i.e., in the asylum) and the order 
and certificate for the admission of every lunatic admitted since the last ~isitation 
of the visitors." 

Thus it is clear that the entries are made and examined by the most frust
worthy servants of the Crown, and therefore their accuracy cannot be questioned 
but on a very strong evidence. 

49. Though in some cases the descriptive rolls were originally filled by the 
police, yet they should not be rejected. 

First . ...;,Because the Magistrates of the districts who always tak~ necessary 
precautions before accepting the police reports have accepted th~m. 

Secondly.-There cail be no other agency in bringing to light the history of a 
lunatic than the police, because ganja-smokers are generally, men of low caste 
and of bad character" with whom the high officers cannot be in touch. The habi t 
of ganja-smoking Is looked down, and therefore those who use ganja smoke it 
secretly, trying their best to conceal the fact from their elders a,nd from their 
society. 

Thirdly.-There was no motive; nor has any been assigned, which might 
have induced the police to make wrong entries. Therefore their entries should 
not be rejected. Surgeon-Lieutenant-CoTonel O'Brien, of Benares, witness No. 
80, North·Western Provinces, says, "when ganja is assigned, the man was pro
bably a notorious ganja-smoker. The enquiry may be conducted by a chaprasi, 
yet he might be right in that." Surgeon-Major J. W. Macnamara, witness No. 20, 

Assam, says (in oral) : I. My idea of the reliability of the information rests entirely 
on the fact that the police have no inducement to report falsely. On the whole, 
then. I think that when the police ascribe insanity to ganja it may be fairly accepted 
as reliable." Surgeon.Major K. R. Kirtikar, witness No. 73, Bombay, ,6 years' 
service, says in oral 46: "If the police tell me the cause, I send myself for the 
relations who have given the police the information and examine them myself., I 
make then my entry as to cause. If I cannot get the relatives I show the cause 
• unknown.' 1£ the police knew personally the habits of the man, then I would accept 
their statements, but not otherwise. If the police give me information as to cause 
which is the result of enquiry, J reject that; for in such scientific enquiries 1 
consider it necessary to have information at first hand." 

Fourtllly.-If there was any motive for the police to' show wrong causes in 
the descriptive·ro\ls, there could not have been so many cases as 569, which are 
entered in column 29 of unknown cases in Statement VII for ,892. This shows 
t hat the enquiry was made carefully, and that the cause of ganja was attributed 
only when it was proved: to be so. 

FiftlJl'j.-There are certain marks and signs' by which a ganja or charas 
~moker can be easily distinguished, such as the redness of eyes, a red mark on the 
band and thumb, and the general appeaiance of the smoker to which the medical 
officers must have paid some attention liefore accepting a lunatic as one affected 

104 
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by ganja. Surgeon-lieutenant-Colonel A. Crombie, witness No. 104, Bengal, 
says: "Besides this there is the mark on the hand and thumb of the ganja
smoker which, if present, immediately' distinguishes. him as a habitual smoker." 
Surgeon-lieutenant-Colonel Meadows, witness No. 10!, Bengal:" I think the 
general appearance is more typical than anything else-the appearance of the eyes 
and his excitable irritational manner. With these symptoms I think I should be 
able to tell a case as one of hemp drug insanity even without history of the use 
of the drug." 

50. As regards para. 517 of the Report, I would remark that _ the atten
tion of the Indian newspapers and of the House of Commons, the Secre
taryof State, and of, the Government of India was drawn in 1891 to the, 
fact that the lunatic asylums of India were filled by, the ganja insanes. 
Accordingly an official enquiry was instituted lasting from 6th August 1891 to 
9th August 189z. Under these circumstances, it cannot be said that the 're
sponsible officers did not take sufficient care in having the descriptive-rolls and 
asylum registers filled with accuracy. Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel Meadows, 
witness No. 101, Bengal, says in his oral: "We do not now accept the cause 
thus assigned so readily a,s we used to do. Since attention has been so much 
attracted. to ganja during last year we are much more carefu!." 

5!. hi 1893 this Co~mission was appoi~ted, and it should be presumed that 
the entries of 1893 were made with all possible care. The following table shows 
the figures for 1892 and 1893 taken from statement VII. It will be seen that the 
figures of 1893 fully support those of 1892. 

TOTAL OF' CASKS AT'I'RJbUTBD 
PBRCENTAGE. I ADMISSIONS. TO HEMP DRUGS, 

Province. REMA.RKS. 

lSg •• 1893. 189" 1893. lSg •. lSg3, 

, .. 

Bengal ... ... 186 205 53 56 28'4 27'3 

Assam ... ... 43 35 13 7 30'2 20'0 

North-\Vestern Provinces ... 284 27 1 52 72 18'3 26'5 

Punjab ... . .. 132 122 lIZ 28 16'2 22'9 

Central Provinces ... 62 78 13 17 20'9 21'7 

Uadras ... ... 245 2I1 19 25 7'7 II'8 

Bombay ... ... 2go 275 47 31 16'2 11'2 

Burma ... ... 102 6g 3 2 . 2'9 2'8 

- - -
TOTAL ... 1,344 1,266 222 238 16'5 18'7 

52. The following is an abstract of statement VII for the last 20 years 
taken from the Lunatic Asylum Report of Bengal for the year 1892, which also 
corroborates the entries of 1892. The percentages given in this statement by the 
Government 'are upon the total admissions of th~ year j but perhaps it would 
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have. been better if these percentages had been based on the number of 
those cases only the caUse of whom was known as discussed in paragraph SS of 
this note;-

Nu ..... ALLEGED TO HAVE .EEN ,. l 
CAtiSI!:D BY 

Number of I ,Pereenbge ercentage Percentage 

Year. 
admissions of column of column ()f column 

and re- Ganja and I O· Spirits 3 on 4 on 5 on 
ldmissions. bhang plUm column 2. column 2. column 2. (St t tl (St.tement (Statement 

II ernen VII) VII). Vll). ' 

I 2 3 4 S 6 1 8 

, 

1873 ... .. ' 514 17 1 6 23 33'2 1'1 4'3 

1874 ... '" SQI 21 5 ·1 16 42'9 '19 3'1 

1875 .. , ... 41S 176 2 16 42'1 '47 3'S 

IS76 ... ... 366 143 2 17 39' '54 4'8 

1877 ... ... 285 107 3 13 31'5 1'05 4'5 

1878 . " ... 227 90 3 5 39'6 1'3 2'2 

IS79 ... ... 196 61 2 6 31'1 1'02 3' 

1880 ... ... 216 65 ... 10 30' '" 4'6 

1881 ... .. , 213 .69 2 13 32'3 '93 6'1 

1882 ... ... 188 66 ... 10 35'1 . .. 5'3 

1883 ... ... 232 76 I 18 32"1 '43 7"1 

1884 ... ... 232 63' ... 12 27'1 . .. 5'1 

1885 ... ... 232 59 I II 25'4 '43 4'7 . 
1886 ... ... 218 57 - ... 7 26'1 .. . 3'2 

18S7 ... ... lSI 54 ... 10' 29'S .., 5'5 

1888 ... .. , 238 63 1 II 26'4 '42 4'6 

IS89 ... ... 247 .69 I 19 '21"9 '4 7"6 

IS9° ... ... 221 56 2 7 25'3 '9 3'1, 

1891 , .. ... 21 3 54 2 7 25"3 '94 3'2 

1892 ,., ... IS6 53 I 10 2S'4 '53 5'3 

1893 ... .. , 205 56 '" .. , 27'3 ... , .. 

53, A large proportion of the 222 ganja cases of °1892 consists of lunatics 
charged with crime, who wer~ acquitted on the ground of insanity, Such insanes 
are admitted in the asylums, and the cause is generally taken from the judgment 
of the court as stated by Dr. McKay, witness No. 36, Central Provinces 
" In criminal cases the cause is taken generally from the judgment of the 
court." Dr, Crombie, witness No, 104. Bengal, says, "Besides (the descrip. 
tive·roJl) we have (but only in criminal cases) the judgment in which the 

, 
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point is frequently raised and discassed as part of the defence." It is true, as 
argued in paragraph 518 of the Commission's Report, that it was unnecessary 
for the court to make special enquiry as to the cause of insanity, but it was quite 
natural that when the court acquitted an accused on the ground of insanity, it 
must have made a full enquiry into his character and habits of life and satisfied 
itself as to the cause oi insanity before passing final orders. .Besides that, if 
ganja would have been wrongly given as the cause, most probably the complain
ailt in the case would have been the first to make objection to it. In Bengal 
out of 53 ganja-admissions in 1892, there were 22 criminal lunatics, but only 
21 (criminal and non-criminal) cases out of 53 have been accepted. This shows 

. that some of the criminal cases also have not been .accepted. 

54. The fresh enquiry is not satisfactory on the following grounds:-

(I) In 1892 the number of admissions in all the asylums was 1,344, out of 
which 222 were ganja cases, 553 attributed to other causes, and 569 were entered 
as unknown. The fresh enquiry has been confined to the 222 cases and is 
therefore defective. When out of 222 cases 124 have been found due to causes 
other than. ganja and consequently rejected, it can be contended on the same 
ground that the remaining 1,122 cases, for which other causes than ganja 
have been attributed in statement VI!, contain a good many ganja cases. The 
object of the Commission was to know the exact number of ganja cases admitted 
in 1892, and ·the actual percentage could have only then been ascertained had 
the present fresh enquiry been extended to all the admissions of 1892. 

(2) This enquiry has been made by the same agency as before, and not by any 
member of the Commission as would appear from paragraph 521 of the· Report. 
Therefore, if the former enquiry is questioned, the present one cannot also be 
relied upon. The Commission themselves bave made the following observations· 
in paragraph 526 of the Report :-" The method of enquiry has not been ·satisfac
tory in regard to all the cases referred for local enquiry." "In some it will be 
observed even this further inquiry has been left to the police." I for one would 
say that this second enquiry, if it has resulted in anything, has thrown still greater 
doubt on the subject, for while the former reports were made by the police unfet
tered with any bias, now they created for themselves that Government is inclined 
to reduce the number of ganja lunatics and so they might have done not a 
little to understate the true number. This remark of inine will, I hope, be fully 
admitted by all officers who have had some experience in India. 

(3) Statement No. ·VI shows the types of insanity as diagnosed by the 
medical officers of the asylums, who are personally responsible for the accuracy 
of entries in the above statement, as Dr. DeFabeck, Surge·on-General with the 
Government of Madras, witness No. 83, says: "Diagnosis of hemp drug 
insanity does not depend solely on history. I consider that it is the duty of 

. the medical officer to observe the case and base his diagnosis on the facts he 
observes and those he may elicit from the insane in lucid intervals." The 
total number of diagnosed cases of toxic insanity is 157, but the cases accepted 
by the Commission fall short of this figure also. The following figures are 
taken for the ganja cases, and. they prove that the number of a'ccepted cases 
in the Report is apparently wrong. The number of ganja cases as diagnosed 
in statement VI in 1892 is 1 S 7, but only 98 cases are accepted. 
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I Ca<tes attribut. C!\es diag- Cases PERCENTAGII. 

Total admis- ed to hen p nosed as due accepted 
Name of province. sions in 1892. drugs in 1892 to hemp druJ!s by the 

in statement in state'11ent Cl.mmis· COIU'llD Column 
, VII, VI in 1892. sion. S to.z. 4 to:z. 

I • 3 4 5 6 7 

Bengal .. , .. , 186 , 53 40 20 10'1 21'S 

Assam ... ... 43 13 13 3 6'9 3°'2 

N orth-Western Provinces 284 52 30 22 1'1 10'5 

Punjab ... .. ' 132 22 23 14 10'6 11'4 

Central Provinces .. ' 62 13 2 5 S'o 3'2 

Madras ... ... 245 '9 2 7 2'8 '8 
-Bombay ... ... 29° ,47 45 24 8'2 IS'S 

Burma .. , ... 102 3 2 3 2'9 1'9 -------- - -------
TOTAL ... 1,344 222 iS7 I 98 1'3 11'6 

Nott".-Here a question may ari~e that, accordi.ng to statement VtI, the total adml~sions of ganja cases are. 
22Q while in statement VI only 157 cases are shown to have been -diagnosed 1\9 2anja case!!, and that In view of so 
Va5~ a difference, if the latter statement is taken as correct, -the former must be wrong. But the fact i!o that these 
1$7 cases out of the 22;2 cases are those entered in !ttatemenl VI in the column of toxic insanity, while the rest are 
entered in the column of mania, -etc., a9 will be .seen from paragraph 527 of the Report, where out of 98 accepted 
cases 001,39 are SbOWD a!ll entered in statement VI in the column of tOXIC insanity and the others in mania, etc. 

(4) As will be seen from paragraph 521 of the Report, that out of 222 ganja 
cases 124 have been rejected. In my opinion many of thell} have been rejected 
on insufficient grounds. I pointed out some such cases to Illy learned colleagues 
Mr. Fraser and Dr. Warden, who were ill charge of this part of the enquiry, but 
they were not formally discussed in any meeting of the Commission when the 
report was under discussion, There is a case in which the lunatic when he became 
sane admitted the use of ganja in presence of Dr, Meadows, Superintendent of 
Berhampur Asylum, but still the case has been rejected. In another case 
the lunatic's own brother gave the information that the lunatic was addict
ed to ganja, (See Lunatic Asylum, Lucknow, case No.1). In a third case 
a lunatic's brother-in-law stated that the lunatic was addicted to ganja, and 
the lunatic was made over. to him. (See Lunatic Asylum, Agra, case No. 10). 
Many cases have been rejected which were attributed to hem p drugs by tqe 
Superintendents of Asylums even after the fresh enquiry. The Superinten
dents had all the papers of the lunatic's past history before them" and I think 
they wert: in a better position than the Commission to observe the case and 
form an opinion as to the cause of insanity. 

(5) The fresh enquiry produced great suspicion in the mind of the public, and 
the people apparently avoided giving true facts of the lunatics to the enquiring 
officers, lest they themselves might be thrown into some difficulties. 

(6) Out of 1,344 admissions of 1893 the cause of insanity in statement 
VII was shown for 775 cases only, and in 569 the cause of insanity was "un

known." It cannot be denied that among this number 01 " unknown" cases there 
must be some ganja cases which were not ascertained; therefore the percentage 
has been wrongly taken on total admissions. It should ha\'e bee,n taken on the 
,number of known cases only, i.e" on 775. 
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(7) Consumption of ganja is prohibited in Burma, and it was quite wrong 
to take the admissions of Burma Asylum into account, as it materially affects the 
totals and percentages, 

55. In my opinion, though there might be a few mist.kes, yet on the whole 
it would be fair to accept the entries of statement VI I as correct for the basis 
of forming an opinion. In the following table I have therefore given the full 
number of 1892 and calculated the percentages on the number of known cases 
only:-

0 i! 0 
ADMISSIONS. 

~ ~ 

PSRCENTAGItS • 
." ." ." u B 

~ ~ , a 0 g s = • • .0 ~ 

Province!. = .; .0"" 

~ 
.0 .; ,- . 

u .; u ~ · " '!j '" ",ti .. ,; ='" • ~ ~ ; 0 "a. . " -; S C E •• • c .0 • c •• E E a E u· U-'" ] ~ e •• E = u • .'- .- .:!! . .: -'" c • • 0'" .a. _0 
: • 0 

• ..0' U:.:; c:l. o " - 0 -0 

= E-< U U 0" 8" U 

I 2 3 4 5 I 6 7 8 
/. 9 10 

, 

Bengal ... . .. 115 71 186 53 10 1 46'0 8'6 'oS 

Assam .. . ... 19 24 43 13 3 1 68'4 15'7 5'3 

North-Western Provinces 127 157 284 52 II 6 4°'9 8'6 4'7 

Punjab ... ... 63 69 132 ~1I :I I 34'9 3'1 1'5 

Central Provinces ... 30 32 62 13 . .. ,., ' 43'3 ... . .. 
Madras , .. ", 20 4 4' 245 19 7 5 9'3 3'4 2'4'; 

Bombay " . ... 184 106 29° 47 21 1 25'5 11'4 '54 -- - --
TOTAL . " 742 500 IJ~42 21 9 54 IS 25'5 7'2 2'0 

~I-, -Burma ... ... 33 69 10:3 3 ' ., ... ... --
GRAND TOTAL " , 775 569 1 1,344 68 1-;-222 ... ... 

56. A perusal of Lunatic Asylum Reports for 1892 and of the previous years, 
clearly shows that-

(I) The percentage of ganja lunatics is extremely high when compared 
with those caused by other intoxicants used in India, as will be 
seen from the statement in paragraph 55 and that of 20 years past 
in paragraph 52 of this note. 

(2) It Is higher than the percentage of insanity due to liquor in England, 
which is only 19'2 per cent. 

(3) Ganja and charas are more deleterious than liquor or opium, etc. 

(4) There is a close connection between crime and ganja-smoking. In 
Bengal, where ganja is largely, used, it is found that 41 per cent. 
of ganja lunatics are criminals i the table of this will be found in 
paragraph 63 of this note, where crime is dealt with. 

(5) The percentage of ganja lunatics is much higher in those provinces 
where its cultivation is extensive, and consumption greater, than 
the percentage in other provinces, like Madras, Bombay, etc., 
where it is less cultivated and used, or in Burma, where it is totally 
prohibited, ' 
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57. Cens14s and insanity.-It will be evident from the statement given 
below, that in 1892 the whole population of lunatic asylums was 5,58/, out of which 
837 were due to ga~ja. The Census Report of 1891, Volume II, page 59, shows' 
that the whole number 'cf insanes in India was 74,47°. If the rate of ganja 
lunatics'to the population in the lunatic asylums be applied to the total number of 
insanes in India it would be found that the insanity of about II, / 68 persons in India 
is due to the use of hemp drugs. Again out of 5,58/, the total population of all 
the asylums, 222 new cases due to hemp drugs were admitted in /892, and by this 
calculation about 2,962 persons annually turn insane by the use of hemp drugs. 

Poplllation of lunatic asylums. 

, 

TOTAL !!,OPULATION. ·CASES DUB. TO HBMP DRUGS, 

Province. Remain- Remain~ I 
ing at the Admissions Total ing at the Admissions Total. end of the of 1892. end of the of a892. 
yea.r 1891. year IBsll. 

Bengal .. ' " . 963 /86 ',149 '74 53 227 -
Assam ". ... III 43 '54 21 13 34 

North. Western Provinces ... 1,007 284 ',29
' '5~ 51 205 

Punjab ". ... 340 '3' 
472 60 23 83 

Central Provinces ... .. , 261 62 323 36 '3 49 

Madras ", ... 592 245 837 44 '9 63 
. 

Bombay ... ... 709 290 999 109 47 156 

Burma ... ... 254 102 356 17 3 20 

Total .. , 4,237 1,344 5,58.1 61 5 222 837 

58, The above conclusions are corroborated by the evidence of witnesses 
before the Commission, as will be seen from the statements in paragraph 44 of 
this note, where 244 medical and 311 non'!lledical witnesses pronounce the use 
of ganja. and charas to be a direct or indirect cause (or, in scientific language, 
predisposing or exciting cause) of insanity. I have not ventured to take up the 

• scientific view of the question and leave it for medical experts. 

59. For the purpose of ascertaining the effects of the hemp drugs, the 
medical evidence deserves special attention, and I would therefore recommend to 
read it t'n extenso as appended to the Report. Its analysis is given in paragraph 
44 of this note and a list of those witnesses who said that even the m~derate use 
of the drugs is deleterious will be found in statement II of this note, For 
brevity sake I have, given a few quotations of Bengal and Punjab wit· 
nesses only as typical instances in statement III j in the former provinceganja and 
in the latter charas being chief! y used. As to the comparative value of the 
evidence of medical men of different grades paragraph 494 of the Report should 
be read. . 

60. Moral etfects.-It is concluded in paragraph 552 of the report that the 
hemp drug's" moderate use produces no moral injury whatever," and that " there 
is little or no connection between the use of hemp drugs and crime." 
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I do not share in the above opinion, and hol,d qn the contrary. that the use 
of ganja and charas causes distress to the consumer and the members of his 
family and has a direct or indirect connection with crime and bad habits. 

6 I. Distress.-~t has been admitted that the consumers are chiefly the 
labouring classes and the beggars. The average of wages of the former in Bengai 
is 4 annas a day, whik the latter are only a burden ,on the society. 

It has been shown in paragraph 8 that the average dose of a moderate 
consumeI' is one-fourth tola a day, and for an excessive one tola a day, which 
would cost in Bengal (at the rate of Rs. 20 a seer as accepted in the Report) 
one anna to the . moderate, and four annas to the excessive consumer. Now it 
can be better imagined than described what should be the distress of the family 
of the consumer who spends not less than one-fourth of his income on this drug. 
Whether the consumer can provide food for himself, his wife, and children or not, 
but he is sure to provide his stimulant by legal or illegal means. Moreover, 
almost an the witnesses unanimously pronounce that' the use of these drugs 
requires plenty of milk and rich food to modify their evil effects. But there is 
scarcely one per cent. of the consumers who can provide to feed himself properly. 

In the Excise Report of 1891, paragraph 12, the Hon'ble Mr. McKay, 
Member of the Board of Revenue, N.-W. P., remarked that" the consumption of 
hemp drugs does not depend so much upon season as it does in the case of liquor. 
Drugs are much cheaper than liquor, and a drug consumer would reduce his food 
sooner than do without his accustomed stimulant." 

62. Crime.-It is a remarkable fact that as the number of ganja smokers in 
the lunatic asylums of Bengal is as high as 46'5 per cent, of the admissions in 
1892 (as mentioned in paragraph 55 of this note), the number of criminals in 
the above ganja cases is not less than 41'5 per cent. This fact alone clearly 
proves that the use of ganja produces insanity of such a type as mostly leads its 
vIctims to crime. This will be seen from the following statement which gives 
figures for the last 5 years for the Province of Bengal :-

I No. ov CASP:S ATTRTBUTED TO HEMP 
DRUGS IN STATUIKlIIT VII. 

Pf!rc:entage 
Year. column 2 to REMARKS. 

column 4. 
Criminals. :'-.Jon·criminals. Total. 

,-

, I 2 3 4 S 6 

1889 ... 25 44 69 36'2 

1890 ... 18 48 66 27'2 

1891 ... 
! 

14 40 54 25'9 I 
1893 ." 23 3' 53 4' '5 I 
1893 27 29 56 48'2 , ... 

i ----- I TOTAL ... 106 '93 298 35'S I , 

63' When I tal(e into consideration the cause of insa"i~ y of all the criminals 
admitted in the lunatic asylums, I find that even among t km the percentage of 
those criminals whose insanity was due to the use of hen1\' firugs is as high as 41'0 
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per ,cent. of the known cases. As the reports of the lunatic <\syluijls of Bengal ilre 
more complete than those of other provinces, and the consumption of ganja is greater 
there, I give the following statement for Bengal for the last 5 years. The lunatic 
asylum reports of other provinces cannot be relied upon, because sometime~ criIllinal 
lunatics are not sent to the asylums for want of accommodation, but to central 
jails, as is the case in the North-Western Provinces. 

E,,;tractfrom Statement VII. 

CJUMINAL LUNATICS CRIMINAL LuNATICS 
PXRCBNTAGB. 

ADMITTED. ATTRIBUTED TO 

Year. Cause Cause "un~ Hemp Column Column [COlumn RaIlARK9. 

·'known." known," Total. drugs. Opium. Spirits. gto 6to 7to 
column 2, column 2. column:l 

1 • 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 

188g ... 59 49 108 25 ... /) 42'4 ... 10'2 

18go ... 45 54 99 18 2 I 4°'0 4'2 2'2 

1891• ... 41 50 91 14 2 ,3 34'1 4'9 7'3 

1892 ... 55 43 98 22 I /) 40'0 ,'8- 10'9 

1893 .. , 58 45 103 27 I '." 46'6 1'7 ... _. -- - - - - -- - -
TOTAL ... 258 24' 499 106 6 16 41'09 2'3 6'2 

• 
64. Most of the witnesses pr6nounce a .direct or indirect connection between 

the hemp drugs and crime, which can he .ascertained on referring·to the evidence 
of Witnesses in reply to questions 5 I to 55. I give a few quotations of some 
eminent witnesses who. have had opportunities of observing the matter under 
discussion in statement IV. 

65, In paragraph 490 of the Report an allusion is made to the comparison of Hempdrugs""IR. 

evil effects between the hemp drugs and liquor, but no definite opinion has been pared with alcobol. 

expressed therein, I believe there can be no doubt that ganja. charas, and liquor 
are all deleterious. The difference lies in degree and quality of the intoxication. 
It is to be noticed that there are many natives of social position, learning, and 
intellect, who either openly or secretly use liquors, but their hrains are not spoil. 
ed, Almost ·all the European gentlemen in this country use liquor, but the 
superiority of their intellect and learning can in no way be doubted. On the 
contrary, not a single man of learning and position will be' found among those 
addic~ed to the' use of ganja and charas, This clearly shows that the use of 
these drugs should have more injurious effects upon the brain than alcohol. 
Besides this liquor is a kind of tonic, and gives strength to the body, while ganja 
and charas can give no such strength. It is observed that alcohol produces 
its had effects only when used in excess, while the smoking of hemp drugs acts 
upon the brain even when used in the smallest dose. 

The percentages of insanity caused by liquor, opium and hemp drugs in 
Bengal are given in a statement in paragraph S2 of this note for the last 20 years, 
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and they clearly show that the hemp'· qrugs are the ,most potent factors of all 
intoxicants in producing insanity., The following table shows the percentages as 
accepted in paragraph 524 of the Report and they also confirm this view. 

PERCEN1AGES ".Ii SHOWN IIC PARA .. 
GRAPH .524 OF TH& REPORT. 

ProviDce. 

Hemp Drugs. Spirits. 

Bengal ... ... ... ... .. . 10'7 3'1 

Assam ... ... ... • . .. ... 6'9 6'9 

North-Western Provinces ... . .. ... 7'7 3'5 

Punjab ... ... ... .. . .. . 10'6 1"5 

Central Provinces ... ... ... ... 8'0 . .. 
. 

Madras ... ... .. . ... .. . 2,8 2'S 

Bombay ... ... .-. .. . .. . 8'2 7'2 

• TOTAL ... 7"S 3'4 

The following: quotations are also noteworthy :-

.( 1) North-Western Provinces, witness No.6, Mr. Stoker, Excise Com. 
. missioner, oral 44, " I put these drugs above liquor and opium in their 

injurious tendencies." 

(2) North·Western Provinces, No.8, Mr. H. Fraser, Collector and 
Magistrate, "I wish it were, as I believe alcohol to be very harmless 
in compariso~." "These stimulants (spirits and opium) as far as I 
have seen are exceedingly harmless or do exceedingly little harm, 
and I think the greatest wat ch fulness is necessary to prevent exces· ' 
sive cost of these articles driving consumers to the use of the 
cheapest hemp drug." 

(3) North·Western Provinces, No. 34, John Cockburn, Sub· Deputy Opium 
Agent. It All smoking is in my opinion injurious, and the use 'Of 
ganja and charas in that way is not comparable with the drinking of 
liquor." 

(4) North·Western Provinces, No. 16, P. Allen, Collector." In my 
opinion excessive consumption of all hemp drugs is more injurious 
than of alcohol, and if I considered that consumpti~n was on the 
increase I should lighten taxation on liquor." ' 

Oral-It My experience is that alcohol is not productive of much harm in 
this district." 

(5) Bombay, No. I, Honourable T. D. Mackenzie, Commissioner of 
Opium, &c.-" I do not think the labouring classes who use the 
drugs would take to dhatura. They would rather take to alcohol. I 
think this would probably do less harm i the liquor being toddy or 
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, spirit of good qual ity such as is supI>lied from central distilleI;ies, 
than the hemp drugs.'" ' 

(6) Bombay, No. 38, W. Almon, Assistant Collector, Abkari, " Generally then 
my impression is that there are more wrecks frllm ganja than liquor 
in proportion to the number of consumers, but not actually more." 

66. Native States.-A number of question papers were supplied to selected Eyideace &oao 
. h N' S d I' . d I . ' . I Native Stat .. &lid persons m t e atIve tates an 125 rep les were receive. twas unammous y Army. 

resolved by the Commission that the replies of witnesses from the British . 
. territory should be appended to the Report, but as to the evidence of the Native 
States it was proposed that they should not be so dealt with .. ' After some written 
and oral discussions all the four official members voted for the proposal and all 
the three non-offiaial members against It. Therefore the evidence from the Native 
States has been omitted from the Report. 

The area and population of the Native States are so considerable that they 
should not be lost sight of. Native State evidence, generally speaking, corroborates 
that from the British territory, and very strongly shows that the use of ganja 
and charas is very deleterious, that it'is much in disrepute, that it i~ not connected 
with any social or religious custom, that prohibition is desirable 'and feasible, and 
that the English system of excise administration has been and is likely to be 
iollowed in the Native States. An analysis of the opinion of medical men will be 
seen from the following table:':'" 

TCTJ,L NUln ... : 
0' MJ.DICAL DELETIl.RlOUS. NOT DELETE~lOUS. 1II'IIANI1''1, 1".O'UlMC1'. 
WiTH ...... . 

MOD.U'nI. Eze'III'I., MeOIi:RATB, E'lCUSIVlI. 
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Watl rc 8lata ... 3J U •• " .. • , '" •• " • .. • 3 • .. 'M ... ... ... ., • • ., ·S , 

• 

Some of the witnesses are themselves Chiefs and others are responsible 
officers and eminent physicians of the States. I give below a few ext,racts to 
show the tendencr of the evidence in a general way. 

Hyderabod, witness NO.9. 

T. Streenivasa Rao, Hakeem, His Highness the Nizam's Civil Medical De
partment :_" As they advance in age, moderate habitual consumers become 
victims to the noxious effect of hemp plant morally, mentally, and physically. It 
impairs the constitution, injures digestion, and causes anaorexia. Smoking ganja 
has reduced many strong men to the' low~st ebb. I "mean moderate smoking. 
Bhang and ganja induce habits of immorality or debauchery when the consumer 

" ~ 
~ 
ii • ot 
:; ;j • 
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is still in good health. _ Many authors in Unon; medicine, such as Boo Ali Sena, 
Ibenni Byttar, Jali Noos, Mahomed Hussun Sherazi, and others denounce the 
habitual use of hemp plant as aphrodisiac in one voice, as its long continued use 
dries up seminal fluid, and the consumer becomes impotent." 

Bhawulpur, witness No. I. 

Jind Wadda Khan, Finance Minister :-" The use of intoxicating drug! is 
prohibited by religious injunctions. Similarly persons of every class regard its 
use as unlawfuL" 

laharu, witness No. I. 

NawabAmeeruddin Ahmud, Khan Bahadur, C.I.E., Chid of Laharu:-" What. 
ever answers I have given to the above questions, they are the focus of my inform
ation, enquiries, andobservations,-and now the gist of my opinion is that the use 
of these three drugs and liquor has very badly affected the morals, health, and the 
finances of the public of this country, the noblemen of which have been rendered 
incapable of discharging their duties on account of excessive drinking. Thousands 
have been doomed to death by this evil j and it is not only the gentry, but also the 
lower and the middle classes who have been ruined by the use of these intoxi. 
cants. I am of opinion that the matter of these intoxicants requires serious con
sideration ." 

Nabha, witness No. I. 

Sayad Wazir Ali and L. Deva Singh, officials of the Nabha State :-" In this 
State bhang alone is sold for medicinal use, etc. The use of ganja and charas 
being prohibited, no leases are given." 

Rajputana, witness }I/O. :1. 

W. H. Neilson, M. B., Surgeon. Captain, Medical Officer, Erinpura Irregular 
Force :-" The moderate use of bhang produces no noxious effects. The even 
moderat~ use o~ ganja and charas has a most deteriorating effect physically, 
mentally, morally on the subject of the habit." 

BllOr (Bombay), witnes~ NO.1. 

Chiff of Bhor (Bomba,y) :-" It is feasible to prohibit the use of any or all 
of these' drugs if its non·cultivation be enforced. The prohibition would not 
occasion any serious disoontent among the. consumers,nor would the discontent, 
if any, am01llnt to any _political danger. '[he prohibition would not necessitate 
the use of any other drugs." 

Mysore, witness NO.1. 

Brigade·Surgeon-Lieutenant·Colonel I. J. McGann, Senior Surgeon and 
Sanitary Commissioner with the Government of Mysore :-" Habitual moderate 
use of ganja affects the system physically, mentally, and· morally, produces 
emaciation, impairs appetite, and sometimes dysentery or bronchitis. It impairs 
the moral sense to a certain extent, induces laziness, and tends to produce 
insanity. It excites insanity as well as predisposes to it." 

67· Army.-A separate set of selected qllestions was framed for the Native 
and British Army by the Commission and, afte~ the permission of His Excellency 
the Commander.in·Chief, circulated for answers j 274 statements were received. 
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The Commanding Officers were instructed by the Commission thus :_H It is 
suggested that Commanding Officers should, in replying to these questions, freely 
consult the medical officers in charge and native commissioneJ and non-corn
missioned officers. Questions 4S and 46 .should be answered by medical officers." 

- . 
Just as it' was the case about the evidence of the Native States men-

tioned in para. 66 of this Note, it ·was proposed that the Army Evidence 
also sh~uld be rejected and not appended to the Report. All the official members 
and Kunwar Hurnam Singh'Ahluwalia voted for it, and thus by a majority of S to 2 

members the motion was carried out. In para. 409 of the Report some allu
sion is made to the evidence of Army as to the extent of use. The following 
sentences are quoted from the above paragraph :_H Several inquiring officers 
report that their men will not admit the use of the he\11p drugs, though it is cer
tain that they are taken to some extent, and in many cases there are special' 
reasons for reticence in addition to the disrepute attaching to the habit in 
native society generally. In some regiments the use of the drug is directly 
prohibited and in others the Commanding Officers, though they may not have 
gone to this length, regard the consumers with distrust. It must be the 
case also that in some regilue.nts the consumers are held in greater disrepute 
among their comrades than in others." It is clear from the above that the 
use of hemp drugs is disreputable in the Army as badly as elsewhere, and 
that their officers were so much convinced of . their bad effects upon the phy
sical, mental, or social condition of their soldiers that they directly or indirectly 
prohibited their use. 

In the Report no notice was taken of the opinions expressed in the Army 
Evidence about the effect of the hemp drugs i but J'think that this opinion has a 
particular advantage, and should be preferred to that of other witne>ses. The 
Anny men are always healthy and strong i have sufficient means to properly 
feed and clothe themselves i have got healthy accommodations to live in and 
agreeable exercise to undergo. They are under close observation of their officers 
and cannot conceal any fact from them: 

The answers to the question papers received from each regiment, were gene
rally drawn, up after consultation with the medical officers. I believe the opinion 
of. the Army Medical officers about the effects of the drugs should have much 

, weight: out of 274 Army witnesses, some are silent on the question of effects, 
but most of them have expressed an opinion, and I find from examination that 
174 of them pronounce the use of the hemp drugs to be extremely deleterious. 

68. Before discussing the question of the policy in regard to the hemp Prohibition. 

orugs, to be adopted in future, it 'seems desirable to describe here brieRy the 
past history of the excise administration in India, and therefore I begin it 
from the Hindu period. 

69. Manu Smriti or the Institutes of Manu is the greatest authority on 
Hindu Law. In Chapter VI I are enumerated the different taxes and rel'enue 
which alone the king is authorized to collect. A tax on an intoxicant is not ,men
tioned therein, and therefore it is not legal for a ~ing to levy a tax on these 
intoxicants. Besides Man.) Smriti, I have consulted almost all the other standard 
Smritis, and find that all of them follow the principle laid down by Manu, as 
~escribed above. • 
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(a) The manufacture and sale of spirituous liquors were expressly prohibit
ed, and it was ordained" that qistillers and sellers should be banished from the 
realm of a king as they are secret thieves and harass the subject by their ill 
deeds." (See Chapter IX, Sloke 225 and 226 of Manu Smriti). . 

(b) In view of these orders for spirituous liquors, which are not more 
deleterious than ganja and charas. (vide paragraph 65 of this note), it must be 
concluded that the use and sale of these drugs are equally if not more stringently 
prohibited. 

70. As to th ... Mahomedan kings of India, in Gladwin's translation of the 
Ayeen Akbari, paragraphs 288-2'89, there is a list of taxes which were remitted by 
the great Moghul, Akber, among which were taxes on salt and spirituous 
liquors. . . 

(a) Even such a king as ATmmgzeb did not com.mit himself to the taxing 
of intoxicants. On one occasion his graTJdson proposed'to tax the palm juice, i.e., 
tari, which was used as an intoxicant"an~ asked the permission of his grandfather 
to do 'so. The king's reply is found in his own letter No. 90 in his letters-book 
called" Ruqaat Alumgeri." Its translation stands thus;-

" Though the estab!ishment of a mart far selling tari (palm juice) may lead 
to the collection of revenue, yet it is impossible to sanction such revenue. r 
cannot understand what a dishonest Mufti (legal adviser) declared it legal to do 
so. You must know that su'ch ill-advisers are your enemies in this world and 
the next. You must thank Almighty God who has put you in possessio!! of 
three rrovinces, which are very rich and give much revenue. and in which every 
thing is abundant and cheap.. You should know that the good-will of the 
subjects is the only wealth either in this world or in the next." 

(b) Following the same principle of the Mahomedan law, the Mahomedan 
prince of Kathyawar has stopped the practice of farming out contracts for spirits 
on the ground that it is opposed to the tenets of the Mahomedan religion to 
derive any revenue whatsoever by letting out contracts for liquors (see Ab
kari for July 1893, page 107). 

71. It appears that up to the year 1790 the taxes on spirituous liquors were 
collected by the zemindars, and that" complaints were then rife about the spread 
of drunkenness among the lower classes of the people." 

These complaints apparently decided the Government upon the resumption 
of the sayer on spirituous liquors. Accordingly," on the 19th April 1790, the 
Government resolved on 1tIorai gl'ounds to resume the Abkari sayer without refer
ence to other duties." (Report of the Spirit Commission of Bengal, 1884. 
pages 8 and 9). 

The above facts are corroborated by the Excise Commissioner of Bengal in 
his memorandum of the 27th November 1893 prepared for the Hemp Drugs Com
mISSIon. He says; "It will appear from paragraph I, section 2 of Harrington's 
Analysis, volume 3rd, 1817, that with a view to chC1:k immoderate consumption, 
and at the same time to augment the public revenue, it was judged expedient to. 
continue and extend the duties levied on liquors and drugs when the sayer col
lectiol's were resumed from the landholders in the year 1790," 

72. On the 16th February 1798, the Board of Revenue suggested that a duty 
be levied on ~he sale and consumption of (I) madak, (2) ganja, (3) 5ubzi, (4) 
majoon, (5) banker, (6) charas • 

• 
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On 2nd March 1798 the President (the Governor-General in Council) replied 
to the Board as follows ;-" Some of the articles .enumerated in your letter, we 
have reason to believe, are of so noxious a quality and produce a species of 
intoxication so extremely violent, that they cannot be used without imminent 
danget to the individual as well as to the public, who may be exposed to the 
effects of the temporary insanity frequently excited by the use of these drugs." 
"We are of opinion that the \rend of any drugs of this desc;iption should 
be altogether prohibited, and we desire, therefore, that, after having made an 
enquiry with a view·to ascertain more particularly the nature and effects of them 
you will prepare and submit to us a regulation for this purpose, as well as for 
establishing such dl\ties as may appear to you prope~ on the sale of such other 
drugs as may be used without the same pernicious effects." 

The Board of Revenue made enquiries' under the above order and 
arrived at the conclusi~n that tobacco, opium, ganja, bhang or subzi, banker and 
toddy were" not for the most part represented as producing imy very violent or 
dangerous effects of intoxication, except when taken to excess, " and that" they 
appear to be useful either in medicine or otherwise." 'For these reasons they 
recommended on the 29th of May 1798 that the sale of none of them should be 
altogether prohibited, but stated what appeared to them the best means of re
straining the use of them and improving the revenue by the imposition of such 
taxes as were best adapted to the nature of the casco 

Accordingly unlicensed sale of intoxicating drugs was prohibited, and daily 
rates of duty on the sale of intoxicating drugs were levied by. Regulation VI of 1800. 
From 1853 the daily tax was abolished and a duty at I rupee per ser on ganja and 
charas was im posed. In 1860 a fixed fee of R S. 4 per maund was prescribed for 
each ganja license in addition to the above .fixed duty. 

73. In 1876 the present system of annually selling the retail license by 
auction was introduced. 

74. In 1871 the Government of India thought it desirable to make an enquiry 
into the effects of the use or abuse of the hemp drugs, and on the loth October 
1871 all the Local Governments were requested to' make the above enquiry_ 
On the 17th December 1873 the Government of India, after receiving the replies 
from the Local Governments, resolved that, "with the exceptions of ~urma and 
the Central Provihces, the Local Governments are lloti"n favor of altering exist
ing arrangements. His Excellency in Council, however~ trusts that the various 
Local Governments and Administrations will endeavour, wherever it· may be 
possible, to discourage the consumption of ganja and bhang by placing restric
tions on their cultivation, preparation, and retail, and imposing on their use as high 
rate of duty as can be levied without inducing illicit practices." 

As suggested by Sir Ashley Eden, the Chief Commissioner of Burma, the 
cultivation and consumption of ganja was absolutely prohibited in Burma from 
the beginning of 1873. 

75. On the 29th April 1875 the Government of India addressed the Govern
ment of Bengal, and observed that" nothing should be done to place temptations 
in the way of the people that can possibly be avoided, " and it was directed in 
paragraph 3 of the above letter" that His Honor the Lieutenant-Governor may 
rest assured of receiving the support of the Government of India in any measure 
that he may adopt for limiting the consumption of ganja, and indeed if the use of 
the drugs could be altogether suppressed without the fear of leadin~ to its con
traband use, such a course would be justified by its de!eterious effects. ". 
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76. In August IS91, the Secretary of State, on a question put in.the House 
of Commons, asked the Government of India to express their views on the 
effects of ganja and whether they proposed to take any further steps for restrict
ing its consumption. The Government of I ndia replied on the 9th August IS92 
and stated in paragraph 3, " Weare inclined to believe that ganja is the most 
noxious of all intoxicants now commonly used in India," and in paragraph 5 
.. that although 'we consider it impracticable to enforce the absolute prohibition 
of the use of ganja, we fully recognize it as our duty to restrict its consumption 
as far as practicable." They did not approve of the prohibition of ganja (I) 
because the conSUl11ers would be induced to use still more noxious drugs like 
dhatura, &c., (2) because the existence of hemp plants all over India made the 
prohibition of ganja impracticable. 

77. It· will be seen from the above facts that excise revenue was unknown 
in this count;y under the native ~ystem of government, and that the British Gov
ernment originally took out of the hands o( !emindars the excise administration 
with the main object of restricting the use of intoxicants, and that the highest 
authorities issued repeated orders to restrict or even prohibit their use, and to 
gain the above object rates of direct and indirect taxation have been immensel), 
increased from time to time. 

7S, Ha\;ng shown in paragraph II-IS of the note that the present system of 
taxing the drugs does not check their use and the gradual rise in the fixed duty 
oIlly leads people slowly but surely to accustom themselves to the higher burden 
and to smuggling and illicit gain of the vendors, who every year try to outbid 
their competitors at the annual auction for licenses, I cannot but recomme]ld that 
GO\'ernment should condemn their use by withdrawing its countenance and 
forbidding cultivation of hemp plant for ganja, manufacture of ganja, impor
tation of charas across the frontiers, and the recognized sale of ganja and 
charas. In short my recommendations are the same as those made by the 
Indian Immigrants Commission of· I.S85-87 in their report, paragraph 8. 
" On recommending the prohibition of hemp, it may be found difficult to prevent 
in toto the use of hemp, we are convinced, however, that the knowledge that 
its use is forbidden by Law, will, check to a very large extent the immoderate use 
of the plant ,by Indian immigrants' population of the colony." . 

79. In paragraph 553 of the Report, the question of suppressing an intoxi
cants has been dealt with, and the following expressions are made therein :-

(a) "No laws are of any service which are above the working level of pub
lic morality," 

(b) II Scarcely any degree of utility short of absolute necessity will justify 
a prohibitory regulation, unless it can also be made to recommend 
itself to the general conscience, unless persons of ordinary good 
intentions either believe already or can 'be induced to believe that 
the thing prohibited is a thing which they ought not to "ish 
to do." 

(c) II In the exceptional cases in which the experiment has been attended 
with general success (as in some of the American States) the 
reformation of the habit has become an object of desire to the 
majority of the people, and the enactment for promoting such 

• reformation has presented itself, less as a restriction than as an 
auxiliary agency." 
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It has been proved (vt"de paragraphs 38 to 64 ofthis note) tqat the use of ganja 
and charas is physically, mentally, and socially very deleterious, and that their use 
is religiously prohibited and socially much in disrepute (vide paragraphs .19-29 of 
this note). When such is the case, I believe that the country is quite ripe for the 
i:!troduction of prohibitory measures in respect to the' inj!Jrious intoxicants. 
In paragraph SS4 of the report this view is supported thus," Now a certain 
number of persons deem it to be the duty of the British Government to suppress 
the trade in all intoxicants in all the countries under its sway, and there are, 
no doubt, special circumstances in India which 'render it less impossible than in 
some other countries to consider even so drastic a policy. These are not~bly 
the general sobriety 01 its race, and the leeling, popular as well as religious, which 
prevails agtlinstthei/use among a large section ojthe community." 

80. In paragraph, 562 of the Report some doubt has been expressed as to 
whether the article called hashish resembles the Indian products of the hemp 
plant. But the following authorities clearly show that in Arabic hashish is a 
synonymous term for the hemp drugs, especially bhang. 

(I) Hashish is the Arabic name of hemp. It, is ' bhang,. not charas (see 
pages 4 and 9 of Hem Chandra Ker's report). 

(2) Dr. Watts in his Economic Products of. India states that" The Arabic 
hashish would seem to be given in allusion to the green intoxicating liquor" 
(see page S) j that bhang is generally known by the Arabic name hashish -(see 
page 21); and that sabzi, hashish, bhang, and sidhi are synonyms of bhang, and 
all are applied to the drug as well as to the intoxicating drink prepared from it 
(see page 44). 

81. Precedents 01 other countries.-In paragraph 5S7 of the Report an 
allusion is made to precedents for the prohibition of hemp drugs in other 
countries, ,and the statements are taken, I believe, from the journal of the 
Temperance Society, the Abkari for July 1893) which should be consulted in 
original. . . 

The production, sale, and consumption of the hemp drugs are prohibited 
in the following countries :-

, I. Lower Burma,-By the order of the Government of India, dated 17th 
December 1873. 

2. Upper Burma.-Under the above order. 

'3 .• Trinidad, a British colony (see Trinidad Commission's report, para
graph 9). 

4, Mauritius, a British colony (see above report, paragraph 9). 

5. Greece.-By Circular No. 22, dated Athens, March 27th; 1890, when the 
use of hashish in cafes and all other places was forbidden,' and establishments 
in which it was found that hashish was supplied to persons frequenting them 
were closed, 

6. Turkey.-Under note dated 1st March 1892, addressed by the Grand 
Vizir to the Ministry of Commerce. 

7. Egypt.-By decree of March 29th, 1879, by order of Khedive. 

8. Nabha State ill the Punjab (see paragraph 73S of the Report). 
IO'! 
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82. The prohibition of ganja in Burma has proved suc\:essful and of immense 
benefit to the country, and no change in the present administration is needed or 
advoca'ted, as will be seen from the following few quotations :-

(I) Letter from Mr. Bayne, Secretary to Chief Commissio.ner, dated 2nd 
November 1893, paragraph 5.-" No one in Burma· desires any 
change in the excise law, so far as intoxicating drugs are concerned." 

(2) From the Commissioner of Tenasserim Division to the Financial Com
missio.ner, Burma,dated 30th January 1894.-" The effect of the pro
hibitory system has undoubtedly been to render it somewhat difficult 
and dangerous for any Dne to. pDssess the drug, and this must have 
very largely tended to. keep it Dut Df the hands of Burmans. In my 
opinion if -this system had not been adopted, the results would have 
been disastrous .. Burmans wDuldvery certainly have taken to use • 
ganja, for which they have no. desire, and fro~ their natiDnal character 
those who took to it wDuld have used it to excess, as is the case with· 
Dpium, which taken in moderation does no harm, Were.the consump
tion and even possession of ganja not· prohibited effect would be 
terril1lt;." ' 

(3) MemDrandum by Mr. Culloden, Assistant CDllectDr Df Customs and 
Superintendent, . Preventive Service, dated I st December 1893.
" Ganja has always been considered a prDhibited drug in Burma. The 
prDhibition of its importatiDn has so. far been successful that the drug 
has been kept out of the local market to a considerable 'extent; this 
is proved by fact that, whenever' traced to. any Dne possessing it, 
only very small quantities Df the drug have been found on them." 

(4) Le!ter from the Deputy CDmmissioner, Akyab, dated 1st December 
1893.-" The system of prohibition has on the whole been success
ful. " 

(5) Colonel C. B Cooke's answer, page 5.-" I think the prohibitiDn should 
not be omitted." 

(6) Letter frDm Deputy Commissioqer, TongoD, dated 12th January 1894, 
page 6, paragraph 2.-" In my opinion the system of prohibiting 
ganja in Burma has been to. a very large extent, though nDt entirely, 
succes~ful." 

(7) Letter from the Commissioner, Arakan Divisi,)11, dated 19th December 
1893'-" I dDn't think there is any necessity for altering the system 
of prDhibition in force in Burma." 

(8) Letterfrom the Commissioner,SDuthern DivisiDn, dated 16th January 1894 
-" As far as my experience gDes, the system of prohibition of ganja 
has worked well. This is based on my experience in different places." 

(9) Letter from Deputy Commissioner, Mergui, dated 24th January 1894:
"As far as the general public are concerned, the use of ganja is 
practically extinct." 

(10) Witness No.. I, Colonel H. R. Spearman, Commissioner.-" The con
sumplion Df ganja would have been very much larger among the 
natives of India if there had been no' prohibition." "Is, and 
should continue to be absolutely prDhibited." .. I am exceedingly 
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anxious to prevent as much as possible the Burmans from becoming 
consumers. JJ 

(II) \Vitne~s No. 12, Major G. S. Eyre, Deputy Commissioner.-" The 
existing prohibition is effective." "The total prohibition now in 
force is absolutely necessary. Were the use of the <lrug to be sanc
tioned, the spread of the habit would be great and the results 
lamentable." • 

(a) Witness NO.9, Mr. A. M. B. Irwin,_ Deputy Commissioner.-<I I do not 
think the present prohibition causes any disconte~t, and that there
fore it would be unwise to withdraw it without very strong reasons." 

(13) Witness No.2, Lieutenant-Colonel C. B. Cooke, Commissioner.-H 
.. _ 

'" ... but still I think the prohibition should not be annulled." "Yes, 
1 think i.t should be left unchanged." " Even if ganja could not be 
obtained from the plant as grown in Burma, I should still be averse 
from licensing its sale, because I consider that the licensing system 
Taises up a -class whose interest it is to spread consumption. I think 
that' any licensing system would be far less effectual as regards the 
Burmese than the present prohibition." 

(14) Witness No. ~4-0 Mr. de ia Courneuve, Deputy CommissiGner.-tI The 
absolute prohibition of the production and consumption of ganja in 
the Province in 1812-:74 has had the best .eslllts and cannot be 
-improved upon." 

(IS) Witness NO·3, Mr. J. G. Bridges, Commissioner.-"The'Burmese 
generally approve of the probibition of the drugs. As a people they 
disapprove the useof the drug." And that_ " I think the prohibition
should be maintained.'" 

---(10) Witness No. 10" Mr. H. Adamson, Deputy Commissioner.-" If is 
certain that tbe use of these drugs among Burmans is quite 
insignificant, and I have no doubt that this fact is due in great measure _ 
to their use being prohibited by law;" 

(17) Witness No. 16, Mr. Fraser, Deputy Commissionec.-" The prohibi
tion as regards Burmans should be maintained under penalties to 
both buyer and seller," 

83. 'Prohibition desirable.-Now I turn to examine tbe' evidence of wit
nesses who have expressed any opinion upon the question of prohibition. 
1t was unfortUl;ate that no question was specifically put to them to 
ascertain the desirability of prohibition, as mentioned in paragraph 568 
of tile Report, and thus most of them abstained -from directly expressing their 
opinion on the point. 

'1 do not agree in the conclusion arrived in paragraph 569 of the Report, 
that the majority of witnesses are against prohibition; but, on the contrary, hold 
that an overwhelming evidence is for prohIbition, and my reasons are as follow :-

(I) Because they have been shown to be most deleterious, physically and 
mentally (vide paragraphs 38-59 of this note). 

<2) Because tbe consumption of these articles produces bad effect!> upon the 
.society (videparagrapfls 60-64 of this note). 
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(3) Because they are much in disrepute ('1Iide paragraphs 19-29). 

, (4) Because ganja was prohibited in Burma in 1873, and the experience 
of the last 20 years has shown that the prohibition has been of im
mense good to that country, so much so that the Government officers 
of that province do not advocate any change. 

(5, Because it was always prohibited by the Hindu and Mahomedan govern
ments preceding the English Government. 

(6) Because the Government of India has repea:tedlyacknowledged the de
sirability of the prohibition ('1Iide paragraphs 72-76). 

84. Prohibition feasible.-The prohibition of ganja and charas is 
feasible 0)"1 the following grounds :-

(1) Charas isjmported into India from Yarkand ilnd other foreign countries, 
and can be stopped without difficulty, as stated in paragraph 567 of 
the Report. . 

(2) In paragraph 6 of this note it is shown that ganja cannot be pro
duced from the wild and uncultivated hemp plants. It is an ad. 
mitted fact that the cultivation of ganja is already confined to limited 
areas in certain provinces, and that its cultivation and manufacture 
requires particular knowledge, skill, and care. Therefore the ex
istence of the wild hemp plants, wherever .they are found in India. 
would not at all affect the practical difficulty of checking and stop
ping the consumption of ganja. Paragraph 664 of the Report would 
throw some light on this point. 

(3) In paragraphs 19-37 of this note it has been shown that their use is 
not connected with any social and religious customs and that their 
use is held in much disrepute. Therefore their prohibition will not 
be taken as an interference with old customs or resented to by the 
people. On the contrary. the people will be grateful to Government 
for prohibition. 

85. Political dallger.-The consumption of ganja and charas is confined to 
beggars and low class people. whose number does not exceed to one man in about 
e\'ery 500 of the population. Therefore there is no chance of a public discontent 
or political danger. The following statement shows that a very large majority of 
witnesses hold the above opinion:-

B 
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engal ... 
ssam ... 
orth .. \\r estern Provinces 

unjab ... 
elltral Provinces 

CallCied over 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

POLITI CAL DANGER. 

Officials. Non- Total. "Ifficials. 

13 12 25 

... ... ... 
. 

7 5 12 

4 5 9 

9 9 18 
--

33 31 64 

No POLITICAL DANGER. 

Olli • I I Non-
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Total. c.a S"(ffiCiaIS. 

54 57 III 

8 u 20 

a7 69 96 

18 14 32 

13 14 26 ._- --
119 166 285 
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rOLITICAL DANGIIR. 

Province. 

Offidalll. 
Non_ Tobl. offiCials, 

-- ----
Brought forward ... 33 31 64 

Madras 6 ... - . .. I 7 

I No fOLITltu DANGltR 

I I . Non .. 
Officials. iii . I r cIa s. 

'Iotal. 

119 166 285 

39 25 64 

RB.MARKS. 

Witnesses ~ilent • n 
t 
o 

thi!l point have no 
been taken int 
account. 

Bombay ... ... 6 4 10 30 12 42 
. 

Sind .. . , ... 3 2 5 5 7 12 

Berars ... .. , .... ... . .. 7 5 12 

Ajrnere ... .. ... ... ... I . .. 1 

Coorg ... ... ... . .. '" .. , 2 2 

Beluchistan ... . .. ... ... ... ... .. . .. . 
-- -- ----

TOTAL ... 48 38 86 201 21 7 418 

86. I have given a list in statement V of some witnesses of position and expe
rience who state that there would be n.o political danger if the use of these drugs is 
prohibited, and quote here Mirza Irfan Ali Beg, Deputy Collector, Gonda, witness 
No. 47, N.-W. P., who says, ".the drugs can be prohibited by disallowing the 
exports and imports and sales of the drugs. I do not think it will cause any 
serious discontent among the consumers, who are for the most part the Hindu 
Fakirs and the Brahmans. It was experienced in this district last year: when there 
was no sale of these drugs for about 5 months. The people felt an inconvenience, 
as far as it rdated to their habit, and nothing else. . There will be no political danger 
and they being Brahmans and fakirs, would riot take a1.coholic stimulants. They' 
will be content with tobacco." 

87. Datlge" of using more deleterious drugs.-There is nD fear that the 
peDple will be driven to more deleterious drugs,. such as dhatura. The evidence 
has established that the consumers .of ganja and' charas very seldDm use 
dhatura at present. Therefore there is nD danger of that kind. The number 
.of witnesses who allude to the possibility of the use of dhatura is quite insigni
ficant. In the report only 31 out of 1,194 witnesses have been mentioned. Some 
~f these 31, too, will on examination be found not to hold this opinion, via., that 
dhatura will take the place of ganja. For example:-

(I) Bombay witness I, the .Honourable Mr. Mackenzie, Commissioner 
of Excise, says :_U I do not think the labouring classes who use 
the drugs would .take to dhatura. They would rather take fo' 
alcohol. I think this would probably do less harm ••••• than 
the hemp drugs." 

(2) Bombay witness 109, Secretary, Arya Samaj, who refers simply to 
alcohol. 

(3) Bengal witn~ss 164, Raja Surja Kanta A.charjya Bahadur, who refers 
simply to alcohol. 

(0,9 
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(4) Bengal witness 167, Rai Bahadur Radha Ballav Chowdhry, who 
refers simply to alcohol. 

(5) North-Western Provinces witness 51, Thakur Tukman Singh, who 
says that ,t dhatura could not be substituted for ganja." 

(6) Punja» witness 76, The Honourable P. Chander Chatterjee, who 
refers to alcohol only. 

(7) Madras witness 23, Mr. Campbell, Collector, who refers to alcohol 
only. 

On s?me DC .the $8. Policy of control and rcstriction.-In paragraph 552 of the Report it 
. ~oncJuSlon Arrived h b d h " . d h h' . . at by tbe Commis. as een state t at In regar to t e p YSlcal effects the CommisSIOn have 
sioD. 

come to the conclusion that the moderate use of hemp drugs is practically 
attended by no evil results at all;" that "in respect to the alleged mental 
effects of the drugs, the Commission have comt; to the conclusion that the 
moderate use of the hemp drugs produces no injurious effect on the mind; " 
that" in regard to the moral effects of the drugs, the Commission are of opinion 
that their moderate use produces no moral injury whatever;" and that "the 
moderate use of these drugs is the rule and that the excessive u~e is compara
tively exceptional . The excessive may certainly be accepted as very 
injurious, but it must be admitted that in many excessive consumers the injury 
is not clearly marked. The injury done by the excessive use is, however, confined 
almost exclusively to the consumer himself; the effect on society is rarely 
appreciable. " If these views are accepted, there would be no reason which ought 
to lead to a recommendation for the policy .of control and restriction of these 
drugs by means of taxation. All along it has been declared by our benign Gov
ernment that the injurious intoxica,nts are taxed for the sake of restricting their 
consumption and not for the sake of revenue ... When the injurious character of 
these drugs has not been established to the satisfaction of the Commission, I 
think they were not justified in advocating this policy of restriction; for in the 
light of the above remJ.rks made by the Commission these drugs should stand on 
the same level with tea, tobacc", and other similar stimulatIng articles; and so 
long as the latter are not taxed there would hardly be any ground to tax ganja 
and charas, which have the further recommendation to be left free as their con
sumption is confined mostly to the poor classes and beggars. 

89. Method oj taxl1tion.-The combination of a direct duty with the auction 
of privilege of vend has been recommended. This seems to be against the 
general principle of taxation, for it cannot be denied that by the system of 
license of vend an indirect duty is raised, and thus the t:rugs will be taxed twice. 
F or the ,sake of rest-riction perhaps it would have been enough to tax them once 
high enough. . 

Judging from the past precedents, I have not the least hesitation in assert
ing that the recommendations of the Commission will not have any effect in 
restricting the use of hemp drugs. 

Under the present system bf Bengal a class of wholesale vendors has been 
created whose interest lies in stimulating the supply of ganja and another class 
of retail vendors whose interest lies in publishing and stimulating the demand. 
There is a 3rd class created, who are called brokers. All these are agents 
for the Jpread of consump·tion. The restriction of use is clearly against their 
personal interests. 
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90. [ntroatution of Bengal system into otlur provinces.-· It is an admitted 
fact that the consumption of ganja in Bengal is more extensive than in any oth~ 
province and that its evil effects are also more potent there. Under these circum
stances it is difficult to understand the ground on which the introduction of that 
system is recommended'for other provinces where the consumption is still very 
low and no attempt has yet been made to grow the drug of a superior class. 

91. Abolilion of the fixed price and grant of wllOlesaltt licenses more 
freely and 7IIi,IIout charge i,. the' Central Provinces;-The recommend
ation of the Commission to abolish the fixed rate at which the wholesale 
vendors in the Central Provinces are at present bound to' sell ganja to the 
retail vendors will, I btlieve, result in increasing the profits of the wholesale 
vendor. The increased. profits and grant of licenses more freely and without. 
charge, will create a number of wholesale vendors, who will not fail to improve and 
do everything in their power to stimulate the production ar.d increase the con
sumption. 

The' present system of having a fixed price limits the profits of the whole
sale vendor, and the result has been that their number is not so large nor, the 
ronsumption as great as in Bengal, where the price is left in the hands oJ the 
vendor. 

92. Gradual tallation of ch"ras.-When in Bengal the rate of direct duty is 
Rs. 9 per seer on chur ganja, it is not understood why thll Commission recom
mended so low a r~te as Rs.. II a seer for charas in the Punjab, the charas 
being evidently admitted to'~ much stronger than ganja. Although in paragraph 
674. I must admit, it is noted that this amount has been recommended as one 
tbat should be imposed "to begin with" and ultimately the taxation is to be 
.. raised considerably" regard being had to prevent" the trade being seriously 
affected." The policy here seems evidently to be one to take' as muc h as the 
people can pay and not the full.amount which might lead to injur,e t,he trade and 
stop consumption. " 

93-' Opening oj new shops.-New shops are recommended to be opened, 
after a .consultation with municipal members, etc., about the necessity for 
opening them. It is not stated who should be the proposer. for these shops. 
1 think the opening of new shops wilt only afford a greater facility for con sump" 
tion' and' will enable these .oilnoxious drugs to reach their new con~erts. It 
would perhaps have been more in keeping ,with the principles of the Commission 
if the new shops at least had been stopped. But if new shops must be opened
the only aiJ:ernative that 1 bave to suggest is to propose the cendition that the 

, application should be made by the inbabitants of the place. ' 

,94. Sale of ganja in Bur11l4.-Among other proposals the Commission have 
recommended sale of ganja in Burma for the benefit of the natives of India. 
The only good which this proposal will do, if carried out, will be to render 
null the protection which the prohibition of its sale in that country at present 
affords to the Burmese. For I have not the least doubt that the contagion 
of its use will, soon spread to the Burmans. from the Indians, and that the 

,natives of that country will soon learn the luxury of consuming this drug 
b.y procuring it through their Indian friends; and ultimately when they have 
sunk deep in the vice, grounds will be made out to extend the sale of these 
drugs openly to the Burmans. I must not omit that all the BurOla officials 
without hardly a single exception, have stated that there is no need to change 
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the present system of prohibition, and some of them have gone so far as to say 
that if the consumption and even po~session of ganja were not prohibited, effect 
w~uld have been terrible, for the Burmans from their national character would 
have used it to excess. For further information on the subject I beg to refer 
to para. 82 of my no~e, in which the evidence of some of the important officers is 
quoted in extenso. . 

RCC:OllllllendatioD. 95. In conclusion I beg to subjoin my final recommendations, which 
are the same as those that I submitted on the 6th August at the last sitting of 
the Commission. 

I.-Charas is 'very deleterious and the use of this form of the drug is highly 
in disrepute. It has no connection whatever with religious and social 
customs of the people, and as it is imported frqm foreign countries 
it is quite feasible to prohibit'its importation .. I would therefore re
commend the prohibition of its manufacture, importation,· and ~ale. 
With a view to save the persons connected with the manufacture and 
trade of charas from suffering any pecuniary ·loss and the habitual 
consumers of charas from the inconvenience of slldden deprivation of 
the use of the drug, it would be adyisable to give sufficient notice and 
allow a time bef~re the adoption of prohibitory measures. 

Il.-Ganja is similarly deleterious in its effects. It is as disreputable as 
Charas and has no connection with social and religious customs. Its 
consumption is confined chiefly to bad characters, low class people, 
and beggars. I am of opinion tha~ the prohibition of its production 
and sale is desirable and feasible j that the present excise administra
tion has, generally speaking, failed in restricting its use, and that pro
hibition of ganja in Burma has proved of immense benefit to the 
people of that country. I would therefore recommend that measures 
should be adopted keeping ultimate prohibition in view, and that as a 
preliminary step towards prohibition the system of registering the 
I'on~umers of ganja and charas should be adopted for a reasonable 
time like that which has been .adopted in Burma since 189!a for 
the opi,um consumers. 

III.-Bhang is the least injurious of al\ the intoxicants commonly used in this 
country. It is to a certain extent connected with the social and reli
gious customs of the people. The bhang plant could be found in certain 
parts of the country growing wild, and in my opinion it would not be a 
very easy task to bring the production and sale of bhang under full 
control of the Excise Department without much annoyance to the 
people. For these and other reasons, I would recommend that bhang 
may be left alone for the present. 

NIHAL CHAND, 

131" Seplem ber J 894. Member, Hemp Drugs Commission. 
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STATEME.NT I.-Social and religious customs.. (Para. 37 tif the note.) 

Bengal. 
I.-Ganendra Nath Pal, Sub· Divisional Officer.-N.mbe,. of wilness-46. 
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Q. 33 .-" The consumption of j!"aoja is not required by any social or religious 
custom. Bbang is a social custom, drunk as sherbet on the fourth day of the .ouraa 
~~ . 

3.-Durgaguty Banerji, Collector of Calcutta.-Number offllilness-13.* 

Q. 32.-'-" As regards consumption of ganja and charas r am not aware of any 
customs. social or religious, in which it is prescribed, but sidhi is largely, though in 
moderate doses consumed by all classes of Hindus on the 4th day of the Durga Puja." 

3·-Mahesa Chandra Nyayaratlia, Principal, Government College of Sanskrit, Calcutta.
Number of witness-93. 

Q. 35.-" Ganja smokers are held in disrepute." 

4·-Prokash Cbunder Roy, Excise Deputy Collector, Patna.-Number ofwitness-s8. 

t, In these provinces no customs. social or religious,. are known in which ganja is 
essential.H 

. 

S·-Aksbay Kumar Maitra, Secretary, Rajshahye Association.-Number of witne8S-233. 

Q. 33.-" I know of no 80cial or religious custom in regard to the consumption of 
~anja, and I believe there is none." 

6.-Gobind Chundra Das, Excise Deputy Collector.-Numbe .. of witneos-64. 

Q. 33·-" The use of these drugs is always in dis'repute. No respectable person 
would associate with one who indulges in ganja, bhang, or charas. 

{}. 51.-" It can, howeVer, be asserted that ganja smokers are"as a rule regarded as of 
a disrespectable character, and as being persons to be avoided by all respectable gentle. 
men." 

7.-Sri Sri Maharaj R.<{hllnath Saran Singh Deo, Zamindar.-Nttmb ... of witness-I 53. 
Q.' 32.-H1t is not required to be used in festivals."* 

S.-Brahm" Deo Narayan Misr.- Number of witness-157' 

Q. 3".-" There is no social or religious custom wbich enjoins the consumption 
of any of these drugs. Rather every sect of Hindu religioll prohibits the use of any 
of these intoxicating drugs. Certainly there are persons who in tbe name of religion, 
for their personal grati fication. use these drugs and persuade others· to do the 
same, especially among ignorant class of people. Such people are generally to be found 
among the fakirs or sadhu., who are in reality knaves, attach much religious importance to' 
themselves and never shrink from any sort of mischief." . 

9.-Hem Chunder Kerr. Sub-Registrar and Pensioned Deputy Collector and Author 
of the Notes on Ganja.-Numbe,. of witness-Ba. 

Q. 33.-" The consumption is generally regarded wifh disfavour. The pradice 
is louked upon by the society as low and disreputable. The sentiment isattribtttabip. 
to the injurious eflects of the drugs by their abuse. [do not know of any such custom." 

la.-Representative, Indian Relief Society. Calcutta.-Numbe,. 0/ fII1Iners-238. 
Q. 33.-:-" But tn discuss the .ubjects on its merits the issues should be clearly 

understood. It must first "f all be noticed that charas and majum and ganja as now used 
are never sanctionf'd by religious custom or usage. As for ganja. we append here (vid~ 
Appendix II) the Vyavasthos (opinions) of eminent pandits. which condemn its use and 
declare thatt except some rderence to it in the tantras1 which are considered modern in· 
terpolations, there is no mention of it made in any other Shastras. The theory of religious 
sanctions for the us~ of ganja gets a rude shock when we examine the way in ,,-hich 
pMple of this country take to it. In fact it is not enjoined in one or the other Shastras, 
but is used because it serves as a cheap and powerful intoxicant." 

• NUTB.-These witnesses are not reporle.d~ 

IIQ 
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Assam_ 
I1.-Laksmikanta Barkagati, Secretary, Tezpur Ryots' AssociatioD.-Numbe,. of 

witness 46. 

Q. 33.-1t The consumption of ganJa is' looked upon with hatred. Ganja smokers 
are generally treated with contempt; they are believed to be untrustworthy. Ganja 
smokers are not true to their words; they are a source of annoyance to the neighbours; 
they do Dot mind to their works; these are the reasons why they are generally hated." 

1,2.-Radha Nath Changkakoti,Dibrugarh.-;Number of witners-47' 

Q. 33.-ln Assam the use of Dot only hemp, but of all intoxicating drugs i. 
religiously prohibited. In the Shastras or the convents of the principal Gussains or 
spiritual guides in Assam tbe rule against 'the use of any intoxicating thing is strictly 
enforced." , 

Q. 'RO._1t As a rule ganjais smoked by the lower class of people and especially by the 
lowest of ascetics." , 

North-Western Provinces. 

13.-The Hon'ble the Raja of Bhinga, c.S.I.-Number ofwifness"':"180. 

Q. 33.-" There is' no social·or religious custom in this part of the country. The 
lower classes of people, however, sometimes make use of bhang when they cannot 
procure gr0g for such occasions as social gatherings. Manu distinctly lays down that the 
lise of all intoxicating drugs is unlawful." , 

I.j..-Munshi Ujagur Mal, retired Deputy Collector.-Numbt,. of witness-55. 
Q. 3R.-1t There is no cust.om in any caste or religion enjoining consumption of any 

.f these drugs." . ' 
Q. 33.-" Consumption of hhang is not looked upon with favour, but there is no general 

JOublic opinion against it, but consumption of charas is looked upon as a vice, as it is 
used by men of low caste more especially. There is no custom of worshiping the hemp 
plant." 

15·-Thakur Tukman Singh, Zemindar.-Number oj witness-51. 

Q. 3R.-" The use of these drugs is strictly forbidden in the Vedas and Shastras, 
the religious books of the Hindus. The use of it is similarly prohibited amongst the 
Muhammadans.' ' 

"The ignorant persons take up this habit for want of religious doctrines. During
the holi festivals people of high caste use majum (which is prepared from bhang), while 
the lower caste persons ddnk liquor." 

" It is not a part of the religious custom, and is not essential." 

16.-Chaudhri Ghasi Ram, landowner, Maulaheri.-Numher of witlless-I87. 

Q. 3S·-" The feeling of the people is strongly against drugs." 

17·-Rai Bahadur Munshi Shea Narain, Secretary, Municipal Board, Agra.-Numher 
of witnesS,-226. 

Q. 33·-" The use of these drugs is generally considered to be disreputable, with 
the exception of bhang. The use of charas and ganja is against Teligious principles: 
The use is considered to be disreputable, as these drugs are generally used by the lower 
classes." 

IS.-Mahant Kesho Ram Rai, Preacher.~Numbe,. ojw,"fness'7242. 

Q. 3:1.-" No social or religious custom." 
Q. 33.-" The consumers of these drngs are hated and despised by society on account 

<'If the consequences of the drugs." , 
Q. 3". Orat.-" There is no religious injunction to take the drugs." 

Ig.-M. Hashmat Ullah, Joint Magistrate.-Numb.r of witness-30· 

II No custom, social or religious, may be mentioned in regard to the consumptio~ 
"r any of the drugs. Use or the drug is in no way essential with regard to any cllstom. 
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.3o.-Pundit Sri Lal, Officiating Joint Magistrate,-Numb., of wjtntSS-33. 

"There is no custom, social or religious, in regard to the consumption of gan ja and 
charas.u " 

21.-Raja Lachman Singh, retired Deputy Collector.-Numb ... ofwitlltsS-182. 

II Except bhang the use of the other drugs is generally regarded as disreputable." 

Central Provinces. 
22.-Chandi Prashad, Malguzar and President.-Numb ... of witntss-61. 

If There is no social or religious obligation to take these drugs even amongst 
Bairagis and Gusains. Bhang is sometimes spoken of as ' Mahadeo's leaves: but there i. 
nothing in the Shastras to that effect." 

-----
23·-Rao Venkat Rao, Malguzar and Political Pensioner.-Numbe .. of witlltSs.-63. 

Q. 32.-" [n this province there is no custom, either religious or social, regarding 
the consumption of ganja or bhang." _ 

Q. 33.-" The public opinion is against the use of these drugs. The use of these 
oIrugs is held in disrepute because it is injurious to health." 

24.-The Hon'ble Gan'gadharrao Madhav Chit navis, Honorary Magistrate, and Member, 
- Viceregal Council.-Number of witness-46. . 

Q. 3",-If It i. not used here in these provinces for religious purposes,» 
Q. 33,-" The cons~mption of each of these drugs is looked down _upon hy 

the people. It is considered immoral in'the social scale. G~nerally all sorts of vice. 
are looked down upon by the better classes of society, and as this is a narcotic that is 
generally used by the lower classes of people, and as its consumption is necessarily very 
generally associated with bad characters, and also as the smoking of this drug has a 
tendency to make its victims demoralized and much of their mental vigour, the habit 
i. looked down upon by the people .. No classes or persons here worship the hemp 
plant." 

25,-Raja Sudbal Deb.-Numb ... of witness-47,* 

Q. 33,_" No religious or social ceremonial enjoins the essential use of ganja as far as 
I know." 

Q. 33,-" The public regard the smoking of ganja with unmixed contempt." 

26.-Trimbak Rao Satbe.-Numb~ .. of witntss-13. 

Q, 33,_10 People consider the ganja smoker as an unwelcome associate; Such men 
ar.generally debauchees or of disreputable character." 

• 
27.-Syed Muhammad Husain, Diwan.-Number 0/ witneSS-IS, 

Q, 3~.-" To the best of my knowledge there is no custom, religious or social, in regard 
to any of these drugs," 

Q. 33,-" The consumption of ganja is regarded very hadly, The puhlic opinion 
about this is that it is the most derogatory kind of intoxication and its smoker is looked 
upon as a mean person. Its use is forbidden by the Muhammadan religion, and B~ah
mans also abstain from it. U 

28.-Pandit Narain Rao Gohind, Zamindar,-Numbe .. 0/ witness-60. 
g. 3~·-" None of these drugs bears any connection with religion, caste, or custom; 

they are only taken for intoxication." ' 

Bombay. 
29.-Rao Saheh Shesho Krishna M~dkavi.-Numbe .. of wUness-41. 

Q. 32.-" There is no custom at all, social or religious, in regard to the consumption' 
of any intoxicating drugs, like bhang, ganja, &c.' On the contrary, their use is forbid
den by religion. A consumer of such drugs has no religious or social binding to use the 
drug.". -

Q. ~,-"The public opinion (social and religious) is against the use of the drug," 

• NQu.-Tb-ese witnesses are Dot reported. 
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3o.-Balkrishna Narain Vaidya, B.A.-Numher of Wit1USS-46. 

Q; 3fl.-" There is DO custom, religious or social, in regard to the consumption of 
ganja." 

. Q. 33.-" Society looks upon ganja with contempt, as it produces evil efIects on the 
body and mind in old age and decliue of health." 

3I.-Dr. Ganesh Krishna Garde, L.M.S,:....Number of witness-91. 

Q. 33.-" Smoking of ganja or charas is generally regarded by higher and middle 
classes as disreputable, this sentiment being deleterious effects of the drug on mind 
and body." 

3~;-Surgeon,Major K. R. Kirtikar, L.M.S.-Number o/witness-73. 

Q. 32.-" No shastrical text, so far as I have been able to ascertain with the aid 
of my Sanskrjt Pandit, exists rendering the use of either of these drugs essential." 

33.-Rao Babadur Rango Ram Chandra.-Numbe, o/w,·lness-31. 

Q. 3fl.-" No custom, social or religious. in regard to the consumption of any of these 
drugs exists in the Southern Maharatta country." 

Q. 33.-" The consumption of any of these drugs is generally regarded as a vice." 

34.-Ardesir Dadabhoy Mody, L. M. and S. P. ].,-Number ofwitness-97. 
"There is no social or religious custom among the Parsees in which bhang is coo-

sumed." , 

Madras. 
35.-M. R. R. Diwan Bahadur S. Venkata Ramader.-Numbe, o/witness-35. 

(J. 33.-" There is no custom, social or religioust in regard to ganjayi." 

36.-Samdasu Bavaji, priest.-Numoer of witness-19I. 

Q. 3:l.-"The use of ganja is not considered as essential to social or. religious cus
toms as some say." 

37.-Teachers' Association .-Number of '/lJitness-r 74· 

Q. 33.-" The consumption is treated with contempt. Religion and society do not 
sanction it." . 

38.-Viswanadhan Guravaiah Sastri.-Number o~ ,vitness-I 66. 

Q. 33.-"The use of ganja and bbang is regarded as a bad habit. In societies men 
of these habits are not tolerated." 

39.-The Hon'ble A. Sabapathy Moodelliar, Rai Bahadur. merchant.-Number of 
wit1less-1 75. 

Q. 32.-" The use of ganja by the Brahmans of this presidency is prohibited by 
religion. The other respectable castes follow suit in holding the same view." 

Q. 33 -" Ganja 'smokers in this province are looked upon as people whose words. 
cannot be relied all i the use of any form of the narcotic is generally in disrepute, because 
intoxication hlinds the reason of man, his brain is muddled, and under its influence 
t he man evolves endless fancy, mental pictures, and indulges in them.to tbe detriment of 
bis duty in the world as man." 

40.-E. Subramana lyer, Chairman.-Numoer of lDitnesS-I43. 

Q. 33.-" The use is not encouraged by any social c>r religious custom. It is not 
considered to be essential in any way; but on the otber hand it is deprecated by tb..,. 
6QCiety in general and forbidden by re~igion." 
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• 
STATEMENT H.-List of Medical WItnesses '11Jho pronounce the moderate use of 

ganja and ckarasJo be deleterious in answer to questions Nos. -12, 45, and 49. 
(Paragraph "Ii of the note.) 

, 

, . . 
Serial Province. No. of Name and rank. 

No, witness. 

--
Superiors. 

I Bengal ... 45 Surgeon-Major McDonald, Civil Surgeon.* 
:: Do. ... "9 B K. Sen, in Civil Medical charge. 
3 Do. .. - 107 Surgeon-Lieutenant· Colonel R. L. Dutt, Civil Surgeon. 
4 Do, ... 108 Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel G. Price, Civil Surgeon. 
5 Do. .-. 103 Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel J. F. P. McConnell, Civil Surgeon 
6 Do. ... 118 Upendra Nath Sen, Officiating- Civil Medical Officer. 
7 Do. ... 10:> Surgeon-Lieu tenant-Colonel W. Flood Murray', Civil Surgeon. 
8 ' Do. ... 109 Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel E. Bovill, Officiating Civil Surgeon 

Subordinates . • 
9 Do. ." 123 Deyendra Nath Ray, Teachero! Medical Jurisprud .. nce.-

10 , Do_ ... 128 Hari Mohan Sen, Assistant Surgeon. 
It Do. ... 12 7 Behari Lal Pal, Assistant Surgeon. ' 
12 Do. ... J 50 D. N. Chuckerbutty, Assistant Surgeon. 
13 Do. '-' 130 Meer Kumar Ali, Civil Hospital Assistant. 

Pn'vate Practitioners. 

14 Do. ... 151 Bijoy Ratna Sen, Kaviraj. 
15 Do. ... 152 Ganga Prosad Sen Kaviratna, Kaviraj. 
16 Do. ... 133 Revd, D. Morison, Medical Missionary. 
17 Do. ... 134 Pyary Sanker Das Gupta, Medical Practitioner, Secretary, 

Bogra Medical Society, 
18 Do. ... 136 Mohim Chunder Ray, Medical Practitioner. 
19 Do. ... 154 Peari Mohun, Kaviraj, Native Physician. 
20 Do. ... 137 Kedal'eshwar Acharjya, Medical Practitioner. 
21' Do. ... 146 Ram Chunder Gu.pta, Kaviraj. ' 
22 Do. ... '39 Dr. Mahomed SadrulHaq, Medical Practitioner. 
23 Do. ... '40 Trailokya Nath Mazumdar, Medical Practitioner. 
24 Do. ... 14' Prosad Das Mullick, Medical Practitioner. ' 
25 Do. ... 142 Nimay Churan Das, Medical Practitioner. 
26 Do. 

" 157 Brahmo Deonarayan Misser Vaid, Native Medical Practitioner. 
27 ·Do. ... 158 Madhava K. Das, Private Practitioner. 
28 Do, ... 143 Tara Nath Bal. Medical Practitioner. 
29 Do. ... 144 Nakur Channra Banerji, Medical Practitioner. 
30 Do. ... 145 Luchmi Narayan Naik, Medical Practitioner. 
3 1 Do. ... 237 
32 Do. ... '48 Annada ProsannoGhatak, Medical Practitioner. 

Superiors_ 

1 Assam ... 20 Surgeon-Major J. W, Macnamara, Civil Surgeon. -
2 Do. ... 23 Dr. H. A. Macleod, Civil Medical Officer. 

3 Do. ... 24 James McNaught, Civil Medical Officer. 

Subordinates. 

4 Do. - ... 25 Atul ChuT,der Ray, Assistant Surgeon. 
5 Do. ... 27 A,her Hossein, Civil Hospital Assistant. 
6 Do. ... 26 Baikanta Kumar Nandi, Assistant Surgeon. 

7 Do. ... 2-l Lachman Pershad, Civil Hospital Assistant. 

Private Practitioner. 

8 Do. ... 31 Krishna Chandra Sanyal, Medical Practitionel"'. 

Superiors. 

I N.-W. P. 87 Surgeon-Major J. F. Tuohy, Civil Surgeon. 
2 Do. ... 88 Sur~eon-Major W. Deane, Civil Surgeon. 
3 Do. ... 79 Surgeon-lieutenant-Colonel M. D. Moriarty, Civil Surgeon. 

~ Tbese witnesses are Dot reported. 

III 
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Serial 
No. 

Province. 

4 N-W.P .. .. 
5 Do ... . 
6 00. , .. 
7 Do .... 

8 
9 

10 
JI 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 

32 

33 
34 
35 
36 
31 
38 
39 

40 

41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
5~ 

Do ... . 
Do ... . 
Do ... . 
Do ... . 
Do ... . 
Do ... . 
Do ... . 
Do. . .. 
Do .. .. 
Do ... . 
Do .. .. 
Do .. .. 
Do ... . 
Do. . .. 
Do ... , 
Do .. ••• 
Do. . .. 

Do .... 
Do .••. 
Do ... , 
Do ... . 
Do ... . 
Do .. .. 
Do ... . 
Do ... . 
Do ... . 
Do. ". 
Do .. .. 
Do ... . 
Do .. .. 
Do. ". 
Do. '0' 

Do .. 1. 
Do ... . 
Do .. .. 
Do. . .. 
Do ..•. 
Do .. .. 
Do ... . 
Do. '" 
Do ... . 
Do .. .. 
D\> ... . 
Do ... . 
Do .••• 
Do ... . 
Do, .. . 
Do ... . 
flo .. .. 
Do ... . 
Do. .., 

No. of 
witness. Name and Rank. 

Superiors-contd. 
93 J. C. Ellis, retired Civil Surgeon. 
1$4 Surgeon-Captain R. R. Weir; Superintendent, Central Prison. 
82 Surgeon· Ma·or E. Mair, Superintendent, Centra: Prison. 
77 Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel R. A. K. Holmes, Superintendent, 

Central Prison. 

105 
96 
98 

113 
104 
lIa 
119 
115 
99 

100 

97 
116 
117 
111 

. 106 

95 
109 

Subordinates. 

13uldeo Singh, GOvernment Service, Medical Department. 
Nobin Chundra Chakravarti, Assistant Surgeon. 
Subhan Ali. Assistant Surgeon. . 
Jamal Khan, Hospital Assistant. 
Hod Lal, A'Sistant Surgeon. 
Mohammad Husain, retired Hospital Assistant. 
Waris Ali, Hospital Assistant. 
M~hammad Baksh, Hospital Assistant. 
Poorna Chandra Banerji, Assistant Surgeon. 
Ganga Singh, Assistant Surgeon. 
Mul Raj, Assistant Surgeon. 
Bhagelu Ram, Hospital Assistant. 
Rahimllllah, Hospital Assistant. 
Pra<ana Kumar Banerji, Assistant Surgeon. 
Moha:nOl"d Abdur Rahim, Khan Bahadur, Assistant Snrgeo .. 
Troylucko Nath Gh~se, Assistant Surgeon. 
Pandit ,Had Dutt Pant, Assistant Surgeon. 

Private Practitioners. 

120 S. P. Roy, Municipal Analyst. 
125 Ram Narain, Tebabut. 
121 Mohammad Yar Khan, Pensioner and Health Officer: 
126 Gokal Chand, Private Medical Practitioner. 
127 Isan Chandra Ray, Medical Praetltioner. 
16 ( Abdul Samad, Hakim. 
162 M 1hammad Ibrahim Khan, Hakim. 
163 Jugal Kish~re, Vaid and Hakim. 
164 Abdul Razak, Hakim, Municipal Board. 
165 Sali: Ram, Hakim. 
166 Sayad Masoom Ali, Hakim. 
167 Sayad Aulad H0ssain, Hakim. 
128 Pandit Kanhya Lal, Medical Practitioner .. 
129 Abu Ali M0hammad Jafar, Medical Practitioner. 
130 Monahar Pershad Tewari, Practitioner in Medicine and S.r-

gery. 
131 Mazhar Subhan, Medical Practitioner. 
132 Pandit Ram Narayan, Private Prdctitioner. 
133 Pandit Gunga Din, Private Practitioner. 
134 l\Iiohammad Yasin, Medical Practitioner, 
135 Syed Abu Ibrahim, Pnvate Practitioner. 
168 Gosayen Gopi Lal, Native Doctor. 
169 Lachman Dass, Hakim. 
136 Lachman, Medical Practitioner. 
137 Amjad Hussain Khan, Medical Practitioner. 
138 Musharraf Ali Khan, Medical Practitioner. 
244 Piyari Lal, Petition-writer and Doctor .. 
139 Naim Ullah. Medical Practitioner. 
140 Bal :'f!ukand, Medical Practitioner. 
141 Ram Narain, Apothecary. 
142 Lala Bhairob Baksh, Mafidar and Physician. 
171 lanki Dass, Baid. . 
172 Sakhawat Ali, Yunani Physician. 
143 Ram Chandra, Medical Practitioner. 
144 Mokurrab Hussain, Physician. 
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Serial. ProviDce. No.of Nathe aod Rank. 
No. witness. 

Private Practit.oners-cootd. 

59 N.-W. P. 145 Upendra Nath Ganguly, Medical Practitioner. 
60 . Do. ... 146 Mohammad Nazir Husein, Physician • 
61 Do. ... 147 Buldeo Sahai, Medical Practitioner. 
62 Do. ... 173 Mohammad Sadiq, H.kim. 
63 Do. ... 148 I\:obin Chunder M ,tter. Medical Practitioner. 
64 Do. ." 149 Rlmji Mull, Medical Practitioner. 
65 Do. ... 150 Kalli Baidji, Medical Practitioner. 
66 Do. .. , 151 Chandi Din. Medical Practitioner. 
67 Do. .. , 152 Gur Dutl, Medical Practitioner. 
68 Do. ... 153 Amba Prasad, Private Practitioner. 
69 Do. ... 174 Asghar Hosain. Native Physician. 
70 Do. .. , 175 Mohammad Ali, Yunani Doctor. . 
71 Do. .. , 154 Nizam-ud-din Ahmed, Medical Practitioner. 
72 Do. .. , 155 Pand it Ra m Oat, Ph ysici" n. . 
73 Do. .. , 156 Jogendra Nath Mullick, Medical Practitioner. 
74 Do. ... 157 Brij Lal, Medical Practitioner. 
75 • Do. -.. ISH Gopal Sahai, Medical Practitioner. 
76 Do. .. , 176 Mohammad Sarfraz Ali, Yunani Hakim. 
77 Do. ... 159 Ganga Pershad, Medical Practitioner. 
78 Do. ... '77 jagannath Misr, Native Physician. 

Superiors. 

I Punjab ... 35 Surgeon- Maior J. A. Cunningham, 'Civil Surgeon.· 
2 Do. ... 37 Rahim Khan, -Khan Bahadl~r, Honorary Surgeon.Superintend. 

ent,. Medical School. 
3 Do. ... 34 Surgeon-Major G. W. P. Dennys, Civil Surgeon and Superin. 

Do. 
tendent, Lunatic Asylum. . . 

4 .. , 32 SUJ'geon-Major T. E L. Bate, Inspector.General of Prisons. 
5 Do. ... 46 Dr. H. M. Clark, Medical Missionary. . 

Subordinates. 

6 Do. ... 39 Thakur Das, Rai Bahadur, Assist~nt Surgeon. 
7 Do. ... 40 Rai Bah.dur M<hr Cband, Assistant Surgeon. 
8 Do. ... 43 Jassa Ram, Hospital Assistant. 
9 Do. ... 43 Jhande Khan. Hospital Assistant. 

10 Do. ... 41 Ram Narain, A .. istant Surgeon. 
II' Do. ... 38 Sahib Ditta, Assistant Surg~on. 
I2 Do. .. , 44 Karam Elahi, Ho<pital Assistaut, Lunatic Asylum. 
13 Do. ... 45 Gopal Das, Hospital Assistant, Lunatic Asylum. 

Pfjvate Pra(fitioners. 

14 Do. ... 48 Hem Chandra Sen, Medical Practitioner. 
IS Do. ... 49 Mathra Das, Medical Practitioner. 
16 Do. ... 50 Pandit Mah.dev, Medical Practitioner. 
11 Do. ... 52 Narain Das, Medical Practitioner. -18 Do. ... 53 Pandit Jinar Dhan, Medical Practitioner. 
19 Do. .. , 51 Hakim Salimullah, Native Physician. 
30 Do. ... S5 Shah Nawa., Medical Practitioner. 

Sujer.:ors. 

1 C. P. ... 38 Honorary Surgeon-Major J. E. Harrison. Civil Surgeon. 
2 Du. .. , 39 J. Prentie. 

Subordinates. 

3 Do. ... 43 Mir Zamin Ali, pensioned Hospital Assistant. 
4 Do. ... 42 Muhammad Habibullah, Hospital Assistant. 
S Do. ... 41 Doorga Das Sen, Assistant Surgeon. 

Private Pra,titionW. 

Ii Do. 68 Rev. O. Lohr, Missionary. • ... 
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Serial 
No. 

I 
:z 
3 
4 
S 
6 

7 
8 
9 

10 
II 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

~~ 

19 
20 

I 
2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

1 
8 
9 

10 
II 
12 

13 

14 
15 

16 
11 
18 
19 

I 

2 

• 
Province. 

Madras .• , 
Do. .. -
Do. .. , 
Do. -.... 
Do_ , .. -
00_ ... 

• 
Do. .--
Do. ... 
Do. ... 

Do. ... 
Do. '-' 
Do. .. , 
Do. .. , 
Do. .. , 
Do. .. , 
Do. .. , 
Do. .. , 
Do. .. , 

Do. ... 
Do. .. , 

Bombay ... 
Do .... 
Do .... 

Do .... 

Do. ... 
Do. 

Do. ... 
Do. ... 
Do. ... 
Do. ... 
Do. ... 
Do ... 
Do. ... 

Do. ... 
Do. ... 
Do. ... 
Do. ... 
Do. ... 
Do. ... 

Sind ... 
Do. ... 

. 

No. of 
witness. 

85 
9<) 
96 
95 
98 
b8 

105 
97 
89 

104 
110 
III 
125 
102 
113 
114 
116 
103. 

122 
I2t> 

73 
74 
66 

65 

76 
82 

83 
84 
85 
86 
81 
89 
78 

95 
97 

96 
90 

93 
94 

16 

IS 

Name and Rank. 

Supuiors. 

Surgeon-Major W. G. King, Acting Sanitary Commissioner. 
Surgeon-Maior A. J. Sturmer, District Surgeon. 
Surgeon-Major \'1. F. Thoma •• DiSirict Surgeon. 
Surgeon-Mojor S. C. Sarkies, District Surgeon. 
Surgeon-Major R. Pemberton, Civil Surgeon. 
Surgeon-Major N. Chatterji, Medical Officer in charge 18th 

Madras I rifantry. . . 
Dr. A,. Wells. Medical Officer. 
Surgeon-Captain C. F. Fearnside, District Surgeon. 
Surgeon-Major H. A. F. Nailer, Acting District Surgeon. 

Subordinales. 

·Mohammad Asadulla, Civil Apothecary. 
Ramanugulu Naidugaru. Hospital Assistant. -
Chinny Sreenivasaru. Hospital Assistant. 
Abdul Karim Sahib. Native Physician. 
G. Veil ones, Civil Apotbecary. 
Jagannadha Pandit, Hospital Assistant. 
M. Maduranayagam Pillai, Hospital Assistant. 
J. Parthasarathy Chetty. Hospita1 Assistant. 
W. H. Daniel, Civil Apothecary. 

Private Practitioners. 

Hakim Nanneh Miyyah, Medical Practitioner. 
H. Rangal'pa, Medical Practitioner. 

Superiors. 
Surgeon-Major K. R. Itirtikar, Civil Surgeon. 

. . 
Surgeon-Colonel D. E. Hughes, Principal Medical Officer. 
Surgeon-Major D. N. Parak, Surgeon to the Gokuldas Tejp .. l 
Hospital.' . 

Brigade-Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel. J. Arnott, Pbysician in 
charge St. George's Hospital. 

Subordinates. 

R. S. Bhikaji Amrit Chobhe, Assistant Surgeon. 
B. H. Nanavatty, Assistant Surgeon, Teacher of Surgery and 

Midwifery. 
Shau Succaram, Civil Hospital A.sistant. 
Rajani Lokaji, Civil Hosttal Assistant. 
Jamitaram Jayashankar, ivil Hospital Assistant. 
Sadashiv Waman, Civil Hospital A'sistant. 
Phirozsha Dinsha, Civil Hospital "5sistant. 
Parsan Singh, Civil Hospital "ssbta~t. 
Anna Moreshwar Kunte, Assistant Surgeon. 

Private Practitioners. 

Hhalchandra Krishna Bhatavadekar, Medical Practitioner. 
Ar.lesir Dadabhoy Mody, Medical Practitioner, Member, Muni. 

cipal Corporation. 
Ismail Jan l'Ifahomed, Medical Practitioner. 
R. B_ Vishram Ramji GhoUay, Medical Practitioner. 
Edalji Nasserwanji, Medical Practitioner. 
J. C. Lisboa, Medical Practitioner. ... 

Superiors. 

Brigade-Surg-eon- Lieutenant-Colonel Keith, Civil Surgeon and 
Superintendent, Lunatic Asylum. . . 

Brigade-Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel Bainbridge, Civil Surgeon. 
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Serial Province. No. of Name and Rank. 
No. wi~ness. 

Subordinates. 

3 Sind ... 18 E. Mackenzi., Assistant Surgeon. 
4 Do. ... 23 Shaikh Ali, Civil Hospital Assistant. 

5, Do. ... 20 J. E. Bocarro, ASJistant Surgeon, Lecturer, Medical School. 

. Private Praclilio~r. 

6 Do. . ... 24 Dr. S. M. Kaka, Health Officer • 

Supedors. 

I Berar ... 19 R. B. Roe, Surgeon.Major. 
a Do. ... 22 J. Morrison, Civil Surl;(eon. . 
3 Do. ... 24 S. Baijnath, Medical Ullicer, Mody Hospital. 
4 Do. ... 2S J. H. Steinhoff, Medical Ullicerin charge Charitable Dispensary. 
5 Do. ... 23 William John Montgomery. Civil Surgeon. 
6 Do. ... . .. Surgeon-Lieutenant-Colonel E. Fawcett, Staff Sltrgeon.* 

Subordinates. 

7 no. ... 27 M. Doorgiah Pillay, 1st class Hospital Assistant. 
S Do. ... 28 M. Poonambalam Moodel;;'r, 1st class Hospital Assistant. 
9 Do. ... ... 'Nubbee Khan, 1st class Hospital Assistant. * 

Private Practitioners. 

10 Do. ... 29 R. N. Mudholkar, L. M. & S., Private Medical Practitioner. 
II Do. ... ,30 G. v. Khot, L. M., etc., Medical Practitioner. 

Superior. 

I Ajm ........ 3 Surgeon-Major D. Fr. Mullen, Civil Surgeon. 

Subordinate. 

2 Do. ... 5 Asghar Ali Khan, Hospital Assistant. 
, 

Privale Practiliotlers. 

3 Do. ... 6 Abdul Kayum, Hakim. 
'. 4 Do. ... 7 J.ti Amar Hansa, Baid. . 5 'Do. ... 4 Khan Bahadur Dr. Sheik Elahi Bux, Government Pensioner and I 

Honorary Magistrate. 

Subordinates. 

,I Bilochistan 4 Mohammad Yusur, Hospital Assistant. 
2 Do .... S Waryam Singh, Hospital Assistant. 
3 Do .... 6 Mohammad Akbar Ali Khan, Senior Hospital Assistant. 
04 Do .... 7 Bhugwan Dass, Hospital Assistant. 

. . 
• NOTIl.- These witnesses are Dot reported. 

112 
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STAT EM ENT IlL-Opinions 0/ some medIcal witnesses 011 effects. (Paragraph 
59 of the note). 

Note.-The italicized words are those that have heen quoted in the Report, paragraphs 500 

to 509. 

Bengal. 
I.-Surgeon-Major Macdonald, Civil Surgeon.-Number of wit ness-45. 

Q. 45.-The 'effect of the drug in (a) moderation is prejudicial to morality and 
health of the people, and is apt to run into (b) exce,;s, when ",itbut douLt it leads to 
insanity and destruction of brain power, ort~n ending in the commitment of the most 
atrocious crimes in the way of men running amok as well as io a few instances to sexual 
atrocities. . . 

. . 
2.-Bosonto Kumar Sen, Assistant Surgeon in Civil Medical charge, Bogra.-Number of 

witness-J 19 •. 
Q. I.-As a medical man and service ill ganja·produced districts. 
Q. 45.-Yes, the use of ganl'a and bhang produces noxious effects. 
They weaken the constitution and produce loss of appetite. 
They genera III produce dysentery, asthma, and bronohitis. 
They impair the moral sense, indulge lazioes~ or habits of immorality' or debauchery. 

A ganja smoker never talks in any important moral, social, or religious subjett, Dor d·)es he 
mix with good people. He has got a circle 01 his olVn, where he indulges in loathsome 
convergation. Ganja produces insanity (maoia), both temporary ani permanent. In 
temporary variety the s}mptoms were seen to recur on use of the drug after liberation 
from restraint. 

The typical symptoms of insanity are excessive talking, constant motion, insomnia, 
incoherent. tremhling and violent and screa-ming. The insanes generally confess to their 
taking the drug. 

Q .. 46.-Ganja produces the symptoms as mentioned under the heading habitual 
moderate use of the drug in a greater degree 

Oral 45.-My first three ,entence. here deal with the effect of ganja on health 
generally. My remarks are founded on personal experience. J have seen more than one 
person, about half a dozen in my village, Madhopara, in the Dacca district,' sutlering 
from dysentery, bronchitis, and as.hma, who were also ganl'a smokers. They were all 
excessive smol .. ers. Th,se effects do not /Qllow the moderate, but the excessi,'e use. It is 
a mistake to have put fhem under 'he moderate use. It is not always easy, however, to 
distinguish between the moderate and excessive, bf'-cause moderation may go to excess. 
\Vhen I see a man I may think he takes it moderately, But when he is diseased I may 
come to know that he used it in excess stearthily. . 

All these people were habitual smokers, not occasional. From that I cannot exactly 
say that they used ganja in excess. 

The fact that tlleY ,"ere gania smokers led me to believe that 'heu effects wer' dlle 
fo ganja. I have seen many non-smokers su/fering from these diseases. There are 
many causes that bring on' dysentery, bronchitis, and asthma. But I did not discover any 
other cau"'s in these case.. I have no recollection of ever t,.eating any cases of dystn
tery, bro"c!II'tt'r or asthma caused by ganja. Tltese cases are the basis of my remarks. 
I saw them in my own viII ,ge with my own eyes. I do not remt'mber any case 0/ 
d,Ysentery. bronellitiT, or asthma in any ganja smoRer which I attributed to a~y olher 
cause. In otlzer words, where I saw ga"ja smokers SIl!Tering from these d'3eaSt's I 
attributed them to ganja. This 1/Jas twenty years ago, before I was a medical slud",t. 

3.-Russick LaU Dutt, Surgeon-Lieutenant·Colonel, L M. S., Officiating Civil Surgeon, 
2+-r'argana5.-.Yutnber of witness-I07· 

Q. I.-Personal observation and experiments and intercourse with persons addicted 
to hcmp haL its in Ben~al. 

Q. 39.-The smoking of thes~ preparations affects the nervous system directly. and is 
hl"'nce IT11lre inju: hu:; than eating or drinking. In the latkr case the drug is slowly in .. 
trnduCf'd through the digestive system, and exerts jOts effects slowly. Smoking is ma.re 
ddf'terhus to the nervous system, and gives rise to emaciation and other ,,-ell-known 
symptllnls including insanity, ~.ooner than drinking or eating the same drug'S. Here, of 
coursC', I take the quantity to be equal both for smoking or drinking or eating purposes. 

Q. 43. -It~ use i,; always harmful, as it tends to increased consumption. 
Q. 45.-As I previously observed. the habitual use of these drugs tends in most 

caS{'R to fo:XCf"ss. J have, however. seen sf"veral instances in hard-working ar.d active 
men, where ve"l moderQte smokillg of gallja or cha,.as or mod.,.at~ d,. .. "kin;; of sidJki 
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in i"fusion diJ nIl pro"lIc~ any appreciable effects. Among singers in Bengal. artizans, 
and mill workmen moderate habit entails no immediate injurious efi'ec.:ts, bur these 
moderate cases (lre seldom 'on~-lived. There is in tit em a s/(}w a1,d insidious undcrmh,
inc process toi,,~ on in tkeir d(l{f!s/{vtJ "es.lJiratory, and nervous systems, wlll"ell prediJPose 
tI,e", to acute dheases and cut their lives s),0rl. Among these moderate users weak 
intellect and a dull moral sense are invariably seen. When impercei'tibly moderation 
is exceeded, then symptoms of impairment of the constitution, digestion, and nervous 
system manifest themselves to the skilled observer. 

By habitual moderate use I understand a couple of smokes a day or a tola of siddhi 
in infusion. Individual instances of slight impairment of body and mind I have seen, but 
I did not record.' , 

Q. 46.-The use of these drugs tends to exce'ss as previously observed, The effects of 
siddhi-drinking are slow, but ultimately merge into those arising from ganja or charas 
smokinlr. The smoker of gani' or charas is known by his appearance and habits. He 
is generally emaciated, and walks, slowly by the less frequented paths and parts of roads. 
He is generally taciturn, inoffe-Dsive,' or" skulking in his hahits. His face has a sunken 
appearance, and his eyes are often bloodshot, especially after a smoke, with dilated pupils. 
Physically, he' becomes a ruin; morally, depraved i and mentallYl ina.ne or insane. 
Excessive gania or charas smoking results generally in two series of disorders-in the 
young and nervous individuals acute mania, followed by dementia. In the confirmed, 
old habituals there is grad ual deterioration of body and mind, great emaciation, nervous 
disorders. great timidity. followed by impaired digestion, and, finally, an inveterate form 
of dysentery, ci<rhosis of lung and liver. Gania is a prolIfic source of insanity, curable 
in the young, but incurable in the old. 

Q. 49.-These drugs are feeble aphrodisiacs, and are often used by immoral men and 
'women as well as the upper classes of Muhammadans and Hindus who from abuse lose 
their sexual powers. Medicinally it is n'lt injuriou.;;, and as such it is generally used. 
Excessive habitual use causes impotence. I have 5~en in more than a dozen instances. 

4,-Gordon Price, Surgeon. Lieutenant-Colonel, I. M. So, Civil Surgeon.-Number 0/ 
witnesS-loB. 

Q. T.-During 21 years' service in India have frequently come across consumers of 
hemp drugs, and Ildve conversed with them and with intelligent natives on the subject. ' 

Q. 42.-1 do not look upon the use of any of these drugs as harmless. I think the ten-
dency is lor the habit, once commenced, to become excessive and harmrul. . 

Q. 49.-When gania is smoked to excess, im'potence resul.ts often in eight to ten 
years. 

Q. 57.-tt. Regarding the well·known loss of memory caused by the habitual smoking 
()f gonia there is a Hengali proverb :-" Gania khaley baper nam bhuley iai." He who 
smokes ganja forgets even his OlVn father's naJOe. 

Regarding the difference between the results of bhang and gania, there is another 
proverb :_U Sidhi khaley budhibarey: gania khaley lukhy charey." The man who drinks 
bhang thrives; he who takes gania g6es to the bad (is deserted by the goddess Lukhi). 

Noit.-It is said in paragraph 500 of the report that" he was unable to answer the 
4!v.estion regarding etlects." 

5.-1. F. P. McConnell, Professor of Materia Medica, &c.,Medical Colleg~, Calcutta.-. 
Number 0/ wiiness-103· 

Q. I.-No special opportunities, only such a. have arisen in connection with my duties 
as a Medical Ollicer serving in Lower Bengal for over 22 years. 

Q. 4 ... -Except as a medicine, I consider their use, even in moderate doses, to be 
harmful. 

6.-Upendra Nath Sen, Officiating C'vil Medical Officer.-NJ,mbe,. 0/ witness-liS. 

Q. 1.-\S a medical man and Super"iutendent of Jail, I had opportunities of obtaining 
information regarding matters connected with hemp drugs. 

Q. 4s.-Bronchitis and asthma are common complaints of 'gania smokers. 
Q. 46.-1 bel ... ve habitual moderate or excessive use of gania, like other forms of 

self-indulgence, grf)ws into excess, and continued excess impairs the nervous systemJ throws 
the mind out of balance, and causes temporary insanity and undermines the constitution. 

1.-Devendranath Roy, Teacher of \Iedical Jurisprudence, Campbell Medical School.
Number 0/ wit,lesS-123. 

Q. I.-Being in Government service for ovrr twenty years. I have been, among· 
o.ther places, in Raiputana, the North-Western Provinces, Behar, and Bengal, where 
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hemp drugs are used by a large portion of people_ Latterly, since ,884, 1 have been 
in charge of a ward of the Campbell Hospital, where, among others, lunatics are 
treated, and many of them do use those drugs_ 

Q .. 42.-1 d~ not consider it harmless, because it affects the brain_ Any agent which 
causes derangement of it by stupefying it cannot be harmless when such condition is 
produced habitually. 

Q. 45.-Those '/rho smoke ganja nol more tl,an twice or thrice a day and can afford 
to get good fooJ do not s".lfer ii, general health; but the absence of good food will make 
the ganja smoker deleriorate in health. Mentally and morally all smokers fare alike. 
They become short-tempered and carele". 

Bhang does nol impair digestwn, whereas ganja does. 
Those of my patients who admitted of having been habitual ganja smokers suffered 

f.-om dysenlery or diarrhlCa, but they had been exposed to .conditions which produce those 
ailments. Hence I d. nut draw any conclUSIon as to ganla b,zng the primary ,'ause of 
'hose diseases. 

Barring what I have indicated above, I have not seen a moderate ganja smoker be
coming lazy or a debauch. Charas stupefies the smoker; hencl' he becomes indolent and 
dull to all moral sense. 

I do not know of any instance of moderate use of hemp drugs producing actual 
insanity. But it should be remembered what I call moderate use, ;.e., two Or three times 
a day. 

Insanes who have no recorded ganja history do confess to the use of th~ drug. This 
confession comes when the patient is calm enough either to understand or to listen 
to what is s2id to him; otherwise nothing can be got out of them, even whether they are 
hungry or not. 

The other portions of this question will be answered in reply to the next question. 
I know of persons becoming insane after the use of intoxicating drugs, and ganja 

especially, and they had DO hereditary predisposition. 
I do not know of any case in which insanity predisposed to the use. of it. 
Persons deficient in self-control through weakened intellect will take to any intoxi_ 

cating drin k that they have facility to get, and will contract the habit of using it more 
easily th"n any other person. 

Hemp, like other narcotics, is not used to soothe the brain. Dr. Reynolds speaks 
hi\(hly of Innian hemp as sometimes altogether removing pain in the head from a rare 
diseaseJ cerebral tumour. 

1 knolV of people who, when very young, about '7 or IS years old, contracted the habit 
of smoking ganja, and within a short time they became inveterate ganja smokers. After 
some four years or so they became insane temporarily. There was no family history of 
nervous disease of any sort. 

Q. 53.-Excessive indu Igence in ganja does incite to violent crime. 
Oral.-If a man used any intoxicating drug often, 1 would accept th,t as a cause of 

the insanity; not necessarily the only cause_ I should not consider it necessary to prove 
actual exc"ss. If he took it habitually, that would be enough. The reason is that I 
have seen people of weak mind who, if they take any intoxicating drug, go. to excess. 
Hence, when 1 get the history of any insane taking these drugs, 1 do not stop to 
enquire whether it is in excess or not. 

S.-Hari Mohan Sen, Assistant Surgeon.-Nltmber of wilnesS-128. 

Q. 1.-1 have made a study of the subject with a view to determine the effects of the' 
drug on the constitulion of men. I have made personal investigations and examined cases_ 

Q. 4'.-The fishermen, the ,boatmen, the dak-runners, the palki-bearers, and the 
sweepers consume gaoja under the idea that it gives them staying-power under severe 
exertions or exposure and alledates fatigue. It is a mislaken idea. It simply deadens the 
fedlngs and sensibilili. s. While under its influence a man may bring iu,o use all the 
stren~lh in him without feeling bad till all hi, strengfh is d a;ned away, and he is/left a 
complete wreck. Just as a man with a paralysed hand (Lhe ,eusib;lity only being affected) 
would handle a piece of live charroaltill the hand is charred and dead and useless, he never 
feeling at any moment what had been coming on. This is the case wilh the insufficiently 
fpd, poor, hard-working men_ Tho,e who eag afford to eat up to the standard may keep off 
the injurious effects of the drug for a time, but ultimately they do $uccumb as well. I 
reftr to the habitual use of the drug. 

Q. 4$.-Yes, ganja and charas particularly. • 
Ganja impairs the constitution in mOre than one way. 
Yes. 

Yea. 
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Yes; a ganja-smoker is never a moral being. He or she is generally a debauchee. He 
is active as long as he lasts. . . 

It does not deaden the intellect altogether. It produces insanity of a violent type, 
which generally has a religious element in it. It is often permanent. 

A man takes to ganja-slDoking 'not with a hope to obtain relief from~nental anxieties, 
but for forgetting his physical wants when he is ill-fed and hard· worked, or for driving away 
the heaviness from an unoccupied mind, or for stimulating the carnal desires when he has 
got more than ~nough to enjoy. 

Q. 46.-Excessive ganja-smoking would occasionally cause temporaryinsanity, a mania 
of homicidal character. A man would commit murder under its influence. The habitual 
excessive use completely ruins a man, his intellect is gone, his moral faculties are dead, 
and his constitution is a wreck. 

The effects of bhang-drinking on a man who never ha'd it hefore are horrid. He 
never forget" them' after he had experienced them once. 

Q. 49,-Yes. It is so used by the prostitutes. Its u'se for this purpose is more in
jurious, or it has to be taken in less increasing doses to keep up the exciting effect till the 
excessive excitement ends in impotence as its just reaction. 

Q. 51.-A large pr~portion of bad characters are habitual moderate consumers of ganja 
and .i~dhi. Moderate use deadens the moral faculty. Excessive use excites the will 
power to a high pitch and a man may commit any act of daring while so excited. 

Q. 62.-It should be stopped as far as the Go""rnment is concerned. The people may 
cultivate a little for their private use or for medicinal purposes. 

Q: 63'-The cultivation of the plant or the sale of the articles should not be in th~ hands 
of the Government. No countenance whatever should be given t9 the use of the drug. 

Q. 64.-1 asked a ganja-smoker why he did take to the use of it. He said because it 
was brought to him; otherwise he would never have sought it out. 

Q . . 68.-There are shops licensed for the sale of these drugs. These shops should be 
-closed. ' 

9.-Durga Dass I.ahiri, !\Iedical Practitioner.-Numo.,. of witness-132. 
Q. I.-From persons using hemp drugs. 

Q·4S·-No . 

::: }, ha.·, not seen any evil ,..sult mmtioned when taken mod.,.ately, out it is 11ery 
No. difficult to keep the mode,.atz'on. 

No. ' 
Q. 46.-All the faculties-mental, physical, and moral-are 'impaired by the excessive 

tlse of the ganja·smoking. 
Q~ so.-The excessive use of the drug produces impotency and other injurious effects. 

Io.-Bijoya Ratna Sen, Kaviraj.-'-Number of wi/neSS-lSI. 
Q. I.-My replies are based to a considerable extent onrny own experience in con- , 

nection with my professional attainments. 
Q. 45.-The habitual mode,.ate use of ganja or charas, out "of of siddlti, may in som. 

cases produce Doxious effects, physically, mentally, and morally.' It impairs the constitu
tion. It injures the digestive power, and creates dyuntr)" bronchitIS, asll,,,,o, &c. It 
also impairs the moral sense and induces laziness, immorality. and debauchery.. It.nay 
also produce insanity both temporarily and permanently. 

Q. 46.-The habitual excessive use of ganja and charas is generally found to cause all 
the above diseases. ' 

'I I.-Ganga Pershad Sen, Kaviratna, Kaviraj.-Number of wilnesS-IS2. 
Q. I.-My. replies are based to a considerabie extent on my own experience in con

nectioo with my professional attainments. 
Q. 45.-The habitual moderate use of ganja or charas, but not of siddhi, may in some 

<:ases produce noxious effeds, physically, mentaUy,and morally. ' ' 
It impairs the constitution. 
It injures the digestive power. 
It crealss bronchitis, dysentery. and astltma. It also impairs the mora!" sense and 

induces laziness,immorality, and debauchery. 
It produces insanity, both temporarily and permanently. 
Q . .,6.-The habitual excessive use of ganja and charas is geoerally found to cause all 

the above diseases. 
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12.-D. Morison, M.B., C.M., M.D., Glasgow, Medical Missionary.-Numbe,. ofwitness- 133· 

Q. 1.-1 have lived for ab?ut fiftee.n years i~ Rampore Bouleah, and have ha~ occasi?n 
to give the matter some attentIon, medically, socially, and moral.ly. I am acqua.'nted with 
the medicinal pmperties of the dru~, and have observed .Its .eff!,cts physically and 
morally aD some natives, in whom I am mterested as head of this miSSIOn. 

Q .. 41 .-The moderate use of ganja is not beneficial in any way whatever-
(a) It overstimulates the appetite, causing the smoker to gorge himself with food 

which he cannot digest, and thus leading to indigestion. 
(b) It does give staying-power, but the reaction is severe. It demands the stimu

lant again, or the smoker is quite helpless and useless. 
(e) It is never used as a febrifuge; indeed, if a ganja-smoker has an attack of 

fever, he dare not indulge in his usual pipe, as it aggravates his condi
tion. The ganja-smoker is as liable to fever as others. It has rio prophy
lactic power in malarious districts. 

Q. 43.-1 do not consider the smoking of ganja harmless even in moderation. 
Q. 45.-(1) It impairs the physical organism, saps the muscular energy by over

stimulation, and leads to loss of muscular vigour, producing emaciation. 
(2) It produces severe constipation, which causes indigestion and impairment of 

the alimentary functions. 
(3) The constipation leads to dysentery by retention of fceces in the bowel. 
(4) In old smokers astbma and bronchitis are common, especially asthma: 

(5) It utterly demoralizes a young lad. 
Q. 52.-'The smoker who uses the drug to excess will ruin his home by selling off his 

goats, cows, and effects rather than do without it. He thus becomes its slave, and may be' 
induced by the craving to steal to supply his wants. 

13.-Pyari Sankar Dass Gupta, L.M.S., Medical Practitioner, Secretary, Bogra Medical 
Society.-Numbt,. ofwitness*-134. 

Q. 1._1 am a medical practitioner, and have personally observed cases of ganja in
toxication. 

Q. 43.-Even moderate smokers get intoxicated, and their rude behaviour makes 
them repulsive to their neighbours. 

Q. 45.-lts moderate habitual use is also attended with baneful results. 
It undoubtedly produces injurious results to the constitution; even strong men are 

pulled down by its continual use. A lear., haggard, rude face, with eyes red and in the 
socket, a bony frame, indicates a ganja.smoker. 

It first produces increased appetite, not satisfied by any food, and its long-continued 
use, loss of appetite. 

Ganja-smoke,.s generally die of bloody dysentery, asthma, and phthisis, and hamIopfy-
sis, &c. . 

Ringer says: "Indulged in fOr a long time, it produces loss of strength, trembling, 
and much mental weakness." . 

Of all the ganja-smokers that I have seen, I have not seen any moral or religious man 
taking intelligent interest in any good subject. 

It produces insanity, generally mania. Delusions of senses, a sort of dual con
sciousness, give succession to unsound mind. Healthy boys have been attacked after a 
debauch, and restored to health on discontinuing it. I have also seen a menial spending 
bis last pie in the ganja shop. 

Q . .,6.-Excessive smokers generally ruin their health sooner, hastening their death, or 
soon getting into a state of 11011 compos mmtis, and become inmates of lunatic asylums, 
whose statistics will amply show the truth of the assertion. . 

In my opinion Indian hemp is a drug which has very few things to be spoken of in its 
favour, and its growth and use in any shape is an unmixed evil. It is true that it has 
certain medicinal properties, but it does not necessarily follow that it should be habi
tually used, for the most inveterate poisons are sometimes the most valuable restorers 
of life. 

In conclusion, I beg to bring to the notice of the Commission that, as the mission 
of the benign English Government is to deliver a degraded people from centuries of degra
dation, it is high time to remove such a pernicious article from its patronage, and remove 
II: temptation from the path of the misguided and weak people who are ruining their fami
Ile.s an~ lhemselves by this most degrading habit. It is a scandal that such a pernicious 
thmg 18 yet allowed to exist under so civilized, benevolent and Christian Government. 

• ~OT&.-Tbe evidence of this witness is important and the whole is worth reading. Here an extract only bas 
been glvon. . 
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14.-Piyari Mohan Kaviraj, Native Physician.:--Numbe .. oj witness-I 54. 
Q. "s.-Yes; itcauses constipation, affects the brain, and consequently leads the 

consumer to commit acts of criminality. 

Yes; it impairs the constitution. 
Yes, it injures the digestion and finally causes loss of appetite. 
Yes, I know it callses dysentery, and I believe owing to its I"ating powe.. it can 

CQllse hronchitis or asthma. . 
Yes, it impairs the moral sense and induces laziness' and habits of immorality, as it 

affects the brain. 
I have come across severa.l cases in which the excessive use of ganja and siddhi has 

produced insanity. I n those cases it has appeared to me to be both the exciting and the 
predisposing cause., Insanity poduced by it is of the same type as ordinary insanity. In 
some cases it was temporary and in others permanent. The symptoms may be re-induced 
by the use of the drug after liberation from restraint. Yes; persons deficient in self-con
trol through weak intellect are Dlost apt to get insanity by the use of hemp drugs. 

15.-Dr. W.ohammad Sadrul Haq, Medical Practitioner.-'Number of wilness (rom-l 39. 
Q • .1'1.-There' is no difference of any particular type 1n their injurious effects; 

but the effects of charas are more powerful and lasting and those of bhang are mild. 
Charas and ganja act on the brain and spinal cord, paralyzing more or less motor and 
sensory nerves; consequently the loss of energy, exertion, appetite, and sexual power, 
and also timidity, laziness, and emaciation, are their ultimate results. 

Q. <I I.-The useof any of these preparations have always been injurious. 
(a) None of these is ever used as an accessory or digestive food. 
(b) It does not produce staying power nor does it alleviate fatigue. 
(c) They are nevet;. used as febrifuge. 

Q. <l2.-The use of these drugs is never without any harm. 
Q. <ls.-Certainly they produce noxiouseifects on tlie moral and physical constitu

lion. 

16.-Trailokya Nath Majumdar, L.M.S., Med ical Practitioner.-Number of witnesS-140. 

Q. I.-From cases that have cqrne under my observation in the capacity of a pri vate 
citizen as well as a medical practitioner. .. 

Q • .17.-Ganja-smoki'ng cannot be easily given up, whilst the habit of drinking bhang 
can; the habit in the former case is more readily formed than in the latter. 

Gania-smoking is always injurious to health, whilst bhang is not so. On the other 
hand, bhang, jf taken in moderate quantity, keeps the digestive organs in good order .. 
Ganja,has a tendency to deprave the morals 01 a man. Bhang does not do so. Ganja
smoking carried to excess causes in most cases insanity. Bhang does not affect the system 
50 injuriously. Ganja has a tendency to affect the respiratory system, thereby causing in 
many cases asthma and bronchitis. 

Q. 48.-ln cases of insanity of a permanent nature, caused by excessive smoking, any 
iss,ue after the insanity has become permanent may be similarly affected. 

17.-Prasad Das Mallik, Doctor.-Number ofwilness-141. 

Q. I.-Special study, observation, and enquiry have furnished me with information 
regarding matters connected with hemp drugs, which forms the basis of my answers. 

Q. <lS.-Yes, it impairs the constitution after long use, causes loss of appetite and 
injures digestion. May be an indirect cause of bronchitis, dysentery, and asthma. Impairs 
the moral sense, induces laziness, and lead's to insanity and debauchery. It deadens the 
intellect and produces insallity only in those who are predisposed to it or whose nervous 
system is weak and exciteable. The insanity is, as a rule, of the violent type and is 
temporary. The symptoms may be re-induced by use of the drug after liberation from 
restraint. A murderous propensity is a typical symptom of this form of insanity. Yes, 
insanes confess to the use of the drug, though they have no recorded ganja history. 

Q ,,6.-The bad effects are more marked. Most cas~s of insanity are to be attrihuted 
to the habitual excessive use of ganja. 

Q. sa.-The excessive use of any of these drugs I~ads to impotence. 

IS.-Nimai Charatl Das, Medical Practitioner.-Number of wilness-142. 
fl. "S.-'fes; it impairs constitution. 
Yes. 
Yes. 
Certainly it does, 
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Yes; they deaden the intellect and. produce temporary insanity. 
Q. 49.-Yes; they are used by the prostitutes as an aphrodisiac. 
Hemp, if taken for a long time, produces impotence. 

19.-Durga Nath Chakravarti, Assistant Surgeon in charge of Tongail Dispensary (Mymen-
. ··singh).-Numbe,. of witness-ISo. . 

Q. 1.-1 am a ra.ident of Tongail and practising here for these fifleen years. Ganja 
consumption is very great-here. I have seen many ganja-smokers myself. 

Q. 42.-1 do not tJiink their moderate use to be beneficial and necessary. They are 
not essential for the sustenance of our health and life. 

Q. 45.-Produces a tendency to .take in excess. 
No. 
Ganja causes d!lsentery after a long use. 
Generally not, Occasionally we meet such cases. 
Yes. It is only after a long use. I saw only one case. It is of a permanent type_ 

Temporary type is not rare. A man often forgets of his action under ganja when in sane 
moments. 

Q. 46.-1 have seen some twenty persons \vho became insane under excessive ganja
smoking. Some of them are raving mad. The madness is permanent. They get lempor
ary excitements. Somewhere ,these excitements werp. due to lhe temporar.y abstinence 
of the drug and somewhere to their excessive use. In the neighbourhood of my residence 
a woman of middle class died from dysentery and was a hard ganja smoker. Her one 
son, a hard ganja smoker, became stark mad, and another son, a very good intelligent 
man, a few years since has become. insane. They keep up intelligence and rea,oning 
power except during excitement, but are incapable to conduct bUoiness and to manage 
their own alIa irs and cannot be in any way trusted. 

20.-Tara Nath Bal, L.M.S., Medical Practitioner, Bengal.-Number oj witness-;43. 

Q. I.-As a medical· practitioner I have had to come in contact with different 
classes of people from highest to lowest, from Rajah Maharajah to the meanest cultivator 
with whose habits and customs it is essentialoD my part to become thoroughly acquainted. 

Q. <lS·-Yes• 
Yes. 
It causes dysentery and bronchitis; ,. ganja-smoker generally (of course habitual 

consumer) dies of dysentery. 
To a considerable extent. 
Moderate use of the drug, particularly ganja, continuously may not utterly deaden tbe 

intellect, but certainly it is impaired considerably. It is an established fact. and supported 
by many an Indian authority on the subject, that ganja is one of the chief causes of in
sanity; in my opinion, it appears to be an exciting cause. Generally it produces insanity 
of a violent type. Majority of habitual consumers become permanently insane, never to 
be cured. .some become temporarily so, and become sane on breaking oil the habit. 
Symptoms are apt to be re-induced on resuming the habit. I am aware of one person, by 
name Bhakta Poddar, in this district, who was a confirmed ganja smoker, to become in
sane under its continuous use, and he was not fit for any duty in life; but after some 
years I found him sane. On inquiry I learnt that some mental anxiety about some family 
matters tended to give rise to indulgence in the use of ganja. I am not in a position to 
declare positively whether this question has been sufficiently considered in explaining 
the connection between insanity and the use of ganja. 

Q. 46.-To this question I s~ould reply that what has been said about the habitual 
moderate use of the drug (ganja) on the consumers appears in the aggravated form in 
cases of habitual excessive use, and the effects apt to be more rapid in these cases. 

Q. 57.-(a).As a nearly permanent resident of the district I am in!J. position to say, 
both from information obtained through reliable sources and from personal observation, tbat. 
the use of ganja is very extensive in the district among low c1ass'people. I am of opinion 
that bhang is less injurious than ganja, and it i. rare'ly apt to be taken to excess. Under 
several heads I have expressed opinions regarding ellects on human beings produced by 
the moderate and excessive use of the drug habitually-opinions formed by study of 
pharmAcology, personal observoltioo, and occasionally experiment on my own person 
and from all these I am led to believe that these drugs, except for bona.jide medicinal 
purposes, are more or less injurious in their effects on the human body. 

:lv-Nocoor Chander Banerji, Medical Practitioner.-Numbe,. if witness-I44. . , 
Q. 1.-1 was in the medical service of ~vernment and am now in medical practice. 

More than 26 yca:. have passed away during ~ich I am engaged in medical profession. 
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Q •. 4~.-'-Moderate use is beneficial under such conditions, but through the ·continued 
use it becomes harmful. There is another danger, as from the moderate use it leads to 
excessive consumption, and i. thus productive of the pathogenetic effects of the drugs. 

45. Yes; the habitual moderate use of any of these drugs produces noxi~us effects. 
It impairs constitution. injures digestion, or causes loss of appetite. It causes 'bronchitis, 
dysentery, and asthma. It impairs moral sense, induces laziness, and habits of debauch. 
ery are formed. It produces ill-effects on the brain, producing insanity. It might prove 
as an exciting cause of insanity where there is heredity of the disease. 

(Note.-The witness has cited soveral cases.) 

22.-Luchmy Narain Naik, Medical Practitioner.-Numbe1" 0/lIIitness-14S. 

Q. 1.-1 was educated in the Government Medical School at Cuttack, and got the 
diploma of V. L. M. S. (Vernacular Class Hospital Assistant). I am 32 years of age, and 
I bave been practising medicine for the last ten years privately. 

Q • . "lI.-It is not ·at all beneficial; on the contrary harmful, as it disturbs the proper 
actions and disorganizes the proper functions of some useful organs.. . . 

Q. "s.-Yes, it produces noxious effects mentally, morally, and physically. It'aflects 
the lungs and also produces insanity, which has been mentioned ahove. I am told a man 
in the hahit of smoking ganja murder"d his mother just after smoking, and afterwards, 
when the reactiOn set in, looking at the stream of blood flowing from his wounded mother, 
went to murder the man by whom he· was induced to the habit of smoking gania. 

Q. "s.--Moderate use of ganja leads to the excessive use. The "abitual moderate 
cons"",ers as well as the e"cessive fO'lSIlmer. slltfer in their, lungs and become insane. 
My definition of a moderate consumer is a man who takes as much as his habit has 
enabled him to stand without becoming insensible. A man who takes two pice worth is 
Goderate .. and a man ·who takes two annas worth may be moderate for him, j.e., if he can 
stand it. No jlltolticant can be taken j" moderation eltcept when administereJ medici. 
"ally.· . 

• 
23.-Surgeon-Captain J. C. Vaughan, T. G. Charles, Esq., District Superintendent of 

Police, Haji Imdad Ali, Sub.Committee District Board, Mon'ghyr.-Numher 0/ 
fIJ£tness-25°" -

Q. 45.-The habitual moderate use of bhang is held to be not injurious. 

With regard to gan ja- . 
(a) It affects the physique and gradually impairs digestion. If moderately used, 

increases appetite. Without proper food must weaken digestion; causes dysentery if 
used in excess. Produces laziness, but not immorality or debauchery. . 

If used in excess, deadens the intellect and produces insanity ofa permanent type: 
8ometil»es with melancholia and other times with a homicidal tendency. . . 

24--Girish Chandar De, L.M.S.-Numh., of lIIitnesS-237. 

I have seen so much of the evils caused by the drug~ that restriction flppears tq 
me necessary. I have found people become pale and emaciated on beginning to 
smoke ganja, and after three. or four months to become thoroughly changed for the 
worse, mentaUy and physically. I judge that these are the eflects of the drug, because 
people before using the drugs were healthy and bright and intelligent. I have seen their 
effects in members of families 1 have visited in. the course of my practice. 1 can remem
ber at least a dozen cases which showed the above changes in three months. All these 
were sons of families I visited, and, except in one case, the other members of the families 
did not smoke. The young men were scapegraces, who had taken to evil courses agaillst 
the will of their families. 

Kalighat is probably worse than any ·"ther part of Calcutta in the matter of ganja
smoking, and it is the evil effects I have seen there which make my heart bleed and 
make me wish to lay my yiews regarding restriction before Goveroment. 

Gania is worse than alcohol. Alcohol does not make people so utterly useless and 
worthless as ganja doel, at least among £espectable families. Among the lower classes 
also, 1 think, ganja is the more harmful. This is my experience in Kalighat. 

Punjab. 

1.-Surgeon-Major J. A. Cunningham. M.D., I.M.S., Civil Surgeon.-N"",he,. 
. 0/ fDitness-35' 

Q. 1.-1 have been for six m.:;nths in charge of the lunatic asylum at Delhi, 18 months 
in charge of that at Lahore, and. bave been for over twelve years in tbe service in India. 

114 
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Q. 43.-1 consider the moderate habitual use 01 hemp drugs to be harmful. I consider 
~he tendency to be towards excess; and ~xcessive use is c.ertainly produc~i.e o~ insanity 
111 persons probably predIsposed. The habItual use of hemp drugs leads to wastlDg of the 
tissues either by its direct action or Irom insufficient .Iood being taken. It also predis
poses to, Or causes, chest affections 

.. Q. -1;5.-The habitual mod~rate use in a person liable to insanity would tend to bring 
on IDsamty. 

It also tends to wasting 01 the tissues and emaciatinn.N 0 moral defects. The con
stitution is weakened. . 

Charas and ganja smoked wnuld impair digestion. 
chest affections, but not "dysenlery." 

Charas and ganja smoked cause 

It would induce laziness and want of thrift, which is a moral defect. Would not in
duce active immorality or debauchery. 

It dulls the intellect, and in predisposed persons produces insanity 01 the mania type 
usually temporary, unless some organic cause also exists. In temporary cases symptom~ 
would be reinduced by use of the drug .. There are no special symptoms. Insanes who 
were addicted to the use of the drug admit it and crave for it; 

I do not think that the moderate use of the drug would induce insanity in a personal 
strong and healthy intellect, but in unstable people I think it might do so. . 

I do not think that weakness of intellect olte~ leads to the use of the drug 'in this 
country; but, when such people use it, they are likely to lose their balance. 

Having severed my connection with lunatic asylums before the appointment of this 
Commission, I made no spedal enquiries or investigatIons on this point, and my impressions 
gained during ordinary observation guide me in the opinions above expressed. 

Q . .,5.-The excessive use of the drugs would bave a much greater and more deleterious 
effect than the moderate use, and would probably' be quite sufficient to cause insanity or 
serious disease in originally quite healthy people.' It would greatly impair moral sense and 
tend to debauchery. just as excessive indulgence in alcohol notoriously does. -

The use 01 the drugs tends to produce impotence. • 

:.I.-Rahim Khan, Khan Bahadur, 1I0norary Surgoeon, Superintendent, Medical School, 
!.ahore.-Number of 7Di'ness-37. 

Q. I.-My long residence in the Punjab (33 years), and my connection with the out door 
department of the Lahore Medical Co lege Hospital for the same period, have afforded me 
ample opportunities of obtaining information regarding the uses and ·effects and other 
matters in connection with hemp drugs. 

Q. 45.-{:haras.-Eve" tlte. haldtJal moderate use 0/ doras brings on chest affection,. 
and incapacitates the consumer I 'r work. 

Mentally, charas irnpair~ the intellect. and may bring on insanity. 
Morally, it makes him despicable and shameless, a~d, 'being incapable for work, he 

either tak"s to thieving or begging alms. 

When charas produces insanity it is gener .. lly temporary, and the symptoms may be 
re.induced by use of the drug a'ter liberation from restraint. The insanity is of the type 
of melancholia or dementia. There are no typical symptoms that I know of. 

Q. 46.-Since the habitual moderate nse of charas is injurious physically and morally. 
the h~bitual excessive use cf the drug must bring on those symptoms in an aggravated. 
lorm and in less time. 

Oral 45.-1 do believe that even the moderate use of charas may 'cause insanity 
The basis of this opinion is that in my experience ., charasis," as a rule, b~come very 
irritable. / caU ten or lwei". chll/loms, CO./,llg one or Iwo onnas in IAe 34 hours moderale 
use. I ~no", of no ".ore modl'TOle use than that. I kno71' 0/ no case of a man using only 
one or ' .. 0 chillums a day. /would call a mall taking one 0,. two annas worth a day :z 
,. charasi," 

3.-Surgeon.Major Geo. Dennys, Superinten~ent of the Lunatic Asylum at Delhi.
N" /JIhe, o/' 'U!ln'ess-34-

Q. I.-I have been a Civil Surgeon in the Punjab during the last 11 i years, and 
for the last three years have held charge of the lunatic asylum at Delhi. In the latter. 
appointment I have had exceptional opportunities 01 studying the symptoms of toxic 
insanity due to the use of h~mp drugs. 

Ii. 42.-':'1 have known several natives who oooasionally indulged in .bhanll' as a drink 
and seem to be none the worse for it .. Charas·smokers, cn the contrary, n~ar1y always 
appear more or kss weak.minded, have bad memories, and are eccentric in their habits, 
if not actually insane. 
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Q. 4s.-Charas-smokers, even in moderation, are ge>/eratly emaciated anti in poor 
Itealth, and are depraved creatures both mentally and physically. This" not II .. (ase 111it4 
moderate consumers of bhang as far as !have been able to gal her. The excessive habitual. 
use of charas and bhang does, in my opinion, tend to produce insanity in individuals who 
have a predisposition that way, but I do not think the drug would cause insanity in 

· every case, even when indulged in very largely. It is the exciting cause, not the pre
disposing cause. The insanity is nearly of an excitable noisy kind. The patient talks 
incoherently, is restless, sings or weeps, and is never still for a moment. He has no 
particular delusions or hallucinations, but loses all sense of modesty,and decency, is filthy 
III his habits, and often abusive and violent, though I have never known a lunatic of th.s 
kind do any actual harm to anyone. 

He is seldom or never homicidally or. suicidally inclined. There are no symptoms 
peculiar to this forrn of insanity. The large proportion of ca'es I have seen were people of 
low caste and with little Or no education. I do ·not think mental disease or anxiety tends 

· to make a man resort to hemp. Toxic insanes always readily admit having used the drug. 
The insanity is temporary and the patients always recover if kept away from the drug, but 
there is tendency to a return to the habit when released from the asylpm, and in such cases 
the patient generally becomes insane again after a·short time. 

Q.53. Oral.-[Mytwo papers maybe amalgamated as one.] For "insane" the word 
.. w~ak-minded" should be subotituted. My experience of charas-smokers is in the asylum 
· and in the jails. 111 the jails I find them utterly useless. The man tells you he smokes 
because he hopes to get off work, for a charas-smoker is a useless man with rotten phy
sique: he is emaciated and unfit for hard labour. My remark applies to moderate as well 
as excessive smokers. I kn.ow a fakir who professes to be a moderate smoker. I do oot 
know where to draw the line between moderate and immoderate. It really depends on how 
often and how rapidly a man inhales the smoke from his chillum. ., 

----
4,-Surgeon-Major T. E. L. Bate, Inspector-General of Prisons, Punjab.-Number of 

witness-32 • 

• Q 4S.-\'1hile in charge of the Delhi Lunatic Asylum I saw many cases of insanity 
in which the patients and their friends attributed the condition to the use of one 
or other of these drugs. In my experience such cases recover quickly. I believe that mental 
anxiety, excessive ganja 0[" charas smoking, and insanity constitute a not uncommon 
sequence of events. Persons suffering from mania induced by the use of these drugs are 
generally talkali,e and not uncommonly indecent in their behaviour. M.,ny of the pMsons 
I saw suffering from the use of these drugs were of distinctly weak intellect, but I am un
ahle to say 10 what extent this condition was natural or induced by the practice. 

Q. 4".-There can, I believe, be no doubt that the excessive use of these drugs is di ... 
tinctly harmFul. Charas-smokers not uncommonly present a very cachectic ,appearance; 
but it is difJicult to say bow far this may be due to the habit or to some other condition of 
life. It may often be the case of a weakly individual taking to a hahit for the temporary 

.. relief or strength it affords hi m. ." . 
g. 45.-1 believe the kabilual excessive use' of these drugs renders the consumers 

more or less impotent. Ex.cessive charas.smokers commonly remain celibate. 

5.-0r. H. M. Clark.-Number of wilness-46. 

I am ~ Doctor of ~e~icine and Master of Surgery of ~he University of Edinhurgh. 
My expemnce of India .s <onfined to the Central PunJab_ I have been a' medical 
missionary in connection with the Chllrch Missionary Society since .882 with my 
bea~ qualters at Amritsar.' and have done a great deal of work in the villa"'es of the Am-

. ritsar and parts of the Sial kat and Gurdaspur districts. . b • 

The hemp drugs are true narcotics like alcohol and opium. As far as my experience 
goes, the effects of hem,> are always and altogether had. It is neither a food nor a work_ 
producer. It is a stimulant of the worst sort. If it is smoked in the form of charas, its 
effects are very much more speedy and the ruin more complete than if it is drunk or eaten 
as bhang or majum. Majum is the least deleterious of the three as it is eaten, while bhang 
i. drunk alld charas smoked I can find no other word to describe the effects of charas 

·th!1I that they are frightful. It is ruinous mentally, morally, and physically. It produces a 
peculiar emaciation which can Dever be forgotten when once seen. It is largely a determin. 
ing cause of insanity in this country_ The effects of tbe drug as eaten and drunk do not 
appear sO soon and are not so well marked, though they are tbe same in kind. All if per-
sisted in, .produce ruin in the man. . J 

As regards cha~as, I think there can be no such thing as moderate use, ~f we mean such 
use a~ ~'ill not leave any perm~nent bad effect :n the. system. In .whatever quantity it is 
used .t .s bound to be deleteriOUs. My expenence .s probably w.der amonO' the private 
life of tbe people than among patients at dispensaries. The former sort of i;tercourse has 
been principally in the villages, because it is there that I meet fakirs and devotees, who 
are the chief consumers. The peasantry do not use the drug to any large extent. 
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. My impressions are based both. on ~y expe~ience and my medical kno~ledge. ~y' 
experience of the effects of charas 's mamly der.ved from cases 01 consumptIon by fak.rs 
and other religious devotees. I have not had any of these p'ersons und~r prolonged 
observation but I have observed them long enough to form an estimate of their health. 

. I belie~e it is possible to use bhang :,nd majum in moderation and 1Vitho~t bad ~ffects; 

. but from· what 1 have seen 1 cannot beheve that a moderate use of charas.s possIble. I 
: have known men to use bhang quite moderately. . 

6.-Thakur Das, Rai Bahadur, Assistant Surgeon.-Number of lIJitness-39' 
Q. 45.-Moderate habitual use of bhang is probably 'Juite free from any noxious 

eiects-physically, morally,or menta.lly. . 
Not bhang. • 
Not bhang, but abuse of charas brines on broncnitis and asthma. 
No; except probably slight laziness 10 those who already enjoy sedentary babits. 
Long.continued use of charas contributes a fair proportion to the in mates of luuatic 

asylums. They are generally maniacs, and in many cases it is temporary. The symptoms-
may be reinduced by use of the drug. 1 have known insanes confess use of charas. . 

.In mental anxiety and brain diseases bhang is useful for its soothing effects. 

7.-Rai Bahadur Mehr Chand, Assistant SurgeQn.-Number of '/1Jitneas-40. 
Q. 1.-1 have been in Jullunder and Amdtsar districts for the past eighteen years,. 

where 1 obtained inlormation regarding matters connected with hemp drugs. 
Q. 43.-The moderate use of bhang is not injurious, and it produ.ces no ill-effects on· 

the vital organs of the body. . 
Charas is injurious because it affects the brain primarily and the general constitution 

secondarily. . 
. I Q. 4J.-Moderate consumers of bhang are inoffensive to their neighbours., Charas. 
smokers are, no doubt, a nllisance to the public • 

.. Q. <lS.-The mod.,at. use of 1Jhang produces '1(1 noxious effect. Charas, if used moder • 
. 4tely, ,is very injurious. It produces general weakness of the brain, leading to insomnia, 
impairs' vision ; brings on br(1nehilis and asthma, and general irritatinn oj tlte respira-· 
lory organs, indigestion and dysentery. It impairs moral Sense and induces laziness. It. 
deadens intellect, and in some cases causes insanity, melancholia, and, in· a few cases, 
mania. In many cases the insanity is temporary, while in a few it is permanent. If tem
porary, the symptoms are again brought on by use of the drug. After liberation from res. 
traint the symptQms are generally of melancholic nature. The people in this province 
don't use ganja, as insanity is specially due to charas-smoking. 1 don't know any cases of 
insanity relieved by the use of hemp; not do 1 know any cases in which insanity brought 
on indu Igence in the use of hemp by a person of weakened intellect. 

Q. 46.-The excessive use, even of bhang, would lead to the symptoms mentioned io 
answer to question 45, and the excessive use of charas would produce the worst results as 
stated above. 

Q. 45. Ora/.-The moderate use of charas may exceptionally produce insanity; but my 
remarks as to effects reler mainly to the excessive use. Moderate use would only.produce 
insanity in the case of persons with weak intellect. By that 1 mean taking the drug to the' 
extent of one or two chillums. 

My experience is based on persons coming as patients to the hospital. As to dysentery, 
I saw a ease of a man 1I1lto said he was a charas-smoker, and took an exceSSive dose, antI 
it brought on dysentery. I had doubts as to this being the cause. But I think charas 
may injure the digestion and predispose to d,arrhlEa or dysentery. I have not enough of' 
eases tQ be able to say that Ihe drug really produces dysentery. I am nvt certain. But 
I have had a cllse 01' t'/1JO with allegations as to this being tlte cause, and I had no other 
cause. I ougM to say ratl .. r " it may produce" than" it does produce" dysentery. 

8.-Jassa Ram, Hospital Assistant.-Number 0f'/1Jitness-4z. 

Q. 1.-1 am servin!: in the Dera Ghazi Khao district as native doctor since the last 
thirty years. My information is based on local knowledge and on personal experience 
gained by coming in contact with the general public. 

Q. <l5.-CI,aras.smoking ciluses asthma, loss of appetite, and brain diseases. It also 
induces debauchery. . 

Q • .,6.-The excessive charas-smoking dims the eyesight, causegg-eoeral debility. The 
same is the case with bhang. Laziness and forgetfulness follow as a matter of course. The 
excessive consumer of bhang or charas cannot even earn his livelihood to satisfy his wants. 

Q. <19.-The moderate consumption of bhang or charas is sometimes certainly practised 
~s an apnrodisiac by prostitutes and immoral women. The use of the hemp pl¥t produce .. 
Impotency. . 

, 
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·9·-1hande Khan, Hospital Assistant, No. 57, City New Branch Dispeneary.-Numbtr 
of ",itncss-43. 

Q. I.-In private practice I have often treated patients who were habitual consumers 
of the drugs (bhang, charas and ganj al, and am therefore in a position to answer the ques. 
tion by my personal expenence. 

Q. 41.-The use of these three drugs produces intoxication, makes the head giddy, 
treates appetite and refreshes the consumers. The lasting of the intoxication depends 
upon the quantity used and the habits of the consumers. 

Q. 4S·-Th. modtrate use Df these drugs is likely to produce ""juriou •• feets-ph.,. 
lica), mental, and moral. 

Yes; the body becomes emaciated and weak. 
It first sharpens the appetite and aftenvards injures digestion. 
Yes. . 
Yes; but it does nol produce tbe habit of debauchery. 
Yes. 
Yes; it first produces temporary insanity, which is the cause <)f developing into perma. 

nent insanity afterwards. The lunatics, after their release from the lunatic asylums, are 
liable to become insane again by the use of these drugs. Such lunatics are in the habit of 
laughing much, and this disease is called" laughing insanity." 

Q. 46._Th~ habitual excessive consumers become quite worthless and mad. 
Q. 49.-No; the prostitutes often use it as a sedative. The use of hemp produce. 

impotence. . , ' ~ 

Q. s6.-Moderation also produces injurious effects, and there is a (endency for excess, 
the consequences of which are worse than those of the former. 

lo.-Ram Narain, Assistant Surgeon, Delhi.-Number "./witness-41. 

Q. 42.-Habitual use of either of.these drugs even in moderation, affects the mind t. 
some extent. I know a good many of the habitual "onsumers, and I have noticed that 
they are ciull headed and have bad memories. Several of them are eccentric and seem 
to have some aberration of mind. . 

Q. 4S. The chartls .",oken (even moderate) do not look strong and healthy. A. the use 
of this is among the low classes, whose morals are doubtful even prior to its use, i~ cannot 
be said with certainty whether charas.smoking causes immorality, sometimes seen in them. 
IIr the influence of society. Their mental powers become deranged, and bronchitis anti 
,uthrna are also ofte" met ",ith i" them. 

Excessive use of charas produces lung: affettions and insanity. I have seen many chao 
rl\sis who, though' not so insane and violent as to be kept in a lunatic asylum, have some 
mental aberration •. They wander . about the city and wherever they find any party of 
charasis mix with them and smoke. They keep themselves on beggir.g. Some of these 
are considered to be men who have acquired supernatural powers. They are called fakirs 
of the high order and worshipped wherever they go. 

In conlOection with the use of these drugs and the insanity, I may mention the case of 
a man whom I know from my boyhood and who lives in the same street where I live. He 
is a Brahmin by caste, and his name is Gojar. He has been several times in Delhi lunatic 
asylum. He was a very strong man before he commenced charas.smoking (a regular 
pahlwan and athletic). For several years he smoked charas and drunk bhang as well, and 
then began to show symptoms of insanity. These were at first very wild, and he was 
quite inoffensive. When he became violent be was sent to the lunatic asylum, from where 
he returned several times as cured. But soon after his return he began smoking charas 
and aga:n became maniac. 

His insanity now is periodic and the symptoms of insanity are re.induced by the use 
of charas. When he is all right he does his work very well and speaks very civilly to 
every body. The first .symptoms of the disease shown by his consiciering himself a king 
or a god, and by his going to Marghat, a place near Jumna river, where Hindus burn their 
dead bodies. 

I I.-Assistant Surgeon Sahib Ditta, Go~ernment service, in mepical charge of hospita~ 
M ultan.-Number .of ",it"8SS-38. 

Q. I.-During my service of OVl"r 26 years I have known many a people who Can • 
• um~ hemp drugs (bhang particularly). 

Q. 4$.-Yes, ganja and charas do, but Dot bhang. 
Yes, ganja and charas do. 
Yes, ganja and charas do. 
Not known. 
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Ganja and charas, it is said, do. 
Yes, it is said so. 
Q. 49.-Yes, ganja and charas tend to produce impotence. 
(,I. 51.-Yes, bad characters in large towns ·are of len moderate habitual consumers 01 

bhang, charas, &c. . 

12.-Karm Elahi, Hospital Assistant, Lahore.-Ntlmber oj .. it"ess-44. 

Q. I.-By practice of 2S years, out of which for 13 years I have h"d charge of the 
Civil Hospital at Jhelum with a population of 16,010 souls. . 

Q. 42.-The h. bit of moderate use of these drugs is not without a harm. The baLit of 
these drugs weakens the constituthn and energy and makes lazy. The subjects of the 
habit become indiiTerent in temper. Their faces become withered up and pale. eyes peculiar 
ar.d not fully attt-ntive to their work. But bhang does not affect the syslem to such 
extent as ganja and charas. 

Q. 4J.-Yes; the madera Ie use of these drugs to some exlent produce the nox,ous 
e/lects, physical, mental, and moral. 

Yes i it weakens the con5titution. 
Yes; it injures the digestion and causes loss of appetite subsequently. 
I have /lot ;e " a smgle case oj dysentery caused by the practice; of cou!':s •. caUs oj 

chronic cough Qltd asthma. Yes; it impairs the moral senses and induces laziness or 
habit 01 immorality or debauchery, whetlpr through the influence 01 the drug or of the 
society. Yes; i'. affects the intellects and to some extent is productive of insanity, if taken 
in large quantity and for a l,ng time, Under these circumstances, as far as I can think, it 
serves a.s an rxciti'lg cause, bel..'ause the insanity has only been noticed amongst men 
previously indilf,:rent in temper or rather of melancholy appearance. 

13.-Gopal Dass, Hospital Assistant and Deputy Superintendent, Lunatic Asylum, Delhi.
Number oj ,oitness-4S. 

Q. I.-I have been a Hospital Assistant in Punjab during the last 19 years, and for 
the last 16 month, have held charge of the Lunatic Asylum, Delhi. 

Q. 42.-The daily use of all these drugs is injurious to mental-physical strength of 
the human boJy. . 

Q. 45 - Tl1e chara,.smokers are generally emaciated and ·weaker, and depress their 
intellectual powers. 'His always produces cnugh and loss of appetite. It impairs the moral 
sense and inJuces habit of immorality. All kin is of hemp drugs can produce insanity. 
In some cases it becomes an exciting cause and in others a predisposing cause of insanity. 

It prodnces temporary insanity, not permanent. The symptoms can be re-induced by 
use of the drug after release froln the asylum,aud several lunatics of tbis kind are re-ad_ 
mitted in the asylum many times. 

The insanity is always of an excitable and noisy kind; the patient sometimes sings 
and at other times weeps. . 

Q, .;6. The habitual and excessive tlse of charas certainly produces toxic insanity. 

14.-Babu Hem Chandra Sen, L.IIl.S" !lIedical Practitioner,-Number of u'itlless-48. 

Q. 1.-\ have had frequent occasions to treat confirmed charas-smokers, and cases of 
insanity broug-ht about by ganja-smoking as well as cases of bhang.poi.oning with dhatura. 

Q. 42 -These drugs are never harmless, as they gradually produce seminal weakness 
and d"aden the intellectual faculties, These effects are produced gradually by constant 
use, as we lind it makes people unfit lor work, physical or mental. 

Q. 45 -The habitual m'lderate use of these drugs, when taken in moderation, are found 
to impair the cohstitution physically by causing dt'pn'ssion ·of spirits j it brings on lanfuor 
and lasr.;itude Charas and {rw/a 61171'0)'S hring on bronchitis and as/Irma ij~ ver~v larf~ 
quantities flrc smoked. It brings on d,"sclltery also. It first of all produces false appe
tite, but gradually spoils cligestian. Only we do nottind bhang consumers suffer much for 
WaRt of appetite. But this much is to be said, that there is always moral depravity in the 
case of charas and ganja, bllt not so much in the case of bhang. As for charas and ganja 
b~jn\.! the (~-xciting cause of insanity, I know three -or four cases; but in one case I know 
there was no other predisposing cause als'1. BItt insanity is in these cases generally tem
porary; "ut, if not properly taken care of, it becomes permanent. Can't say whether the 
use of these drugs w()ultl bring- on the feturn or insanity or not, as it has never been 
tried, and as for insanity causing a tendency to the use of the drug \ know nothing. 
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'5.-Mathra Das, Medical Practitioner.-NIlmber of ,witlZe<'-49. 

Q. 1.-1 have for ab'lUt forty y"ars practised as a physician, and have fregu€ntl), had 
: under my treatment pal ients 5ufir·ring from injuries caused by such intoxic'ant drugs. 

I knew the anto'cedents of those p"tients, and am ~herefore acquainted with the good 
Or bad eflects of the drugs. 

Q. 45.-The con,umption of the drug, whether moderate or excessive, is productive of 
evil results-physical. intellectual, and m,,,al. 

It has on many an occasion c,")me under' obse rvatinn that the b'1clies of chants-s'no k~rs, 
though stout and strong (on ~inally) b ~come gradually emaciated and lean not withstand," 
jng their taking rich diet. I"heir t'ompicxion grows pale, as if no blo"ld wt're ]dt in the 
body, and they become fe<ble. It (charas; al60 im"airs the intellect and alIeets the uQder
standing. . ' 

The use of bhang does not alter the complexion of the face, but bring. about all other 
consequences. . 

Unlike charas, bhang does not imp.'ir the appetite. 
Diarrhce> is not induced by either bhang or chara'. 
Asthma and cough are caused by charas in consequence of its affecting the lungs. 

Their use imrairs the moral sense and' leads to idleness and debauchery, Bhang 
impa.irs the intellect. and charas destroys it altogether all~ brings about ins.mity. F()ur 
persons have here become insane throu~h the lise ",f bhang, and tnr~~e perslns tIH:)ug'b 
charas. It-does alsl') cau~e a predisp1sition to insanity. One who bec lmes insane through 
the use of bhang is very timorous anlj' is inoff!~nsive to others. He fears le:::.t some one 
sh'Jtdd kill him, Such insane persons have bt"en seen chattt"ring about religious matters 
and are called kutrah. Those suffering from insan1ty induced by charas have been seen 
pr."ting much and angrily, evt"n usiog abusive language and causing trouble. They are 
styled mania (? maniacs). InsanIty continues so long as the drug' L used. The patient 
recovers in a felY days after giving up the use of the drug. Insanity would be reinduced if 
the use of the drug were again res'1rted to. 

During early stages, while they are }et in p )ssession of their intellect, they confess 
their use of the drugs. 

The drug has nothing to do with the. diseases of the brain, but is most injurious, as 
noted already in the foregoing part (of this answer), in connectiJn wich its effect on the 
intellect'. 

In cases of s.ngrehni (a peculiar form of diarrhrea), indeed, its habitual use is 
beneficial. 

15.-Pandit Mahadeo, Hakim.-Number of witll"s~50' 

Q. 45.-Tildr lono;: use weakens the system and produces dryoess in the braill 
a\t~ bod)', and generally destnys the manhood of a person. The Uie of charas often 
creates c~ugh and Ji:lma (asthma) and reduces the man's intellects, It often produces lunacy, 
agd if its use De continued, this disease of ten- becomes incurable. 

17.-Hal<im Salimulla, care of Alimulla, Native Physician and service.-Number Qf. 
. . witness- 51. 

Q. 45.-(h) Charas, h')wever moderately smoked, is immediately injurious to the power 
of discernment and to tbe internal org"!lS. 

It certainly improves the digestive power; hut pro:;I1'" cowardice, asthma and bron
c!a it is. After smoking it the consumer at once becomes passive. Although the intoxica
tion of charas does not last so long as that of bhang does, yet it impairs the intellect, 
disturbs the mind, induct'.s cr<lziness. brings about slet:plessness, and produces headache and 
delirium. The consumer of this drug, though not discourageous, becomes coward. It 
does 'lOt ca use dysenlery. . 

Whatever benefit can be derh'ed from the use of these two drugs depends up~n go~d 
diet: otherwise the consumer of these ,drug-s is sure to become subje:ct to insanity or m;-mia, 
the diIT, .. ence being that the consumers of charas are more liable to those diseases than 
those addicted to bhang. 

I have treated sev~ral such pafients who were cured completely, and in whom the 
sympt·)lns were not re-ioduce'd until they <lgain had recourse to bhang' or charas. 

I know nothing. about ganja. [am c)I1vin('"ed that the use of bhang or charas is not 
commenced by tht'! c')nSUtnt.>"rs in connection with thpi.r mental anxiety or brain disease. 
Un the c,otrary, the habit is originateo i11 bad company, or i11 the society of fakirs, or for 
some rdigious purpose. 

The Sikhs use bhang as a substitute fo, tobacco, which is religiously forbidden to them, 
and e,)nseqllcntly t11'y cannot smoke ch"as. , 
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Mental or brain diseases are well known to the native physicians, who never prescribe 
bhang in their treatment of these diseases. . 

The medicinal use of bhang allowed by Hindi physicians is confined to the improve
ment of physical strength qnly. 

Q. 46.-The habitual excessive use of these drugs produces noxious effects on 
the body. . , 

It causes debility, shivering of limbs, weakness of nerves, delirium, insanity. anguish 
of mind, mania. cowardice, laziness, loss of appetite, and sexual power. 

It deadens the intellect, injures digestion, blackens the blood and complexion, and 
weakens the retentive power. If the consumer is cured' of the above symptoms, they are 
fe-induced to some extent by the use of bhang as soon as restraint is removed, but not so 
much as in tbe case of charas. 

lB.-Pundit Janardhan, Baid, Hakim.-Nutr.bc,. of witnels-53' 

Q. 1.-1 have been practising as a baid for the last 34 years. and during this period 
I have had several opportunities of acquainting myself with the effects of these drugs. 

Q. 43.-The use of almost all the intoxicants is injurious except when used mediciMlly. 
Q. 45.-All the mischief is done by charas and gania .. 
Q. 46.-The consumers of charas and ganja become lazy, remain in a dirty state, and 

pass their days like vagrants. 
Q. J2.-Exce5sive use of charas and ganja is very bad and injurious .. 

Jg.-Shah Newaz, Hakim.-Number of witness-55. 

Q. 1.-1 have acquired my knowiedge regarding the hemp drugs-bhang, ganja, charas
from my tutors and from Unanee medical works, and from my own observations. 

Q. 45.-The following are the evil cOrisequences of moderate habitual use of cbaras 
and bhang. The subject becomes proud and cruel; his eyesight becomes weak. There is 
melancholia, fear, and confusion of intellect. Its effects on the brain are insanity, halluci
nations, evil thoughts. immoral thoughts, hatred of society of good men, irrelevant talking. 
Charas and bbang produce many injurious effect~ on body, for instance, impotency, dropsy, 
headache. windiness, flatulency of the belly, and mia and edima of the limbs and face, 
change of colour of the countenance, dropping off of the teeth, and general debility, which 
together impair digestion. Some persons get diarrhcea, cough, and asthma, and they become 
immoral also. In the commencement the consumer is led to debauchery'. In my opinion 
i llsanity is the result, but the insanity is not permanent, but the symptoms are re-in
duced by use of the drug ,after liberation from restraint. 
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STATEMENT IV.-Opiltlon of some witnesses on crt'me. (Para. 6" oj the note.) 

I Bengal (Crime). 
I.-D. R. Lyall, Member of Board of Revenue.-Nu",6er of witness-I .. 

Q. 1.-1 have been in the service of Government for nearly 3~ years. 
Q. 51.-My experience is tha~ most bad characters consume ganja. I hold that i~ 

itself ganja does not dispose to crime; but It may strengthen the Will to comm.t Cnme .f 
it is already there. I do not know that the moderate use of ganja is connected with any 
particular form of crime. 

C!. 5 .. ·-The above applies gene~al~y. Men .under ganja sometimes commit Illurder; 
hut it is bard to say how far the ganla .s responsible. 

Q. 53.-Generally premeditated. I have known cases of temporary homicidal frenzy. 
Q.51."-O,al The opinion given in this answer ls largely based on opinions arrived 

at by Dr. Wise, \¥ho made experiments with the drugs when he was Civil Surgeon of 
Dacca. My meaning is that hemp would intensify a desire in a man's mind to commit a 
certain crime. Dr. Wise collected evidence from which. he concluded that hemp strength
ened a man's desires, criminal or other. I have .tried to get Dr. \-Vise's notes, but am 
sorry I failed to do so. I can give no examples to illustrate my answers Nos.;;2 and 53. 
They convey a general i!"pressi?n, ~nd 1 cannot recall any individual case. It is a long 
time since I had to do w.th magisterial work. 

I-B.-Mr: H. C. Williams, I.C.S.-Number of wit" .. s-I 3· 
Q. /.-1 have been over twenty-two years in the service. ' 
Q. 35.-1 call this d~ug a curse to the country on acco~lIt of what it does in the way of 

producing crime. It was not 1n connection with insanity, but mainly in connection with 
crime that I thus wrote. . 

a.-William Colebrooke Taylor, Special Deputy Collector, &c., &c.-N,"nbe,. of 
"ltJitness-36. 

Q_ I.-About 47 years' residence in India, inclllding 33 years as 'Assistant Commis
sioner, Deputy Magistrate, &c., spent chiefly in the mofussil, wl'ere I was in charge. of sub. 
divisions with management of Abkari or Excise matters since 1866 in Orissa. 

Q. SI.-Yes; bad characters are usually ganja-smokers and takers of bhang. I cannot 
say what connection the moderate use of these drugs bas with crime. 

Q. 53.-Same as 51, hut to greater extent. 
Q . .'IS &> 54·-Th~ nUmerous cases of what .is called running amok which occur in 

India are often, if not always due to e.oessive doses of ganja and bhang taken with or 
without admixtur~ of dhatura seeds (dhatura stramonium). 

3.-Mr. G. E. Manisty, Collector of Saran.-Number of witness-I 9. 
Q. SI;-Generally had characters of low class people aTe addicted to it. Moderate 

use do'es not produce any crime. 
Q. 5 ... -But when used in excess it leads. men to commit crime. 
Q. 5s.-Excessive indulgence of ganja or bhang may incite to unpremeditated crime 

violent or otherwise. 1 am not aware pf any case in which it has led to temporary homi~ 
cidal tendency. 

4.~Mr. H. G. Cooke, .Officiating Commissioner,-Numoer of witneso-S. 
Q. I.-Nineteen years' actual residence, in which I have served in 21 districts in 

Lower Bengal. . 
Q. S ... -It is alleged that devotion to this habit leads men to steal in ordertp gratify the 

propensity. 1 do not think that it can be alleged that their excessive use can be associated 
with other forms of frime, except those of violence. 

Q. SJ.-Undoubtedly I believe I am right in saying that lunatic asylums are full of such 
cases. 

Q. 54 -It is not improbable that they may be used by rioters befpre a riot but it 
would not be easy to prove this. . ' ' 

5.-Mr. C. Fasson, Dislriet Superintendent of Police.-Number o/witness-87. 
Q. l:-As Oistrict Superintendent of Police of Bogra, in parts of which ganja is cul_ 

tivated, in which also the wild bhang grow.. . 
Q. $1.-~ es, a I~rge proportion; but this is attributed. first, to debauchery and evil 

comp~D10nShl~ resultl.nii from the u~e ~f the ilrug; ~Ild,. second, to the additional expendi_ 
ture mcurred 10 oblalDlDg the nourlshmg food, which IS a necessity to a ganja-smoker and 
which impells him to theft, &c. 

I16 
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6.-Mr. F. H. Tucker, Superintendent of Police.-Number of witness-SSr 
Q. 5:1.-Yes; ganja makes a man irritable and headstrong, and leads the excessive 

smoker to any sort of rash doing. 

Q. 53·-Yes, excessive indulgence in ganja incites a man to unpremeditated crime the 
effects of rashness and violence of temper caused by smoking it. _ " 

7.-Rai Radha Govinda, Rai Sahib Bahadur.-Number of witncsS-I66: 

Q. I.-Had had contact with persons who use the drugs. 
Q. 53.-Excessive use of ganja incites unpremeditated crime. 

8.-Maharaja Girija Nath Roy, Bahadur, Zamindar.-Number of witnesS-161. 
Q. 51 &> 5:1·-A large .proportion of bad characters is either moderate or excessive 

consumers of these drugs. The consumption of these narcotic drugs has no direct con
nection with crimes of any general or specific character. 

9.-Jogendra Nath Bandyopadyay Vidyabhusan, M.A., Deputy Magistrate and Deputy 
. . CoIlector.-Numbcr of witness-so. 

Q. 1.-[ have derived my experience as the Excise Deputy Collector of the District 
and as a general enquirer of the subject. '. 

Q. 51.-A certain proportion of bad characters are habitual moderate consumer. of 
these drugs, but the proportion is not very large. 
, Q. 5:1.-But the persons who are addicted to excessive use of.any of these drugs are 
generaIly of bad characters. . 

Q. 5J.-An excessive indulgence in any of these drugs leads to unpremeditated crime, 
violent or otherwise. 

10.-Taraprosanna Roy, Chemica; Examiner to the Government of Bengal.-Number of 
witness-I 16. 

Q. 5:1.-Tbe excessive use of the drugs is common among budmashes. 
Q. 53.-People indulging in excessive use of ganja may hecome violent and commit 

crimes. They are sometimes affected with homicidal frenzy and run amok. 

II.-Umagati Roy, B.L., and Secrelary to the Jalpaiguri Branch, Indian Association.-
A N"mber of witness-232. 

Q. I.-The source 01' 'my information is partly based on my experience and partly on 
the inlormation I have received- from time to time from the persons concerned. 

Q. 5:1.-The excessive use of ganja and bhang bas connection with crimes relating to 
properties, human life, and public peace. The excessive smoker having' exhausted his 
resources, and having yet a strong craving for the use of ganja, has to satisfy the same by 
maans lair or lou I, and he has, therefore, to secure money bV thelt, and he is likely to com
m it a breach of the peace and offences relating to human life when under the influence of 
the drug. 

12.-Mr. E. H. C. Walsh, Officiating Collector.-Numb,,. ofwitness-27. 
Q. 5:>.-Their excessive use, no doubt, leads to crime by producing a violent form of 

intoxication and by rendering the person for the time being not fully aware of the effects 
0f what he is doing. 

13.-K. G. Gupta, I.C.S., Excise Commissioner, Bengal,-Numbe,. of witness-17. 
Q. I.-During my 20 years' eervice I have worked in various parts of the Lower 

B~ngal and Orissa, and as Sub-Divisional Officer and afterwards as District Officer bad to 
administer'excise in my jurisdiction. 

Q.52.-0ccasional excessive use of ganja may lead to sudden outbursts of passion. 
Habitual excessive consumers have often irritable tempers. 

14.-Mr. W. R. Ricketts, Manag~r, Nilgiri State.-Numbcr of witness-92. 
Q. I.-First Excise Officer, then Manager of the Excise Administration in the Native 

State of Nilgiri for the last nine and a balf years. 
Q. 52.-Excessive consumption of both ganja and bbangleads in all probability to crime, 

the con',umcrs not being responsible for their actions owing to the intoxicating effects. 
lJsually crimes of a daring nature and those attended by violence are committed by ganja 
~onsumers. . 
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Q .. 53.-Yes; the slightest provocation would incite acts of violence wholly unpre
meditated. I know 01 no case in which excessive indulgence in these drugs has led to 
temporary homicidal frenzy, but, of course, insanity caused by excessive consumption of 
ganja produces the. disease, invariably attended with great violence. 

15.-Mr. Rowley Lascelles Ward, District Superintendent of Police.-Number of 
witness-89· . 

Q. I.-l have served in the Police Department for 14 years. 
Q. S3.-Excessive indulgence in gania does incite to violent crime. 1 know of a case 

where a smoker suddenly murdered a vendor because be would not supply him with more 
p~a. . 

Q. S4.-1 have heard of gania being used to fortify the courage 01 criminals about to 
commit premeditated acts of violence. -----

J6.-Babu Nobin Chunder Son, Sub· Divisional Officer.-lVumber of witness-39. 
Q. S,.-Noviolent crimes, such as severe hurts and m~.ders, are induced by,excessive 

ganja smoking. 
Q. 53.~lt does. I know of one c~se where a murder was committed under the influ-

ence of too much gan ia smoking by a fakir. . 

17.-Bcprodas Banerjee, Newspaper Editor, and Chairman, Baraset Municipality.-
Number ofwitness-217. .. 

Q. I.-I have known lots of hemp and charas smokers, have seen Hindu and Mussalman 
lIIendicants. Religious ascetics use gania and sidhi, and have also seen ganjaand sidhi 
used in temples. 

Q. S,.-Budmashesavoid opium, lest while in jail they may suffer. But as a rule they 
are ganja·smokers. Dacoits and burglars invariably smoke ganja immediately before com
mencing operations. 

IS.-Rai Kamalapati Ghosal, Bahadur, Pensioner, Sub.Registrar and Landholder.-
Number 0/ .. itness-99. . 

Q. I.-l was a police officer, and serve4 both in the old and new police for more than 
30 years. . 

Q. S 1.,....Many of the bad characters are habitual moderate consumers of ganj a. 
Q. S4.-Dacoits and robbers generally use ganja to fortify themselves to commit crimes 

with acts of violence. . 

19.-Nitya Nanda Roy, Merchant and Zamindar.-NIlmlier of witness-240' 

Q. SI.-There are many wily bad character~, that use the drug moderately in order 
to retain.their memory sharp, sense keen, eye clear, and ear 'lIcute for perpetrating 
crime with cunning, andat the same time use the drug only to give excitement to the 
action and to add extra amount of zeal and determination. 

20.-Raja Protap N arain Singh, Deo Bahadur, C.I.E., Chief of ]ashpur.-NIlmber of 
. soitness-15 I .* 
Q. sr.-Habitual consumers of these drugs are bad characters, . 

2x.-Jagat Kishore Acharjea Chowdhuri.-Number of .. it ness-x 79. 

Q. I.-Being a zamindar in Mymensing district, and having occasion 01 touring almost 
all over it, I had direct in tercourse with every class of people, and had opportunity of 
acquiring personal experience about their habit of lile and matters connected with the 
hemp drugs, in regard to which my answers are framed. 

Q. 5, .-1 can say that most of the bad characters are ganja-smokers, and it is ganja 
that makes them impetuous and bold to perpetrate the foul actions they commit. 

{J. 52.-1 believe .they grow up more fierce and turbulent by the excessive use of ganja. 

22.-Hira Lall Banerji, Deputy Collector.-Number 0{witness-54: 

Q. I.-Exper-ience gained during the course of my official career. and· personal ex
perience. 

Q. s,.-Generally rioters and bad characters are supposed to be ganja-smokers. From 
the facts recorded on the subject, it will appear that dacoits generally smoke ganja before 
the commission of the crime, in order to fortify themselves for the act. Most probably 
such people were not excessive consumers, as they had to act witb considerable delibera
tion and skill. 

-NOTE. Not reported. 
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Z3.-Anango Mahan Naha, Judge's Court Pleader.-Numbe .. oj witncSS-220. 

Q. p.-Yes, almost all the bad 'characters in any locality are habitual consumers 
of these drugs. Ganja-smokers are generally thieves .. 

~4.-Kailas Chundra Dutta, M.A., B L., Vakeel, Judge's Court, Tipperah.-Number .j 
witnesS-22 I. 

Q. 53.-Yes; a large proportion of bad characters in the village are addicted to ganja
smoking. 

Q. 53.-Yes, excessive indulgence leads to outbursts of temper, which cannot be can. 
trolled, and which may lead to perpetration of violent crimes. . 

25.-Mr. H. M. Weatherall, Manager, Nawab's Estate.-Numbe .. ojwitness-197' 
Q. I.-Served Government for 30 years, 20 of whicb as District Superintendent 

of Police, and 16 as Manager o.large estates . 
. Q. sr.-Speaking as an' old Police officer, 1 have invariably found thieves and bad 

characters addicted to smoking ganja; it is said to give·them courage to undertake a job 
and cunning to escape capture. 

Q. 53.-1 know it tends to lunacy. I have seen several instances among crim.inal offen. 
ders. . 

26.-Surgeon-Lieutenant·Cnlonel A. Crombie, M.D., Surgeon Superintendent, General 
Hospital, Calcutta.-Number oj wilness-104. . 

Q. I.-Chiefly as .superintendent 01 the Dacca Lunatic Asylum for 7 years, and 
Member of Standing Committee for advising Government with regard to criminal luna-
tics. ' 

Q. 51.-Much of the violent assaults and all the cases of" amok" that came under my 
notice in connection with insanity were committed by ganja-smokers. And most often as 
the result of a single excessive debauch, even in those accustomed to the moderate use ·of 
~dru~ . 

Q. 53.-ln these case. the crime was unpremeditated and the . criminal subsequently 
appeared to be oblivious of the circumstances.. J have known many cases of temporary 
homicidal frenzy produced in these ways. . 

27.-A. K. Ray, Sub-Divisional Magistrate, Bongong.-Numbe .. o/witneS8-61 • 
. Q. I.-Have had knowledge of ganja-smokers from infancy. 

Q. 53.-1 know of 14 cases in which persons insane froID excessive use of ganja COm_ 
milted unpremeditated violent attacks on women passing by. 

28.-Babu Suresh Chundra Pall, Special Excise Deputy Collector, Howrah.-Numbe .. of 
'. witness-6g. 

Q. 1.-1 have had opporlunities of obtaining information on the subject as Collec-
tor. 

Q. 51. A large proportion of bad characters use ganja. People who commit crimes 
harden themselves by the use of ganja. 

Q. 54.-Yes, criminals who are addicted to ganja fortify themselves to commit a crime 
by taking ganja. 

zg.-Rai Bahadur Radha Ballav Chowdburi, Honorary Magistrate, &c.-Number oj 
witness-167 

Q. 5:J.-Yes, a large proportion of bad characters are excessive consumers of ganja. 
The crime of theft generally is the special character of an excessive ganja-smoker. 

30.-Bhuvnn Mohan Sanyal, Government Pleader.-Number of wilness-225. 

Q. 51.-.1'.. good portion of had characters are known as habitual moderate consumers 
of ganja. 

1 have often come across cases in my experience as a public prosecutor, in which 
the offenders were known to have osed either ganja or alcohol before the. commission of 
the offence. . 

Q. 5".-1 believe an excessive indulgence in ganja incites to unpremeditated crime. 

• 3t.-C. R. Marindin, Magistrate and Collector.-N"mber oj wifness-16 . 

. Q. Sl.-A good many are said to be. It is a frequent piece of evidence in a bad 
Iivt)lihood case that the accused consumes ganja. 
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With c·rimes of violence. 
Q. 53.-Yes; I have known cases where the consumption of the drug has led to te!npo

rary homicidal frenzy. 
Q. 51.-The evidence is generally given. I think that the man is living beyond hi. 

means, and has to resort to theft to supplement his income." 

32.-Abdus Samad, Deputy Magistrate and Deputy Collector.-Numbe,. 0/ witness-55. 
Q. 1.-1 have been ronnectedwith excise administration since 1887. 
Q: 51 &- 53.-Ne.arly all clubmen, rioters, house·breakers, thieves, and dacoits, es

pecially in Lower Bengal,. are consu.mf'rs of ganja in mnderation or ·excess. They gen
erally have a smoke of ganja before sallying forth on an expedition. 

Pettv thefts are often committed by poe pie given to gania-smoking, but having no' 
means of satisfying the cr<l:ving: . 

Q. 53.-E1<cessive indulgence in gania is believed to incite to unpremeditated crime. 
I know of no case in which it has led to temporary homicIdal frenzy. 

33.-Mr. C. A. S. Bedford, Deputy Commissioner.-Numoer oj fll.tness-32. 
Q. 5t.-Petty thefts are committed by those who have been Io~g addicted to the use 

of ganja. and whose intellectual faculties and moral sense are impaired. Violent crimes 
are also committed by those under the influence of the drug. 

Q. 53.-In the acute stage riotings and murders occur. 

34.-·Mr. E. R. Henry, Inspector·General0f Police, BengaL-Numb ... 0/witness-85. 
Q. I.-Experience of 21 years. Author of a Crim!nal Biography. 
Q. 53.-As regards this que,tion opinion is also divi-led. Some District Superinten_ 

dents ilre inclined to belie"e that the excessive use of hemp drugs dops lead 'to the com
mission of unp<emoditated crime, while, on the other hand, several officers hold the con
trary opinion. There seems, however, little doubt but that the excessive use of gania 
makes a llIan irritable l and there are cas~s on record in which murders and murderous 
assault. ha\'e been committed under its influence. 

In his oral statement the witness says that out of' 1,408 bad characters 199 are ad
dicted to the use of ganja and JI) are -said to take bhang. and none are shown to'take 
charas. It is evident from this that 14'1 per cent. are ganja-smokers among bad charac-
ters. . 

35.-Mr. W. H. Grimley, Commissioner of Chota Nagpore.-Number 0/ witness-3' 
Excessive use of ganja is believed to lead to crime. It brings a man into dis

repute, alld when once a man is known .as a reprobate, the transition 'to crime i!' 
speedy. Excessive indulgence in ganja is said to incite to unpremeditated crime and to 
lead to tem porary homicidal frenzy. 

36.-Navin Krishna Banerjee, Deputy Magistrate and DeputyCollector.-Number 0/ 
wi&ners-42 •• 

Q. 51.~Ganja-smoking bardens the sensibilities of the smoker. 

~ssam (Crime). 

37.-Mr. R. S. Greenshields, Deputy Commissioner.-Numoer ofwitness-6. 

Q. sr.-In thIS neighbourhood the Assamese proper are as a rule non.consu
mers of ganja. The gania consumers "re generally foreigners, and as· a rule belong 
to the very lowest grades amongst such foreigners, and, as might be expected from their 
social position, they do furnish a considerable proportion of the bad characters of the 
neighbourhood. • 

52. I have known crimes of violence to be committed on little Or no provocation by 
persons lah.luriug under t.he peculiar d~lirium 'produce~ .by a long continued course. of 
ganja. In fact, people 10 tillS conditIOn arc m mY."plOlon particularly dangerous, bemg 
extremely easily provoked to commit crimes of violence. 

53. Yes, most undoubtedly. PersollS labouring under p<culiar delirium produced by 
the excessive use of ganja are particularly liable to commit manslaughter on little or DO 
provocation. I have known more than one such case. . 

38.-Dr.]. W. Macnamara, M.D., Civil Surgeon.-NlImber 0/ wU"ess-2o. 

Q. r .-1 have for 13 years been among people who make use of hemp products to 
greater or less degree. 
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Q. p.-A very large proportion of the prisoners in our jail at Tezpur have been addict
ed to the use of Ihese drugs in some shape. Uf 239 male prisoners, IS consumed ganja. 
Crime, it would appear, go"s with the use of these drugs. 1 can't ascertain whether ganja 
consumers are addicted to any special crime. 

Q. 53.-Yes. It leads to homicidal mania. A case occurred in the Tezpur Lunatic 
Asy!um. in which one of the Iu.n,tics who was believed to have become insane from smokiog 
gao)a kIlled the compounder 10 a fit of excitement. He smoked 5 annas' worth daily. 

39.-Mr. J n. Anderson, Officiating Commissioner of ·Excise.-Number of witness-4. 

Q. 1.-1 have been in charge of the excise administration of nearly every district 
in Assam, and am at present officiating as Commissioner of Excise. 

Q. 51.-The only habitual criminals in the province are the Mussalman river dacoits of 
Sylhet, and foreigners of bad character in other districts. All, or nearly all, of these con
su me gan j a habitually and to exc~ss. 

Q. 53.-1 have known of cases in which the immoderate use of ganja among tea garden 
coolies has brought about insane and unreasonable jealousy resulting in crimes of vio-
lence. . 

40.-Mr. J. H. W. Dalrymple-Clark, Di.trict Superintendent of Police.-Number of 
wi!ness-I4. 

Q. I.-Twenty years' service in India. 
Q. 53.-Ganj .. is the drug almost invariably used by real bad characters, and is generally 

used by such in excess when about to commit heInous crime and crime with violence. 
Bad characters habitually use it to excess in order to give themselves Dutch courage. 
The excessive use of ganja more often than not leads to .crime amongst the lower 
classes. . 

41.-Laksmi Kanta Barkagati, Secretary to the Tezpur Ryots' Association.-Number of 
. witness-46. 

Q. /.-1 had ample opportunities of visiting different places of this district and fre
quently in contact with persons addicted to use narcotics. 

Q. 53.-Excessive indulgence in ganja-smoking incites unpremeditated crime, such as 
assaults and murder. ., 

Ganja gives rise to murder and assaults. The ganja-taker becomes suddenly excited 
and does these things. I have seen assaults two or three times in this town by people 
whom ( know to be ganja-smokers. When [ was Steamer Agent at Birnath, the Doms, 
mr neighbours, used to quarrel under the influence of ganja, and we h",d to drive them off. 
The facts that such assaults and other offences arise from ganja does not come out in 
t rials, because the people d-o not plead that they have taken the drug. They prefer to 
say that they never committed the offences at all. 

42.-Mr. J. Rivett-Caroai:, District Superintendent of Police.-Number of witnes.r-p!,. 

Q. 53.-1 have a distinct impression that excessive indulgence in ganja does incite tl) 
unpremeditated violent crime. I cannot call to mind at present any particular instance of 
tiIis, but I am pretty certain that I have met with several cases in the course of my 16 odd 
years' experience as a Police officer. 

----
43.-11r. F. C. Moran, Tea Planter.-Number ofwitness-33. 

Q. 53.-Yes; murder. I had a case of a man in my garden who cut off his wife's 
head whilst temporarily insane under the effects of the drug. 

44.-Mr. P. H .. O'Brien, Deputy Commissioner.-Num6er of witness-7. 

Q. 53.-1 recollect a case of a murderous assault being committed by a person 
under the influence of ganja, but I cannot give particulars. I presume that exces
sive indulgence in tbese drugs does incite to unpremeditated crime, inasmuch as they 
appear to produce man'ia under such conditions. 

45.-Kishen Chandra Chattopadhya.-N"mber of witnesS-40. 

Q. I.-Have had to dea.l with many consumers and dealers of the drugs and person-
ally have "e~n the consumption. . 

Q. 53.-1 know of a case in which an excessive ganja-smoker killed a friend of his 
lI'ith a Illthi without any apparent cau.e for such action. 
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North-Western Provinces (Crime). 

046.-Munshi Raj Kishore, Pleader.-Number of witness -·~34. 

Q. sr.-Yes, thieves are. habitual consumers, and the use of thes~ drugs is often the 
motive of thefts. 

Q. 5~.-Necessity has no law •. The more want for money for these drugs, the more 
thefts to defray its expenses. 

47.-E. Berrill, Deputy Inspector-General of Police.-Numher of wjtness-6s. 

Q. 5 r and 53.-A fairly large proportion ~f the lower class of Hindu bad ~harac
ters are moderate consumers of the drugs, but such consumption has no connection 
with crime. Excessive indulgence in ganja has been ,known to incite to unpremeditated 
violent crime. Unfortunately J am not able to recall any particular case. 

48.-;-Mr. E. R_ Parsons, District Superintendent of Police.-Number ofwitness-70. 

Q 5r and 5".-The percentage (of bad characters) is not more than 15. The 
excessive u~e of either ganja or charas affects the mind, and instances have been known 
of men 50 affectt:d committing crime. .. 

49.-Mr. A. W. Cruickshank, Magistrate.-Number of witness-so 
f). 5".-Ganja used in excess is particularly likely to produce utterly reasonless 

vioJence and eveD homicidal mania. ' 
I -------

so.-M. Mahomed Wasi, Deputy Collector.-Number of witness-44. 

Q. H.-There are a large proportion of bad characters habitual moderate conSUalers 
of ganja and charas, with the exception of Sadhus, Bairagis, and persons belonging to the 
labouring classes. 

The moderate use has connection with crime in general and often with crime 01 any 
special character. It has been noticed that these bad characters administer drugs to tra
vellers with the pret"-,,t of its being t3bacco, and when tbe travellers become senseless, the 
bad characters make away with their property •. 

Q. 52,-The more is the excessive use of the drugs, the more is the number of crime 
fJ. 5~.-Premeditation is necessary for the committal of heinous offences. 
Intoxication· will nevertheless incite to the committal of crime'. 

sr.-Mr. H. Fraser, Magistrate, Bijnour.-N"11Iber 01 witness_8. 
Q. 5(/.-[ believe it does. In my experience as a' Magistrate [ have had many 

cases before me in which acts, chiefly of violence, but also acts such as thefts and buraJaries, 
.... ore committed under the influence of ganja. J cannot give fignr.s, but I may ha~e had 
20 or 30 such cases come before me in the eastern districts "f Gorakhpur and Benares. 
I cannot remember any particular case of temporary homicidal frenzy, but [ believe that 
excessive use of ganja does sometimes lead to homici1al frenzy. 

Q. 3'. Ural.-I have never seen a native of the middle class ruined by liquor. On the 
ether hand, I have seen some criminal lunatics whose condition was attributed to ganja

J 

charas. and bhang. !lien have actually appeared before me who seemed to be still under 
the influence 01 the drug. 

Q. 53. Oral.-[ noticed that wheu a man stated he had donean'act under the influence_ 
of ganja, he was frequently corroborated by the witnesses. On the other hand, when 
alcohol was alleged by the prisoner, the evidence .did not support him. 

S3.-Mr. C. F. Knyvett, District Superintendent of Police.-Numb..,. of wi/ness-68. 
Q. 53.-Excessive indulgence in either of tpese tbree drugs sometimes leads to quarrel 

and assaults. . . 

53.-Mr. B. Hamilton, District Superintendent 01 Police.-NlImbtr of witness-73. 
fJ. sr.-In tl~e city badmashes generally make use 01 these drugs. 

S4.-Syed Habibullah, Joint Magistrate._Number ofwitness-2S. 

Q. 54.-Ganja and charas are invariably used by dacoits before they commit dacoities. 
These drugs make them more active and enable them to walk long distances. 

5S.-Khan Bahadur Syed Ali Husen, Revenue Member, Rampur Council of Regency. 
. . -Numb..,. of witness-3S. 

Q. 52.-The excessive use 01 these drugs is the habit of the depraved and immoral. 
It promotes crime. 
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56.-Mr. L. H. L. Thomas, District Superintendent 01 Police.-Number of wi/ness-69. 

Q 53·-lt is believed as a matter 01 course eKcessive indulgence u,es incite to 
unpremeditated crime 01 all kinds. It prom,tes poverty and despair and all the result 
01 a dehased lile which nat~rally must lead ta criminal end. 

57.-Dr. Mailohar Pershad Tewari, Practitioner in Medicine and Surgery.-Numbet-
of filitness-13 0 • • . 

Q. 5 [.-Mast 01 the bad characters are habitual moderate conslImers of any of 
these drug-so Charas and gauja ar< expensive thin~s to be u<ed for the poor peJple; 
and when they cannot afford to bea,. these heavy expenses, they become inclined to 
gamble, and when they fail in this they commit robbery and theft, etc. 

Q. 53.-Yes, excessive indulgence in any of them causes unpremeditaterl crime, violent 
or otherwise. I know many in which it has led ta temporary hamicidal frenzy. 

Yes, criminals generally who are addicted to any of, these drugs. fortify the~selves 
b~ using it before committing a premeditated act of violence or other crime, but not other
WIse. 

s8.-Mr_ H. O. 'V. R,obarts, Joint Magistrate and Excise Officer.-NumberofUJitness-32. 

Q. 53.-1 have met with ooe case in which a police constable, under the influence 
of bhang, threw small stones at his comrades "ho were drilling. and sat at the door of his 
quarters with his nfie, threatening t'> sh'lot anyone who tried to take it from him. The rifle 
was, however, got away from him without difficulty or accident. . 

59.-lI-1r. W. R. Partridge, I.C.S., Deputy Com·missioner.-Number of wi/ness-20. 

Q. r.-I have been teo years in the Civil Service in.the North- Western Provinces and 
()udh, and have held charge of the Excise Department in three districts-"orakhpur, 
Benares, and Garhwa!. .. . 

Q. 5~.-To the excessive use of ganja and c~aras many crimes of violence are probably 
.ascribable. 

Q. 53.-Yes, in Srinagar (Garhwal) some 8 or 10 years ago a fakir who consumed 
charas in considerahle quantities took a bov and deliberately chopped off his. head. When 
kept out of the way of any hemp drugs this man seems to bellave fairly like a rational 
being; but whenever he gets charas, he gets violent and dangerous. 

60.-Kedar Singh, Pensioned Subadar, Regiment No. 36.-N~mher of .. ifness-262. 

Q. 5 [.-Large praportion of bad characters are habitual inoderate consumerS of these 
drugs. and they commit both gen~ral and special crimes. . 

Q. 5J.-The excessive use of these drugs sometimes incites to Clime. 
Q. 54 -The criminals use the.e drugs to fortify themselves to commit a premedi. 

tated act of violence and other crime. 

6I.-M. l.ain-ul-Abdin, Khan Bahadur, Deputy Colleclor.-Number of wifncss-39. 

The witness has had varied experience of many years. 
Q. :[. - Thou·~h there is no I"ge prop~rtion of bad characters among habitual moderate 

consumers, but still they are mischievous, and the common crimes are committed because 
they are always in need of money to buy drugs for consumption. 

6l.-Ali Mahomed Khan, Pensioner_-Number of wilness-264. 
Q. [_-I was in company .with those smoking charas, etc. 
Q 5,.-8,d characters use bhang, charas, and ganja generally, .and their resources 

are gen"ralh limited. The)' invent many ways to procure money by illegal means whell 
their income fails them. III this way crimes are increased. 

Q. 5J - By exc~ssiv(' u"Se a map losf's his sense of right and wrong. In a state of 
intoxicat,on th,'y 1'1..11 out ani commit different crimes which they hate when soher. They 
do not remember anrthing done by them. It is often heard that murders hav~ been 
committed in such a state. Hurt and grievous hurt are small matters for these people. 

Q. $4.-T:.ieves "nd other bad characters use them. They plan out some device, and 
by this intoxication they fix their attention toit exclusively. 

63.-Kasim Hasan Kban, Tahsildar.-Numhe .. ()fft)itn~ss-58 • 

.0. sr.-Generally rogues and vagrants use them in assemblies. Such bad charade" 
often plan criminal designs in snch a condition. 
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Q. 54.-Criminals use them to acquire temporary courage to commit a premed itated 
act of violence or other crime. 

64.-Mr. E. Rodgers, Assistant Commissioner.-Number of witness-24. 

Q. 1.- 1 have been Excise Officer in Hamirpur, Meerut district, and for a short time 
in this district. 

Q. 5.3.-Intoxicathn from these drugs, and more especially from ganja, raises a mati. 
to a high pitch of excitement; at times leads him to commit violent crimes that he would 
shrink from committing in his saner moments. 

Q. 53.-Unpremeditated crimes are often committed by men while under the influenc~ 
?I. these drugs; but such crimes are generally of the nature of revenge for some slight 0 
IDJury. ______ ~'_____ I 

65.-Mr. T. Stoker, I.C.S., Excise Commissioner.':"" Numb.,. ofwitness--6. " 

Q. 1.-1 was twelve years an Assistant Magistrate and Joint Magistrate and 
Collector, and constantly in charge of the district excise. I was three and a half years 
in settlement work. I have been two years in charge of the Excise Department. 

In regard to crim~, my belief and experienc .. as a Magistrate and Excise Officer is 
that the use of hemp drugs is not a direct cause of crime. In cases where persons are 
going to commit a crime of violence already arranged and determined, I believe they 
undoubtedly use hemp drugs, as they might any other stimulant, to fortify themselves. I 
have known such cases. I remember catching dacoits red-handed who were said to have 
used hemp drugs. They were all in their senses. I think, too, that, as in the case of 
alcohol in England, a man might go much further in crime under the influence of drug'S 
than he would have done had he not been excited by their use. But sucb effects of the 
drug have never come before me. 

66.-Hon'ble A. Cadell.-Number o/witness-1. 

Q. /.-1 am Member of the Board of Revenue in charge 01 Excise and Member of tpe 
Provincial Council. 

The, consumption of charas and ganja is looked upon as a more or less disrepu.table 
practice. It is natural then that the proportion of bad characters who use these drugs 
should be large. That is the only connection I see between them and crime. 

67 . .,....Mr. F. Porter, Inspector-General of Police.-Numbe,. of w#ness-64. 

Q. /._1 have twenty-eight years' service in the Civil Service in this Province 
and a little over two years as Inspector-General. 

'Q. 51.-The only connection between these drugs :lnd crime that 1 know of is that when 
a man has made up his mind to a crime and has Dot the pluck to do it, he takes the drug 
to give him Dutch courage. 

Q. 54.-1 think v.ery few 'men in the Police force use these drugs. We do not in the 
first place put in men who are habitual users. My opinion is that the habitual use unfits a 
man for be ing a policeman. 

Punjab (Crime). 
'68.-Behram Khan, Zemindar and Honorary Magistrate.-Number ofwitness'-6I. 

Q. 53.-The use of charas or bhang makes the consumer frantic and leads him to 
commit a violent and unpremed itated crime. Here is an instance. Two years "go a 
person of the Khosa tribe, while under the influence of bhang, murdered one of his tribes~ 
men in the Khosa ilaka in this district. 

6g.-Mr. Alexander Anderson, Deputy Commissioner.-Number of witnesS-IO. 
Q. /.-1 have served in the Punjab since November 1872 as Assistant Commissioner, 

Settlement Officer, and Deputy Commissioner.,; 
Q. 53 .-The excessive use of charas is said to lead to crimes of violence. T\e 

belief is general and, I believe, well founded. 
Q. 53.- Crimes of violence and the excessive use of charas are associated tog,,),er. 

The records 01 th~ lunatic .. sylums will give numerous cases where charas ",flokers 
have run amok. 

70.-Sheikh Riaz Hussain, Ze.nindar.-Number ofwit.ess-67. 
Q. sr.-Some bad characters commit crimes by means J! these. drugs. ~eneral1y 

offences under sections 377 and 379 of the Indian Penal CJd., ~nd In some 1Ostanc,:s 
the criminals stupefy their victims by administering these drugs Ir. furtherance of their 
criminal design s. 

118 
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Q. 52.-Crimes are committed by inducing the excessive lise of these drugs, and by 
means of these serious and minor offences are committed. 

Q. 5J.-Certainly indulgence in charas incites to unpremeditated crime, violent or 
oth'erwise, but I can give no instance. 

------
Sardar Balwant Singh, Extra Assistant Commis.ioner, Jagirdar, Government scryant. 

-Number 0/ witnes'-38 . 
• 

Q. 5" A large proportion of bad characters are habitual moderate consumers of 
charas. 

71.-Arjan Singh, Extra Assistant Commissioner.-Number 0/ witness-I 9. 

Q. 1.-1 was Excise Officer at UmbalIa, Rohtak, and Oera Ghazi Khan for several 
years. At present I am engaged in the.Dera Ghazi Khan Settlement as Extra Assistant 
Settlement Officer. 

Q. 51.-1 have had charas-smokers before me as Magistrate. They were vicious 
persons of bad character, from whom I had to take security. They took both charas 
and chandu. 

• 
72.-Major-General M. Millet, Retired List.-Number of wltness-09. 

Q. 5 I.-Yes, most professional bad characters use these drugs.' 
Q. 52.-Yes. As No .. 51. 
Rape, unnatural crime. 
Deeds of violence. 
r;;. 53·-The ganja-smoker liYes in the border land of homicidal mania. Numerons 

cases. See also criminal records. See also "Revelations of an Orderly" written by 
a country-born Magistrate of great experience (Henares, Medical Hall Press, republished 
1866). This book was descrihed by an inexperienced Europ .... n Magistrate Some thirty 
years ago as a gross exaggeration, but it is below, not abovei real~ty. 

73.-Mulraj, Extra Judicial Assistant Cummiss'oner.-Numher ofwitlless-J5. 

Q. 51 .-Dad characters generally use these drugs. 

73-B.-Pundit J;tnardhan Baid, Hakim.-Numher "/ witness~94. 

Q. 1.-1 have been practisint\' as a baid for the last 34 yelfs, and during this 
period I have had several opportunities of acquainting myself with the effects of these 
drugs. 

Q. y.-Charas is commonly smoked by bad characters. 
Q.5".-EKcessivc use of charas and ganja is very had and injurious. 

74.-Surgeon-MajorT. E. L. Bate, Inspector·General of Prisons.-Nu11lber a/tcltness 
.-32 • 

Q . .5 l.-A large proportion of the prisoners in our jails are consumers of intoxicating 
drugs of one kind or another. • 

The use of these dru~s begets lazy habits, which may sooner or later lead to crime. 

75.-Mr. R Sale Bruere, District Superintendent of Police.-Nlltllber o/wilness-31. 

{J. 1.-1 have been now in Government service for the last thirty-two years. 
Q. 51.-Moderate. consumers, when they are in poor circumstances, are inclined 

to cnmnlolt pt'tty crimes in cities and towns ,to obtain money to purchase these drugs. 
They are also quarrelsome, and their had tempers, when under the influonce of drugs, 
get them into trouble. 

" Q. 5J.-Persons, when addicted to the excessive indulgence of these drugs 
\ccome h.:mporarily insane j and when in this state commit offences of a grave nature, as 
I~y are extre.mely irritable and ea,ily take offence at ev",ything, and have been known 
to ,\11 it murder, suicide, &c., when in this intoxicated state. 

7 ,\"Bedi S"jan Singh, Rais and Honorary 1IIagistratc.-i'umber a/witness-57' 

Q. 5J.-C~nja and charas consumers are often quarrelsome. 

77 .-CGlvncl lIutchinson.-NII~,b'r tif wit,ze~s-4' 
1 have boen thiYly-one ',.:ars in India and twenty-six year. in the Punjab Commission, 

"hieny ill 'Jhelulll, lIhltall, G'{daspur, Lahore, and Simla. 1 am now Cam missioner of 
Lahore. \ 
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j8,-Mr. J. P. Warburtco.-Niunber of witlt sS-30. 

I hlve known of some. cases ~~lere a . man ,_ bavin taken ch1ras or bhang 
tf) excess went off and commItted moh'ele~s Crime, such as nning- amok. I know thal 
there have ,been such cases as murde'r.Hr violent crimes b~jng ~o:nmitted \vithout motive 
under the mfluencc of theg" drugs. Bul the Cases are so few and far between that it 
would be diilicult to find them . 

. Central Pro'inces (Crime). 
, ',,-

79 -Colonel H. Hughes Hallett, 0 fficiatinr Inspector.General of Polrc.:. and Prisons,~ 
. Number of vi/ness-2g. 

Q. I.-General observation during a resilence of 35 years. 
Q.5r.-Yes. Nearly all bad characters ""e consumers to a greater or less degree. 

'the dissolute habits engendered by its use lea(' to crime against property. 
Q. 5J--Yes, I think so. Renning amok is,l should say; always the result of excessive 

indulgeDce. 
Q. Sl.-Oral.-I n jails a large number of elsuals might not be found to be consumers; 

but I think that if you got, .. t the truth you wouU find 50 per cent. of the habituals to he 
consumers. I should say that over a whole jail, lite the Jubbulpore Jail, the average would 
be over 25 per cent. I thin k that all habituals, \\s now defined, are not bad characters 
properly so called. Therefore I conclude that Ilore than 50 per cent. of bad charac
ters are C1nsumers. The excessive consumer i~'a dissolute pp:fson, who will not work. 
Therefore h~ has a tendency to commit offences against property when he runs out of 
cash. This does not refer to the moderate u;e. I.:annot refer to cases, but I fancy every 
Magistrate has had suoh cases. \ 

So.-Pundit DiDa Nath, Rai Bahadur, Assistant Oistrict Superintendent. of Police.
Number -f wittteSS-3 3. 

Q. 51.-A large proportion of bad charac:t~s, habitual, are moderate consumers of 
ganja; such persons commit petty thefts and sim~le h~rt cases, 

'The rule holds equally in the ·case of opiu!\l-5moking and Iiquor·imbibing. I was 
under the impression that I must confine rty reply to ganja.smoking alone. The connec
tioD) in my opinioD, between ganja .and crime is that of cause and eHect. 

Habitual bad characters are generallY idle men who dOeno work or can get no work; 
;md as they have contracted the hahit of smoking ganja and opium and d.inking liquor, 
they do not feel up to work, but as they must more or less have these drugs, tbey are 
necessitated to commit petty thefts. I . . 

g. 5-,.-The use or the intoxiratirtg drugs ohtained from hemp to excess tends to 
• make the C(){lsumers more violent, and violent crimes are often conufl1ited by such men. 

Q. 54."-Y"S, criminals ma~e use of '\'lcb drugs and to gi,'e them false courage when 
thry wish to commit violent cr,imc. 

8I.-Mr. Fred. A, Naylor, District Superintendent of Police.-Nu11lber of willzess-30. 

Q. sr.-In towns especially, I think, a large proportion of the bad characters are 
mode-rate consumers of hemp jrugs. In the district the proportion of moderate con_ 
sumers is smaller than in towns, 1 hese drug'S are generally made use of by gamblers. 
Whether the drugs lead tothe gambling or the gambling to the drugs I am not prepared 
to say, but that there is a connection between rlrug~ and the criminals through the chan
nol of gambling there is no doubt. \Vben the gambler is short of funds he takes to steal· 
ing. ' 

Q. 53.-The excessive use of these drugs leads to the commission of crime of a 
more serious nature. 

g. o.-An excessive use of hemp products, specially ganja, orten leads to unpreme_ 
ditated ~iolent crime. Ie also causes the death of the COusumer. who, whon the system is 
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82,-The HOll'ble Gangadhar·ao Madhav Chimavi Hon"rary Magistrate, Member of the 
Viceroy's Coundl.-Numbe of w"'neSS-46. 

Q. 51-52.-1 have no! been able to trac the connection of crime solely to 
the consumption of this d"g. But as bad charac rs generally belong to the lower dasses, 
and as these class"s "f pe:sons are very generall addicted to this vice, it generally ap
pears that most of the bad, characters ~re g' en to smoking ganja. As an Honorary 
Magistrate 1 find that the ctlminals who come b fore me are generally given to this sort 
of vice.· . 

/ 

Of cou«e the perso!>S using this drug in cessive quantities are persons who are 
given to thefts and otber offences. 

Q, 5 T.-Or~l.-By cr;min~ls 1 mean thie s and such persons, not those charged with 
assault. 1 should e<peet 60 per cent. of thiev , robbers, ,tc" ill jail to be ganja-smokers; 
one-fourth of the whole jail population ~roba y. 

83.-T rimbak Rae Sathe, Commissioner an Diwan of the Sonepur State . .,-Number of 
wit ... - 13. 

Q. 53.-The excessive indulgen.:e . ganja~smoking incites to, unpremeditated 
violent crime. Recently I saw a case of a an who went mad owing to excessive ganja
s<r.oking, anJ in that state of his mind he Iled his own nncle who had remained to walch 
him. 'J here was no ill-feeling between t em. There was no motive for the murder ex
cept, perhaps, that the uncle did not allow im the use of gan;a. 

Q. 53 -Orat.-By homicidal frenzy I understand a desire to kill a man, no matter 
who it might be. . . 

84.-Syed Mohamed Huson, Extra Assist· t Commissioner and Diwan, Khairagarh State.
Numbe. ofwitne~s-:15. 

Q, .51.-T1,e bad characters gener; I y use these drugs in order to prepare them
.dves for some deed of violence, such a

1 
ouse-breaking, robbery, and dacoity. 

Q. 53 -An excessive consumer iS~O much intoxicated to do any act of violence., The 
indulgence in these drugs weakens COIl titution anu thus renders the consumer quite unfit 
fnr anv deed of violence. I have COe e across cases in which the Police have made a 
crimi,;al confess his crime 'by making I m smoke ganja excessively. 

Q . .5J.-Yes, the 'excessive indulgence in these drugs, especially in gania, incites to un
premeditated \,iolent crimes, such as hom~cide) grievous hurt, and suicide. 

8s.-Mr. Pasley, Inspector of Police and Superintendent of City Police, Jubbulpc;>re.
Number of wit~ss-34. 

Q . • p.-I do not think that more than 20 er cent. of the bad characters of this 
city are moderate smokers of these drugs. T ese gania-smokers commit petty thefts 
only. 

Q. 52,-About 10 per cent. of the bad characte s of this city are excessive gania-smok
ers; they arC nOl addicted to an)' special class of rime, but commit petty thefts like the 
others when driven t., it for want of funds to obtain Ihe drug. 

Q. 53.-The exceSSI'o use of this drug indtes bad characters to quarrel with people 
and ultimately to"fight. Byr%:ees and sadhus are much addicted to the use of these drugs, 
and I have known an instance 'n which one sadhu, when excited under tbe excessive 
.indulgence of gania, killecl a fellow-sadhu. 

M-a-dr-a-s -(C-r-im-e») 

86.-Colonel G. Chrystie, Deputy Inspector-General of P.lice.-N"mber of witness-6s. 
Q. 5'.-The lowest class of Muhammadans.' among whom there are a good many 

bad characters, consume ganja and bhang prepared frorr. it. Korchera or YerikaUas 
and Lambadies or Sugallies arc said also to consume it largely. These tribes often commit 
crime. . 

S7.-~aptain C. M. Kennedy, Commandant, 1st Pion-eers.-Number oj''Wilness-81. 

Q. 51-Those wlto consume them are generally, from a mi!itary point of view, 
worthless characters. . 
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Q. 53.-Yes; particularly ganja. 
In nearly every case of murder, by shooting. etc., ,which has occurred of recent 

yrars, the perpetrator has been a known ganja or charas eater. 

88.-Mr. E. H. Gaisden, Superintendent, Central Jail:~Numbe,. of wit1less~'13. 

Q. sr.-Fifty per cent. of re·convicted prisoners now {n. jail use garja whell 
at liberty. . " 

8g.-H. E. G. Mills, Superintendent, Central Jail.-Numb.,. 0f1l/l·/1Iess-74. 

Q. ST.-All fakirs and wanderers from place to place and those whl> are habitual 
gamblers ·with no permanent mode of living re,-ort to gaDja~smoking; for want of the 
drug, whether moderate or exce!!lsive, leads to crime. fJ , 

9o.-Mr. 1. Tyrrell, Superintendent, Central JaiL-Num be,. of witnes3-7 I. 

I have been employed as .. jail official for more than 26 years, and can remember 
at different times during that period assaults made on jail officials" jail !:Iervants, and' 
fellow·convicts by prisoners who were at the time when committing the assaults under 
the influence of ganja. 

I should certainly say, from the number of men I have seq under its influence, that 
the drug stimnlates the passions of sume men and ma\es oth./s utterly reckless,' caring 
but 'little, wpen under its influence, what crimes they commit. 

~ 

91.-K. Narainaswamy, R. B., Inspectar of Police.-Numbcr of witness-69. 

Q. ,.-1 have been 11 years in the Police Department and three years in other 
departments. 

Q. SI.~'1es, vut of 21 '1::. the active list of criminals in the YLziao~gp..!'!-~.o~~, 15 are 
habitual ganla •• mokers and opium-eaters or' ,,-,,okers. These men commit thefts and 
house-breakings, thOugh not of a ser:ous nature. 

Q. 53.-1 have known of cases ;11 which the excessive use of ganja-smoking has made 
the consum~.rs m::id; but I know no cas.e in which it Jed to homicidal frenzy. (Q. 53.) 
By mad 1 mean ollly leaving worldly cOllcerns and leaving home and going about. 

92.-Sri Vasudeva Rajamani Rajah Deo, Zamindar of Mandasa.-Number of witness-
. 128_ 

Q. 1.-/ am answering the questions from my local experience and the knowledge 
ia medical books. 

Q. ST.-It seems that ganja incre.,es the bad characters of the.habitual consumers, 
wbo, practise it or use it once a day, and hence show their violence. 

Q. 53.-Ganja, when taken excessively, excites a consumer to commit any kind of 
violence. About 23 years ago there was a crmsumer named Padmanapha Marvary, who 
actually tried ta stab one Dasarathi Cbaru Patnaik witb the cruel intention of murderin~ 
hl~ , 

93.-Mr. K. C. Manavedan Raja, Coliector.-Numbe,. of wltlless-19. 

Q. 53.- Mal'; it is not unlikely that the indulgence may occasionally induce violent 
and other crimes. 

A~ instance is quoted locally wherein a person who indulged in the drug heat a 
person, resulting in death, on slight provocation. 

Bombay (Crime). 

94.-Narain Rao-Bhikhaji Jogalekar, pensioned Deputy Collector of Government and 
now Karbhari of the Aundh State.-Number of'lll£lness-36. 

Q. I.-Experience of nearly 20 years. 
Q. S3.-The accused in many cases charged for culpable homicide not amQuntingto 

murder, or causing the death of other persons by rash or negligent acts, have many time. 
pleaded berore me that they did the. act while in a st"te of ganja or liquor intoxication. 

95.-H. Kennedy, District Superintend~nt of Police.-Nllmbe,. oj ",i/ness-54. 
Q. jr.-It is generally found that bad characters are either habitual or moder. 

ate consumers 01 bhang and ganja.· Taken as bad characters are from the lower 
orders, who are the most likely to indulge in these drugs, this is 'Only 'natural. The 
moderate use of the drugs leads to abusive and quarrelsome conduct. 
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Q. 5:1.-A moderate but. habi"tual consumer would, if he w~re to ind~lge to exr.e .. , 
probably rave and become elicIted and would be ready to commIt any cnme of violence 
that first came into his head. 

Q. 53.-1 do know of a case in which a sepoy of a Baluch reg-iment, when nuder the 
influence of gania or bhang-I forget which it was-ran amok and shot at anyone he 
'ca~e across, killing and wounding val' ions persons. 

9~.:""'Mr. P. H. Dastur, Presidency Magistrate.-Numbe,. of wi/nesS-20. 
Q. sa.-But the excessive use of gania and charas may lead to crime, for 

those addicted to these drugs remain constantly under a stupour and are unable to 
fo" '\V a~y h.mest calling and must necessaril, resort to crime. 

" Q. 5 ... -1 am informed tf'at excessive indulgence in chaMs makes a man violent in his 
t~1 per and leads him to commit offences attended with vi"lence. The Pathans in Bombay 
ate well knolVn as a turbulent c1~s and they are mostly' hahitual consumers of charas. 1 
had lately a case before me in which a Marwari goldsmith, under the influence of 
charas, attacked a bailiff with a pair of tongs and behaved very excitedly in court. 1 am 
n~t aware of any,cas~ in which the habit has led to temporary homicidal frenzy. 

I • 97·-Mr• Nan~bhoy Cow'1-.ji, Gty Police Inspector.-Numoe,. 0/111ilness-60, 
I ... Q . .;.-I bad opportor ities for s'veral years Jf coming into cnnlact with such 
p~rsons when I was in ~ athiaWf(r. SOlOe of them consumed ganja. and bhanD' in 
excessive, and some~n moderate quantities. b 

, . Q, is ... -Howe;ver, in one'case to my knowledge it ~o occurred that in November 1885 in 
Broach certain Talavias, having gathered together one morning and after gania, committed 
a riot in that town, in which the Superintendent of Police, Mr. Prescott, was killed. Fur
ther particulars, if required, may be obtained from Broach. 

98.~Mr:-~7l)odgson; I.CS, fg~ -eJa5,~, ¥. ~g-i~t:~:e -an'd &s~st~~t Collector.-
, Numbe,. Of witness-I 7. 

Q. ST.-Bad characters in so far that they are often persons with no fixed homes 
or no regular means of employment-are frequently qabitual nloderate consumer" 
of ganja. In my experience the use of the drug has no other connecti"n with crime • 
. , Q. S3.-Excessive indulgence in- any of these drugs or other preparations is apt to 

lead to un premeditated crime. 

99.~Mr. J. M. Campbell, C.I.E.-Number ofwilness-9. 
I have 24 years' service in all divisions of the presidfncy (except Sind). 
I believe that in ordinary magisteri"l work there is no connection between hemp 

drugs and crime. But there are certain crimes, murders, and crimes of violence, ascribed 
to ganja; and ,there :i~e also cc:rtain sta,tements regardin~ the use of the drugs by Rajputs 
that point to Its leadmg to VIolence. I have never SIfted these statements, nor have 
~uch facts ,come to my notice. On the other band, I have been told that the drugs make 
a man timid. 

Sind (~rirne). 
100. -Dr. S. M. Kaka, M.R.C. S., L.R.C.P., D.P.H., &c.-Numoer of u·aness-24. 

Q. I.-As a medical practitiGner 01 II years' standing and as medical officer of 
, healtlt I have had some opportunities of becoming acquainted with hemp drugs and their 

effects, especially in Karachi. 
Q. 5T.-The habitual mod prate consumers, chiefly of charas, are bad characters-Ioaf

era, vagabonds, thieves, shop·hfters, &C. 
-----

101.-Mr. C. E. S. Stafford Steele, Officiating Deputy Commissioner":'N"",ber of 
wilness-3· 

Q. S3.~Persons claiming to be addicted to gania and charas bave been known to 
plead irresponsibility for their actions., ' 

Q. ,53.-lt appears that those who indulge in bhang are easily provoked and become 
rxce,sively irritable, and that insanity results from the immoderate use of gania and 
charas. Serious crimes are most undoubtedly committed by persons addicted to these. 
drugs, mostly asc(ibed either to provocatio" or frenzy. 

10~_Khan Sahadur Kadil'dad Khan Gul Khan, C.I.E., Deputy Collector.-N .. mbe,. 
, of witness-4· 

. Q. ,.-II.ave served in all the dislricts of the province for a little more than 34 years, 
and have bad to deal with those who sell and consume hemp. 

Q. 53.-The excesSIve indulgence in these drugs d"es incite to unpremeditated crime 
of VIolence. 

-----
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STATEMENT V.-List of witnesses who say/here will be no political danger. 
(Para. 86 0/ the n()te.) '. 

Serial 
No. 

J 
2 

3 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

II 
12 

'3 
14 
15 

16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

28 

"9 
30 

3' 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 

4 6 

50 
51 

Name and Rank~ 
~umber 

01 
[Witness. 

Bengal .. . Ganendra Nath Pal, Sub-Divisional Officer ... .~ 
H. P. Wylly, Government Agent... '" ... Do ... . 

Do. .. . W. C. Taylor. Special Deputy Collector, Land Acquisition, 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
00. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

Do. 

Do. 
Do. 

Do. 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do .. 
Do. 
Do. 

Assam 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

Do. 

East Coast Railway, and pensioned ,Deputy Magistrate and 
Deputy Collector ... ... .... • .. 

... H. G. Cooke, Officiating Commi<sioner ... .,. 
... C. Fasson, District Superintl'ndent of Police... • .. 
... F. H. Tucker, District Superintendent of Police '" .. ,. 
... A. C. Tute, Collector... .:. ... .. . 
... J. C. Price, Magistrate and Collector '" .... .... . 
... Mahendra Chandra Mitra, Pleader and Municipal Chairman .. . 
... A. E. Harward. Officiating Magistrate and Collectol' .. .. 
••• /adub Chandra Chuckerbutty, Civil and So"ions Judge ••. 
... Gopal Chunder Mukerji, Sub-Divisional Officer ".. ,'~' 
... J. Kennedy, District Magistrate... ... . •. 
... J. H. Bernard, Officiating Collector ... ... , ••• 
... Nanda Krishna Bose, Statutory Civil Service, Acting Magis-

trate and Collector ... ....... .. . 
... R. L. Ward. District Superintendent of Police J' .. . 
... Nobin Chunder Sen, Sub-Divisional Officer ,/ ... , ... 
... Hon'ble F. R. S. CoIlier, Collector... ... ,_ ,'" 
... F. H. Barrow, Collector ... ... . ... • .. 
... L. P. Shirres, Collector ." ... ... .. . 
... Mathura Mohan Sirkar, Inspector of Police... .. . 
... Colonel Garbet, Deputy Commissioner ... . •. 
,.. \V. H. Grimley, Commissionf'r.. ""a ~ ••• 
•• , Raja Peary Mohan Mookarji, Zamindar .,. ... 
... Rai Radha Govind Rai, Sahib Bahadur, Zamindar... , '",' 
." Babu Rajkumar Sarvadhikari, Secrdary _.. ... 
... Umagati Ray, Pleader and Secretary to the Jalpaiguri Brancb, 

Ind ian Association ••. .. . ...,' .•. 
." Pyari Shankar Das Gupta, Medical Practitioner, Secretary, 

Bogra Medical Society .. ' ... '" 
." Akshay Kumar Maitra, Plead~r, Secretary, Rajshahi Association' 
... A. F. M. Abdur Rahman, Honorary Secretary, Mabomedan 

Literary Society... ... ". ... 
... Kamala Kanta Sen, Zemindar, President of the Chittagong 

.-\ssociation ... ... . ", •• , 
... Sub-Committee of the District Board, 24-Pargannas ... 
••• District Board, Patna ... ••• ... • •• 
... District Board Sub-Committee ... _.. • .. 
... P ai Bahadur Radha BaJlav Chowdhuri. Honorary Magistrate 
... Arrah District Board... ... ..,.. .. 
... A. \'1. B. Power, Commissioner of the Burdwan Division ... 
... Surgeon-Major J. W. Macnamara, Civil Surgeon ... . .. 
... c. W. E. Pittar, Officiating Deputy Commissioner ... 
... ]. L. Herald, Deputy Commissioner... ... . ,"' 
... f~han Chandra Patranavis, Extra Assistant Commissioner .. . 
... G. Godfrey, Commissioner .. , ... .. . 
... G. A Gait. Director of Land Records and Agriculture .. . 
... ]. J, S. Driberg, Commissioner of Excise ". . .. 
... Lakshmikanta Barkagati, Secretary to the Tezpur Ryot~ 

As!'ociation .• 0 "0 n. .._ 
... Radhanath Cbangakoti, Municipal Commissioner and l\!.ember, 

Loca \ Board ... ... ." ... 
N.-W. P. Lieut~nant-Colonel F Burow, Deputy Commissioner ". 

Do. .. . 
Do ... . 

S)'cd HabibuIlah, Joint ;'.Iagistrate... ... ..' 
Khan Ilahadur Syed Ali Husen, Revenue Member, Council of 
Rog~ncy... ... ... ... .. . 

Do. 
Do. 

... H, C. Fcrard, Collector and Magistrate ... .. . 

... P. Allen, Officiating Collector .... _ ... 

36 
8 

87 
88 
12 

9 
209 
30 

94 
4' 
20 

29 

25 
89 
39 
15 
10 
26 
90 

3
' 3 

.60 
166 
23' 

232 

134 
233 

234 

23; 
247 
248 
249 
l67 
25' 

5 
20 .. a 
13 , 
9 
% 

47 
'9 
25 

35 
'S 
16 
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Serial 
No. 

52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 

•. W 
60 
61 
62 . 
63 
6-1 

65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 

71 

72 

73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 

81 
8a 
83 
84 
85 
86 
81 
8S 
IIg 
90 

91 

92 

93 
94 
<)5 
96 
97 
9S 
99 

100 

101 

lol 
103 
104 
105 
106 

107 
108 
109 
110 
III 

112 

• 

Province. Name aDd Rank. 

N.-W. P. H. O. W. Robarts, Joint Magistrate and Excise Officer ... 
Do. ••. P. Harrison, Officiating Collector .•• ... • •. 
Do. ... M. Zainulabdin, Deputy Collector... ... . .. 
Dol. ... G. A. Tweedy, Collector '" ... . .. 
Do. ... M. Hushmatullab, Joint Magistrate... .•. '" 
Do. •.. Lala Nehal Chand, Honorary Magistrate ... . •. 
Dol. ... Lala Sheo Pershad, Rai Bahadur, Banker ... 
Do. "'1 Rai I:lahadur M. Sheo Narain, Secretary, Municipal Board .. . 
Do. ... Raja Jung Bahadur Khan, C.I.E.... ... .. . 
Do. •.. Raja Luchman Singh, Government Pensioner and Zamindar ... 
Do. .... Choudry Basant Singh, Rai Bahadur, Zamindar ... 
Do. • .. ~L Nawul Kishore, C.l.E., Proprietor, "Nawul Kishore" Press .. 
Do. ... Syed Muhammad Nuh, Zamindar and 'Member of District 

Punjab ... 
On. • •. 
Do .... 
Do. • .. 
Do. .. . 
Do. .. . 
Do .. . 
Do ... . 
00. , .. 
Do. • •. 
D,..,. • •• 
Do. • .. 
Do: ... 
Do. • .. 
Do. ... 

C'>ntral 
Provinces 
Do. .. . 
Do ... . 
Do. .. . 
Do ... . 
Do. .. . 
Do. .. . 
Do. .. . 
Do. .. . 
Do. .. . 
Do ... . 
Do. . .. 

Do. '" 
~!adras .. . 

Do .. . 
Do. .. . 
Do ... . 
Do. .. . 
Do ... . 
Do. . .. 
D) .... 
no. . .. 
D·). .. . 
Do. .. . 
Do. , .. 

• Do. . .. 
Do .... 
Do. • .. 
J )0. • •. 

Do. ... 
Do. • .. 
Do. . .. 

• Dilto ... 

Boa rd ... ... ... e.. . .. 
Surgeon.Major J. A. Cunningham, Civil Surgeon ... 
Sirdar Balwant Singh, Extra Assistant Commissioner .. . 
J. A. Robinson, Extra Assistant Commissioner... .. . 
Rai .Bahadur Bhugwan Das, Extra Assistant Commissjoner .. .. 
Ur:utenant·Colonel J. A. L. Montgomery, Deputy Commissioner 
Sheikh Din Muhammad Khan, Extra Assistant Commissioner .. : 
Sitdar Bahadur Luchmi Sahai, Extra Assistant Commissioner .. . 
M. L. Dames, Deputy Commissioner ... .. . 
H. A. Anderson, Deputy Commissioner ... .. . 
'" 'S;, Bruere, District Superintendent of Police ... .. . 
BhlJ." ,·an Das, Assistant Surgeon, in Medical Charge , .. 
]. R. Maconaohie, Deputy Commissioner . ... > ... 

Kaura Khan, Khan I:lahadur, ZeiJ..lar ... • .. 
Major·Geoeral M. Millet (pensioner) ... . .. 
Bedi Sujan SiDgh, Honorary Magis!rate ••• ... 

Honorary.Surlreon.Major J. E. Harrison, Civil Surgeon ... 
Alam Chand, Superintendent ... •.. .., 
A. C. Duff, Deputy Commissioner "'''' 
Mahnmeu Hossein, Extra Assistant Commissioner .. . 
B. R.)bertson, Deputy Commissioner ... .. . 
It V. Drake·Brockman, Officiating Commissioner of Excise. 
R ughu ~ ath Rao, Extra Assistant Commissioner ... 
Bhargo Rao Garljit, Extra Assistant Commissioner ... 
Thakur Maharaj Singh. Rao Bahadur, Malguzar ••• . .. 
Tara Das Banerji, President, District Board... . .. 
Rao Saheb Bulwnnt Rao Gobind Rao Bhuskllte, Jagirdar ... 
Hon'ble Gangadhur Rao Madhab Chit navis, Member, Viceregal 

Council ... ... ." ... .. . 
Rao Sahib Rang Rao Hari, Pleader ... ... .. . 
S. H. Wynne, Collector .•• .., ... • .. 
\Y. A. Willock, Collector ... ••• ... ... 
C. H: Mounsey, Collector ... ... ... • .. 
L. C. Miller, Acting Collector ... ... ... 
F. D. A. O. Wolfe Murray, Acting Collector... . .. 
H. Bradley, Acting Collector ... ... ." 
E. Turner, Collectnr ..., ••• ... ... 
C. J. Weir, Collector... ... ." ... 
R. Sewell, Collector... ." ... . .. 
Honorable Rai Bahadur Sabapathy Mudaliar, Merchant ." 
M. Azizuddin, Saheb Bahadur, Deputy Collector ... ... 
J. Thomson. Collector... .., •.• . .. 
P. Pundari Kakshudu, De puty Collector. ... ." 
J. H. Merrjman, Deputy Commissioner of Salt and Abkari ... 
Buldeo Dass, Priest of Hanuman Math ... ... 
Rev. W. H. Campbdl, Missionary... ... • .. 
Azizuddin Ali Khan, Saheb Bahadur, Jagirdar... • .. 
Raja of Ramad ... ... .. ... 
P. Kesawa Pillai, Honorary Secretary, Gooty People.'s Associa. 

tion ,.. ..• .,. .0. . _0' 
E. Subramana Iyer, Municipal Chairman ... • .. 

Numbtr 
of tb.e 

witness. 

:~2 
~l 

39 
10 

30 

178 
.254 
226 
181 
182 
205 
23 1 

227 
35 
23 
10 
1& 

7 
21 
17 
g 

12 

3r 
36 
8 

68 
ti9 
5], 

38 
18 
6 

15 
1 
g 

14 
12 
62 
70 

64_ 

46 
72 

12. 
8 

15 
18 

17 
14 
3 

20 
6 

175 
37 

9 
33 
28 

192 

148 
134 
127 

173 
143 



Serial 
No. 

"3 
"4 
115 

116 
117 
I'~ 
119 
120 
12. 
122 
123 
124 
I .. 

126 

127 
128 
129 
130 

Province. 

Bombay 
Do. 
Do. 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. .... 
00. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

Do. 
Ln. 

Sindh 
Do. 

NOTE OF DISSENT BY LALA NIHAL CHAND. , 

Name and Rank. 

Dhanjisha Darlahhoy, District Superintendent of Police 
J. E. D~\\'n, District Superintendent of Police 
R. B. Narayan llhikaji Jngalekar, Pensioned Deputy Collector 

and Karbari of Aundh Slate 
A. H. Plunkett, City Ma~istrate 
A. Cumine, Acting Collector .. ' 
R. S. Pran,hankar, Inspector of Police 
J. Monteath, Collector 
K. B. Nanabhai Kav3>ji, Police Inspector 
R. A. Lamb, Collector... ... 
E. 1. Eb';.n, Collector 
Ram Chandra Raja Ram Mule, Administrator of lath 
R. W. E. H Vinc;ent, C.I.E., Officiating Commissioner of Police 
H. Woodward. Collector 
Dr. Ganesh Krishna Garde, Medical Practitioner, Represen. 

tative, Sarvajanick Sabha. Poena .0. . .. 
Rao Bahadur Huehrao Achut, Harihar . 
Rao Hahadur Vishvanath Kesoava loglekar, Sahokar 
R. Giles, Collector 
Dr. S. M. Kaka, Health Officer 

NlHAL CHAND. 

120 

•• C. PrnI. Stmla.-No. 4J H. D. C.-Jf·I01I4--r.sto. 

477 

58 
55 

36 
19 
12 
63 
10 
60 

14 
5 

33 
53 .. 
91 

106 

110 
2 

24 


